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PREFACE
THE ZANGSKAR PROJECT
JOHN H. CROOK

There are numerous mountains and islands scattered around the
world to which, after a tantalising glimpse from afar, I have vowed
one day to return. One day in Kashmir, in 1959, I gazed up the
forbidden road to the Zoji-la: a caravan was descending between the
mist shrouded trees, and I dreamed of Leh. I was not to know that
one day Ladakh would become my prime focus in a major research
project.
As a member of the Bristol University Expeditions Committee I was
greatly interested by a student proposal in 1976 for an overland
journey to Zangskar. I soon got to know James Crowden and, infected
by his enthusiasm, rapidly decided that I too would make this remote
valley the target for an expedition. Ladakh was then only recently
re-opened to foreign travellers by the Indian Government and my first
plans had focused on a project concerning the behavioural ecology of
birds at the Tsomoriri lake in Rupshu, in collaboration with my old
friend and colleague Dr.Salim Ali of the Bombay Natural History
Society. At the last minute I realised that permission for foreigners
to enter Rupshu would not be granted by the Government. Already
in Delhi and raring to go, we consulted the relevant gazettes and
chanced upon the Umasi-La as an inviting crossing of the Himalaya
into Zangskar. So it was that the second Bristol party to visit this area
completed a long journey on foot of some 200 or more miles, enabling
me in 1977 to make a pilot study (Crook, 1980) locating the site for
a serious socio-ecological investigation of a village community. The
film made on that journey was to receive the BBC's first Mick Burke
Award for Expedition Filming for our cameraman, Dr. Pelham AldrichBlake.
On our return, I worked out the preliminary plans for a detailed
study in conjunction with Dr. Robert Attenborough, then of the Department of Biological Anthropology at Oxford, who had contacted
me on learning about the Zangskar adventure. We gradually built up
the outlines for the project. At first we wanted to investigate the
energy flow of human activity in this mountain locked subsistence
culture. Inspired by the work of Brooke-Thomas in the Andes (1973)
and MacFarlane in Nepal (1976), we hoped to quantify inflows and
outflows and to model the entire system. Such a task was beyond our
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capacity, although some of the assessments in this book do show the
way. Alternatively, a comprehensive set of related projects began to
emerge as the most likely means of gaining an understanding of the
ways in which these mountain people lived and lived so well in their
remote location at great altitudes and with extreme cold for the greater
part of the year. Our discovery in 1977 that a government road was
about to violate the virginity of the valley, gave us a feeling of having
a last chance to study Zangskar before the inevitable monetization of
its economy would begin. While we had our doubts about the effects
of a large research party on the local people (see Ch. 17), a smaller
group with more limited objectives would clearly not be able to gain
a comprehensive picture in time. In the event, when we arrived in
1980, the road had already crossed the Pensi-La pass but still terminated well short of our chosen village.
I chose sTongde village on a basis of its size, relative ease of access,
and distance from the road, as well as from a description of it provided me by James Crowden. It has, I believe, proved to have been
a sound choice. Studies of ecology, agriculture, demography, social
organisation, monastic life, child rearing and values were envisaged
and a team assembled. Robert Attenborough and I have been especially fortunate in our colleagues. Henry Osmaston brought his
mountaineering enthusiasm, his geographical skills and his farming
experience; Helena Norberg-Hodge brought her love of Ladakh, her
interest in child rearing and her knowledge of Ladakhi; Tashi Rabgyas,
his scholarship and Buddhist understanding and Tsering Shakya his
insightf~lanthropological questioning and desire to work among a
Tibetan people. My son, Stamati, became a valuable source of ideas
in discussion - especially on the subject of polyandry and the possibility of modelling its effects on demography, and Hazel Russell, apart
from working with Helena, also painted the first oil paintings of this
region of the Himalaya. Keith Ball was a patient doctor to us all and
his warm personality soon attracted villagers to him. Research in India
was carried out in collaboration with the Jawaharlal Nehru University
in New Delhi. Throughout our work we have been especially grateful
to Professor Moonis Raza and Professor Harjit Singh (see 1978) of the
Department for the Study of Regional Development for their encouragement, support and collaboration. We are happy that this collaboration finds expression in the publication in this book of an important
chapter by Dr. Sandhya Gokhale-Chatterji, originally a research student at JNU.
A major difficulty in preparing this text has been the rendering of
terms in Ladakhi or Zangskari dialects of Tibetan. Many terms have
only been heard in the field and not seen as written words. Most such
terms have equivalents in written Tibetan but it has not always been
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possible for us to check a phonetic rendering of an orally presented
term against a Tibetan dictionary because, as linguists will know, the
spelling is uncommonly difficult to infer from the sound of a wcrd.
Many such words have however been listed in Tibetan spelling for us
by informants and, in particular, Tashi Rabgyas prepared several long
word lists for us. There remain, however, some discrepancies between such renderings and dictionary spellings because in certain
cases some informants clearly spelt a word for us in Tibetan script
phonetically and without knowing the dictionary spelling in the classical language! We have done our best with such materials by rendering phonetically learnt words without italics and with syllables
hyphenated (e.g. khang-chen) but correct Tibetan spelling by italics
and periods (e.g. khang.chung) using the Wylie system (1959; - see
Goldstein, 1977) but with the main consonant of a prefixed syllable
capitalised (e.g. sByin.bDag). For clarity we have also capitalized the
initial letter of proper names. We hope this practice will allow those
with only slight knowledge of Tibetan to refer to a dictionary with
relative ease. Errors are almost certainly present and we leave the
cross-word puzzling to our readers with apologies. Italics are also
used for Sanskrit words and scientific names. Many names of places
on maps and in recent books have been phonetically anglicised,
frenchified or based on their form in Urdu. We sometimes follow this
usage but try to add the correct Tibetan spelling which is still usually
in local use.
One word which naturally exercised us particularly was the proper
name of the district we were studying, which has variously been
recorded as Zangskar, Zanskar or Zaskar. The last of these often
appeared in geographers' reports and maps of the Himalaya fifty or
so years ago, particularly when referring to the range of mountains
which forms the boundary between this district and the Indus valley
to the north. However, there does not seem to be good local authority
for that spelling, and the district, together with the river which flows
through it, has generally been recorded, particularly on Indian government maps and documents, as Zanskar. On the other hand it has
also been persistently related to the natural occurrence of copper and
copper minerals in the district, the Ladakhi for which is zangs. After
discussions with various Ladakhis, we came to the conclusion that the
correct spelling of the name was Zangskar, although the significance
of the second syllable, presumed to have been originally dKar meaning
white, remained obscure. Jschke and Chandra Das themselves follow this spelling in their dictionaries. Accordingly we too adopted
it throughout this book, perhaps rather pedantically.
Recently we discussed this further, particularly with Punchok Dawa,
now rGyal.po (king) of Padum, and it seems that the case is even more
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confused than we had thought, with several different etymologies
being offered. One view is that it is derived from zan meaning food
and mKhar meaning palace because the staple food crops are so abundant. S.S. Gergan, the Ladakhi historian, suggested that it was originally zhang.mKhar, named after the palace of the first king of the
district who came from zhang.zhung. Some of the religious scholars
of the district, such as Ngawang Tsering of Dzongkhul and his disciples, held that it was originally bZang.dKar, meaning good and white.
'Good' refers to the shape of the Padum plain which is triangular, the
symbol of Dharma or religion: 'white' refers to the simplicity, goodness and religious inclinations of the people. Indeed people in the
surrounding districts sometimes refer to this area as chos.yu1, the
religious country.
None of these etymologies is entirely convincing and it seems unlikely
that the problem will be resolved. In practice, however, the spelling
Zanskar may win the day by official and popular usage.
Some readers may wonder why we have not followed the practice
of some social anthropologists in always disguising with pseudonyms
the real names of our informants and the villages or monasteries in
which they reside. The reason is simple: were we to disguise these
details of our work, any effective repetition of these studies to determine the nature of social change would be impossible for other workers.
Indeed had Prince Peter not given full details of the families who
provided him with genealogical information, little of our own work
on social change would have been possible, nor could we have based
our interpretation of polyandry on a statistical analysis. We have only
provided information in this book which is effectively in the public
domain in Ladakh, and where local inhabitants were shy in giving
information we have presented it in such a manner as not to offend
(e.g. Chap.7). It is also significant that most of the data in this book
are now ten years old, so personal situations will have altered in the
meantime. We hope indeed that our detailed presentation will facilitate studies in Ladakh in the future and increasingly by Ladakhi
scholars themselves.
During our expeditions I made especial efforts to employ learned
interpreters. Tashi Rabgyas set the tone of all our interpretative work
providing details not only of the meanings but also of the contextual
relations of terms and statements within their cultural usage. Helena
Norberg-Hodge had made a detailed study of Ladakhi and is probably
the best non-native speaker of this Tibetan dialect. Tsering Shakya
used his Tibetan primarily in conversations with monks but also soon
found himself able to interpret some Ladakhi. Wanchuk Phakarpa
was a Ladakhi graduate in sociology and, within Zangskar itself,
Punchok Dawa, now the Gyalpo of Padum, teacher and friend of
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James Crowden, helped on numerous occasions.
Another difficulty has been the measuring of quantities and &he
conversions of several contrasting sorts of measurement to metric
units. This topic has been carefully investigated by Henry Osmaston
and his conclusions used as a basis for our quantitative evaluations
(Ch. 4).
Translations of important documents and philosophical texts were
entrusted to Tashi Rabgyas (see especially Chs. 1, 4, 20, 21 and 22)
whose deep knowledge of Ladakhi history (1984) and Buddhist philosophy was a source of inspiration and information at all times. We
were especially fortunate in having had his collaboration, for it will
be in no small measure due to him if we have avoided the errors in
inference that David Snellgrove (1966) discovered in an otherwise
important field siudy by a scholar lacking formal training in Tibetology
and Tibetan linguistics.
I wish to stress that the work should be read as a whole. This is
because our main theme concerns the interdependence and transactional nature of the analytically separable components of the socioecological system. Thus, although earlier chapters are primarily about
resources and agriculture, the socio-ecological interpretation of these
materials will only become clear once the social system of marriage
and inheritance is understood. Similarly, the personal identities and
values of the Zangskari people, which provide the motivation for their
social life and collaborative work style, are based upon the specific
modes of their agricultural exploitation of the environment as well as
upon the adaptive character of their received values of both archaic
and Buddhist origins. A full understanding of the social life thus
depends on awareness of the Zangskari system of resource utilisation
and energy production.
We now pass our knowledge on to our readers hoping that it will
help stimulate further researches in the growing discipline of Ladakhi
studies.
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FIELD WORK
The field work reported here arises from the following visits to Ladakh:
Date

Leader

Mem beyship

Topics studied

1976

J. Crowden

F. Lumsden

General exploration.
Agriculture.
Monastic Art.
Zangskar in winter,
resource utilisation
and ways of living.
Pilot study of
Zangskar villages,
Filming.
Village and monastic
social life and
economics.
Agriculture, geography.
Marital systems
and personal identity.
Demography.

1976-7 J. Crowden
1977

J. Crook

1980

J. Crook

1981

J. Crook

1981

H. Osmaston

1981

K. Ball

P. Aldrich-Blake
J. Hardy
G. Palmer
R. & M.
Attenborough
K. Ball
S. Crook
H. Norberg-Hodge
H. Osmaston
T. Rabgyas
H. Russell
T. Shakya
T. Rabgyas
T. Shakya
R. Fisher
J. Frazer
T. Wilkinson
J. Elford

Genealogy and marriage,
Buddhist yogic practice
and training.
Animal husbandry
Geography
Health in Zangskar

Additional field work: Keith Ball, Leh: 1984, 1986, 1989. Henry
Osmaston, 1985, 1987. John Crook with James Low: Zangskar, 1986.
John Crook, Leh: 1988, 1989, with Tim Malyon 1990.
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INTRODUCTION

The plains of India were once renowned for the palaces, wealth and
ostentation of their Rajahs. The lesser kingdoms of the Himalaya and
the hierarchy of Tibet were little known, retaining their seclusion
partly by deliberate policy, partly through the physical difficulties of
access.
Ladakh, once known as Little or Western Tibet, lies behind the main
range of the Himalaya, only accessible by difficult routes over high
passes or now by air. After its early settlement by Tibetan peoples,
Ladakh remained independent for several centuries until its conquest
by the Doghras. It then came under British jurisdiction and is now
part of India, a fortunate chance which has preserved it from being
over-run by China and thereby protected its traditional culture, society and buildings from the Cultural Revolution, though changes are
now occurring as a result of economic development and tourism.
Buddhism has long been the dominant religious influence in most of
Ladakh, touching every aspect of the people's life, and displaying
spectacularly sited monasteries.
Even more secluded lies Zangskar in the south of Ladakh, romantically titled by Michel Peissel (1979) 'The hidden kingdom', and only
recently opened to modem influences. We were able to study there
the almost untouched traditional culture and the social and economic
system, and to see the beginnings of modem influences upon it.
Earlier in this century environmental determinism was a popular
theme among anthropologists, geographers and travellers. Inspired
by Darwinism and ideas of selective adaptation this approach to
human communities put forward the view that technology, society
and behaviour were primarily determined by the natural environment. Such a view had an immediate appeal to scientists trained in
positivist ideas. In opposition to this viewpoint, however, has been
the equally powerful argument that social behaviour and organisation
are best interpreted in terms of the structural basis of culture as
revealed by research on the fundamental ideas held by a people.
Recently, attempts at reducing the opposition between these viewpoints have led to a more holistic understanding. Robert Hinde
(1987), for'example, argues that while it is vital to perceive crucial
distinctions between levels of social complexity and the styles of
analysis appropriate to them, it is also necessary to perceive that all
processes are in dialectical relations with each other. While the ecol-
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ogy of a population may be a determinant of aspects of their technology and social organisation so may the myths underlying the culture
affect their economic system. Ecology and culture are co-determinants of the manner of life.
Our multidisciplinary and holistic study of villages in the Zangskar
Himalaya, Ladakh, provide opportunities for examining the validity
of such ideas. Previous travellers have emphasised the remote isolation of this area, the barren landscape and rigorous climate, and the
self-supporting subsistence economy. For instance Jest and Stein
(1981) have written: "In the past, patterns of human settlements and
the siting of buildings were controlled by what may be called 'natural
laws' or 'necessity"'. In the event we found that there were indeed
many ways in which the villagers' freedom of action was limited more
frequently and more severely than in more genial environments. Yet
their success in pushing back these limits was impressive, particularly
in their highly efficient and productive system of agriculture. Moreover, it was clear that cultural and religious concepts had had a
profound effect in directing the people's responses to natural constraints. For example, many monasteries are sited on hilltops or other
inhospitable sites in apparent contradiction of Jest and Stein's dictum.
The function of such siting lies in the need to satisfy the opposing
requirements of seclusion for meditation and other religious practices
while yet not divorcing the monks from their local village which
supplies finance, food and construction in return for the moral support of prayer and the legitimation of their interpretation of life.
The main thrust of our research was to uncover in as much detail
as possible the agricultural, economic, demographic and social processes which enabled the traditional subsistence economy of Zangskar
to function effectively in spite of extreme ecological and climatic
conditions. Yet we also needed to study in depth the way the
Zangskaris' attitudes and behaviour were rooted in their cultural
conception of their way of life and the meaning it had for them. The
overarching role of Tibetan Buddhism in this regard and the way it
interfaced with more ancient animist and shamanic interpretations
thus became an important issue. It was clear that without a firm
cultural legitimation of their way of life and strong personal values
the motivation for such a vigorous lifestyle would fail.
Zangskar, in brief, is a wide high-altitude river valley set between
mountain ranges that include some of the loftiest mountains in the
world. The only productive land consists of soil produced on the
alluvia of side valleys where streams descend from glaciers and springs
above. Here small villages are possible, with the farmer's fields laid
out within a network of irrigation channels covering the alluvium. For
much of the year, these streams are frozen and there is snow. People
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then live restricted lives in the lower'parts of their houses surrounded
by rooms where cattle over-winter. Population growth has to be
controlled as the carrying capacity of the terrain is severely Limited
and, in fact, the high number of non-reproductive adults is remarkable. This is due to the dual practice of polyandrous marriage and
the widespread adoption of celibate religious life. The way in which
all these environmental and social features inter-relate was to become
our prime focus, together with an analysis of the way this traditional
society is changing in modem times. These communities have never
been as self-sufficient as has sometimes been suggested and, although
contact with the outside world has been constrained, one has only to
glance around a typical kitchen or guest-room to see how a lack of
certain natural resources has been countered by the import of both
necessities and luxuries. Caravan routes both within Ladakh itself and
between Ladakh, Kashrnir, Central Asia and Tibet have carried a vital
if often slow moving trade. These relations have been radically altered
in recent years.
The material of this book is laid out in the following way. In the
opening chapters (1 and 2) we describe the natural resources and
environment of the district, starting with the geology. It is impossible
to live or travel in the Himalaya without being profoundly affected
and impressed by the gigantic upheavals of the earth's crust which
have formed these vast ranges. This rugged terrain has been deeply
carved by water, frost and ice; indeed most of the very limited areas
suitable for agricultural settlement were formed by the activities of
extensive glaciers during past ages.
The villages are sited in the valley bottoms at 3500-4000m altitude,
wherever both cultivable soil and water for irrigating it are available,
the latter being the limiting resource. We chose a large and prosperous village, sTongde, for our main study in depth.
In the rainshadow of the Himalaya, the summers are warm and dry
but the winters are very cold and snowy (Ch. 2). The vegetation,
naturally sparse, has been made even more so by the activities of the
people, who have cut down such trees as there were, and by their
herds and flocks that graze what herbage they can from the stony
hillsides. However, it is remarkable how well Zangskaris have adapted
to these rigorous conditions, overcoming some and turning others to
positive advantage. The system of land-tenure is mainly that of
prosperous small owner-occupiers, with some farmers renting monastic land. Fortunately, the great population increases and fragmentation of holdings by inheritance which have impoverished peasants
elsewhere in India have not occurred here, thanks to the marriage and
monastic systems described later.
Farmers everywhere regulate their programme of work according
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to the natural seasons, but in Zangskar they also pay at least lip
service to astrology and the traditional Tibetan calendar (Ch. 3). Since
the relationship of the latter to the seasons varies, care is needed to
disentangle the reasons and dates given for successive farming operations. Similarly, it is difficult to interpret statistics of crop areas and
yields, which are given in local units, with any assurance, unless one
has a clear understanding of the ideas which lie behind these traditional systems of measurement, sometimes quite foreign to modem
Western thought (Ch. 4).
Farmers in Zangskar have successfully developed a system of intensive arable agriculture with full irrigation, which produces yields
of the staple crops equal to those of many developed countries (Ch.
5). Moreover, an efficient system of nutrient conservation and cycling
enables them to crop their limited agricultural land continuously,
without fallows. The livestock play a vital part in this system: without
them the land could not be ploughed nor the grain threshed; the straw
could not be processed into manure and so recycled for the ne>ctcrop,
nor could the food be cooked without dung-fuel.
In summer the yak and other cattle are taken up into the high
grazing lands where the grass is greener (Ch. 6). The yields of milk
and other products, though naturally low in this harsh environment,
provide important necessities and luxuries, including a surplus of
butter for export. An important traditional avenue for this trade is
in winter along the frozen Zangskar river, through a gorge impassable
at other times (Ch. 8).
Highest and most remote of all the villages of Zangskar, Sha-de lies
in a green oasis reached through a cleft in the mountains, almost a
model for James Hilton's mythical Shangri La. There a tightly knit
community of seven families win a surprisingly prosperous existence
from their excelle~ltcrops and herds (Ch. 7). We found them particularly interesting because of their close'economic and marital links with
sTongde.
There are few non-land-owning individuals in Zangskar. The system
of inheritance is traditionally based on the "monomarital" system
whereby, in each generation, the elder brother marries a wife perhaps
together with one or ,inore additional brother. This system of polyandrous marriage is analysed in Chapters 9,10 and 15, where its effect
on the demography, particularly in limiting population, is examined
in detail. Our surveys in this regard were particularly detailed.
Demographic surveys also enabled us to examine the local nutrition
and health and to look at the work patterns of the genders and age
groups (Chs. 11, 12, 13). We also conducted a preliminary study of
child rearing in Zangskar (Ch. 16). Extensive genealogical studies
enabled'us to construct numerous family trees and to track-themarital
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exchange of two crucial villages in an interesting economic relationship. sTongde and Sha-de exchange not only butter for grain but also
wives (Chs. 7, 15). Genealogical research also allowed us to review
the changing marriage structure by comparing our findings with Prince
Peter of Greece's earlier work (Ch. 23).
Our work on the culture of Zangskar required a survey of the
history of this remote land (Ch. 14) and an investigation into the siting,
social organisation and economics of the monasteries (Chs. 19-20).
This then led to a deeper analysis of the world view of Tibetan
Buddhism as held by these monks and meditators and the sigruficance
of this in determining the attitudes and identity construction of individual villagers (Chs. 21 and 22 related to Ch. 15). We were also able
to look into the role of Zangskari lamas as teachers to Westerners in
the early years of Tibetan studies in the last century (Ch. 18).
A final group of chapters (24-26) attempts to relate the traditional
marriage and monastic systems to the ecological and sociobiological
determinants of the society as a whole. Here we attempt to envisage
the multifaceted interplay of the various factors discussed in other
chapters and to view the society holistically as a product of these
relations. This viewpoint provides the basis for evaluating some of
the present economic changes in Ladakhi society and politics due to
monetisation and the gradual emergence of a commercially active
middle class with high political and social aspirations for change
through adequate political representation.
The message of this book can only be properly understood when
economic, agricultural and social themes are appropriately related to
reveal the system as a holistic adaptation to a particular mountain
environment and cultural history. For scholars, politicians, economists and interested visitors concerned with Ladakh this
multidisciplinary perspective is important. Planners often consider
only their own speciality, milk production say, and fail to refer meaningfully to the wider range of interrelated socio-ecological factors.
Serious errors and maladaptive responses commonly arise in this way.
We hope that our book will lessen the probability that planning in
Ladakh will have the harmful social effects it has so often had elsewhere.
In conclusion, we hope that readers with a particular interest in
Ladakh itself will find here many new aspects of the district and its
people to interest them, and will gain a deeper understanding of their
inter-relationships. Those specialists who look for detailed information on their chosen topic will, we hope, spare time at least to skim
the other chapters which inevitably throw sidelights upon their central
interest. A splendid pictorial complement to our book is provided by
Olivier Follmi's recent collection of photographs.(l989).
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CHAI'TER ONE

THE GEOLOGY, GEOMORPHOLOGY A N D
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To understand how people live in Zangskar we must first understand
that rugged landscape, the rocks which built it and the processes and
events which have moulded it; for it is these that dictate where people
can live, cultivate and travel.
1. Geology - rocks and structures

Zangskar lies in the geologically active region thrust up by the
collision of India and Tibet. To the north it is bounded by the Indus
Suture Belt which marks the contact of these two masses and forms a line
of weakness exploited by the Indus River, which for millennia has been
an important trading route. To the south lies the Great Himalayan Range
of mountains, formed of resistant igneous and metamorphic rocks with
many peaks of 6-7,000m. There are no passes between them lower than
4,90Om, so that they are a major barrier both to travel and to the rainbearing winds of the monsoon.
The earliest geological explorations of Zangskar were those of Stoliczka
(1866).Drew (1873,1875)and Lydekker (1880,1883). No further activity
took place until 1960, since when there has been an upsurge of interest
stimulated partly by theories of inter-continentalcollisions, partly by the
politics of international collisions. During the last ten years there have
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been several independent groups of different nationalities working in
Zangskar alone. Geological reports and maps of parts of Zangskar have
been published by Tewari (1964),Gupta and Kurnar (1975),Nanda et al.
(1978), Srikantia et al. (1978), Fuchs (1977, 1979), Baud et al. (1982),
Honegger el a/. (1982),Searle (1983),Gaetani et a/. (1983,1985),Nicora et
al. (1884),Jadoulet a1.(1985),Searleet al. (1988),McElroy et al. (1990),but
there are still significant uncertain ties.
Some of the results are still unpublished, and the geological structure
of the region is so complex that its interpretation is still incomplete and
controversial (Gansser 1981).The following very simplified account and
maps (Fig. 1.lA,B; Table 1.1) include reports given at the International
Himalayan Geology Workshop at Leicester in December 1985, supplemented by my own observations.
Paleomagnetic data from the floor of the Indian Ocean show that the
Indian continent has drifted about 2,000km northwards in the hundred
million years (MY) since the Cretaceous period. At that time the gap
between India and Tibet was occupied by the Tethys Ocean, but this gap
was slowly closed by subduction of almost all this ocean floor underneath Tibet. One small lobe of ophiolite escaped and now lies as an
isolated "Klippe", forming the mountain tops at Spongtang betwecn
Lingshed and Potoksur. The two continental plates met about 50 MY
ago, and subsequently an unknown further extent of the Indian continental shelf has also been driven beneath Tibet. In the process, frictional
heat beneath Tibet resulted in melting and the formation of the granite
batholith, which, now much uplifted, forms the Ladakh range. The
junction between the two plates is now marked by the Tsangpo - Indus
Suture Zone (T.I.S.Z), which in this area lies between the Indus and
Markha valleys.
As the two continents were thrust together, the superficial layers of
the ocean floor and Indian plate were scraped back in a series of
upturned slices, stacked in succession south of the T.I.S.Z. The intensely
folded and faulted sediments now form the Zangskar range (Fig. 1.21,
while the Himalayan range is formed from the metamorphic Indian
basement, partially re-metamorphosed. Great thicknesses of rocks have
been eroded from the tops of these slices: 20km in the last 20 MY in the
case of the Himalayan range. Most of this material has been deposited
on the north Indian plain, but some was deposited as molasse along the
T.I.S.Z. and subsequently steeply upturned, forming the mountains
along the Indus valley.
Since then subduction, impaction and thickening of the continental
crust has continued, resulting in the uplift of the whole Tibetan plateau
and the ranges which front it. In central Tibet there are fossils of lowland
tropical animals and plants in Pliocene gravels only about 5MY old, now
elevated to 5,000m.
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This uplift has been partly coun teracted by accelerated erosion. Some
of the main drainage lines such as the Indus and Stod-Lungnak, which
follow major structural features, must have been established early in this
process. Others such as the Zangskar, Sha-de and Tsarap which transect
major structures may have been superimposed long ago. However, the
detailed landscape must have changed greatly during the removal of
several kilometres thickness of overburden. During the last million years
many peaks have been high enough to carry snow and glaciers, at least
during-the world-wide ice-ages. These glaciers substantially enlarged
many valleys, the products of their erosion being deposited as moraines
and river terraces which are still conspicuous and agriculturally important fgeatures of the landscape.
Within Zangskar, this sequence of events has resulted in a clearly
defined sequence of major geological units ranged from southwest to
northeast. The oldest is the gneiss and granite massif from which the
high peaks of the Himalaya are carved, forming the south-western
boundary of the district. On the north-eastern flanks of this, but
separated from it by the Zangskar fault, lie the Palaeozoic formations of
'the Lahul group, mainly sandstones, in which the Stod and Lungnak
strike valleys are cut. These formations dip to the northeast, away from
the main range. Capping these are the dark, resistant volcanic rocks of
the Panjal Trap which form many of the ridge-tops just north of the Stod
and Lungnak valleys, including that on which sTongde gompa is built.
North of this lie the Zangskar group of Mesozoic sediments which are
more severely deformed and faulted and form rough mountainous
country. Steep folds can be seen on the rock faces above Rinam, and in
many places nearly vertical beds of Kioto limestone or Zangla quartzite
form the sides of gorges or the crests of ridges. The sandstones and
shales of the Giumal and Spiti formations however, which occupy a belt
running from Lingshed to Sha-de, weather to a much gentler landscape,
oftell forming basins between mountain ranges of Kioto limestone.
Neither modern large scale maps nor aerial photographs were available owing to security restrictions, but fortunately the 1:250,000 maps
based mainly on surveys in 1860-62 are remarkably accurate, although
the contours are unreliable. Landsat images at the same scale (Plate)
were very useful for complementing the maps, and enlargements u p to
1:50,000scale, though not revealing additional detail, proved invaluable
as bases for field annotation. I traversed about 300 krn of the ground in
Fig. 1.1. Although geological structure determines the gross form of the
region, the detailed lithology is much more relevant to the local geomorphology and agriculture. My own studies were mainly concerned with
the local effects of structure and lithology on landforms and drainage,
and the control that lithology exerts on vegetation and agriculture.
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Field and Landsat characteristics of common rocks in Zangskar
Limestones
Field
Grey on fresh surfaces, but weather to yellow-brown or
orange-brown. Bedding and jointing conspicuous and
strata often folded or vertical. Often form gorges, cliffs,
very jagged mountain tops and ridges, and extensive
screes of small stones.
Landsat Pale grey to dark bluish grey.
Hard sandstones
Field
Light to dark brown, sometimes weathering purplish due
to iron and manganese oxide on the surface. Bedding
conspicuous, fairly resistant. Form screes of large stones
and blocks.
Landsat Pale to dark grey.
Dolomites
Field

Grey on fresh surfaces, weathering to bright orange. Massive. Form very resistant, upstanding features in southeastern Zangskar, e.g. peaks south of Phuktal, south of
Testa.
Landsat Pale pinky brown (resembling gneiss).

Basic volcanics
Field
Green or purplish on fresh surfaces. Purple on weathered
surfaces, due to iron and manganese coating. Massive.
Form upstanding features in Central Zangskar, e.g. peaks
above Kumik.
Landsat Dark, often purplish.
Gneiss and granites
Massive grey rocks forming high peaks with steep smooth
Field
faces.
Landsat Pale pinky-yellow-brown without conspicuous structural
lineaments.
Soft sandstones, shales and schists:
Light brown. These rocks weather easily to flaky or sandy
Field
fragments, so usually forms low hills, valleys and cols,
covered smoothly with scree and soil.
Landsat Very pale yellow-brown with characteristic parallel gullied drainage pattern.
Owing to the steepness of the terrain and the size of the rivers, much
of the rock was inaccessible within the time and facilities available, but
fortunately the main rock types can usually be recognised at a distance
in the field or sometimes on standard false colour Landsat MSS images
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by the characteristics listed above. Of these rock types only the last
(occurring in at least two different formations) weathers in situ to a soil
capable of supporting agriculture, which, in this climate, depends also
on the availability of irrigation water, as at Shila-phu, Sha-de and
Lingshed. Elsewhere the rocks are sometimes so resistant that they form
steep, bare, rugged mountains such as the gneisses and granites of the
Himalayan range, the volcanics above sTongde and Kumik, and the
dolomites of Phuktal and Testa; or they weather to stony screes, such as
the hard sandstones and limestones. Thus agriculture is mainly dependent on the unconsolidated Quaternary deposits in the valley bottoms,
whether moraines, terraces or fans, and if adequate water is available
these are mostly cultivable. On Landsat images these vary in colour
according to their source rocks, though fans can be identified from their
shape and position opposite tributary valleys; moraines however
cannot be reliably discriminated from other deposits. (see also Fort 1982,
Francica 1982)
Despite the evidence of great uplift and strong structural deformation
in the past, seismic and tectonic activity is now much lower here than for
instance in the Hunza area of the Karakorum where stone houses are
traditionally reinforced with timber to withstand earthquakes. Many
old lake beaches in Rupshu are reported to be horizontal (Drew, 1875)
and I saw no evidence in Zangskar of either tilting or faulting during the
Quaternary; the only example reported is a small fault in river gravels
where the Zangskar fault crosses the Dzonkul valley (E. Herren, pers.
comrn.).
2. Economic geology

No minerals or rocks of more than local importance have been found.
Although Zangskar may means 'copper', and there are small occurrences
of both copper ores and metallic copper (Lydekker records the finding
of lumps of copper weighing many pounds in a river), no ore bodies of
economic size are known. Similarly gold has been panned from the
Zangskar river but only in very small amounts by traditional methods.
Beds of graphite near Testa are too remote for transport facilities. There
is limestone in abundance but so far little used, except for a fine-grained
limestone near Karsha which is used for whitewash. The spotted shales
below sTongde monastery are pounded in mortars worn in the erratic
gneiss blocks there and used for making clay pots, as good clay is scarce.
The erratic gneiss blocks of Padum moraine are being rapidly blasted to
provide building stone.
3. The valley system

The landscape and drainage systems of Zangskar are dominated by
the strike valleys of the Stod and Lungnak rivers (these are the names in
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current use; the names Doda and Lingti shown on many maps are not
recognised locally. Lungnak means 'dark gorge'), each flowing towards
the other along the foot of the Himalayan range to meet on the Padum
plain and then flowing northwards across the geological grain to meet
the Indus river in its own strike valley (Fig. 1.3). This pattern in turn
determines that of the main communications, while settlements are
mostly sited where tributaries join the main valleys.
The first important geomorphological observations in Zangskar were
made by Drew (1873,1875,1877),a geologist who in 1862 was appointed
Chief Geologist, Conservator of Forests(!)and governor of Ladakh and
so travelled extensively in the region. He noted the moraines at sTongde
and Padum, and the river terraces which occupy much of the valley
floors, while his critical accounts of the huge fans which spread over
them can scarcely be improved upon. Since then, until now, the only
additional contribution I have found was the correct identification of
kame terraces on the flanksof the Padum plain by JamesCrowden, a civil
engineer (1977).
The valleys are of four contrasting types, and the importance of these
differences is emphasised by the local system of nomenclature which
assigns different names to different sections of what would elsewhere be
considered a single river. The most important category is that of major
valleys which have been heavily glaciated and alluviated, for these have
wide valley bottoms suitable for settlement and travel; this includes the
upper Zangskar, the lower Stod and the Testa-Kargiak valleys. Deeply
glaciated valleys in the Himalayan range, which are too high for
agriculture or have only rock debris on their floors, form a second
category and include the upper Stod, Sani and many other tributary
valleys, which however provide important grazing resources and sometimes travel routes. The third category are steep sided rocky gorges
which are often impassable in the season of high river flow: these valleys
have either never been glaciated or have been subsequently incised. The
Zangskar gorge, the Lungnak valley, the Sha-de gorge and the Ralakung
gorge are good examples of these, which also include the lower course
of many minor tributaries in the Zangskar range. Finally, above these
gorges, there are many high valleys in the Zangskar range which are
broad and gentle, either because they are in the sandstone shale belt such
as Lingshed and Sha-de or because they were once occupied by small
glaciers which never reached the main trunk valleys.
Despite the mountainous terrain, the rivers have well graded courses,
bedded with sand, gravel or boulders; waterfalls and cataracts are
absent. In the main glaciated valleys even outcrops of bedrock are
exceptional, the only ones I have seen in the Zangskar valley being at the
Zangla rope-bridge and the planned Padum road-bridge. Dainelli (1923)
commented on the low gradient (about 0.2%) of the Zangskar river
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between Padum and its confluence with the Indus. The reasons for their
characteristics are partly the pattern of long strike valleys which imprison the rivers at high altitudes and delay their descent to the plains,
partly the lack of resistant gneisses and granites across the transverse
valleys, and partly the high river discharges in summer which carry
heavy loads of abrasive material now, and even more during glacial
periods.
4. The Zangskar Gorge

The Zangskar gorge runs northwest for 50km from Kilima to the
confluence of the Zangskar and Khurna rivers. For most of the year it
is impassable on foot because of the deep, swift, cold river which flows
between rocky walls too steep to scale, and indeed it is only accessible
at Nerak where there is a bridge. During the last few summers, occasional parties of tourists have travelled down the gorge in inflatable
boats, but the main traffic is in the depths of winter, when it is the best
route between Zangskar and the outside world. Thisjourney is regularly
made by groups of Ladakhis and Zangskaris who take about 3 days to
traverse the gorge, or 10 in all from Padum to Leh. Few Europeans have
been this way, the first apparently being James Crowden in 1977(Ch. 8).
I am indebted to David Mallon for the following additional observations. In normal years the river is well frozen and the route open from
December to February, with no especial difficulties involved other than
the snow and the cold. In bad conditions the ice breaks up, or is locally
flooded, or has treacherous holes (see Follmi, 1983). It is surprising that
conditions were especially bad in 1982/3, a year of heavy snowfall and
cold weather in Zangskar and Ladakh; perhaps the snow prevented the
ground freezing as deeply as usual in the catchment, allowing increased
seepage to the river.
The gorge is mainly cut through sandstones and limestones, which
are oftensteeply bedded, folded or faulted. Warm springs issue from the
cliff at one point. At several places, bedded gravels and silts occur on
the gorge sideup to lOOm above the river. Some of Mallon's photographs
also show deposits containing large angular boulders, but these seem to
be rock falls rather than moraines. Nor is there any consistent break of
slope along the sides which might mark a higher glaciated valley level.
Steep ravines join the gorge at intervals, still the haunt of rare snowleopards, and refuges for a fewremaining stands of juniper. People from
neighbouring villages come to fell trees here in winter and carry huge
baulks of timber home along the gorge.
5. River terraces and fans

Although these landforms make up only a small part of Zangskar,
they are of paramount importance for agriculture, settlement and
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communications. Terraces are left when a river incises a new, lower and
narrower channel into a former flood plain. Possible reasons for such
incision range from tectonic earth movements, drainage capture and
lowering of baselevel, to climatic change or land use changes, or even
purely internal cyclic changes in a river catchment. In Zangskar there is
no need to invoke tectonic events, for most of the terraces can be
accounted for by the changing gravel load supplied to the rivers by the
fluctuating glaciers. This is greatest when the glacier is at the limit of an
advance or is just starting to retreat from it. At this time, the braided
outwash river builds up a gravelly plain downstream from the terminal
moraine and subsequently upstream too. Later, when the glacier has
retreated, or even completely melted, the supply of gravel is reduced,
and the river starts to excavate and remove part of its previous flood
plain. Of course the possibility of regional tilting must be borne in mind,
but careful levelling and correlation would be necessary to demonstrate
it.
Most of the major valleys of Ladakh and Zangskar have broad gravel
terraces with their tops up to 80m above the present river level; often
there are several terraces, as between Padum and Karsha, which may
indicate periods of equilibrium or alternating periods of aggradation
and incision (Fig. 1.4). Sometimes the gravels, or at least their upper
parts, are cemented with calcium carbonate, which often results in the
terrace edge showing a resistant capping, or developing an array of
"earth pillars" on the eroding slope. Occasionally the terrace is reduced
to a remnant of gravel, cemented to the steep rocky wall of a gorge, many
being visible along the Lungnak valley. Tantak Gompa is built on a knoll
of hard cemented gravels, and Phuktal Gompa is built in a large cave
formed beneath a thick capping of cemented gravels, the upper surface
of which is some 200m above the present river; they rest on a rocky ledge
which presumably was the former valley floor, but is now 120m above
the river (Figs. 1.5 and 1.6). Cha village too is sited on a spur composed
of 200m of river gravels and sands.
Two major terraces can be distinguished in the Padum area: an upper
terrace on which Padum and Pipiting village stand, about 50m above the
river, and a lower one occupied by Upshi village, with a steep scarp
between them (Figs. 1.4and 1.8;these have also been mapped by Vosper,
1990).
Except for the youngest terraces, the gravel is usually covered with a
layer of grey silt, from a few centimetres to a metre or two in thickness,
which is sometimes bedded and apparently water deposited. Though
this might be thought to indicate the existence of a former lake, it is more
likelv to be the product of occasional floodings of the plain by river water
laden with glacial silt at the end of the period of construction and before
major re-incision, and the deposition of windblown glacial silt (loess).
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Fig. 1.6 The Tsarap valley and Phuktal Gompa looking north, upsheam (from a photo).
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This is a common feature of terraces near or in glaciated terrain (e.g. vale
of Kashmir, New Zealand). This silt is important in providing a fertile
cultivable soil. The prosperity of Padum and its neighbouring villages
is partly due to the large extent of such soil in their neighbourhood,
continually supplemented by the silt-laden water used for irrigation
there. Elsewhere the silty layer has mostly been covered by the immense
stony fans which issue from the mouths of tributary valleys, obscuring
the extent and relationships of the terraces in the main valleys (Figs. 1.3
and 1.4; Plates).
These fans have a smooth surface sloping at a low angle, seldom more
than 100 at the apex, more usually 40-70, extending for as much as 2km
and u p to 200m thick at the apex. It is essential to distinguish between
the older and younger fans. The former are the most extensive and
though containing many stones, these are mixed with sufficient sand and
silt to form a cultivable soil, and many villages are wholly dependent on
this resource. The younger fans are those being formed by the present
streams, either by spreading gravels over the surface of the older fan, or
by incising a sector of it and flooring this with gravel; in both cases the
gravel contains few fines, and is useless for cultivation so that cultivable
land is being destroyed (Fig. 1.7). Besides their sand and silt content, the
older fans differ from the younger ones in having much more angular
stones, and it is clear that they were formed under different conditions
and perhaps by different processes. Possibly an abundance of fresh loess
on the hillslopes and a different freeze-thaw-precipitation regime encouraged solifluction and mud-flows. Perhaps permafrost prevented
the subsoil drainage of meltwater and resulted in a mobile 'active layer'.
They have some resemblance to the debris flows described from the
Hunza valley (Goudie in Miller 1984),but the latter are usually steeper
and less regular and are associated with glacier termini. The way the toes
of the older fans have been amputated by riverside cliffs below Karsha
and Kumik shows that originally they extended further and nearly met,
separated by a less incised and less erosive river with a lower discharge,
so that total precipitation must have been even less than now. Remains
of the apices of these fans can be seen extending up tributary valleys
above, for example sTongde, Tsazar and Zangla; the two latter are
narrow rocky gorges, and remnants of mixed angular and rounded
gravels are cemented high on their sides. The surface of the Tsazar fan,
which contains much limestone, is locally cemented with calcium
carbonate. These low angle fans are quite distinct from the active scree
chutes and aprons that mantle many steeper slopes. On the sides of the
Lungnak valley, however, there are fossil screes containing fines, which
overlie terrace gravels in a manner very similar to these fans. The
younger fans seem to represent a fairly recent phase of activity and could
even be the result of damage to vegetation on the mountain slopes by
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man and his stock. Similar fans occur in the Indus valley, where Fort (1978,
1981,1982,1983)has emphasised the periglacial o r i p of the older ones.
6 . Other periglacial and weathering features

During most of the winter the ground remains frozen to a considerable depth (which presents problems in the provision of piped water
supplies). Thus it is only in autumn and spring that freeze-thaw
processes are active, and only then in areas of abundant moisture. Some
good examples can be seen on entering Zangskar at Rangdurn, where
there are extensive fields of turf-hummocks (or thurfur) on the closely
grazed sward of the silt-covered valley-floor. Similar hummocks occur
sporadically in riverside grassland in the Zangskar valley. I saw even
more striking but ephemeral features in early October on leaving
Zangskar over the Pensi-La at dawn, where there were patches of
beautiful ice needles like long coils of white paper (PI. 1.5). These
appeared to form particularly around plants of Polygonum tortuosum,
and I have since seen similar ones near Mt. Xixabangma in southern
Tibet. Woods (Southampton 1977, p. 91) has also recorded them near
Padum. Although there are extensive areas of permafrost inTibet above
4,500m ('Tong Bo-liang 1981; Kiihle 1985)I saw no obvious signs of it in
Zangskar; possibly there is too much winter snow, which blankets the
soil.
Rock glaciers too have been reported in north Tibet (Cui Zhijiu 1981)
and one in Kashrnir, 15km south of the Zoji-La (Mayewski et al. 1981),
but none in Ladakh or Zangskar; the features described by Fort (1983)
which are restricted to serpentinite outcrops near Lamayuru and
Spongtang appear to be debris flows. I saw, but was unable to examine,
two features just west of Potoksur which appeared to be rock glaciers but
may have been debris flows. Many travellers have reported and
photographed extensive thin sheets of 'permanent snow' or neve in flat
valley-bottoms in Rupshu (de Terra, 1934, p. 31). Probably these are
'naled ice' (Baranowski 19821, typically formed by the freezing of
meltwater flowing over frozen ground.
At altitudes of 4,500-5,500m on gentle slopes, where the soil has
weathered from shale or soft sandstone and so contains abundant silt
and small stones, stone nets and stripes at spacings of about 20cm often
cover large areas, for example the sTongde-La and the Lingshed area. I
saw no larger polygons; merely a single very large stripe l m x 30m at
5,500m on the Kurnik-Wan-La,composed of large upturned stones up to
20cm in length, formed in thick scree at the mid-line of the pass.
Loess, besides its importance to agriculture on the valley terraces, is
probably an important component of some hillslope soils, which thereby
provide much better grazing. I also saw remains of two formations of
fine yellow stratified silt, tens of metres thick, one perched on the north
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side of the Lungnak valley near Ichar, the other on the west side of the
Zangskar valley just upstream from Kilima moraine. I had no opportunity to examine them closely, and further observations are needed. They
resemble silty lake beds in the Indus valley and at Lamayuru (Burgisser
et al. 1982).
The extensive screes are evidence of the great importance of frost
weathering in this semi-arid region, but there are interesting minor
weathering features. Many of the large glacial erratic boulders of granite
or gneiss derived from the main Himalayan range have been hollowed
into curious shapes (Plate) by the development of 'tafoni'; at Reru one
is even used as a herdsman's shelter. This is probably due to granular
or flaky disintegration due to salt-weathering (see Hewitt 1969; Goudie
in Miller 1984). Conversely, other lithologies especially volcanics and
sandstones, develop a hard coating of iron and manganese, 'desert
varnish', which protects their surfaces. These are very conspicuous on
some moraines in the Suru valley, on the sTongde fan, and on riverside
boulders and cobbles. On the terraces just north of Padum, the exposed
surfaces of pebbles of different lithologies weather in characteristic
ways. The granites and gneiss suffer granular disintegration; the
sandstones develop desert varnish; the volcanics are little affected; and
the limestones are etched by solution on top and ringed by a rim of
deposited lime just above ground level.
7. Glaciation

The glacial history of the region is most evident from the differing
forms of its valleys. The lower Zangskar river runs through a deep
unglaciated rocky gorge, but the upper Zangsksr and the Stod rivers
have broad, straight, or gently curving, glaciated, valleys with floors u p
to 3km wide covered with fluvial and glacial deposits. Many of their
tributaries descending from the Himalayan range have a similar though
narrower form, some still being partly (e.g. Sani) or even wholly (Drungdrung) occupied by glaciers (Figs. 1.3 and 1.9).
There are several terminal moraines in the Zangskar and Stod valleys
marking differ~ntformer extents of this main glacier. The greatest and
oldest of these (MI) lies at Kilima at 3,450m at the upper end of the
Zangskar gorge, filling the valley to a depth of over 100m. Huge angular
blocks of volcanic rock and gneiss u p to 30m3in size litter its surface and
are exposed precarious!^ or; the sides of the channel cut through it by the
river. The gneiss erratics must have been carried from the Himalayan
range; probably contemporaneous with these are some other large
erratic gneiss boulders perched on the sTongde Gompa spur at 250-300m
above the valley floor.
For several kilometres up-valley from Kilima, the river is deeply
incised between a medley of fluvioglacial deposits deposited during the
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retreat stage of this glacier. Probably of similar origin are some sands
and gravels which form a spur crossed by the Pigmo-Pishu track, and
others on the hillside below sTongde Gompa. The mountain spurs along
the south side of the Padum plain and a short way u p the Lungnak valley
appear to have been truncated at several hundred metres above the
plain, probably by glacial erosion at this time. This M1 glaciation must
be very old because the surface relief on the terminal moraine is now so
subdued and all the lateral moraines and kame-terraces have disappeared from the valley sides except for the traces just mentioned.
Moreover gneiss erratics are deeply corroded by tafoni.
Whereas it is clear that most of the side valleys on the south side of the
Stod valley then carried tributary glaciers which joined the Stod glacier,
it is doubtful whether many of the northern Stod side-valleys or any of
the Zangskar side-valleys carried similar tributary glaciers. However,
there were evidently small glaciers in some of the upper valleys which
descend from the north sides of the highest peaks and ridges of the
Zangskar range such as Ralakung, sTongde and the peaks around
Potoksur. These have a subdued relief and contain lateral and hummocky moraines, but lower down they drain through narrow, unglaciated
gorges.
The next younger terminal moraine, sTongde (M2), stretches across
the Zangskar valley at 3,580m between sTongde and Karsha as a belt of
irregular hummocks rising to 80m above the present river, although it
is buried to half this height in terraces and fans. Its surface too is littered
with gneiss blocks. Clearly contemporaneous with this is the moraine
on which Padum village is built, where the houses are wedged in
irregularly between huge boulders; also some heaps of erratic blocks on
the plain nearby. This latter moraine seals the Lungnak valley except for
the channel cut through it by the river. Large kame-terraces of similar
height to this moraine run along the hillsides near Stakrimo and Karsha,
so that the former margin of the glacier is clearly defined round most of
the Padum-Sani-Karsha triangle (Figs. 1.4 and 1.8, Plate). The better
preservation of these features indicates that they are considerably
younger than MI. However the gneiss boulders on these moraines are
deeply weathered, with well developed tafoni, indicating ages of many
thousand years.
Smaller, more recent extensions or retreat stages of the glaciers
(possibly not a major glaciation) are marked by hummocky moraines
(M3) at Tepuk (3,850m) in the upper Stod valley and in the mouths of
some of its tributaries. At Tepuk they appear to overlie deformed terrace
gravels, a feature which Drew (1873)noticed elsewhere. These moraines
are well vegetated, and the river is deeply incised through them and their
accompanying terraces, so an age of some thousands of years seems
indicated.
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THE QUATERNARY SUCCESSION IN THE PADUM PLAIN
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Younger still are some low ridges of sparsely vegetated terminal
moraine (M4) at 4,050m near the snout of the Drung-drung glacier (the
road runs along one of them) and some fresh moraines just below some
of the other small glaciers at higher altitudes up to 5,000m, perhaps a few
decades or centuries old.
The glacial history of the Lungnak river and its tributaries is less clear.
The Lungnak itself, between Cha and Padum, is for most part a rocky
gorge, very different from the wide valleys of the Stod and Zangskar.
The only conspicuous signs of glaciation are the moraines at the mouths
of the Reru and Tema valleys, the two main tributaries on the south side,
each of which deflects the present river into a bend to the north,
protecting a rocky knob, each now occupied by a monastery, just as
Derbyshire (in Miller 1984) has described in the Karakoram as "expanded foot glaciation". (It must be re-emphasised here that the Padum
moraine (M2) was not depo5ited by a glacier descending the Lungnak
valley but by one from the Stod valley which blocked its mouth).
However, the arcuate Reru moraines are well preserved in form,
suggesting that they are not as old as MI, though tafoni are well
developed on the gneiss boulders, suggesting an M2 age. If this is so,
then in M1 times, when glaciers were bigger, ice from the Reru and Tema
valleys must have filled the lower Lungnak and joined themainzangskar
glacier at Padum. The faceted spurs and wider valley section support
this, especially as the valley floor may then have 'hung' well above that
of the Zangskar valley, and been incised by subsequent river erosion.
Upstream of the Reru confluence the Lungnak gorge narrows and
now appears purely fluvial in form, but it is difficult to exclude the
possibility of earlier glaciation, especially in view of evidence, further
still upstream near Tantak Gompa, of deep fluvial incision following
glaciation. The valley sides are plastered with gravels, sands and silts
to over 200m above present river level, evidence of at least one major
cycle of cut and fill, and cut again. These deposits are particularly
conspicuous at Cha at the head of the Lungnak river, where it divides
into the Tsarap and Kargiak rivers.
The Kargiak valley bears clear signs of glaciation: a wide 'U'-shaped
section, with the river incised only along the lowest stretch between
Testa and Cha. There is abundant hummocky moraine around Hing and
Tangso, including strongly weathered gneiss boulders with many tafoni.
Further up the Lenak valley are similar moraines with fresher gneiss and
no tafoni. These may correlate with M2 and M3 respectively. The extent
of M1 glaciation is not evident, though it presumably extended to the
Cha basin at least.
The Tsarap and Sha-de valleys are more complex. At first sight both
appear to be deep, fluvially cut gorges, but there is clear depositional and
erosional evidence of glaciation. In the valley of the Sha-de river near
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Tantak Gompa, there are (Fig. 1.5)many large schist and gneiss boulders,
up to 100m"n size and with large tafoni, and some cemented moraines
(mainly angular limestone with some schist and rounded volcanics).
These lie high on the valley side at altitudes of 4,050-4,15Om, and are very
similar to the erratics near sTongde Gompa; thus they appear to
represent MI. Although the main Sha-de and Tsarap valleys do not seem
to have been glaciated in or after M2 times, they both have remnants of
wider rock-cut valley bottoms perched lOOm or more above the present
rivers, which themselves run in narrow incised rocky gorges. Old
cemented gravels lie on these rock ledges, while further, usually less
cemented, gravels are plastered on the sides of the incised gorge. Thus,
after an early glaciation followed by aggradation with the upper gravels,
there must have been an initial incision to cut the gorge; a period of
aggradation with the lower gravels; and then a period of re-incision
when most of the lower gravels were removed again. If the early
glaciation was the Kilima (MI), then at that time the surface of the ice in
the Padum plain would have been at about 4,00Om, and so would have
ponded back the water in the Lungnak valley to a similar depth, thus
explaining the remnants of gravel and sand high on its sides, and the
thick deposits at Cha, Phuktal and Tantak, all at a similar altitude.
The extent of glaciation in the Sha-de/Tsarap system is not clear.
Though I have not traversed the Tsarap valley upstream of Phuktal, the
Landsat images suggest that the glaciation of the Rupshu plateau did not
extend down the narrow, zig-zag course of the middle Tsarap near Shun.
However an eroded remnant of moraine in the lower Tsarap, just
upstream of Purne (opposite Cha), shows that ice from somewhere
reached thus far. The gneiss erratics at Tantak present a major problem,
for both Landsat images and field observations (admittedly incomplete)
by myself and other geologists indicate that there is no gneiss bedrock
in the catchment of the Sha-de river. In conformity with this, the high
and low gravels at Purne, Phuktal and Tantak, and the present river
gravels, all contain only limestones, sandstones and volcanics.
It seems inescapable that these erratics were brought from the main
Himalaya by a glacier which flowed northwards, up the valley from Cha
and Phuktal toTantak. Cater (1986and pers. comm.) Eundly investigated
this problem at my suggestion and confirmed that the valley between
Phuktal and Tantak showed traces of a former glaciated floor far above
the present river, and that there were additional erratics just south of its
confluence with the middle Tsarap which itself appeared to be
unglaciated. One of these he identified as an uncommon type of
tourmaline leucogranite, almost certainly derived from just north of the
Shingo-La, far to the south of Cha. However this does not solve the
glaciological problem. To erode a valley thus there must have been a
substantial flow of ice for a considerable time. However, there is
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apparently no possible overflow across the high ridges and passes (all
over 5000m) which surround the headwaters of this valley system. It
may be significant that I saw no gneiss erratics north of Tantak, although
the valley had clearly been glaciated at least as far as Mula Sumdo, the
next confluence northwards. Possibly there was normally a southwards
flowing glacier in this system during glacial times, which eroded the
valley, but a temporary build up of ice at Cha reversed the flow and left
the erratics. The only alternative but improbable hypothesis requires
substantial tectonic uplift in the northern part of the catchment, blocking
a previous northerly ice flow to perhaps the Zangskar valley near
Zangla, and resulting in the development of the young west-east flowing
middle Tsarap and Lungnak. More field-work is required to solve this
mystery. At the other end of Zangskar there is a similar scattering of
gneiss erratics up the valley from Rangdum to Dibling (Honegger, pers.
comm.).
There are numerous younger moraines in tributary valleys, such as
those below Sha-de village and damming Tsho Tok Phu, which cannot
yet be correlated reliably. The small moraines in upper valleys of the
Zangskar range such as Ralakung, sTongde and Potoksur, are also
difficult to discriminate and correlate. Detailed studies of weathering
rates on non-granite rocks may be needed to do this. Possibly the extents
of these small glaciers did not differ greatly in the major glaciations.
There are conspicuous moraines in the Suru valley too, the highest
being small ones near the fronts of existing glaciers. In the main valley
there is a belt of hummocks just above Rangdum Gompa (3,95Om),
matched by similar hummocks at the mouths of several tributaries
downstream on the south bank. A few kilometres above Sanku there is
a narrow steep moraine ridge (3,050m) composed largely of granite
rocks, and at Lang Karse (2,950m) there is a broad belt of irregular
moraine with blocks of volcanic rock up to 100m3 in size with heavy
desert varnish. Correlations between the Suru and Zangskar valleys are
difficult because the former is fed near Panikhar and Parkachik by
vigorous and extensive glaciers descending steeply from Nun-kun
mountain (7,135m); even now the lowest glacier terminus, the Ganri
glacier, is at 3,60Om, and only a small advance would block both river
and road. Indeed the oldest inhabitants of Parkachik remember a time
when the glacier extended so far that the route to Juldo involved crossing
the ice. Presumably the river tunnelled beneath it. However by 1925,
when my uncle passed that way, its position was much as it is now (B.B.
Osmaston, 1926; see also photo p. 104 in Workman 1909). The
correlationof these Suru moraines with those in Zangskar is not yet clear.
Further down-valley the moraines and huge terraces in the ~ a r ~ f i a s i n
have been described by Dainelli (1923) and by de Terra and Paterson
(1939).
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8. Glaciers and their equilibrium line altitudes
The present extent of the glaciers and the snowfields which supply
them is shown on Fig. 1.9 drawn directly frorn Landsat (RBV)images.
This map also shows their maximum extent during the Kilima glaciation
inferred from moraines. No detailed glaciological studies have been
done in Zangskar, so I record the following casual observations and
conclusions.
The largest glacier now is the Drung-drung, and it was this which once
extended down the Stod and Zangskar valleys. Unlike many large
Himalayan and Karakoram glaciers, the surface of the ice tongue is fairly
clean, not thickly covered with moraine, nor having ice pinnacles. The
few other glaciers I have seen in Zangskar are similar, as are those in the
Markha valley. However, Landsat images indicate that the lower parts
of some other large glaciers on the south side of the Stod river may be
debris-covered, e.g. the Hagshu glacier. Certainly some on the south
side of the Himalayan divide, e.g. the Miyar glacier, are known to be
debris-covered. It is well known that the highest summer snowline on
the glaciers, the firn line, which also indicates the equilibrium line
altitude (ELA), rises transversely from SW to NE across the Himalaya
generally, but that it is usually slightly lower on the NE side of each
subsidiary range than on the SW side, which receives more sun. This is
well demonstrated on the ridge between the Stod and Ralakung valleys,
where there are now large permanent snowfields and traces of former
glaciers only on the NZ side. Similarly the peaks above Karsha, Kumik.
and sTongde, have permanent snowfields only on their summits and
northern flanks. The altitudes of these indicate that the ELA is above
5,800m on the southern face, but at about 5,500m on the north.
In the main Himalayan range the firn line appears to be a little above
the level of the Shingo La (5,2001ll) in SE Zangskar. Though precise
observations are lacking, the glaciers and the vegetation suggest a
longitudinal gradient of increasing precipitation and lower fim lines
towards the NW, up the Stod valley towards the Pensi La, so that the
ELA on the Drung-drung glacier may be as low as 5,000m. Shi Yafeng
and Li Jijun (1981)map snowline altitudes inChina and Tibet, indicating
an altitude just over 5000m on areas adjoining Zangskar.
During the Pleistocene glacial maxima the mid-altitudes, and hence
probably the ELAs, of the small glaciers in the south of the Zangskar
range were at about 4,90Om, which is about 600m lower than at present.
This difference is more than the 300-560m that has been suggested in
Tibet (Lanzhou Inst. Glac. 1975) and less than the 800 and 1,200m
suggested by Burbank and Fort's observations (1985) on the south and
north sides of the upper Indus valley.
It is difficult to estimate ELAs for the large glaciersin the earlier glacial
maxima when they extended down the Zangskar and Indus valleys, for
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the gradients of these are so small that large changes in glacier length
would result from only small changes in the ELA, especially if the
tongues were protected from ablation by thick surface moraine.
9. Lakes
Compared with many glaciated mountain ranges there are few lakes
in Zangskar, due largely to rapid aggradation and incision by the rivers.
The largest lake, Tsho Tok Phu near Tantak (not twin lakes as shown on
the Survey of India maps), is a striking and beautiful sight, set like a
turquoise among barren pink and brown mountains. It occupies a glacial
trough dammed by moraine and gravels, probably of M2 age. O n the
Pensi-La at 4,400m there are about 6 small kettle-lakes; the pass was
clearly once an area of stagnant and decaying ice between the heads of
the Stok and Suru glaciers, and there are stratified gravels covered with
moraine exposed in a gully on the Suru side. These show clearly that the
glaciers of the Stod and Suruvalleys were once joined, and the broadness
and low altitude of the Pensi-La is probably due to erosion by a vigorous
overflow of ice from the high mountains of the Nun-kun area. In
subsequent glaciations this flow was less or non-existent, resulting in the
incision of the Stod and Suru valleys on either side.
Although there are traditions in local folklore which suggest the
presence of a former large lake in central Zangskar in historical times and
though Crowden (1977) has suggested that sediments near Padum
confirm this, I have found no evidence of it. In the upper Shyok valley
in northern Ladakh, temporary lakes have been dammed u p by advancing glaciers in historic times, subsequently breaking through in disastrous floods, but there are no glaciers in Zangskar which could d o this.
The silts described earlier are of course long pre-historic.
10. The Quaternary history of Zangskar
The evidence suggests that there have been two or possibly three
major glaciations of progressively smaller extents, when ice occupied
respectively the whole, two-thirds, and one-third of the Stod - upper
Zangskar valley, followed by one or more minor extensions of the
present glacier. One of the problems with mountain glaciations is that
a large one usually destroys most of the traces of earlier lesser ones so
that it is more difficult than with piedmont or lowland glaciations to be
sure that one has discovered a complete sequence. Even so, a proposed
sequence for Zangskar is given in Table 1.2,and partly illustrated in Fig.
1.8.
Dainelli (1923), de Terra and Paterson (1939) and Fort (1983) have
proposed Quaternary sequences for the upper Indus valley and the
salient features of theirs are compared with mine in Table 1.3. There is
a substantial measure of agreement between the four, the principal
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differences being de Terra's addition of an earlier glaciation on the basis
of rather slight evidence in the Kargil basin and Dainelli's attempted
correlation with Zangskar.
Dainelli based this on Drew's reports, which, though excellent for a
first reconnaissance, were inadequate for this purpose. Moreover the
impression one gains from a map - that the Zangskar river is merely a
tributary of the Indus - is banished by one's first sight of their confluence
at Nimu, for the discharge of the Zangskar river is much greater than that
of the Indus river above that point. Thus Dainelli's treatment of the
Zangskar valley glaciations as being in a tributary valley is based on a
misconception. The Zangskar valley forms a glaciological unit of the
same order as the upper Indus valley itself. The moraine at sTongde
represents a main valley glaciation and can probably be correlated with
the large moraine at Nimu, left by a former Indus glacier, since they
resemble each other in form, valley position and degree of tafoni
development.
The feature at Upti (or more correctly Pipiting), which Dainelli treats
as a terminal m.oraine, is a conspicuous ridge rising lOOft above the main
Padum terrace and overlooking the Lungnak river. It is composed
entirely of stratified sand, gravel and rounded boulders u p to 2m in
diameter. It is not a moraine but could be the sole surviving relic of an
extensive higher river terrace, which I think improbable, or more likely
a kame left by decaying (M2) ice in the Padum basin. Drew apparently
did not see the Kilima moraine; I was fortunate in that I inferred its
existence from Landsat during my first visit to Zangskar and was able
actually to go and camp on it during my second visit.
Most studies elsewhere in the Himalaya have found evidence of three
or four major glaciations. Porter (1970) reported evidence of three
Pleistocene glaciations in the valley of the Swat river, 450m eastnortheast of Zangskar; Derbyshire and his colleagues (Miller 1984)have
recognised three major Pleistocene glaciations (divided into several
subphases) in the Hunza valley of the Karakoram; both these rivers are
tributaries of the Indus. In Tibet the Chinese have found evidence of
three Pleistocene glaciations in the Mt. Everest (Qomolungrna)and other
areas, with an additional earlier one near Xixabangrna (Zheng Benxing
and Li Jijun 1981; ShiYafeng and Liu Dongsheng, 1964),though the latter
is open to doubt (Osmaston 1989). They emphasise that because of
different times and rates of uplift, which have affected snowfall as well
as temperature, the extents of the different glaciations vary from region
to region, so correlations should be cautious and estimates of former
ELAs are difficult. Nevertheless, it is clear that there is aclose correspondence between these areas, although the valley bottoms in Swat are
nearly 2,000m lower than in Zangskar, while the precipitation, temperature and probably tht fieathering rate are higher. Porter found evidence

Table 1.2 The Quaternary Sequence in Zangskar (m.a.r. = meters above present river level)

Map symbol,Stage name, Climate

M4

M3

M2

Zangskar and Stsd valleys

Lung-nak Valley and headwaters

Present snowline 5,000 -5,800m

River incision. Younger fluvial fans.

Dnmg.drong stage: snowline slightly
lower than present; minor glacial advances.

Small arcuate moraines near present
glaciers at 4,000-5,000m.

Glaciers retreat

River incision; lower terraces formed.

River Incision. Shade gorge re-excavated

Teplk Stage: major glacial advance
or standstill;glaciers fill upper
Stod Valley and some tributaries

Hummocky moraine at Tepuk (3,850m) and
in mouths of many tributaries e.g. Sani.
Middle terraces (Upti) formed.

Lemk moraine (4,330111)

K~mrikperiglncial period.
Cold and dry.

Older, periglacial, fans and inactive screes,
covering loess.
Loess and silt deposits on upper terraces, etc.

Padum Plain: glaciers retreat.

Gravel fill to level of upper (Padum) terrace
(= sTongde and Zangla terraces) (40 m.a.r.)

sTongde Stage: major glacial advance.
Glaciers fill Stod valley and its tributaries.

sTongde (3,580m) and Padurn (3,730111) moraines;
Stakrimo and Karsha kame-terraces;
Pipiting kame? (3,560111)

Lung-nak valley filled to level of Shila
and Pipcha terraces (3060 m.a.r.).
Shade gorge filled.with gravel.
Moraines at Reru (3,78Om), Hing and Tangso
(4,05Om), and Tshwstok-phu (4,OSOm).
Shade river gorge cut.

3'

E

4
2

m
a
a
E:

Interglacial ?
Glaciers retreat

%

Kame terraces and high gravels on Pishu-Pigmo
High gravels at Tantak Gompa, Phuktal
paths and sTongde Gompa path (3,57Om, 100 m.a.r.) Gompa and Cha (4,500111, 100 m.a.r.)

--g?
e
x

M1

Kilima Stage: major glacial advance

U.

Kilirna moraine (3,450m).
sTongde Gompa emtics (3,850111).

Tantak moraine (4,s 10m)and rock valley-floor
(3,930111). Testa valley glaciation (3,840m).
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that the main loess depositions occurred during glacial periods, and that.
the more glacials a terrace was exposed to, the thicker the loess layer
upon it. In contrast, in the Vale of Kashmir, adjoining Ladakh, whereas
de Terra reported four major glaciations, Holmes in a recent critical
study found only two (Holmes 1989, Holmes & Street-Perrott 1989).
Much of the earlier work was deeply influenced by the expectation of
finding similar sequences to the then classic European sequence of four
glaciations.
11. Conclusions

The lack of any material datable by radiometric, palaeontological,
archaeological or palynological means, except perhaps by thermoluminescence (TL); the peculiar climatic situation in the rain-shadow of the
Himalaya with high insolation and a consequently very high firn line;
and our ignorance about rates of long-term cementation, weathering
and tafoni formation on moraines in this climate (despite a start in the
Karakoram (see Miller 1984): all these render hazardous any attempt to
put ages on features and events in Zangskar and Ladakh, or to correlate
them with events elsewhere, or to interpret glacier fluctuations in terms
of specific variables such as temperature or precipitation. Nevertheless,
if for the present we regard de Terra's First Glaciation in the upper Indus
as unproved (being based only on valley form), there is good agreement
between four valley systems of the NW Himalaya - Zangskar, upper
Indus, Swat and Hunza - that in this region, as well as over most of Tibet,
there is evidence of three major glaciations of successively decreasing
extent, with ELAs u p to 1,00Om, lower than at present, and with
substantial erosion and deposition between them. In all these areas the
position, degraded form and advanced weathering, especially tafoni
development, of features attributed to the two earlier glaciations suggests a Middle Pleistocene age or older (over 100,000 years), while the
moderate freshness of the third suggests an Upper Pleistocene age (over
10,000 years).
In the Hunza valley these impressions are supported by TL dates.
Samples from Zangskar (kindly collected for me by E. Stobart) proved
difficult to analyse, but silt on the Padum terrace indicated a TL date of
probably 40-70,000 BP, and certainly not Holocene (H. Rendell, pers.
comm.). This confirms that the two moraines lower down the valley at
sTongde and Kilima are probably middle Pleistocene. This silt underlies
the large Kumik fan and so provides a maximum age for that.
It is interesting that in Zangskar, as elsewhere in Tibet, the oldest
glaciation was so extensive. Evidence elsewhere in the world suggests
that the general climatic deterioration in the older Pleistocene glaciations
was similar to or not much greater than in the younger ones. This could
indicate that Zangskar has been at substantially the same altitude since

Table 1.3

Comparisons with the Quaternary Sequences proposed by other workers for Ladakh a n d Zangskar
Major glacial stages (glaciations ?) in bold type

Osmaston (bere)

Osmaston (in prep.)

Dainelli (1923)

Dainelli (1923)

de Terra & Paterson Fort (1983)
(1939)

Upper Indus Valley

2-

upper Indus Valley

Upper Indw & Markha Z a q h

Indus & Markha

(31.4: Small tributary
glaciers.
(= POST-WURM?)

Upti 'moraine'

G1.5 and 6: small

G 1 5 and 6:

Small frontal moraines

(= Pipiting)

moraines in upper
tributaries

subactual frontal
moraine

Kar and Nimaling
retreat stages

G1.3 Tributary
glaciers. No h d u s
valley glacier.
Leh lake sediments
(= WURM?)

sTongde

G1.4 Tributary
glaciers

Leh and Hankar
moraine stages

(M4) Drung-dnmg
Small moraines near
present glaciers
?

m)

Te~uk
Glaciers fill tributaries
and upper Stod valley

Leb (=Gompa) and main

Nimu and H a n k moraines.
Many tafoni on moraine
boulders.

G1.2 Uncemented
gravels
Glaciers in parts
of Indus Valley
(= RISS?).

G1.3 Lake silts.

Indus stages;

(M2)sTongde

Younger gravel.
Glacier in parts of
h d u s valley.

U-valleys in
Marlcha

Glacier fills Stod
valley and Padum
plain

Gl.1 Cemented

G1.2 Older gravels

gravels.
Glacier fills
h d u s valley
(= MINDEL?)

Great h d u s glacier
(MIDDLE
PLEISTOCENE)

Possibly
older glaciations.

Gl.1 High level
glacial troughs
near Kargil
(EARLY

PLEISTOCENE)

Pulu stage (Leh valley)

Nyimaling moraines.
No or few tafoni.

z

s.

E
n

(MI) Kilima

Indus altiplano moraines.

Glacier fills Stod
and Zangskar valley
to upper end of gorge.

Most surface boulders
destroyed by weathering.

%
3

F
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the middle Pleistocene, but evidence of great and continuing uplift in the
Himalaya generally (Li Jijunet al. 1979) contradicts this. It is therefore
more probable that Zangskar was indeed lower, but more exposed to the
snowbearing winds of the Indian Monsoon, so that the ELA was also
lower. A similar explanation has been suggested for Tibet by Zheng and
Li (1981). Unfortunately this greatly complicates the climatic interpretation of any estimates of the ELAs of former glaciers.
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1. Introduction

To a traveller, newly arrived from the wooded hill-sides and fertile
plain of the Vale of Kashmir, Zangskar seems a harsh environment that
offers little to man: a wilderness of rocky mountains, with no valley
lower than 3,500m; arid in summer, snow-bound in winter. Closer
acquaintance shows that just as man has adapted to other harsh environments such as the arctic and the desert, so he has adapted in Zangskar.
By adaptation we do not mean the passive acceptance of environmental
constraints, but the result of constant endeavours by man to overcome
them, and to exploit the environment as best he may. No environment
provides man with a free meal-ticket, but in some environments he has
to work especially hard and in particular ways to earn that ticket and to
survive. In this chapter, we shall begin to describe the principal
environmental factors in Zangskar - climate, soil and water supplies, which represent both constraints and potential resources, and shall
consider how man has harnessed these to support a stable and wellordered society (Fig. 2.1), (Osmaston 1991).
It is easy to overlook the long duration and great extent of this
development from the simplest beginnings long ago to its culmination,
just before our particular reference point in time, in a life-style which we
dignify by the title "traditional". Yet it represents an immense investment in technical expertise and resource development. Peissel(1979)has
suggested that Zangskar was frequented by Neolithic hunter gatherers,
but there is as yet little evidence of stone-age cultures in Ladakh except
for a single stone tool (deTerra and Paterson, 1939)and some recent finds
at Saspol (Ota 1991-92);except in summer it may have seemed to them
an unattractive environment compared with what was available for
them at lower altitudes. Rock drawings of hunters and ibex abound
above Karsha and in the Lung-nak valley near Purne (Ch. 14), and,
although some of them appear to be recent, others are attributed by
Francfort et al. (1990) to the Bronze and Iron ages. They conclude that
"the presence of peoples connected with Saka or at least the steppe
pastoralists seems certain in Ladakh, Zanskar and western Tibet during
the first half of the first millenium B.C." The valleys and high mountain
grazing lands offeredattractions to pastoral people, at least for summer
transhumance supplemented by hunting. Since the lowland breeds of
Bos taurus (European cattle) and Bos indicus (Zebu cattle) were not hardy
enough to survive in winter on the scanty natural grazing out of doors,
the nomadic graziers, who lived the year round in the central areas,
would have been restricted initially to flocks of sheep and goats and
perhaps partially domesticated wild yak (Bos grunniens), whose produce, together with salt, could be used partly in exchange for grain. Such
graziers would have been excluded in winter from areas like Zangskar
where there is heavy snow.
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Further advance towards settled agriculture faced four needs. First,
the introduction of crops which could grow and ripen in 3 4 months
during the short summers. Second, the development of expertise and
engineering works for irrigation - water furrows and terraced fields.
Third, the maintenance of fertility in these fields, since the heavy
engineering investment and sometimes the shortage of cultivable land
precluded shifting agriculture or long fallows, nor could padi-rice with
its nitrogen-fixing algae and ferns be grown. Fourth, the introduction of

Figure 2.1 Man and his resources in Zangsku

draught animals for ploughing and threshing, since the time available
for both of these activities was too short to accomplish much by hand.
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These problems were gradually solved, partly by innovation, partly
by adaptation. The supply of draught cattle was solved by thorough
domestication of the yak, already well adapted to the environment,
while suitable crop varieties were developed by slow selectivebreeding
from lowland varieties. Irrigation technology was transferred from
neighbouring regions, with local modification, and a careful system of
nutrient recycling was developed (Osmaston, 1985)which made use of
all human and animal excreta. Most of the livestock were taken each
summer to graze at a series of camps in the mountains, but in winter they
were housed and fed on the straw from the crops. Thus cattle and crops
were completely interdependent for the settled population, although a
small semi-nomadic population continued a symbiotic existence on the
high plateau of Rupshu, profiting too from domesticationof the yak and
trading with the valley farmers for their grain. As the original natural
supplies of wood-fuel were progressively depleted, the people in both
areas became almost totally dependent on cattle dung for fuel.
To the original pastoralists, the most productive grazings would have
been the mountain pastures at 3500-4500m, supplemented by small
areas of flood-plain and boggy valley floors, none suitable for agriculture. The new farmers, however, made use of sites previously among the
most barren: alluviated valley floors well above the flood level of the
main rivers, where the natural semi-desert conditions could be alleviated by skilful irrigation; a practice which goes back to at least the 1lth
Century when it is said to have been introduced by the scholar-saint
Atisa (Bell, 1928). This is the settlement pattern which we shall analyse
in detail shortly, and of which sTongde village is a good example. First,
however, we shall describe the climatic regime which influences many
of man's activities from house-building to farming.
2. Climate

There is no permanent meteorological station in Zangskar, not even
a rain-gauge, so the only data available are some occasional and short
period observations of our own and of other travellers, supplemented
by information from local farmers. There are, however, three series of
long-term meteorological observations elsewhere in Ladakh, which
provide indicators for Zangskar (Indian Meteorological Deparbnent).
One is from Dras, which is 150 krn northwest of sTongde and 500m
lower. The second is from Kargil, near Dras but 900m lower than
sTongde, so certainly warmer. The third is from Leh, 100 km northeast
of sTongde at the same altitude but clearly much drier, for the winter
snowfalls are scanty and irnpersistent, and the natural vegetation is very
sparse. In this mountainous region there are very steep climatic
gradients, as evidenced by both the natural vegetation and the crops.
Great caution is thereforenecessary in extrapolating from the records of
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one station to elsewhere. This is the case at Leh, where I was informed
that observations were formerly made at the school in the town, but had
subsequently been taken over by the military airport about 5 krn out on
the plain. Any comparisons of these records over time therefore need
caution. Observations at another station in Leh are, I know, inaccurate
due to faulty instruments, and at all these stations not much reliance can
be put on measurements of winter snow-fall, which is a difficult
technical problem for which a standard rain-gauge is ill-suited. However, the general lightness of the winter winds helps to reduce this source
of error.
Despite these caveats, these three long-term records (Tables 2.1 and
2.2) provide a general impression of the regional climate and its variability, against which can be set the few specific observations in Zangskar.

i Precipitation
The outstanding feature of the precipitation records of this region,
protected as it is from the monsoon by the rain shadow of the Himalaya,
is the dry summer and autumn at all three stations which have monthly
averages of only five to 15mm from June to November. Dras has a
considerable winter and spring precipitation of about 90mm monthly,
about two-thirds being in the form of snow, while Leh appears to have
no more than in summer. Kargil has intermediate values. Summer
rainfall in Ladakh is irregular and seems to depend on occasional
incursions of the Indian monsoon over the Himalaya. Each station
averages only one day a month in summer with measurable rain, and the
average amount represents occasional summers with rain, but most
summers with practically none. At Leh each month of the year during
the last 80 years has been recorded more than once with zero precipitation. On our first arrival inzangskar in July 1980there were showers and
prolonged light rain on two successive days, amounting to about 12mm.
Consequently the flat mud roofs of many of the houses leaked. Their
inhabitants' reactions showed that this was quite exceptional, and
indeed, during the next 3 months that we spent in Zangskar, there were
only three days when measurable rain fell, of about lmm each time, and
eight days when a few drops of rain fell, too little to measure. During
our next visit in the summer of 1981there was similarly less than lOmm
in2Xmonths. In contrast, in the north Zangskar range (just south of the
Indus valley) in July 1985there was heavy rain for several days, sufficient
to cause severe flood damage to roads and crops; in 1986Punchok Dawa
recorded serious storm damage to wheat crops in Zangskar itself
(though the barley remained standing). However, in general, summer
rainfall can be ignored both as source of water for crops in the valleys and
as a hazard to crops, houses and communications. Light summer
showers, or sometimes snow, are more frequent on high ground where
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they refresh the upland grazing; on several occasions the hills were
covered in fresh snow that lay for a day or two, when nothing had fallen
in the valley.
The winter snow-fallon the mountains is of vital importance throughout Ladakh since it is the summer snow-melt and glacier-melt which
provide the water for irrigating the crops. In the Indus valley the snowfall as measured at Leh is very small, but it must be much greater on the
mountains to north and south which supply large volumes of melt-water
to Leh and other settlements, and where the army have difficulty in
keeping the Khardong-La road free from snow. There are probably
similar differences within Zangskar, but there the snow-fall in the
valleys is greater to start with. Observations made over several years by
Punchok Dawa at Padum indicate that winter snow usually accumulates
to a depth of about 0.5-1.5m during December-March, but it is not easy
to estimate what this implies in terms of total water equivalent. Because
of the cold, little melting occurs and much of the s2ow remains as loose
powder until spring.
Sheridan and Keenan, (1981)who skied through Zangskar in March
1981, reported two metres of snow on the Pensi-La, 1.5m at the bridge
below the Pensi-La on the Zangskar side, and one metre at Padum. All
this was soft dry powder snow with no visible stratification or melt
surfaces within the snow, into which they sank above the knees even on
skis. Skiing and especially sledging were very hard work. During the
same winter at Padum, Punchok Dawa recorded a total of 156cm of new
snow in eight falls between 5 December and 16 April, with a measured
water equivalent of 177mm. This compares with a measured average
precipitation for this period of 45mm at Leh, 225mm at Kargil and
535mm at Dras. Exceptionally, the snow-fall can be much heavier, as in
1983 when 4m fell in Zangskar, avalanches killed a dozen people and
forty livestock and the mountain passes were blocked till late in the
summer.
In 1986-87, there was the usual 1.2m of snow during the winter, but
double this in March and April. Farmers were desperately short of
fodder and tried to gather the prickly and normally ungrazed lon.ze
(Acantholirnon)from under the snow, but many livestock died. Ploughing could not be completed till early June. The 1987-88winter was even
worse with 55 people killed. Considering all this evidence, the precipitation in the central Zangskar valley is much more than at Leh, slightly
less than at Kargil, and much less than at Dras. Probably the annual
average is 200-250mm in the Padum-Karsha-sTongde area, possibly less
at Zangla, and certainly more in the higher valleys and on the hills. This
pattern represents both the well-known precipitation gradient at rightangles to the Himalayan range, and a gradient parallel with the range,
decreasing towards the south-east.
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ii Temperature
The general pattern of seasonal temperatures at a l l three stations is
characterizedby cold winters with the temperature seldom rising above
zero for weeks on end. Dras is particularly cold with the daily minimum
averaging -22°C in January and February, the lowest recorded value
being -45°C in 1904. However, there are many other inhabited places in
the world much colder than this. Considering their high altitude, the
summers at all three stations are very warm with mean daily maxima in
the mid-twenties. If the temperatures at Dras (3066m) and Kargd
(2682m) are adjusted for their altitude difference from Leh (3514m) by
using a standard lapse rate of 6.5C per lOOOm (i.e. subtracting 3°C for
Dras and 6°C for Kargil),one can make altitude-free comparisons. These
suggest that for places at the same height, the Kargd-Dras area is 6"-10°C
colder in winter and 0"-3°C cooler in summer than the Leh area. In view
of their respective situations in relation to the main Himalaya range, one
might expect Zangskar to be similar to the Kargd-Dras area.
In 1980, we recorded maximum, minimum, wet and dry bulb temperatures at sTongde for most of July-September, supplemented by
further observations at Padum in October-Decembermade by Punchok
Dawa. Both stations are at the same altitude as Leh. For the first fortnight
of our visit in July and early August we aimed at recording temperature,
cloud and wind at 2 hourly intervals during the day. Subsequently,we
reduced this to 0800 and 1400 hrs, and Punchok Dawa's records were
made only in the morning. For various reasons, some observationswere
missed or late but enough were made to make valid comparisons with
the other stations. The maximum and minimum temperatures are
summarized in Table 2.3 which shows that all the mean values except
one are within loC of the corresponding figure for Leh. The individual
extreme maxima and minima are naturally less close, but show insigruficant and non-systematic differences. On the basis of this limited
evidence, it seems therefore that the temperature regime in the central
Zangskar valley is similar to that of Leh rather than the Kargd-Dras area.
However, it is possible that Zangskar is subject to occasional extreme
minima which are lower than Leh, since in Febmary 1987PunchokDawa
recorded heavy snowfalls and severalnights with a temperature of -30°C
and Crowden recorded -33" in 1977. The lowest minimum recorded at
Leh in 80 years is -28°C (but -35OC was reported in 1991). This difference
could be due to drainage of cold air from the Himalayan glaciers into the
rather confined valleys of Zangskar. A minimum of -30°C' recorded by
Sheridan in March 1981, about 15krn below the end of the Drung-drung
glacier supports this hypothesis.
iii Wind
Further support is provided by our observations of the winds. The
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nights were almost invariably calm and often with clear skies. This
provides suitable conditions for heat losses by radiation, cold air
drainage and the development of temperature inversions. Even in midAugust there were frequent night dews and ground surface temperatures below P C when screen minima were 7°C or 8°C. During the day
wind velocities were measured with a fan anemometer till mid-September and estimated by an observer's scale thereafter. Our observations
show that mornings too are mostly calm or with very light winds of less
than lm/sec (3-6 krn/hr), but the wind rises in the afternoon with
velocities often up to 6m/sec and occasionally more. We measured a
gust of 18m/sec and our metal tent-poles (Vango) were bent by one
afternoon storm. During the visit of the Dalai Lama at the end of July
1980,the concourse of vehicles and several thousand people so loosened
the silty surface of the plain near Padum that the daily afternoon winds
raised thick dust-storms. Visibility was often reduced to a few feet and
afternoon discourses had to be abandoned. This provided a vivid
repetition of conditions following glacial maxima when loess was being
blown along the valleys from the fresh outwash plains. The wind
direction at sTongde was consistently from the south and it appeared to
originate in a (probably katabatic) wind blowing from the Stod valley
and its southern tributaries. The very light winter-morning winds at
Padum were more variable in direction and Sheridan noted that there
was very little snow-drifting in the valleys and only moderate drifting
on the Pensi-La. This suggests that winter winds are light at most times.
The wind-speeds recorded for Leh and Dras both average 1.5m/sec but
it is not clear whether these are based on morning observations only, or
on total daily wind-run. Either would be similar to Zangskar, but clearly
provide a very incomplete image of wind speeds during the afternoons
when storms are frequent in the Indus valley.
iv Cloud
We also recorded cloudiness (Table2.4)and it is surprisinghow much
cloud we experienced despite the very little rain. In July it was
sometimescloudy all day, but later the mornings were more often cloud
free. In the late autumn at Padum 90% of the mornings were cloud free
or with little cloud. The records for Leh show an annual average (a.m.
and p.m. together) of nearly 4/8 cloud (though only 1/8 of this is low
cloud),with monthly meanvalues of 4-5/8 in December-Marchand only
2-3/8 in September-November. The records for Dras and Kargil show
slightly lower values, but with a similar pattern, so this probably
characterisesZangskar too. This contrasts with Sheridan and Keenan's
record of 16days out of I8 being clear and sunny, with little or no cloud,
during their ski traverse from Kargd to Manali via Padum, on 10th-28th
March 1981.However, Frazer and Osborne (pers.cornm.),who attempted
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Table 2.1 Mean monthly and annual precipitation in Ladakh (Indian Meteorological Department)
LEH 351411~11,1931-60
Ppn. mrn
No. of days
11.8
1.4
8.6
1.1
11.9
1.5
6.5
0.8
6.5
0.7
4.3
0.5
15.7
1.9
19.5
2.3
12.2
1.4
7.1
0.5
2.9
0.4
8.0
1 .O
115.0
13.5

January
February
March
April
May
June
July
August
September
Odober
November
December
Total

E

KARGIL 2680m,1931-47
Ppn.mm
No. of days
45.2
5.3
51.6
4.5
86.3
5.5
3.6
31.2
23.6
2.0
10.3
1.3
5.6
0.8
10.2
1.5
7.6
0.8
4.8
0.6
4.3
0.6
25.8
2.5
306.5
29.0

f~
3

DRAS 3066m, 1931-48
Ppn.mm
No. days
126.3
8.6
129.9
7.9
173.4
9.3
10.6
7.5
64.0
5.2
21.4
2.2
13.5
1.5
14.6
1.7
16.0
1.6
17.8
2.2
22.9
2.0
56.5
5.4
756.9
55.1
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Table 2.2 Mean monthly temperatures at Leh and in Zangskar O C
Mean

-2.8
0.8
6.4
12.4
17.1
21.1
24.7
24.2
20.9
14.2
7.8
1.6

LEH 3514m (Indian Met. Dept.)
Mean
Mean
Period
Max.
Min.
Max.

-14.0
-1 1.8
-6.3
-1.2
2.8
6.7
10.2
9.6
5.4
-0.9
-6.6
-11.1

-8.4
-5.5
0
5.6
10.0
13.9
17.4
16.9
13.2
6.6
0.6
4.7

3
6
12
17
22
27
30
29
24
20
12
7

3

Period
Min.

ZANGSKAR FIELD DATA
Mean
Max.

Mean
Min.

Mean

-19
-17
-12
-5
-1
2
6
6
1
-5
-10
-16

January
February
March
April
May
June
July
August
September
Oaober
November
December

11.1
8.4
4.8
-1.4
-7.1
-11.7

17.7
16.2
12.5

sTongde
24.3
23.9
20.2
Padum

ZANGSKAR HOUSE
Period
P e r i d Mean
Max.
Min.
Max.

2.6
28
27

8
4.5
1
-6

-13.5
-15

22
22
18
18

'%
Mean
Min.

B
T

18
18
12
5

P

1

01

1.

Notes

2.

-

Table 2.3

January
February
March
April
May
June
July
August
September
October
November
December
Mean

Data for Leh, Kargil and Dras in Tables 2.1-2.5 are from Climatological Tables based on observations from 1931 to 1960 published
by the Indian Meteorological Department. No later ones are available.
Zangskar temperature observations (Table 2.2):
Field and upper room at Pe-yu, sTongde (3550m) for 21st July-19th August, 1-23rd September 1980.
Roof and upper room of Zirnkhang, Padum (3550m) for 1st October-18th December 1980.
The outdoor instruments were housed in an improvised meteorological screen made from a large carton 40 x 40 x 6 h , covered
with aluminium foil and with open, shaded ends. This was well exposed, supported on stakes in a field. Checks in bright sunny
conditions with a standard, shaded, whirling hygrometer showed zero difference in a light breeze, and in calm air an excess of only
0.50C for the screen wet-bulb thermometer. We are therefore confident that our observations can be compared validly with those
in Stevenson screens at the main stations.

~

Mean Monthly Temperature "C, adjusted for altitude differences from Leh
Dras
-18.6
-17.0
-11.5
-2.9
-2.9
10.5
14.1
14.0
9.7
2.8
-5.1
-13.4

Leh
-8.4
-5.5
0
5.7
9.9
13.9
17.4
16.9
13.1
6.6
0.6
4.6

Kargil
-14.7

-1.0

5.5

2.8

Dras-Leh
-10.2
-11.5
-11.5
-8.6
4.6
-3.4
-3.3
-2.9
-3.4
-3.8
-5.7
-8.8
-6.5

Data for Was, Kargd and Leh from Indian Meteorological Department for 1931-1960.
Adjustments for altitude at 6.5T/1000m: 3°C deducted from recorded values for Dras and 6°C for Kargil.
Dras is aboutl0"C colder than Leh in winter.
Dras is about 30C colder than Leh in summer.
Kargil is about 6°C colder than Leh in winter.
Kargil is about 0°C colder than Leh in summer.

Kargil-Leh
-6.3

sTongde-Leh

d

-2.7

0

c
a

3

%

-Es.
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Table 2 4 Wind speed and direction, and cloudiness in Zangskar 1980-81
STONCDE
Time 08
Mean speed
m/sec 0.7
Number <lm/s
% 80
Max. speed
m/sec 2.2
Direction
(number
as tenths of
observations

in period)

N
NE
E
SE
S

sw

2

21st July3rd Aug.
10
12
14
0.3
1.4
3.0
70
25
0
1.5
2.8
5.3

4

7

10

16
3.5
0
5.8

10

PADUM

18
2.3
37
6.1

Aug.
0e
14
0.2
2.6
81
12
2.0
4.8

1

1

6
1

1
1

4
4

W

Sept.
08
0.7
76
3.8

Oct.

14
2.7
10
6.1

am
1
80
3

Nov.
am
1
100
1

1

6

3

2

8

1

June
am

1

1

1.4

94
2

97
2

57
2

All
obs.
1.5
55
3.4

2

0.5

s.
8
3

o

1
1

1

4

3
2

0.8
0.5

9

1

2

2

4

1

4.3

2
2

2

1

5

2

2

0.6
0.9
0.1
23

5

1

b

am

am

1

8

3

2
2

NW
0

Dec. May.

4
1
I
2

Ea

Mean

1

3

"a
CL

6.
3

B
h
3

!
CL

5.

P
$E
v

Tenths
cloud
(as tenths of
observations

@1 3
3
2-3 2 . 3
4-5 1
1

6-7

in period)

8-9
10

1
1
2

1
2

2

2
2
2

2

3
2
1

2
2
2

1

1
2

5

4
2
1

1

4

1
3

5

1
1
1

I
2

7
I

6

9

8

6
1

1
1

1

1

3

1
1

9

1

2

4
4

5.1

1
1

0.6
1.0
1.o

2
1

1.3
1O
.

Table 2.5 Mean atmospheric humidity at Leh and sTongde

LEH (193140in a.m.; 1951-60@ p.m.)
Month
Jan.

Feb.

March

a.m.

R.H.%
V.P. mb
D.P. OC

61
1.5
-18

59
1.9
-15

55
2.7
-11

p.m.

R.H.%
V.P.mb
D.P. "C

51
2.1
-14

46
2.3
-13

43
3.3
-8

April

May

June

STONGDE (1980)
a.m.

RH.%
V.P. mb
D.P. "C

p.m.

R.H.%
V.P.mb
D.P. "C

R.H. = Relative Humidity. V.P. = Vapour Pressure. D.P. = Dew Point.

July

Aug.

Se~t-

Oa.

Nov.

Dec.
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to follow them into Zangskar, were turned back by an almost continuous
blizzard at Rangdum on 29th and 30th March, during which 55m of snow
fell. After two fine days with ten hours sunshine oneach, it snowed again
for most of the next four days, during which 35cm fell. Despite this,
during seventy days between 17th January and 11th March, some
unrecorded) in the Indus, Markha and Suru valleys they had experienced
a n average of six hours sunshine daily, a vital factor in the potential for
domestic solar heating.

v Humidity
In view of the very low summer rainfall it is not surprising that the
atmospheric humidity is low. Our observations of wet and dry bulb
screen temperatures in the field at sTongde are summarized in Table 2.5.
and show that the relative humidity was seldom over 70% in the
mornings but often fell to 10% in the afternoons. There was a clear
difference between the earlier and later parts of our stay, corresponding
to vapour pressures of about lOmb and less than 5mb respectively.
These reflect the sparse vegetation and dry ground which provide little
moisture during the day despite rising temperatures, and still less as the
season advances. The records for Leh are given for comparison, and to
indicate the likely pattern for the rest of the year in Zangskar. The low
dew-points recorded at Leh in winter even at midday (-15°C)suggest
that significant amounts of snow may be lost by sublimation even if no
melting occurs. The high dew-points in later summer confirm the
likelihood of night dews. In autumn, the afternoon vapour pressures are
consistently less than the morning ones, thus reinforcing the diurnal
drop in relative humidity caused by the higher afternoon temperatures.
vi Evaporation
We measured evaporation with a Pichd Evaporirneter in the screen
and a 40 cm diameter pan half-buried in the soil in a wheat-field. The

Table 2.6

Evaporation at sTongde (or at Padum in Oct.), 1980

PAN (mm of water)

PICHE (mmscale)

23/7-14/8

21 /7-16/8

1-23/9

1-23/9
19

1-22/10
19

No. of days

19

19

19

Maximum

7.5

5.7

10.8

Minimum

1.7

3.0

4.8

8.5

5.8

Mean

4.2

4.5

8.5

11.4

7.9

20

11.2
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former suffered occasionally from inquisitive children, and the latter
had to be protected after harvest from thirsty goats by thorn-branches;
suspect observations were discarded. The summarized results (Table
2.6) show that pan evaporation remained steady during the period,
declining temperatures being compensated by declining humidity. The
lowest individual observations occurred on cool cloudy days. Pichb
observations are notoriously difficult to relate directly to pan ones but
provide some support for the latter at about the expected level of double
the numerical values. The average pan evaporation of 4.3m.m day
represents about 40cm over the crop growing season which must be
supplied by irrigation.
vii Conclusion
The climate of Zangskar is pleasantly warm and dry in summer,
though very cold and dry in winter. At all seasons there is abundant
bright sunshine, and high radiation values thanks to the thin, clear
atmosphere. Thus crops grow well in summer, and in winter man and
animals can warm-up in the sun. The winter snow-fall is sufficiently
deep to cause significant difficulties in farming and is sometimes a
serious hazard, but is the life-blood of the whole agricultural system
through its provision of irrigation water. Our limited observations
indicate that the climate of Zangskar resembles that of Leh rather than
Dras or Kargil in terms of temperature, but is intermediate in terms of
precipitation and cloudiness.
3. Settlement in Zangskar

i Communications
Within Zangskar, and between Zangskar and the outside world,
communications are naturally governed by the valley systems and the
passes which link them (Fig.2.2),the rldges being too high and steep. The
rivers and glaciers which have carved these valleys are themselves
however sometimes an impediment to passage. In the spring and early
summer many of the major rivers are too deep, swift and cold to ford,
though horses and cattle can sometimes be made to swim across, and too
wide to bridge easily. In broad valleys such as the Stod and upper
Zangskar, with villages on both sides, it may need two days journey to
travel between farms which are within shouting distance of each other.
Where the river runs through narrow gorges which involve frequent
crossingsof the river (e.g.17times in one day's journey between sTongde
La and Sha-de, 25 times between Sniu-gut-se La and Shila), the gorges
may be impassableeither seasonallyduring the snow-melt of spring and
early summer, or just during the afternoon and evening snow-melt
flood. The gorge of the lower Zangskar itself can only be traversed in
mid-winter when the river is frozen over (see Ch. 7), though in recent
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years a few adventurous tourist parties in inflatableboats have made the
passage in summer; one boat, bequeathed to Karsha village, provided
a busy ferry across the Stod for a few years before it was washed away.
Boats had never been used previously in Zangskar.
In summer, all external communications are over passes up to 50001x1
high, mostly formed in beds of easily weathered shalesand schistswhich
make rather unspectacular broad cols. Those north of the Stod-Lungnak
valleys are usually snow-free in summer, while those to the south
involve glacier traverses. The lowest and most used, especially now that
the new road passes over it, is the Pensi-La (Q400m), open June-Odober,
leading north-west to the Suru Valley and Kargil.
To the south there are severalpasses; the Shingo-La leading to Manali
is the most used, both for trade with lowland India and now for tourist
trekking parties. The Umasi-La, crossed by John Crook's party in 1977,
is particularly spectacular with two days on or near glaciers. The PoatLa is little used but has been crossed recently by mountaineers. There
are various routes north and north-east to the Indus Valley, each
involving several passes and river-crossings, used traditionally for
exporting cattle and dairy produce, and now by trekking parties. To the
south-east lies Rupshu, whence annual sheep-trains have carried loads
of salt, 10 kg, to an animal, over the Phirtse-La to Zangskar, returning
with grain. In Rupshu a military road runsfrom the Indus over the Baralacha-La to Lahul.
Wherever the main routes pass over steep ground, graded tracks,
wide enough for loaded pack animals, have been made, either cut into
the hill-side, or sometimes cantilevered out from it with a precarious
structure of poles and stones round some rocky bluff. Damage by slips
and spring avalanches is common, and the maintenance of these tracks
is the duty of the community they serve. Fording rivers is often
hazardous but bridges are scarce because of the effort needed to build
and maintain them and because good sites with solid rock for the
abutments both sides are also scarce, as the river-banks are mostly gravel
or scree. Short bridges of up to about 10metres are made of two or three
long poles with large thin slabs of stone resting loosely upon them.
Experienced pack animals can cross these with ease, though sometimes
it is necessary to carry the loads across separately. Suspensionbridges
are used on spans up to 60m wide, traditionally made of cables of twisted
branchlets of set (Lonicera myrtillus, a kind of honeysuckle) or of stak.pa
(Betula utilis, a birch), though since these need renewing every three
years or so they are now being increasingly reinforced or replaced by
steel cables. Normally these cannot be crossed by animals. New and
bigger bridges with wooden decking are being built in a few places (e.g.
Padurn).
These rough communicationshave meant that wheeled vehicles have
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never been used, even within areas of cultivation. Human transport is
usually used for carrying crops and fuel around the village, but the
almost universal ownership of livestock means that horses, donkeys,
yak and dzo are the traditional and still essentialriding and pack animals
within Zangskar. Their place in the export/irnport trade however is now
being superseded by lorry and jeep traffic on the new road from Kargil,
which reached Padum and Karsha in 1980, with extensions to Zangla,
Karsha and the Lungnak valley by 1987. About 10 lorries a week were
travelling this route during the summers of 1980 and 1981, taking two
days each way between Padum and Kargd, bringing into Zangskar food,
fuel and building materials, and usually returning empty. The overnight
stop is at Zhuldo near Rangdum.
In winter, travelling is restricted by the deep soft snow, and in narrow
valleys by the risk of avalanches, but some long routes, particularly the
Zangskar gorge, are regularly used. The Pensi-La is blocked by snow
and no lorries move in the winter months.
ii Settlement sites and types
There are three main types of settlement, monastic, agricultural and
pastoral, which serve one or other of these functions almost exclusively
and occupy different types of site. Except for village schools, dispensaries and headmen, only Padum has as yet any commercial or administrative functions, though these are developing fast there (Ch. 25).
Monastic settlements
Monasteries own much agricultural land which is invariably let to
tenant farmers and is dispersed among severalvillages. Monasteriesare
sited independently from their lands, with more concern for a suitably
dominating and prestigious site, such as a commanding hilltop or spur.
According to tradition the monastery should be far enough from a
village to provide quiet and seclusion for the monks, but close enough
for the villagers to hear the monastic conchs and trumpets: a distance
known as a gym-tak. Long leats often supply domestic water to them
in summer, but in winter, when these are frozen, it may be necessary to
carry water from some distance. Military defence does not often seem
to have been a major consideration, though Phuktal, built in the mouth
of a large cave high in a cliff above the river, successfully withstood a
siege by Mongolians, partly because it has a permanent spring within the
cave. Bardan was beseiged by invaders in the last century and is well
constructed to serve as a fortress. Some sites (e.g. sTongde) are on
locations formerly used as castles, but all the old castles are now
completely ruined (N.Howard 1989 and in press). Some of these
monasteries such as Tantak, Bardan and Rangdum are in very isolated
positions, several kilometres from the next settlement, but most are near
a village, Karsha and Sani actually adjoining the villages of the same
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name. There are also a few hennit caves in the district, though few are
at present occupied (see further Chs. 19 and 22).
Agricultural settlements
Because of the very low rainfall, all agriculture in Zangskar is dependent on irrigation, so the location of agricultural settlements is determined by the coincidence of both cultivable soil and abundant water in
summer. Cultivable soils are mostly restricted to the main valleys, but
the main rivers are usually incised too deeply below the general valley
floor for their waters to be tapped by traditional techniques; their
tributaries are the main sources of irrigation water. These are sometimes
insufficient to irrigate all the potentially cultivable area.
Most cultivable soils occur on redeposited material such as fans, river
terraces and moraines. Fans are particularly important because they are
usually associated with permanent streams debouching from the mountains, and many agricultural settlements, including both sTongde and
Kurnik, are in such sites, though in each case the stream is only sufficient
to irrigate part of the fan. Terraces are very important in the PadumSani-Karsha triangle where several streams flow across them, but
moraines, or rather the hollows between them, are used only occasionally, and only two villages, Rarni and Tangso, are primarily dependent
on such sites. Most of these sites owe their existence to the climatic
changes, especially the glaciations, described in Ch. 1.
In three areas, Shila-Phu, Sha-de and Lingshed, cultivation is based on
soils derived from weathered shales which form moderate slopes
suitable for artificial terracing and irrigation.
The location of the houses in relation to the cultivated fields varies
considerably from closely nucleated villages like Sha-de and Kumik,
both sited on barren slopes above the fields, to individual farmhouses
dispersed among or around the fields like parts of sTongde. Padum is
unique in being built among huge boulders on a moraine.
The size of settlements ranges from a single farmhouse, fanning a
small isolated area, to large villages of 50-400 houses. The former are not
necessarily the most marginal economically; for instance Purne comprises one large and exceptionally well built house, supported by more
than 80 kanals (4 ha) of fields. In the nucleated villages the houses are
not arranged in any orderly manner, but quite irregularly and at any
angle to each other, with steeply twisting alleys between them.
Pastoral settlements
Grazing resources are distributed quite differently to the barren
terraces and fans which provide the prime agricultural areas, and every
agricultural settlement has one or more satellite settlements called
doksa, which are occupied during the summer grazing season. Most of
these are sited on the high mountain grazings at about 4000111, usually
in formerly glaciated valleys; several of them are described in Ch. 6.
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Exceptionally, the village of Pigmo has one at lower altitude on the flood
plain of the Zangskar River.
Besides these seasonal settlements, there are a few permanent ones on
the fringes of Zangskar which are almost exclusively pastoral. To the
north-west near Rangdum Gompa are Zhul-do (Zhul.rnDo)and a couple
of other small villages on the broad grassy and gravelly outwash plain
at about 4000m. Despite this modest altitude, less than some other
villages in Zangskar where there are excellent crops, only a few poor
patches of barley and peas are grown. Here, near Nun Kun, the winter
snow is deeper and melts later, and cold winds blow down the valley.
The wealth of the villages lies in their herds of cattle and horses. On the
other side of Zangskar, to the east, lies Karnak on the edge of the Rupshu
high plateau. Here is a permanent settlement of pastoralists who in their
way of life resemble the 'Brog.pa of high Tibet rather than the farmers
(yul.ba)of the Zangskar valley.
iii The villages of Zangskar and their agricultural resources
According to the Census of India for 1971(DistrictHandbook Ladakh;
the figures from the 1981 Census are not yet available) there are 25
villages in Zangskar with a total population of 6886 people and 1671ha
of irrigated cultivation, i.e. one quarter of a hectare per head and only one
quarter percent of 7000 sq. km.area of Zangskar tehsil (administrative
district). However, the area of potentially cultivable ground as assessed
by us from Landsat images, i.e. fans and terraces below 4000m, is
considerably more, about 100 sq. km. Since some villages such as
sTongde and Kumik are already cultivating the maximum area that can
be serviced by their existing sources of irrigation water, and water
sometimes has to be rationed in others, the improvement of water
supplies is vital to any expansion of agricultural production.
The first five columns of Table 2.7 are extracted directly from the
censustables. However, most of the village names are garbled, and some
comprise several distinct villages, so the sixth column is an attempt to
clarifythis by providing a nearly complete list of the componentvillages,
more correctly spell. The eighth column is an estimate of the cultivated
area including hay-fields, obtained from Landsat false colour composite
images; patches of grass-land or thicket (willow or Hippophue) cannot
easily be distinguished and may inflate these figures.
The 63villages in our list are distinct entitiesusually several kilometres
apart (Figs. 2.2, 2.3) so it is difficult to apply the Census data for 25
uncertain groups to a village-wise analysis without considerablefurther
enquiry. However, in the bottom line of the table we have indicated
statistics for the mean village. Comparison with the data given later for
the three villages we studied in detail shows that sTongde is larger than
average by a factor of two or three times; Kumik is about average; and
Sha-de is considerably smaller than average.
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Unfortunately, the rather crude use we have made of Landsat to
estimate areas of cultivation does not provide a close check on the
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Figure 2.2 Map of Ladakh
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Census data because of our uncertainty of the village groups and of the
locations of some villages, the presence of areas of grass and thicket in
some villages, and the Census definition of 'cultivation'. More work on
both the Census methods and the imagery would be needed to do this.
However, the excess of the Landsat total over the Census total (630 ha)
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Figure 2.3 Map of Cenhal Zangskar

is about what we should expect for areas of natural grass and thicket
near villages, so this suggests that the Census figures represent the total
of the irrigated arable fields and the irrigated permanent grass-land,
which at sTongde cover about equal areas (see Ch. 5), though we think
this is higher than average. Although there is no natural grass-land or
thicket at sTongde, there are substantial willow thickets at Kurnik and
extensive valley bottom swamps at Sha-de.
The mean of lha of cultivationincludinghay-fieldsper house (2 ha per
khang.chcn) is only half the amount we found at sTongde from careful
surveys, confirming local opinions about the relative prosperity of this

Table 2.7 Villages in Zangskar and their agricultural resources

No.

Village

Stod valley, North bank
1.
Abran

2.

Census data
Population Houses
184

42

Cult. (ha)

Village
Chipra
Apren
Kushur
Hamiling
Skiagam
Remala
Manda
Phe
Ralakung

3.

Hamiling
Remala
-Kaigam

126
294

26
71

4.

Phe

218

47

5.

Rantaq
Shah
Tungri
-Thagam

164

36

Renta ksha

302

67

Shirniling
Tungri
Taken
Longmi
Rijing
Tetsa
Kasar
Hungchet
"='"I3

6.
7.

8.

Lungmi
-Regin8
Techa
-Khasar

Zongshr Volley, West hnk
9.
Karshah

204

57

185

44

Karsha
Rinam
Pishu
Pigmo
Hanumil

Khangchen

Landsat Agricultural character
Cult. (ha) Irrigation supplies

100

Enough from Apren T.
Enough from Apren T.
Enough from Kushur T
Enough.
R. Small streams.
R. Small streams.
Plenty from Phe T.
Plenty from Phe T.
R. from Kyala T.

(160)

117

30
30
(30)

Plenty from Tungri T.
Plenty from Tungri T.
Plenty from Tungri T.
RR. Early.
RR. Early.
RR. Early.
RR. Early.
RR. Early.
Plenty from Stod R. Early.

RR. from Karsha T. Early.
Plenty. Early.
RR. Earliest.
plenty-

Plenty.

Padum and Zangskar Valley, East bank
10.
Padam
682
11.

Zangla

525

12.

Tungdi
Krni

510

East Zangskar
13.
Shunsadi

186

14.

Kargyah

245

15.
16.

Testu
Chah

269
212

17.

Icher

147

18.

Rurumeng

191

Pipcha

133

Padum plain
20.
Pipting

396

19.

Padum

60?

Zangla
Tzazar
Shilingskit
sTongde
Kumik

30
13
4
31
14

Marshun
Yurshun

3?
3?

Sha-de
Kargyak
Hing
Tangso
Tanze
Testa
Char
Pume
Ichar
Surle
Reru
Mune
Shila
Pipcha

lo?

Plentv, except sometimes late
melt hsprig. Good soil.
Lower plenty. Upper RR
Enough.
Enough.
R. G d soil.

%

RR.
Nigh. Barley only.

9igh. Barley only.
:goodsoil, shale).
5gh. Barley only.
'Iigh. Barley only.
4igh. Barley only.
iigh. Barley only.
i i g h Barley only.
iigh Barley only.

Plenty
Enough
Enough
Enough
Enough
Enough

Enough.
Plenty.
Enough.
Enough.
Lower, terrace. Plenty.
Upper, good shale soil. Plenty
Plenty

Ps
%
3
L:
0

a

3
m.

Adequate except in late spring
from Padum T.
Adequate except in late spring
from Padum T.

%
-.
q

-

8
2

22.
23.

24.

Silapi
-gaipak
Seni

Ating

Ruruk
Nerok

14
9

Silapi
Gyapuk
Sani

14
8
50

Markirn
Shagar

2
12

Dokang
Ating
Tankar-Tokta
Maruche

7
14
14
5
2
12

?

25.

Total
Mean
Notes

Akshu

154
6886
109

39
1591
25

26
1671
26

Bakasse
Spanting
Aksho
Unallocated
63

(150)
7

4
27

E. Enough except in
late spring
from Padum T.
W. Plenty from Haftal T.
Plenty from Haftal T.
Plenty from Haftal T.
Plenty from Haftal T.
E. Plenty from Haftal T.
W. Plenty from Starhungsa T
Plenty from Shilati T.
E. Plenty from Shilati T.
W. Plenty from Shimiling T.
Plenty from Shimiling T.
Plenty from Shimiling T.
Plenty from Munung T.
Enough from small stream.
Enough from small stream.
Enough from small stream.
Enough from small stream.
Plenty from Aksho T.

968

858
13

2300
36

Based on 63 villages

Columns 1-5: from Census of India 1971, District Handbook Ladakh.
Column 3:
Population. In the cases of Karsha, sTongde and Sani this includes sigdicant numbers of monks at these gompas; Char probably
includes Phuktal Gompa.
'Houses'. These are slightly fewer than the number of 'households' in the census data and about double the estimated number
Column 4:
of W1Png.chen. Probably they include both khangchen and khng.chung (see Ch. I S ) , though many of the latter are not separate
buildings.
From personal information and maps. The exact correlation between columns 2 and 6 is uncertain; for example, Shihgpkit is
Column 6:
almost certainly included in 'Tungdi Krni', but Tzazar may be in 'Zangla' or TungdeKmi'.
Approximate number of khng-chen (main farm-houses). Estimates mostly by one local infonnant, reliability not checkd.
Column 7:

Column 8:

Column 9:

Area of cultivation. Estimated by dot-grid from Landsat colour composites enlarged to 1: 50,000. Includes irrigated hay-fields
and hay-banks, as well as areas of natural riverside grass or thicket. Where the latter are known to be considerable the area is
given in brackets. The total includes 600 ha for the villages of the Padum plain (Nos. 10,20,21,22) but not reliably all-table
to particular villages so not entered in the table. Similarly 368 ha elsewhere.
Irrigation supplies:
Plenty = Plentiful supplies throughout the summer.
Enough = supplies adequate in average year without rationing.
R = Water-rationing necessary, at least at some season.
RR. = Water-rationing and serious seasonal water-shortages.
T. = Tokpo (small river or stream).
Growing season: Time of sowing and harvest compared with sTongde.
Soil quality: An estimate of general fertility compared with sTongde.
Two villages near Rangdum monastery just over the Pensi-La in the Suru Valley seem not to be included in Zangskar for Census
purposes, thoug they share a similar environment and culture. Neither has any significant area of cultivation.
They are:
Zhul-do (3950m),pop. c. 75, houses c. 17, primarily pastoral on a wide flood plain.
Tashi-Thonder~(4000m)pop. c 80, houses c. 14, primarily pastoral on a flood plain and moraine.
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village. The overall mean of only a quarter of a hectare of cultivation per
person (of which up to a half may be grass and alfalfa for hay) is quite
small for an agricultural system which is dependent on a singlecrop each
year. Although irrigation supplies are a Limiting factor in some villages,
including sTongde and Kumik, there are others where much larger areas
could be irrigated and cultivated if required. As we shall discuss later,
this low figure represents on the one hand a very intensive and highly
~roductive
agricultural system, and on the other a level of consumption
bhich is low by some internationally proposed standards, yet which
does not seem to be reflected in any sigruficantmalnutrition or ill-health.
4. The sTongde Village and its environment
The lands of sTongde village resemble those of many others in the
main valleys of Zangskar: the village itself and its cultivation occupy
part of a large alluvial fan, the rest of which provides some sparse
grazing, and it depends for its water on a tributary valley, the upper parts
of which provide summer grazing for the cattle (Figs. 2.4 and 2.5). In
detail however, there are points of difference which give sTongde a
significant individuality and particular prosperity.

i The cultivated lands (Figs. 2.5 and 2.6)
The cultivated part of the fan is partially protected from violent spring
spates, which damage the irrigation channels and bring unwanted
spreads of gravel, by the spur of resistant v o l c ~ rock
c on which the
monastery is built, 150m above the village. The lower margin of the
cultivated area abuts against the hummocks and ridges of the sTongde
terminal moraine, which block the drainage so that a nearly flat playalike area has formed between them (Plate; see also P1.41,47 in Follmi &
Poget 1989). In this protected situation, a deep fertile soil has built up
over the original fan material, partly formed from silt deposited by wind
and water, partly from washed-down sand from deposits on the slopes
of the monastery ridge. Here perhaps there was once a kame-terrace,
since there are also occasional large erratic boulders scattered in the
fields which lie along the lower slopes south of Peyu.
The effect of flooding and irrigation is continually to carry the finer
particles to the foot of the cultivated sector, so that there is a gradation
of soils from sandy-gravellysoils at the apex, to fine stoneless silts, over
a metre deep, at the foot. The slope of the ground varies similarly being
about 5" at the apex, and even steeper along the base of +heridgs, but
nearly level at Tetsa. Terracing is therefore essential in the former area
where there may be a fall of a couple of metres between adjoining fields,
whereas in the latter it is only represented by water control ridges and
channels bounding the fields.
Interestingly, the deepest, finest soils do not seem to be the most
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fertile, but rather those about half-way down the fan. Some of the
poorest crops were at the foot of the fan, and much of the playa area is
not cultivated at all, being left bare, dug for mud-bricks or built on. This
is mainly due to the intractable physical nature of this soil which when
dry, is very hard and brick-like, impossible to plough, unfavourable for
root growth, and very slow to absorb water.
Partly too, there may be some salination of the soil, with both this and
the crops being rendered worse by being at the limits of the irrigation
distribution system, and thus probably receiving insufficient water. The
results of some measurements of soil texture and infiltration rate are
given in Table 2.8.
The analyses show clearly this change of texture down the fan as a
whole, and also an increase of finesboth from upper to lower side of each
individual field, and with increasingdepth below the surface (at least on
the middle of the fan). Some chemical analyses are also given in Table
2.8, which show that the soils are adequately provided with the main
mineral nutrients.
The total area of cultivated land in this sector of the fan is about 113ha.
However, there is a zone to the north where it is difficult to draw a firm
boundary to the cultivation, because there were fields lying fallow or
recently abandoned when I saw them. They may be reworked in years
of abundant water or a previously bad harvest. The crops in this
area were poor but without investigation it is difficult to distinguish
between the effects of poor soil, inadequate water, and perhaps inadequate dung.
There is also a small isolated area of current cultivation further to the
north on a remnant of fan or terrace cut off by a gully (lha). There are
long abandoned terraced fields (19ha) on the moraine south of Tetsa,
which were said to have been irrigated formerly from a spring arising
from a large snow-bank on the mountain slope above. Nowadays the
snow-bank does not form so the spring is dry. There are similar
abandoned fields belonging to Kumik village further in the same
direction.

ii The nearer pastures and mountains
The existence and productivity of the pastures are governed by
several factors: the geology, geomorphology and soils; the water
supply; the altitude and climate; and the extent to which the natural
vegetation has been affected by grazing and fuel gathering.
The basic geology is fairly simple, the rocks being sand-stones, shales
and volcanics, dipping N.E. at 100-300, overlain unconformably by
extremelycontorted limestones. sTongdeGompa stands on a spur of the
very resistant volcanics and the same rock forms the summits of the
peaks above Kumik. The ~Tongdevalleywas originally developed along

Table 2.8A Soil and Water analyses
Soil Texture

Percentage retained on sieve size (microns)
2000
1000
500
250

Pe-yu, upper part of field,
Pe-yu, upper part of field,
Pe-yu, lower part of field,
Pe-yu, lower part of field,
Field near Tetsa
Field near Lam
Field near lower reservoir
Field near Tama

Table 2.8B Nutrients extractable in Ammonium acetate (micrograms per gram, oven dry)
Pe-yu, upper part of field.
Pe-yu, upper part of field,
Pe-yu, lower part of field,
Pe-yu, lower part of field,
Pe-yu, lower part of field
Field near Tetsa,
Field near Lam,
Field near lower reservoir
Field near Tama
Field at Sha-de
Recommended levels for arable in U.K.
Notes

Depth
0-locm
10-20cm
0-lOcm
10-20cm
20-40cm
0-l0cm
0-l0cm
0-locm
0-locm
0-locm

P (phosphate)
2.9
0.8
5.0
1.4
0.8
1.5
1.7
1.1
2.4
10.7
20-30

K (potassium)
35.3
58.2
233.9
59.4
62.7
296.0
215.0
129.3
168.6
363.7
170-270

Na (sodium)
9.6
11.5
15.6
14.0
17.0
40.0
24.8
22.5
15.0
24.7

All analyses are on samples of bulked multiple field samples.
Highest levels are at Sha-de.
Phosphate levels are much lower than levels recommended in U.K.
Potassium levels are similar to levels recommended in U.K.
Magnesium was not analysed but is probably adequate (limestone in most catchments, and see irrigation water analyses).
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Table 2.8C Zangskar Water Analyses (milligrams per litre) (July-August 1980)
Source
Sha-de, bog pool
Sha-de, main stream
Karsha, stream
Karsha, spring below fan
Stod River, Karsha
Rongkil River, Salamtakda
Shingri River, Salamtakda
Tantak Lake (tsho tok-phu)
Spring downstream of Tantak
Lungnak River, Padum
Zangskar River, sTongde
Padum Stream
sTongde stream, clear, low
sTongde stream, silty, high

Ca"
123
50
35
63
25
25
25
35
35
5
<1
20
12
4

Bristol tap water
Notes
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Remarks
Fed by seepage through limestone
and sha:y sandstone
Mixed catchment, limestone & volcanics
Mixed fan and moraine
Mixed catchment, mostly gneiss
Mixed catchment
Mixed catchment
Limestone catchment
Mixed moraine
Mixed catchment
Mixed catchment
Gneiss catchment
Mixed catchment
Mixed catchment

Mg"
24
9

30
10
3
c5
12
9
9
24

16
<5

14
18
15

17

3

Springs from limestone catchment

Modest values of Calcium (exceptin Sha-de bog) partly reflect low partial pressure of carbon dioxide in ahnosphere at high altitude; partly
the small biological activity in the soil.
These analyses of merely single samples are only approximately indicative of the values prevailing.
Two samples of stream water from the Padum and Shila streams had low total nitrogen contents of 0.15and 0.10mg per litre respectively
(about one tenth part per million).
n.a. = not analysed

Table 28D Soil Infiltration rates

1. Field at Pe-yu (surface friable): 24an of water per hour.
2. Field near Tetsa (surface hard and cracked):
(a) down cracks - very high rate (unmeasurable)
(b)between cracks - lcm per hour.
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the strike of the shale, which also finds expression in the sTongde-La,but
the stream has recently cut down into the volcanics.
In the main Zangskar valley, the former glaciers were no respecters of
hard-rock geology, but carved their way through all rodrs i n w nately, so that there, on the 'plains', it is the geomorphologyand soils of
the moraine, the fans and the terraces which are of basic importance to
agriculture.
The plains pastures
Apart from their spectacular greenness in early summer, the most
striking characteristic of fields in Zangskar is that they have rounded
outlines, in contrast to the rectangular shapes common elsewhere
(Plate). As a result, there are considerable between-field areas, more
than necessary for simple terracing, which receive the benefit of some
irrigation water overflowing from the field above, and which therefore
grow valuable forage. Sometimes they are planted with lucerne (buk.suk)
but more often they are a mixture of naturally occurring grasses and
other herbs, very colourful in June and July, with cranesbill (Geranium
collinum, por.10)~gentians (tik.da.men.tok) and louseworts (Pedicularis,
1ug.ri.men.tok). This is usually cut for hay, but the aftermath provides
useful grazing after the other crops have been harvested.
Two-thirds of the sTongde fan are uncultivated, a small part of this
being rendered barren by recent spreads of river gravel. The remainder,
together with the moraine and some river terraces below the fan, provide
summer grazing for the two flocks of sheep and goats which are kept in
the village. As a result of the dry summers and the heavy grazing
pressure, the vegetation is a sparse semi-desert steppe, the plants being
mainly deep-rooted tussock or semi-woody plants with extensive roots
and unpalatable foliage. Nevertheless, it is quite variable, with different
species dominant in different places, often for no clear reason. The most
important are aromatic Artemisia spp. (set.chi and bur.tse) and spiny
Astragalus sp. (sit.chu). Locally there is a scattering of short grasses and
sedges, particularly on the moraine. The severity of the grazing is clear
from the relative luxuriance of the vegetation within any effectively
walled enclosure (e.g. for young trees), though this very luxuriance
renders protection from stock even more difficult. Apart from the
grazing, large root-stocks of burtse are hoed up and collected for fuel.
The sTongde valley bottom
At the apex of the fan the sTongde stream debouches from a narrow
valley, where the gradient steepens. Here are a dozen or so water mills
strung out along the stream, where all the grain for the village is ground,
as well as that for Shilingskitwhere the streamis too small and for Kumik
where the stream may be nearly dry after harvest.
The sTongde valley is sharply incised into the volcanics below steep
upper slopes on the N.E.side and much gentler slopes on the S.W.
side.
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This suggests both that it may once have run at a much higher level,
possibly over the col which joins the Gompa ridge to the main hill-side,
and that it has migrated N.E.down the dip of the volcanics. Where the
stream debouches from the mountain it is also incising into several
metres of partly cemented angular gravels, the material of which it is
spreading over the fan below. In its middle course, it flows across a
wider gravel-filled bed, on which are numerous rounded heaps of
angular stones, up to 3m high and 5m across (Plate).These, which I have
not seen described from elsewhere, seem to be the result of scree falling
down snow chutes in spring, when the valley is choked with snow,
which has later melted and dumped the stones well away from either
valley side. There are remnants of willow thickets in the valley here but
not enough to provide a useful resource, though there are many more
above Kumik.
The head-waters of the sTongde stream are also incised, with steep
slopes of shale or possibly morainic material; we only viewed them from
afar as they are difficult to traverse.
The mountain pastures in the sTongde valley (Fig. 2.7)
The path which climbs from Pe-yu (3550m)first to the Gompa (3800m,
half an hour) then to sTara, the main dok-sa of sTongde (4250m, 1 V
hour), and finally to the sTongde-La (5090m, 5 hour) traverses five
distinct pasture zones.
The first, a small area just above the village, is sandy or rocky and
ravaged daily by flocks and donkeys. Few plants survive except the
poisonous henbane (Hyoscyamus niger, 1ang.tang) and the thorny roses
(Rosa webbiana, se.a) growing round a spring below the Gompa.
The second (which extends down to the plain at places further from
the village) lies between the Gompa and a short distance beyond sTara
dok-sa. It is characterized by dry, steep slopes with shallow, stony soils
or screes derived from shale or sandstones. These support scattered
semi-woody tussock plants such as:
Nepeta sp.
Ephedra sp.
Astragalus sp.
Acantholimon lycopodioides
.Polygonurn tortuosum
Dianthus angulatus
Artemisia spp.

warsha
sitchu
lonze
nya10
warsha, burtse

These are mostly unpalatable to stock, since there is a heavy pressure
from grazing and fuel gathering.
The third zone is the most important and comprises the wide open
basin at the head of the valley, where many of the slopes are quite gentle
and there is a thick cover of silt and stones. There are some moraine-like
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ridges in this area but it is difficult to be sure that they are not debris
flows. The silt is mainly derived from in situ weathering of the shale
which underlies much of the basin and, forms the slopes above it, but
partly perhaps from loess. The winter snows collect in this basin and,
when they melt in spring, much water is retained in the deep soil.
Besides this, several streams traverse it, which are fed from higher
permanent snow banks and ice-fields on the crest and northern slopes
of the Kumik peaks.
These slopes carry closely grazed grasses, sedges, vetches and potentillas which vary from a thin open cover to a dense sward. On the steeper
slopes and screes there are tussock grasses, less palatable but still
acceptable. The possession of this valuable grazing resource, based on
a dok-sa conveniently close to the village for transport of dung-fuel,
makes a significant contribution to sTongde's prosperity.
Above this zone, the ground is generally more stony and the snow
cover melts later. The plants are more scattered though some have
conspicuous flowers such as Delphinium brunonianurn (apal.wo.nyo)and
Waldheimia stoliczkai (pa.lu), the latter having brilliant mauve 'daisy'
flowers.
Finally there is a fifth zone, the pass itself, bare and windswept.
Though there is a soil of weathered shale, there are almost no plants,
partly because of the vigorous frost-heaving of the soil, evidenced by the
patterns of stone stripes and nets.
The importance of aspect is well demonstrated by the location of the
small glaciers and permanent snow-fields on the highest mountains.
There are none on the south-facing slopes of either of the two peaks at
the head of the Kumik valley, nor of the limestone mountain to the north
of the sTongde valley. There are however small ice caps on the summits
and north sides of both Kumik peaks, and a permanent snow-field on the
N.W. facing slopes of the col between them. The largest of the former
contributes to the flowof the sTongde stream, and the latter to the scanty
water of the Kumik stream.

iii The pastures beyond the sTongde-La
From the sTongde-La, the path down the Shingri Chu descends
through zones similar to the fourth and third zones just described, past
Tsaldi-dok-sa and down a narrowing valley with steepening sides, to a
camp site on a high terrace at Salam-stakda. There two tributaries join
it from the south, the Rongkil and Leshun valleys. The latter, particularly, is a second important grazing resource. Though not so turfy as the
upper sTongde valley, the grazing is plentiful and enclosed by mountains so that most of the male animals from the village can be left there
unsupervised during the summer.
That sTongde's lands extend as far as this, quite close to Sha-de, is a
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reflection partly of the relative sizes of the two villages, partly of the
relative ease with which a high pass can be traversed compared with the
difficult river-gorge below Salam-stakda. The dense willow-thickets
along this gorge are also an important resource for sTongde, as they are
the nearest supply of small building timber.
We write of 'sTongdefslands' because in conversations in Zangskar
it was quite clear that each village has prescriptive rights over particular
grazing lands and that people from other villages may not normally use
them, though exception is made in the case of travellers. Unfortunately,
the recent increase in commercially organized trekking parties with
many horses and mules has led to an abuse of this tradition and the
grazing of villages suffers on the standard trekking routes. In addition,
incursions of Gujars practising summer transhumance across the
Himalaya increase the demands on Zangskar's mountain pastures and
arouse local antagonism.
Table 2.9 Buildings of sTongde village
Houses:
School:
Dispensary:
Granary:
Chortens:
Mani walls:
Water mills:
Monastery:

56, mostly freestanding, sheltering 70 households.
One, single storey, 14 x lorn including walled yard.
A room in house 8A is used as a medical dispensary.
14 x 10m in Pe-yu, owned by the monastery .
17, excluding about a dozen near the monastery.
5, some communal, others attached to a particular
house.
16 in good order or needing minor repairs.
10 partially ruined.
A substantial complex of buildings on the spur 25Om above the
village, not surveyed by us (seeChs. 19,20), with an impressive
row of chortens along the ridge (K.Howard 1990).

5. The village houses (Table 2.10)
The houses of sTongde village are grouped into five straggling
hamlets. Four of these, Pe-yu, Testa, Trodong and Laru occupy barren
or marginal agricultural land around the edges of the main cultivated
area, while the fifth, Tama, lies within it. Except for two in Laru, all of
the 32 khang.chen or principal farm-houses stand apart from each other,
as do most of their 35 dependent khang.chung. Some of the remaining
khang.chung form an integral part of their parent khang.ckn, but others
give the impression of having been tacked on as an after-thought. This
is typical of many of the older houses in the village which have been
successively modified and added on to, so that now they have quite
irregular outlines in plan and elevation, contrasting with the simple
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rectangular form of newer ones, for example the Goba's house (No. 9),
one of the largest and smartest in the village.
Certain distinguishing characteristics of the houses are closely linked
to environmental constraints. The locally made sun-dried mud bricks
reflect the shortage of fuel and the unlikelihood of destructive rain. The
lack of rain also permits the universal flat mud roofs; though when,
exceptionally, it does rain in summer the inhabitants crouch miserably
indoors under umbrellas, with buckets to catch the worst roof-leaks. The
lack of fuel and suitable clay prevents the use of tiles, suitable slate is
scarce, shingles and boards are not available and though a straw thatch
could be used it would take some of the limited supplies of winter
fodder. In winter, the cold powder snow is quickly shovelled and swept
off the roof before it can melt, so that members of the family can sit there
and enjoy the midday sun, spinning wool and gathering fortitude to
withstand another night of cold, smoke and darkness.
Until recently, glass was scarce in Zangskar and windows were
regarded as un-necessary openings which let in the winter cold. This is
clearly shown in our record of window sizes and numbers, and contrasts
greatly with the large glazed windows now found in many houses in the
Indus Valley. Most houses in sTongde have only a few small or medium
sized windows and a third have no glass at all. However, even while we
were there, the arrival of consignments of glass by road to Padum were
already having a visible effect on the size of window incorporated in new
construction (See also Dibben 1990).
The whole layout of the house internally is also dictated by the climate.
In other mountainous areas with cold winters such as the European
Alps, it is traditional for the ground floor of the farm-house to be
occupied by the live-stock, while the family live on the upper floors. This
helps to warm the dwelling, and the stock can be watered, fed and
milked without venturing into the outside cold. In Zangskar, where
winters are colder still, this device is taken to its logical conclusion and
the family's winter quarters are placed on the ground floor entirely
surrounded and partly protected from the cold by stables and storerooms of straw. Of course there is no window and a stove-pipe for the
smoke is a modem innovation not always found. The houses described
by Dargyay (1982)in southern Tibet, however, are not arranged like this
although it must be very cold there. Indeed, the stables are in a separate
wing. In Zangskar, many of the houses have a row of niches in the southfacing wall which serve as mangers where cattle and horses can be
tethered outside on sunny days in winter.
In summer, the family move up to living and sleeping rooms on the
first floor. Despite the usually small and few windows, the main living
room at least is light and airy, thanks to a large opening in the roof, which
also serves to let out the smoke. This room is usually quite big, 5 x 8m
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or more in Wmng.chen. The roof itself may be just plain and flat, broken
only by ventilation shafts and with stacks of hay, dung-fuel and sticks,
and partly surrounded by a low parapet. Sometimes however, the best
rooms of the house, particularly the guest-room and the family shrine
(Iha.&ng) will be built up here, especially if they have modem glazed
windows. On fine summer nights some of the family or their visitors
sleep on the roof under the stars. We spent many memorable nights on
the roof of Rigzin Anchuk's house, from choice and not merely because
his guest-room was infested with fleas. Before moon-rise we could lie
and watch vivid displays of shooting-stars overhead, and the faint
lantern glimmers where farmers were irrigating their crops. As the
moon rose behind us, first the snow-peaks beyond Padum and Karsha
and then the wide expanse of fields would be floodlit in silver while the
house remained black in the shadow of the monastery ridge behind. All
was still and silent save for the bark of a dog and an occasional growl of
distant thunder from a storm beyond the Himalaya.
Although the main living rooms are ample, with ceilings high enough
(2.1-l.lm) for a tall foreigner, the doorways are low and narrow so that
even Ladakhis have to stoop to pass through them besides stepping over
a high sill. This economises in wood, always scarce and expensive in
Zangskar. The passages, stores and stables are usually dark and
cramped. The single outer door typically gives on to a small vestibule,
with the stables ovening off it, and a dark twisting narrow stair of uneven
stone steps leading to the first floor. Access to the second floor or roof
is invariably by a ladder with widely spaced rungs. Moving about a
strange house at night demands care, especially on the roof. It is easy to
step over the side or fall down a ventilation hole.
In the floors of the living room and kitchen there are often holes for
disposing of rubbish which falls into the stables below. The latrine is
invariably on the first floor or higher, with a rough hole in the floor
through whichexcreta drop into a small room below. Many houses have
two latrines (that middle-class Western status symbol) on different
floors. A supply of dry earth to be shovelled down after use is provided
in the latrine. The dry atmosphere, and in winter the cold, produce a dry
inoffensive manure which is removed once or twice a year through a
temporarily walled-up opening on the outside for ploughing into the
fields, a vital part of the system for nutrient conservation.
Details of house construction in Ladakh have already been described
by Powell (1977), Khosla (1979), Pommaret-Imaeda (1980), Mdchaux
(1981)and Murdoch (1981),so we shall deal with them only briefly. The
lower parts of the walls are usually built of rough stones set in a mud
mortar, while the upper parts are built of large sun-dried bricks usually
30 x 15 cm. Chopped straw does not seem to be used in making these
bricks a, I; often done in other countries. The heavy mud floors and roof
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Table 2.10 House sarvey at sTongde
House No.

Includes

Adjoins

Hamlet

Dimensions (m)

Windows

Glass

Doors

Storeys

Fuel

P e p (N)
Peyu "
Pe-yu "
Peyu "
Peyu
Peyu "
Pe-yu "
Peyu "
Peyu (S)
Pep "
Peyu "
Peyu "
Tetsa (S)
Tetsa
Tetsa "
Tetsa "

21 x 9 = 189
14 x 10 = 140
9x7=63
10 x 8 = 80
13 x 11= 143
12 x 11= 132
9x8=72
11x 10 = 110
8x7=56
10x9=90
10x8=80
14 x 8 = 112
14 x 13 = 182
12 x 11= 132
5x5=25
7x6=42
14 x 13 = 182
12 x 11= 132
15 x 13 = 195
l O x l O = 100
l o x 10= 100
15 x 12 = 180
5x5=25
13 x 9 = 117
14 x 13 = 182
10x9=90
15 x 8 = 120
16 x 11= 176
17x 14 = 238
13 x 11= 143

0+2+2
1+6+4
?
0+0+5
1+8+5
0+0+3
?
0+3+5
0+0+1
0+1+4
0+4+5
0+6+7
0 + 15 + 10
0+0+11
0+0+4

0
13
?
2
12
1
0
7
0
0
0
16
6

3
2
?
3
1
1
1
2
1
2
1
4
2
2
1
1
1

2
2%
2
2
2%
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
1
1
2
2
2
1
2
3
1%
2

38 x 0.5
30 x 1.0
?
25 x 0.6
33 x 0.7
13 x 0.4

"

"

Tetsa "
Tetsa "
Tetsa "
Tetsa "
Tetsa (C)
Tetsa "
Tetsa "
Tetsa
Tetsa "
Tetsa "
Tetsa "
Tetsa "
Tetsa "
Tetsa "
"

o+o+o

0+14+4
0+9+4
4+1+9
0+0+5
0+5+5
2+15+4
0+0+1
0+2+3
0+5+11
0+0+4
0+0+3
0+1+10
2+8+7
0+4+11

2
0
0
19
10
6
1

0
3
0
1
5
1
2

2
5
2

2
2
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
3
2
2
1

2
2
2
2
3
2

?

23 x 0.4

-

20 x 0.4
35 x 0.5
45 x 0.4
54 x 0.5
5 x 1.0
40 x 0.4
20 x 0.4
30 x 0.4
45 x 0.4
55 x 0.6
18 x 0.6
21 x 0.6
38 x 0.2
6 x 0.3
30 x 0.3
27 x 0.4
26 x 0.6
23 x 0.4
40 x 0.5
35 x 0.4
45 x 0.3

-

25
25A, 28
25,27A
28

Tetsa (N)
T*
"
Tetsa N
Tasa N
Trodong
Trodong
Trodong
Tmdong
Trodong
Tmdong
Trodong
Lam (S)
Lam
"

Laru"
Lam "
Lam "
Lam "
Lam "

Laru"

MA, B
3281
56

Lam "
Lam "
Lam (N)
Tam "
Tama "
Tama "
Tam "

10 x 10 = 100
17x12=204
9x9=81
13 x 12 = 156
16 x 10 = 160
12 x 12 = 144
11x 8 = 88
8x7=56
15 x 10 = 150
10x7=70
(aggressivedog)
14 x 13 = 182
15 x 15 = 225
12x9=108
12x9=108
11x9=99
15 x 10 = 150
8x5=40
14 x 13 = 182
10x9=90
15 x 11= 165
13x6=78
19 x 15 = 285
17x 12 = 204
10 x 10 = 100
8x8=64

14

Mean (of 55, excl. No.22))
Total floor area (Dimemions x Storeys) = 14,000m2
Mean floor area of h n g . c h m (including any integrated khPng.chung)= 338m2

Notes

Column 1. 'House No.':

These are arbitrary numbers allotted by us to the 32 khang.chen (main farm-houses). The subsidiary houses of the

relatives, Wlang.chung,are denoted by letters. These numbers and letters are used on the maps and in the text. Houses
are listed here in locational sequence clock-wise round the village.
Column 2, 'Includes No.': Where a khung.chung comprised part of the Wlang.chen or two khng.chung occupied one building, we were usually
unable to survey them separately. In several cases this inclusion is an assumption based on other data.
Column 3, 'Adjoins No.': This distinguishes houses which are not free-standing.
Column 5, 'Dimensions': These are overall length and breadth oukide, ignoring minor irregularities,estimated by pacing. Floor area includes
wall-thickness.
Numbers of windows in three size classes estimated by eye:
Column 6, 'Windows':
largest dimension more than 1.0m
Large
largest dimension 0.5 - 1.0rn
medium
largest dimension less than 0.5m
small
Number of panes of glass in all the windows. Most panes were small so a large window had several. Somewindows
Column 7, 'Glass':
were only partly glazed.
Number of outer doors.
Column 8, 'Doors':
Sometimes the top storey, especially in 3-storied houses, (e.g. Nos. 4,12A) was incomplete, leaving an area of open
Column 9, 'Storeys':
roof-space, but this was difficult to see from outside.
Length and height of bush-fuel (mainly Hippophe, ser-man@stacked along theouter edge of the roof. On a few, dung
Column 10, 'Fuel':
%el was visible too, but more was probably stacked centrally on the roof or under cover.
House 27A was formerly the Hung-ch but has been replaced by a new one and is currently only used as a store.
House 3A is still under construction.
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are supported on round beams of poplar, with closely spaced willow
branches between them. Above these, a layer of twigs and leaves
prevents the mud falling through and provides heat insulation. b.
addition, a cloth is often hung beneath the ceiling in the best rooms to
catch falling dust.
We recorded maximum and minimum temperatures in the southfacing, first floor room we were using at Pe-yu, sTongde (Table 2.2). This
was well ventilated, with two windows; there was no room built above
it. The mud bricks of the outside wall and the mud roof warmed up
quickly during the day and the maximum in the room was only about
2°C below that outside. At night the bricks continued as a heat store, and
the room remained 7"-10°C warmer than the air outside and much
warmer than the ground. Unfortunately our records of house temperatures in winter are unreliable, but at night they appear to fall to P C or
below even in the living room.
Houses in Zangskar are not so grand as are many in the Indus valley;
there is not so much ornamental woodwork or balconies, windows are
still small, and the whole style is simple and functional. Perforce it
employs materials that are available locally, mud, stone, laths and
timber. The timber could once be obtained from native juniper trees but
now the Zangskaris are almost entirely dependent on planted poplars.
At Sani Gompa we were told that the large main pillars had been brought
from Kistwar over the Umasi-La.
Houses in Zangskar are thus well adapted to the constraints and
advantages of their environment, and the main improvements to be
gained from modern technology are measures to alleviate conditions in
winter: glass for the windows, more efficient and less smoky stoves,
solar heating and perhaps electric light, though hydro-power has its
lowest potential in winter when rivers are low or frozen. Though
adequate supplies of dung-fuel for the winter are an essential requisite,
most houses also have a supply of thorny Hippophae branches stacked
round the perimeter of their roof, as recorded in our survey. This
however provides a combination of show and roof- top shelter, so that
most of it remains there from year to year.
Our external survey of all the houses in the village shows that many
of them are substantial buildings with ground plan areas averaging
124m2and floor areas averaging 250m2. khang.chen houses are a third
bigger than this, but some include khang.chung which could not be
separately distinguished. It is noteworthy that the largest house of all,
No. 30, belongs to one of the few blacksmiths (gara)in the village, a trade
that is traditionally regarded as inferior. To provide a better idea of how
this space was utilized, we surveyed one house, No. 4, in detail (Table
2.11, Fig. 2.9). This is slightly above average size, and has a partial third
storey comprising prayer-room, guest-room etc. The dimensions of this
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house are summarized in Table 2.12, together with comparative data for
three other houses, one in Zangskar, two in the Indus Valley, taken from
plans published by other authors. These show that a very large
proportion of a house (20-40%) is occupied by the thick walls. Of the
remainder more than half is required for stables and for storing fodder,
food, implements etc., though it is noticeable that none of these plans
show the locations of the special sealed grain-stores which only have
access through a hold in the floor above; house-holders are usually
secretive about these. This still leaves a substantial living space,
amounting to about 10m2per resident.
Houses are sparsely furnished. Everyone sits on the floor, using mats
or rugs, and the only other universal items of furniture are low Tibetanstyle tables, 20 cm or so high, on which the tea and food are placed. Some
familieshave rough wooden beds, but most people sleep on rugs on the
floor. Guest-rooms are more lavishly furnished, often with a mattress
and several thick Chinese woollen rugs, as is the prayer-room with
tanka, decorated tables, and an altar on which stand brass and silver
bowls of water, butter-lamps, tor-ma etc. Such rooms occasionally have
wooden flooring.
Domestic equipment stands arrayed on shelves along one wall of the
kitchen. Large brass pots are the most conspicuous items, used for
holding water and chang on special occasions, though the latter is
brewed in small wooden barrels usually kept in store-rooms assigned to
this use. The inventories, which we made in above-average prosperous
farm-housesat sTongde,Purne and Testa (Table2.13),show that despite
the usual comments by visitors on the isolated and self-sufficient
existence of people in Zangskar, many articles of domestic furniture and
equipment were imported.
The only items of local produce were skins, some of the textiles and
most of the wooden furniture. Many items such as brass pots or fine rugs
have been imported from India or China for sufficient time to be now
regarded as 'traditional'. The newest kinds of equipment, such as iron
stoves, pressure stoves, pressure cookers, thermos flasks, jerricans and
kerosene lamps have been bought in Leh, Manali or Srinagar or from
tourists or expeditions. They represent technical advances which
significantlyimprove the adaptation of their owners to the environment.
Some, such as pressure cookers, economise fuel. Others, however,
require the purchase of imported fuel. All these imports,both traditional
and new, require expenditure from funds acquired through services or
the sale of agricultural produce.
The only government building in the village is the small primary
school,but religiousbuildings represent a major constructional effort. In
the village itself are numerous chortens and mani-walls, while the large
monastery and associated buildings look down benevolently from their

Table 2.11 Dimensions of khang-chen No. 4 (Rigzin Wangchuk) Areas in m2
Walls
Ground
floor
Middle
floor
Upper floor
and roof

Stairs and
Corridor

Toilets

55

8

2

20

7

4

Prayer
room

Guest
room

Living room,
Verandah

Stables,
Stores

('Pen
Roof

-

12

57

-

34

45

3

2
b

21

134

%

110

G3
nY

90

15

2

11

8

7

19

48

110

8

11

8

53

121

48

354

S
rC

138

Net floor area

216

Table 2.12 Dimensions of houses i n Zangskar and Indus valleys
Village
Outside dim.
No. of storeys
Arcas (m2)
Prayer room
Living rooms
Stores and stables
Latrine (No.)
Walls

STONGDE
13 x 10.5m
2.5
11
61
136
8 (2)

ABRAN
10.7x 10.3m
2

90

52
69
4 (1)
85

306

210

sTongde - own survey, house No. 4,Rigzin Anchuk's khang-chen at Pe-yu
Abran - Khosla 1975 (upper Stod, Zangskar)
Saspul - Powell 1977 (Indus)
Cham - Murdoch 1981 (Indus, near Leh)

SASPUL
13 x 13m

5
d

Less walls and open mf

Data sources:

Total

3

15

Total

Total

.

CHARU

3

15.5 x 7.5m
3

462

242

s

Table 2.13A Inventory of main rooms of House No.14, Tetsa, sTongde (Angbo)
Main living room (8 x 5m plus 3 x 3m)
Fireplace with iron grille over it.
90 litre aluminium pot.
45 litre copper pot.
smaller aluminium pots.
smaller copper pots.
aluminium tea-kettle
wooden tubs (1 for milk, 1 for chang).
brass or copper bowls and dishes.
Tibetan tea chum (traditional wooden).
tins
loom with half-woven cloth.
other part-woven cloth.
several balls of wool.
wooden shovel
back-pack baskets.
horse-rug (Tibetan).
goat-skins
sheep-skin
several old sacks and rugs.
wooden pillows/back-rests
steel shovel.
pestle and mortar.
brass ladles.
brass slice.
plate.
Subsidiary living room and kitchen
fireplace and chimney pipe
wooden barrels for chang.
wooden barrel for milk.
brass and copper pots.
clay pot.
tea churn (traditional).

3 Army water-bottle
2 Goncha (= chuba, long coat) adult's.
1 Goncha, child's.
1 yak-hair sack of tsampa.
1 jute sack of tsampa.
1 jute sack of chaff.
1 yak-hair rug for sitting on.
1 horse saddle-rug.
2 ploughs (1 broken).
1 hand mill.
1 silver tea-bowl.
1 copper tea-bowl.
1 aluminium tea-bowl.
2 china tea-bowls.
3 wooden tea-bowls.
2 high hats.
1 umbrella.
1 pressure-cooker.
1 sickle.
1 pan of grain.
1 jerrican.
1 spinning stick (hum).
1 tin of oil.
1 knife.
wooden cupboard.
kerosene pressure stove.
brass jug.
brass ladle.
2 wooden tea-bowls.
1 plastic water-bottle.
1
1
1
1

I paddle for butter-chum.
1 balance.
(3) Prayer room
1 wooden altar.
8 brass butter-lamps.
1
8 brass and silver water bowls.
)
loaned from
16 tonna.
1
gompa*
2 brass wands.
)
1 thanka.
1
1 wall cloth.
1 thunder-bolt.
1 clay pot.
2 bells.
'Note The house-holder's wife had died and preparations were being made for the funeral.
and many visitors were in the living rooms where food was being prepared.

1 horse bell.
1 local back-pack frame (kurshin).

4 tables.
4 books.
4 rugs.
1 china tea-bowl, silver lid.
3 wooden tea-bowls, silver lid.
5 paper thanka or posters.

3. Kitchen:

4. Central living and
sleeping quarters:
5. Stove:
6. Store:

Four monks were reading and praying in the prayer-room,

Wool**,bags**, ropes*", ums, tea chum.
Clothe*, woolS*, grain sack**, brass urn and ladle, wooden stool**, 3 paper paintings on the wall, lantern*, carpets,
steel tea-pot*, black book*,six china cups.
3 tiers of shelves (behind the hearth) carrying b r a s pans, pots, tea-pot, ladle, 3 steel spoons*, pressure cookef,
mirror*, one brass urn 0.44m high and 1.95m in circumference.
Gannentss*, grain sackss*, wool**,brass bowl (diameter 0.7m). kerosene can*.
WooF, beads, grass**, cloth, 8 tin trunks*, I wicker hamper*, 1 oil-lamp*, 1tin*, 4 glass boxes*.
Wool**,boxes, urns, metal stove* (damaged, unusable).

indicaks the item was left by previous expeditions or otherwise 'non-traditional'.
**indicateslocal produce.
Note

E

P
3

b

3

tg.
3

s

Table 2.138. Inventory of Second story of No. 4 house, (Rigzin Wangchuk), Pe-yu, sTongde.
1. Wool store:
2. Store:

2

This inventory excludes the ground storey where there were a stove and some farming tools and equipment; and the top storey where there was
a guest room with rugs and tables and a well furnishd prayer room.

Prl

3

s.

3

3

3

I3?
90,
P
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high ridge. The largest constructional investments of all are the field
terraces and irrigation works which have been described earlier in this
chapter, created by the diligent labour of many generations of farmers.
6. Water supplies and Irrigation (Figs. 2.10 and 2.11)
Zangskar provides an abundance of good water for livestock and
domestic use, but the combination of very low annual precipitation with
high insolation and warm dry winds in summer makes agriculture
impossible without irrigation. Moreover, permanent and substantial
settlementscould hardly exist without the resourcesyielded by irrigated
crops. When dependence on irrigation is so complete, six distinct factors
must be present to achieve the agricultural success found in Zangskar.

A reliable and adequate supply of irrigation water.
The engineering technology and effort to bring this water to the
fields, and to distribute it over them; terracing may be necessary.
3. Suitable soil for cultivation.
4. Suitable crops (Ch.5) and knowledge of their irrigation needs at
various stages of growth, i.e. agricultural technology .
5. Effective means of maintaining soil-fertility (C11.5); especially
because the limited water supplies and the effort involved in the
construction and maintenance of the irrigation network demand
continuous cropping without lengthy fallows, which themselves
might need some irrigation .
6 . Many farms must share one water-source, so there must be effective
social organisation for the construction and maintenance of the
channels and reservoirs, and for the allocation of water.

1.
2.

i Natural Water supplies
Unlike the waters of the fertile flood plain of the Indus at Leh, the large
rivers which run through the main valleys of Zangskar are scarcely used
for irrigation. The reason for this is that the rivers are incised so far helow
the cultivated terraces and fans that pumps or excessively long channels
would be needed. Instead, the tributary streams are used although,
inevitably, the size of these limits the area that each can irrigate,
especially so when they are supplied from some seasonal snow-bank
that may melt before midsummer. By then, however, the ripening crops
fortunately need less water. Thus some settlements always have ample
water and to spare, while others can only manage by careful rationing.
An assessment of the supply status of the main settlements is given in
Table 2.7.
As far as we know, no previous estimates have been made of the
dischargesof any streams or rivers in Zangskar except perhaps the Sani
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river from which a large channel is being dug with Government aid to
irrigate several hundred acres of the Padum plain. The large rivers are
several metres deep and up to lOOm across, more when in flood, and flow
at speeds of 3-5 k.p.h. during the spring and summer, so that elaborate
equipment would be needed to measure them. Very rough estimates
made by us in July 1980 near Karsha and Padum suggested that the
discharge of the Stod Chu was about 300m3per sec and of the Lung-nak
Chu about 100m3per sec. Judging by flood-levels, the discharges of the
earlier spates fed by melting snow would be several times as much.
During spring and summer the rivers are grey with silt, but in autumn
their level falls and they clear to a beautiful turquoise blue, first the Lungnak, then the Stod. In winter, they mostly freeze over and not only can
they then be crossed with care but it is even possible to traverse the
Zangskar gorge on foot to the Indus valley (Ch. 8).
The tributaries range from minor rivers with discharges of a few cumecs, dangerous to cross in flood and difficult to tap for irrigation, to the
smallest streams whose whole flow may only suffice for a few fields.
Several of those on the southern sides of the Stod and Lung-nak drain
substantial glaciers, and like all such streams are both typically silt-laden
and subject to large diurnal variations in flow, so that what in the
morning is a modest stream, in the afternoon after a few hours sunshine
on the glacier, becomes a raging torrent. We had some unpleasant
experiences crossing rivers of this kind, which moreover are so cold that
one's legs are soon numbed. Other streams arise from permanent snowfields, or from temporary snow-fields in spring followed by base flow
from the wet soil during the summer; they have much smaller diurnal
variations and have excellent clear water for domesticuse, except during
the spates of early spring. The streams which supply sTongde, Sha-de
and Kumik are of this type and provide interesting comparisons. Table
2.14 summarises discharge estimates made by using floats and measured cross-sections at sTongde and Sha-de.
At Sha-de the two streams usually provide ample water for the rather
small area of cultivation (about 4 ha), so no rationing is necessary, except
late in the summer (see Ch. 7).
At sTongde although at times some of the stream-flow ran to waste,
a strict system of water allocation was in practice and on the north side
of the village there were some fields left uncultivated, apparently from
lack of water. However, some of the problems here seemed to arise from
lack of reservoir capacity and from channel seepage losses.
Kumik is served by quite a small stream with a small snow- field at its
head, and by August or September it is sometimesdry. Between Kumik
and sTongde are substantial areas of terraced fields now completely
abandoned; we were told that formerly snow-banks used to persist for
longer on the slopes above and provided irrigation water.
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Table 2.14 Stream discharges at sTongde and Sha-de
sTongde, 24 July8 September 1980
Maximum discharge in irrigation channel
Minimum discharge in irrigation channel
Mean of 25 observations by day and night
Equivalent daily discharge
Equivalent depth of water on 57 ha arable and 57 ha fodder crops
Measured pan evaporation during the same period
Surplus stream water run to waste

0.32m3/ sec
0.09m3/sec
0.14m3/sec
l2,000v~
l0mm
4.5rnrn/day
0-0.1Om3/ sec

Sha-de, 12-16 August 1980
Mean discharge available in both inigation channels
Equivalent discharge in 12 hour day
(No irrigation done by night)
Equivalent depth of water on 3.8 ha arable

During the summer, domestic water supplies are taken from the
irrigation channels, and livestock drink from these or streams at will,
but in winter these are dry or frozen and water may have to be carried
from the main river (as at Padurn) or from distant springs, up the valley
near the mills in the case of Pe-yu and the Gompa at sTongde. The
livestock at sTongde are watered in winter by taking them to the
Zangskar river and breaking through the ice daily.
Water quality is very good by general Indian standards, especially
from the aspect of hygiene. Only a few villages on the Padum plain have
any other village upstream using the same water supply and, even where
there is a dok-sa further up the valley, this is usually sited some way from
the streamside. Moreover Zangskaris are much less given to using the
streams and irrigation channels for laundry and personal ablutions than
are plains Indians. Some streams, including those supplying Padum, are
unpleasantly silt-laden but most of this will settle out on standing. Some
silt in the irrigation water is beneficial for maintaining fertility, though
excessive amounts are disliked by the farmers, especially if they fill up
the channels and reservoirs. Analyses of some of the stream waters
(Table 2.8C) show that they have only low or moderate contents of
calcium, lower than in comparable British streams rising partly on
limestone; the reasons are probably the lower partial pressure of CO, in
the atmosphere at this altitude, and also in the soil due to lower biological
activity.
ii The engineering and agricultural technology of water supply and
irrigation
Sometimes,as on the Padum plain, the streams run naturally over the
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surface of cultivable ground, and it is easy to guide their course. More
often the stream runs some way from cultivable ground or is incised
deeply below it, so that a long leat is necessary to bring water to where
it is wanted. The alignment of this so as to avoid natural obstacles and
maintain a uniform gradient is not easy and those in Zangskar show
considerable traditional expertise. Good examples of such leats are the
large one which supplies Tsazar, traversing up the side of the nullah for
about 1km and giving rise to a curious optical illusion that it is flowing
up-hill; and the very small one which supplies sTongde Gompa on its
rocky spur 200m above the stream. The latter is skilfully engineered,
sometimes being cut in a rock or carried in a wooden gutter, and having
a fall of only about 30m in 1400mbefore ending in a willow-shaded pool.
At sTongde, it has been a simple matter to divert part or all of the
stream from its stony course down the centre of the fan to a rough
channel which skirts the foot of the Gompa spur, leading it to the upper
reservoir and the apex of the cultivated sector.
Our discharge measurements (Table 2.14) were made here from our
arrival until harvest. Most of them were in the range of 0.11-0.15m3/sec,
with a few higher flows after particularly hot days in the earlier part of
the period, when a significant proportion was diverted to waste. As the
table shows, the average daily discharge is equivalent to a depth of
lOmm of water over the whole irrigated area. We measured the
discharge in a side channel which was being used to irrigate a small field
of wheat (0.024 ha) for half-an-hour, and this applied 60mm of water.
Since fields are irrigated on a five-day cycle, this is equivalent to 12mm/
day and this indicates a remarkable agreement of results. However, it
may be misleading as the crop was a particularly good one, very close
to the owner's house and to the main furrow. Other fields may be less
heavily watered. Comparison with the measured pan evaporation of
4.5mm/day suggests that this application rate is unnecessarily high and
would result in excessive nutrient losses by percolation through the soil
to ground water. The following figures show the changes in soil
Table 2.15 Soil moisture at sTongde
Before
irrigation
Upper end of field, sandy-silt,
5-10cm depth
10-20cm depth
Lower end of field, clayey-silt
5-10cm depth
10-20cm depth
30-40cm depth

1 day after 3 days after
irrigation
irrigation

-.

--

Irrigation of a field(zhing) at sTongde

A model irrigation network

I

The method in the lndus Valley

I

Figures 2.10 A,B A model i m

tion system
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moisture in the same wheat-field (measured gravirnetrically on only
single samples).
The bed of the leat is often composed of very porous materials - loose
stones and boulders at sTongde - so that there are considerable losses
from seepage. The bushes and trees which grow along many channels
confirmthat these losses are occurring,and it is possible that much of the
differencebetween estimated supply and estimated evapotranspiration
at sTongde village is due to seepage losses from the channels. The
sTongde Gompa leat loses nine/ tenths of its initial flow of 0.01m3/sec
before reaching the Gompa. This may be serious if water is scarce
anyway, and this is one way in which modem technology can be of great
use. At Zangla, where water is short for the upper fields, the small leat
has been successfully lined with concrete, using cement provided by the
Government. Some attempts are being made to provide piped domestic
water supplies, and Karsha Gompa has plastic pipe festooned along the
walls of the gorge, but hitherto there has generally been a failure to dig
pipes sufficiently deep to avoid freezing in winter. The major develop
ment in Zangskar is the large channel being dug to irrigate many
hundred hectares of the Padum plain from the Haftal river at Sani, but
it is too soon to assess the results of this.
When water is abundant, all the necessary irrigation can be accomplished during the day, and the streamcan run to waste during the night.
If there is a shortage, all this water must be used, either by irrigating at
night or by storing the water in a reservoir. At Shilingskit, a very small
village of only 4 khang.chen just north of sTongde, their few fields are
irrigated from a very small stream which conveniently just fills their
reservoir overnight. At sTongde there are three reservoirs in use, called
Zing-konma ('upper reservoir') holding 2500m3,Lam-zing, ('main reservoir') holding 1600m3and Shungo-zing holding less than 1000m3,all
said to be very old, but even these have not sufficient capacity to store
all the overnight flow of water that is available and that is needed during
May to August so irrigation has to be carried on by night as well. All
through the summer nights one can hear the clink of hoes and see lights
bobbing along the banks of the irrigation furrows, as men and women
in onesand twos let the water flow over their thirsty crops. Later, in
September, when both water and needs are less, one member of each
family in the current irrigation group will close the reservoir's underground outlet with a tree-trunk in the evening, sleep by it to watch for
leaks, and then distribute it in the morning. During the rest of the day
the reservoir is allowed to refill, and the water is distributed again in the
early evening. This leaves the middle of the day free for harvesting, and
economises water by avoiding mid-day irrigation. A fourth reservoir,
Zing-yogma ('lower reservoir'), is under constructionwith Govemment
aid, but does not seem to be progressing fast.
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The water is distributed through a system of channels which, in the
case of a large village such as sTongde, is quite complex with different
sizes of channel distinguished by name (Figs. 2.10, 2.11).
Main channel
Intermediate channel
Channel to field
Channel along top and sides of field
Channel down middle of a large field
Sinall near-contourbunds across field
Gaps on lower side of nang
Control sluice by field
Stone for blocking sluice
Sod or earth blocking sluice
Spade for opening, closing or
clearing channels
Small wooden bladed hoe for
controlling water on fields

ma-yur
yura
nang-yur
yrh"
star
nang
tornik
ha (rKa)
hardo (rKa.rDo)
fang (spang)
chas-chi
(IChags.khyem)
tipin

The gradients of the channels range from the very steep concrete-lined
one at Zangla, which with a 20% slope is more of a chute as it has to tap
the small stream far u~ the gully before it sinks into its stony bed, to the
large one at Tzazar with a slope of only about 1%.Those at sTongde are
intermediate between these and controlled mainly by the concave slope
of the fan over which they run, i.e. about 7% at the upper end and 1%at
the lower end. There is however some modification of this in that the
middle sections of the main central channel run on banks a couple of
metres above the level of the fields, thus providing a more uniform slope
for the channel. The other main channel running along the foot of the hill,
above Pe-yu, has a fairly uniform slope of 3%.
The water is directed from one channel to another by shovellinggravel
and soil across or from the entrance to a channel. Along the channel
which supplies each field there may be one or more simple sluices
controlled by a flat stone which is dropped across the opening to block
it. The field is flooded progressively from the upper end, the flow of
water across it being distributed and controlled by means of the very low
almost imperceptible bunds, spaced about l m apart. They lie at a slight
angle to the contour, and run across the field in a gently curved pattern
which is reflected by differences in growth of the crop. In consequence,
the frequently oval fields look like a series of finger-prints when seen
from above (Fig. 2.10; also see Follmi & Poget, 1989).
The application of sufficient but not excessive irrigation water is one
of the most important of a farmer's skills. Insufficient water will result
in poor growth, seriousreductionsin yield and possible risks of salination.
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Excess can be dangerous to a newly germinated crop, leaches nutrients
and wastes water that might be used elsewhere. The amount of winter
snow and hence the anticipated supply of water during the summer
determines whether marginal fields should be sown or not in S M . The
weather in spring determines whether the irrigation water supply will
start early or late, since cool cloudy weather delays snow-melt. This
affects the date of ploughing and sowing and the sequence in which the
crops are sown.
As the crop ripens, the supply of water can be reduced; this fortunately coincideswith a natural reduction in supplies. Peas are harvested
from dry ground, the haulm being broken off at ground level, leaving the
roots in the soil as a source of nitrogen, but wheat and barley fields are
irrigated immediately before harvest to loosen the soil and enable the
whole plant to be uprooted. Finally, fields may be irrigated last thing in
autumn so that the water freezes in the soil, prevents it being blown away
and is available when the spring thaw occurs, so that the soil is moist for
ploughing.
Salination is a problem that might be expected in a region like this
where irrigation water is severely limited, particularly on the lower
fringes of cultivated areas where supphes are sometimes inadequate,
and where fields seem to go in and out of cultivation from time to time
due to fluctuations in the supply. The common occurrence here of a
whitish surface coatiqg on abandoned fields suggests confirmation of
this. However a recent survey by Felicity Rothery (1991) in the similar
Leh region of the Indus valley showed that this is not the case there.
Nearly all of the fields currently cultivated showed soil-water conductivities of less than 50 mS/m which is well within the range acceptable
for crops. However a few of the samples from abandoned and from
never cultivated land, especially in areas where there was some waterlogging, showed much higher and toxic values up to 36,800 mS/m. This
is a common feature of land adjoining irrigated areas, where subsoil
water is evaporated from the surface. The soils were all alkaline, mostly
with a pH of 7.5 to 8.5, though a few of the abandoned and nevercultivated areas had a pH up to 9.5 The white coatings may be composed
partly of fine windborne silt with a high content of fine limestone
particles (many of the old lake sediments exposed in the lndus valley
have this composition).
iii The social organisation of irrigation
We obtained no information on the original construction of the
irrigation system at sTongde,but the present use and maintenance of the
system depend on the continued functioning of a social organisation
which is both traditional and reinforced by Government authority.
It would be very difficult to arrange the distribution of a fair share of
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the water every day to every farmer in the valley. Nor do crops need
irrigation daily. The farms are therefore divided into groups, each group
in succession having a right to the water for a period of 24 hours, running
from sunset to sunset. Within each group the division is more flexible,
depending on the area and need of each member's crop.
For many generations there have been seven irrigation groups at
sTongde, five comprising all the khang.chen, and two all the khang.chung.
Recently this was considered inequitable, and so in 1980 a village
meeting was held to discuss it, attended by one male representative of
each house (but by none if the house contained only women). It was
decided to have a revised set of five groups of khang.chen, and that each
khng.chung should have water on the same day as its parent khangchen.
The revised allocation to groups was decided by the Patwari (or
Girdowar, see Ch. 5),whose duties include the maintenance of an official
register of these water rights. This is not always up to date however, as
we were told that Nawang Yangskit of Testa had set up home 6 years ago
but was not yet on the Patwarits register; neverthelesshe was considered
to be in Group 3.
In principle, each group should consist of seven khang.chen and their
attached khang.chung. Since there are 31 of the former, this leaves four
vacancies. Two of these are allotted in half-shares to land cuitivated for
four Gompa officials, and one is allotted to two men from Shilingskit
who farm at sTongde.Owing perhaps to the newness of the revised
grouping, it proved difficult to obtain consistent replies to enquiries
about membership of the groups. Careful checking and repeated questioning removed some inconsistencies, and others proved to be due
sometimes to a house name rather than a person's name being used, or
often to the named person not being the titular head of the khangchen
household, e.g. a retired father. As a result Groups 1,2and 3inTable 2.17
are probably correct, but there may be errors in Groups 4 and 5. It will
be seen that a few khang.chung are listed and that three khang.chen
(numbers 22,28 and 31) do not appear at all.
Up to the end of June there is usually plenty of water at sTongde and
the group system is not followed rigidly, but as soon as supplies become
limiting adherence is strict and families work throughout the 24 hours
of their allocation to ensure maximum use of their share of the water.
There is sometimes a bit of by-play, with a stone being pushed a bit more
or a bit less across a sluice than agreed, but serious quarrels are few,
perhaps one a month, and are settled by the Goba.
This combination of an effective social organisation with technical
expertiseand locally favourable environmental factors has enabled Zangskaris to convert a few patches of their semi-desert to very intensive and
highly productive agriculture. The vivid green of these patches in a
wilderness of brown and grey is a striking spectacle in June and July, and
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Table 2.16 Irrigation groups at sTongde

Farm

Farmer (Farm name)

Group 1

Tetsa 12
Tetsa 14
Tetsa 16
Tetsa 18
Trodong 21
Laru 25
Laru 27

Punchok Wangden
Angbo (Taklam)
Rigzin Angdu
Tseten Wangmo (Yongma-chen)
Dorje
Tsultim Norgye
Jamphel

Group 2

Pe-yu 1
Pe-yu 5
Tetsa 9
Tetsa 13
Tetsa 178
Trodong 19
Trodong 22

Sonam Dorje (Kong-ma)
Dechen Pemba
Tsulten Paljor, Goba
Namdal
Sonam Norbu (Yongma-chung)
Yeshi Ga tuk
Stobden

Group 3

Pe-yu 2
Pe-yu 4
Tetsa I1
Tetsa 15
Trodong 20
Laru 23
Laru 24

Namgyal Chopa
Rigzin Wanchuk
Tsering Punchok
Tsering Norbu
Tashi Mutup
Tsering Mutup
Tsering Namgyal

Group 4

Tetsa 17
Laru 26
Tama 30
Tama 32
Gompa (half day)
Gompa (half day)
~ o m (half
~ aday)

Sonam Ta.yes* (Yongma-chung)
Tashi Rigzen
Norbu
Tsulten Angbo
Lop-pon ( s h p dPon, Head Lama)
Deba isDe.pa, Bursar)
Kon-nyer (dKon.gNer,
Lamp-lighter)
Monlampa (sMon.lam.pa,
organises Monlam ceremony)

Gompa (half day)
Group 5

Pe-yu 3
Pe-yu 6 (= 4A)
Tetsa 8
Tetsa 10
Tetsa 13C
Laru 29
Shilingskit

Sten Kyong
Nawang Tharyes
Tsering Norbu
Sonam Dorje
Ishi Dolkar
Nawang Thinle
Zotpa and Wangyal

* this day is additional to that allocated to 178 in Group 2, in return for the present of
8 khal of barley.
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this achievement is the foundationof human settlement in Zangskar (Ch.
24).
7. The Farming Year (Fig. 2.12)

i Spring
Throughout the world the activities of rural societiesare governed by
the cycle of the seasons. In Zangskar, where temperatures commonly
range from -30°C in winter to +30"C in summer, these constraints are
particularly strict, and full advantage must be taken of the summer to
build up stocks of fuel and food for sustaining man and beast during the
long winter.
The advent of spring is thus an important event, which follows soon
after the Tibetan New Year in March (see Chap.3), and apart from a few
early-born calves it marks the beginning of productive activities and of
the farming year. Before any cultivation can be done, the winter snow
- usually one to two metres deep - must be melted by the sun as its daily
path above the southern mountains rises higher and higher. To speed
this process, earth (not dung) may be spread very thinly on the snow in
later March or early April, to absorb the sun's heat; the deeper the snow,
the earlier this is done. When the snow has melted the cattle are allowed
to roam the fields by day but they are still kept inside at night and fed
straw, hay and grain as before.
Naturally the next thing to be done is some spring-cleaning. During
the last week in April and the first week in May, the mixture of soil and
human excreta, chalut (chak.lud),is taken from the house, put into sacks
or panniers, carried to the fields and dumped in mounds like large
molehills. This is usually a cooperative task between several households
but wealthier families may hire a man to do this job. In the spring of 1981
one farmer in Padum used 13donkeys, each carrying around 25 kg. on
15-20 journeys to the fields. Since the fields are nearby the whole
operation is carried out in one day by six to ten men. This totals 200-260
loads of earth and excreta, compared with 50-70 loads of earth carried
into the house over the year, for a household of 4 adults and 3 children.
Anothe; household in Ladakh requires 30 donkeys taking 15loads each.
The cha-lut, together with the stable manure, pa-lut which was left on
the fields the previous autumn, is now spread out by men, women and
children, using large wooden shovels at an estimated rate of 100 kg. of
manure per 20 square metres. Usually only the fields due to be sown
with barley are manured inzangskar, but in Ladakh wheat-fields too are
regularly manured.
Soon after this, depending on snow-coveron the hill-sides, most of the
livestock are taken from the village and its cultivated fields to the first
of a series of camps where they spend the summer (see Ch. 6). Only the
oxen still needed for ploughing, some sheep and goats kept for milking,
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and the young lambs and kids will remain in the village. The water
channels can now be repaired after the damage done to them by the cattle
during the winter. In Padum five adults and four children did this repair
work (bes)in 1981. One of the villagers (lorapa)also has the duty of seeing
that animals do not damage growing crops during the summer, and is
rewarded in kind by each farmer at harvest if he has done his job
effectively. We soon learned that although it is regarded as legitimate
for any passer-by to pick and eat green peas from a field, substantial
compensation is demanded and expected if one's horse strays into a field
of corn. Vegetable gardens and tree plantations (even of only 1 tree!)
have to be protected by walls or thorn fences to prevent damage by
animals, partly because they need protection at times when all the cattle
are roaming around in spring or autumn, partly because they are often
particularly at risk from the village sheep and goats during the summer.
Now everyone eagerly awaits the time when ploughing can start.
Traditionally, this is announced in each individual village by an astrologer, who daily watches the northward progress of the sunrise along a
mountain ridge (see Ch. 3). The ceremonial ploughing which follows
this precedes the practical ploughing by a month. At Karsha after the
spring archery contests, Crowden saw a specially chosen man harness
a pair of yak and then plough a circle, a crescent moon and a long straight
furrow. 'Then to the cheers of the villagers he let the yak go again (see
Fried1 1983for Zangla). There are in fact quite significant differences in
climate between villages in Zangskar only a few kilometres apart,
depending on altitude, aspect and position in the valley: differences
which determine not only what crops can be grown successfully,but also
the timing of agricultural operations. (Also see Day, 1989, p. 143-8)
Thus the highest villages, such as Sha-de, where the growing season
is short and cool, can grow only che-ne (Iche.nas) barley, and have to
obtain their supplies of wheat and peas by sale or exchange. In the main
Zangskar and Stod valleys, all three staples can be grown, including all
the varieties of barley, but with some restrictions on the varieties of
wheat in those villages lying close under the northern scarp of the main
Himalayan range, such as Padum and Sani.
The local climate affects the timing of operations in several ways. The
most important is its effect on snow-fall and snow-melt. First, the fields
must be snow-free before they can be ploughed in spring. Snow-fall
decreases towards the north-east, so that the Zangla region has the least
snow, besides being the lowest part of Zangskar and the best exposed to
the spring sun. Thus spring comes first to Zangla and ploughing can start
there a week or so before it is possible at sTongde, which in turn is a little
in advance of Padum.
However, freedom from snow is not all. The soil must be neither too
wet nor too dry to plough easily, especially on the hard-setting soils of
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the lower fields at sTongde, and later there must be enough water for the
germinating crops. Here again the villages like Padum, which depend
for irrigation on melt-water from snow-fields and glaciers on the
northern slopes of the main range, are at a disadvantage because they
start melting later than, for instance, the south-facing snow-fields above
Karsha. Indeed there is such a consistent difference in the time when
these two villages can plough that there are long-standing traditional
arrangements between pairs of farmers in the two villages to share
ploughs and oxen. The Stod river is still low enough at this season to be
forded between Padum and Karsha; no other pairs of villages in
Zangskar are sufficiently close in space or sufficiently far apart in
time for such a regular arrangement to be established. In
other parts of Ladakh however the differences are still more marked:
Deskid and Hundar, two neighbouring villages in Shyok, plough a
month apart but harvest at the same time. In some Indus villages the
problem is partly overcome by flooding the fields in late autumn, so that
the water freezes in the soil and remains there until the spring. One
informant in Zangskar mentioned a similar practice, but aimed mainly
at preventing the light silty soil blowing away.
Ploughing is always done with a pair of oxen, preferably dzo, often
yak, but never with horses (except after the disastrous spring of 1956
when many cattle died and ploughs had to be drawn by horses or even
by men). The plough is of a simple wooden design with a single draught
beam passing between the oxen, mortised through a strong vertical
share beam curving forward at its foot and shod with iron (Fig. 2.13).
Small farmers will often share a plough team, each contributing one
animal. Ploughing is hard work and is always done by men. Usually two
men will take it in turn during the day with one plough. Similarly the
sowing of seed is normally a man's job.
Fields are usually ploughed twice before wheat, once before other
crops (always twice in the Indus valley). In Zangskar, all kinds of seed
are invariably sown broadcast before the final ploughing, so that the
plough partly buries the seed. This contrasts with the Indusvalley where
wheat and barley are usually sown into the furrow behind the plough
and covered when making the next furrow, which is said to require up
to twice as much seed but to produce higher yields; only on the best soils,
such as at Khalsi, do they sow broadcast. A field is not ploughed in
straight strips as is usual in Europe, but in a series of short overlapping
arcs, guided partly by the usually curved field edge. The first ploughing
(zhing.sLog)starts at the lower side of the field, and the final one with seed
(zhing.rno)at the upper side. It takes a farmer about 6 days to plough 3040 kanal.
JamesCrowden, one of the very few Europeans to have spent a winter
in Zangskar and who thus observed the spring cultivations, has given a
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vivid description of ploughing (1977):
'The system is fairly simple. A man or a woman will go out in front
broadcasting the seed. A boy will usually guide the two animals and a
man will hold the plough down and guide it by the handle on top of the
stem. A long piece of willow stick is sometimes necessary to induce the
animals to go faster. Generally however the people prefer to sing to their
yaks as they plough and the fields become alive with song rather than
harsh words. A rough translation of the ploughing songs is as follows:

"Oh! you b e a u t e l yak!"
"Please walkfast so that ourfields will be sown quickly."
"Oh! you beaut+l yak!"
"Your horns are so long that they reach the sky
and your tail is very long.
"Please plough ourfields quickly
and then you can go on to the high pastures
and eat powers and sit by the water on the green grass.
"Oh! you b e a u t e l yak!"
"

"

The process of ploughing is designed for each individual field so that
the number of turns is limited. The ploughman will try to make long
curved sweeps with his plough rather than a series of short straight lines.
Some people start on the edge of the field; others start in the middle. It
just depends on the shape of the field. Each man knows his fields so well
that he often follows a plan without thinking about it.'
As in all countries where draught animals are used, a specialized
vocabulary has been developed for communicatingwith them (cf.whoa!
gee-up! in English), and some examples are given below. It is noteworthy that there is a different word for calling each kind of animal.
To a yak or dzo when ploughing:

riri-le
khao
sha bad
khor skyodang
hayang
shikur
yay -yak
To animals threshing:
baldur
hala
"Come! Come!"
ruru-ruru
skyosh-skyosh

well done sir!
stop
huwy
turn round
hurry up
go on
go on
tread hard
go on
to call cattle - yak, dimo, dzo, dzomo
to call cattle - bull, cow
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sho-sho
kutu-kutu
1ugu-lugu
kush-kush
shibi-shibi

to call horses
to call donkeys
to call sheep
to call dogs
to call cats

We have no accurate dates for the start of ploughing at sTongde, but
it is a few days earlier than Padum. There it is usually in the first or
second week of May, being on about 6 May in both 1977 (Crowden)and
1981 (P. Dawa).
Usually the first crops to be sown are those which take longest to ripen
and vice versa, so that the order is wheat, barley, peas, buck-wheat.
However, peas are the most tolerant of a water shortage in early life, so
that, in years when there is an initial shortage of irrigation water, peas
may be sown at the start of the sequence. This seems to happen quite
often at Padum.
After sowing, the soil is levelled and the seed effectively buried, either
manually with a large wooden bladed hoe (bhat) or with a wooden
barrow (sha-la) drawn by a dzo or a horse. A boy stands on the shala to
drive the animal, sharing the day's work with another boy. The same
day, the central furrow (ri-mu) (if any) is made with a plough, and a few
days later a small wooden bladed hoe (pung-kha) is used to make the
curved irrigation bunds (yang or shau) about l m apart and lOcm high.
It is very important not to overwater the crops at the first two or three
irrigations or the seedlings may turn yellow and die (shi) so this
irrigation is usually done carefully by a man, irrigating each field vang
by yang starting at the lower end.
ii Summer
For the next three months, while the crops are growing the work eases
and is mainly the responsibility of the women. One member of each
family, usually a teenaged girl, lives at the dok-sa herding and milking.
Other children, boys and girls, herd the sheep and goats at the village,
and collect dung and other fuel. About three weeks after sowing, when
the seedlings are 5-10cm high and the fields are a carpet of vivid green
laid on the browns and yellows of the valley floor, the women weed the
crops for the first time (yur.ma). This back-breaking task is carried out
by hand: first the peas, next the wheat and finally the barley. The worst
weeds are the cosmopolitan ones such as thistles and bindweed. The
second weeding (fin.don) follows about a month later, when crops and
weeks are 30-40cm high. This takes longer, maybe two days for a woman
to weed one kanal, but on most farms it leaves the crops almost weedfree, as clean as in developed countries with heavy applications of
herbicides. Moreover the weeds are not wasted, but are dried and
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stacked on the roof-tops as hay for winter fodder. At this season, women
go into the fields at first light, though in many of the deep valleys this is
long before the sun is up.
Men and women share the task of irrigation which is time consuming
and needs care, but is not arduous so an occasional nap can be taken on
the bank of the stream. In villages where water is plentiful, irrigation is
done by day according to need and convenience. Where water is
rationed, as at sTongde, there may be 24 hours continuous work once a
week.
The family will now be occupying the main central summer living
room on an upper floor of the house, which is light and airy, having a
large opening in the roof. At this latitude the summer days are not long
as in northern countries, and men and women are continuously occupied, indoors or out, with domestic and other useful activities. Even if
they are only chatting or drinking or watching the flocks, they will
probably be spinning wool. Weaving, dyeing, sewing, roasting and
milling grain, carpentry, brick-making and building are among the
many tasks to be done. However, the men are often free in midsummer
to travel further afield, to get wood for building, to trade or, especially
recently, to provide horses for visiting tourists.
Harvest (nga-ches)
The second peak of activity in the year is the gathering, carrying and
threshing of the crops. This starts with the peas - on 30 July 1980 at
sTongde. These have grown into a tangled mat and are pulled up by
hand, mainly by the women, who have to kneel or squat to do so, and
stacked into small cocks (ki-ri, perhaps dkyir.ri ?) dotted about irregularly on the field. The field is left unirrigated for some time before
reaping which serves both to start drying the haulrns and to make the
stems break off at ground level, leaving the roots with their nitrogenfixing nodules in the ground, to add to the fertility.
The next crop to be gathered may be either the barley or the hay
according to the state of the crops. In 1980 when the visit of H.H. the
Dalai Lama disrupted the normal harvesting routine in Zangskar, the
hay was cut late, after the barley, and had evidently suffered losses in
both quantity and quality, many of the small leaflets of the lucerne
shattering and falling on the ground.
Hay-making is a sociable affairwith households joining into groups
of up to a dozen people to work their way along the banks between the
fields. Although the crops are not very heavy it is a slow job, as the
lucerne has wiry stems and the sickles (zorwa,zor. ba) are small and often
rather blunt. People sit or squat, grasp a handful of hay and cut it off.
At intervals they will have a break, and sit round in a circle having tea
or their mid-day meal. The hay dries quickly in the sun and wind and
is usually gathered into big bundles (pang-ko) and carried to the house
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tops on the same day that it is cut. These bundles are large and heavy.
They are tied with two yak-hair ropes and carried on the back. One day
I watched Lobsang, a blind man from the h n g . c h u n g which adjoined the
house where we were staying. He carried 18 bundles, each weighing
about 50 kg, for half a kilometre and then up a ladder on to the roof.
Harvesting of barley and wheat on the other hand is carried out by
individual households, during September. In Zangskar these crops are
almost always pulled up by hand, complete with the larger roots, the soil
having been softened by a light irrigation just previously. A farmer can
stand to pull up his wheat but usually kneels or squats for barley.
Although this is slow and hard on the hands (many people develop
painful cracks and sores)it has two advantages: very little plant material
is left on or in the soil which might carry disease over from one year to
the next; and the bottom of the stem and the roots all contribute to the
supply of winter fodder, much of which will eventually be returned to
the fields as dung. Only if there is a shortage of water will these crops
be cut with a sickle, although this is the normal practice in Ladakh.
As the plants are pulled up they are gathered into a large handful and
then beaten against the worker's legs (sometimesa small apron is worn)
to shake off most of the earth. These bundles are then laid on the ground
to dry in rows, side by side, with the ears of the first row covered and
protected from birds by the roots of the next row, like tiles on a roof.
These rectangular patches (kar-a-tal) are turned (kas-lo)after a week
and, after further drying, are carried and stacked by the threshing floors.
This period of drying in the fields is of critical importance, for unseasonable rain or snow can lead to serious losses. Because the crop is handled
carefully there are otherwise few losses in harvesting, but such ears as
do break off are carefully gleaned (tu-chas) from the fields and paths.
Harvesting was complete at sTongde by 27 September 1980 though at
Zangla it had already been finished three weeks earlier.
Threshing (khu-yu)
Each farm (sometimes khang.chen and khang.chung together) has a
threshing floor (yul-tak), which is usually close to the house though
Padum has a communal threshing area about half a kilometre from the
village. Each floor is a circle 7-lorn in diameter made of carefully levelled
mud, and often surrounded by a ring of upturned stones. The crops are
stacked conveniently close to the threshing floor, generally on the
downwind side, to avoid sheltering it from the wind needed for
winnowing and yet prevent the threshed straw and chaff from being
blown too far away, as this is used for fodder. Peas and barley are put
in separate cylindrical stacks about 2m in diameter and up to 2.5m high,
with the ears of the barley laid towards the centre, to protect them from
birds. Wheat is always put in long stacks about 1.3m wide and high and
up to 25m long, again with the ears towards the middle.
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When all the crops have been carried and stacked, men go up to the
dok-sa to gather and bring down to the village all the yak and dzo, and
such other cattle and horses as may be needed to make up the threshing
teams. Meanwhile the women cut willow branches to repair the baskets
(chu-ra) which will be used for carrying the threshed straw. Before
threshing starts there is a religious ceremony (stor-ma), and each
household will tie a small bunch of ears to a room pillar or at a corner of
the roof-top. It is considered improper to thresh any crops before this
(as I discovered when I wanted to cut and thresh some sample plots) but
nevertheless one may see a little threshing being done with sticks by a
few families who are running short of grain.
Sir Charles Bell (1928) described the usual threshing practice in Tibet,
which consisted of driving loose cattle to and from over a large threshing
floor to the accompaniment of much disorganized shouting. Present
practice in Zangskar is both more efficient and more picturesque. First
the crop is piled about half a metre deep all over the threshing floor. Then
.ive to nine animals (depending on the radius of the floor and the size of
animal) are tied closely together in line abreast and driven round and
round the floor, pivoting about its centre, where there is usually a post
(ka) to which the pivot animal is haltered. Members of the family take
it in turn to walk behind the cattle, but it is often the girls who do so,
because it is more a case of encouraging than driving them. As they walk,
they sing; a high melodious chanting which mingles with the songs
arising from other threshing teams around. The first threshing of each
day starts before dawn, so only the dim light of an oil lamp shines by each
threshing floor. The line of great black yaks looms out of the darkness
with muffled tread, swings past, and disappears again. Now and then
a girl will run up close behind an animal and receive into her hands some
dung that would otherwise fall among the grain. The stars fade and the
daylight races across the valley as the sun rises from behind the jagged
mountains, and still the circling and the singing go on.
After about three hours, the straw has all been broken into small pieces
a few centimetres long and the grain is all loose from the ears. The cattle
are taken away to eat, drink and rest before the next threshing, while the
family winnow the straw and chaff from the grain. First they use wooden
pitchforks (zar) to toss the straw into the air, so that the grain falls back
again while the straw blows to one side. When only small chaff is left
with the grain the process is repeated with a wooden shovel, and then
the grain is passed through a variety of sieves. Finally it is put into yakhair sacks and taken to the house. The straw and chaff (phug.ma) are
carried in baskets up to the roof and tipped through a hole into the fodder
store. In the afternoon a second crop is threshed. (see P1.48-55 of Follmi
& Poget 1989)
Some of the grain may be kept in sacks but most d it is stored in
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specially built chambers in the house, access being through a hole in the
floor above. It is very dry when put into store and remains free from
damage by mould, mice or insects; indeed Bell says that grain can be kept
for hundreds of years. We found that householders are reluctant to
discuss how much grain they have in store, or to show us where their
stores were. We got the impression that the more prosperous farms have
plenty of grain in hand. The monastery granaries at Karsha and sTongde
are very large, and represent a useful famine reserve for the valley.
The grain is still full of dust and grit from the threshing floor and so
has to be washed before use. This is done by letting water from a stream
or irrigation channel flow over the grain spread on a thick blanket or sack
after which it is dried in the sun. It is possible that grit in the food is a
significant contributory cause of the dental caries which is surprisingly
common in Zangskar. One of us lost five tooth-fillings from this cause
during one visit.
iii Autumn
When threshing is over, the girls return to the dok-sa with the cattle
until the first snow-fall. If this is less than 15cm deep and the sun
continues to shine, the stock remain at the dok-sa until conditions
worsen. When all have returned home from the dok-sa, the cattle and
horses are allowed out from some villages, including sTongde, to graze
until the snow is over a foot deep, usually in mid-December. However,
this is not done at Padum, Upti, Sani, Ating and Aksho. Practice in
Zangskar thus differs greatly from that in the Indus Valley, where there
is much less snow and many of the livestock are sent up into the
mountains in winter to be pastured on dry grasses on areas on the
northern side of the Ladakh range, which have been deliberately left
ungrazed during the summer. Sometimes, but not often, a field is
ploughed in Autumn in preparation for the followingSpring. However,
this is never done to pea fields as it is thought that this assists the peamoth larvae to burrow into the soil and pupate there. In the Indusvalley,
fields are sometimes even sown in Autumn. Though the seed does not
germinate until the following Spring, it does save some time at the busy
season.
Meanwhile, the stables have to be made ready for use by cleaning out
the previous winter's accumulation of dung and earth (pa-lut). This is
loaded into sacks, each holding about 20 kg, and carried by donkeys to
the fields where it is simply dumped in piles and not spread until next
Spring. Several families usually join together to do this cooperatively.
This was also observed in the Suru valley in October 1980, but in the
Indus valley it is usual to carry the pa-lut out in spring with the cha-lut.
The dry climate and cold winters mean that there are negligible losses
of nutrients from the dung wherever and however it is stored.
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iv Winter
By the end of December all the livestock are housed in the village. On
the ground floor of the house the sheep and goats are penned together
in one stable and the female cattle together in another, while the horses
are either alone or with yak. Each horse is tethered at its own manger,
below which a hole in the stone wall anchors the rope halter. Each of the
cattle is similarly tethered at its own manger, males and females alike,
but here the halter is replaced by a wooden nose-ring and rope. These
nose-rings are made of honeysuckle or juniper wood. In a separate
stable, donkeys are fed inmangers but are not tethered. Sheep and goats
are fed on the floor. Calves, goats and kids are all housed together and
fed on the floor in a room near the family, to keep them warm.
The family have now moved into their winter quarters, a central room
on the ground floor, surrounded by stables or straw stores to help to keep
it warm. There are no windows and only a small chimney for the dung
fire so the air is very smoky, and at night the temperature often drops to
freezing point.
By day however, when the sun shines, it is pleasantly warm outside.
The animals are let out of the stables to stand around the house, and
many houses have a row of mangers built into the south facing side.
Animals can get a lot of their water requirements from snow, but they
are usually taken to the river on alternate days, where the ice may have
to be broken. However, water is carried to the house for young and weak
animals.
The other main task is feeding the animals which is usually done three
times daily, at about 7 a.m., after 10 a.m., and about 6 p.m. Each of the
female cattle which is in-calf receives 1-2 kg of mixed hay and straw at
each feed, and once a day about 0.5 kg of spent barley grain (bang-ma)
left after brewing beer. Male cattle and nonpregnant females receive
only 1-2 kg of wheat and barley straw at each feed.
Weak horses and pregnant or lactating mares similarly receive about
6 kg a day of mixed hay and barley straw, often supplemented with up
to 0.5 kg of peas and barley, the latter being prepared by soaking for a
few hours until swollen. Other horses receive only barley straw. Wheat
straw is not fed to horses as it is thought to make them ill and is generally
considered inferior to barley straw in feed value. Foals are not fed
separately but take from their mother's ration. Donkeys are never fed
grain or hay, but only 1-2 kg of barley and wheat straw. Sheep and goats
are fed hay, straw and grain according to availability, but calves, kids
and lambs are fed only hay.
In Europe, it is well known that the sharp awns of some cereals can
pierce the mouths of cattle and cause severe inflamation. Although this
condition is also known in Zangskar, it is surprising that it is not more
common there, in view of the large and strong awns of some local cereals.
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The consequence of food is dung, and the earthen floor is scraped
daily in those stables where stock is fed on the floor. This manure is dried
as loose dung on the roof (frozen dung cannot be formed into cakes as
is done in summer) and then put inside an iron or clay stove in the living
room to complete the drying if necessary. These stoves are not used in
summer. The main heat for the living room is provided by a fire which
burns all day in a hollow in the floor. Sheep and goat dung is fed into
the bottom of this to try to reduce the smoke they give off, while twigs
and cattle dung collected in summer are burnt on top. In the cattle, horse
and donkey stables the mangers are cleaned out daily and earth may be
spread on the floor if the dung is too wet, but the dung is not removed
to the fields until the Spring or Autumn. Horse and donkey dung is
sometimes taken out in May-Juneand made into pats which are dried for
use as fuel in the following Winter.
These Winter tasks are not very arduous (except sometimes the
carrying of water), and this is the season when Zangskaris can relax and
enjoy themselves, visiting neighbours, talking and drinking chang. Some
of the monastery festivals are traditionally held now, though there is
pressure to shift them to the summer so that tourists can attend them and
increase the monastery revenues.
8. Conclusions
Though the lifeof a farmer in Zangskar may seem hard in some ways,
it is free from the drudgery of the paid landless labourer, and from the
near-starvation of the unemployed, both widespread in lowland India.
Despite the climatic extremes of cold and lack of rain there is seldom
famine. He and his family have adequate food and a generously sized
house. The family has to work very hard at the peak periods of
ploughing, harvest and threshing, but for the rest of the year work is not
too demanding. By the standards of many rural communities he is quite
well off. This system is not only a technologically competent one but is
also closely linked to the social and demographic structure of the
population (see Chs. 9,10 and 24).
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CHAPTER THREE
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1. Calendar and astrology
For farmers the world over, the timings of agricultural operations are
the most critical decisions they have to make. Zangskaris are no
exceptions, and they reach these decisions by combining their assessment of current conditions of soil, crop and weather with past experience
of the seasonal climatic cycle: "The soil is now fit for spring ploughing
and sowing, but what are the chances of a further snowfall?"
This experience is marshalled within the framework of the Tibetan
calendar (lo.to) and modified by the precepts of Tibetan astrology (tsis,
sKur.tsis). To understand the farmers' decisions and explanations it is
necessary to understand at least the outlines of this system.
If one asks a farmer when he usually sows his barley he will probably
reply, "At about the end of the third month" (of the Tibetan year). The
reason why he qualifies this statement with 'about' is not merely because
conditions vary from year to year, but also because the Tibetan calendar
varies substantially in its relation to the solar year. Unlike the modern
European (Gregorian)calendar, which only pays lip-service to the cycles
of the moon, the Tibetan calendar is an uneasy compromise between the
lunar and solar cycles. The year is divided into lunar months, each
corresponding to one lunar cycle, that is the time between the sun and
moon coinciding in longitude (new moon) and then again coinciding a
month later (see Henning, 1980). During this time the moon will lag
progressively behind the sun by about twelve degrees a day. The lunar
date is therefore determined by calculating which sector of exactly
twelve degrees (numbered serially from one to thirty) the moon occupies
relative to the sun, at any particular moment. The calendar day begins
at 0500 hours solar time, so the calendar date is determined by the

Table 3.1 The twelve signs of the zodiac (khyim)

La tin

English

Tibetan

Meaning
of Tibetan

Aries
Taurus
Gemini
Cancer
Leo
Virgo
Libra
Scorpio
Sagittarius
Capricomus
Aquarius
Pisces

Ram
Bull
Twins
Crab
Lion
Virgin
Scales
Scorpion
Archer
Goat
Water-bearer
Fish

lug
gLang
'Khrig.pa
karkata*
sen.ge
bu.mo
srang
sDig.pa
gZhu
chus.rin
P""8. Pa
nYa

Sheep
Bull
Twins,
Crab
Lion
Girl
Scales
Scorpion
Bow, arch
Sea-animal
Pot
Fish

Twelve
Animals

Interdependent
Twelve links
Concept

(rTen.Brel)
Symbol'

Rat/ Mouse
Bull
Tiger
Hare
Dragon
Snake
Horse
Sheep
Monkey
Bird
Dog
Pig

Ignorance
Mental action
Consciousness
Name and Form
Six Senses
Contact
Feeling
Craving
Grasping
Existence
Birth
Death

Blind person
Potter
Monkey
Mountains
Gompa
Two lovers
Man & Arrow
Servant
Man picking fruit
Girl
Woman giving birth
Man carrying corpse

Table 3.2 The twenty-seven constellations or star goddesses (sKar.ma)
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

bran.ye
sMin.drug
birzi
nalbo-go
lag
rCyal.sTod
rCyal.sMad
wa
rTa.pa or chu

10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18

rTau
khra (tha or bo)
chama, (bya.ma)
chang (byang)
sari 23 mon.bre
saga 24 thrumstod (khrurn.sTod)
Iagsor25 thrumsmud (khrum.sMad)
dug1 (or non)
tusog (gru.sog)

19 chu.sTod
20 chu.sMad
21 c,'~u.zhin(byi.zhin)
22 dro.sByin

26 sho-za
27* tha-kar (rnTha.sKar)

' from the wheel of life (srid.pa.bKhor.ba),the twelve sectors of which are allotted to individual months.

Sanskrit?
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number of the lunar sector at this time. Usually the moon advances by
one sector between 0500 hours one day and 0500 hours on the next, but
since the lunar cycle is only 29.53 solar days and since the apparent
relative angular velocity of sun and moon varies, sometimes the moon
remains in the same sector and at other times it advances by two sectors.
The calendar date usually advances therefore by one each day, but
sometimes a date appears to be omitted (chad) and sometimes the same
date is repeated twice (/hag).When an occasion is due on a missing date,
it is conventional to celebrate it on the preceding one; when due on a
duplicated date, it is celebrated on the second one. Full moon and new
moon always occur on the 15thand 30th dates of the month (exceptwhen
these are omitted dates). Altogether there are about 7 duplicated dates
in the lunar year, and 12or 13omitted ones, that is a net loss of 5 or 6 days.
This represents the differencebetween the true lunar year comprising
actually twelve cycles of 29.53 days (354.36 days) and the notional twelve
cycles of 30 days (360 days).
Since the true lunar year (twelve lunar cycles) is 10.88 days shorter
than the solar year (365.24 days) there is a total loss of 10 or 11days in
the Tibetan calendar year compared with the solar year. This difference,
accumulating in successive years, is corrected in every second or third
year by the addition of an extra month of 30 days (zla.thebj. So any
particular Tibetan date shifts progressively earlier in relation to solar
time (and to the European calendar) over a period of two or three years,
and then jumps back again. This adjustment is regulated by the
procedure for numbering the months, which is based on the position of
the sun relative to twelve zodiacal positions (sGang; also meaning a
projecting hill or spur against which the sun's position is recorded),each
eight degrees after entry into successive signs of the Zodiac. Thus any
month during which the sun passes eight degrees Aquarius is the first
month of the year, and so on. Normally the sun passes one sGang each
month, but every thirty- third or thirty-fourth month it fails to pass one
at all, so this month takes the same number as its predecessor and
provides the extra or intercalary month. The precise adjustment totals
24 additional months in 65 years. Even with this, however, Tibetan dates
drift slowly later by about 2 days in 65 years, i.e. one month in a
millenium.
The first day of the first month is variously known as the Tibetan New
Year (bo.pai.lo.gSar) or King's New Year (gyalo = rGyal.po.lo.gSar, or
dosmoche = gdos.srnon.chen = big ceremonial mast), and now occurs
between the 5th February (as in 1981)and 3rd March (as in 1984)of the
Gregorian calendar. There are two other New Year celebrations which
can cause confusion: the "People's" or "Ladakhi" New Year (nag-sispe
losar), also called "Farmer's New Year" (sonam losar) on the first day of
the eleventh month which ideally should be on the shortest day, the
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winter solstice, the 22nd December, but in fact varies between the 5th
December and the 3rd January (see Gergan, 1978; Dollfus, 1987); and
the misleadingly named "Calendar" New Year (khal-sispe losar) on the
first day of the third month when the new calendar is issued each year.
This is not unlike England, where New Year was celebrated on the 25th
March until 1752,and where the Inland Revenue still consider that it falls
on the 6th April.
Similarly the sowing date given by the Ladakhi farmer may fall
anywhere in May, but this is not precise enough to guide his decision
reliably since climate is linked to the solar year. In practice he has
recourse to the astrological year, which is linked to the sun and stars.
Tibetan astrology (tsis)is based not only on the usual twelve signs or
houses of the zodiac (khyim, Table 3.1) but also on the twenty-seven
constellations or moon-houses (sKar.rna,Table 3.2)arranged in a similar
belt around the sky. The moon will be approximately in conjunction with
a different constellation on each successive day (zla.skar),while the sun
will remain in one for about a fortnight (nyin.sKar). The sun enters the
first sKar.ma between the middle of the second and the middle of the
third Tibetan month on about the 14th April. A good Tibetan calendar
will give the accurate positions of sun and moon each day in terms of
sKar.ma, chu.tshod (sixtieth of a sKar.rna) and chu.srang (sixtieth of a
chu.tshod). Being based on the movements of the sun, the succession of
nyin.sKar can provide a consistent framework for climatic data, and a
farmer in Zangskar may know either from traditional lore or his own
experience that there is little risk of snow after the first half of the second
fortnight. Similarly in the Indus Valley the weather is reputed to be wet
in the 8th fortnight and dry in the 9th.
Thus each day is characterised in four ways:
(a) the date of the Tibetan month (tshes)
(b) the day of the week (zag)
(c) the moon constellation (zla.sKar)
(d) the sun constellation (nyin.sKar)
Each sKar.ma has the temperament of one of the four elements
('Bung.ba), earth, air, fire and water (Table 3.3), as has each day of the
Table 3.3

The twenty-seven constellations under their respective elements
(Khams)and characteristics ('Byangba) Numbers as in Table 3.2

Earth (solid)

Water (liquid)

Fire (heat)

Air (gas)

3
13
16
18
20
21
23

5
8
17
19
22
25

I
2
7
9
10
15
24

4
6
11
12
14
26
27
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Table 3.4 The days of the week and their reapective elements ('l3yung.n~)

English
Sunday
Monday
Tuesday
Wednesday
Thursday
Friday
Saturday

=
=
=
=
-

=

Tibetan
rtyi.ma
zla.ba.
rnig.dMar
/hag.pa
phur.bu
pa.sangs

Derivation
Sun
Moon
Mars
Mercury
Jupiter
Venus
Saturn

Symbol
Circle
Crescent
red-eye
hand
dagger
loop or
garter
bundle

Element
fire
water
fire
water
air
soil

Colour
red
blue
red
blue
white
yellow

soil

yellow

week (Table 3.4), while each year has one of five elements (Table 3.6).
Some traditional relationships between the elements are shown in Table
3.5.
By considering the conjunction (thod) between the elements associated with each of the three, the farmer can ensure that his rational
decisionswill also be favoured by good fortune by choosing the best day
(zag.bZang). For instance, a conjunction between earth and water is
favourable for cultivation, whereas one between air (wind) and fire
(warmth) is not (though good for threshing). Such conjunctions are
described as minor (thod.chung),as distinct from major ones (thod.chen)
which are particular conjunctions between zag and zla.sKnr; both are
given in good Tibetan calendars. Each day of the week derives its colour
and character from the element associated with it. Sunday and Tuesday
are linked with fire; therefore they are red and 'angry' days and one takes
care not to undertake anything important then. Monday and Wednesday are blue from the element water. 'Blue' Monday and 'white' (from
air)Thursday are both lucky days bringing success to all ventures. 'Blue'
Wednesday and 'yellow' Saturday (from earth) are only good for
receiving (loans and presents) but not for giving and paying. This is a
valid reason for debtors not to pay their dues. 'Yellow' Friday (from
earth) is neutral, neither good nor bad (Ribbach, 1940).
Discussions with fanners at sTongde and Crowden's report on
Padum show that farmers do in practice employ both forms of pidance,
and that the framework of the astrological calendar is confirmed and
supplemented by observationsof sunrise from a particular point in each
village. At some villages a special cairn (nyi.tho) is built on the eastern
skyline ridge, and when the northerly progression of sunrise in spring
reaches this point it is accepted that the omens are favourablefor the start
of cultivation,or in other words that there is a high probability of suitable
weather. At sTongde, these observations are carried out by a retired
monk, Palden Tashi, this being a hereditary task in his family. Seated on
some steps on the roof of the monastery granary in Peu, he observes the
sunrise in relation to a particular skyline building in the monastery
above, at a bearing of 9 4 from magnetic North and an elevation of 64".
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He said that the sun rose at this point in the third or fourth months of each
year. I observed that it coincided again with sunrise on 18th August,
from which I calculate that the spring coincidence would have been on
about 24th April.
Table 3.5 The five elements and their relations

shir~g
wood
green

me
fire
red

sa
earth
yellow

1Cags
iron
white

chu
water
blue

N.B.This sequence of colours is used for calendrical purposes; for astrological purposes
a different one may be used (Schlagintweit 1863)
Relationships between the five elements
ma
bu
mother
son

dGra
enemy

Fags
friend

e.g.
shing.bu.rne - the son of wood is fire
me.ma.shing - the mother of fire is wood
shing.dGra.lCags - steel is the enemy of wood
rne.dGra.chu - the enemy of fire is water
Those who wish to marry should check that their birth-year elements are compatible,
as well as their birth-year animals: the tiger is a deadly enemy of the monkey, the ox
of the sheep and the horse of the mouse.

The ensuing celebrations of spring (see Ch. 2: "The farming year" and
Friedl, 1983, pp. 55, 56; also Brauen, 1980; Dollfus, 1991) include the
ceremonial ploughing of a piece of ground, irrespective of soil and
weather conditions. The normal ploughing and sowing may be up to
three weeks later. Each farmer makes his own decision depending
mainly on snow conditions and the prospect of further snow, but
supplemented by advice from the astrologer (onpo or sispa). The nearest
onpo is Sonam Wanchuk at Karsha, but Puntsok Namgyal acts as a local
substitute at sTongde. He consults his books (dar.tsis) and tells the
farmers when the conjunctions are favourable.
Crowden records that in Padum in 1977 the weather appeared
favourableon 25th April and the Muslims started ploughing and sowing
then, but not the Buddhists who delayed a further week. Snow fell
heavily on 26th, 27th, 28th, 29th and 30th and the Muslims lost some of
their crops.
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2. The Tibetan Year
The Tibetan Year, unlike the Muslim year, is thus nearly the same
length on average as the Gregorian one, and dates can be converted
between each system simply by adding 127years to a Gregorian date to
give the Tibetan one (but 126 in January and February owing to their
being out of step). Thus January-February, 1984 A.D. are in the Tibetan
year 2110and the rest of 1984A.D.isin2111. TheTibetandatenotionally
represents the time elapsed since the Buddha's entry into nirvana,
implying that this occurred in about 126 B.C. but this is agreed to be
incorrect. Other attempts to fix this date have ranged from 2420 B.C. to
484 B.C. (see Vostrikov, 1976), the latter being the most generally
accepted by modem scholars.
Years also have the samecompound names as in the Chinese calendar.
The first name is one of five elements (Table3.5), each in turn being used
for two years, and having the male gender in the first year and the female
in the second year. The second name is one of the twelve animals (Table
3.1, not the same as the 12Zodiacal signs), taken in turn singly. Thus the
cycle repeats itself after 60 years.
Table 3.6 The current part-cycle of twelve years
2107 Iron(m)-Monkey
2108, Iron(f)-Bird
2109 Wa ter(m)-Dog
2110, Wa ter(f)-Pig
2111+ Wood(m)-Mouse
2112 Wood(f)-Bull

1980-81 A.D.
1981-82 A.D.
1982-83 A.D.
1983-84 A.D.
1984-85 A.D.
1985-86 A.D.

2113' Fire(m)-Tiger
2114$ Fire(f)-Hare
2115 Earth(m)-Dragon
2116' Earth(0-Snake
2117 Iron(m)-Horse
2118' Iron(0-Sheep

1986-87 A.D.
1987-88 A.D.
1988-89 A.D.
1989-90 A.D.
1990-91 A.D.
1991-92 A.D.

The next twelve years start: 2119 Water (m) - Monkey 1992-93
These years have 13 months
+ Start of the 78 or 79th Chinese 60-year cycle
$ Start of the 17th Tibetan 60-year cycle
Goldstein & Nornang (1970) also provide a table

Though the Chinese and Tibetan names for a given year are the same,
the Chinese cycles start from 2697 or 2637 B.C. with the Wood-Mouse
year, while the start of the current Tibetan cycles is the Tibetan year 1153
(1027 A.D.). This is the Fire-Eare (Rab.byung)year, chosen because it is
linked with Jupiter which is important in the Indian 60-year cycle
(Kalacakratantra),and this name, Rab.byung, is applied to this cyclic
system as a whole.
When relating Tibetan dates to the Julian-Gregoriansystem, one must
not forget the 10days 'lost' in 1582when Pope Gregory XI11 reformed the
Julian calendar by annulling 5-14 October, 1582 (though not adopted
until later in Protestant and Orthodox countries; England added 11days
in 1752).
Ages of persons and animals are reckoned from the Tibetan New
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Year. Even if a child is born only shortly before the New Year, he is
considered to be one year old after the New Year. Previous to this hi:;
age is given in months. When calculating elapsed time it is usual for
Tibetans to count both the first and last years in a period, i.e. 1983-8;:
would be reckoned as 5 years.
3. Summary

The life of a Zangskari farmer is governed by the cycle of the seasols.
A calendar, besides being a framework for recording the weather of :he
past, is also a means of predicting the immediate future in probabilistic
terms. Since the traditional Tibetan calendar is not synchronous with the
solar cycle, farmers use the astrologica' calendar for guidance as tow hen
to sow crops etc. Their decisi~nsare thus based on a complex of factors:
a scientifically-based solar calendar; solar obser-vations; astrological
dogma; traditional and personal experience; and the current weail ier.
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1. Introduction

Given the history of the region it is not surprising that the weights and
measures commonly used in Zangskar are a mixture of Tibetan, Urdu,
British Imperial, and metric units. Any attempt to gather statistics of
land or crop production calls for a detailed understanding of the
underlying bases of the traditional units and how they have been
modified by later impositions. Although I started this enquiry to
support research in Zangskar, I later found that the measures used in the
Indus valley were the same, so that this report refers to Ladakh as a
whole except where local distinctions are pointed out. I have rendered
several terms phonetically, either because I am uncertain of their correct
spelling or for the convenience of readers unfamiliar with the
pronounciation of written Tibetan.
The original Tibetan units were developed to meet the needs and
convenience of a rural society; hence the use of volume units,the de (bre)
and khal for measuring grain, since, like the corresponding old English
units, the peck and bushel, the measuring of volume is quicker, easier
and less susceptible to cheating than is the measurement of similar
quantities by weight. These measures are still in use but the need for
government statistics and commercial sales to be expressed in kilograms, and the growing use of the latter for other purposes, are already
resulting in their increasing use for grain in commercial transactions.
Similarly, before techniques of ground survey were available, a field
was described in terms of agriculturally relevant quantities such as the
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amount of seed needed to sow it (khal), or the time taken to plough it
(khal.chuk.sum). Since each of these is partly a matter of personal
judgement and skill, and partly dependent on soil, aspect and other
characteristics of each site, they have no fixed relationship to each other
or to the actual area of the field. For this reason they have long been
supplanted by the Indian kana1 system for official purposes, though the
traditional units still continue in domestic use.
A similar partial replacement of old by new measures is found with
the systems for weight, length and liquid volume. Many of the traditional units are practical ones, not related to any system of exact
multiples.
2. Volume - dry measure

The measurement of dry goods by volume is by far the most important of all the local measurement systems, for, until recently, it provided
the framework for the complex system of barter, tithes, taxes and loans
in a well-organized but largely unmonetized society, besides being used
for technical purposes in agriculture (e.g., sowing rates) and in the
household. Consequently, it is also important for students of the local
economy and agriculture. Unfortunately, its terminology and usage
might almost have been designed to confuse the foreigner, and I am
particularly indebted to Tashi Rabgyas and Punchok Dawa, Gyalpo of
Padum, Maria Phylactou and JohnPage for their help through this maze.
The essential point to remember is that these are measures of volume,
not weight, and any attempt to Qve equivalent weights for these units
must specify what goods are being used. There will be great differences
between grain and salt. There will be significant differences between
varieties of barley, and even between good and poor crops of the same
variety. Differences in filling, packing or shaking also affect the weight.
Some measures such as the bre and cylindrical 'Bo are customarily
measured with the grain heaped high (gang) at the top (reflecting a
traditional generosity?),but with the rectangular Kharu-bo, (khal.ru. 'Bo)
and te-lep (bre.leb?) the grain is scraped off level (kha-chet) with a
wooden straight-edge ('Bo.yuk).
The basic unit is the bre (pronounced de around Leh and in Tibet
generally, but te in Zangskar, and bre in the Kargil area), measured in
a wooden mug. Various multiples of this make various kinds of 'Bo
(Table 4.1A). In turn, there are several kinds of khal, each four times the
volume of the corresponding 'Bo (Table 4.2). A century or so ago there
were further complications in that there were several slightly different
sizes of bre (Ramsay, 1890, see my Table 4.3) but fortunately only one
remains in common use.
The bre - 'Bo system is at first sight straightforward,but there are some
catches. The use of the numeral prefix is inconsistent, because the do of
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do. 'Bo implies an equivalent to a couple of 'Bo, whereas nam-bo (INa.'00)
and tuk-bo (drug.'Bo) are respectively five and six bre. There are two sizes
of kharu-bo (khl.ru.'Bo): the smaller seems to be currently used in
Ladakh, while I have seen (and measured) the larger one in use at
sTongde monastery, and seen it used at Karsha monastery in the BBC
film of Zangskar (World about us: "The lost Kingdom". Peissel and
Montagnon). Finally all sizes of 'Bo may be referred to just as 'Bowithout
prefix, if the speaker thinks the context is clear, a source of great
confusion to the foreigner.
Many local people do not fully understand the system, and there is
variation in the size of the vessels, especially in the remoter places. David
Mallon kindly measured a 'Bo for me at Nierak in north Zangskar (Figure
Id) which was described to him as a 'tom-bo', but since, when heaped,
it would hold 1.31litres, it was in fact a simple 'Bo.
Dargyay (1982) has listed equivalent metric weights for khal and bre
in Tibet culled from various literary sources; different authors give
values from 0.55 litres to 5.5 litres for bre, and it is not clear what kind of
khal was being considered in each case.
Of course when one kind of dry goods is being bartered for another,
or a loan is being repaid, it does not matter what kind of 'Bo is used
provided the same 'Bo is used for measuring on both occasions. However, in an attempt to standardise by weight, some 'Bo are made so as to
contain exactly one bati (1.8 kg) of a given kind of goods such as naked
barley or salt (Table 4.1B). Although for clarity the name of such a 'Bo
must specify the goods, this may be omitted in appropriate contexts.
The khal system seems even simpler, but this again is misleading, and
empirical checks are less easy because there is no physical utensil for
measuring a khal: it is only measured as a certain number of a certain kind
of 'Bo. As with 'Bo the prefixes are often omitted. This leads to confusing
but true statements such as "one 'Bo is equivalent to one khal" (Wangchen
Surkhang 1966 and others). What is meant is that one kharu-bo type (a)
is equivalent to one nam-bo-khal (lNa.'Bo.khal),since both are 20 bre.
Further confusion arises from the reputed etymology of h l . Cunningham (1854)states that it is the word meaning a load, and that it must refer
to a sheep load (commonly 10-15kg) as all other kinds of loads are prefixed
by the name of the relevant animal. In partial conflict with this is Chandra
Das' (1902) statement that a sheep-load is lu,o.khal, and current Ladakhi
usage which is nu.kha1(nu=sheep'spack-saddle)or lug.cha (=sheep'sdou@le
saddle-bag). Also only some of the kinds of khal are in the correct weight
range when used with grain, though these do include the two commonest
and almost equal nambo-khal and serbo-khal. Current Ladakhi tradition
does not link the two meanings. 'Khur (from'Khur.ba to carry a load, Jaschke,
1881)is now more commonly used for load than khrzl, but it seems likely that
there was once a connection.
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Table 4.1 Volume dry goods

A. The traditional bre-'Bo system (Z = Zangskari, L = Ladakhi)
Unit
1 BRE
2BRE

Wooden mug without handle, heaped (gang)
OR sometimes a heaped double handful.
= I 'BO

Wooden mug with handle, sometimes bound
with metal or sinew. Heaped.

Metric volume
litres
0.6 -0.7

weight of
grain
0.45 -0.50 kg

1.2 -1.4

Ditto
4 BRE = 1 TO-'BO,
= DO-'BO (Z) = DOM.'BO (L)
5 BRE

= 1 NAM-'BO
(lna.'bo)

Ditto, sometimes with
with metal rim (Fig. 4.la)

6 BRE
20 BRE

=1 TUK-BO (drug.'Bo)
= 1 KHARU-BO (L)

Ditto
(a) Square wooden box usually
wider at the top; scraped level (kha.chet)

3.6 -4.2
12 -14

QJ2
30 BRE = 1 KHARU-BO (Z)
1 TELEP (Z) (bre.leb?)

(b) Ditto (Fig. 4.lb)
Square wooden box,
scraped level (Fig. 4 . 1 ~ )

Notes 1. BRE = Chandra Das (1902) states that this was originally the volume of a cows hoof-print, but current Ladakhi tradition does not
record this (or any other) source for the word. A cow's hoof-print seems an unlikely measure and the term may be a metaphor.
2. DO = 2(x 'bo).
3. NAM = 5(x bre).
4. TUK = 6(x bre).
5. KHARU = "Square-mouthed" (see Fig. 4.lb). In Zangskar the larger Kharu-bo is used, in Ladakh the smaller one.
6. TELEP used by monasteries in Zangskar (See Fig. 4.1~).
Bre-lep also means "short bre", i.e. a bre measure which is more squat in shape than usual, but still holds the same volume.

7. The weight of material contained in a given measure depends on what is being measured. The weights listed are for typical wheat or
barley (specific weight 70-80).
8. The letters L, Z indicate that a particular unit or pronunciation is commoner in Ladakh Indus valley) or Zangskar.
9. The measures from bre to druk 'bo are in general use within the household (e.g.for measuring grain for beer making, between neighbours
(for loans), and between monasteries and individuals. The kharu.'bo and telep are mainly used within monasteries.
10. All these kinds of BO may be referred to just as BO without a prefix if the context is thought to be clear.
B. The commercial BATI-'BO systems
In an attempt to standardise by weight, 'BOwhich contain exactly H seer (0.95kg) or a bati (1.9kg) of a given material are much used in commercial
transactions, thus:
NAS-BATI-'BO
A wooden mug containing exactly one bati (1.86 kg) of naked barley. nus-bati-'bo is a little smaller than a nam-'bo.
THSA-BATI-'BO
ditto for salt (i.e. much smaller than the former).

-

Table 4.2 Volume dry goods: the KHAL system
This is based on multiples of four of the 'bo volumetric system
1 To-bo-khal = Do-bkhal
= Dom-bo-khal.
Measured by taking 4 To-bo or 16 bre
1 Bati-bo-khal
Measured by taking 4 Bati-bo
1 Nam-bo-khal
Measured by taking 4 Nam-bo or 20 bre
1 Ser-bekhal
Measured by taking 4 Ser-bo
1 Tuk-bo-khal
Measured by taking 4 Tuk-bo or 24 bre
1 Kharu-bo-khal 'a)
Measured by taking 4 Kharu-bo (a) or 80 bre (or approx, 1 maund)
1 Kharu-bo-khal t b)
Measured by taking 4 kharu-bo (b) or 120 bre
Notes 1. To-bo-khal is used especially for measuring barley for making beer (chang).
2. Nam-bo-khal or Ser-bo-khal is the commonest unit for measuring grain for loans for sowing.
3. A Nam-bo-khal of wheat = c. 9 kg.
A Nam-bo-khal of yangma barley = c. 9.5 kg.
A Nam-bo-khal of che-ne barley = c. 10 kg.
4. For Ser-bo see Table 4.3.

4.5-5 kg
7.6 kg
9-10 kg
9-10 kg
11-12 kg
50 kg
75 kg

F

3
3

a

f=

8'
Wl
5

a

Table 4.3 Volume - dry goods: other BRE - 'BO - KHAL systems, mostly obsolete
Measures given by Ramsay (1890) but now seldom used except SER-BO which is in common use for loans between neighbours. [NB.
Ramsay writes bre as drev. which I have rendered as bre].
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Note

SER-BRE (0.49 kg) x5 ,, SER-B0 (2.46 kg) x4 >> SER-KHAL (9.6 kg)
YUL-BRE (0.60 kg) x5 bb YUL-B0 (2.86 kg) x4 >, YUL-KHAL (11.43 kg)
PHOKS-BRE (0.67 kg) x5 ,, PHOKS-B0 (3.42 kg) x4 >> PHOKS-KHAL (13.49 kg)
CHAK-BRE (0.67 kg)
PUN-BRE (?)
ONGS-BRE (?)

SER may be derived from the Urdu SEER (= 1 lb), since 2 SER-BRE = 1 SEER; or it may be derived from SAR = new.
W L = village or district.
PHOKS = ration given by a monastery to a monk for a month or a year.
CHAKS = iron. The same size as a phoks-bre. Metal is not much used for measures as it is too cold to handle in winter. Usually only
used in monasteries.
5. PUN = loan. Used by monasteries for measuring grain repaid to them as interest on loans. It is of generous size.
6. ONGS = harvest. This unit is of dubious existence.
7. The weights in brackets are those measured by Ramsay, by filling each of the containers he was shown with barley. As he noted, they
do not conform to the exact multiples they should.
1.
2.
3.
4.

-.
3
5

4

3

Table 4.4 Volume - dry goods: miscellaneous traditional measures
NAS = size of a barley-grain.
) + gang (= full) = one handful etc.
CHAPKA, PHUL = single handful
SPARA = double handful
} + nyis = two handfuls etc.
KALE = flat handful
1
TOA = front of gonche (robe) full
CHURA, SEPO = large basket, small basket
TSEPO = bundle of sheaves
ZI-LING = 1/4 of carcass of meat
PHAD (pha.tsa)= large sack for grain (c.10 Ser-bo-khal, 100 kg)
GEM0 (sgye.mo)= small sack for grain (c.5 Ser-bo-khal, 50 kg)

Table 4.5 Land area
Traditional units

No traditional units.
Fields are described by
the quantity of seed
volume in khal needed
to sow them, or by the
number of days required
to plough them.

Official unite
1 sq. KARMA = 30.25 sq. ft = 1/9 sq. perch
9 sq. KARMA = 1 sq. MARLA (= 1 sq. perch)
20 sq. MARLA = 1 KANAL (605 sq. yd, 506 m2
8 KANAL = 1 ACRE (0.40 ha)
20 KANAL = 1 HECTARE

DOMPA-KHA-KANG (1 square dom.pa, or c. 2m x 2m) is sometimes used for small areas, especially cloth.
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Finally, there is the problem of the way khal is used for land measurement, which is discussed fully in the next section. In this context it is
always the nambo-khal or serbo-khal which is referred to, though this is
seldom explicit.
3. Land measurement
This section is headed land measurement rather than area measurement because area in a strictly technical sense is only one of several
possible ways of indicating the size of a field, and it requires some
technical and mathematical competence to estimate the area of an
irregularly shaped field.
In late winter and early spring every farmer's mind is concentrated on
the problem of how much grain he needs to sow on his fields to ensure
the next harvest, and how much grain will remain for him and his family
to eat during the summer. The latter is to some extent flexible: he can
tighten his belt or borrow. The former is essential for survival as it is vital
for him to know reliably how much seed of each kind to put aside for
sowing. This is discussed in detail in the chapter on agriculture; here it
suffices to say that the quantity will depend on the kind and variety of
crop, on the local soil, water supply and climate, on cultivation practices
and on custom. Furthermore, actual practice may differ from what is
verbally reported. Seed grain is always measured in khal, which
implicitly are always nam-bo-khal or ser-bo-khal. Thus one may say
"This is a 10 khal field".
Because it is important to sow quickly as soon as the weather is
suitable in spring, it is important to know how long it will take to plough
the land. In Ladakh, a field may be described as "lang-dor nyi-shi nyima chen" (it will take two yokes of dzo one day to plough"). In Zangskar,
however, the term khal-chuk-sum (thirteen khal = khal.bChu.gSum) is
conventionally taken to be the amount of land which can be ploughed in
one day by one yoke of dzo and one may describe a field as requiring
"khal-chuk-sum pa nyis" (khal.bChu.gSurn.pa.gNyis= "the ploughing
necessary to sow twice an amount of 13khal of seed"). This usage relies
on an implicit assumption about the relative amounts of seed and
ploughing required by different qualities of field; in general this is
justified as poor soils usually need both more ploughing and more seed
than good ones.
When the Indian system of Patwari Records was imposed for taxation
purposes in Ladakh in 1901,it necessitated detailed survey and mapping
of the cultivated land. It is not surprising that the Indian system of area
measurement in kanal (one eighth of an acre, 506 sq.m)was used for this.
Despite some uncertainty as to the accuracy of these surveys and maps,
they and the kanal system are still in current use for official purposes in
Zangskar and Ladakh, and indeed throughout India.
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It is sometimes said that one kanal of land requires one khal of seed and
that the two are therefore equivalent as descriptors of field size (e.g.
Ramsay, 1890). For the reasons given above, it will be clear that this must
be a gross over-simplification,even if 1khal was the average requirement
for 1kanal. In fact the briefest discussion with any local fanner indicates
that there is a wide variation in this relationship. Crowden's and my own
informants in Zangskar and Ladakh said that 1kanal would require from
1 to 3 khal of seed (grain or peas), for good and poor land respectively,
and that 6IAo 8 kanal can be ploughed by one yoke of dzo in a day. This
is discussed in more detail in Ch. 5.
One may be forced to use these approximate relationships to draw
inferences from scanty data expressed in traditional units, but one must
always remember
(a) That 'area' is an imported concept;
(b) that khal and khal-chuk-sum are not units of area, but of weight
and work, and when a number of them is used to describe a field
it is a complex variable representing soil, aspect, skill, etc.,
besides area. To ask for a standard conversion to kanal is a 'nonquestion';
(c) that Zangskaris are by nurture vague about quantities;
(d) that farmers the world over tend to under-estimate areas when
talking to a foreigner who may be a tax-collector in disguise.
These difficulties with land measurements in Zangskar have interesting parallels in East Nepal (Humphrey, 1980; Conlin and Falk, 1979;
Goldsmith, 1981)where there are units which originated in four different approaches to the problem of area measurement before cadastral
surveys were possible:
(1) Planting efforts

Ropani. Originally the area plantable in 1 day by 1 man now
standardized to 500 sq.m. and used for tax assessment (510sq.m
according to MacFarlane (1976)).
(2) Seed requirement
Mana. Area requiring 2 mana of seed (1pint or 0.57 litre).
Mato muri. Area requiring 1 muri volume of seed (160 mana).
(3) Ploughing effort
Hal. Area ploughable in 1day by one yoke of oxen (ha1is Urdu
for 'plough').
(4) Grain yield
Muri. Originally the area yielding 1muri volume of grain. Now
standardized to one quarter ropani.
Clearly the ropani is equivalent to the Indian kanal.
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In parts of Nepal where cadastral surveys have not yet been done, the
ha1 and mana are still the traditional units used, but to convert these for
tax and other official purposes 1 ropani is considered to be equivalent to
1 ha1 and to 4 mana (rice) or 6 mana (maize). However, when accurate
surveys of 51 plots were compared with their stated areas in traditional
units, differingequivalents were found (see above).The table shows that
three out of the four median values differ from the official equivalents
by a factor of 2 or more and that individual plots may be widely different
in either direction.
-

p~~

Equivalents of mana and ha1 in sq. metres (ropani in brackets)

Irrigated land
with rice
Un-irrigated land
with maize

1 Mana
Median
Range

1 Hal
Median
Range

36 (1/ 12)

27-66

590 (1)

180-1078

265 (1/2)

12-1290

1050 (2)

141-8665

Such problems should occasion no surprise or sense of superiority. In
mediaeval England the unit of land measurement was the hide (or
carucate or suling), the area that could be kept tilled during the farming
year by 1plough and 4 yokes of 2 oxen and its subdivisions, the yoke (one
quarter hide) and the ox-gang (one eighth hide). The hide varied
considerably of course but seems to have averaged 120 acres. The acre
itself was originally the area which could be ploughed by 1yoke of oxen
in 1day, until standardized by statutes in the C.13th-C.16th. Even as late
as 1669Worlidge (fideO.E.D.)notes "But an acre sometimesis estimated
by the proportion of seed used on it, and so varies according to the
richness or sterility of the soil".
4. Weights (Table 4.6)

There are three traditional Ladakhi systems of weight measurement,
used for large, medium and small weights respectively. The only need
to weigh large amounts arose in relation to transport, and accordingly
there are terms describing the normal carrying capacity of a man and
various pack animals.
Medium weights are used to quantify goods for which dry volume is
inconvenient, such as butter. For this a simple wooden weigh-beam
(properly srang, but commonly nya.ga or nyo.ga)is used (Figure2A), the
notches on the stick indicating units of weights which are called nya-ga,
each of which is equivalent to about one twelfth of an Indian bati. A
modified nya-ga unit was adopted for business purposes in the Indus
valley under the Dogra rule to harmonise better with the Indian system,

Table 4.6 Weights
Traditional units
Original NYAGA. One twelfth of a bati (see below)
Original 100 NYAGA* = 1 GYAMA
New NYAGA or PA-NYAG. One pao or one eighth of a bati
KHUR, KHAL = Load, Mi-khur = man load.
STA-KHUR = horse-load.
LUK-CHA = sheep-load (cha = double bag)
NU-KHAL = sheep-load (nu = sheep's pack-saddle)
but Ramsay records 10 NYAGA = 1 GYAMA
Commercial and official units
Indian
ANNA-ZI-SKAR = four anna's weight.
TOLA = weight of one British Imperial rupee.
5 TOLA = 1 CHIITAK (c. 2 ounces English avoirdupois)
4 CHITTAK = 1 PP.0 (c. 1/2 pound English avoird~lpois)
4 PA0 = 1 SEER (c. 2 pound English avoirdupois)
2 SEER = 1 BATI (c. 4 pound English avoirdupois)
20 BATI = 1 MAUND (c. 83 pound English avoirdupois)
Brttish Imperial
OUNCE
POUND
Metric

GRAM,KILOGRAM, QUINTAL (100 kg)
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.
4.la

4.1 b

NAMBO

KHARU-BO

I

I 17.7cm

Volume (level) 17.5 litres

Volume (level)

3.04 litre

4 x 4 cm

Volume (heaped) 3.36 litre

4.1c

TE-LEP

4.1d

\

/

willow wood

13.2 cm

/ metal strip

5.5 cm

Height ext. 15 cm, int. 13.5 cm
Volume (level) 0.96 litre

Int.diam.,top 1 1.75, bottom 8.75 cm

all lengths are internal if not specified

4.2b

NYAGA or NYOGA
(or SRANG)
b

Fig. 4.1 Measures used for grain in Zangskar.
Fig. 4.2 Weighing balances used in Zangskar.
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each nya-ga being one eighth of a bati. Nya.ga, nyag, rGya.ma all mean a
steel-yard, nya.ga also meaning the notch on the steel-yard, nyag.rDo the
stone weight, nyag.rnTi1 the scale and nyag.shin the beam. A smng.mDa
is a scale beam or lever of a pair of scales. In a general sense bre.smng
means weights and measures Uaschke, 1977).
Small items such as jewellery were weighed on a conventional
balance, also called srang (Figure2b). Ramsay list two systems of weights
said to be used with this in Tibet, both including a unit called srang
(which was also the commonest coin) but no trace of these is left in
Ladakh or Zangskar, although variously sized models of the srang
balance are now in universal use by shopkeepers with Indian or metric
weights. For small weights the British Indian coinage provided convenient standard weights. Adoption of the Indian bati-maund system for
medium and large weights led to a parallel attempt to standardise dry
volume measures in terms of weight as described above.
5. Lengths (Table 4.7) and liquid volumes (Table 4.8)
The traditional measurement of short lengths is naturally dominated
by the dimensions of parts of the human body, which in all societiesform
convenient portable measures for rural artisans which are always
literally to hand. In English we still persist with the hair's breadth and
foot, though we have standardized the latter, and it still survives in
Zangskar, with other British Imperial units, when accuracy and
standardisation are important. However, the metric system is now
supplanting them. The importance of snow in winter and the necessity
to remove it from house roofs before it melts are reflected in the range
of terms used to describe its depth.
For long lengths the traditional units are imprecise though adequate
and appropriate for the needs of travellers. Again the British Imperial
and metric units are now generally used when precision is required. The
same is true of liquid volume measure.
6. Barter rates and market prices (Table 4.9)
Wangchen Surkhang (1966)commented on the increase in the price of
butter in Lhasa from 2 srang per khal in 1860to 300 srang in 1958. Inflation
has similarly affected Ladakh by a factor of about 40x between 1940and
1983,but throughout this time the barter rates for the staple commodities
have remained rock firm. The rates given in the table are average values
and there may be small variations from place to place and year to year,
but these deviations are small except where there is a major upset in the
market, i.e. the cutting of supplies of salt from Tibet by the Chinese.
Deviations sometimes arise from a collective decision by villagers,
sometimes from the bargaining of individuals.
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7. Time (Table 4.10)

It is hardly surprising that the traditional terns for the naturally
defined periods of a day and longer are well established and still in
current use. Conversely the artificial shorter periods, the imprecision of
which reflects Tibetan lack of concern for mechanical devices and undue
haste, have faded from all except informal use. Instead, the minute and
hour have long been adopted, though with apparently indigenous
Tibetan names.
The astronomers' water-clock system was based on the time taken for
a standard copper vessel, with a standard hole, to fill and sink when
floated on water. It too is disused.
8. Comparisons with usage in Tibet
The difficulties which are presented by the Ladakhi measures of dry
volume and weight are made more acute by distinct differences from
customary usage in Tibet proper. Though Das (1902a) variously estimates the khal as 30-50 lb (14-23 kg), two authoritative sources, Sir
Charles Bell, a friend of the 13thDalai Lama, (1928,p. 301)and Dhondup
Choedon,aTibetan refugee now with the 14thDalai Lama at Dharhamsala
(1978, p. 45) say that a khal of grain weighs 14-15kg. (i.e. the same as the
larger of the two Ladakhi kharu-bo-khal).However, they both agree that
this is the khal in general use by the laity, and that it contains 20 bre.
Indeed Bell (p. 84) and Jaschke (1977, p. 40) assert that khal (which Bell
renders as ke) is derived from the word meaning twenty or a score.
Dhondup Choeden (p. 45) also shows khal used in two quite different
ways:

First as a dry volume for grain:
20 bre = 1khal approximately equivalent to 14kg or 28 gya-ma (rGya.ma)
(i.e. 1 gya-ma is about 0.5 kg or just over 1 lb).
Second as a weight for butter and wool
10 srang = 1 rGya.ma
8 rGya.ma = 1 khal which Bell (p. 303) says is 6-7 lb
(i.e. 1 rGya.ma is about 0.4 kg or just under 1lb, and 1srang is
about 50 gm).

The sang or srang is referred to by Carrasco (1959)and by Ramsay (p.
101, quoting Strachey) as in use in Tibet for a small weight of about 30
gm, together with sro, ka and skar.ma, other small weights. None of these
are used in Ladakh, though srang is used for the actual weigh-beam and
Carrasco quotes its use as a measure for fuel-wood and straw.
In Tibet, as in Ladakh, the volumetric khal was also used as a measure
of land: that which required 1khal of seed grain for sowing. The kang,
a larger unit used for taxation purposes, was about 10 khal (Das, 1902)
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Table 4.7 Lengths
Traditional measures

Approximate metric equivalent

SENMO = one fingernail width
SOR = one finger width
SOR-ZI = four finger width
LAK-PA = five finger width
CHUT-GANG = width of closed fist
PI-THO = hand-span, thumb to forefinger
THO, THO-GANG = hand-span, thumb to little finger
SKANG-GANG = elbow to knuckle
THU, THU-GANG = elbow to fingertip, cubit
KOM.BA = pace
DOM.PA, DOMGANG = both arms-span, fingertip to fingertip
BEN-TSAD = length between 2 archery mounds (80KOM.BA)
DA-GYAN = flight of an arrow, bow-shot
500 DOMPA = 1 GYAN-TAK = as far as a monastic conch can be heard
8 GYAN-TAK = I DPAG-TSHAD**
THAGPA-GANG = 1 rope length (16 thu)
MIG-THONG = as far as a man can be seen (mi.mTong or mig.mTmg)
LAM-PHET, TSHA-LAM, * ZAN-LAM = half a day's journey
NYI-MA-CHIK-Y-LAM = one day's journey by foot
NYI-MA -NYISY-LAM = two day's journey by foot
KOS
THANK = width of one alluvial fan
PAG-TSHAD***= width or height of local brick
(standard brick 12 x 6 x 6 inches; big brick 14 x 7 x 7 inches)
Depth of snow
KANGJESTHONCHES = foot prints are just visible
OMO-GANG = can be cleared with a brush
KHYEM-GANG = must be cleared with a shovel
PAG-TSHAD CHIK, NYIS etc. - one, two, etc. brick heights
Indian measures
KARMA = 5 % English feet = 1/3 English perch
MARLA = 16% English feet = 1 English perch
PADAO = one day's journey
DAK = 4 miles
British Imperial
12 inches = 1 FOOT
3 FEET = I YARD
1760 YARDS = 1 MILE
Metric measures
CENTIMETRE, METRE,KILOMETRE

* Recorded by Ramsay but now obsolete. **/"* Note distinction

I cm
2cm
8cm
11 cm
10 cm
15 cm
20 cm
35 cm
45 cm
75 cm

2m
lkm
8km
7.2 m
3km
10 km
20 km
40 km
2km
0.5-5 km
15 cm
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Table 4.8 Volume for liquids
gang (= full) = one cupful etc.
)
KOR-RE = cup (ko.re)
)
nyis = two cupful etc.
TUR-MANGS' = spoon (thur.rna)
CHAP-SKYAN = chang-jug (chab.rKyan)
SHAU = smallest irrigation channel (L)
SHAU-GANG = small quantity of irrigation water
Modern/Official
LITRES

Table 4.9 Barter equivalents and average prices (1983) in Zangskar and Ladakh
Traditionally wheat, naked barley and peas have the same exchange value, but in towns
(especially Leh) peas may have a higher relative value
4 bo of naked barley = 5 bo of husked barley
2 bati bo-khal of wheat or naked barley or peas = I bati of cheese (churpe)
6-8 bati-bo-khal of wheat or naked barley or peas = 1 bati of average butter (mar)
Formerly 1 bo of wheat or naked barley or peas = 1 to 3 bo of Tibetan salt
Now I bo of whezt or naked barley or peas = 1 bo of Rupshu salt
Prices

Zangskar

Leh

I ba ti-bo-khal of wheat or barley
I bati of cheese
1 Bati of butter (average)
1 Bati of butter (best = chak.mar)

or 40 khal (Bell, p. 301, though there is an internal contradiction in part
of his account of land measurement), or about 60 khal (MacDonald, 1929;
Winnington, 1957). According to Winnington a khal (ke) is about one
sixth of an acre, which agrees roughly with the figure of one eighth of an
acre in Ladakh for a smaller khal(9-10 kg).
One of the most illuminating comments is that of Kawaguchi (1909),
who says one must always keep in mind that for each standard volume
measure there is also a container holding one-and-a-half times as much,
and one holding only a half. In the collection of taxes the government can
use the large size in a district it wishes to punish, or the small size in one
to be favoured! (c.f.pucka (=big)ser being twice kutcha (=small)ser, given
by Yule & Burnell in Hobson-Jobson).
9. Summary and Conclusions
This review of the Ladakhi system of weights and measures shows
that a thorough grasp of the complexities of the system is essential for the
student of local agriculture or economics. Moreover it presents an
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Table 4.10 Time (dud
The traditional (approximate) system
SKAD-CHIK (etc.) = one (etc.) snap of the fingers (a few seconds)
30 (60fide Chandra Das) SKAD = THANG-CHIK (etc.) = (a few minutes)
30 THANG = YUD-TSAM-CHIK (etc.) = (about an hour)
30 YUD.TSAM = NYIMA-CHIK (etc.) = one (etc.) day
7 NYI-MA = DUN-ZHAG-CHIK (etc.) = one (etc.) week
30 NYI-MA = LDA-CHIK (etc.) = one (etc.) month
12 LDA = LO-CHIK (etc.) = one year
The Astronomers' water-clock system
CHU-TSHOD-KHORLO= water-clock
CHU-SRANG-CHIK (= 24 seconds)
60 CHU-SRANG = CHU TSHOD CHIK one waterclock hour (= 24 minutes)
60 CHU-TSHOD = SHAG CHIK (one day and night)
Informal
JA-KHOL = time taken to boil a kettle of 6-7 litres
The European system
SKARMA = minute
CHUCHO = hour
GANTA (Urdu) = hour
According to Ribbach (1940):
The day is divided into twelve periods (khyim, rag-pa), of two hours.
1 khyim (rag-pa) = 5 cu-tsod of 254 minutes each.
1 cu-tsod (chu.tsod) = 64 cu-sran (chu.tsang) (24 seconds)
I cu-sran = 60 dBugs (breaths - 2/5 of a second for each breath)
For the shortest moments there are other expressions: skad.cig and ser.gol both of which
mean a flick of the fingers. Srib.cig, tun.cig mean a moment. Mig-adzum is a wink.
The twelve khyim of the day have names which combine the time of day with one of
the animals of the twelve-year cycle.
1400-0200, tntsan.pyed .byi = midnight - mouse
0200-0400, mtsan.smad.glan = night-ending - ox.
0400-0600, to.ra~zs.stag
= dawn - tiger
0600-0800, nam.tans.yos = day-break - hare
0800-1000, nyi.sar.'brug = sunrise - dragon
1000-1200, nyi.dros.sbrul = warm sun -serpent
1200-1400, nyi.yhyed.rta = midday - horse
1400-1600,phyed.yol.lug = afternoon - sheep
1600-1800,rryi.gyur.syre= sunset - monkey
1800-2000, nyi.rgas.bya = sunset - bird
2000-2200, sa.rub.khyia = darkness - dog
2200-2400 = srod.'khor.phag = complete darkness - pig

interesting picture of a system in transition from subsistence agriculture
to a developing mixed economy under a succession of outside influences.
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Caroline Humphrey (pers. comrn. 1983) has commented on my
impression that Ladakhis do not seem very concerned about quantitative precision, a s she found a similar attitude in rural Nepal. Some
anthropologists a n d economists are reluctant to believe tlus can be so,
since they feel that subsistence farmers should be counting every grain
of their hard-won harvest. In Zangskar, at least, I think that part of the
answer lies in the evident prosperity of most of the farmers; they need
not concern themselves too much with accounting a n d can afford to be
easy-going and generous. The other part lies in their Buddhist ethos,
which encourages them to treat the trivia of this world, such as weights
and measures, with proper contempt.
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1. Introduction and previous work

The remote valley of Zangskar is accessible for only half the year, and
then only by routes over high passes in summer or through a frozen
gorge in mid-winter. The people have developed an agriculturalsystem
enabling them to attain almost complete self-sufficiency in food; indeed
until recently the only sigruficant foods imported were salt, tea and
spices. Furthermore, since Zangskar lacks exportable minerals or
similar resources, these and other imports, such as metal-ware, could
only be obtained by producing a surplus of high value dairy produce and
wool which was easily transportable or of livestock which could walk
out. The combined farming and social system of the Zangskari traditional way of life has been very effective in providing enough food, fuel
and clothing for all, while using most of their natural resources in a
conservative manner. Despite the apparently harsh climate and landscape, Zangskar is seldom subject to serious natural fluctuations or
disasters, such as the drought and floods which often afflict lowland
India and the people are quite prosperous in comparison with many
subsistence farmers elsewhere.
On the arable farms of eighteenth-century England it was the 'golden
hoof' of the sheep which held the key the maintenanceof soil-fertilityand
to prosperity. In Zangskar it is the yak. These hardy animals are well
adapted to the high altitude, the cold climate, the scanty grazing and the
rough terrain. In spring they plough the fields; in summer they yield
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dairy produce, wool and hair, and their dung is collected for winter fuel;
in autumn they thresh the harvest and transport the grain; in winter they
consume the straw and convert it into manure for the fields; and at death
they yield meat and hides. In turn, the cultivated crops, entirely
dependent in this region of dry summers on irrigation from snowmelt,
provide the winter fodder for the cattle and the staple diet of the people.
Neither the pastoral nor the agricultural system could function without
the other, since the fields rapidly lose fertility without manure and the
deep winter snow in Zangskar means that there is no winter grazing for
the cattle. Sheep and goats, though useful complements to cattle, are no
substitute in the functions of tillage, threshing, the processing of straw,
and the production of fuel in convenient form.
In examining the agricultural system, one cannot discuss only the
technical aspects of farming, for many human factors restrict or govern
choice of action. The social and economic provision for land tenure and
inheritance (Chs. 2, 15), and for the division of labour (Ch. 11) and
irrigation water, besides the traditional values placed on different
possessions, products and activities (Chs.15,17,20),all interact with the
techniques of farming to maintain the stability of this long established
society (Ch. 24).
The people, and cattle and the fields together thus represent a single
integrated farming system, each aspect of which must be considered in
relation to the whole, especially when considering its function or
efficiency, or when advocating 'improvements'. A simplified representation of this system is shown in Fig. 2.1, together with the main
environmental factors which affect it. A more detailed model of one
aspect of it is shown in Fig. 5.1. This shows the flows of various materials
within the system; flows which may be expressed in terms of gross
quantities, of nutrient content or of value, and which may be studied at
various levels - farm, village, or district.
Of course five months in the field in 1980 and 1981cannot provide the
detailed and accurate data needed to describe such a complex system
and this account relies heavily on short studies at sTongde and Sha-de,
supplemented by information from elsewhere to show how representative these two villages are of Zangskar as a whole. Moreover, direct
observations of only part of the farming year (albeit the most important
part) were possible, so that we were dependent on local informants and
other travellers for the rest. We owe an especial debt of gratitude to
Punchok Dawa, teacher and now Gyalpo of Padum, for information on
these matters. Nevertheless, this is the first agricultural study in the
region to be based directly on quantitative empirical observations of the
land, crops and livestock rather than on the statements of farmers or
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officialsor the data of the Census of India. As a result sufficient is now
known to show how the system works and what are its constraints, and
to estimate its productivity.
Many of the early travellers in Ladakh made passing references to the
agriculture, but the first formal account is that of Cunningham (1854).
After that it was nearly a century before Asboe (1947)reported again on
Ladakh though rather briefly. Further information is embodied in the
reports of the successive Southampton University Expeditions, mainly
describing the Markha Valley (1977, 1978). A lengthy geographical
description of Ladakh and Zangskar which includes a statistical report
on the agriculture based mainly on Census data, has been presented by
Harjit Singh (1978). James Crowden, a civil engineer, one of the few
Europeans to have spent a winter in Zangskar, embarked on an account
of the agriculture (1977)which provided much of the original inspiration
for my own work. Fried1 (1983), who also spent a winter and summer
there, recorded some interesting observations on agricultural practices
and ceremonies from an ethnographical viewpoint. Some limited but
careful observations in 1983 by Chalmers and Ramm (1984) on crop
yields in Zangskar are valuable and corroborate my own findings.
For Tibet proper, Bell (1928)is an invaluable source of information on
land tenure, while Ekvall (1968) and Goldstein & Beall (1990) in two
fascinating books have described the traditional pastoral system of the
Tibetan nomads, who practise no agriculture but produce sufficient
surplus from their livestock to sell or exchange for flour or other food
grown in the valleys. Goldstein and Messerschmidt (1980)have pointed
out that this often involves a surprising reverse transhumance in which,
unlike Zangskar, they move to higher but more northerly and snowfree
winter pastures.
Literature directly on yak in English is quite limited, the most useful
being Phillips et al. (19461, Epstein (1969) and Gray (1972). There is an
extensive literature in Russian on the large herds of yak in Kirghizistan
and Mongolia, Denisov (1958) being the most informative. The most
recent and important source however is a monograph in French on the
yak and its hybrids issued by the Societd d'Ethnozootechnie (Bonnemaire
and Jest, 1976). This covers many aspects of the yak and summarises
much of the published information, besides presenting original studies,
especially on the yak of the high valleys of Nepal. These share the same
background of Tibetan culture as Ladakh, but present some interesting
contrasts to our studies, owing to the different environmental conditions
on the southern slopes of the Himalaya. Further detailed information on
another similar area in Nepal is provided by Humphrey (1980). Some
descriptions of partly comparable systems which have provided valu-
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able ideas and contrasts are those of MacFarlane (1976)at lower altitudes
in Nepal, Odend'hal(1972) in lowland India, and Brooke Thomas (1973)
in the Andes. The theoretical models of Dahl and Hjort's 'Having herds'
(1976) have also been stimulating.
2. The Land: ownership and tenure
For Zangskar I draw a primary distinction between irrigated agricultural land, all of it in private or monastic ownership, and the communal
grazings - that is to say the rest of the land surface that is accessible to
livestock. Detailed records of the former are maintained by the Revenue
Department as part of an India-wide system established in the last
century b u t only more recently in Zangskar)and known as the 'Patwari
records'. The title refersto the governmentofficials (about4 in Zangskar)
known by the title 'Patwari', whose duty it is to maintain the records.
These comprise the Girdawari or twice annual crop assessments; the
Jamabandi or annual consolidated crop report made by the Girdawar
(senior Patwari); the Patar or map of agricultural holdings; and the
Mardun-shumari or census records which are revised annually. In July
1981 I attended a meeting at the house of the Goba (headman) at
sTongde, at which the Patwari recorded the type of crop grown in each
field and an estimate of the likely yield, as reported to him by each
farmer. The ledgers are written in Urdu and with help from Sandhya
Ghokale it was soon clear that these represented a mine of useful
information, both on present day land tenure and cropping, and on its
historical changes. A very brief analysis of the sTongde records provided the information on crop rotation presented later. However, the
estimates of crop yields are quite unreliable because they are compiled
from the answers of farmers assembled at the village headman's house
before harvest; farmers seldom know accurately the yield of any field
even after harvest, as different fields are often threshed together; and
since the Patwari records are kept partly for tax purposes, a prudent
farmer will underestimate his yields. I had high hopes of the Patwari's
mdp of the fields, a well worn and closely annotated print on cloth, but
it proved to have a mystique all of its own, which, when combined with
some reluctance on the Patwari's part to disclose official and professional information,completely baffled me. Sandhya Gokhale proposed
making the Patwari records her main topic of study, and I resigned
myself to surveying the fields anew.
The standard local unit of area used by the Patwari and the farmers
is the kanal which is one eighth of an acre, but other terms are sometimes
used (see Ch. 4). In this report I shall mainly use the metric system;
I hectare = 10,000m2(= approximately 2.5 acres = 20 kanal).
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With the help of Stamati Crook I did a skeleton plane table survey of
the village and irrigated area, using a measured base line on the plain,
extended to two principal stations on the monastery ridge 250m above
the plain where the monks showed great interest in our activities. It
would have been quite impossible to survey all the fields individually,
so I photographed the panorama from the monastery and later rectified
this as well as I could, using the plane table survey as a control (Fig.5.2).
There remain some distortions, especially in the areas most distant from
the monastery, and on the more sloping ground at Pe-yu just below the
monastery, but I am confident that area estimates of the village as a
whole and of most individual fields are accurate to +/- 10%. An
independent estimate of the cropland area from Landsat satellite images
gave an almost identical figure.
The Census of India in 1971 (Jammu and Kashmir; Ladakh District
Handbook)gives the irrigated areaswithin groups of villages in Zangskar,
but some local knowledge is needed to identify these from the names
they are listed under, which also do not fully list the component villages.
Thus 'Tungdi-Kmi' refers to sTongde and Kumik, but probably includes
Shilingskit and perhapsTzazar. The area given is 138ha but it isnot clear
whether this includes the hay banks between the fields. My estimate
(from Landsat) for the total irrigated area of these four villages is about
200 ha, including an arable area of about half this.
The cropland at sTongde is mostly in one compact block of about 113
ha with a small outlier of about 1ha to the north. Half this area comprises
about 718 arable fields, totalling about 57 ha (range 0.002 to 1.2ha, mean
0.08ha). The rest of the area (57ha) consists of lucerne, grasses, and other
pasture, on banks and strips between the fields or on the banks of
irrigation channels. It is not possible to be more precise about the fields
since there is a fringe of abandoned and semi-abandoned fields on both
the north and south sides. The fields are mostly rounded in shape except
on the flattest ground near the base of the fan where they tend to be more
rectangular. This results in a landscape very different from most other
intensively irrigated farm lands in the world. The main reasons for this
are that water, not cultivable land, is the limiting factor here, and that the
hay grown on the intervening strips is almost as important as the cereal
crops. Ownership of these strips runs with that of the adjoining field,
from the irrigation channel above the field to the next channel below it.
This is because they are watered in the course of irrigating the field.
The fields may be held in six ways:
(1) Monastic land (see also Chs. 19,20)
(a) Khral.zhing fields belonging to a monastery and leased to
tenant farmers (kkra1.p~
pronounced trel-pa) at a fixed rent;

?

Table 5.1A Khang.chen owners at sTongde, 1980
Owner (and house) - phonetic

Owner (and house) - Tibetan

PEW

bSod.narns.rDor.je dPal.Grub ('0g.m~)
Phun.tshogs.rNam.rGya1(10.ya)
Amchi
bsTan.skyong ,
Trelpa
dBang.Phyug
Weaver
sPen.ba
mTha.yus
= k-chung 4A
BlobZang.Rin.chen
Tshe.ring.nor.bu
Tshul.Khrirns.dPal.'Byor
bSod.nams rDor.rje
Tshe.ring.phun.tshogs
Phunt.tshogs.dBang.lDan

I. Sonam Dorje Paldup (Ongma)

2. Punzog Namgyal. (Chopa)
3. sTen Kyong
4. Rigzin Wanchuk
5. Pemba
6. Tayes
TETSA
7. Lobzang Rinchen
8. Tsering Norbu
9. Tsultim Paljor
10. Sonam Doje
I I. Tsering Punzog (Scorlo)
12. Punzog Wanglden
13. Tsewang Namdal
14. Angbo (Taklam)
15. Tsering Norbu
16. Rigzin Angdu
17. Sonam Tayes (Yongma chung)
18. Tseten Wangmo (Yongma chen)
TRODONG 19. Yishe Kaduk
20. Tashi Nordrup
21. Doje
22. s~obdeft
LARU
23. Tsering Mutup
24. Tsering Namgyal
25. Tsultim Norgye
26. Tashi Rigzing (Chopa)

Tshe.dBang.rNarn.gro1
dBang.po (brag.lam)
Tshe.ring.nor.bu
Rig.'Dzin d&lng.'Dus
bSod.nams.mTha.yas(Grong.ma.chung)
Tshe.brtan.dBatlg.rno(Grong.ma.chen)
Ye.shes.b'ka.dmg
bKra.shis.nor.grub
rDo.rje

sTob.lDan
Tshe.dBang.dNges.grub
Tshe.ring.rNam.rGya1
Tshul.Khrirns.Nor.rGas
bKra.shis.Rig.'Dzin(1o.p)

Notes

Trelpa
Gara
Trelpa

Land*
index
1
5
1
2
2
?

3.5
4

2
2
2
3.5
3
2.5
3
2.5
3
5+
3.5
1.5
1
3

Trelpa

2.5

Trelpa

3
4.5
3.5

Labour Index**
H.H.
Fann
4.5
5.5
5.5
8.5
3.5
3.5
3
6.5
3.5
6.5
3
3
4
7.5
6
6
3
4.5
2
3.5
2
6
2
7.5
4.5
10
5
4
2
8
9
5.5
2
6
3
3
2
5.5
4
5
2
7
3.5
4.5
3
7
4
6.5

4
3

9
3

$-.

3

[n

=5

3

TAMA

Notes

27. Jampel
28. Nawang Punzog
29. Nawang Thinley (Pumongabi ?))
30. Norbu
31. Zotpa
32. Tsultim Angbo

'/arn.dPal
Ngag.d Bang.phun. tshogs
Ngag.dBang.'Phrin-las
Nor.bu
bZod.pa
dBang.po

Trelpa
Trelpa
Gara
Trelpa

1
1
3
2
2.5
2

3
3

3
3

2.5
3.5

2.5
9.5
2
7

2
4

Locations of houses are shown on the map of the village. Gara = blacksmith; Trelpa = tenant; Amchi = doctor.
*Land index: the larger the number, the larger the area of the farm.
"Labour index: H.H. (household) = khang.chen only; khang.chung separately in Tables 5.18 and 15.8
Farm = khang.chen and Wlang.chung together.

Table 5.1B Residents in Khang.chung at sTongde, 1980

PE-W

1A
B

2A
B
3A
4A
B
C
5A

TETSA

7A
9A
10A
11A
12A

Name (phonetic), relationship, etc.
Palden Tashi (ex-monk)
Sonam Palki (wife of Palden Tashi)
Sangmo (sister); ? (blind man)
(unoccupied)
(under construction)
Nawang Thayes (uncle) = khang.chen No. 6
Sonam Putit (gr-mother); Tsultim Chospel (lama)
Sonam Chunsim; ? (Ladakh Scout)
Tsering (brother-in-law)
Lobsang Rabgyas (father)
Tenzing Ongbo (brother)
Tsering Cholten
Nawang Punchok (father)
Nawang Tashi (father, amchi, trelpa)

Labour index (H.H.*)
0.5
0.5
3

PE-W
TETSA

TRODONG
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C
14C
15A
B
16A
17A
B
19A
B
20A
21A
B
22A
23A
24A
25A
B
30A

B
32A
B

Notes

Tsiring Tarkit (step-mother)
Tsewang Norbu (father)
Jorden (uncle, monk)
Ishi Dolkar
Tashi Sonam (father)
Sonam Tsering (gr-father, amchi); Lobsang Gyatso (uncle)
Nawang Tsering (father)
Nawang Enthar (son-in-law)
Sonam Angdu
Sonam Norbu (father)
Punchok Jamyang (gr-father)
Punchok (father's brother-in-law)
Tundup Ongyal (brother)

Tsomo (step-mother, khra1.p~)
Tsultim Namgyal (uncle)
Namshi Tashi (father)
Nawang Khundup (uncle)
Tsering Dolkar (mother)
Tsultim (brother); ? (gr-father)
Namgyal Tundup (father, gara)
Tsering Tubgyas (brother)
Tsumb Angrno (aunt, nun)

Relationship, if not qualified, is to the khang.chen "owner". H.H.'i.e. khang.chung only.
The named person(s) is the senior or most active member of the household. The house number refers to the khung.chen to which it is
dependent. Locations are shown on the village map.
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this and the next two categories originate from gifts, legacies
and grants by private landowners and rulers;
(b) shas.zhing (or shag.zhing?), fields belonging to a monastery
and allotted to a farmer for a few years in return for a
proportion of the produce;
(c) rang.bad, fields belonging to a monastery and directly managed by a monastic manager (phyag.mDzod)employing paid
labour. There appeared to be no land of this type at sTongde.
(2) Private land
(a) direct holdings of each of 31 khang.chen or main farms, which
are farmed for the benefit of the khang.chen occupants (Table

N);
(b) fields derived from a khang.chen, but temporarily allocated to
one of the 37 Wzang.chung, houses occupied by dependent
relatives (Table 1B);
(c) grva.zhing (pronounced dra-zhing), fields held by the
khang.chen and farmed by the occupants, the produce being
temporarily allotted to the sustenance of a related monk.

Monastic land
Although sTongde monastery is the main landlord, some land is held
by Karsha monastery. I was unable to make any direct estimate of the
total monastic land, though one of the sample farms (No. 27) which I
studied comprised some such land. The Patwari, in conversation, gave
a rough estimate of 2000 kana1 (100 ha) of privately owned (zamindar Urdu) land and 600 kana1 (30ha) of monastery owned land. This makes
a total of 130 ha including the strips of pasture, which agrees roughly
with my own measurements, so his figure for monastic holdings may be
correct, but it provides no division among the sub-categories, nor
between monasteries.
Some of the land distribution dates from the Dogra invasion in 1835,
when the Gyalpo of sTongde was deposed and his lands, which he had
previously farmed with labourers who were rewarded with some of the
crop, confiscated. They were granted to sTongde and Karsha monasteries who leased them to tenants, and these fields are still farmed by the
original families (Table 5.2).
Each of these tenants holds one field and pays a rent of 5 khal of grain
a year.
An example of shas.zhing tenure are three fields which were allotted
by a bursar (sPyi.gNyer.pa)of sTongde monastery (see Ch. 20) to Tsering
Phaksung, a close relative. He cultivates two of these fields (0.3 ha) for
the monastery,being given 13khal (c. 120kg) of seed to sow in them, and
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Table 5.2 List of tenant farmers (1980)
Khral-pa Tenants of sTongde Gompa
Jamphel
House 27, Lam:7 rented fields, 0.3 ha
Nawang
House 28, Lam
Sten Kyong
House 3, Peyu
Nawang Tashi
House 12A, Tetsa
Chomo
House 22A, Trodong
Khral-pa Tenants of Karsha Gompa
Norgye
House 25, Lam
Mu tup
House 23, Lam
Isidorma
House Tetsa
Zopa
House 31, Tarma
Tashi Mutup
House 20, Trodong
Stobdan
House 22, Trodong

he gives all the produce to the monastery (in fact these two fields had
very poor crops in 1980, full of thistles and grass, and would have
produced very low yields). The third field he is allowed to cultivate for
his own benefit, but as he has plenty of land he does not bother and leaves
the land fallow. This was the third year of the arrangement, which was
due to change again the following year. This throws an interesting light
on the absence of any need for either the monastery or an average farmer
to maxirnise their yields. Tsering Phaksung is a khang.chung holder
attached to khang.chen No. 19 (youngerbrother of Yishe Katug - Ch. 201,
which was classified as an averaged sized farm by two local informants
and which holds about 1 ha of arable land according to my sample
census. Estimates of the area of arable land owned by sTongde monastery, made by John Crook (Ch. 20) from the annual grain accounts of the
monastery suggest an area of about 12.5ha, including 4 ha at Shilingskit
and Kumik. In the village as a whole I found that total agricultural land
was twice the area of arable land, so that Crook's estimate would
represent a total holding by sTongdeGompa of 17ha, which is about half
the Patwari's estimate of 30 ha total monastic land at sTongde.
Private land (Tables 5.2A and B)
If we accept a figure of 24 ha for the monastic irrigated land at sTongde
(a compromise between the Patwari's and Crook's figures), this leaves a
balance of 90 ha, giving an average of 2.9 ha of private land for each of the
31 Wzang.chen,of which about half is arable and half pasture. Thisof course,
includes land which may be temporarily allotted to the support of dependent relations in one or more Wzang.chungor of a dependent monk.
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There is a considerable range in size of holding and I tried to study this
by asking two reliable informants to classify each khnng.chen (together
with its khang.chung if any) according to the size of its land-holding on
a scale of 1-5(Table5.1)and then from this I selected a few representative
ones to study in detail. A member of each sample farm showed me the
fields belonging to it, and for each field I roughly estimated the area by
pacing, and noted the crop grown. The fields generally lie not far from
the farm house, and sometimes adjoin each other, but others are
scattered further afield. Unfortunately, later comparisons with the
harvested crops of each sample farm showed discrepancies which
suggested that I was not shown all the fields. I have therefore discarded
my detailed analysis of these observations.
The proportion of the area occupied by the intervening pasture stips
varies considerably in different parts of the village, being greatest (c.
70%)near the foot of the hillside where small arable fields are scattered
on rough sloping ground. Where the fan is flattest the strips are often
quite narrow (c. 30%), little more than is necessary to accommodate a
small irrigation furrow. Although the overall mean is SO%, the land of
individual farmers, where fields are mainly in one part of the village,
may vary from this. Besides the names of the hamlets into which the
houses are grouped and which are applied to the fields near them, other
parts of the farmed area are known by local names applying to groups
of fiveor so fields, such as Shamu,Tundu, Khise, Panuksa and Nemuche
which lie between Trodong and the nearby reservoir. Even individual
fields may have names e.g., Gang-gang - 'the long field'.
Private land is seldom sold and the value placed on it is indicated by
the current government compensation rate for arable land acquired for
public use, which is R.6000 per kana1 (c. £7,500 per ha). Fragmentation
of farmsis also strictly controlled, and the approval of the village council
must be obtained before a kbng.chung, occupied perhaps by an independently married uncle or brother of the khang.chen owner, can achieve
khang.chen status so that his allocation of land becomes permanent and
heritable (Ch. 15). These traditional customs are in direct conflict with
Indian legislation, applied disastrously in the Plains, prescribing equal
division of land between all sons. One household which appears to be
in transition is listed in some other chapters as khang.chung 6, but I have
counted it as still khang.chung 4A, since its cropping pattern (no peas)
suggests that it is still partly integrated with 4.
Common land
The occupantsof each village have communal rights to graze their herds,
collect fuel and cut wood, both on uncultivated areas of the main valley

Table 5.3 Crop varieties grown in Zangskar
Zangskari name
Phonetic
Barley

Ne-nak
(Lad. nak-nas)
Che-ne
(Lad. chu-nas)

J'

Tibetan

Meaning

Description

nas.nag

Black barley

che.nas

Heavy barley

Black or purple pa:.?.
Very hardy but not tiked.
Grey plump grains.
Good for beer.
Hardy thick awns.
Yellow grains, short
awns. General purpose.
Best quality yeliow grains.
Less hardy. Long awns.
Yellow grains. Dense ear.
Short awns.

Early ripening
White wealth
Yellow mother

Yang-ma and
Yang-kar
Ser-mo

Sixcornered

Wheat

To-chen
Techung

Big wheat
Small wheat

Awned. Less hardy.
Awned. More hardy.

Peas

Sren-mar

Peas

Small, black or olive
streaked .

Buk-suk
(Lad. 01)

Lucerne
Lucerne

Forage crop cut for hay.

Yungs-kar

White mustard

Formerly grown for oil.

Buckwheat

Fast growing.
Little grown.

Alfafa or
Lucerne

(
{

'Mustard' (
Rape-seed (
Buckwheat

Ta-wo

bra.wo
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bottom and in the mountains nearby. Most of the land in central
Zangskar is traditionally allotted to the exclusive use of one village or
another, but there is considerable unevenness in the allocation of these
resources. Thus sTongde has access to the productive grazing lands
either side of the sTongde-La, while Padum, a much larger village, has
to make do with poorer and smaller grazing lands in the steep valleys to
the south. As a result, villagers from Padum and other villages with
scanty grazing often send some of their cattle away for the summer to
more remote areas such as the Pensi-La and the Ralakung valley where
these exclusive rights do not prevail.
Mostly, I think, this communally used land is legally owned by the
state, but in the upper Suru valley around Rangdum there is a special
situation as there is documentary evidence that the lands from the PensiLa down to Parkachik were granted by Tshewang Namgyal 11, king of
Ladakh about 200 years ago, to Rangdum Monastery. The villagers of
Juldoand Tashi-Thondenare allowed to use these especially productive
and valuable grazing lands in return for occasional services to the
monastery.
3. The crop plants

i) Only a small range of crop plants is grown in Zangskar and not even
al! of these at sTongde (Table 5.3). The most important staple crop is
naked 6-row barley (ne),grown in every village, at altitudes up to 4400m
(14,500ft). It provides the flour from which traditional food such as paba
and ngamphe (= tsampa) are made, besides the beer which is brewed in
every household. Several varieties are grown, some hardier or with
bigger yields, some preferred for particular purposes. Detailed descriptions are given below, as are those of the other two staple crops, wheat
and peas. Wheat (to) is grown extensively, and its flour is preferred for
some foods such as skyur-chuk. However, it does not yield quite as
much as barley, and because of its longer growing season it cannot be
cropped at all in the highest villages. Four varieties occur in Zangskar,
but only one, the most productive, is grown at sTongde. Peas (shen-ma
sran.ma)are grown inmost villages except the highest, and are important
sources of food protein and soil nitrogen. Most of the crop is harvested
and threshed dry, and then partly or fully roasted and milled together
with barley to make yoche and ngamphe, but some is eaten green and
raw during the summer.
This part of Asia is thought to be where the ancestors of some of our
modern cereals originated. At first sight it might seem likely that in well
separated villages with a wide range of environmental conditions
considerable variation in plant genotypes would have arisen and been
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selected,both by deliberate human choice and by natural factors. In fact,
I was told that, if his crop grows badly for no obvious reason, a farmer
may get seed for the following year from a neighbour or from another
village. Fried1 (1983)obtained varying information about this, but some
farmers told him that there was a well established system of seed
exchange within certain groups of villages. sTongde was particularly
mentioned as having peas so badly infested with pea moths that no one
would exchange with them. Clearly such exchanges will tend to
homogenise varieties, at least within the exchange groups.
Seed samples of the main cereal varieties have been given to the Plant
Breeding Institute, Cambridge, and samples of the peas to the John Imes
Institute, Norwich, where they were welcomed as a potential source for
breeding disease-resistant strains of peas.

ii) Barley varieties (Hordeurn vulgare L.,s.l.)
Barley (ne Zan.; nus Lad.; grim Urdu) is the mainstay of life in
Zangskar; the higher villages can grow no other crop. In contrast to
Europe and America where 2-row husked barley is the main kind grown,
in Zangskar only 6-row naked barley (shi-rog) is grown. There are
several reasons for this difference. Firstly, western varieties of 6-row
husked barleys mostly yield grain with a low specific weight (weight in
kg/ hectolitre)which is disadvantageous for filling bulk transport where
weight is not the limiting factor. For instance they seldom meet the
minimum standard (63 kg/hl) set by the EEC for sales of barley into
intervention storage. Nor will they usually meet the low protein
requirements for sale as high-value malting barley. Thus, despite
slightly heavier yields, they are generally regarded as lower value crops
than 2-row varieties, fit only for animal feed. Secondly, naked barleys
are seldom grown in the West because of their liability to lose grains
either by simply falling out of a ripe ear as it necks (i.e. bends over) or
by being knocked out during combining. They are also more liable to
damage by birds. On the other hand attempts to breed more erect
varieties have sometimes resulted in excessive breakages by storms.
Also they usually have a high protein content which makes them
unsaleable for malting.
In Zangskar, a low specific weight would be no serious disadvantage,
since weight, not volume, determines how much a pack animal can
carry. In fact, however, Zangskar barley actually has a high specific
weight, usually about 75, and one variety, che-ne ("heavy grain") may
attain 80. This seems to be mainly due to the grains being plump and well
filled, thanks to ample supplies of irrigation water and a low incidence
of disease. Their plumpness is confirmed by the high 1000grain weights
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Houses and fields plotted from rectified oblique photos
taken from sTongde Gompa at harvest time 1980, superimposed on a base from planetable survey and Landsat RBV
imagery.
H.A.O.
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Fig. 5.2
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which are in the 39-46 gm. range, rather than the 35-40 gm. typical of U.K.
spring barley. A high protein content is of no disadvantage for human
food, and can evidently be coped with by the rather primitive brewing
technique.
The Zangskar varieties neck very little, and some are completely erect;
moreover the grains are firmly held in the ear and I saw no signs of
shedding. Harvesting is entirely by hand, though the uprooted plants
are banged vigorously to shake off the soil. Though strong breezes occur
daily they are rarely accompanied by rain and I saw no breakage of
stems. The additional awns of 6-row varieties (and some of the local ones
have very large stiff awns) provide extra protection against birds, and
though sparrows sometimes attack wheat in Zangskar, I did not notice
any damage to barley. The great advantage of a naked barley in
Zangskar is that it can be threshed easily and, when milled, the wholemeal
flour produced does not have such fibrous bran as that from husked
grain. Because the husk forms about 15% of a husked grain, yields of
naked barley are proportionately better in food value.
Several varieties are recognized by local farmers (Table 5.4). Some
form very distinct and well defined populations, but others merge into
one another and are found mixed together in fields, because farmers do
not bother to distinguish them or thresh them separately. The main
distinguishing morphological characters are the colour of the grain, the
stoutness and length of awns, the length and density (spikelets per 10
cm) of the ear, the number and attitude of the spikelets (adpressed or
projecting) and the colour of the lemma. Crop height isvery variable and
all varieties range from 40 to 90 cm.
a) Ne-nak (= black barley)
This is said to be the hardiest and fastest ripening of the local barleys
but is unpopular for food because of its dark grain and flour, and I did
not see it grown as a pure crop anywhere, only as occasional plants in
fields of other varieties. It is said to be grown in the high fields at Shila
Pu village in the Lungnak valley. Trials in the U.K.indicated that it was
more disease resistant and stiffer-stemmed than other varieties. It is
easily recognized in the field by its purplish lemma. The unripe purplish
grains sometimes bulge out from between these, but shrink back and
turn black or dark brown at harvest.
b) Che-ne i=heavy barley)
This is a very important and distinct variety as it will ripen in a very
short growing season of less than 4 months, and therefore predominates
in the higher villages, where snow may be late in Spring or fall early in
Autumn. Conversely it is little grown in the lower villages with a good

Table 5.4 Varieties of naked 6-row spring barley grown in Zangskar
Name

Grain colour

Awns

Ear

Spikelets

Grains/Ear

Lemma

Ne-nak

Black to
brown

Mqdera tely
stout
7-10 cm

Intermediate
spreading
D = 32
4-6 cm
Long, lax
D = 25
5-8 cm.

Slightly
Adpressed
12- 20

30-60

Purple veins
or lamina

Adpressed
12 - 20

30-60

Green

Intermediate
15 - 20

30-50

Green

Spreading
10 - 20

25-35

Green

very
Adpressed
12 - 16

30-40

Green

Adpressed
24 - 30

24-30

Green

Intermediate
16- 20

45-55

G m

Che-ne

Grey or
brown
(rarely
yellow)
Pale yellow

Very stout
and long
8-14 cm

Tug-zur

Pale yellow

Ser-mo

Pale yellow

Weak and
short
4-6 cm
Stout and
long
8-12 cm

Intermediate
D = 35
4-6 cm.
Short, dense
D = 42
2.5-4.5 cm.
Long, lax
D = 28
4-5 cm

Slender,
long
10-15 cm
Slender,
long
8-14 cm

Very long
D = 30
8-10 CTII
Long
D = 40
7-8 cm

Yang-kar
Yang-ma

Comparable U.K. varieties
2-row
Pale yellow
Grow
husked
Notes

Pale brown

Moderate
4-10 cm

The dimensions in this table are for typical ripe ears on average to well-grown plants.
D = number of spikelets per 10 cm length of ear.
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southerly aspect such as sTongde, Karsha and Zangla. Its long stout
awns distinguish it at once in the field from varieties other than Ser-mo,
from which it is distinguished by its grey (or sometimes brown) grains,
cften visible through the semi-translucent lemma. Che-ne is less liked
for food than the yellow grained varieties, but is considered good for
brewing beer (chang). Exceptionally, one sample collected at Padum
included some ears with yellow grains.

Yang-kar (= white wealth) or Yang-ma (= early ripening)
This is the main variety grown in the lower villages and is rather
variable in form. It has awns of moderate length, and plump, pale yellow
grains. Both names are applied indiscriminately to the same variety.

C)

d) Tug-zur (= six-cornered)
I saw no crops in which this was the only or even the main constituent,
but rather it formed a minority component in crops of yang-ma. Some
farmers did not bother to distinguish it, and it may be only an extreme
form of the range encompassedby yang-ma. It is characterizedby a short
dense ear, with six rows of spreading spikeletsand short awns. The grain
is reputed to yield good quality flour. In other varieties the central grain
of each spikelet is sunk between the two laterals, giving the ear a fourcornered shape.
e) Ser-mo (= yellow mother)
This has long adpressed awns like che-ne but a slightly smaller ear,
and a rather elongated, pale yellow grain. This again I did not see as a
pure crop, but always mixed with yang-ma. However, most farmers
distinguished it, and spoke approvingly of the good pale flour which it
yields. However, it is said to require better conditions for growth than
other varieties.
Several varieties of barley are recorded from elsewhere in Ladakh,
some with similar names to these, others different.
Thus Asboe (1947), Fraser (Southampton, 1977) and others, using
phonetic spelling, list the following:
So-shi-rog (huskless, late ripening)
Chu-nas or chi-nus (= che-ne)
Jyog-nas (= quick barley; like che-ne)
Nak-nas (= ne-nak)
mun.mo (= blue mother; like che-ne)
drug.zur (= tug-zur)
yang.ma
Nas-yang-kar-mo (= Yang-kar)
Nas.soa (6-row husked)
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Men-tog-nas (introduced).
(N.B. Nas (barley) is so spelled throughout Tibet and Ladakh. However, in Tibet and Zangskar it is pronounced 'ne', while in the Indus
valley it is pronounced 'nas'.)
iii) Wheat varieties (Triticum aestivurn L. s.1.)
Crowden (1977)recorded three varieties of wheat (to =PO, Lad.;gane
or gundum, Urdu) in Zangskar, and I was told of a fourth:
to-chen (= big wheat) a bearded (awned) wheat; the best
yielding.
to-chung (= small wheat) a beardless wheat; quick growing.
su-ru-ru-tse intermediate between the two former.
to-ra-ruk said to be grown in the Lung-nak valley.
Wheat of any sort can only be grown in Zangskar below about 3800 m,
that is to say in the main Zangskar valley, up the Stod valley as far as Phe
and up the Lung-nak valley as far as Ichar. Even within this region tochen will only ripen on the Padum plain and along the Zangskar valley,
including sTongde, since it requires a long growing season. Elsewhere
the other varieties must be grown and even at Padum some are grown
as a safety measure, although they yield less. Unfortunately, I did not
have any opportunity to examine them, and Table 5.5 refers only to tochen as grown at sTongde, compared with a typical wheat grown in the

U.K.
To-chen (gro.chen)compares favourably with U.K. wheat in terms of
specific weight, because, although the grains are slightly smaller, they
are almost always plump and well-filled even in the smallest ears,
Table 5.5 Comparison of Zangskari and typical British wheats
Height
Ear length
Awn length
Spikelets
Ear density
Grains per ear
1000 grain weight
Specific weight
Grain type
Grain size
Stem diameter,
base and neck

gro.chen

U.K. wheat

60-100 cm
6-9 cm
2-7 cm
10-15
10 Sp/lO cm
20 - 40
42-44 grn
77 kg/hl
soft, white
6-7mm x 3-3.5m.m

80-120 m
6-10 cm
0-8 cm
15-22
25-30 Sp/ 10 cm
35 -60
44-55 gm
71-76 kg / hl
soft, white
7-8mm x 3-4mm

2.0, 1.5mm

3.0,2.h

Notes The Dimension in this table are for typical ripe ears on average to well-grown
plants.
D=number of spikelets per 10 cm length of ear.
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whereas in the U.K. they are often rather angular due to a shortage of
water at some time during the fillingperiod. It compares unfavourably
with U.K. wheat in terms of grains per ear since the ears are lax, with
fewer and more widely spaced spikelets, and only the best ears have
more than 2 grains per spikelet. The stems are rather slender and trials
in the U.K. show that it is liable to wind-damage there. Seed samples
have been given to the Plant Breeding Institute, Cambridge.
iv) Peas (shen-ma = sran.ma) (matar Urdu) (Pisum sativum L.)
Peas are grown throughout Zangskar except in the very highest
villages. None are grown at Sha-de (4160 m), and I saw only a few
miserable plots at Juldo (3950m) a village near Rangdum which, though
lower, has more snowy and windswept conditions. They play an
important part in the nutrition of the people and in maintaining the
fertility of the fields. Moth larvae (Cydia nigricana) which eat the peas in
the pod are sometimes a serious pest.
Only one variety of pea (sran.dri1or sran.ma) is grown in Zangskar,
with the following characteristics observed on crops grown at sTongde.
(U.K. trial results in brackets where different).
Peas:round or dimpled; mostly olive colour marbled or spotted with
purplish brown, some plain brown; hilum black; 4-6 mrn diameter; .O8.16 gm,mean .12 gm; specific weight 80 kg/hl
Pods: green; 3.5-5 cm long; 1-6 peas per pod, mean 3.5; 1 pod per
node.
Flowers: mauve with purple veins. Plants: trailing, sometimes
branched, about 50 cm long, 10 cm internodes, mean 3-5 pods per stem.
(In U.K. often branched, up to 8 branched; mean length 0.8 m, max. 1.4
m; mean 7pods per plant, max. 25. These figures suggest that conditions
for growth in Ladakh are not optimal).
Two other varieties of pea and bean are grown in Ladakh: ka.res with
angular peas, narrow leaflets and blue flowers; and nag.sran with small
round black beans and an upright stem.
Lucerne and minor crops
Lucerne or alfafa (Medicagosativa L.) is grown for winter forage by all
farmers in Zangskar except in the very highest villages. The purpleflowered form (true M.sativa?)is considered better and longer lived than
the yellow-flowered form (perhaps M. falcata L.) but the crops I saw in
Zangskar were a complete mixture of these forms, and many intermediates. In Zangskar, both are known as buk-suk ('bug.su or 'bug.sug),but
in the Indus valley the former is distinguished as 01 or yarkandi. The
crops are usually sown on banks between fields and only seldom in the
V)
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actual fields, which are reserved for annual crops. They take several
years to reach full yield but may then remain productive for several
decades. In Zangskar, they were mixed with considerable proportiom
of Geranium collinum (spor-lo),grasses and other herbs, all useful for hay.
Buckwheat (tawo, bra.wo; Fagqymm sagittaturn Gilib. = F.mulentum
Moench) is a broad-leaved plant, not a grass like most cereals, with
triangular brown seeds. In Zangskar, it is grown as a fast ripening crop, the
last to be sown and the first to be harvested, in some of the lower but less
sunny villages such as Padum and Sani on the south side of the Stod valley.
Formerly it was grown more widely, but none was grown at sTongde in
1980. It can yield more grain than barley or wheat but is less liked for food;
moreover it produces less and poorer straw for fodder.
Oilseed rape or mustard (nyus-ka-ra, Brassica campestris L., or probably = B. rapa L. and B. napus L.) was formerly grown widely in Zangskar
to provide oil for lighting and cooking, and for dressing women's hair
(apricot kernel oil is preferred in the Indus valley). With the advent of
imported kerosene and edible oils only a little is grown now and I saw
none at sTongde. In the Indus valley the crop is increasing again now that
machines for expressing the oil are available, and this may spread to
Zangskar.
Vegetables of various sorts are grown invery small quantitiesby most
families even at the highest altitudes such as Sha-de and Juldo. They are
planted usually in small irrigated gardens near the house, protected
from goats and sheep by a wall or thorn fence. The most widespread is
la-buk, a kind of biennial radish, the leaves of which are used as salad (sehang) or cooked during the first summer; in the second summer it grows
a large edible root. Cabbages and potatoes are sometimes grown, but
little else, though attempts are being made to introduce a wider variety.
There is thus a great contrast with the many vegetables that grow
prolifically arsund Leh. With help and encouragement many more
could be grown in Zangskar, to provide a welcome variety and improvement in the diet.
4. Growth and yield

The harsh environment and apparently simple subsistence agriculture in Zangskar have led most visitors and goverrunent officials to
assume that the local crops are rather unproductive and that they could
be greatly improved by the introduction of modem (i.e. Western or
lowland Indian) methods. These assumptions have been reinforced by
the modest estimatesof multiplication rate obtained by enquiries of local
farmers, who, like farmers the world over, are reluctant to admit how
well their crops can grow in case it is used as an excuse for increased
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taxation. Apparent corroboration of these views can be drawn from
published official data such as the Census of India, 1961, (Jammu and
Kashmir; Ladakh District Handbook), which gives yields around 0.7 t/
ha for the major cereals in Ladakh. Similarly the Leh District Statistical
Handbook, 1982-83, gives figures for areas sown and grain produced,
which when combined also indicate yields cf about 0.7 t/ha. Neither
source indicates how these data are compiled, so it is difficult to assess
their reliability, or identify possible sources of error. The figures
recorded by the early explorers for grain yields in Tibet varied widely,
mostly giving rather low multiplication rates of 4-lox, but with two of
50-60x and 60-80x (Carrasco, 1959). In Ladakh, low reports prevailed,
e.g. Cunningham (1854) giving lox, and Asboe (1947), who had a
generally unfavourable impression of the agriculture, giving only 7x;
Dainelli (1924)reported a wider range of 5-20x. My own investigations,
based on actual crop measurements, show that the outstanding characteristic of the staple grain crops grown in Zangskar is their ability to
produce high yields in a very short growing season. Many farmers do
achieve these high yields on some of their land but shortages of manure
restrict the yields on the remainder, so that the overall production is
more modest, but still good by world standards.
The growing season is constrained in spring by the risk of late snow
and the lack of meltwater for irrigation. Sowing can seldom start before
the beginning of May, while in the higher villages and those with a
northerly aspect it may be delayed till the middle or end of May. Further
details of this timing are given in Chs. 2 and 3. In autumn the growing
season is again constrained by risk of snow and in some villagesby water
shortages, so that at sTongde harvesting must be completed by the end
of September if possible, and earlier at higher villages.
Within this time window there is a logistic problem in that it is
impossible to plough and sow all the crops or to harvest them in just a
few days. Ploughing and sowing take about three weeks and harvesting
and haymaking take up to two months. In 1980 at sTongde, the pea
harvest started on 30th July and most of the wheat was reaped by midSeptember, but the crops were not all carried and stacked till the 27th
September when the men went up to the doksa to fetch the cattle for
threshing; (that year, harvesting was interrupted for a few days by the
Dalai Lama's visit). From conversations with numerous farmers and
information obtained by Crowden (1977) and Fraser (Southampton,
1977) the growing periods of the different crops are: Wheat - 4-4%
months; Barley - 3 ' 4 months; Peas - 3 months; Buckwheat - 2-2%
months.
Since wheat needs the longest growing season it is usual to sow this
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first and to harvest it last. Barley occupies the next longest window,
followed by peas and finallybuckwheat where this is grown, though this
sequence may be varied if water is short in spring (Fig. 2.12).
In response to enquiries about yields, local farmers (and non-local
agricultural assistants who have got their information from local farmers) will usually answer in terms of multiplication rate. Crowden, for
example, quotes estimates of 6x to 12x for most villages in Zangskar. It
seems then that a knowledge of the sowing rate should enable one to
estimate yields quite simply. Unfortunately there are several concealed
problems with this approach. The first is that farmers vary their sowing
rate according to the quality of the land; on poor soils plants will not tiller
(branch) so much as on good soils, so that more plants and hence more
seed is needed to produce the desired stocking of ears. However, the
ears and grains will probably be smaller, so that more seed has been used
to produce a smaller yield than on good soil: a much lower multiplication rate. Secondly, on good soil, the yield will be much the same for a
wide range of sowing rates. This is because plants can compensate for
low plant populations by producing more tillers, and so more and larger
ears filled with more and larger grains. Thus different multiplication
rates result in similar final yields (cf. Osmaston, 1986). This flexible,
compensatory behaviour, which is a major factor in the success of cereals
as crop plants, has only been fully understood by scientists from the
results of very carefully designed and controlled experimental plots. It
is therefore not surprising that Zangskaris do not fully realise and take
proper account of it, since the produce of several small dissimilar fields
of uncertain area may be stacked and threshed together, making assessment very difficult.
Besides these problems, there are surprising uncertainties about the
sowing rates actually employed. These derive partly from the use of
traditional grain and area measures (see Ch. 4) about which many local
people are very unsure and contradictory, but there are also discrepancies between popular report and the limited direct evidence. Table 5.6
shows figures from various sources. The measured sowing rates were
carefully done by Punchok Dawa at my request and I put considerable
reliance on them, and on Fraser's report from the Markha Valley
(Southampton, 1979).
They are supported by indirect evidence from cereal plant density in
several crops which I sampled, which were consistently in the range of 120150 plants/m2. This is low by U.K. standards but allows room to tread
between the plants when weeding, and is compensated by generous
t i l l e ~ gGermination
.
tests which I did on samples of Zangskar seed gave
germinationpercentages of over 95%, and losses from pests and disease are

Table 5.6 Sowing Rates for barley (b), wheat (w) and peas (p)
Reputed

Crop

As stated

Metric equivalent

Conventional
Farmer, sTongde
Crowden (1977),Padum
Farmer, Leh
Southampton (1979),Ma

b, w
b, w
b, w
b, w
b

1 khal per Kana1
2.5-4 khal per kana1
1-2 khal per kana1
250 kg for 20 kana1
4-5 kg per kana1

180 kg per ha.
450-720 kg per ha.
180-260 kg per ha.
250 kg per ha
90 kg per ha.

By Measurement

P. Dawa, Padum,

71 kg per ha.
66 kg per ha.
164 kg per ha.

Modem U.K.,

Inferred
To produce stocking of 140 plants/m2 b, w: negligible losses
64 kg per ha.
To produce stocking of 140 plants/m2 b, w: allowing 33% losses 100 kg per ha.

Notes

1 khal (strictly a serbo-khal or nambo-khal) of wheat weighs about 9 kg, of yangma barley 9.5 kg, and of chene barley 10 kg.
1 kanal is 1/8 acre or .05ha.
Where a range of reputed sowing rates is given for Zangskar, the lower is for good sites, the higher for poor sites.
In Zangskar seed is sown broadcast which is said to require less seed than sowing in the furrow as is the practice in the Indus valley.
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probably lower than the 25-33%commonly occurring in the U.K.
It is clear that most of the reputed sowing rates are high in relation to
those used in the U.K. and to the measured ones, which I think are more
likely to be correct. However, further direct observations are required.
If the reputed ones are correct then there are heavy losses of seed or
seedlings which need investigation.
Unfortunately it proved impossible to estimate grain yields directly,
neither from routine threshing operations because of uncertainties as to
what area had been occupied by the crop, nor from harvesting sample
plots because it was considered unlucky to harvest and thresh a part of
the crops separately before the proper ceremonies had been performed.
However, I made observations of small plots in standing crops ready
for harvest, recording numbers of plants and ears per square metre,
mean height and mean ear length. For the three latter measures the small
tillers with small ears and grains, which develop late in rather open crops
such as those usual in Zangskar and which contribute little to the yield,
were ignored. Some sample plants were taken from these measured
plots and from some other fields, and from these I measured total plant
weight, root and stubble weight, ear length and weight, grain number
and weight per ear, and mean single grain-weight, and specific grain
weight (weight of a standard volume). By combining these two sets of
measurements, it was possible to make estimates of the crop yields, and
by applying these to surveys of the crops of individual farmers and of
the village as a whole, I hoped to estimate the produce of a few farmers
and of the village as a whole. The preceding remarks apply to wheat and
barley, but pea yields were estimated in a similar manner. Finally, a
reliable cross-check could be made from surveys of the stacked crops
before threshing, though it was not possible to get information on the
total grain threshed by any farmer. All figures for weight of grain or
straw in this chapter refer to an estimated 15% moisture content as is
standard practice.
The crops proved to have rather consistent characteristics, due partly
to the small number of varieties grown, partly to the small total area of
each crop in the village, comparable with just a single field in England,
and partly to the uniform farming pactices and good growing conditions. The three main components of yield are the number of ears per
square metre, the number of grains per ear and the average weight of a
grain. Because the grains are invariably well filled out and rounded,
thanks to a regular water supply, the mean single grain weights of 15
samples of barley only ranged between 35 mg (for a poor crop) to 52 mg,
with an overall average of 44 21 mg. Six samples of wheat ranged from
35 to 48 mg, with an overall average of 43 +1 mg. Similarly, because the
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ears are consistently well filled (3 grains to nearly every spikelet in
barley, though only averaging 2 in wheat), there is a close relationship
between the ear length and number of grains (Fig. 5.3) so that grain
weight per ear can be estimated from quick measurements of ear length
in a growing crop. The partition (that is the weight ratio between
different parts of the plant) between grain weight per ear and total ear
weight is very consistent within two clear groups: in the long-awned
barley varieties, chene and sermo, it is 0.8, while in the short-awned
barleys, yangma and tugzur, and in wheat, it is 0.75 (Fig. 5.4). The
partition between grain weight per plant and total plant weight including roots averaged 0.47 for both barley and wheat, or 0.51 if roots and
5 cm of stubble are excluded, a similar figure to the "harvest index" of
Western world wheats. By harvesting the roots and stubble the Zangskaris
gain an extra 15%of fodder. Specificweight of wheat and barley ranged
from 75 to 80 kg/hectolitre (rather higher than is common in the U.K.),
the fat-grained che-ne being at the upper end of the range.
Although the number of plants per sq. m. was usually in the range 120150, the number of ears produced by them varied greatly with the
fertility of the soil (probably reflecting mainly the amount of dung
applied), ranging from 180 in very poor barley to nearly 1000 in the best
wheat. Fortunately the height of the crop also reflected fertility and so
was correlated with the number of ears (Fig. 5.5). Thus the latter could
be estimated from a quick measurement of height. Sampling transects
could then be surveyed across the whole village area, for which the
counting of ear density on individual sample plots would have been too
time-consuming and probably unpopular. Although this short-cut
method would be unreliable for individual fields, it is acceptable for a
large number of fields.
Crowden (1977)estimated yields of grain in central Zangskar to range
from 2.7 to 3.0 tonnes/hectare. He obtained these figures from information given to him in Padum and Karsha as the products of reported
sowing rates and multiplication rates. They are slightly lower than
estimates given me for the best parts of the Indus Valley (Tashi Rabgyas
pers. comrn.) of 3.2 - 3.8 t/ha.
My own estimates of yields from actual measurements of small plots
of barley and wheat at sTongde range from about 1to 8 t/ ha, with several
plots giving 3 to 6 t/ha. These are corroborated by measurements in 2
barley fields at Padum by Chalmers and Ramm (1984)which averaged
3.5 t/ha. My estimates of pea yields are much lower, only about 0.5 t/
ha. My detailed records for Zangskar barley, wheat and peas are given
in Tables 5.7, 5.8 and 5.9 and a comparison with other sources and
countries in Table 5.10.

Table 5.7 Barley yields estimated from growing crops, sTongde and Sha-de
Village

Variety

Quality

sTongde
sTongde

Yang-ma
Y ang-ma

poor
g-'

sTongde
sTongde
sTongde
Sha-de
Sha-de

Yang-ma
Yang-ma
Y ang-ma
che-ne
che-ne

good
v.poor
god
v.good
v.poor

Plantslmz Ears/mz
No.
No.
153
260
320
370
404
180
424
c.120
470
140
200

Dom. Ht.
cm
34
74
74
60
40
65
89
43

Mean ear length
cm
4.2
4.1
4.1
5.0
3.0
4.0
6.6
3.5

Grains1 ear
No.
36
35
35
42
25
34
56
30

Yield
Vha
4.3
5.1
6.0
7.8
1.8
6.6
11.2
2.1

Notes Figures for grains/ear were estimated from Fig. 5.4
Figures for 1000 grain weight were estimated from measurements on several other crops of similar quality
Figures for yield were estimated as the product of Ears/& x grains/ear x 1000 grain wt
Table 5.8 Wheat yields estimated from growing crops at sTongde
Place

Quality

North
enclosure
Field at
Pe-yu

Poor
fair
poor
v.good
good
av.
av.
poor

Field at
Tama

Notes See Table 5.7

Plants/mz
No.
c.150
c.150
c.140
c.140
c.140

Ears/m2
No.
25
400
260,200
1020,810
650,460
440
490
280

Dom. Ht.
cm
30
65
49
96
71
60
55
50

Mean ear length Graindear
cm
No.
c.2.0
3-6
c.5.5
20
15
4.6
35
8.5
6.4
25
6.0
23
6.0
23
5.0
17

Yield
t/ha
0.4
3.6
1.5
15.0
6.1
4.6
5.1
2.0

*

0\

V
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Table 5.9 Pea yield estimates
Harvest Index = Weight of peas : Totai I dant u sight without roots
= 0.50 (two samples).
= 70.
Average number of stacks per ha
= 15kg.
Average weight of one stack
Therefore total weight of pea plants
= l.Ot/ha.
= 0.5t/ha.
Therefore weight of peas
= 0.8.
Partition - peas/peas in pods
- ----

Table 5.10 Comparisons of crop yields in tonnesfhectarein Zangskar and elsewhere
A. Average yields
Zangskar
sTongde
Padum

Alt:
390Gm
3900x11

Karsha
Sha-de
sTongde
1935-45
1984
1984

3900m
4500m
3900m

England

1984
Rothamsted,
100 years
continuous
cropping.
N. America and Canada
U.S.S.R.
India and Africa
India, mean yields in 1976
India, mean yields in 1976

Yield
3
3.5
2.5
3
3
0.5
2
6
4

Source
Barley and wheat
Barley
Barley and wheat
Barley and wheat
Barley, continuous
Peas
Winter wheat
Winter wheat
Spring barley and
wheat
Peas
Barley. No manure
or fertiliser
Barley. 35t/ha / yr
animal manure
Barley and wheat
Barley and wheat
Barley and wheat
Wheat
Rice and maize

9
II
13
9

Wheat
Barley
Winter wheat
Spring barley

)

1
)

1

B. Maximum yields on small plots
Zangskar
sTongde
3900m
Sha-de
4500m
Tibet
Shigatse
3900m
Lhasa
3700m

Information sources
(0) Osmaston (observation)
(1) Chalmers and Ramm, 1984
(2) Crowden, 1977
(3) Rothamsted, 1966. Warren and Johnson, 1967
(4) Li Ji-you, 1981
( 5 ) Ministry of Agriculture, Fisheries and Food, U.K.
(6) F.A.O., Rome
(7) Hendry 1982

(0)
(0)
(4)
(4)
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It is clear that grain yields in Zangskar are much better than most, and
nearly as high as those obtained from intensive high input farming in
Europe. These cereal yields are due partly to favourable environmental
conditions: abundant water, light and nutrients, warm days and cool
nights (so that respiratory losses are low), freedom from weeds, pests
and diseases. However, on fields which are starved of dung or water the
yields are low. Partly too the high yields are the result of centuries of
selection of strains with the desirable characteristics of fast growth, early
ripening and high yield. The wheat ear has awns unlike most European
wheats, and some of the barleys have very large awns which contribute
significantly to photosynthesis. The barleys have naked grains which
make them easier to thresh, and because they have six rows of spikelets
instead of the two usual in Europe the number of grains per ear is high,
so that ear and plant population densities can be low. The quality of the
grain is uniformly excellent, with a high specific weight, which contributes to the high yields. The figures for the maximum yields of sample
plots in fields in Zangskar, together with the yields from experimental
plots at Shigatse, Tibet, all of which are very high, show the potential of
these crops under optimum conditions.
Trying to assess the grain production of the whole village, I recorded
the height and ear length of the wheat and barley in every field along a
transect across the centre of the farmland from Peyu to Laru, a total of
29 fields of barley and 26 of wheat. This gave me an estimate of the
proportions of these two crops in the total arable area which was
confirmed by detailed surveys of four individual farms where they
occupied 34% and 31% of the area. Given the errors of the methods,
neither of these estimates differs significantly from equal proportions of
barley and wheat. By using the relationships between height and ear
numbers, and between ear length and grain weight (distinguishing
different barley varieties) I estimated the average yield of barley as 4.9
tonnes/ha and of wheat as 4.0 tonneslha, along this transect. A smaller
sample, the 10 fields nearest to Tetsa (hence perhaps more heavily
manured), gave rather higher estimates of about 7 t / ha for barley and 6
t/ha for wheat. In the end, however, I decided not to use any of these
estimates obtained from standing crops as the basis for estimating the
total production of the village, since they depend on the relationships
between a series of several quite variable statistics based on rather few
and small samples. Instead, I used still lower estimates based on the
harvested crops as described below, which imply mean yields of about
3 t/ha for barley and wheat. Production estimates based on the lower
figures are presented in Table 5.13.
I was able to assess the total area of the pea crop precisely, because the
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photographs which I used to draw my map were taken when all the crop
had just been reaped and stacked in the fields, so that every field could
be identified. Thus I estimate that 13 ha of the total arable area of 57 ha
was cropped with peas, that is 23%. The balance of the arable land (41
ha, 72%)1 then allocated to barley and wheat in roughly equal proportions, after making a deduction (3 ha, 5%) for fallow and hay crops,
inferred from the farm surveys. Some of the fallow fields were on poor
or stony soil, some were at the limits of the irrigation system, some were
simply surplus to the owner's needs. Parr (1990) surveyed the crops at
Lami village near Karsha, and found a similar proportion of peas (26%)
but that barley (61%)greatly exceeded wheat (12.5%);local farmers said
that their decision to concentrateon the quicker ripening barley crop was
a safety precaution following the failure of much of the wheat crop in
1988, and the late spring of 1989.
These figures are summarized in Table 5.11 which also relates them
to the village population and compares them with the distinctly different
figures for Sha-de. There are indeed considerable differences between
villages in Zangskar, even those close together. For example, over half
the barley grown at Padum is che-ne compared with about 5% at

Table 5.11 Farmlands at sTongde and Sha-de
Details

sTongde

A1titude
Site
Area of Barley
Area of Wheat
Area of Peas
Area of Fallow etc.
Total arable
Haybanks, alfalfa
Total Farm area
Mean Field size
No. khang.chen
Arable per khang.chen
Population (Adult
equiv.)
Arable per adult
equiv.

3600m
Alluvium
547 fields 41 ha = 73%
about equally divided
168 fields. 13 ha.= 22%
14 fields. 3 ha.= 5%
729 fields 57 ha.= 100%
57 ha
114 ha
0.08 ha
31
1.8 ha

{

4100-4300m
Shale slopes
4.3 ha = 100%
None
None
None
4.3 ha
?
?
?

4
1.0 ha
56
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sTongde. Even at sTongde itself there have been recent changes
resulting from the deterioration of some of the fields due to spreads of
gravel and sand brought down by exceptional floods. These fields now
have to be cropped with yang-ma rather than ser-mo, which is preferred.
For comparison,Tashi Rabgyas informed me that at Saktivillage in the
Indus Valley the average size of family farm was 1.5 - 2.0 ha as at
sTongde, the smallest being 0.6 ha and the largest 4.0 ha. The last is the
same size as the largest farm I know of in Zangskar, at Purne. He
considered that 1ha was the least that could provide complete subsistence.
As a check on my surveys of the growing crops I also surveyed the
stacks of harvested crops on 27th September 1980, when all harvesting
had been finished but only a little scattered manual threshing had been
done, amounting to less than 0.5%. This inventory of 220 stacks is
therefore effectively complete, and those of each household were separately mapped, measured and recorded, except for some khang.chung
where they were working jointly with the khang.chen. Fig. 5.6 shows the
layout of stacks at Tama (see also the Fanning Year in Ch. 2). The
measurements were not exact, since some were made by pacing and
some stacks were irregular in shape, but I used them to obtain estimates
of stacked volume by crop and household which I hope are within+20%
of the correct value (Table 5.12). The totals for the whole village should
be more accurate than this. Because of the rotation and the large number
of small fields, crops are distributed more or less evenly over land of
different fertility, so these production figures are also a measure of the
relative areas of land under each crop. Barley and wheat have roughly
similar yields of straw and their stacks are equivalent. Although the
yield of pea haulm is much less, its stacked density is also much less, by
about the same proportion, so that the three volumes can be directly
totalled. The total volume of all stacks in the village (3264 m3)divided
by the total cropped area (54ha, from survey) gives a figure of about
60m3/ha. This factor was thenused to estimate the total crop area of each
farm, and the area under each crop in the village as a whole. Here and
in the following discussionI use 'household' to mean individual khang.chen
and khang.chung separately, but 'farm' to mean the khang.chen together
with the associated khang.chung.
In the village as a whole, the estimated areas of the three crops closely
confirm the survey of the growing crops, with peas at 13ha while barley
and wheat are equal at about 20ha each. On individual farms the
proportions of the crops are quite variable, and the proportion of barley
to wheat ranges from 0.4:l to 1.4:l. Although the crops of each
household are usually stacked separately round its own threshing floor,
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the complete absence in some cases of one of the three crops indicates
that there will be some transfers within the family farm or perhaps two
small stacks have been amalgamated for threshing. Of course there are
other factorswhichaffectthese estimates of crop area such as differences
in fertility and intensity of cultivation between farms, but the pattern of
size distribution is quite clear (Fig. 5.7). Half the farms fall into the 1-2
ha range (20-40 kanal), while the largest is nearly 4ha and the smallest
only 0.35ha. Thus there are no really large landowners. One might
expect a close relationship to the independent scale of farm sizes given
to us by two local informants,but Fig. 5.8 shows that though Farm 18was
graded by them as the largest in the village, in terms of production it is
merely average. Conversely the neighbouring farm 16, was graded as
below average size whereas it has the largest production of all. The
explanation probably lies in the labour available (and food required) on
the two farms: farm 18has only 3 workers but 16 has 11.5. Several fields
of 18 farms were, I noticed, left fallow, and others may have been rented
to farm 16. These two farms are only the extreme examples of what is
generally a very poor correlation between the variables (Ch. 15).This
does not imply that one or both are valueless, but is a consequence of
their not being estimates of quite the same thing. One is an index of land
owned by each family, the other is an estimate of the land cropped by the
family at an average standard of yield. A more appropriate comparison
can therefore be made by plotting crop area against labour index for each
farm (Fig. 5.9). This shows a clear correlation, most farms cropping
between 0.2 and 0.4ha per worker, with an average of 0.3ha.
By using estimates of the bulk density of the stacked crops and of their
harvest index, it is possible to estimate the yields of grain. It was not
possible to measure the density of the main stacks, but from measurements made on sheaves of corn and small stacks of peas, I estimate a
density of O.lt/cu.m. for barley and wheat stacks, and of 0.02t/cu.m. for
pea stacks at 15%moisture content. These figures accord with the rather
sparse U.K. data on the subject. The previously mentioned figures for
harvest index (0.47 for barley and wheat, 0.50 for peas) are much more
reliable. Table 5.12 shows the resulting grain weights for each household
and crop and for the sum of the three crops, while Table 5.13summarises
the production estimates for the whole village. In Fig. 5.10 the data of
Table 5.12 have been plotted against labour index, and again there is a
fair correlation, with the average worker harvesting about 0.6t of grain
and peas, though with a considerable spread either side of this. Since the
food energy values of barley, wheat and peas are nearly equal at about
3350 kcal/ kg (15% moisture content),the crop weights can be converted
into energy values, and I have drawn the line representing sufficient
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Figure 5.6 Plan of stacked crops at Tama
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Figure 5.7 Histogram of fann sizes (estimated from crops harvested)
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grain to supply 3,500 kcal/day/worker for a year. This value is that
originally recommended by FA0 as adequate for an adult doing hard
work, or living in a cold climate, which describes Zangskaris well in
summer and winter respectively. Only one household lies significantly
below this line, a khang.chung belonging to a khang.chen which together
with a second khang.chung lies substantially above it, so produce from
these may be available to make good any deficiency. Originally I plotted
one other household well below the line, but on checking the original
data I found that 2 of the 3%workers had full-time medical jobs in
Padum, so that the effective agricultural labour was not more than 1'1,.
This put the household well above the line. I have ignored the amount
of grain set aside for sowing, as it is both uncertain and much less than
the possible error of these estimates. This picture of abundance is
slightly misleading because there are also about 50 children under seven
years to be fed and about 60 monks, none of whom have been counted
as farm labour. This means that the positions of some households,
mainly khang.chen (which on the whole however have a higher production than khang.chung) will be worse off than indicated here.
Taking the whole population into account, including monks and
children, a budget can be estimated for the village, as in Table 5.14. This
shows that the average villager harvests enough grain to supply 4000
kcal/day, well above the original FA0 standard energy needs, and
nearly three times as much as the 1500kcal/ day which we think villagers
actually eat (Ch. 12). In fact F.A.O. have progressively revised their
standards downwards, and now accept a figure of about 3000 kcal/day.
However there is still great controversy about this whole subject and the
extent to which there may be 'adaptation' to a low calorie diet (see
Dasgupta and Ray, 1986, for a detailed up-to-date review). Here it is
sufficient to note that the average diet of people in Kerala state also
supplies only 1600 kcal, but that Zangskaris probably work as hard and
need more calories to cope with the cold and the mountainous terrain.
Confirmation of the low food consumption of Ladakhis is provided by
a very reliable informant Tsewang Rigzin (Abale Lagruk of Leh) who
states that his family of 8 adults and one child consume 15sacks of 55 kg
each of grain and peas during the year, i.e. 0.25 kg/person /day (= 850
kcal). He is a prosperous farmer and supplements this with a range of
vegetables, but he estimates that even in remoter villages with a more
restricted diet, consumption does not rise much above 0.3 kg/person/
day (= 1000kcal). Fig. 5.11indicates that no households will be underfed,
and I conclude that there is no shortage of staple food crops in this
village. This conclusion is reinforced by other evidence such as the way
some fields are left fallow, not apparently for any technical reason, but
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just because their potential produce is not required. If food were short,
other farmers would be anxious to rent such land if the owner did not
need it. The considerable quantities of grain used for brewing, and the
way in which religious offerings of food are later scattered to the birds,
are further contributory evidence.
The relationship between labour force and crop quantity may in part
be dictated by the maximum area which can be coped with by one
worker at the critical times of ploughing and harvesting, and in part be
a satisficing adjustment to the food needs of the family, met by temporary letting of land as I suggested in the cases of farms 16 and 18
discussed previously. Farm 9 has an exceptionally large crop quantity
in relation to both its labour force and its relative area as assessed by local

Household labour index

Consumer index

Figure 5.10 Graph of farm labour index/ crops harvested.

Table 5.12 Crop production estimates at sTongde in 1980 by crop, household (H-H) and farm. B = barley, W = wheat, P = peas
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Conversion from stacked volume to weight and area:
Total
Grain
Straw
Area

t
t
t

ha

1201

1277

796

54.6

54.6

56.07

6'1.23

7.85

125.5
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informants. This belongs to the Goba (headman) who is in a strong
position both to rent land surplus to other farmers' needs and to employ
paid labour. We did not enquire into the extent of either of these forms
of adjustment at sTongde, but I know that a large farm at Padym
employs several hired labourers for the harvest, as does the large farm
at Purne.
The estimated production is almost embarrassingly high, since it is so
much in excess of the estimated requirements of the farming families by
internationally accepted standards, and even more in excess of the rather
low observed consumption. In view of the completenessof the production data from the harvested crops, and the fact that the estimate from
the growing crops were higher still, I have considerable confidencein the
former. They only involve three sources of error: survey and volume
estimation of the stacks; estimates of stack bulk density; and estimates
of harvest index. From various lines of evidence and reasoning I would
put an informal standard error of + 20% on the first two components,
+ 10% on the third, and + 30% on their product. The considerable
discrepancy between the estimates from the growing crops and the
harvested crops I attribute primarily to inadequate sampling of the crop
area, particularly the margins of fields and the periphery of the farmed
area, both of which tend to have poorer crops.
Although the larger farms are reported to hold considerable grain in
store from year to year, a surplus cannot be accumulated indefinitely, so
it is necessary to consider other ways in which the apparent grain surplus
is used or disposed of. First there are the rents and tithes due to the
monastery, detailed in Ch. 20 and amounting to about 14 tomes a year,
but these are used mainly to feed the monks during religious retreats and
so partly overlap with the allowance made above. Second there is
brewing but unfortunately we have no reliable estimates of the quantities involved; large quantities of beer are drunk on social occasionsother
than meals, especially in winter. Although this probably does not greatly
affect the human energy budget, it consumes considerable quantities of
barley, the spent grain, still containing three-quarters of the energy,
being used for animal feed. A 'guesstimate' of one 25 kg barrel of grain
brewed fortnightly by a family of 5 adult-equivalents would consume
0.35 kg of grain per day per adult, about 35t in all and over half the barley
crop. The amount of brewing varies a lot between households and
between years, according to the amount of surplus barley available, and
according to what social commitments such as marriages in which a
family may be involved. A group of friends often have an informal rota
for brewing beer and hosting beer parties. Parr (1990) quotes the
Agricultural Officer in Padum as saying that "75% of the barley in
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Zangskar is wasted by brewing beer"; however, as he was a prohibitionist Muslim, both his opinion and the statistic may have been biased. A
reliable survey of consumption would need considerable care and a
strong head.
We know that there is a considerable barter trade with Sha-de and
other high villages, exchanging wheat and peas for butter, but we have
no quantitative information. Formerly there was also a large trade with
Table 5.14 Food and forage availability at sTongde and Shade villages
sTongde

Shade

124t
277
1.2 kg
4000 Kcal
3000 Kcal
1600 Kcal

21t
56
1.0 kg
3300 Kcal

People
Grain production (including peas)
Population (adult equivalents)
Grain per adult per day
Energy per adult per day
cf. F.A.O. standard requirement
Observed consumption (total food)

Cattle
Forage productim (including peas)
Population (female adult equivalent)
Forage per f.a.e. per day (150)
Energy per f.a.e. per day (150)
cf. MAFF standard requirement
Cattle: human population ratio

Notes Human population includes non-resident monks and nuns. Children (0-15
years) and elders (65+)counted as 0.5 adult.
Cattle population: males counted as 1.6 female equivalent; young stock
counted as 0.5 adult.
Food at Sha-de is supplemented by butter, and by peas and wheat obtained by
barter for butter.
Fodder at Sha-de supplemented by hay in large stacks on house roofs.
There are discrepancies between the energy values of some foods as accepted
by human and animal nutritionists: E.g. wholemeal wheat flour is accepted
here and in Ch. 12as providing about 3950 kcal/kg dry matter (3700at 8%m.c;
3500 at 15%m.c.) whereas Nix (1983) quoting Ministry of Agric., Food & Fish.
(UK) Tech. Bull. 33 gives the metabolizable energy for wheat as 14 MJ/kg =
3360 kcal/kgdry matter - (MJ = Mega-Joule).
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the chang-pa of Rupshu and beyond who bartered pashmina goat wool
and salt for grain. Some of this they brought themselves on flocks of
sheep laden with saddle-bags, some was fetched by itinerant peasanttraders with caravans of donkeys (Rizvi,1985).Some chang-pa still come
to Zangskar twice a year in July and September via Kargiak, bringing
wool and salt carried by about 1000 sheep, and returning with loads of
grain, weighing 10-15 kg. If fifty of these sheep visited sTongde each
time, they might account for a ton or so of grain annually. Losses of grain
during harvesting, threshing and storage are very small and can be
disregarded.
Taken together, these alternative uses of grain may be sufficient to
account for all the apparent surplus production. 1980may of course have
been an exceptionallygood !or poor) harvest, but no comment was made
to us to this effect, and when I visited sTongde in the following year the
crops did not look any different. Fisher (1985),who surveyed a comparably remote village in north- west Nepal, also found that production
appeared to be double consumption, but he managed to account for the
excess by considering various sale and barter transactions with outside
traders, as well as brewing. Large quantities were stored below ground,
one family having enough for over 40 years consumption!
Winter forage (Table 5.15)
The other almost equally important product besides grain is winter
forage for the livestock. This can be estimated reliably from the measured
stacks of harvested crops and amounts to 132t of straw (including roots
and chaff) and 8t of pea haulm. I have no direct data on the fodder
consumption of the local cattle, but it can be roughly estimated from well
established data for British cattle (MAFF, 1982).
An average farm herd at sTongde consists of 4 fernales of which 2 are
adult, and 2 males of which 1is adult. These cattle will need 5.2t of straw,
the produce of 1.2ha. Besides this there will probably be a donkey to feed.
The farm must also include 50% more area for peas, which produce only
relatively little haulm which is fed as a supplementary food. Thus a farm
of about 2ha (slightly above average size) is needed to support this herd
through the winter. This shows that winter forage is the principal
limiting factor on the number of cattle that can be kept. If a farmer tried
to keep more, they would starve especially if the spring was late. This
limitation helps to protect the mountain grazings, already under severe
pressure, from disastrous overgrazing.
Conversely, it is important for a farm to maintain its complement of
cattle, since these are the only means for recycling the nutrients of the
straw crop; in the cold winter climate of Zangskar no decay would take
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Table 5.15 Winter forage requirements of Zangskar cattle
Assumptions
A.
Annual energy requirement of an animal in Mega-Joules
= 500 + (Body weight kg x 33) + 6 x milk yield litres' (MAFF 1982)
Winters in Zangskar are colder than in UK, but cattle supply
energy by losing weight.
* at 5% fat and 14% total solids.
B.
Over the winter months in Zangskar (150 days) the milk yield is negligble.
C.
Dirno and other adult female cattle weigh 250 kg.
D. Adult yak and dzo weigh 500 kg.
E. The energy content of spring barley straw and dry pea haulm is about 6.2 MJ/
kg at 15% m.c.
Therefore each female needs 5,400 MJ from winter forage (36 MJ/day)
and each male needs 8,800 MJ from winter forage.
Therefore each adult female needs 870 kg fodder and each adult male
1420 kg (ratio 1: 1.6).

place, even if farmers spread and incorporated the straw in the soil. On
a 2ha farm, the straw will amount to about 6 tomes which will yield
about 4 tomes of nearly dry manure to be spread on the fields. The
human excreta will be only about one tenth of the weight of the grain, but
will have substantial amounts of earth added. Earth may also be added
to the stable manure, especially if it is damp, so that the total load to be
carried to the fields in spring does not differ much from the harvest that
has to be carried in autumn. The former is always carried by donkeys,
but the latter always by humans.
There remains the problem of reconciling my estimates of yields and
production with the traditional ones used by Crook in Ch. 20. Insofar as
the latter are part of an internally self- consistent monastic system of
azcounting, the differences are irrelevant. However, when Crook uses
grain rents to estimate areas of monastic land, in conjunction with
sowing rates and yields, there are considerable uncertainties, though the
high reputed sowing rates but low reputed multiplication rates tend to
be compensatory when estimating yields (this is partly why Crowden's
estimates of yields conform to mine). If the measured sowing rates are
generally representative, then the average multiplication rate is really
about 40 x (similar to Britain),and in the best crops may rise to the Biblical
hundred-fold.
5. Cultivation Methods and Agricultural Hazards
The most impressive feature of agriculture in Zangskar is the excel-
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lence of most of the crops, due largely to the high standard of cultivation
practice. Terraces and irrigation systems are well maintained; most
fields are fully and uniformly stocked with crops that are almost weedfree. Occasional lapses from these standards are usually due to a family
having no young and active members to till a farm which is larger than
the area needed to support the family. Some monastic (shas.zhing)fields
are also poorly tended, and some villages, including sTongde, have
marginal fields which can only be irrigated in years of abundant water.
One implication of this situation is that there is no real shortage of
cultivable land, and that the most efficient policy for farmers is to
concentrate effort on to raising high yielding crops on the limited area
of good land that can be adequately irrigated. Another implication is
that there is no serious shortage of food except perhaps for the poorest
families, at the present population level.
A detailed description of irrigation is given elsewhere, and many
cultivation practices are mentioned in the account of the farming year.
Most work is done by both sexes, though ploughing and sowing is
exclusively a male preserve with older, more experienced, men doing
the latter, but weeding is normally done by women only. Monks are
traditionally precluded from ploughing, cultivation, reaping or threshing, but may help their family carry some of the harvest. Of course there
is some cooperation within families between the khang.chen and the
dependent khang.chung. There are also cooperative arrangements between families in a village; hay making for instance is usually done
sociably by large groups from two or more families. The borrowing of
a dzo or yak to make up a ploughing team is sometimes done between
families in different villages when the ploughing seasons do not coincide.
Besides good farming practice, a low incidence of climatic hazards
and disease is an important factor in the prosperity of farming in
Zangskar. Those villages whose water comes from glaciers have an
assured supply; those dependent on snowbanks have a more variable
source which may run short after a winter with little snow. With both,
an important uncertainty is the weather in spring. Cool cloudy weather
delays the spring melt and holds up ploughing and sowing.
Late snow in spring can also cause delay or rarely disaster. In the
spring of 1955 heavy snow delayed sowing and the growth of early
grazing. Fodder supplies ran out and many cattle died or were seriously
weakened, which in turn made difficulties with ploughing and some
farmerswere reduced to drawing their plough themselves. Eventually
the government provided R30,000 famine relief funds, which were
distributed by Tashi Rabgyas from Leh, who is held in great respect
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locally for having made an unprecedentedly fair and complete distribution of the money. In 1987there were also serious losses of livestock due
to heavy spring snowfalls.
Heavy rain in summer can bring streams and rivers up in spate,
destroying crops and eroding fields or spreading gravel over them. In
most villages, however, the farmland is sited so that the flood is
dissipated on an uncultivated part of the farm, and there is less risk in
Zangskar than in some of the narrower valleys of Markha and central
Ladakh. The low plant and ear density of most of the cereal crops make
them resistant to being laid by heavy rain and wind. I only saw this
happen in a few of the more heavily manured fields at sTongde, where
the crops had grown exceptionally tall and dense.
Early snow in autumn, before the harvest is complete, is a serious
hazard, and is said to be one reason why the wheat and barley are not
dried in stooks (as once they were in Britain and still are in the Indus
valley where snow is unlikely), but laid out flat on the ground in
concentrated areas.
Since all the livestock are housed, moderately heavy snow in winter
is welcomed, as being the source of next summer's irrigation water. Only
when it is excessive as in 1982/83, when 4m fell in Zangskar instead of
the usual lm, is it harmful. Then avalanches destroyed several houses
and killed livestock, and the road over the Pensi-La was not open until
August instead of in June.
The cereal crops are almost free of fungal diseases and insect pests.
The only one I noticed was some Loose Smut (Ustilago ruda), resulting
in scattered ears of barley or wheat being completely destroyed by black
sooty fungus and spores. The incidence is too low to be of importance,
and infected ears are discarded at harvest. In contrast, when I grew
barley and wheat in Britain from seed collected in Zangskar, they both
proved very susceptible to fungi such as mildew and rust, and to insect
pests such as aphids and frit-fly. Even repeated applications of fungicide
and insecticide did not afford full protection, and yields were much
reduced. A further serious problem with the barley varieties in Britain
was the tendency for the stems to fall over despite their sturdy upright
habit in Zangskar. The freedom from attack in Zangskar rests on several
factors. The cold dry winters and warm dry summers are unfavourable
to fungi and insects; water is applied by flood- irrigation not spray and
there is little rain, so that spores from the soil are not splashed on to
leaves; the relatively small cultivated areas are separated by wide tracts
of land between villages with only a sparse vegetation to provide
alternative hosts for fungi or insects; and the practice of uprooting the
cereals reduces the risk of fungi over-wintering on the roots.
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The peas are subject to attack by larvae of the pea-moth, but the
incidence is not usually enough to cause serious damage. Some control
is effected by not ploughing fields which are destined to grow peas next
year in autumn, as the freshly turned soil is attractive for the pea-moths
to pupate in.
Bird damage is difficult to assess. Flocks of sparrows and a few
pigeons descend on the fields at harvest time, migrating along the
Zangskar valley from north to south as the crops ripen. Despite attempts
to scare the birds away some grain is eaten from the standing crops, but
the special method of laying the harvested sheaves with the heads
covered up, in both the field and yard stacks, effectively prevents
damage after reaping. Thus losses in autumn are probably unimportant.
Losses of grain sown in spring are potentially more serious and some
informants considered that they were so; slugs, leather-jacketsand other
soil-living pests are absent, so only birds are relevant. There is an old
English saying:

''Onefir the pigeon, onefor the crow,
One to wither and one to grow."
but there is no evidence that losses are as much as this in Zangskar. If
there were serious losses one would expect plant stocking to be patchy,
but in fact it is usually very consistent.
6. Crop rotation
When asked about crop rotations most Zangskaris will reply that
farmers practise continuous cropping without fallow, using a simple 3
year rotation of:Peas barley ,, wheat

.

With the help of Sandhya Gokhale I analysed the cropping sequence on
eight plots recorded in the Patwari Khasra records for 1972-1980 and
obtained the results shown in Table 5.16 and Fig. 5.11.
Clearly there are wide departures in practice from what is held to be
the ideal rotation, though this, marked in heavy lines on the Table 5.16
Crop rotation diagram, is slightly the most frequent. In some villages it
is a regular practice to grow barley for two years in succession, though
the second crop (so-shul)is usually poorer, and the first year's crop (nakshul) is preferred for seed. Sometimesbarley and peas are sown together
if there is a shortage of dung. Wheat is seldom grown twice running. If
the 3-course rotation were strictly adhered to the proportional areas
under each crop would be 1 : 1 : 1. Actually (Table 5.11) they are about
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PEAS
WHEAT
BARLEY
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Following crop

PEAS

WHEAT
4

22
8

2
18

BARLEY
14
15
10
6

1.6 : 1.6 : 1 (peas being the last), which confirms that successive grain
crops are often grown.
The usual reasons for rotational cropping are to promote fertility and
yields by introducing a nitrogen-fixing legume such as peas; to avoid the
build up of disease or pests which can occur when one crop is grown
continuously; or to assist in weed control. The two last do not seem to
be relevant in Zangskar, but the first seems to be, and is accepted as such
by local farmers. Nevertheless at Sha-de (Ch. 7) the farmers grow a
monoculture of continuous and highly productive barley without the
aid of fertilisers. How they succeed in doing this is still obscure.
Figure 5.11 Crop rotation

Figure 5.1 1 Crop rotation

f3

7. The Integrated System

Besides the operational interdependence of the agricultural and
pastoral sectors described above, there is an equally important con-
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cealed interdependence based on the cycling of nutrients and the
maintenance of fertility (Fig. 5.12). In all agricultural systems, crop
yields are controlled primarily by plant nutrient levels in the soil, and
hence in the long term by the balance between supply and removal of
essential nutrients. Since the largest factor in removal is usually the
produce of the crop, yields tend to stabiliseat a level where supply equals
removal. In developed Western agriculture, large supplies of inorganic
fertilisers are provided which permit continuous removal of high yields.
In primitive agriculture, inputs may be limited to the slow decorrlposition of soil particles, so output is correspondingly low and it may even
be uneconomic to grow a crop every year. In intermediate cases, many
strategies are followed to boost supply or minimise removal and in
Zangskar several of these are successfully employed.
Since the ashes from the dung fires are eventually spread on the fields
with the rest of the household waste, the collection of cattle dung from
the mountain pastures is not only a fuel-gathering process but also a
fertiliser-gathering one. The spread primarily represents a source of
potash and a little phosphate, since nitrogen and sulphur will be
volatilized in the fire. Some naturally dissolved salts, especially lime, are
applied in the irrigation water, and the deposition of fresh silt from
glacier melt-water is a continuing source of fresh, unweathered minerals.
The main emphasis, however, is on the prevention of losses. The
residues of all the crops consumed by both man and animals are returned
to the fields in the form of night-soil and manure, so that losses from this
primary cycle are quite low. Even in the case of nitrogen, where losses
are most likely from manure, these are minimized by the cold dry
conditions which rapidly stop decomposition. Some losses from the
fields by leaching are inevitable, because if irrigation is reduced to try to
prevent them, the worse evil of salination is likely. They can be
minimized, however, by avoiding over-irrigation and, where water is
short, there is every incentive to do this.
Nitrogen presents a particularly interesting problem. The night-soil
and manure together represent only recycled nitrogen and some other
source is needed to make good the small but inevitable losses. In the
lower villages the inclusion of peas, which have nitrogen-fixingnodules,
in the rotation is the obvious answer; yet at Sha-de barley is cropped
continuously, year after year, with no leguminous crop, nor fallow with
leguminous weeds. I am told that at some villages in the Indus valley too,
farmers similarly crop continuous barley, or, at lower altitudes, continuous wheat. In autumn some nitrogen is added when cattle graze the
slopes by day and dung on the fields by night, but whether this is
sufficient to replace losses is uncertain.
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In S.E. Asia it is known that the high productivity of irrigated rice ib
maintained by the fixationof nitrogen by blue-green algae in the flooded
fields. Fields in Zangskar have surfacewater only for an hour or so each
week, but recently it has been realized that the yields still obtained at
Rothamsted Experimental Station, England, after over a century of
continuous wheat or barley, must be partly attributable to the fixation of
nitrogen by blue-green algae living in the soil of un-irrigated fields and
to micro-organisms which grow on and within the roots of crops and
grasses. Estimates at Rothamsted range from 15to 39 kg/N/ha/ yr and
similar work elsewhere has yielded estimates in this range (Tinker,
1984). Soil samples collected for me in Zangskar by the Durham
University Expedition in 1984 and cultured through the help of Professor Walsby yielded a sparse flora of blue-green algae. However, fresh
soil samples collected by me in 1985from fields near Leh and incubated
with acetylene indicated only low rates of nitrogen fixation (A.J.Rother,
pers. cornm.). Although the quantities of nitrogen which might be
supplicd by these sources are too small to meet the needs of Westernstyle intensive agriculture (200-300 kg/ha), they may be important in
Zangskar where most of the nitrogen is recycled and losses areprobably
small. Even so fixation probably ceases during the winter when the soil
is frozen and snow-covered. Analyses of irrigation water supplies
collected for me by the Durham Expedition to Zangskar showed such
low nitrate contents (O.lmg/l) that, even when multiplied by the large
estimated application rate (30 cm in 3 months), they would only supply
0.3 kg/ha during a summer. This possible source of nitrogen is thus not
significant.
The survival of a system of animal husbandry, which by conventional
measures has a very low productivity, in conjunction with highly
productive arable crops is at first sight a curious paradox. Why do the
people bother to maintain the inefficient livestock sector? It is because
the success of the whole agricultural and pastoral system in Zangskar is
largely due to its efficiency in conserving soil nutrients, and to the ability
of the hardy local cattle to maintain the necessary inputs of draughtpower and manure on a scanty diet. The livestock are essential for the
crops, and for the supply of fuel without which the grain could not be
cooked. Add to this the numerous dairy, textile, hide and meat byproducts of the livestock and reasons for their maintenance become
clearer still. Moreover, the labour cost is small and it might be difficult
to employ the main labour involved, that of the young girls, on other
more productive work. The cattle contribute to warmth in winter not
only by their dung, but by occupying and wanning the outer rooms of
the house around the central living room of the family.
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8. Zangskari agriculture in the future

An important distinction must be drawn between possible increases
in production from the present areas of cultivation and herds of the
present size, and those due to extending the areas or increasing the
herds.
Inview of the good cereal yields obtainable in Zangskar when manure
and irrigation water are adequate, any attempts to 'improve' the crops
must be very carefully considered and tested.In many villages, however,
the yield is restricted by lack of water, and important gains are possible
here, as discussed in Ch. 2. The interdependence of straw production
and manure production in the traditional system means that both have
to be improved together by prolonged good husbandry. By the use of
imported fertilisers, particularly nitrogen, it would of course be possible
to raise crop production quickly on farms that are short of cattle and
manure, either as a permanent measure, or possibly as only a temporary
one to be followed by the acquisition of more cattle and a return to the
traditional system.
With such a closely integrated system, any social or technical changes
may have unforeseen effects, and well-meant ideas to improve it need
sceptical consideration. Some changes are probably socially desirable
and inevitable, such as the increase in opportunities for independent and
non-celibate careers for younger brothers and for sisters, resulting in a
rise in population that is already evident. Yet, if this increase in
population is accompaniedby a strict enforcementof existing legislation
governing the equal division of inherited property, this may lead to farm
fragmentation and uneconomic holdings, as seen elsewhere in India.
Although polyandry is already only a minority practice, it is unfortunate
that imported concepts of marital morals should discourage such a
demographically sensible custom (Chs. 10,15,24,26 and Appendix).
Technical innovations based on an inadequate understanding of a
system are often advocated by 'experts' trained in different circurnstances. The low milk productivity of the local cattle naturally prompts
recommendations to raise this by importation and use of expensive
pedigree Jerseybulls. Firstly, this ignores the fact that butter production
is less important than dung production, and it is certain that 'improved'
Jersey hybrids will be less hardy and less efficient producers of dung
from mountain pastures; nor are the males likely to match the dzo for
ploughing. Secondly,improvements in animal nutrition and husbandry
could lead to great improvements in fertility, survival and production
from the existing genetic resources. Once surplus female stock are
available, farmers will be able to breed and cull selectively to improve
their herds, which is impossible at present.
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Figure 5.12 Nutrient cycling in the traditional agricultural system in Zangkar.
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Cattle numbers are limited by summer grazing as well as winter
fodder. I suspect that the former are fully exploited (and possibly
overgrazed), so a herd increase will depend on an increase of both
summer and winter forage crops. Improved husbandry and faster
growth should however make it possible to raise productivity from the
existing herd. The prospects for livestock improvement are complementary, but the immediate attractions of increasing milk yields by importing high-grade bulls are unlikely to be successful unless measures can
also be taken to increase and improve the fodder. Hardy varieties of
European cattle such as Scottish Highland, Galloway and Welsh Black
should be tried as sires of cows to be crossed with yak (Ch. 6).
There are good opportunities for introducing a wider range of
secondary crops, vegetables and trees, but in view of the data given
above it is doubtful if large genetic improvements can be made in the
staple food crops, though trials should certainly be made. Genetic
improvement of the cereals from outside sources will be difficult
because of the severe restrictions on length of growing season. The local
varieties ripen more quickly than any available elsewhere. Earlier
sowing is impossible because of snowcover and apart from the weather
risks of later harvesting, there are organizational problems: all the crops
have to be harvested before threshing can begin, as the cattle then range
over the unfenced fields. Varieties which ripen at a different time to the
rest are prone to damage by sparrows (this is a serious problem invariety
trials). The potential yields of the local barleys already seem as high as
any in the world, their other characteristics are also excellent, and they
are free from pests (though some aphis occurs in the Indus valley. The
wheat seems to offer some opportunity for improvement and a better
variety is being distributed in the Indus valley. The peas are very hardy
and fast growing, but effective control of the pea-moth would be an
advantage and it would be worth trying some other varieties with larger
peas, initially for garden cultivation. The harvest index (ratio of
grainstraw) is already good (45-50%)and in view of the importance of
straw for fodder there is no great need to improve it.
Improvements in husbandry appear to offer more scope, and the
controversial questioi~sof mechanization and use of fertilisers immediately arise. These have important political and economic undertones;
for instance the extent to which it is desirable for Zangskar to be
dependent on subsidized imports from India that have to be brought
over long rough roads and high passes. There seems little point in
mechanization at present, but undoubtedly the use of fertilisers could
raise production. However, if nitrogen is in the form of ammonium
sulphate (asat present) it could lead to serious leaching of other nutrients
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from some soils, and for this reason its use has mostly been abandoned
in England. Because straw production limits the cattle stock that can be
fed, while the cattle stock limits the area of cereal crops that can be
manured, productivity cannot be increased quickly from internal resources. Moderate use of fertilisersmight enable production to be raised
to a higher plane, but research is needed on the natural sources of
nitrogen. If these are indeed blue-green algae, then it is important to
know whether artificial nitrogen fertiliser has a depressing effect on
them as it does on nitrogen fixation by clover.
If other forms of domestic heating were adopted (e.g. Trombe Walls
and solar cookers Ch. 26) more unburnt dung would be available for
manure, rather than merely as ash,but, on the evidence of Sha-devillage,
there would also be a reduction in the dried dung-fuel brought down
from the summer grazings, a d hence in this nutrient input.
The most important single measure to raise production to support an
increasing population is the improvement of irrigation facilities, especially in villages where lack of water is already restricting the area
cultivated. Loss by seepage from long leats is serious; already the
government has subsidized the lining of a few with masonry, for
example at Zangla, but more could be done. Some rather larger works
are in hand, but progressing slowly, for example, the construction of a
small canal from the Sani river to irrigate a large area of the Padum
plain, and the provision of another reservoir at sTongde. Besides
growing more grain, increased irrigation could permit the growing of
more alfalfa both for conservation and direct feeding, which would
make a big contribution to the standard of livestock nutrition and
productivity.
All such work must be based on a full understanding of and sympathy
with the local agricultural system and its restrictions, both environmental and social. Indeed it is essential to start by clanfymg the reasons why
improvement, expansion or development are thought necessary at all,
and consideringwhether technological solutionsto such demands are in
the best long term interests of the people: to what extent they are being
pursued because of externally imposed political or economic pressures,
or because of professional preconceptions learnt in a different situation.
For example, there is no general or serious shortage of staple foods in
Zangskar as is witnessed by the quantity of grain used for brewing,
though the poorest families could do with more, and larger disasterresources would be an advantage. Exports could not compete with
lowland wheat in price, especially if dependent on imported fertilisers.
The current official policy to encourage the use of artificial fertilisers by
heavy subsidies needs critical review.
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Large expansion of cultivation may be required if population growth
accelerates. Major new irrigation projects could provide both this and
winter fodder for associated stock, but there might then be a risk of
overgrazing the summer pastures, so irrigated summer fodder crops
may have to be grown. Major additions to existing large holdings may
be self-defeatingbecause the family labour to weed and irrigate them is
insufficient, and hired labour may be uneconomic. Farmers in the Indus
valley are already complaining because imports of cheap subsidized
food,grown in the valley of Kashmir or the Plains, are undercutting local
prices and making farming unattractive. One understandable but
undesirable adjustment, that many farmers in Ladakh have already
made to these changes, is to cut peas out of the rotation because of
competition from subsidized imported lentils, and to grow continuous
wheat (or barley at the higher altitudes), using subsidized imported
fertiliser to replace the nitrogen originally supplied by the peas. The
same may happen soon in Zangskar.
Improvements in livestock productivity are more attractive because
the products are of high value and readily exportable, but this will
require more dedication, understanding and skill than are at present
availablein the government organizationsconcerned with both research
and extension work. Equally important are detailed studies of Bos
grunniens x B . taurusp. indicus hybrids, and practical measures to
improve fertility and calf survival.
Finally, apparently non-agricultural innovations could disrupt the
system. Fig. 5.13 shows that the most important single factor in the
maintenance of soil nitrogen levels is the return of human excreta to the
fields. The introduction of flush water-closets would break this link,
apart from the serious problem of pollution to water-supplies that is
likely to ensue. Before a policy is adopted of encouraging (or even
permitting?) the installation of W.C's., the problems and direct costs of
effective sewage disposal need to be considered, especially during
winter when waterpipes and drains freeze and decomposition ceases.
To this must be added the hidden costs of replacing the manurial value
of human excreta by artificialfertilisers; even if the treatment process is
designed to produce a sludge suitable for agricultural use, much of the
nitrogen will be lost.
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CHAPTER SIX

ANIMAL HUSBANDRY IN ZANGSKAR

"Howlike yaks were your drowsy thoughts, slowly winding round in the dim
air #your quiet room.
Aunt Ada Doom in Cold Cornjbrt Farm (Gibbons 1943, p.143)
"
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v Share milking (she-mar) and yields
vi Dairy produce
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2. Goats and sheep; wolves and snow leopards
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ii Breeding and management
iii Saddlery
iv Shoeing
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4. Donkeys
5. Dogs
6. Cats
7. Chickens
8. Herd and Flock Size
9. Summer grazing camps in Zangskar
i General description
ii Ralakung Doksa
iii sTara Doksa
iv Livestock at sTara Doksa
10. Summary
11. References
1. Cattle
i. Terminology
It is uncertain whether Stella Gibbonshad first-hand experience of yak
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but her simile is not inappropriate, whether she is referring to the
muffled, hypnotic circling of a threshing team or to long summer days
spent ranging the rocky hillsides of some remote valley. Yak are for the
most part phlegmatic animals, patiently enduring the rigours of their
environment and the orders of their owners. This is an important
characteristic for animals whose services and products occupy a vital
place in the economy of every household. (See refs. p. 142)
Before discussing the cattie further, certain points of terminology
need to be clarified. The Tibetan word yak (gYag)refers strictly only to
the males of the species Bos grunniens - 'the grunting ox', the females
being called dim0 ('Brimo). For convenience, however, we shall use the
word yak to cover, when required, both sexes, singular and plural.
Further complications arise with the hybrids which result from the
extensive interbreeding of yak with Bos taurus, the common domestic
cattle of European origin (referred to here as 'common bull' etc.). The
detailed nomenclature for the different generations of hybrids is given
in Table 6.1. However, the terms for the F3 and later generations are little
used, partly because the ancestry of such an animal may not be known
or remembered by the informant, but mainly because, as a result of a
decline in fertility, there are fewer of them.
The domestic yak differs little from its wild counterpart which is
indigenous to the Tibetan plateau and well adapted. Wild yak are larger

Table 6.1 Hybrids of yak (Bos gnmniens) and European cattle (Bos taurus)
English
Zangskari
Male yak
yak (gYag)
Female yak
dim0 ('Bri.mo)
European bull
lang.to
European cow
pa.shi (Lad. ba.lang)
Parents
Offspring
Female
Male
yak x pa.shi s
dzomo (mDzo.mo)
d z o (rnDw) (sterile)
yak x dzomo
gar.mo
ga.ru (sterile)
yak x gar.mo 1,
gir.mo
gir (sterile)
yak x gir.mo B
lok.mo
lok (sterile)
yak x lok.mo *
tsig.rno
?
yak x lok.mo/tsig.mo
dimo
yak (fertile)
1ang.to x di.mo ,,
dzomo
dimzo (sterile)
1ang.to x dzomo ,,
stol.mo
stol.po (sterile)
1ang.to x stol.mo ,,
pa.shi
lang.to
),

* This F5 generation is seldom recognized and even the F4 generation is often not
distinguished .
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than domestic ones (Epstein,1969)yet the latter are stillvery solidlybuilt
animals (Table 6.3). the bulls weighing up to 750 kg. This appearance is
enhanced by the large bony crest of their withers, topped by a short
mane, and by the long fringe of hair which hangs from their belly, almost
hiding their legs so that they seem to be gliding along on castors. Their
long horns project sideways almost horizontally at the base, then rise in
a graceful sweeping curve although some animals are naturally polled
(i.e. hornless from birth). This makes them safer to handle (though most
are fairly amenable anyway), but means that one cannot put a lashing
between horns and nose-ring as is commonly done to help tether or
handle them, and makes them more vulnerable to wolves. A reliable
estimate of their age can be made by adding three to the number of
annual growth rings visible at the base of the horns. Yak are generally
thought of as black, and the general name for cattle in Ladakhi is nagchugs meaning 'black animals', but in fact they, as well as their hybrids,
vary considerably in colour. Table 6.2 shows that at Lenak, near
Kargyag, over 90% were black or black with white markings and that
40% were polled. The most striking pattern, tawo, consists of a white
face, back-stripe and tail on an otherwise black animal. Occasionally allwhite yak are born and are dedicated to the Dalai Lama.
There were no dzo, gar, gir, lang-to or pa-shi at Lenak, but the absence
of the first four, all male, and the presence of only a few yak (for use in
moving the doksa) indicates that most of the male cattle were herded in
some other valley. There were several first year calves, 11second year
calves, 20 goats of all ages and 44 sheep of all ages.
Yak bulls can generally be handled much more easily and safely than
most European bulls. Besides ploughing and threshing, they are used
for carrying loads and for riding. Their noses are pierced and fitted with
a loop of bent juniper (shuk.pa),honeysuckle (set)or rose (se-u) wood, so
that they can readily be led or ridden with a single rein. They are very
sure-footed and we soon gained confidence on one, travelling from Shade over very steep, narrow, rocky tracks and fording deep rivers, the
latter often with another adult as pillion. They habitually carry on a
friendly grunting conversation with their riders. Riding saddles are not
usually made for yak, and the common pack-saddle (Fig. 6.1A) is crude
and excruciatingly uncomfortable to sit on; just a rug on its broad back
is more comfortable but rather insecure. Occasionally something would
alarm the yak and it would accelerate as if jet-propelled, leaving its rider
to fall to the ground behind it. A group of frightened yak charging along
a narrow path is quite alarming. Adult yak bulls often fight each other
over the possession of females, - a succession of battering ram charges
followed by a short pursuit of the loser - and it can be dangerous to
approach them then. Otherwise they may readily be caught with a bowl
of salt. Adult bulls surplus to breeding requirements are often castrated
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at 5-6 years old, especially if they are persistently aggressive towards
humans. We watched one such, aged 7, being cut at Lenak doksa.
Di-mo are much more lightly built with slender, usually forwardprojecting horns which are often mis-shapen, and rough black hair
almost concealing their very small udders. Their milk yield is usually
less than 1 litre a day but of high fat content.
The common cattle in Zangskar are small, humpless, smooth-coated
and usually dark-haired, a small Tibetan strain of European type cattle
(Bos taurus). Zebu cattle (Bos indicus), common in the Plains, are not kept
in Zangskar, though a few are housed in research establishments at Leh.
Because common bulls are few (there is only one in the sTongde herd)
and because hybrids sired by a yak are preferred, most hybrids are those
in the upper half of Table 6.1. All the females are fertile but the males are
sterile until at least the F4 generation. Dzo-mo, the F1 females, are much
valued, being reputed to yield more milk than a dimo, but of nearly as
high quality. In appearance they are intermediatebetween the dimo and
the common cow.
The Dzo (mDzo), the F1 male, is (like the mule) much valued for its
strength and endurance: a dzo can plough all day, whereas a yak can
only plough for half a day; the working life of a dzo extends on average
between the ages of 5 and 14 years, whereas a yak may often be too old
at 10 years. In appearance the dzo is much smoother haired than a yak,
usually with a less cylindrical body, a longer face and more upwardly
directed horns. Though sterile, they have testicles and do show sexual
libido. Local tradition holds that their erect penis is 5 cm or more longer
than the yak's and that they often mount females that are already in calf
and cause them to abort. Unfortunately we had no opportunity to
confirm any of these assertions and we have some doubts whether the
last can result. However, to discourage this it is common practice to
castrate them and to brand the end of their penis crosswise at an age of
3-4 years, preferably in the spring when there is a flush of new grass to
help them recover.
Gar-mo m d gir-mo are naturally rather more like di-mo, but it is not
easy for a visitor to distinguish them from dzo-mo.
Although there seems to be a general preference for hybrids sired by a
yak, some informantssaid that ones sired by 2.lang-to were just as good and
in Nepal those sired by a lang-to or a zebu (Bosindicus) are more productive
exceptperhaps at the highest altitudes.We saw too few to form any opinion.
The common cattle we saw in Zangskar seemed to be of poor quality, and
the Government's improvement schemes, using pedigree Jersey bulls,
which are being promoted in the Indus Valley, do not yet seem to have
reached Zangskar, though the merits of this are debatable.
ii Size
Despite the lack of holding facilities most of the animals were docile
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enough to be measured without difficulty. Yak and dzo grazing beyond
the sTongde La were caught with salt. The most striking feature of our
measurements was the great variability in size of both young and mature
animals. This has been commented on by workers elsewhere and almost
certainly results from variations in pre-weaning nutrition, rather than
heredity. Denisov (1958)has shown that milking the dam twice daily (as
is usual in Zangskar) reduces the weight of 6-month calves by 50%
compared with ones which have her entire milk supply, whereas once

Table 6.2A Cattle at Lehar Norburi Doksa in the bnak valley
Colour

Yak

Di-mo

Dzo-mo Gar-mo

Gir-mo Total

nag-po
ta-wo
thod-kar
kham-pa
ngon-po
fo-wa-kar
she-shup

H = homed

P = polled

Table 6.2B Cattle colours
Zangskari

English

Phonetic
nag-po
rok-po
ta-wo
fo-wa-kar
thod-kar
kar-ba
ngon-po
kham-pa
kar-po
mug-gu
she-shup

pho. wa.dl(ar
tho.dKar
dKar.ba
sNgon.pho
kham.pa
dKar.pho
sMug.gu
she.shup

black
big and black (only applied to males)
black with white stripe down face, back
and tail.
black with white belly
black with white blaze on forehead
black with white face
blue-grey roan (particularly liked)
brown, dun.
white (rare)
reddish-brown
grey and white

NB. 1. '-pot and '-pa' are male terminations. For females use '-mo' and '-ma'
2. 'Yak fuli' (phu.19 means "long-homed" yak - specially admired.
3. 'Yak dolo' means "polled, hornless"

Table 6.3 Cattle measurements
Shoulder height-cm
Age
ZANGSKAR
yak, dzo
di-mo, dzo-mo, pa-shi
KIRGHIZ and CHINA (1,2)
yak 1 dams milked
di-mo) twice daily

4m
56-63

Girth-cm

by=+
100-140
90-110

4m
69-75

119-128
100-121

Estimated weight-kg
byr+

birth

160-220
110-170

10-15

170
154
Birth

U.K.
Jersey (5) bull

4m

2~

4~

23-30

100-150
70- 100

130-350
100-170

300-750
100-350

8-25
32-58

33-68
600d

4~r+

300d

6yr

(not available)

COW

Aberdeen Angus (3)
bull
COW

Galloway (3) (6)
bull
COW

Sources:

Note.

1. Denisov (1958 quoted in Bonnemaire & Jest (1976)
2. Balezin 1959) quoted in Epstein (1959)
3. Min. Agric. Fish & Food, U.K.

4. Somerset Cattle Breeding Centre
5. Jersey Cattle Society and E.J.Stevens
6. Galloway Cattle Society

Measurements given by Feng Yang-Liam (1982) for yak in Sichuan, China, show that castrated yak and sterile 'pien niu'
(yak x yellow cattle) are 25% larger than entire yak, but we found no differences in Zangskar.
See also Phillips et al. (1946).
Yr = Year; m = month; d = day
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Table 6.4 Zangskar model dairy herd of pure-bred yak. (5 adult femaler)
Herd composition
I yak aged 5-9 years

1 livestockunit

5 di-mo aged 5,6,7,8,9 yr.

5

(allow 20% calving and rearing losses)
2 calves aged 0-1 year, 1male, 1 female.

0

2 aged 1-2 years (each 0.25 1.u.)

0.5

2 aged 2-3 years (each 0.51.u.)

1

2 aged 3-4 years (each 0.5 1.u.)

1

2 aged 4 5 years (each 0.75 1.u.)

1.5

Total 16 animals

10 livestock units

Annual replacements
1 di-mo aged 5 years for dairy herd.
0.2 yak for draught animal (i.e. one in every fifth year).
Annual output
1cull di-mo for slaughter.
0.2 cull yak for slaughter (i.e. one in every fifkh year).
0.8 yak aged 5 years for sale 0.e. one yak in four years in five).
Net Output: 2 animals each year.

Annual milk production (see discussion later)
5 di-mo, calving in alternate years give 5 x 120 = 600 litres of milk 63 6.8% fat = 40 kg butter

Annual productivity
4 kg butter per livestock unit, or 8 kg per adult dimo.
0.2 adult animals per livestock unit.

NB. Livestock unit = 1.u. = a notional factor for expressing grazing and fodder
requirements of livestock of different ages (and species) compared with adult cattle.
Although an adult yak is much heavier than a dimo, the latter has to provide for
pregnancy and milk so may consume as much.

daily milking only reduces it by 1570.Calf weight at 6 months is likely
to be an important factor in survival over their first winter. Denisov has
also shown that most animals, young and mature, actually lose weight
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in winter, this amounting to 15% of their body weight in adult females,
but this is regained in the following summer. These losses reflect the
poor winter diet which is restricted to limited quantities of straw. We
had no means of weighing animalslarger than sheep and goats so, except
for one newborn calf weighing 13.5kg, all our estimates of cattle weights
are derived from the relationship:

Weight = 70 x Girthj
where weight is in kilograms and girth in metres. This was derived from
girth and weight measurements of 70 cattle near Bristol, England, of
various breeds, and on those cattle it yielded estimated weights within
+ 10%of the correct value. The estimates show clearly the strong sexual
dimorphism, with adult males averaging twice the weight of females.
Our sample (36 cattle)was too small to demonstrate differences reliably
within each sex, but most dzo were smaller than yak, contrary to reports
from other areas. These measurements are otherwise quite similar to
those recorded for yak elsewhere, some of which are shown in Table 6.3,
but they all show interesting contrasts with comparable breeds of cattle
in the U.K. such as Jersey, Aberdeen Angus and Galloway. The first is
essentially a lightly built dairy breed, yielding moderate quantities of
high quality milk, but rather delicate and resembling the local Tibetan
cattle. The two latter are robust but small beef breeds rather similar to
yak in shape and size. The most striking difference is the live weight gain
of only about 0.1-0.2 kg/day in young Zangskar cattle over the first five
years, whereas the U.K. cattle approach their mature weight in 2-3 years,
with an average gain of 0.6-0.8 kg/day. Of course this is due partly to
genetic and partly to environmental factors, but with better winter
forage the cattle would reach their genetic potential size more often and
more rapidly. Although their long belly hair gives one the impression
that yak are short-legged, in fact our measurements indicate that, for a
given girth, yak are about 5% taller than comparable U.K. beef cattle.

iii Reproduction and breeding
We obtained information on herd reproduction in three different
ways: by comparing the numbers of animals of different ages in a herd;
by asking direct questions about the behaviour and management of the
animals; and by recording 'herd histories' for the cattle of individual
farmers. Just as some human societies have a strong oral tradition of
their own genealogy (usuallyin the male line),so pastoralists often have
excellent memories of the genealogy of their animals, at least in the
female line, and can provide historical data of this kind much more
readily and reliably than they can answer generalized questions about
reproduction rates.
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From this information it became clear that fertility was low, with
females calving only in alternate years or even less. In consequence,
many farmers had difficulty in maintaining their herd s k , let alone
producing surplus stock for sale, and most indeed had to buy stock.
Table 6.4 shows a model balance sheet for an unusually large pure bred
Zangskari herd of yak and di-mo, with the figures rounded off conveniently. It shows that all females have to be kept to maintain the herd
size, with little opportunity to cull individuals for low productivity or
fertility, and that there is only a small surplus of male animals for
slaughter or disposal. Although Zangskaris are Buddhists, and so in
principle are vegetarians, like all Tibetans they are also practical people
and in autumn two or more families will often combine to cull an old or
barren animal and freeze-dry the shared meat for eating during the long
winter. There is an important export trade in live yak and dzo, on the
hoof, to the Indus Valley for ploughing.
For comparison, Table 6.5 shows a comparablebalance sheet based on
a proportion of H.O's fairly typical dairy herd of Friesian cows in
England. It seems that in ternls of butter they are twenty-five times as
productive per livestock unit (a measure of the grazing fodder requirements of an adult animal), and twice as productive in terms of animals.
Part of this difference is due to genetic differences, but these can only be
expressed in terms of higher production if the plane of nutrition permits
it. Such comparisons need caution as conditions in Zangskar and
England are not the same; English cattle would die if subjected to the
scanty grazing and harsh conditions of Ladakh. The low production of
butter is partly due to the need for the Zangskar calf to be suckled for one
or two years, which takes half the dam's yield, whereas the English calf
is only suckled for a few days and will be weaned even from milk
substitute after about 6 weeks.
A comparison with Indian water-buffalo Bubalis bubalis is probably
more appropriate since these are similarly the mainstay, for dung, milk
and draught work, of farmers in lowland India and the Himalayan foothills. They too calve only every second (O'dendhal, 1972) or third
(Conlin and Falk, 1979)year. If they are well fed their milk production
can be higher than that of di-mo, up to 1250litres in first year of lactation.
However, O'dendhal found that the annual yield, averaged over a l l
adult females (1963),was only about 170 litres at 4.7% fat, i.e. 8 kg of fat,
the same as our overall estimate for di-mo.
Comparison with cattle of other developed regions also show them in
a less unfavourable light. The native Arsi cows on the high plateau of
Ethiopia weigh 200-250 kg, so closely resemble Zangskari female cattle
in size (Kiwuwa et al. 1983). The daily milk yield was 2.7 litres and the
lactation yield of fat 35 kg. Since the calving interval was only 1.2years,
mean production was about double that of a dzo-mo. However these
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cattle were kept on an experimental farm and fed well, in a much less
stressful climate than Zangskar; those belonging to local farmers
probably have fertility and yields resembling those in Zangskar.
Zangskarifarmers do not have strong breeding policies and practices:
partly because of the practical difficulties of controlling mating in an
extensive grazing system; partly because the slow growth and low
reproduction and survival rates reduce the possible rate of improvement and discourage culling of the worse females. However, a clear
difference in herd composition can be seen between the lower villages
in the main Zangskar and Stod valleys, where there is less winter snow
and there is a predominance of dzo-mo with a sigruhcant number of pashi from which they are bred (Table 6.2), and the higher villages where
di-mo predominate (Table 6.16). This pattern has been further extended
in the Indus valley, where most of the cattle are pa-shi.
The best time for a calf to be born is in May. The weather is warm and
the flush of spring grazing will have nourished the foetus and increased
the milk yield of its dam, but there is still time for the calf to grow
sufficientlyto survive the next winter. Since the gestation period is nine
months, this would result from a mating in the previous August. At that
time all the cattle are up at the doksa and ranging freely a l l day. Until
the end of June there is an attempt to keep the males away from the
females, by taking them to a distant valley, but the fact that many calves
are born in March and April shows that this is only partly successful. At
the end of the winter the dam has probably been underfed since
November in terms of both energy and protein, as has been demonstrated by Berthet-Bondet (1983)in Nepal, and this probably contributes
sigruficantly to the neo-natal calf mortality. Dargyay (1982)records that
in southern Tibet many dzo-mo calves die within a few weeks of birth.
Inmid-Julywe found that a lang-to had just been bought from a farmer
in Padurn to run with the females at sTara doksa, together with a
magnificent black male yak belonging to the Gompa. Besides these, two
other male yak had crossed the sTongde-La by mistake and joined the
herd. No effort seems to be made to ensure that any particular female
is mated to any particular male, but generally farmerstry to avoid having
more than one male yak with the herd at this time as it leads to fighting.
We saw severalbattles, the Gompa yak being a clear winner and we also
saw him serve several females. In August, the whole herd moves over
the sTongde-La and the rest of the males have an opportunity to serve
any still unmated females which are in oestrus. However, the low plane
of nutrition and the prolonged period of calf-suckling into the second
year after calving are probably effective in rendering many females
anoestrus, thus preventing annual calving.
If pa-shi are kept down near the village, as some are at Padum for
example, there may be difficulty in finding a male to serve them when
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they come in oestrus because the yak will all be up in the mountains and
there are still very few lang-to in Zangskar. Conception rates would
certainly be even worse than they are when a yak runs with the herd. The
innovation whereby one farmer buys a lang-to for general use at the
doksa, to be sold again at the end of the season, was not likely to result
in any genetic improvement in this instance, since the lang-to at sTara
was a very poor specimen.
The relative importance of the different factors which influence a
farmer's choice of herd composition is not clear. Greater milk output
clearly favours the dzo-mo, and still more the pa-shi, against the di-mo,
even when the higher butterfat content of the di-mo's milk is allowed for.

Table 6.5 A model herd with 5 adult females based on Henry Osmaston's Dairy
Farm near Bristol, England. (actually 140 cattle)
Herd composition
No bull (all breeding by A.I.)

5 cows aged 3,4,5,6,7 years
(allow 10% calving and rearing losses)
4.5calves aged 0-1year (each 0.2 1.u.)
4.5 aged 1-2years (each 0.51.u.)
4.5 aged 2-2.5years (each 0.8 1.u. x 0.5year)
18.5animals total
Annual replacements
1 heifer replacement for dairy herd.
Annual output
I cull cow for market.
1.25 heifers for sale aged 2.5 years.
2.25 bullocks for sale aged 2.5 years.
Net output: 4.5 animals each year.
Milk production
5 Friesian cows calving every year give 5 x 5000 litres of milk @ 4% fat = 1000 kg butter
Annual productivity
100 kg butter per livestock unit, or 200 kg per adult cow
0.45 adult animals per livestock unit
NB. Livestock unit = 1.u. = a notional factor for expressing grazing and fodder
requirements of livestock of different ages (and species)compared with adult cattle.
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However, the butter from di-mo and dzo-mo milk is much preferred. At
present (1985)in Leh it fetches R. 170 per bati (2 kg), about three times
the price of ordinary butter such as 'Amul', imported from the Plains.
Thus the difference in value of their butter production may be small.
Although our very limited data did not show any better fertility or calf
survival among di-mo, it is widely accepted that the adults are more
resistant to severe winter conditions than pashi and any of the hybrids,
male or female. At the higher villages this is probably the main reason
for the predominance of yak and di-mo; conversely the Indus valley is
lower than the optimum altitude for yak and di-mo.
Our data showed that there would be little opportunity for income
from selling female stock owing to the lack of a surplus. However, there
is a surplus of male stock for sale, especially of dzo for ploughing. The
farmer who wishes to maximise the number of dzo-mo in his herd, and
the number of dzo he rears for sale is however in a quandary, since he
can only rear them from a maternal stock of pa-shi. Moreover this is a
continuing necessity owing to the poor reproduction of the dzo-mo and
later generations. Effectively the dzo-mo can be regarded as only half
as fertile as a pa-shi from the point of view of herd dynamics. Thus the
model herd shown in Table 6.4 is not valid for herds with dzo-mo. An
alternativemodel of a self-maintaininghybrid herd is presented inTable
6.6. However, it is too optimistic about the reproduction to be achieved
by the pa-shi, and showswhy Zangskari fanners in the mainvalleysneed
to buy frequent replacements from outside, though those in the higher
villages with herds of yak and di-mo can manage without. This must be
an important cost factor in deciding the compositionof one's herd. Table
6.19B shows the considerable cash investment that may be needed.
Berthet-Bondet (1983)reports similarly that at Salme in Nepal "Renewal
of the village cattle population is not achieved by natural reproduction
and has to be maintained by major purchases from outside". Cattle
prices in Zangskar range from about Rs.700 for a female not in calf to
Rs.2000 for one newly calved and in full milk. Strong yak and dzo range
from Rs.700 upwards, and can fetch Rs.1000-2000 if driven to Leh.
An interesting contrast is provided by the herds of the Langtang valley
in Nepal, described by Bomemaire and Teissier (in Bomemaire and Jest,
1976).Although there too di-mo only calve in alternate years, this seems
to be more reliable than in Zangskar and dzo-mo usually calve annually.
Several factors influence this: the summer grazing and winter forage are
better there; the dzo-mo are taken down to the lower valleys in winter;
and two-thirds of the dzo-mo are crosses with zebu (Bos indicus)
pastured in the lower valleys and probably calving annually. As a result
of the better fertility and survival, the farmers actually cull the F2 calves,
to limit herd size to the capacity of the grazing land, and are thus enabled
to take the full milk yield of the dzo-mo. This is greater than in Zangskar
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Table 6.6 A model hybrid herd in Zangskar with 10 adult femalee.
Herd composition: adult female stock
5 pa-shi
5 hybrids (dzo-mo, gar-mo, gu-mo etc.)
Five year reproduction budget
5 pa-shi calving 3.6 times in 5 years - 18 calves, less 2040 deaths 15 calves surviving.
Served twice as often by lang-to as by yak, so calves are:
5 lang-to - for sale or slaughter.
- for replacements.
5 pa-shi
- for sale
2.5 dzo
2.5 dzo-mo - for replacement.
2.5 dzo-mo ) calving twice in 5 years - 10 calves, less 50% deaths)
- 5 calves surviving
i.e.
1.25 garu - for slaughter
1.25 garmo - for replacement
1.25 garmo calving twice in 5 years - 1.25 calves surviving:
0.6 gir - for slaughter
0.6 gir-mo - for replacement
etc.
i.e. total dzo-mo, gar-mo, gir-mo etc. = 2.5 + 1.25 + .6 + ... = 5
Notes 1. The services of a lang-to and yak are also needed.
2. This model requires as many paahi as hybrids, and is too optimistic about
the fertility of the pa-shi. In practice therefore paahi are primarily used to
breed dzo-mo, and replacement pa-shi are not bred, but are bought from
villages in the Suru valley where pa-shi thrive better than dimo.
3. Total stock at any time:
1 adultllang-to & yak 2 livestock unit 4 aged 1-2year, 1 livestock unit
5 adultlpa-shi 5 livestock unit 4 aged 2-3 year, 2 livestock unit
5 adult/hybrids 5 livestock unit 4 aged 3-4 year, 2 livestock unit
4 aged 0-1 year 0 livestock unit 4 aged 4-5 year, 3 livestock unit
Total 20 livestock units, plus any surplus males reared for sale or slaughter.
-

~

because of the better grazing and because every year is a f-resh lactation.
These differences serve to emphasise the severe environmental
constraints on cattle-breeding in Zangskar, and point to the vital need
to improve husbandry practices rather than to introduce exotic, highly
yieldingbut highly demanding breeds such asJ e y s . Modest improvements may however be possible by crossing with hardy varieties which
are already well adapted to tough mountainous environments in other
countries but yield slightly more milk. Highland Cattle which yielded
several litres of milk to traditional Scottish crofters, have produced most
impressivelooking crosseswith wild yak in Scottishsafariparks, the dzo
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being huge animals. A clue to some of the problems with Yak x Bos taurus
hybrids may lie in recent studies sf cattle lungs (Anand et al., 1986). Most
animals respond to low oxygen pressures by constriction of the arterioles in their lungs; in severe cases this leads to death from congestion.
In most cattle the effect is reinforced by hypertrophy (excessivegrowth)
of the muscle surrounding the arterioles but high altitude yaks have
arteriole walls that are thinner than other cattle have at level. This
characteristic appears to be inherited in a simple Mendelian manner.
iv Health
The herd histories and censuses show that once cattle reach maturity
they have a fair longevity, with an average life expectancy of over ten
years, some attaining as much as eighteen. This compares with an
expectancy of about seven years for cows in the U.K. This difference is
not however due primarily to better health in Zangskar, but to the culling
of unproductive or infertile cows in the U.K., which the Zangskari
farmer cannot afford to do due to his lack of replacements. Even an
infertile female, which produces neither calves nor milk, can still
produce dung.
We were agreeably surprised by the general health of adult cattle, with
a low incidence both of some of the major diseases we had expected, and
of some minor ailments common on the U.K.From our own observation
of about 200 cattle and from discussionswith their owners and with local
veterinary officers, there is no evidencein Zangskar of anthrax,brucellosis
(contagious abortion), black-quarter or warble-flies (which have been
reported on yak in Bhutan (Chauclhury, 1970) and in the Pamirs). A
severe outbreak of contagiousbovine pleuro-pneumonia occurred in the
Markha valley in 1985, some farmers losing a third of their stock, but it
did not spread to Zangskar. We heard conflictingviews from veterinary
staff about the occurrence of tuberculosis, and we saw no evidence of it.
Foot-and-mouth disease (ka.tsa or 1Che.zar)occurs sporadically, but
outbreaks do not usually involve many animals; sometimescontacts are
inoculated by local veterinary staff. It is well known and the traditional
remedy for it is to rub a plant of wild pea (seri) on the animal's tongue;
this must be quite painful. The Animal Husbandry Officer in Padum was
said to supply gentian violet for the same purpose. At the Veterinary
laboratoriesin Srinagarwe were told that only serotypes A,O,C and Asia
1 had been isolated from outbreaks in Kashmir.
Several owners told us that abortions (be.tso.sKyur.ches) in the first
four months of pregnancy are common. However, a few females whose
milk we tested with Rose Bengal, and others whose milk was tested for
us by the Indian National Dairy Research Institute, using the Blue Ring
test, all gave negative results for brucellosis. As mentioned above, the
owners attributed these abortions to the activities of dzo, which we
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doubt. Malnutrition would be more likely to cause resorbtion of foetuses
than abortions. Their causes and frequency remain obscure, and one
reliable informant told us that abortions were rare, perhaps only two a
year in the Padum herd. Although lameness is a common problem in
cattle in Britain, especially in wet and muddy conditions, we saw no lame
cattle in Zangskar. Several factors contribute to this. In particular, the
soles of their hooves are much harder and more difficult to pare with a
knife than those of European cattle. This is partly due to the dry climate;
partly to their low nutritional level which reduces any tendency to
laminitis; and partly perhaps to genetic selection, for under local
conditions bad feet place an animal at a serious disadvantage. Although
the paths and pastures are rocky, many of the rocks are too large to cause
localized bruising or penetration, especially at the usual slow gait of a
yak, and the regular wear helps to keep the hooves in good shape.
Mastitis (inflammation of the udder) (nu.sho.re) occurs occasionally
in Zangskar but the small udders and the low yields expected of them
make the disease less common and less serious than in the U.K.,only
half-a-dozen cases occurring in the sTongde herd each year. The owner
will usually make a donation to the monastery for a lama to say many
mantras for the recovery of the animal, and to bless some butter which
will then be rubbed vigorously on the udder after each milking. The
scarcity of flies and the dry and sunny, or dry and cold, conditions help
to keep the likelihood of infection low. These conditions also reduce the
severity of saddle-sores caused by the ill-fitting pack-saddles, and the
sores caused by the poor design of plough yoke.
The absence of metabolic diseases such as milk-fever is also attributable to the very low levels of milk production. The apparently low
incidence of intestinal worms is probably a consequence of the very dry
conditions which are unfavourable for the larvae, and the significant
hygienic effect of so much dung being dried and burnt. Dystocia
(difficult calving)is uncommon, probably the result of late puberty of the
dams, of their not being over-fat, and of the very low birth-weight of the
calves. Certain people in the village are recognized as being specially
skilled in giving obstetric aid.
It is generally recognised that a calf should be allowed to suckle well
soon after birth, so as to receive as much colostrum, with its protective
anti-bodies, as possible. Subsequently,even if it is allowed to buffet and
start suckling its mother before she is milked, (to make her let down her
milk) it is then pushed aside and only allowed to suckle when milking
is finished.
The reasons for the low fertilityand high neonatal death-rateswhich are
such a problem in all these cattle, but particularly in the F2 and subsequent
hybrids, are still unclear. They probably arise from a complex of factors
including genetic problems, poor nutrition, cold weather and poor control
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of mating dates,rather thansimply disease. They represent the most serious
and intractable veterinary problem of all.
v Share-milking (she-mar) and yields
In those villages where the summer grazing is inadequate, such as
Karsha and Padum, it is common practice for farmers to send some of
their cattle to better grazing elsewhere, the Pensi-La, Ralakung or Shade. Some member of the family may go too to milk them, but often they
are rented out to semi-professionalshare-milkers (shes.dak)who herd up
to 20 cattle for several owners. The details of the arrangement vary in
each case and depend on the expected yield of each animal. Accordingly
we got a variety of replies to our question about the usual rate. At Karsha
they said that cattle on the Pensi-La would produce about 5kg of butter,
and that a share-milker would take half of this. This seems to be
exceptionally low.
At sTara we were told that the followingwere average amounts of shemar (she = rent, mar = butter) taken by the owner during the summer,
the balance going to the share-milker.
Dzo-mo
Gar-mo
Pa-shi, stol-mo
Di-mo ... seldom share-milked owing to uncertainties of butter
production from the low yield of high fat-milk. A man at Lenak said
he was paying 5kg for one di-mo, and hoped to get 3 kg for himself.
Sometimes the animal is actually tested. Just after the spring ploughing, when the cattle are partly grazing, partly being fed on straw and
spent grain from beer, the female in question is milked morning and
evening and its yield measured. A good daily yield is 5 ladles full, each
of ' /, litre of milk, i.e. about 2.5 litre. This is then curdled and shaken up
in a plastic bottle next day to make butter. If this amounts to 1 nyaga
(c.150g)(shag.nyag.chik)or more it is considered a good yield, and the
appropriate rent will be 18 kg for the summer. In addition the sharemilker will hope to get 6-10 kg for himself. Besides this he will get a
weight of cheese equal to the total butter, i.e. about 26 kg.
The average dzo-mo or pa-shi, however, will only give about 3/,nyaga
a day in her first year of a lactation and I/,-I/,
nyaga in the second
(yarma) when much less volume of milk is given but of a higher quality
though some animals go dry. As the test yield soon after turnout is
probably exceeded in the best flush of summer grazing (whereas in the
autumn the yield probably falls below the test level) it seems that the test
yield multiplied by the 180days of summer is a fair indication of the total
yield over the whole season. The she-mar period traditionally runs from the
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15th day of the 4th Tibetan month (falling between 21 Mav and 16 June)
and the end of the 10th Tibetan month, the People N& Year (falling
between 4 December and 2 January), altogether 6% months. However,
yields will be very low at the end of it, and it must often be curtailed by
bad weather necessitating the housing of the animals, especially pa-shi
and hybrids. Thus, over a two-year lactation an average female will yield
about 30 kg of butter (average 15kg/ year) and the same weight of cheese.
Our scanty information for di-mo suggests that they yield an average of
8 kg/year over a two year lactation. Crowden's informants gave him
higher figures than these (Ch. 8)
During a brief summer visit, information such as that above is the only
way of estimating annual yields. We did try to make observations of
actual daily milk yields but the women are very secretive about this and
intolerant of any interference with their normal milking routine. On the
few occasions that we were able to measure milk yields from individual
animals we recorded 0.2 litres from a recently calved di-mo, not suckling
because the calf had died; and 1.7from a group of 3 dzo-mo, all suckling,
i.e. about 0.5-0.6 litres each, for one milking. These indicate yields of the
order of 70-200 litres/ year The quantity will vary with the amount taken
by the calf and will depend on whether suckling is once or twice daily.
Our attempts to obtain analyses of milk samples also met with
difficulties: owners are often reluctant to give samples; some samples
were lost down a mountainside; no analytical facilities are available in
Ladakh; there are tight quarantine restrictions on the import of samples
and the transit time to the Indian Dairy Research Institute,
into the U.K.;
Karnal, which kindly carried out some analyses, was so long that some
samples deteriorated and some of the fat coagulated and visibly adhered
to the sides of the sample tube, giving misleadingly low fat analyses of
the remaining fluid. However, the figures for protein and lactose are
more reliable. Analyses are given in Table 6.7 for samples collected in
Zangskar and in the Indus Valley. The figures should be regarded
cautiously, but the Indian Veterinary Department have no data whatever for Ladakh, and there is little else for the whole Himalayan region.
A summary of comparative analyses is given in the table. These show
that the order of milk quality in cattle runs:
(high) di-mo - dzo-mo - pa-shi and Jersey - Friesian (low).
Estimated first year lactations yields for Zangskar cattle are given in
Table 6.8, together with comparative data from elsewhere. Comparisons
are made difficult by the uncertainty of how much is consumed by a
suckling calf, but the production of the Zangskar di-mo and d z e m o seems
to be considerably less thancan be obtained in areas with better grazing. The
returns from pastoralism in the form of dairy produce are small, but are
made more attractive by the high esteem and sale price of the butter.
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vi Dairy produce
The cattle are milked night and morning. Usually the calf is allowed to
sucklefirst to encouragethe dam to let down her milk. Their udders arevery
small and, by the time the calf has drunk some, there is only about a litre of
milk or less remaining. The teats are also sosmallthat they have to be milked
between finger and thumb only, into a smallwoodenbucket (020).Thistask
is usually done by women or girls if they are available.
Raw milk is never drunk, except in salt or sweet tea, and, as I was told
that fresh milk causes stomach upsets in some adults, it is likely that
some Zangskari people have a lactase deficiency. Normally, the milk is
heated at once in a brass or aluminium pot, then a little buttermilk, or,
failing that, yoghurt, is added, and it is wrapped in cloths to keep it warm
for 6 hours, by which time it will have curdled into excellent yoghurt (jo).
Some of this is eaten with paba (tsampa dough) or tagir (chapati),but the
rest is put into a large wooden bucket (zem), in which up to 3 days'
yoghurt may be accumulated.
It is then churned with a wooden paddle (shug-ma) to make butter.
This is also a woman's task, and visitors, especiallymen, should not enter
a pulu (hut)during churning unless invited. It is a much more laborious
process than buttermaking by the typical European mef'lod which uses
cream, for which only a few minutes churning ma) suffice if the
temperature and other conditions are correct. The shaft of the paddle
stands vertically in the open-topped chum, close to the main roof-pole
of the hut, turning easily in two loops of bent wood or dried yak's or
dzo's penis ('r.Je). This is then turned by pulling in alternate direction
with each hand on a wooden toggle in the ends of a rope wound round
it a few times. The churning is done in a regular manner: "Lej3-Right Pause - Left-Right-Pause-... .." each cycle taking about two seconds and
producing a soothing rhythmic noise which murmurs round the doksa
each morning. Traditionally people say that one should do 1000cycles,
then warm the yoghurt and do 500 more; the butter will then come. In
practice we have timed women churning for two hours and more before
succeeding. Sometimes a little warm or cold water is added if there is
especial difficulty.
The butter is lifted out with the fingers, put inio cold water to firm it,
and then beaten between the hands 15-20 times to form a lump. This is
then stored in a sheep's rumen where it is said to keep reasonably fresh
for a year or two if necessary. Although Zangskaris, like other Tibetans,
are popularly believed to make their salt tea with rancid butter this is
only done when good butter is not available. In fact we were seldom
offered tea made with butter which was more than pleasantly richly
flavoured, though perhaps this is an acquired taste for those brought up
on supermarket margarine. The similar canard that they customarily
flavour their tea with a piece of yak dung is completely untrue. Some of
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the butter may be wanted as ghi for cooking, so is melted and stored in
clay pots.
Nowadays in Britain butter is always made from cream, but until 150
years ago, when the cream separator was invented, it was traditional to
make it from acidified milk (as in Zangskar), unless clotted cream was
used, as in Devon and Cornwall. Acidified milk is still used in many
parts of the world, especially in the tropics, where it is difficult to keep
fresh milk or cream. The optimum churning temperature is probably
about 16OC (Bide, personal comm.).
A little of the yoghurt and rather more of the butter-milk (tara),which
they prefer and use for making scones etc, is sent down from the doksa
to the villagers for eating fresh. About two-thirds of the buttermilk,
however, is retained for cheese-making, again a contrast to the usual
European method which uses whole fresh milk (or sometimes partially
skimmed milk to produce a low fat cheese). The Zangskari method
yields a low fat, high protein cheese which keeps well and is particularly
suitable for adding to stews (tuk.pa). The buttermilk is reheated to
boiling point which precipitates the casein curd, together with albumen
and globulin which are not ordinarily retained in European type cheese.
The curd is put into bags (tur-gi), made of cotton, jute or nowadays
nylon) to drain. The whey, (chur-ku)containing lactose, lactic acid and
minerals, is eaten with tsampa, fed to animals or sometimes just
discarded. After some days the drained curd (Z.dabo, L.labo) is taken
out of the bags. Some may be eaten fresh but most is cut into small pieces
and put out in the sun to dry. This yields small hard brownish chips of
cheese (chur-pe)with a wooden consistency, which are nearly odourless
and will keep almost indefinitely. The chips are very "chewy" and quite
pleasant on the march, but are mainly used for cooking.
vii Blood
As among many other cattle-owning peoples, it is customary to bleed
adult cattle occasionally as an additional source of highly nutritious
food. Males and non-lactating females are bled about twice each during
the spring and summer, not in winter when their own nutrition is low.
Their jugular vein is swollen by tylng a cord round their neck, and the
vein is then cut with a small folding knife (sa-u). The ligature is removed
and the animal released after !4 - 1/2 litre of blood has been collected. This
is either allowed to set into a rubbery clot (taksha), or boiled, and then
eaten. Small adults may be bled from a vein in the leg. Owing to religous
scruples the practice is not discussed much in public and some families
abstain from it completely. Provided the cattle have good grazing it is
unlikely to harm them seriously. It is one way of compensating in the
short term for their low milk yields, but in the long term it may be a
contributory factor to causing them.

rable 6.7 Mean analyses of milk from Ladakh with comparative data from elsewhere
Breed

dzo-mo
stol-mo
pa-shi
goat
sheep

dzmmo
dzo-mo
di-mo
di-mo
di-mo
Friesian cow
Jersey cow
goat
sheep

Area

Ladakh
Ladakh
Ladakh
Ladakh
Ladakh

Nepal

Kirghiz
Kirghiz
A1tai
Nepal

U.K.
U.K.
Europe
Europe

For notes and sources see Table 6.8

number
analysed

fat %

protein 9%

lactose %

total
solids 90

source
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2. Goats and Sheep (ra.lug); wolves and snow leopards

The flocks of sheep kept by villagers in Zangskar include several
different strains, white, black and black-and-white. Our measurements
show that they are rather smaller than those given by Epstein (1969) for
Tibetan sheep. We did not see any of the large flocks with which the
Changpa make a twice yearly caravan from Rupshu to Zangskar via the
Phirtse La and Lungnak and which may be larger animals. They come
in May-June and in October, each sheep laden with 10-20 kg of salt,
though some carry wool instead. The goods are exchanged for grain
(Rizvi, 1985). We examined one sheep at sTongde for ectoparasites and
found: human flea (Pulex iwitans); ticks; lice; keds (Melophagusovinus).
Table 6.9 Measurements of sheep and goats
Age (yr)

n

Length Height (cm)
Nose- at shoulder
tail base

Girth
(cm)

Weight (kg)

Sheep
Goats

The goats confused us at first since the attractive long-haired white
kids (up to a year old) lead an active independent life in sTongde village,
especially scrambling about on the large rock on which the gompa
granary stands, while the adults are taken out daily to graze on the plain.
It was only after a little time that we realized they were not separate
varieties. Every woman traditionally wears the skin of a kid over her
shoulders (presumably from surplus males). The adults are a more
homogeneous strain than the sheep, belonging to the Pashrnina or
Kangra group, celebrated for their production of fine, soft under-wool:
cashmere. The development of this wool is controlled partly genetically,
partly environmentally. The valley goats of Zangskar and Ladakh are
indistinguishable from those of the high plateaux of Rupshu and
Changtang, but only in the latter areas do they yield cashmere. Our
measurements show them to be slightly smaller than those described by
Epstein (1969),but larger than the Dwarf Tibetan Goat. Even the poorest
families have some sheep and goats. They are important for the
production of wool, hair, and skins; of dairy produce for immediate
domestic consumption during the summer, when cattle are at the doksa;
and of occasional supplies of meat, especially the young males which are
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often castrated at 2 years old. Substantial numbers of the latter are also
sold for slaughter at 3 years old to Muslims at Padum and in the Suru
valley. Females start reproducing at 3 years. Our information on
reproduction and flock structure is scanty owing to the way flocks are
split between village and doksa, the owners' uncertain memories and the
difficulty of ageing animals over 5 !?om their teeth. One typical flock was
made up thus, in 1981:
Goats: 1big male, 11 adult females;
5 kids born in 1981,3 survived;
5 kids survive from 1980.
Sheep: 1 ram, 4 adult ewes;
3 lambs born in 1981,2 survived;
3 lambs survive from 1980.
Total: 13 young survive, born over 2 years to 15 adult females.
These data again demonstrate the environmental constraints in
Zangskar compared with the U.K.:one surviving kid or lamb per adult
female in alternate years, compared with 1-1.5surviving annually in the
U.K.(some twins and triplets); maturity for reproduction or slaughter
requiring three years instead of one. Assuming a life expectancyof seven
years for females, as suggested by our information, each will only
produce one surviving female kid or lamb in its lifetime. Thus, just as
with the cattle, the flocks can barely sustain themselves and exceptional
losses by an individual farmer can be disastrous.
Wolves (shangku, sPyang.ku) are a danger throughout the year, not
just in winter when the livestock are housed for most of the time
(Osborne et al., 1980). In 1980, we saw four one evening in the valley
above sTara doksa, and in 1981 one walked within a few paces of us in
the moonlight, as we lay in our sleepingbags on a gravel bar in the Lungnak. The adult yak and dzo who run free all the summer are able to
defend themselves from wolves, but other domestic stock are usually
pursued and attacked from behind. We saw many horses with old wolfbites now healed, and our aid was sought to treat several animals
recently attacked. A 10-year old dzo-mo at sTara had been attacked in
daylight while grazing but escaped with superficial wounds, and a
three-day-old foal, left out at night, had suffered extensive injuries to the
hindquarters which later proved fatal. A donkey at sTongdevillage died
in similar circumstances, and at Lenak we treated a sheep, badly bitten
on the head and neck, but feared it would have died after we left.
Altogether the farmers at sTongde expect to lose up to 30 sheep and goats
to wolves each year, a significant number out of the flock of about 500,
and 15 cattle were killed at Padum in 1982. In this staunchly Buddhist

Table 6.10 Expedition Horses from sTongde
Sex

Age
(years)

Colour

Shoulder
Height
(cm)

Shod

Saddle
sore
scars

Wolf
bite
fired

1. Gelding

Black

-

2. Mare

Iron Grey

3. Mare

Grey

+
-

4. Mare

Yellow Dun

-

5. Mare

Skewbald

-

6. Mare

Grey

-

7. Mare

Palomino

-

8. Mare

Brown

-

9. Stallion

Yellow Dun

-

10. Mare

5

Iron Grey

123

x2

+

11. Mare

9

Black

126

x2

+

+
-

12. Mare

12

Yellow Dun

122

x2

+

-

Average:

10 years

123 cm

Two other horses at sTongde were 133 and 135 cm high.

Total:

67%

17%

Snow
leopard
bite
fired

Lameness
fired
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society these losses are accepted with resignation, but many villages
have a wolf-trap bhang-dong: probably sPyang.dong). We saw them at
Lingshed, Char and near Padum. They consist of a well constructed pit
two metres deep and four to six metres across, with a stone wall which
overhangs at the top so that a wolf cannot jump out. When wolves are
especially numerous, a goat or sheep will be put in the pit as bait. If a wolf
is trapped, it is stoned to death by the villagers; no-one in particular can
be blamed for throwing the fatal stone. Snow-leopards(Fraser,1986)are
too rare and shy to cause numerous losses but do take stock occasionally.
When they attack horses and cattle left out at night, they characteristically leave bite- and claw-marks on the withers. One was reported to
have been shot after forcing its way into a stable of sheep and goats at
night (Ch. 8). We were shown a skin by a villager at Pishu and found the
remains of one between Kargyak and the Shingo-La. Burdun gompa has
the dried head of one.
3. Horses

i General
Of all the hardy stock belonging to the Zangskaris, the horse must
attract particular respect; not by its magnificence as in the case of the yak,
but for its toughness, contrasting with a stature unimpressive to the
European eye. From the tabulated survey of twelve of our hired horses
(Table 6.10) it can be seen that their average height was only 123cm (12
hands). The majority of the horses, including the grey and black animals,
were slight in build, but the yellow duns and the palomino were of a
sturdier conformation. This may reflect two different origins. Our
scanty measurements indicate adult weights of about 200 kg.
Many imported horses have infiltrated the original stock of China and
Asia (Epstein, 1969). The Mongolian steppe horses are well-muscled,
thickset, short-legged and heavy-headed, resembling the wild Equus
przewalskii, a yellow dun pony which still survives in small numbers. The
Tibetan pony or Nanfan, although equally compact, is less coarse and
rather hog-backed with a shorter head, prominent forehead and concave
facial profile; grey is the usual colour. It is very tough and wiry, noted
for its endurance and climbing ability. The two types of horse encountered in Zangskar may well be derived from these two sources,and they
display a wide range of colours (Table 6.11).
The Zangskari horses have a very good reputation; they are strong,
fast, and sure-footed, and they will carry a rider or an equivalent packload over difficult terrain all day, with no feed to supplement the sparse
grazing they find on the mountain. They climb well up or down steep
rocks; cross rivers by precarious bridges or by wading or swimming;
and can cross passes over 5000 m high, although at this altitude,
especially if there is deep snow, a yak is better. Ladakhis make the
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Table 6.11 Horse Colours
Zangskari
order of
preference

6

other

NB.

English

Zangskari
Phonetic

black with 2 white
heels
pale cream
yellow
dark grey
pale grey
palomino (golden with
pale mane and tail)
black
skewbald (brown
and white)
piebald (black
and white)
chestnut and white
white blaze
chestnut
brown
dark brown
white
blue roan, grey

Transliterated

01-wa-ting-kar
to-gar
"gang-pa
ngo-nag
ngo-lo

Bro.dKar
sNgang.pa
sNgo.nag
sNg0.10

rag-pa
01-wa, nag-po
se-ta, muk-ta

rag.pa
01. ba, nag.pho
? sMug.khra

tawo, nag-taw0

khra.bo

mar-taw0
tot-kar
zag-pa
to-mar
kyang-bu
kar-po
ro-nak

The terminations '-po' ('-pho') and '-paf are male.
For females substitute '-mopand '-maf.

journey to Zangskar to buy these horses, paying on average Rs.2,500 for
a 5-6 year old gelding, and Rs. 3,000 for a mare of similar age. In Leh they
are also used for playing polo, but whereas a wealthy player at sea-level
may have a string of several ponies which he rides in turn in successive
chukkars (7Yminutes period), a player in Leh (3200 m) will have only
one pony for the whole game, a severe test of stamina and acclimatization. In Zangskar, only the more prosperous farmers have horses, which
are kept primarily for riding on fastjourneys, but increasinglynowadays
for hire to tourists as baggage horses. Yak and dzo walk too slowly for
a tourist in a hurry and need more careful handling. Horses are never
used for ploughing, but are sometimes used with cattle for threshing.
There are no horse-drawn vehicles due to the lack of roads.
ii Breeding and management
The mare is taken to any strong stallion in May/ June and left there for
three months. The conception rate is apparently high. The mare foals
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down for the first time at 4-5 years of age, and then every 2 years if she
is strong, otherwise every 4-5 years, until she is around 22 years old. The
mare is worked while pregnant, and again 3 days after foaling, when the
offspring is expected to keep pace with its dam. The foal runs with its
dam for the first two years of its life even on long and arduous journeys.
It is then ridden and used as a riding and pack animal until 20-25 years
of age, after which it is left to graze.
Stallions are castrated at 5-6 years of age. A Muslim from Parkachik
village (Sum valley towards Kargil), comes to castrate several animals
at a time, charging Rs. 50 each. Three men are needed to rope and cast
the horse, as of course no anaesthesia is available. After this the animal
is allowed 15-20days' rest. Postoperative complicationsfrequently arise
if the surgery is carried out by a local (unskilled) horseman.
In summer, the horses graze on the short turf of riverside meadows
if these are available, or run loose in an upper valley until they are
needed. On a journey they graze by night and work by day so it is
essential that camp is made near some suitable pasture which takes
precedence over human comfort. Otherwise, even if hobbled, they will
be far away by dawn. There is no supplementary feed in summer, but
in winter and spring hay must be carried. From November/December
until April/May the horses are stabled on the ground floor of the house,
and fed on hay, barley straw, barley and peas.
iii Saddlery
A horsemanmay construct his own pack saddle, a simple inverted 'V'
shape, for Rs. 5-10, according to the availability of wood. The girth, (lo)
is of webbing or yak hair rope, fastened by means of a rosewood,
honeysuckle or juniper wood loop, usually with a final lashing of string.
The crupper, (met),is of yak hair (brown-black),and goat's hair (white).
The whole construction takes two days (Fig. 6.1).
The riding saddle, (rGyap.cha) is made from local wood or, more
expensively, walnut from Tibet or Kashmir. It has a high back and front
and, although it is contoured to accommodate the rider, ding is a
painful experience for the uninitiated European. The stirrup leathers,
(ob-lung),are very short by western standards and are made of yak hide
with stirrups of iron. The girth is the same as that of the pack saddle,
while the crupper may be of hair or of yak hide with iron rings and felt
padding. A metal rim may surround the pommel, seat and cantle. More
elaborate riding saddles padded with leather and with coral inset with
silver decorations are available in Tibet for around Rs. 1,000. They are
expected to last 30-40 years.
Saddle blankets of various materials are used under all saddles. Their
inadequacy in the face of the tremendous loads carried on these rigid
wooden frameworks is reflected in the high incidence of saddle sores. A
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prosperous horseman will use an under-blanket (dom) and a rectangular Chinese or Tibetan woven rug (ma.tan) under the saddle, with a
specially-shaped rug (ma.shog) of matching design on top, together
costing perhaps Rs.1,000.
In addition to their daytime use, saddles and blankets function as
bedding and pillows for the horsemen at night, while trekking. Some
horses wear a bell, (tse.lDing) on a neckstrap, to assist the horsemen in
finding their animals in the morning.
The horses on the whole are well behaved but their gait can disconcert
a visitor. Instead of a trot, between the normal walk and canter they have
a kind of run (yor-ga) too fast for the rider to rise to. Fortunately this
reduces the load on the often insecure stirrups. A horse with a smooth,
fast yor-ga is especially valued, and a skilled horseman will train his
horse to do this well.
The bridle (srab)is made of leather, webbing, and iron staples. The bit,
(kha.lchags = mouth iron) is a jointed loose-ring snaffle. Both bridle and
bit may be bought in Manali for Rs.15each, but the majority of bits are
made locally in Padurn. A bridle is expected to last for 3-4 years, a bit
much longer. The basic construction is of two cheekpieces, connectedby
a headpiece, a noseband, (top half only), and a throat lash. The reins are
often of leather near t l ~ bit,
e the remaining length being of rope. There
is no brow band. The bridle is adjusted in size by metal buckles at the
RIDING SADDLE : YACHO
leather on saddle -tsar
crupper

-

met

ma-tan

stirrup-leather

-

oplung

J.F.
Figure 6.1 Saddle
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bottom of each cheekpiece, on the headpiece, and where the reins attach
to the bit rings. Many bridles are dilapidated, lashed together with bits
of string.
iv Shoeing (mig-pa-gyap-ches)
Nails (zed and shws (rnig.pa),at Rs.5 per foot,come from Manali. Most
horses are shod in front only, with oval shaped lightweight shoes, held
on by two nails on the inside and two or three on the outside. The
clenches appear low by European standards for the nails are shorter than
those used in the U.K.and are placed so that they emerge 7-12 mm away
from the plantar surface of the hoof-wall. This reduces the risk of nailbind (pressure of the nail on the sensitive tissues of the hoof) and allows
shoeing to be performed by less experienced persons than in the U.K.
Over winter the horse is unshod, but in summer the back as well as the
front feet are shod if a long journey is to be undertaken. If the terrain is
rocky, new shoes are needed every 15days on average; part-worn ones
may be removed at the end of the journey.
Not all horsemen are able to shoe; the expedition's senior horseman,
Tsultim Angbo, learned the skill from Manali horsemen and Indian
Army farriers, and he now shoes 50-60 horses belonging to other
Zanskaris each year. Horses usually have to be cast and tied when they
are being shod. Donkeys and cattle are not shod, even when employed
as pack animals.
v Common ailments and remedies
None of the horses we saw was in very good condition, but most were
better than those usually seen in the Plains.
By far the commonest ailment is saddle sores, due to ill-fittingsaddles
and lack of care. Some of the remedies may seem bizarre, but they are
no odder than treatment traditionally given to human patients in
Zangskar. Firing - cauterizing with a hot iron - is still applied to
Zangkaris with painful chests or joints, and in the U.K.some professional
vets still consider it an appropriate treatment for strained tendons in
horses. In consequence the Royal College of Veterinary Surgeons has
just (1991)issued an order forbidding their members from practising it.
Lameness This arises particularly when trekking unshod. If the
lameness is in the forefoot, the shoulder is fired; similarly an area over
the hip joint is fired to 'correct' hind leg lameness. The same pattern,
based on a circle with radii, is always used for the shoulder, and differs
slightly from that used for the hip. The claw-hammer used for shoeing
has a handle tapered for use as a firing iron. Other instruments may of
course be used by horsemen who do not carry out any shoeing.
Nailbind is also recognized and remedied by removing the offending
nail.
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Saddle sores An ellipse is fired on the withers, (the commonest site of
injury) and the horse is then rested for 15-20 days.
Head cold A 2 cm length of the alar cartilage of the nostril is removed,
and the soft tissue is then sutured using horse tail hair.
Colic This is said to arise primarily in October/November, presumably
with the introduction of supplementary feed as the horse is brought
inside. One pao, (approximately a quarter of a kg.) of butter is melted
and put up the right nostril in the case of a male horse and the left nostril
in the case of a mare. A second pao is used after 3-4 days. If the horse
is more than 20 years old half a bottle (200ml) of arak is mixed with each
pao of butter, as it is believed that the older weaker animal benefits from
the heat of the distilled barley spirit.
Wolf bites Wolf bites in the caudal edge of the hindleg, just below the
tail, are recognisable in over 15%of the horses. They are treated by firing
a circle around the wound, after cutting it open and washing it.
Snow leopard bites These are rare. They are found over the withers and
are treated by firing.
Intestinal worms Apparently worms are no great problem in this
extensive grazing system. Oxyuris equi was identified from a dung
sample.
Tetanus We heard no reports of tetanus in horses, nor in human infants
- common elsewhere in India, and thought to be due to infection from
dung, especially that of horses. Tetanus is also absent or at a very low
incidence in the rest of Ladakh and in Tibet.
4. Donkeys

Donkeys are the poor man's horse, but most families will keep one or
two, particularly for carrying grain and flour to and from the mill,
manure to the fields, and dung-fuel from the doksa.
They are worth Rs. 400-500 each, the female being more valuable than
the male. They are bred according to the same pattern as the horse but
their working life ends a little earlier, at 20 years of age. They are used
as pack animals and sometimes for riding, but never for ploughing.
Because they can survive on poorer grazing than cattle or horses, they
are usually kept at the village during the summer, so that they are readily
available for use. Five adult donkeys at sTongde had height ranging
from 85 to 92 cm.
The donkeys are not usually shod and rarely are they lame nor do they
suffercolic. They are treated only for wolf bites, by firing. We were
called to the outskirts of sTongde village to treat a donkey that had been
attacked by wolves overnight. Its hindquarters were badly torn, its
intestines were exposed and it was clearly dying.
Horses and donkeys are not crossbred in Zangskar to produce mules.
At first sight this is surprising in view of the numbers of mules bred in
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Spiti and Kulu and which predominate in the tourists' baggage trains
entering Zangskar from the south. It may be partly due to the high prices
obtainable for pure-bred Zangskari horses, and partly to the need to rear
as many fertile mares as possible to compensate for the rather low
reproduction rate.
5. Dogs

The dog population of Zangskar is sparse and of ill-defined origin. In
attempting to understand their breeding history, these dogs must be
considered together with those of Tibet and China (Epstein, 1969;
Simova, 1979).The mastiff is a massive, powerful, broad-headed animal
with a thick dark coat. This dog was bred to guard stock and homesteads
against wolves and thieves. The term 'mastiff' is also applied to another
more primitive and generalized type than the true mastiff, the shepherd
dog. The original mastiff type probably evolved in the mountain regions
from the woolly Tibetan wolf, Canis lupus chanco.
The blood of chow, spitz and pariah was introduced to the breeding
of the mountain dogs by way of the trading caravan routes between
China, Tibet and the Middle East. As far as can be established these
diverse influenceshave produced the dogs seen in Zangskar today, bred
originally to guard against their primitive ancestor - the wolf.In contrast with the variability of the dogs kept by the villagers,
specialized breeding has produced the symbolic dogs of the monasteries: Shih tzu, Lhasa apso, Tibetan spaniel, and Pekingese. We met only
one, a spaniel owned by the Tehsildar at Karsha and very much a
household pet. However several monasteries, such as Karsha, did have
a resident dog 'colony', believed to be the reincarnations of monks who
wished to remain in the monastery but had not merited rebirth as men.
These dogs approach a small labrador in size, and are reddish-brown or
black with a thick coat of medium length.
The dogs now ordinarily kept in Zangskar fall into two broad groups.
The first, of which we ourselves saw none, comprises the big, fierce dogs
kept by the nomadic changpa at their camps such as Kharnak, on the
borders of Zangskar and Rupshu. These roam loose to protect the often
un-housed livestock from wolves, bears and snow leopards throughout
the year, and are liable to attack any passing traveller who is not armed
with stones and a stout stick.
The second group is owned by the settled villagers of Zangskar; these
dogs are smaller and quite varied. Most of them are kept chained up
outside the doors of houses to deter and give warning of thieves.
Although they bark ferociously and villagers seem rather afraid of them,
we found that underneath this display they are usually either cowardly
or friendly. The villagers prefer black dogs with white chests, (tank),but
dislike wholly black dogs, the reason for this remaining obscure.
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Occasionally one such dog is taken to a doksa, but would be unlikely
to do more there than give warning of thieves or wolves. Curiously,
there seems to be no tradition of using dogs to herd either cattle or sheep
and goats, though this is standard practice with the Gujar herdsmen on
the Zangskar borders and in Chang-tang. The dog guarding Lenak
doksa was obtained as a three month old puppy in exchange for a sheep.
As an adult dog he was fed twice daily on a mixture of boiled water and
tsampa, with or without salt, or alternatively he was given buttermilk
and salt. Examination of a faeces sample from this three year old dog
revealed no parasites. Unfortunately no information was available on
dog breeding or puppy mortality, but despite their somewhat arid
existence these dogs were expected to live for 11-12 years. Only a few
homes had dogs, kept under close control, and there was no problem of
homeless strays, due doubtless to lack of waste food and the harsh
winters. Theft is rare so there is little incentive to keep a dog which has
to be fed throughout the year. Under these conditions it is not surprising
that rabies does not occur in Zangskar. However, like tetanus and
possibly anthrax, there seem to be environmental factors involved too,
as rabies is also absent from the Indus valley where many urban animals
roam the streets of Leh at night and considerable numbers of feral dogs
moving in packs can sometimesbe seen crossing roadside desert. Rabies
is also absent from Lhasa where the streets swarm with dogs.
6. Cats

There are few cats in Zangskar. This reflects the absence of rats and
the low population of mice, which make it uneconomic to maintain a cat.
Our landlord at Pe-yu, Namgyal, had a female grey cat which produced
kittens while we were there in 1980, but led a rather shadowy existence,
not being treated as a pet.
7. Chickens
Chickens too are rare in Zangskar. For a traveller coming from the
Plains, where eggs are a never-failing standby, it is surprising to have to
rely uncertainly on being approached by a small boy who will stealthily
produce one egg from the folds of his jacket and demand one rupee. It
is uneconomic to feed them on good grain; there are other mouths such
as pregnant cows andmares competing for the waste grain after brewing
beer; and there is little to pick up on free range. Although it is official
policy to encourage chicken-keeping to diversify villagers' diet, the
economics of it need careful examination. With the opening of the road
to Kargil, doubtless "electric eggs" will appear in Padum too, produced
in the battery farms of Kashmir!

Table 6.12 Individual herds and flocks
Owner, (post), village

Yak

di-mo

(m)
(f)
Nawang Lowchok,
2
(Tehsildar) Karsha
Sonam Namgyal, Karsha 1
Tsultim Paljor,
(Goba) sTongde
1
Tsering Norbu,
sTongde 15
1+2
Nawang Tsering,
sTongde 158
Sonam Tsering,
sTongde SA
2
Jamphel Keching, sTongde Yeshi Kaduk, sTongde
I Y2
Punchok Dawa, Padum
1
Norbu, sTongde
2
2
Tashi Wangyal, Shilingskit Rigzin Angbo, sTongde
2
Sonam Palzang, Linshed 1
10+3
An old man, Lingshed
2
A man, Lingshed
4
7
Gompa, Lingshed
Only horses Family of Lama,
2
1+1
Lamayuru Gompa,
5
15+3
Tsering Doje, Lingshed
1
5+2
Farmer, Zhuldo
5
5
Hotelier, Zhuldo
13+3
Farmer, Purne, near Char
4+4
Farmer, Purne Kangsar
1
9+6

langto
(bull)
(m)

pa-shi
(cow)
(f)

dzo
F1
(m)

3

4

dzo-mo garu
F1
F2

(f)
3

(m)

garmo
F2

lokmo
F3

(f)

(f)

1

1PL
1

1

2
1

1

-

2
2
1

3
2

-

-

3

2

-

2
1

2

-

-

17+9

PL = at Pensi-La. Figures preceded by + are young animals. chickens g + s = goats& sheep

horse donkey goats sheep

etc.
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8. Herd and flock size

Table 6.13 shows our estimates of the livestock owned in five villages
in relation to the numbers of households and people in those villages.
Four of the villages are shown grouped into two pairs since they share
the same doksa. Table 6.12 shows details of the livestock owned by some
individual households. Although there are some uncertaintiesand gaps
in the figures, some points stand out clearly.
At sTongde-Shilingskit and Testa-Kuru there are on average only
about 2 adult female cattle per khang.chen, or 1per five people. We are
not sure whether some of these are owned and managed separately by
a member of the family who is living in a khang.chung, but we think few
are. Even if none are, this means that only if these two females calve
perfectly regularly in alternate years is the main household continuously assured of having a female in the first year of lactation. Since this
is unlikely to be achieved, and since some khang.chen have less than the
average holding, there will be some years when a household has little or
no dairy produce from cattle. Sheep and goats provide an emergency
reserve in these circumstances, there being about fifteen of these per
khang.chen, including 5-10 adult females, of whom half will be in milk.

Table 6.13 Village herds and flocks
sTongdeShilingskit

Cattle: 60 male,
Sheep and goats:
Households:
Shilingskit:
People, including
monks:

Sha-de

Cattle:
Sheep and goats:
Households:
People,
including monks:

Testa-Kuru

Cattle:

valley)

Sheep and Goats:
Households:
People:

126 female (74 over 4 years old)
all at Tara doksa. A few at Pensi-La
550, one quarter at doksa, remainder at
village
sTongde: 32 khang.chen, 35 khang.chung
4 khang.chen, ? khang.chung
sTongde: 335
Shilingskit c. 40
34+ male, 89 female (53 over 4
years old) all at doksa.
250, some at Tantak, some at village.
7 khang.chen, ? khang.chung.

c. 20+ male, c. 72 female (Kar-gyag (c.40
over 4 years old), all at doksa.
64 at doksa, but many more at village.
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The average khang.chen has one yak or dzo (so that by sharing with a
neighbour they have a pair for ploughing) and a total holding of 5 cattle
(4 livestock units), less than half the size of the model herds illustrated
earlier.
Sha-de presents a very different picture with about 8 adult female
cattle per khang.chen, nearly one per person. Despite the low yield of the
di-mo, they are clearly better off.
However, the average figure of 5 female cattle for the 13familieslisted
in Table 6.12 mask some wide variations among individual farmers.
Particularly remarkable are the two farmers at Zhuldo, near Rangdum,
who have 17and 20 female cattle respectively, and the two at Purne near
Char, who between them have 26 adult females and 15 young ones.
Zhuldo has exceptionally good valley-floor pastures, and the two at
Purne have exceptionally large farms producing enough winter forage
for these large herds.
9. Summer grazing camps in Zangskar (dok-sa = 'Br0g.s~)
i General description
The summer grazing system in Zangskar differs in some respects from
that practised in other parts of Ladakh. In the Indus valley many cattle,
especially pa-shi, are kept in the villages, but in Zangskar almost all the
cattle and horses and some of the sheep and goats are moved away from
the villages to summer grazing camps or doksa (dok-sa = 'Brog.sa). These
are mostly further up the valleys at altitudes of about 4,000-4,500m
where the grazing is better than around the villages, though a few
villages, notably Zhuldo, Sani, Pishu and Kargiak also have productive
grazing lands on the valley flood-plain near the villages, where some
cattle and horses are kept. A few donkeys are often retained in the
villages, partly because they can survive on the poorer grazing there,
partly because they are frequently needed to carry sacks of grain to the
mills, loads of dung from the doksa, etc. Considerablenumbers of sheep
and goats, about 300 in the case of sTongde, are retained in the villages,
because unlike the cattle they can find adequate grazing on the Artemisia
and other tussock plants of the arid valley bottoms. These flocks
comprise most of the femaleswhich are in milk, their lambs and kids, and
a selection of young male goats to provide the long haired goat-skins
(lok-pa) which every woman and teen-aged girl wears over her shoulders.
For the most part therefore this movement of stock is not a long
distance transhumance of Mediterranean type, but more closely resembles the vertical movement of stock to summer alpages which is
characteristicof the European Alps, Pyrenees etc. However, a few stock
are moved longer distances. Cattle are sent from all over central
Zangksar to the Pensi-La for the summer in the care of some member of
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the family, or of some semi-professional grazier who will divide the
dairy produce with the owner under a share-milking arrangement (shemar). Similarly many cattle are sent to the remote twin settlements of
Ralakung, comprising one house and two houses respectively. These lie
at about 4,500m in adjoining valleys on the northern slopes of the range
above Phe.
These practices are related to corresponding differences in agricultural practices between Zangskar and Ladakh. In Zangskar, the arable
fields are unprotected from wandering stock whereas in Ladakh the
fields and the tracks between them have stone walls or (especially in
Nubra and the lower Markha valley) thorny hedges of cut Hippophae
bushes. In Zangskar the grassy banks between the fields are an
important source of winter hay, whereas in Ladakh they are often grazed
short by tethered cattle, and lucerne is grown in fields for hay.
A village usually has more than one doksa and they are used in turn.
Sometimes one is lower, so that the stock can be moved there early in
spring or late autumn when the higher grazings are snow-covered.
Sometimes there are two or three which are used in rotation so as to
exploit a wider area and allow the vegetation time to recover (see Ch. 7,
Sha-de). Thus sTongde, together with Shilingskit, a small village just
north of sTongde with only 4 khang.chen, has two low doksa: Tak-nakpu-lu (= black rock hut) at 3,900m just above the water intake for
sTongde Gompa and ~ a r - s t a n gor Chun-go-pu-lu (= hut above the
spring) on the hillside above Tang towards Kumik. The main doksa,
occupied for most of the summer, is sTara (4,25Om),but there are several
more smaller ones beyond the sTongde-La, which are sometimes occupied for a fortnight or so each - Tsaldi, Gyag.nyal, Rongkil, Leshun and
Tong-hung. The yak and dzo are left by themselves at Rongkil all the
summer (our spelling of many of these place names is tentative and not
fully hyphenated).
At Padurn each family belongs to one of three groups, each of which
has a series of doksa which are occupied in turn. Both Buddhist and
Muslim families may belong to the same group.
Series l(a) Langma tubiji (= willow bush square), near Takar in the
Lungnak valley. Occupied for 3-4 weeks in early spring.
(b) Karpa lumpa (4,000m)in the mouth of the large valley just
south of Padum. Occupied till the end of harvest.
(c) (sTongde village)
Series 2 (a) Karol (= ring) on a spur east of Karpa lumpa. Occupied till
August.
(b) Tak-chok-chok (= steep rock) higher up valley above Karol.
Occupied till harvest.
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(c) Khang-rol (= ruined house) nearer Padum. Formerly a
settlement with cultivation, now abandoned owing to lack
of water.
Series 3 (a) Chum-chenno (= waterfall) in the valley between Stakrirno
Gompa and Karpa lumpa.
(b) Chumik-tangmo (= cool spring)in thevalleyabove Stakrimo.
(c) Zer-churma (= steep stream) further up the same valley.

After threshing, most cattle return to one or other of these doksa until the
snows fall. Three villages in southeast Zangskar, Testa, Kuru and
Shankar, share the grazing in the Lenak and Gyambal valleys which we
visited in mid-August 1981, using the following doksa:
~ankar:
1. Burthang (= Artemisia flat place) in the Gyarnbal valley.
2. Thangbk (= small flat place) in the Lenak valley (4,270111).
3. Lehar Norbu-ri (= gem mountain) in the Lenakvalley, where
we found five pulu (huts) occupied at the time of our visit,
(4,330m).
4. Near Shankar.
Testa} 1. Hango in the Lungnak valley opposite Shankar
Kuru )
(4,200m).
2. Sulgo on south-facing side of Lenak valley, opposite Lehar
Norbu-ri.
3. Lehar Norbu-ri, till mid-August, where we visited them.
4. Nema Chemo further up Lenak valley till the end of threshing.
The doksa vary greatly in size and construction. The most elaborate
have permanent huts, walled and roofed with stone, and with stone
walled yards and pens for the stock; sTara doksa is a good example and
is described in detail later. Others have circular walls of stone over
which black hair tents (rebo) are pitched, the cattle being left loose or
tethered to pegs or rocks, as we saw at Lehar Norbu-ri. The day we left,
the tents were also being packed up, and loaded on to yak and dzo for
a move to Nema Chemo. The simplest was one of the Sha-de doksa,
which consisted of a simple circle of stones with a pit for storing butter,
over which a tent was pitched.
ii Ralakung Doksa
North of Phe in the Stod valley, a path climbs steeply to the RalakungLa (at about 5000m)into the headwaters of the Ralakung Chu, a tributary
of the Oma Chu. The lower gorges of these rivers are difficult to traverse
in summer when the water is high. There are two very small and remote
villages here, Ralakung Phima (one or two houses only and a small
gompa) and Ralakung Nagarna, each with a few fields of barley, and
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several doksa. The geology and glaciated terrain here resemble those of
the upper sTongde valley, and the summer grazing is similarly esteemed. Many cattle are sent here for the summer under she-mar
contracts from other villages where grazing is scanty. (They are often
marked by scratches on their horns or by cloth ear-tags to iden* them).
For the following information on Lungbong doksa, I am indebted to C.
Gilbert and N. Taylor who visited it on 15 August 1983.
Buildings: One group of about six pulu built of stone, with stick and
stone roofs.
People: Three teenage girls, one old woman, one young man.
Stock: About 100 cattle, no sheep nor goats. Two fierce dogs.
Cattle included:

Males

Females

6 yak
6 dzo
0 gar
0 lang-to
20 unidentified adults
5 first year calves

3 di-mo
50 dzo-mo
3 gar-mo
8 pa-shi
1 stol-mo
8 second year calves (3m, 50

Four females were in season and being served by the dominant yak. The
very small number of calves for over 65 adult females may be rnisleading, as it is likely that distant farmers would prefer to send cattle here
which had already lost their calves from accident or disease. However,
one farmer from Phe, all of whose cattle were at Ralakung, had9 dzo-mo,
2 gar-mo and 1pa-shi. In 1982these had only 3 calves, a 25% calving rate
and unlikely to be enough to maintain his herd.

iii sTara Doksa
sTara Doksa is the principal summer camp for the flocks and herds at
sTongdevillage. It lies at 4,250m on a gently sloping ledge of the sTongde
valley, just below the main grazing grounds, and with a permanent
stream close by. It consists of three main clusters of small stone-built
living huts (pu.1~)
with associated yards and pens for the livestock (Fig.
6.2, Plate). When we were there in July 1981,38people were living there
in 26 huts, with 126 cattle, 140 goats and 17 sheep. The huts are mostly
small and one-roomed, only about 3m across, windowless and with a
low roof of pole rafters and stone slabs covered with turf or clumps of
Acantholimon lycopodioides (lon-ze). They have irregular shapes, being
built adjoining each other round a central alley on to which each hut door
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Table 6.14 Inventories of pu-lu (= huts) at doksa

A. Contents of Pulu (Aeon map) at sTara doksa occupied by Tsering Putit, a poor nun.

small milk chum
large butter chum (zem)
butter paddle
cooking pots (2 aluminium, (3brass)
cups of wood, metal and china
rumen
plastic containers for water (2 & 5 1)
copper strainer
ladle
hoe for collecting wood fuel
blankets
old tins
metal spoon
rug of yak or goat hair
goat-skins
goat-skin bag (skya-fa)
goa t-hair rope

1
1

1

1
1

1

Food in small bags:
dried cheese (churpe)
dried wild onion (ho-se)
turmeric
salt
soda
tea
roast flour (ngamphe)
small tin of butter
bundle of juniper twigs for
incense
thorny rose twig for
removing hairs from milk
stick for stirring paba
bundle of reeds (sipshya)
for stirring stew
cheese straining bag (nylon)
needles and thread

B. Contents of the main room of a hut in Lenak doksa:
One circular wooden churn with metal bands, capacity approx. 25 litres, used for milk
and yoghourt.
Two aluminium sauce-pans, capacities approx. 7 and 12 litres, plus lids.
One plastic water container approx. 5 litres. (Perhaps left by an earlier expedition).
One large brass ladle and one aluminium spoon.
One bundle of twigs to stir milk or soup.
Two brass candlesticks. A metal trivet over the fire.
One sack of tsampa. One sheepskin.
A 'larder': a hole in the stones of the wall, covered by a blanket.
Yak hair blankets formed the roof of this tent-likehut, thewallsbeingof stonescollected
locally.
Table 6.15 The daily round at sTara Doksa in July

0500
0515
0530
0535
0545

0740

First light.
Milking starts.
Most sheep and goats and a few cattle leave doksa.
Sunrise on peaks.
All cattle leave the doksa and are actively driven away to prevent calves
suckling, to keep calves safe near camp, and to keep some grazing for the
calves. Walking slowly, and stopping frequently to nibble,.they take 1% to
2 hours to reach the main grazing areas up the valley, and the same time to
return in the evening. Dung is collected from yards and made into pats.
Sun rises on doksa. Milk is warmed and breakfast eaten. Everyone is busy
with routine tasks -butter and cheese making, collecting dung and other fuel,
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spinning, shearingetc. Some girls take a basket load of dung fuel down to the
village, often with a sheep's rumen of butter or yoghurt packed in it, and
return again the same day. On average each goes down every second or third
day.
Sheep and goats stop grazing and lie down to ruminate for 1K - 2 hours.
Calves lie in the sun near the doksa.
Cattle continue grazing on the high pastures. A typical count at noon showed
31 on the steep slopesnot far from Tara but 58 wereat45W700m in the wide
basin below the sTongde La. We estimated that adult cattle spent an average
of 8 hours actually grazing during daylight,but only 40 rnin.chewing thecud,
a much shorter time than cattle in Europe which commonly spend several
hours lying down cudding. This difference reflects the greater length of time
needed to gather a day's f d from the scanty herbage in Zangskar, the
smaller amount of food, and the 12hours penned without food at night which
are available for cudding the very fibrous diet.
Sheep and goats begin to gather near doksa; also some female cattle whose
calves remained at the doksa. Girls go out to gather the rest of the cattle.
Sunset at the doksa.
Cattle, sheep and goats are driven into their yards and pens, and are milked.
Supper. Nightfall.

NB.
At Lenak doksa thecattle wereallowed towander frenear thedoksa allnight
and were not brought in for morning milking until 0900.

opens. Around the core are grouped the open cattle yards, surrounded
by low stone walls about a metre high, usually one for each hut. Some
of the huts also have a smaller more secure pen for calves, goats and
sheep. These have higher walls and usually a roof or at least thorn bushes
over them, to discourage wolves.
The huts are individually owned by particular families, but may be
shared or borrowed. They are sparsely furnished with the minimum
needed for a four-month stay in summer: a few cooking pots, blankets
and, most important, the butter churn and other dairy utensils (Table
6.14).

Most of the people who work at the doksa are females. &r census at
sTara showed only 6 males out of a total of 38 (these figures fluctuate
slightly from day to day, and do not match our records of who occupied
each pulu, Table 6.17):
Men
Boys

1
5

Married women

Nun
Girls

Similarlyat Karpa-lurnpa doksa, belonging to Padum, only girls were
there when HO arrived late one evening after a long day's climbing.
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Table 6.16 Cattle at sTara Doksa August 1981
Yearoflife1 2 3
Langto
2
Yak
2
Dzo
3
Garu
6 1 1

4

Total Males

3

11 1

5

6

7

8

9

10 11

12

>12 Age? Total

1

5
3
10

1

18

1

1

1
1

Dim0
Pashi
Dzomo
Garmo
Stolmo
Girmo

1
2
4
2
3 3 2
4 5 4
1
1

Total
females

148 1 0 1 2 9

1
I

6
2
4

3
4
2

1
2
3

1

2
4
1

4
4
1

2
3

2
3
2

1

2

1
9

7
14
2

11

23

1

6

1

7

9

5

7

4

5
35
55
28
2
1
126

Adjustments to show female life expectancy
Add female dead calves:
4
Redistribute females of unknown ages in similar way to known ones:
3 3 2 2 2 2 2 1 1
1
1
3
Adjusted female
Totals
18 11 13 14 11 8

3

9

10

6

8

5

14

In addition 19dzo were seen grazing beyond the sTongde La, m d 23 yak in the Leshun
valley.

They at once gave me supper and put on an impromptu song and dance.
They clearly enjoy the opportunity to have a little independence from
parental discipline during the summer. Though of course they have to
work from before dawn and till after dusk and to walk long distances,
there is time to sit in the sun in the middle of the day to spin wool or plait
their hair. They often pin posies of flowers in their hats, especially the
yellow lousewort, lug-ri-men-tok (Pedicularis longipora). The growing
attendance of girls at school will conflict with this traditional work
(Table 6.15).
iv Livestock at sTara Doksa
Before dawn on 20th July 1981 we carried out a complete census of all
the cattle at the doksa while milking was in progress. The details foreach
yard individually are given in Table 6.18. Most cattle yards are used by
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only one owner, but a few are shared among two owners, while sheep
pens may be shared by up to four. Later in the day a more careful count
of the calves was done which brought to light a few more. These results,
supplemented by other information, are summarized in Table 6.16.
There were only 18male cattle, and most of these were young ones that
were still suckling or needed protection at night from wolves. However,
the number of first year and especially second year male calves is less
than the females; possibly the males have a higher natural mortality, or
are less well cared for, or are even deliberately culled. Of the 126 female
cattle, a quarter were pa-shi (local cows), and most of the remainder
were first (dzo-mo)or second (gar-mo)generation crossesbetween these
and a yak bull. It is noteworthy that apparently 35 pa-shi have succeeded
in raising 55 dzo-mo, and that only one gir-mo is recorded, though this
may partly be a failure by the owners to distinguish them from gar-mo.
These figures are to some extent affected by purchases from outside, but
nevertheless they substantiate the commonly expressed opinion that
there is a particularly high death rate among the second and third
generation crosses (both male and female) during the first year of life.
There are very few di-mo, a great contrast to higher and remoter villages
such as Sha-de and Testa.
Before examining the female statistics further, we have distributed the
23 of unrecorded age among the other age classes over 1 year in a way
that reflects the age class structure. We have also added 4 calvings to
allow for those female calves which died soon after birth in the spring.
The results are shown in the bottom line of Table 6.16. This shows that
of the 74 females of reproductive age, one quarter produced female
calves in 1981. Assuming that the same number of male calves were
born, that indicates that only half the adult females calve in any one year.
Of about 18 females born, only a dozen will survive through years 2-5,
about eight to year 10, and a few to 15or even 20 years. For those which
escape neonatal death, the life expectancy is about 10.5 years.
Looked at in another way, a 10 year old female will have produced 3
calves on average (in years 5,7,9) of which 1'/2 will be females, and of
these only 1 female will survive to reproductive age. Thus the number
of female stock can barely be maintained, and owners whose stockmanship
is below average, or who have poorer forage resources or who are struck
by random misfortune will have to buy stock to maintain their herd.
There is little chance of making money by selling surplus stock (see
Osmaston, 1985). This situation is corroborated by the "herd-histories"
illustrated in Table 6.19, which show that nine out of eighteen calves of
the second or third cross-bred generation died within a month of birth.
In these herds too, calving in alternate years is usual, starting on the 4th,
5th or 6th year, though there may be barren periods of up to five years,
and an exceptional female may calve annually (though with zero calf
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Table 6.17 sTara doksa: hut ownership and occupancy, 1981
Note: Code letters refer to location of pulu on map of doksa. dau.= daughter.
PULU OWNER
pulu gong
(= Upper
huts)

P U ~ UYOg

(= Lower Huts)

Aa
b
c
d
e
f
g
h
i
j
k
1

OCCUPIER

Lobsang Rabji, Tang
Zigdin Angdu, Tetsa
Pishu Angbo, Tetsa
Nawang Thaye, Piyu
Tsering Putit, P i p
Nawang Tashi, Tetsa
Nawang Tsering, Tetsa
Tsering Dorma, Tetsa
Sonam Tsering, Piyu
Nawang Init, Tang
Nawang Lincho, P i p

himself
Tashi Tsolmo (dau.)
Sonam D o h a (dau.)
Phuntok D o h a (dau.)
herself (nun)
Tsering Dolkar (dau.)
himself
herself (nun)
himself
himself
Sonam Tashi (son)
a boy
'

?

Ba Tsering Gatuk, Lam
b Sten Kyong, Piyu
C Tsering Norbu, Tang
d Tsewang Norbu, Tetsa
e ?
f ?
Jamphel, Lam

Tsering Sten Kyong ( P i p )
Tsering Norbu (Tang)
Sonam Norbu (Tetsa)
Ngamphe Tashi ( P i p )
Tsering Tonyet (Shilingskit)
himself
Phakson Tundup (Trodong)

?

pulu pharkha
(= other-side
huts)

Ca Tsultim Angbo, Tetsa

,

himself temporarily,
daughter permanently
himself
Tsering D o h a (dau.)
himself
himself
Padma Khado (dau.)

b Nawang Kendrup, Laru
C Tashi Rinzin, Laru
d Tashi Namp, Trodong
e Nawang Tile, Laru
f Tsering Stobdan,
Trodong
Tsering Stobdan,
Garskit (dau.)
Trodong
Tsultim Angbo, Tama
Tsering Yangdun (dau.)
ruined (previously, with adjoining yard, belonged to Tsering
Tonyet of Shilin&t, now in Pulu Yog (0).

Table 6.18 Livestock census: A. pulu gong, sTara doksa
Capital letters and numbers e.g. "Al" refer to location of stock yard or pen on map.
Lower case letters e.g."(b)" refer to location of the pulu of the stock-owner(s)on map.
y = years m = months dau. = daughter
A1

1 Pashi 4y
2 Dzomo 8y
3 Garu 5y (son of 2)
4 Dzomo 6y
A2 (b), A3 (dl, A5 (0, A6 (g), A7, A8 (i,j,k)

A12 (g)

1
2
3
4
5

Dzomo 5y
Dzomo Sy
Dimo 7y
Dimo (calf of 3)
Dimo 3y
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A4 (0

A9 (j)
A10 (k)
A l l (i)

1
2
3
4
5
1
1
2
I
2
3
4
5
6

Goats and sheep
Dzomo 8y
Garmo 4y (dau. of 1)
Garmo 5y
Stolmo 12y
Dzomo 4y (dau. of 4)
Dzomo 5y
Pashi 4y
Calf lm
Pashi
Pashi
Dzomo
Dzomo
Dzomo calf
Garu
Garmo 4y
Yak 3y
Dzomo 15y
Garmo 6y
Dzomo 9y
Dzomo 22y
Dzomo 14y
Ganno 3y
Pashi l l y
Dzomo 12y
Garmo l y
Dzomo 2y

(dau. of 3)
6 Pashi lOy
7 Garmo4y
8 Ginno (calf of 7)
9 Pashi l2y
10 Garmo 2y
(dau. of 13)
11 Garmo 3y
(dau. of 13)
12 Ganno 5y
(dau. of 13)
13 Dzomo 9y
14 Dzomo l3y
15 Garmo l y
(dau. of 14)
AA8 (a)

1 Garmo6y
(dau. of 5)
2 Dzomo 5y
3 Dirno l3y
4 Dzomo By
5 Dzomo 11y
6 Garmo 2y
(dau. of 5)
7 Pashi l l y
8 Dzomo l y
(dau. of 7)

AA6 (c)
AAlO

Calves) about 6
Calves)

AAI (h), 2 (e), 3 (el, 4 , s (c), 6 (c), 9 (a)

Goats and sheep

B. pulu yog, sTara doksa

82 (c, d)

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

Dzomo lOy
Pashi 5y
Pashi l3y
Calf of 2y
Garmo9y
Dzomo l5y
Dzomo l7y
Calf
Calf

B8 (e)

1
2
3
4

Dzomo l4y
(calf of 1)
Garmo4y
Garmo 3y

1 Dzomo 4y
2 Tsolmo 2m
(calf of 1)
3 Garu 3y
4 Dzomo9y
5 Garmo (calf of 4)

B3 (h)

Sheep and goats

84 (b)

Sheep and goats

B5 (d, g)

B7(b)

1
2
3
4

Garmo l l y
Gir (calf of 1)
Garmo8y
Dzomo lOy
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5 Dzomo lOy
6 Pashi l l y

5 Dzomo 6y
6 Garmo3m
(calf of 5)B9 (e)
7 Dzomo l5y
8 Dzomo l3y
9 Dimo9y
10 Dimo 8y
11 Dimo 3y
(calf of 10)
12 Dzomo l2y
13 Dzomo 3y
14 Pashi 4y
15 Pashi 9y
16 Garu 6y
17 Pashi 8y

Goats and sheep
B10 (f)

1
2
3
4
5
6

B11

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

Sheep and goats

Pashi 9y
Garu 2y
Garmo3y
Garmo6y
Dzomolly
Garmo2y
(calf of 5)
7 Dzomolly
Pashi 9y
Pashi 6y
Pashi 3y
Pashi lOy
Pashi 5y
Pashi 5y
Pashi4y
Dzomo 2y

C. pulu pharkha, sTara doksa
1 Dzomo 3y

2 Dzomo 9y
3 Yak 3y
1 Pashi 3y
2 Pashi 8y
1 Dzomo
2 Dzomo

Goats
1 Pashi

2 Pashi
3 Dzomo (calf of 2)
1-6 Dzomo
7-9 Pashi
10-11 Garmo
1-4 Dzomo
(6 horses and 1 foal - our own pack animals)
Capital letters and numbers e.g. "Al" refer to location of stock yard or pen on map of
doksa.
Lower case letters e.g."(b)" refer to location of the pulu of the stock-owner(s)on map.
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Table 6.19h Herd History of Tsultim Angbo of Tetsa, sTongde

Pashi @ought from Sum valley)
(re-sold-to Suru valley)

I

4th yr.

(no other calves)

10th year

I

I

Dzo (now 2 yr.)

Pa-shi (now 8 yr.)

I
I

I
4th yr.

I

5th yr.

I

Dzumo
(died at 3m.)

barren in 6th,7th yr.

8th yr.

b m o

I
DL0

(now 3 yr.)

(calf)

b m o (bought from Suru at 3 yr., now to be resold to Suru)
(now 9 yr.)

I

6th yr.
I
Gmmo
(did young)

I
I

7th yr.

8th yr.

9th yr.

barren

Garu
(died young)

barren

h-shi (bought on credit, R.600, from Sum last year, now 3 yr.)

Yak (bought from Ichar at 2 year, now 8 yr.)
Yak (bought from Shun last year, now 3 yr.)
Total 8 cattle alive In 1981.
He does not have enough winter fodder for more than 9 or 10 animals.
Note. Animals still alive in 1981 in this or herds B & C are in bold type.

Table 6.19B Herd HiMory of Puochok Dawa, Cyalpo of Padum
Pashi (bought from Shila at Syr, sold barren at 10 yr.)

t

5th yr.
now
dead

I

7th yr.
now
dead

I

9th yr.
Dzomo (later exchanged barren at 9 yr.
for 3yr. Pa-shi from Sum)

I

~ & m o(died young)
D m m o (died at 13yr. ip 1980)
G&-mo
(sold at
5 yr.
to M)

G&-mo (later exchanged barren with Padum Muslim for
2 yr. Pa-shi + R. 150. This Pa-shi was
later killed by a wolf at 2lhyr)
Gir-mo
(died young)

~ i r
(died young)
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Table 6.19B Herd History of Punchok Dawa, Gyalpo of Padum (cont.)
Dzo-mo (4yr, bought from Sum in 1980 for R.2000)
Car-mo (calf born 8th July 1981)
Pa-shi (3yr. bought in 1980 for R.680)
Yak (5yr, bought in 1979 for R.800 from Testa)

A
' Dm-mo (7yr, half-share bought in 1980 for R.900)
Horse (gelding, 8yr, home-bred)
Donkey (stallion 5 yr., bought)
Total approx. 8% cattle, horses and donkeys alive in 1981 (in bold type).
He has plenty of straw, so he also borrows one Dzo for ploughing in return for feeding it
all winter, and similarly borrows a Dzomo for extra winter milk in return for feeding it.
He has 12 adult goats (1 big billy and 11 female). In 1980 5 kids survived. In 1981 5
kids were born, of which 3 survived.
He has 5 adult sheep (1 ram and 4 females). In 1980 3 lambs survived. In 1981 3 lambs
were born, of which 2 survived.
Within the limitations of his available winter forage, Punchok Dawa would like to have the
following ideal herd: 1 horse for riding, 1 donkey for baggage, carrying dung, grain etc. 1
yak or dzo for ploughing and load carrying, 2 pa-shi, calving in alternate years, 2 dm-mo,
calving in alternate years, 2 calves of 2yr, 2 calves of lyr. Total about 8lh adult animal
equivalents.

-

Table 6.19C Herd History of Tashi Wangyal of Shilingskit
Dzemo (bought from Sum at 3 yr. now 19 yr.)

I

I

5yr
6yr
died died
lwk. lm.

I

1

8yr
7yr
killed
died
by
lyr.
snow
leopard

died died
lwk. lwk.

I

9yr
Garmo
now
lOyr

I

Gir
now
2 yr.

I

I

I

died
lwk

Pa-shi (7yr. bought from Suru at 3 yr)
I

t

4th yr
Pa-shi
now 3yr.

I

llyr 13yr
Garmodied
now
lm
8yr

6td yr
Pa-shi
now lyr

Pa-shi (lOyr,
home bred)
5th yr.
Dzo (no other calves)
Now 5yr.

3 Donkeys

Total 15 animals alive in 1981 (in bold type)

1

I

16yr
15yr
G a m o Garu
now
now
4yr
3yr

I
1
18yr 19yr
Garu now
2yr
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survival). All these herd histories show a heavy dependence on bought
replacement from outside Zangskar, mostly from the Suru valley, which
must represent a serious drain on cash resources.
Although we received an impression that the death-rate of calves is
lower with pure-bred yak and di-mo, the only figures we were able to
gather did not substantiate this, perhaps because they are mainly bred
in the higher, colder, snowier villages. The two farms at Purne near Char
had only fifteen first and second year calves from twenty seven di-mo,
i.e. an annual survival rate of 29%. A lama at Lingshed Gompa said his
unfortunate family had two yak and one di-mo aged 14 years. Of seven
calves born to the latter the first had died because the dam had no milk;
the second died of a mouse-bite (sic!),the third was eaten by a wolf, the
fourth died of blood in its dung, the fifth and sixth died under 1year of
unknown causes, only the last still survived. Similarly Sonam Palzang
at Lingshed said he only had five surviving young cattle, all di-mo, out
of 14 calves born in the last few years. He remarked that many died in
the snows of autumn. Lamayuru Gompa only had 3 calves in 1981from
18 female cattle, mostly di-mo.
10. Summary
Animal husbandry in Zangskar presents difficult technical and managerial problems. This is because of the environmental and resource
constraints, the complex hybrid cattle-breeding system and the need for
close integration with arable farming. Moreover, husbandry appears to
be rather unproductive in conventional Western terms of meat and milk
output, and many farmers have to buy cattle to maintain their herd size.
Nevertheless, the farmers are successful in managing a considerable
range of livestock to produce an adequacy of meat, butter and cheese,
besides the more vital outputs of manure, dung-fuel, pack transport and
draught power. For further relevant literature see the introduction to
Ch. 5 and especially Ekvall(1968) and Bonnemaire & Jest (1976); for a
discussion of the place and future of animal husbandry in the whole
farming system see the latter part of Ch. 5. The annual cycle of activities
is described in Ch. 2.
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I. Introduction
If ever a Himalayan village deserved the title of "Shangri la" the
remote settlement of Sha-de would surely be a prime candidate. Three
days trek from anywhere along tracks necessitatingcrossing high passes
and descending deep gorges with numerous and occasionally hazardous river crossings, it is remote indeed. Reached up a narrow gorge
hidden in the side of the main valley of the upper Tsarap or Sha-de river
and situated spectacularly at the upper end of a sloping valley full of
crops, the closely packed group of houses overlooks from its balconies
a range of mountains dominated by a great conical peak, known to the
villagers as Zhung Zang (gZhung.bZang) (Fig. 7.1). Sha-de is cut off by
snow for the greater part of the year and is almost miraculously
maintained by a warm spring that never freezes. Sha-de is one of the
highest villages in Ladakh, a fact that quickly tells in the respiration of
a visitor ascending from sTongde.
Our visit to Sha-de enabled us to contrast a high pasture settlement
with our study villages on the alluvia of the Zangskar valley and also to
visit a village which has had almost no direct contact with the outside
world for many generations. Sha-de has close familial links with
sTongde, from which settlement it was originally founded. The enduring links between these villages tell us much about the sociological
relations between high and low settlementsin this part of the Himalaya.
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Figure 7.1 Map of Sha-de region
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2. The lands of Sha-de

The home valley
It would be difficult to find two villages in Zangskar which differ
more than sTongde and Sha-de; indeed this difference is the source of
their complementary economic and social activities. Sha-de is the most
remote, the highest, and nearly the smallest of Zangskar villages,
standing at 4160 m. on a minor tributary of one of the headwaters of the
Lungnak river (Figs. 7.1 and 7.2). Both the tributary stream and this
section of the main river are commonly referred to in Zangskar by the
name 'Sha-de', and to avoid confusion here they are referred to as the
Sha-de Stream and the Sha-de River respectively. To those who have not
been to Sha-de, its situation suggests a hardy community eking out a
meagre subsistence at the altitudinal limits of agriculture.
We were fortunate to visit Sha-de with Tsering Shakya as interpreter
between 12-16August 1980,travellingby the direct highlevel route from
sTongde, over the sTongde-La and down the Sha-de River. This runs
through a series of barren gorges which make travel along it difficult.
Access from the gorge to Sha-de itself is by a path cut in one side of a
narrow rocky defile which opens out suddenly into an astonishing little
valley, floored with lush green swamps, and with terraced fields of
barley waving on its slopes. It is easy to visualise the traditional story
of its accidental discovery by a hunter, and to draw idealising parallels
with the fictional Shangri-La especially as a small pass just to the north
is actually called Shingri-La (= Forest Mountain Pass).
This landscape is due to the geology. Sha-delies on an outcrop of shale
(with occasional beds of sandstone) which weathers easily to smooth
slopes not exceeding 40°,covered with a thick, easily terraced, soil. This
soil is also easily eroded and washed into the valley bottom, forming a
flat alluvial floor. A barrier of steeply bedded limestone mountains lies
between this and the main river, through which the Shade Stream has
cut a double notch: wider at the top, at the accordant levels of the stream
valley floor on one side and the old glaciated floor of the river valley on
the other; very narrow at the bottom where the stream is cutting down
to the present level of the deeply incised river (see Ch. 1).
The upper parts of both the Sha-de Stream and a tributary which joins
it at the village are incised into thicknesses of up to 15m. of cemented
valley-fill, composed of angular sandstone and limestone fragments up
to 2m3in size, originating from source rocks in the headwaters of these
streams. Outcrops of similar angular material can be seen along the sides
of the wider parts of the valleys near the village and at several places
springs rise at the base of this gravel. It presumably dates from a period
of more intense periglacial conditionsand perhaps corresponds with the
fans of the Zangskar Valley.
The Sha-de Stream valley itself has apparent traces of glaciation - a
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low arcuate ridge about 3m high composed of sandstone and shale, but
no limestone, extending across the valley just below the village and
impounding swampy pools behind it. This is perhaps a moraine of the
same age as that damming Tsho Tok Phu (mTsho.ITak.phu),a lake in the
mountains near Tan-Tak Gompa (Dran.drag.dGom.pa). Both moraines
present difficulties of interpretation however, since each seems to be
emplaced within a valley-fill of angular material. The important problems also presented by the much older moraines near Tan-Tak (Dran.drag)
are discussed in the chapter on Zangskar geomorphology; more study
is needed in this area.
The valley swamps have up to 1.5 m depth of peat, and support a
dense growth of sedges and other plants, but only on the shallowest peat
near the village, with patches of gravelly outwash, are they used much
for grazing. Probably the surface is not strong enough to withstand
heavy trampling. The Sha-de Stream and a tributary which joins it from
the West, just below the village, had flows of about 0.06 m3/sec and 0.02
m3/sec respectively in mid-August and produced ample water for
irrigation throughout most of the summer. Thus no reservoirs are
necessary, though later in the season a rationing cycle of 6 days is
instituted, with one khang-chenand/or one to three khang-chung taking
water each day. The main irrigation channel in the North valley was
carrying about 0.02 m3/sec., and other channels could intercept all the
flow in the West valley if desired. Taking the readily available irrigation
water as 0.04 m3/sec, applied during a 12 hour working day, 45 mm of
water could be applied daily to the estimated area of 3.8 ha of cultivation.
This exceeds the likely evapotranspiration by a factor of about ten times,
indicating that there is still abundant water in August. This was
confirmed by the leisurely irrigation we saw, compared with the continual activity at sTongde.
Below the irrigation off-take, springs augment the flow of the main
stream to 0.06m3/secagain. This is ample to supply the three watermills,
each of which in succession abstracts,uses and returns about 0.04m3/sec
when it is in use.
The mountain pastures
The landscape contrasts of the home valley extend to the grazing
lands around it, which are mainly dependent on outcrops of shale. These
are divided however by rugged, barren mountains of limestone and
sandstone and by the river, incised into a gorge, often with precipitous
sides hundreds of metres high. The two main shale areas lie on opposite
sides of the river: one extendingto the East of the village itself and of TanTak Gompa; one in a long band running roughly parallel with the river
to the West. Besides these, there are many limestone and sandstone
screes, and patches of gravelly alluvium and moraine perched above the
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main river, especially in the Tan-Tak embayment, which carry sparser
grazing. Multispectral images of Zangskar, taken by Landsat satellites,
show clearly that Sha-de lies in a belt of denser than average vegetation
associated with the outcrops of shale which extend north-westwards to
Lingshed, although the hill behind the village itself is so overgrazed that
it appears to be bare.
Our visit was too brief to cover all these pastures, but it was evident
that the shales, when not too heavily grazed, carried good steppe
grazing, including abundant tussock grasses. Where grazing was heavy,
for example around the village, the variety of plants was reduced, and
less palatable ones such as Polygonum tortuosum (nya.10) were more
abundant, though the roof-top stacks of this cut for hay showed that it
was still an important resource. Only small areas of close turf were seen
(apart from the peat-swamps): some on the valley floor on gravelly
alluvium at Mani-nema (Ma.ni.ne. ma) near Sha-de village; another on an
old river terrace at Shawa Ling (Sha.ba.gling).
The whole appearance of the vegetation in the Sha-de area suggests
a less severe (or less prolonged) pressure of grazing and cutting than in
the main Zangskar valleys. This is particularly evident in the case of trees
and shrubs. It is one of the few areas where gnarled relict juniper
(shug.pa)can often be seen, though these are mostly confined to inaccessible rocks or to the valley barred by the lake of Tsho.Tok.Phu
(mTsho.lTak.phu),whither, however, men go in winter on fuel gathering
expeditions across the frozen water. In the main gorge, the river is
sometimes tightly confined between rock walls, but more often it
wanders from side to side across a narrow flood plain of gravel banks
carrying dense thickets of willow, malchang (mal.lcang). Some of the
scree slopes on the gorge-sidesand in tributary valleys also have thickets
of willow and occasionally birch, (sTag.pa). Small building timbers and
wood-fuel are therefore more plentiful at Sha-de than in most of
Zangskar, and good supplies of the later are stacked on the house roofs,
together with large stocks of dung-fuel. Enough of the latter can be
collected around the village to avoid bringing it in from the doksas
('Brog.sa). Fuel is particularly important in view of the high altitude of
the village, and 15yak-loads of wood are said to be a sufficient supply
for the winter for one khang-chung.
Short lists of more abundant, important or conspicuousplant species
found on various sites are given in Table 7.1. Evident differences from
sTongde reflect the lack of land below 3,900 m., the importance of the
shale area with species such as edible pea, seri (sa.ri), and the swamps
at Sha-de and Shawa-Ling (Sha.ba.gling)with the conspicuous yellowflowered Louse-wort, lugrimentok (1ug.ru.me.tog).
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Table 7.1 Plante of the Sha-de valley

Lists of selected species which are abundant, conspicuous, important or characteristic
of various sites. (E = English name. Z = Zangskari phonetic rendering)

Artemisia spp. Z. setchi, burtse

Gentianella moorcrqLtiana
Z . tikda-mentok. E. Gentian

Carum carvi E. Caroway Z. K0n.ju.k
Cicer microphyllum Z. seri

Polygonum sp. E. Knotweed
Pedicularis bicornuta
E. Lousewort.

Caragana brevfolia Z. trato.
Polygonum tortuosum Z. nyalo

Potentilla sp.
Hippophae rhumnoides E. Sea
buckthorn Z. tser-mang,
tser-no.

Astragalus zanskarensis Z. sitchu
Acantholimon lycopodioides Z. lonze
Scrophularia koelzii E. Figwort
Lindelqia stylosa 2.khi.lche
(= hounds-tongue)
Geranium collinum Z. porlo
Nepeta spp.

Hyoscyamus niger E. Henbane
z. 1ang.tang

-

Rumex sp. E. Dock
Cirsium arvense E. Thistle
Z. ljang-ster

Pedicularis longrPora
E. lousewort
Z . lug-ri-men-tok

Salix sp. E. Willow. Z . malchang
Myricaria gerrnanica E. Tamarisk,
Z . umbu

Pedicularis punctata (?)
Lomatagonium sp.
Euphrasia himalayicum
E. Eyebright
Triglochin maritima
Triglochin palustris
Plantago sp. E.Plantain

Communications
The steep mountains around Sha-de restrict communication with the
rest of Zangskar to the main valley. There is however, a route due north
from Sha-de village over the hills to the Niri River (Nyi.rz3, and thence
by the Shiachun La (Se.ba.can.1~)to Tza-zar ( 7 ' s h a . z ~ Down-river
~).
leads
to Phuktal Gompa (Phug.dar)and Cha (bCa),and thence by the Lung-nak
Valley (Lung.nng) to Padum (dPa.gTum)in 3-4 days. Up-river leads to
Mulla Sumdo (Mu.la.gSum.do) and then northwest to sTongde by the
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sTongde La in about 3 days. The section of the latter route between Mulla
Swndo and Salam-stakda (Sa.lam.sTag.'dra) exemplifies the difficulties
of travel by these routes. On the Survey of India 1:250,000 map (1868)
there is a warning note "six fords" here. In fact, we had to cross the river
a dozen times in this distance of 6 km., because each time that the river
swings from one side of the gorge to the other, the narrow strip of flood
plain along which the route runs is pinched out against a rock wall rising
directly from the river. In late summer, when the water is only thigh
deep or less, such fords are not difficult, especially if one has the help of
riding or pack animals,but in spring when the river is swollenby melting
snow they may be impassible. By July it was very noticeable that the
rivers in this area, being fed then mainly by seepage from the soil and
small snow patches, rather than by glaciers, run clean and clear and do
not rise in the afternoons. In the main valley between Sha-de and Shawa
Ling, where it is impossible to travel along the floor of the gorge, the
route often consists of a path 30 cm. wide traversing steep screes above
a 50 m. vertical drop to the river; sometimes it is built out from a steep
rock face on poles jammed into crevices; sometimes it uses steps cut in
the rock. Yak are very sure footed on such terrain, but riding a yak up
or down stairs along the side of a precipice is something to be remembered. They are also very good at fording rivers, and we saw one do so
with 2 adults and 2 children mounted on its back. Although the rivers
in these gorges are low and frozen in winter, there are other risks then
from deep snow and avalanches.
There is a traditional rope bridge over the river at Zhung-zangshampa (gZhung.bZang.zam.pa), between Sha-de and Ching-chikmo
(gCig.gCig.sMo),which can be used by people when the river is high, but
not of course by animals.
3. Sha-de Village

Sha-de village is sited on the toe of a south-facing spur where two
valleys meet (Fig. 7.2). This position receives a maximum of sunshine,
especially in winter when the sun is low, and it is not exposed to risk from
avalanches. In mid-August the village is in sun from 0745 to 1730hours.
One's first impression on seeing Sha-de is of a dense agglomeration of
buildings in which it is difficult to distinguish individual houses (Fig.
7.3). As the map shows, there are in fact five main blocks divided by
narrow alleys, with one more in an isolated position 50 m. to the west.
However in several places the alleys are just tunnels, built over by
second-storey rooms linking the houses on either side, an unusual
feature in Zangskar, so that in winter people can move from house to
house without going outside, an adaptation to the severe winters.
The main irrigationchamel, with fields immediatelybelow it, bounds
the village on the south-east, restricting any expansion in this direction.

Sha-de Village
It is likely that the blocks were built in the order in which they are lettered
on the map, with A, the largest, the most rectangular and facing due
south on the toe of the ridge, built at the first occupation of the site, and
the others being added later within the constraints of the irrigation
channel and the form of the ridge, which has side slopes of 300 to the SE
and SW. The foundations of the houses have to be dug down to solid
rock, through the unstable surface layer of weathered shale. Most
buildings have two storeys but the closeness of the buildings, the links
between them, and the steepness of the site make the houses more
irregular in both plan and elevation than usual. The rooftops are a
bewildering mosaic of different levels with short ladders between,
unexpected holes, and many stacks of hay and fuel.
The villagers were rather uncommunicative about details of village
organisation,and we were unsure of the precise division of the buildings
into khang-chen and khang-chung. It is possible that in this tightly-knit
and restricted community there is some flexibility in the allocation of
accommodation for dependent relatives. Second-story guest-rooms
which we occupied, with a fine view down the valley, are marked on the
map; they were in the khang-chen occupied by Tsering Dorje
(Tshe.ring.rDor.rje),adjoining the khang-chung of Angyal (d Bang.rGyal),
a very helpful and energetic man.
Besides the houses there is a small school across the main valley, three
water mills and many chortens, evidence of the piety and prosperity of
the village. An impressive line of six chortens crowns the ridge above
the village, a row of four marks the path north from Maninema, and a
large arched chorten stands astride the approach path to the village.
4. Agriculture at Sha-de

With the possible exception of the small settlements at Shun (Shun)
just south of Sha-de in the Tsarap (Tshe.rap)valley which I have not
visited, Sha-de grows crops at a higher altitude than any other village in
Zangskar, the lowest field being at 4080 m. and the highest at 4315 m.
Only barley is grown, and only one variety, chene (lCi.nas),reputed to
be one of the fastest maturing of the Zangskar barleys. The growing
season is too short for wheat, which is also said to be severely affected
by loose-smut. I do not know why peas cannot be grown, but wild peas
grow abundantly on the shale hillsides and are collected for food. The
only other crops I saw in the village were one plot of radish (Labu la.phug, or mulla) of about 0.01 ha. and another of potatoes (0.002 ha.).
Otherwise, all the fields are cropped with barley every year.
Since the actual floors of the valleys are mainly either gravelly or
boggy, the cultivated fields are mostly on terraces on the valley sides,
though there are none on the east side of the Sha-de Stream due to the
greater steepness and instability there (there were evident signs of a
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recent slip). As a consequence many of them are very long and narrow,
one being 60 m. x 2 m.; the largest is about 0.16 ha., and the smallest0.002
ha., and the average 0.02 ha. From a rough count of fields and
measurement of the areas of some sample fields which ranged from
0.003 to 0.16 ha, I estimate the total area to be 3.8 ha. To this should be
added a few fields on the gravel and rock terrace below Tan-Tak Gompa,
which I did not survey but estimated from memory as 0.5 ha., and one
small field, fallow when we passed, at Ching-chikmo. This only
represents 0.08 ha per adult equivalent of the population, less than half
the figure at sTongde (0.2 ha, see Table 5.11) and small in comparison
with most other systems of subsistence agriculture except padi rice. I
may have underestimated the area but if so it would compensate for my
estimates of yield which are surprisingly large (see later).
Approximate areas of arable fields at Sha-de
18 fields on S ridge of NW valley above chorten
c. 13fields on S ridge of NW valley below chorten
4 fields on S ridge above village below chorten
56 small fields on NW valley above village
28 fields below village to rocky spur of main valley
c. 22 fields on W side of N valley
fields below rocky spur in main valley
fields below Tantak Gompa

Notes Locations (a)-(g)are shown in Fig. 7.2
Altitudes of highest fields are: in (a) 4270 m, 14,000 ft; in (c)4250 m, 13,900
ft; in (d) 4310 m, 14,150 ft.
Altitude of lowest field is: in (g) 4075 m, 13,375 ft.

A surprising absentee from Sha-deis Iuceme (buksuk, bug.sug)which
elsewhere in Zangskar is planted on the banks between irrigated fields,
and contributes importantly to the hay crop. This is particularly
remarkable since in Canada it is grown further North than either wheat
or barley (Walston, 1983). A wild plant which does grow fairly abundantly in such sites and on the hillsides generally is caraway (konjuk go.snyod), the small fruits of which are collected and sent to Karsha
Gompa and thence to the Dalai Lama at Dharmsala for religious
ceremonial use.
Crowden (1977), who visited Sha-de briefly, reported that yields
there were less than those in the Zangskar Valley, and only represented
a return of four times the seed sown, i.e. a yield of about 1.4 t/ha.
However this report was based on information given to him, probably
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at Padurn, and not on direct observations. During our visit I was greatly
impressed by the crops of barley seen at Sha-de in mid-August, which
were as good as the best seen in the Zangskar Valley. They were dense,
uniform, weed-free, pest-free, disease-free except for a little blacksmut
(perhaps 1 in 10m2) and with mean height of 60 to 90 cm. (exceptionally
100 cm)
I had no time for a proper crop census during the three days we were
working at Sha-de, nor would the villagers have liked it. However all
the crops we have seen and the measurements recorded in Table 7.2 are
representativeof the range (though I thought it tactful to sample themost
remote fields), with most of the crops falling between fields A and B in
quality. Even these few measurements are sufficient to show several
interesting points:
i) There is no evidence of a reduction in yield of chene with increasing
altitude either within the Sha-de Valley, or as between Padum and
Sha-de. It is likely that the main altitudinal limitations on agriculture are not so much the average climatic conditions but the
increased probability of exceptionally unfavourable ones: late
snow in spring, or early snow in autumn, either of which may cause
complete crop failure. This would accord with local statements
that other varieties of barley require too long a growing season.
ii) The largest variations in yield are within fields (5:l) rather than
between fields (3:l) reflecting the effects of standard culturn1
practices on a uniform site and soil. Owing to the abundance of
both livestock and wood-fuel at Sha-de there is ample winter dung
(togetherwithnight-soil)for applicationto all the fields every year,
and there is adequate irrigationwater for all the fields. Within each
field however, just as at sTongde, there is a strip a metre or two
wide, round the upper end of each field where the crop is invariably much poorer, despite the fact that this part receives most
water. It is probably the effect of repeated eluviation of nutrients
and fines, since the soil there is usually noticeably more sandy and
gravelly, and there is no similar strip at the lower margin of the
field. The yield from this strip is only a fifth of that from the rest
of the field.
iii) The average yield of chene (1Ci.nas) at Sha-de is probably at least

5t/ha with a possible maximum of about lOt/ha in the best fields.
iv) Plant density and hence sowing rate are variables of much less
importance than nutrient supply. Although sample D had more
plants per m2than C, it had less than half the number of ears per
m2,and was less than half the height. Chene will tiller vigorously
given space and nutrients, sufficiently to compensate for wide
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variations in sowing rate or seedling survival; I noticed one plant
on the edge of crop C which had 33 good ears. Plant densities at
Sha-de are only half those usual in the U.K., but there is no reason
to think that this is the result of higher losses of seed or seedlings.
Indeed the reverse is the case, since pests such as slugs, leatherjackets and wireworms are absent, and I did not notice the flocks
of sparrows and pigeons which are common in the main Zangskar
valley, and are said to consume considerable quantities of seed.
Germination tests on Sha-de chene gave over 90% germination
even after 4 years storage. Although seed rates in Zangskar are
traditionally said to be about 180 kg/ha., i.e. about 460 seeds per
m2, this is excessive to produce only 120-140 plants per m2 (see
discussion in Ch. 5).
It is likely that the seed rate does not exceed 100 kg/ha., and may
be as low as 60 kg/ ha. Thus the multiplication rate is probably at
least 60x on average, and in sample C certainly exceeded the
Biblical hundred-fold.
V)

These yields at Sha-de are similar to those of good crops of chene
grown in the Zangskar Valley, but are substantially greater than
those of the barley varieties more commonly grown there such as
yangar (gYang.dKar) and sermo (ser.mo) which are however preferred because of their whiter flour. Chene has a grey or brown
grain and is considered better than other varieties for brewing beer.
These higher yields are achieved partly by the longer ears of chene
which contain more grains/ear, and partly by generous manuring
and irrigation. Chene also has longer (average 100 mm) and
broader (mid-point average 1.2 mm) awns than other local varieties of barley (and of wheat), and it is well known that the awns and
glumes make a useful contribution to photosynthesis and grain
weight (Watsonet al., 1958). The ears of chene have a surface area
of awns treble that of local wheat, most local barleys, and most
European/American barleys.

vi) These yields are similar to U.K. yields of spring barley grown under
a system of high inputs, and are considerably better than Canadian
yields under a system of low inputs. Again this is achieved partly
by the high numbers of grains per ear which compensate for only
moderate ear densities. Though shortereared than the common
U.K. and Canadian varieties which have two rows of grains,chene
with six rows has double the number of grains per ear, as well as
double the number of awns and glumes.
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1. The letters A-D for the Sha-de crops refer to sites marked on the map.
2. Crops 1-5 were grown in 1980.
3. For crops 1-5 the figuresnot in brackets are means from measurements in each
crop. The figures in brackets have been estimated thus:
(a) grain per ear and spikelets per ear from ear-length, using relationships
derived from chene at Padum. Ear-length excludes the a m s .
(b) ears per m2fromheight using a relationship derived frombarley at Sha-deand
sTondge.
(c) the 1000 grain weight of a bulk sample of chene from Sha-de (1979 harvest)
was 39 grn,and of a similar sample from Testa (3900m, I380harvest) was 42.
The Sha-de crops were allotted weights in the range 3545 gm in proportion
to crop height.
(d) yields are estimated from grains per ear x ears per m2x 1000gr. wt. x
air
dry (85% d.m.).
4. So little chene is grown at sTongde that I have no crop measurements there.
5. Estimated multiplication rates arebased on sowingrates of 75kg ha-' in Zangskar
and 160 kg ha-' elsewhere, except for crop (10) which requires 150 kg ha-'.
6. The measured yield of crop (6) is about 27% less than the yield estimated as
described in Note 3 (d) for reasons which are not apparent. perhaps the
estimated yields for crops (1)-(6)are also too high.
7. On the other hand the yields for crops 6-10 are all for husked barley, in which the
husk forms about 15% of the measured yield, which should be reduced
which has naked grain.
accordingly for comparison with
8. Data for crop (6)are from Rodger (1975),interpolatingbetween his data for seed
rates of 146 and 183kg ha-'.
9. Crop (7)
is estimated from M.A.F.F. statistics.
10. Data for crops (8)-(9)were kindly provided by A.E. Jackson of Rothamsted.
11. Data for crop (10) from I.C.I. (Farmers Weekly 24.6.83, p. 62).

Environmental and cultural conditions are also favourable:
(a) there are high sunshine intensities and very low cloudiness (although morning and evening sunshine is curtailed by low latitude
and high mountains);
(b) there are moderate day temperatures and low night temperatures
which reduce transpiration and respiration losses;
(c) despite the apparent risks of a single variety monoculture, there
is a low incidence of disease owing to the dry climate and cold
winters, and the harvesting of all crop material, including roots,
in which pathogens could over-winter,probably aided by the low
population of alternative wild hosts in the neighbourbood (trials
of chene in the U.K.have shown it to be very susceptible to fungal
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and insect attack);
there is adequate labour for clean-weeding;
there is adequate irrigation water which is applied exclusively by
flooding (spray irrigation would ?provide conditions more
favourable to fungal leaf-disease);
there is a high input of manure, so that vigorous growth is
obtained;
although U.K.trials have shown that well fertilised chene is very
susceptible to lodging, there seems to be little incidence of this at
Sha-de despite high nutrient inputs, due to the absence of high
wind and heavy rain and possibly to a different growth habit in the
different environment of Sha-de.

Taking the cultivated area as 4.3 ha., and the average yield of barley
as 5t/h, the total annual grain harvest is about 22 tomes (air dry).
Divided among the village population of 67people plus the 9 monks who
are maintained at Phuktal, this is 280 kg/year or 0.8 kg/day, having an
energy equivalent of 2,900 kcal. This is double the estimated consumption by villagers at sTongde (see Ch. 12), where meal weighings indicated that 0.4 kg/day cereals and potatoes (air dry weight) were eaten
daily, contributing to a total dietary energy of only 1,600 kcal/day. The
normal requirement for an adult or adolescent doing moderately hard
work or in a cold climate is 3,000 kcal. according to F.A.O. data, but these
are often thought to be somewhat generous.
I found a similar apparent excess of production over consumption at
sTongde which I discuss in Ch. 5 and summarise in Table 5.14. There I
conclude that much barley is used for brewing beer, and some is used to
exchange for salt. At Sha-de some may also be used to exchange for peas
(although some exchanges for wheat probably occur too, these would be
on a 1:1basis, leaving total grainstocks unchanged). These discrepancies
are difficult to assess, since the estimates of yield, area and consumption
are all liable to considerable errors. Nonetheless they do suggest that
Sha-de can feed itself amply, if simply.
5. Pastoralism at Sha-de
Visiting Sha-de in mid-summer could leave one with a very false
impression of the importance of livestock in the economy. One would
see a herd of sheep and goats led out to graze daily from the village, but
little else. We were lucky in that the day of our arrival coincided with
the transit through the village of the main cattle herd on one of its
periodic transfers between grazing grounds. Family circles and their
cattle were camped on the sward at Maninema (Ma.ni.ne.ma) at the
upper end of the North valley, having a midday meal of tsampa
(rTsarn.pa),yoghurt and tea, with milk straight from the dimo ('Bri.mo).
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Some animals were tethered, while others roamed around free; I tied
to record them all and to measure a sample of them. This w a my first
contact with yak, and I was agreeably surprised how amenable they
were in comparison with British bulls and even cows. Soon the food
vessels were packed up, the yak were loaded with tents and baggage,
and the whole group moved off in single file past the row of chortens,
up the path to the North. Even for the rest of our stay we saw more yak
and horses than usual at the village, since most of the inhabitants were
planning to travel to sTongde with us to see the Dalai Lama.
Sha-de, like a few other high villages in Zangskar, is distinguished
from the others in the main valleys by having only yak (male)and di-mo
(female)('Bri.mo) (Bosgrunniens) in its cattle herd, and no Bos taurus nor
hybrids between them. We were unable to discover the precise reasons
for this: how much may be due to greater health and longevity of the
former at this altitude, or the reverse for the latter; how muchmay be due
to traditional practices remaining longest in remote places. Certainly
yak are better able to cope with snow.
The cattle we saw were:
Adult yak
2-3 year yak
Adult dimo
2-3 year dirno
First year calves both sexes
TOTAL

21 (of which 18 were saddled)
0
53
23
26
123

In addition there were two cows sent up for the summer from Tsazar.
I am not quite certain about the zero count for young yak, as I may
have mistaken some 2 year yak for young dimo, but the figure may well
be correct, since yak are not normally allowed to run with the milking
herd until August when a few selected yak will be allowed to serve the
dimo. The presence of the 18 adult yak with pack saddles on this
occasion was solely to move camp.
The calf figuresaccord very well with a pattern for the dimo of calving
in alternate years. The figures for the young dimo do so too, but also
indicate a very low mortality rate with about 11new heifers calving each
year, very different from the situation at sTongde. If no dim0 are sold,
then a stableherd canbe maintained if each dim0produces about 2%calves,
i.e. spends 5 years in the milking herd, attaining an average age of 8.
These seem plausible figures. For comparison, the average U.K.cow
calves at 2% years and thereafter annually, and is culled at age 7.
These figures also imply an average annual production of 11 adult
yak. Yak are probably longer lived than dimo (the two I measured were
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11 and 14 years respectively), and, assuming that they normally live to
11 years, an annual intake of only 2 would suffice to maintain a
population of 21. I think that 21 may well have been the total of adult yaks
in the village herd, since when we wished to hire one for our return
journey, there was considerable difficulty in making one available. Thus
about 9 yak may be available for sale or butchering annually. There is
a ready sale for them at a price of about R.2000 for ploughing, in the
Zangskar and Indus valleys.
The herds spend the summer on the mountain pastures. The yak run
free by themselves near the village, but the dim0 and calves are milked
and herded by the girls of the village in a rotational grazing systembased
on temporary camps ('doksa' 'Brog.sa). Those we saw were rather
simple and primitive compared with those of spadurn and sTongde
villages which have roofed huts (Pu.lu), cattle yards, and completely
enclosed night pens for the calves, sheep and goats. At Sha-de doksas
there were simply some low, stone-walled circles, one for each family,
which could be covered with a yak-hair tent, (re.gur or 'gur.gur) furnished with a small storage pit under a stone slab.
Each of these low walled sites ('tong' - probably mThongs - meaning
a "pavilion with an opening for smoke". Jaschke, 1977)is organised in
the same way. At one end a small stone altar supports little water cups
(ding, ting) for offerings every morning. In one occupied tong there was
a traditional wood-bound copy of the rDo.rje.gC0d.p~(Diamond Sutra)
kept near the little altar. In the centre was a large cauldron (zangla 2angs.b~)wherein butter tea is kept constantly on the brew. Near it was
a ladle (gyo, sKyog) and a tea/butter mixer consisting of a tubular piece
of wood with a plunger in it (dong.mo-sDong.mo). Scattered about were
other items of equipment: the milking bucket (zo.ba), a chum (zed and
a spindle for use in the chum (dKrog.ma),a large yoghurt bowl, a wicker
sieve for barley flour (tzar, sTshags),bags of tsampa and a big yak saddle
(dega - rTai.sGa). All articles are of course made in the village and
transported on the backs of large yak together with the tent whenever a
move between doksas is being made.
We were told that the grazing cycle in order of occupation of doksa
sites as follows was as in Table 7.3. Herds go out in one direction, then
back passing by Sha-de and out again the the other direction. In the
doksa, members of the khang-chen and khang-chung work together but
most of the labour is contributed from the khang-chung because they
own little land to work on. We think that this cycle description may be
incomplete or that the use of sites is fairly flexible, since we saw one or
two other d h s , and there may have been more besides. At each move
of camp, the men from the village go up with the yak to move the baggage
and herd.
Because of the lack of night pens at the doksa to protect the sheep and
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goats from wolves, none of these are kept there. Instead most of the male
sheep and goats are kept at Tan-tak Gompa by a couple of men, while a
flock of about 120 females and young remain at the village. (J.C.'~
informant estimated the total flock as 280). Because there is no need at
Sha-de for the usual daily trafficof dung-fuelfromdoksa to village, davy
produce is also not brought regularly to the village; for current
consumption during the summer the villagers are mainly dependent on
milking the sheep and goats. For the same reason the import of nutrients
from the mountain pastures to the fields by means of dung-fuel and its
ashes is replaced by the use of wood-fuel. However, wood contains less
plant nutrients than dung, so that this is less effective. Losses from the
soil by leaching may be less serious at Sha-de as the soil probably has a
higher base exchange capacity.
In lower villages the straw production is barely sufficient to provide
winter forage for the cattle. At Sha-de, with a proportionately larger
herd, it can only supply about a quarter of the requirement (see Table
5.14): hence the large stacks of hay (mostly nyalo, Polygonurn tortuosurn)
on the roofs of the houses. Also yak and dirno are more accustomed to
foraging for themselves in snow than are the European and hybrid cattle
of the lower villages.
No information on quantities of dairy produce could be obtained at
Sha-de, but from information gathered elsewhere 53 dimo would yield
about 8 kg. of butter each during the summer, i.e. 424 kg. The yield
during the winter, and from the sheep and goats, might be another 76 kg.,
making a total of 500 kg/year. In addition an equal weight of high
protein, low fat, cheese would be produced, traditionally used in stews.
Using Attenborough's data for food consumption at sTongde the butter
consumption of the 67 villagers and the 9 monks they support at Phuktal
would be just under 5 kg/year each, i.e. 380 kg. This would leave a
surplus of 120 kg. of butter available for sale or exchange. In 1981 in
Zangskar 1 kg. of butter could be exchanged for 30 kg. of wheat.
There are very few horses at Sha-de; yak and dzo being preferred at
this altitude and on these difficult routes. No chickens are kept at Shade. We saw no cats, but a few dogs are chained to kennels in the village;
though these bark violently and some are regarded as dangerous, 1
found them amenable to a calm approach with titbits of food.
6. The economics of the agricultural and pastoral system at Sha-de
Sha-de provides an excellent example of the close integration of
agricultural and pastoral activities in a subsistence system. A narrow
monoculture of a single variety of barley, without crop rotation or
fallow, is not only sustained but made highly and consistently productive by advantageous environmental conditions and careful cultural
practices.
Fertility is maintained at Sha-de by annual applications of dung to all
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fields,produced by herds which are exceptionally numerous for so small
a community. Because of the abundance of wood-fuel, less winter dung
is burnt than is usual in Zangskar, so more is available for manure, and
more summer dung remains on the mountains to fertilise the pastures.
The yield of 5t/ ha. which results from the system is quite exceptionalfor
a developing country. The famous plot on Hoosfield at Rothamted,
U.K., has been cropped continuously with barley since 1852, and on the
plots which have received only farmyard manure each year (14t/h.
wet, equivalent to 3.5t/ ha. dry weight) the yield remained fairly steadily
at 3t/ha. for the first century, followed by a marked increase to 5t/ha.
after 1962 with the introduction of new varieties and sprays. Plots
receiving no fertiliser or manure yielded lt/ha.
At Sha-de, assuming a harvest index of 0.4, the weight of straw
(including roots) produced would be 1.5 x the weight of the grain, i.e.
about 7.5t/ha. All this is fed to livestock and converted to dung, most
of which is used as manure, say 4.5t/ha. dry weight. In addition there
are human excreta derived from the 4t/ha. of grain (or other foods
obtained in exchange) amounting probably to about 10% of the food
intake for a fibrous diet such as this. Thus the total could be about 5t/ ha.
dry weight, considerably more than the rate used at Rothamsted.
Looked at in another way, nearly all the mineral nutrients in the crop are
returned to the fields as manure, night soil or ashes, the only sigruhcant
losses being of nitrogen. Since the system appears to be stable, the
nitrogen is presumably replaced by atmospheric precipitation and
biological fixation in the soil, despite almost all precipitation being snow,
the ground being frozen for 6 months, and legumes being absent.
Jenkinson (1973) records that at Rothamsted, U.K., 30 kg/ha./yr of
nitrogen was fixed in plots continuously cropped with wheat or barley,
and receiving no fertiliser nor manure.
Whereas in most of Zangskar it is acknowledged that production of
dung-fuel is at least as essential a function of livestock as the production
of manure, at Sha-de it is much less important. Manure for the fields is
the principal product. Sha-de thus resembles more closely the system of
British agriculture in the 18th century, when the "Golden Hoof" of the
sheep was the key to the maintenance of arable fertility. In addition at
Sha-de there is an increase in the importance of livestock and dairy
products in the external economy of the village. The crop monoculture
makes it important to produce a surplus of high value goods for sale or
exchange to obtain peas, wheat and other supplies. The difficulties of
communication make it important that these goods should be easily
transportable. Live animals and dairy produce meet these requirements
admirably, indeed one can transport the other.
Our shortage of time and the villagers' reticence unfortunately made
it impossible to draw up any overall food or economic budget for the
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village. We have no idea of the quantities of produce sold and exchanged, but it is clear that there is ample home-grown barley and dairy
produce to satisfy the essential food needs of the village, together with
a surplus to exchange for additional protein in the form of peas, and for
wheat to provide more variation in the diet. To achieve this requires long
and hard work in spring and at harvest, but during mid-summer the
burden eases. During the long cold winters there is not much to do, or
indeed that can be done, apart from feeding and watering the stock, and
sitting round the fire spinning and drinking beer.
It is hazardous to suggest 'improvements' to the system. Certainly no
attempt should be made, without very careful prior investigation, to 'up
grade' the cattle by the introduction of Jersey or other bulls since an
increase in neonatal and perhaps adult mortality would be likely, and a
decrease in the value of livestock for sale.
Similarlythe introduction of 'better' varieties of barley seems unlikely
to increase yields; though a fast-maturing pale-grained barley or smutresistant wheat might prove acceptable even at the cost of lower yields.
Trials of possibly suitable varieties of peas and lucerne would be worth
doing and it might be possible to grow caraway as an easily exportable
cash crop. More vegetables could certainly be grown. Any introduction
of either stock or seed should only be done with precautions against
carrying disease.
The high ylelds of barley already being obtained do not offer much
room for improvement, though clearly some fields would benefit from
receiving as much manure as do the best. The danger-point here is the
possibility of exhaustion of wood-fuel supplies and consequent greater
consumption of dung-fuel; certainly juniper is being over-cut. The
altitude of the village presents problems for the establishment of planted
trees, but if poplars could be grown they would also provide useful
constructional timber which now has to be brought from afar.
High multiplication rates are indicators of biological but not necessarily economic efficiency. Judgingby U.K.experience, doubling the seedrate and hence the plant density to produce about 250 plants/m2would
increase yields by at least 2070,i.e., 60 to 100 kg. More seed would yield
another 1000 kg. at harvest, probably with no significant increase in
water use. However if more land could be terraced, more water made
available for irrigating it during critical periods (by constructing reservoirs, reducing channel leakage or irrigating by night as well as by day),
and more dung made available for manuring it (by carrying fuel from
summer doksas), then the same quantity of seed would yield 5000 kg. at
harvest.
In conclusion, we saw sufficient to show that, despite its isolation,
altitude and inhospitable surroundings, Sha-de is a prosperous, wellfed, community, albeit somewhat restricted in contacts and opportuni-
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ties. It has an agricultural and pastoral system that, far from being
marginal, is well adjusted to its apparently harshenvironment, and still
has some elasticity to respond to possible new pressures for higher
production, either for trade or to feed a larger population. Though "selfsufficient" is the term which springs to mind, it is not really a correct
description, since there are social links with Phuktal and sTongde. These
are essential for maintaining the social structure, and are underpinned
by economic links involving agricultural and dairy produce. In any case,
the barley produced by Sha-de's successful monoculture would provide
a very monotonous staple diet if it were not varied by other foods
obtained by exchange or purchase.
Finally we can note Sha-de as being yet another example of farmers
being reluctant to admit how good their crops are. This does not matter
much if it is mainly apotropaic (ie., to avert bad luck) or fiscally prudent
but if agriculture in these remote villages is perceived by policy-making
officials as being marginal, with meagre yields, then gross errors in
policy may ensue with tragic results.
Unfortunately we have no quantitative information on the importance of trade with sTongde and it would undoubtedly be difficult to
obtain. We received the impression that considerable quantities of
produce were exchanged; the close family ties would encourage this and
it is anyway the closest village in 'lowland' Zangskar. For cattle, the main
market is further north in the Indus valley; such sales would be for cash,
often to a semi-professional dealer who would collect a bunch of cattle
in the Zangskar valley to drive north after the harvest. Hitherto this cash
would have been spent partly on tools, utensils and consumer goods
from Manali southwards across the Shingo La, where butter also fetches
a high price. With the advent of the road to Padum more items will be
available there, though at a higher price than at Manali unless subsidised
by the government.
7. Social organisation of the Sha-de community

i) The story of its origin
Many years ago, a hunter from sTongde came over the sTongde La
and down into the deep limestone gorge of the river that drains the
mountain block to the east of Padum. He fourld a deer which ran offup
the hidden entrance to the little enclosed valley where Sha-de now lies.
The hunter 70 Tering" (jo.Khm.ring), an ancestor of Jo.pa.Namgya1
(]o.pa. rNam.rGyal) - our landlord at sTongde, climbed up the valley and,
overcome with fatigue, went to sleep on a gently sloping wild pasture
near a tumbling stream. He dreamt that seven maidens (dakini)brought
him yoghurt. Four of these giftshe accepted and in due course, marrying
four wives, he established his home and an extensive family in the newly
discovered valley, the featuresof which seemed excellentfor settlement.
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The Sha-de people told us that the reason why there are only four
households in Sha-de today is because JoTering had four wives. But the
distant ancestry of these families was not made explicit to us.
The field in which Jo Tering had had his dream is still called by his
name and the household nearest it, the Dikki family (bDe.sKyid), are
related to Jo.pa.Namgya1in sTongde and are presumably of the same
pha.sPun. There are three other households, Gong-ma (gong.ma),Ong.ma
('0g.ma) and Pamar (barma), two of them with further marriage ties to
households in sTongde.
We found it extremely difficult to obtain information about either
households or family relationships in Sha-de. There was a pervasive
feeling that the naming of names and the providing of numbers entailed
a certain hubris: that to name or enumerate anything was to risk death
or destruction of some subtle kind. While we had met this attitude in
sTongde, at Sha-de it was deeply entrenched. So much so that our
informant, a man familiar with a wider world and who understood our
intent, insisted on giving information to JC in a darkened ground floor
room in a whispered communication. Even so, at first he refused to give
us genealogies until we pointed out how these could be constructed
(Figs.7.4-7) using symbols for man or woman and without the necessity
of mentioning names. There is the implication that claims to riches, even
small ones, are akin to egoistic assertions that would be offensive to the
obscure powers that rule the affairs of the valley.
To preserve the privacy of these families the genealogies and household organisations are not identifiedbut simply enumerated. In this way
we can respect the reservations of the villagers.
ii) Present Households

Household 1 (Fig.7.4):A khang-chen with four khang-chung inhabited
as follows:

Owner's father* (50)
Owner (25)
Owner's brother (20) Owner's father's
brother (41)
Wife (22)
Wife = (Owner's
mother) (56 or 42)
Two boys and a girl
0's 2 brothers (13,ll)
(11,9,3)
0's 2 sisters (17,12)

* mag.pa (see p.478)

0's Grandfather (75)
0's
Grandfather's
brother (recently died)
Wife
Uncle (Monk) (40)
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Great aunt (0.Gf's sister) (60)
Her Mag.pa (55)
Her son (Monk) (31)

Owners granduncle (50)
His wife (49)
Son (19)
Daughter (18)

There is well established polyandry here with biandry found in all three
generations. The khang-chen is rigorously reserved for the present
reproductive generation. The owner's other siblings are teenagers and
have not yet separated from their parental home while an aunt remains
in residence with her parents in the grandparental khang-chung. The
Great Aunt's khang-chung is interesting in that she married a mag.pa and
produced children. However no reproduction is currently occurring in
any of these khang-chung but only in the khang-chen. Two older males
are monks at Phuktal Gompa.
Household 2 (Fig. 7.5): A khang-chen and a single khang-chung
Khanz-chen

Khan

Owner(39)
Widowed mag.pa with
Daughter (14) Son (13)
Wife, (42)
Owner's sister (30, unmarried)
Sons (17, 15, 13,9, 7,5,3)

his

two

children

This mag.pa had also married a younger sister, evidently the mother of
his younger child, but she now resides in another village.
Household 3

(Fig. 7.6): A khang-chen and two khang-chung

khang-chen

khane-chun 1 khang-chung 2

Owner's sisters (42,29) Owner's brother (36)
Owner (50)
Wife
Monk, brother (46)
Wife
Son (19)
Boy (5)
Son's wife
Girls (3'4 month)
Another son (Monk)
Four daughters (30, 28,20,18) all unmarried
In this household there are two monogamous units. The eldest and
third brothers, with 14 years between them, have not co-married in
polyandry. Since the owner's married son is in residence in the b a n g chen but as yet without a child we expect a new parental bang-chmg
to be formed soon when the nineteen year old becomes khang-then
owner.
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Household 4 (Fig. 7.7): A khang-chen with two occupied khang-chung.
This khang-chen is unusual in that the paternal generation is still in
residence with the younger married generation. Possibly there is some
spatial separation within the building so that the parental group are
affectively separate.
The current owner is aged 30 with a wife of the same age with a girl
(16)and two boys (6,4). His younger brother is a monk and he has a sister
married into Household 13 in sTongde. The parental generation is
represented by two brothers married to the same wife. In the two khangchung are found an owner's father's sister (30) and the wife of the older
deceased brother (60) respectively.
A study of the genealogy shows that the original senior brother of the
parental generation died without issue leaving a wife to occupy khangchung 1and who may then have been married by the younger brother
(46 yrs) in spite of the age difference between them. The "ownership"
of the estate then passed to the second brother who later again married
polyandrously with his younger brother. The reason for the co-habitation of the generations may simply be the lack of accommodation in the
densely nucleated group of buildings that form the Sha-de settlement.
A separate building would doubtless suffer more from the severity of the
climate than one within the settlement where considerableshelter for all
inhabitants is provided.
Fig. 7.8 summarises the population structure of the Sha-de settlement.
Females are fewer than males, a phenomenon commonly seen in Ladakh
when the evidence is based on genealogically collected data (i-e.Prince
Peter of Greece 1963; Crook and Shakya, 1983) but not typical of our
household surveys at sTongde and Kumik. In this case the large number
of males is due to the high representation of boys in one family in the age
0-20 cohorts. In one family females exceeded males 11-6.
Examining the social positions of adult males we find that seven are
either current khang-chen owners or former ones, four are co-husbands
in polyandry while three are separately married brothers of owners or
former owners. Two males have been married as mag.pa and there are
9 monks. There are three unmarried brothers. 32% of these males are
therefore religious renunciants.
The relative status of these four households can be worked out from
Table 7.4. Five point ratings and hence ranks for the four estates were
collected for each household with respect to land, ra-lug (sheep and
goats) and yak. Means of these three ratings gives a value of property
per estate. Labour available is calculated as described in Ch. 15.
Household 4 seems undermanned while 1 looks overpopulated.
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Fig, 7.4. Genealogy of Household 1. Shade-de, showily diehibution in khang-chen and khaq-chung 0 = female,. = d e p = monk.
= deceased, Age and Note No: beside symbol
Notes: 'Married in Cha, 'Married in sTongde (2). 3nlegitimateson, monk at Phuktai, 'Mamed in Tzazar, Warrid in Shade, 6Marriedin sTongde (1).
'Married in Kumik, %famed in sTongde, .Married in sTongde, I0Fmm sTongde, "Married in sTongde.
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Fig. 7.5 Genealogy of Household 2. Sha-de.

I

Notes: 1. Mamed in Char.
2. Married in sTonge (House 7).
3. Mamed in Tzazar
4. Married in sTongde (House 8).
5. The elder of the two youngest sisterstook a magpa and conceived a son. After her death the magpa had a daughter from the
youngest sister who however is now married in Shun. The father now occupies the Khang-chung and looks after his two children
with much affection.
6. Mamed in sTongde (House 15).
7. Unmarried.
8. The second brother here was originally polyandrous with the eldest. Later he married his own wife to produce the present
Khng-chen heir.
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F i s 7.6. Genealogy of Household 3 Shade.
Notes: 'The 19 year old eldest ron and his wife can e r p c t to inherit this khng-chen when they have a child.
ZMamedin Shun.
)From Shun.
'Nun (Chos.mo).
This family has not extant links with sTongde but claims historical ones.
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Fig. 7.7 ~ e n e a l of
o~
Household
~
4. Sha-de.
Notes: 'Chos-mo resident in khang-chung
2Marriedout. Uncertain where, possibly sTongde.
3Married in sTongde (13).
41nthe father's generation the elder brother died. The second brother
then married his widow and subsequently a younger woman jointly
with his younger brother. Note the large age differences.
Wesent "owner" in this generationally unsplit khang-chen.

Shu-de Village
Table 7.4
household

Land and stock values on 5 point scales (1-largest,hmallest), numbem
of sheeplgoats and labour availability per house-hold
land

yak

sheep/goats

Mean

Available
labour

We were told that at Sha-de the khang-chen and khang-chung own
separate lands but that the proportion of the estate apportioned to the
khang-chen is much larger than at sTongde and the latter provides grain
for the khang-chung. Labour is collaborative. The animals are also
separately owned by khangchen and khang-chung. Here the proportion owned varies depending on breeding success. All animals are
however tended collaboratively even though the produce from the
doksa is divided according to ownership.
The village has no headman. The go-ba ('go.baa)for the district resides
at Shun, a small hamlet which is the nearest neighbouringsettlement. At
Sha-de there is an assistant only.
iii) Genealogical analysis of households
An examination of the genealogies shows the villages into which
women of Sha-de move upon marriage. These are:
sTongde
9
(Households 1,2,3,7,13,15)
Kumik
1
Tzazar
2
Char 2
Shun2
16 + 1 to an unknown village - perhaps sTongde.
Table 7.5 shows the current social positions of all women above 15
years born into these genealogies. It is clear that the majority of women
get married and leave the village. Included in the unmarried group are
the three fully adult sisters of Household 3 whose failure to marry seems
exceptional. Possibly they were needed as labour before the arrival of
a son.
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Table 7.5
Married
Total
Out

Table 7.6
Diandrous
marriage

Social position of women above 15 years born at Sha-de
Married to

Unmarried

Magpa

Chos-mo
(Nun)

Social positionsof living men 16+years,shown in thevillage genealogies
Monogamous
marriage

Unmarried

Monks

Total

From the genealogies, marriagesat Sha-deare monogamous (6cases),
diandrous (6 cases), and mag-pa monogamy, (three times). Several of
the marital histories described above are complex depending on deaths
of spouse and consequent remarriage in varying partnerships. The main
point is that in this small population the polyandry of two brothers has
been a common form of marriage.
Diandrous marriages with completed families show family sizes 8,6
and 3. Monogamous completed families are 6,5,2 (x 2), 1 (x 2), these
figures including mag-pa marriages. On these limited data diandrous
marriage is as fecund as monogamy.
If we take the mean completed family size from our above figures to
be 3.8 children and we assume no significant difference in family size
between the forms of marriage, we can calculate the effects of the double
practice of polyandry and of donating monks to monasteries in this
highly traditional village. Of the 26 living adult and marriageable men
(age 16+)in the current households (Table 7.6),eleven failed to marry at
all, nine of these cases being monks. Had each of these men married
separately and had a family an additional 42 children would have been
born. Seven further men are co-habiting husbands in biandry. Had each
married separately in monogamy a further 13 children would have
appeared. Since the present population is 67 persons, an increase of this
order within the two generations in question would increase the population by 82% and even more again if all the additional females in the first
of the generations also bred. Allowing for the rough approximations in
these figures we can affirm the powerful effect of the Sha-de marital
practices in controlling the population size - an effect alsb reported from
a Nepalese population of ethnic Tibetans by Goldstein (1976)who found
that without polyandry his population would have risen by 16%. The
additional effect in Sha-de is largely attributable to the renunciants who
go to the monastery.
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SHADE VILLAGERS: AGE SEX DISTRIBUTION
AGE (YEARS)
71-80

M

61-70

NUMBER OF INDIVIDUALS
Figure 7.8 Population structure of 67 inhabitants of Sha-de village, summer 1980.
Note: These comprise all individuals of known age from the genealogies recorded at
Shade, excluding a few of unknown age but including some non-residents.
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Of the adult women (age 16+)born at Sha-de over the generations
reported in the genealogies, 17/28 (60%) have left to get married
elsewhere, 9 (32%)have remained unmarried and 3 (11%)have married
mag.pa husbands. Of adult women born in the village 25 (i.e.89%)have
not reproduced there whether by emigration or failure to marry. The
existing marriages attracted 14 women from outside. Thus there is a
difference between emigration and immigration of some 11 female
persons representing a reproductive loss of some 42 children over the
potential had the number of women emigrating and immigrating been
the same.
If this situation represents a repeated process over generations, as
seems entirely likely, the village of Sha-de is a net exporter of both wives
(57% of females) and monks (35% of males). Given the large size of
several of the families, the number of khang-chung marriages, the
constricted area of agricultural land and the ecologically controlled
potential for animal husbandry, this exporting of persons is probably a
necessity if the village is not to suffer from overpopulation and this in
spite of the effective agricultural practices. Given the need to store food
for the long unproductive winter with a limited water supply, any
population increase would soon exceed the carrying capacity of the little
valley. The adaptive nature of the social practices of the Sha-de people
is starkly clear. Their great success in marrying their women into other
Zangskar villages is very significant and doubtless due to efficient
pha.sPun relations throughout the valley. The high regard which people
of sTongde appear to show for Sha-de folk may well be based on the
comparative affluence of these people especially in butter and yak.
Table 7.7 Sex distribution of living persons of known age recorded in Sha-de
genealogies, whether present or not in July 1990, by households.
Household

1

2
3
4
Total

15
I1
6
6

male
male
male
male

38

9
4
11
5

female
female
female
female

29

= 24
= 15
= 17
= I1
= 67

Table 7.8 Sex distribution of total population actually present in Sha-de village
in July 1980, by households.
Household

1

2
3
4
Total

15 males*
8
6
6

19 females
3
11
3

= 24
= 11
= 17
= 9

Sha-de Village
iv) Links with sTongde through marriage
We can trace those women who have married out of Sha-de into the
family trees at sTongde. From Household 1 the second daughter (early
thirties) of the mag-pa marriage in khang-chung 3 mamed into sTongde
Household 1 as wife of the present khang-chen owner (also about 30
years). They have three small children. Her aunt had married into
Household 2 at sTongde where she is one of the two wives of the present
owner's father. All three are reported as dead at ages of about 60 years.
It looks as if the co-wife was an additional sister who is not reported in
the Sha-de data: evidence therefore of an under-reporting of women in
our genealogies. One of these women had seven children and one no
issue. The fertile one was the mother of our landlord at sTongde, a
descendant from the same familyas that from which the founder of Shade came. The elder daughter from khang-chung 2 is reported as
marrying into Household 3 at sTongde but is not traceable in our
sTongde records.
From Household 2 two sisters (latefiftiesand late fortiesrespectively)
married the father of a current khang-chen head in sTongde. The elder
had no children and the younger six. Both are alive and well in sTongde.
While two of their brothers are monks in Phuktal, two of their sons are
monks at sTongde Gompa. The daughter of the elder brother is also
married in sTongde to Household 15as the present khang-chen owner's
wife. It was he and his uncle who acted as our guides on our journey to
Sha-de largely because they wanted to visit their relatives.
From Household4 one woman married into Household 13at sTongde
as the wife of the present khang-chen owner and his brother. Shehas had
seven children. In the sTongde record the wife of her father-in-law is
recorded as also coming from Sha-de and she bears the same name. This
woman may be her cousin who appears in the Sha-de record as having
also married out of Sha-de into a village that was not named.
We can see three tendencies in this limited cross-checkingbetween the
genealogies of our two villages.
1) The women of Sha-de marry very well into the khangihens of
sTongde estates. The family links must be close and highly
regarded, perhaps because of the relative wealth of Sha-de
families.
2) If one wife is infertile a younger sister may join her.
3) It may be that the same family donates to the same recipient
household in successive generations.
Unfortunately we have fewer records of the origins of incoming
wives. In Household 1 the mother of the owner is from FIousehold 12
in sTongde where she is the eldest child of the hang-then owner's
father's generation. Her younger sister is married to the khang-chen
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owner of Household 2 at Sha-de. The origin of other wives is not
recorded, nor is that of mag-pa husbands.
These records go far to substantiate a remark by a sTongde acquaintance who, when asked about the relationsbetween the two villages, said
"We exchange wives with one another".
8. Conclusions
During our brief visit in mid-summer, Sha-de certainly seemed like
a Garden of Eden, but it could not be such without the continued labour
of men and women: terracing, cultivating, irrigating, herding. This is
not the grinding toil of a landless peasant, but the well organised estate
management of a production system that will feed families not only
during the next long winter but in perpetuity, provided the population
does not grow uncontrollably or wood-fuel become exhausted.
The productivity of the agriculture supports the prosperity of the
village; yet the environmental limitations of the site necessitate the
export of monks and wives; the traditional socio-cultural framework
regulates and stabilises the whole system.
In this remote village we may well have seen something resembling
the earlier settlements in the Zangskar valley when it was first being
colonised: small villages, ample water, ample firewood, better grazing.
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CHAPTER EIGHT

BUTTER TRADING DOWN THE ZANGSKAR
GORGE: THE WINTER JOURNEY
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1. The Butter trade
In the middle of winter about three hundred Zangskari undertake the
hazardous journey down the frozen Zangskar river traversing the
seventy mile gorge to the Indus in central Ladakh. In the town of Leh
they exchange butter either for money or for goods needed in the valley.
Considering the climatic conditions and the state of the ice, this must be
one of the most remarkable trade routes in the world.
For most of the winter Zangskar is under snow and some of the
villages are cut off from one another for several months. Nonetheless,
local travel on the central plain of the valley is not difficult because the
paths are kept open by yaks and horses. At festivals people are prepared
to travel quite long distances, particularly to reach the Karsha winter
festival which occurs on the 29th-30th of the eleventh month, i.e. about
20th-21st January. It is often at this festival that men meet and agree to
travel to Leh together. Some may take five kilos of butter, others as many
as ten or fifteen. In Leh one kilo of Zangskari butter is worth 45Rs as
opposed to Government supplied butter (Amul)which is sold for 30 Rs
(1977). Many of the Ladakhi and Tibetans in Leh prefer the Zangskari
butter for their traditional tea. It is of better quality and richer, being
made from the milk of 'Bri.moand mDzo.mo as well as that of sheep and
goats. A 'Bri.moor rDzo.mo may yield between 30-45 kilos in a summer
lactation* and a sheep or goat 5 kilos. For families with larger herds in
the higher villages butter production is their main source of income apart
from trading livestock; yak and crossbreeds being worth anything
between Rs. 1,000-2,000 (see Ch. 6).
Both the traditional butter trade and the trade in salt between Rupshu
* This yield is about double those tentatively suggested in Chapter 6. This exemplifies the
difficulty of gathering consistent and reliable agricultural statistics from the verbal
reports of farmers. (HAO, ed.)
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and Zangskar are today economically delicate in the sense that such
seemingly common commodities can now be imported by road to
Ladakh or Zangskar and sold at a subsidized price; but so far this has
not halted the trade due to the esteemed quality of the local products.
Butter is not easily transported in the summer because of the heat,
although a certain amount is carried out in the autumn if people are
leaving the valley for the winter. Butter is invariably carried in sheep
bladders or goatskins.
Zangskar is blessed with a greater rainfall than Ladakh, which in Leh
is on average 4.5 inches a year (although this may be increasing). In
Zangskar, the rainfall appears to be about 12 inches a year of which half
falls as snow, one inch of rain being equal to about one foot of powder
snow. It is the snow on the peaks that forms the glaciers that guarantee
the flow of meltwater in springs and streams thatr feed the irrigation
channels. This relative abundance of water allows a sound agriculture
so that Zangskar can in most years be a net exporter of goods. Within
the valley there is trade between lower and higher villages, the latter
exchanging butter and goods made from yak and horse hair (i.e.
blankets, bags, ropes, etc.)for grain. The Changpa (byang.pa),who come
down from Rupshu, exchange their salt in Zangskar for barley and peas.
They come twice a year in great caravans of a thousand load-bearing
sheep and goats.
Out of an estimated butter production of 102,000 kilos only about
4,000 kilos are traded down the gorge. Possibly another 2,000 are traded
in summer and autumn down to Kargil or even to Manali. In the home
families use perhaps on average about 5 kilos a month (I am indebted to
Punchok Dawa, now Gyalpo of Padum for these approximate estimates.
The relative proportions are probably accurate, the gross amounts
uncertain). About 10 kilos a year are also used to keep the butter lamps
burning in each family shrine and for paying monks to do 'puja'. This
suggests an average home consumption of 70,000 kilos for the whole of
Zangskar assuming that there are about 1,000 family groups extended
or otherwise. The butter is consumed in tea or in pemar (tsampa mixed
with butter and or sugar). The rest of the butter is either traded
internally, used for paying rents or buying wool from the changpa or as
a significant item in the monasteries' economies.
Monks are provided with family butter for their own use as well as for
the monastery itself. It is difficult to ascertain exactly how much is used
in the butter lamps and how much for the tea and festivals and gT0r.m~.
By a process of deduction it seems that the monasteries in Zangskar use
about 14,000 kilos of which 7,000 would be for the gompa, 5,000 for
individual monks and 2,000 for the managers. Of the remaining 12,000
kilos, a little may go as rent to monasteries in Ladakh, some for wool, and
no doubt quite a bit is used for softening skins and making them
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waterproof. Consumption obviously varies from village to village and
from family to family, depending largely on the number of animals
owned. Trade also varies from village to village, and monastery rents
vary considerably. Butter, because it has a high value to weight ratio, h
a good indicator of wealth and a usefulmeasure for comparison. (One
kilo of butter being worth 30-40 kilos of grain).
Butter is the life blood of the mountains and has a high status value,
in part perhaps because it is extremely hard work to produce it. This
burden invariably falls on the hands and shoulders of the women, who
churn it. To the Zangskari, trading in Leh not only gives an opportunity
to bring back luxuries into the valley but also to renew acquaintancesand
to visit the capital. In winter butter is scarce in Leh.
From Zangskar to Leh there are no easy routes. In summer the journey
is a cruel slog over several passes. To many, the river in winter is an
easier option. It is direct and relatively flat, and even quicker. Apart
from butter, they take the hard dried cheese (chur.pe)that is often eaten
in stews (thug.pa);and woven lengths of cloth (nimbu, sNam.bu) that are
used for making up the long traditional Ladakhi robes (gon.che).
2. The Winter Journey: the Chadur**

The route down the gorge from Zangskar is dramatic to say the least.
The two rivers that drain the northern side of the Himalaya join in the
central plain of the valley and the Zangskar river then snakes its way
through the mountains to the north.
From December to February these rivers are mostly frozen over,
though the ice can move and shift considerably; some sections of the
Zangskar do not freeze over at all, there being only a thin strip of ice,
sometimes only two or three feet wide, along the banks. Sometimes the
ice becomes too dangerous to walk on and climbing on rock ledges
beside the river becomes necessary. In addition the river level changes
and, in my experience, rose 18 inches within two days due to a sudden
thaw in side valleys. If it then falls, the ice cracks, collapses and then
freezes again. If the water rises over the ice, as it does in times of a
temporary thaw, travelling becomes problematic.
Wet boots and feet are not a good combination in winter and frostbite
is a constant danger, although the Zangskaris seem peculiarly immune
to it. Perhaps the circulation in their fingers and toes is better than ours;
indeed they think nothing of walking barefoot on top of the ice when the
" The word chadur is etymologicallyobscure. An informant derives it from c h , a special
shoe like a snow shoe properly called cha-rog and worn by Zangskaris,and dar meaning
a river frozen solid. It could however, be derived from khyags = frozen surface, and bda
= to carry or drive; also possibly from 'chug = to walk or c h . = to go. The word illustrates
the etymological difficulties associated with merely phonetically offered terms
UHC,ed.).
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occasion arises. When water has flowed over the main body of the ice,
sharp crystals are often formed, in my experience to the depth of
eighteen inches; and through this the excess water flows. Walking on
such ice needles barefoot is not pleasant, particularly when hundreds of
yards have to be covered at a tirne. When at last you put your feet down
on a shingle bank stones have a habit of freezing to the soles of your feet
and have to be gently prised off.
Fortunately thaws are more the exception than the rule, but late in the
year there is always a possibility that the river might break up. There are
stories of people being trapped in a cave, being able to go neither
upstream nor down. People do of course fall in and this can be fatal. With
a heavy pack of 40 kilos strapped to your back there is little chance of
struggling out if the water is deep. If one is swept under the ice there is
little chance of getting out because the current is too swift.
It is not surprising, therefore, that the Zangskaris take precautions in
consulting the astrologer (rTsis.pa)before making the journey, and also
in commissioning a monk to make special 'puja' before departure. The
smell of incense in the clear air inspires confidence. As Tucci (1980) so
rightly says, incense is a way of propitiating the good and favourable
forces, for the Tibetan lives in a permanent state of anxiety. Every
Tibetan or Zangskari carries a charm for protection against evil, and in
the river live the kLu, the water spirits.
My journey down the gorge in February 1977 was the first by any
European. I was in the company of several men from Padum, notably
Sonam sTopgyas and his uncle Doj e Tsering. In another group came
Tashi, my next-door neighbour in Padum, and Thubsten, whose daughter I had seen married the previous November. After three days waiting
around for the auspicious moment we finally left at three in the
afternoon, heavily laden and with sticks. The sticks, as I was later to
discover, are extremely important. We carried food for the return
journey as well as the outgoing one.
The first stage was only to Karsha, a matter of only about six miles but
it involved a river crossing of fifty yards. The river, as usual here, was
not frozen, and the water came nearly to our waists. Sharp stones
underfoot make the crossing a little hazardous, as balance is extremely
important. The Zangskaris thought nothing of this crossing and proceeded to walk on into the snow barefoot till their legs had dried before
putting their trousers back on.
In Karsha, we waited the next day for other groups to assemble,
staying the night in a house belonging to a relative of Doj e Tsering. Here
there were two wives, the husband, probably a mag.pa, was in the
Ladakhi Scouts. The whole question of marriage in this family was a
delicate one for Sonam Stopgyas had taken the rather unprecedented
step of refusing to marry the girl his father had arranged for him. NO
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doubt a compromise would be achieved, but Sonam Stopgyas was more
interested in getting a job in Leh.
Doj e Tsering was the younger brother of Sonam's father and likewise
married to Sonam's mother who came from Reru. Dorje Tsering must
have been about forty-five,quiet and conscientious. He was adept at the
singing of couplets and riddles which is a central part of the question and
answer sequence prior to a wedding. This can last for two or three hours
before the groom's party is allowed into the bride's house. The family
lived in the house next door to the rGyal.po in Padurn. Rurnour had it that
Sonam Raftan, father of Sonarn Stopgyas, and the Gyalpo, who were
good friends, used in their youth to go round the village at night with a
ladder seeking out young ladies, being careful of course not to disturb
the dogs.
From Karsha the next stage was to Pishu. The paths were good even
in the snow, for the festivalof Karsha the previous week had meant that
many had gone before us. Our party which had started off as five had
become twenty-five. And this seemed to be an average group, for we met
several coming in the opposite direction later on.
In winter, the Zangskaris make several concessions to the cold, the
first being that they generally wear not one but twogon.che. If it gets too
hot walking they then hoist the tails of thegon.che up into their cummerbund and ventilate their hindquarters. Sweating in semi-arctic conditions is not advisable, for sweat has a tendency to freeze and wet clothes
in a wind are not the best.
On their feet the Zangskaris wear ja.to, all purpose smooth leather
soled boots with felt to the ankles and home-spun to the knee where they
are tied. They are supple and warm. Zangskaris do not generally wear
socks but prefer to stuff their boots with straw. In such cold conditions
it is important to have a flexible sole otherwise the feet freeze up.
However, the ja.to are not as waterproof as they might be and smooth
soles on the ice can also be a problem. Trousers are made from undyed
cloth. On their heads most preferred to wear woollen balaclavas which,
like so many other things, rum not excluded, can be acquired in Leh by
courtesy of the Indian army.
At night the Zangskaris sleep on their knees, and there are several
reasons for this. The gon.che only covers the body from the neck down
to the knee so that to lie flat on earth or rock is to expose a large proportion
of one's body, and heat loss is rapid. To kneel on one's knees not only
bunches the body up but means that only the upper bony part of the foot,
the top of the shin and the forehead are touching the cold earth. You have
of course to be very supple. Sometimes the arms are placed under the
forehead, but can just as easily grasp the ankles. People sleep in their
houses like this and wooden headboards are placed about fourfeetfrom
the wall. Children are encouraged to sleep in this way from a young age.
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They never get out of the habit and, even when they die, are bound and
cremated in this posture. It is of course more or less the foetal position
and perhaps helpful to a quick rebirth!
When sleeping out or in caves people sleep in groups or lines, and the
last one in puts the gon.che over them. Since the gon.che are large when
spread out, there are then at least three layers over each person. They
sleep underneath naked, even in winter. Yak skins or rough blankets are
placed on the ground first.
On our journey, even when we did sleep in houses, we usually did so
in storerooms or annexes. The caves (bao = 'Ba. bo, meaning hole, grotto
or cavern, Jaschke, 1881p. 3911, are rather different, the first being called
Kilima and situated some ten miles beyond Pishu, the last village in
Zangskar. It was a sizeablecave taking all twenty-five of us. The problem
was water, for at this point the river was completely frozen and under
two feet of snow. There was however a reasonable supply of willow
which, although green, did burn. So we melted ice and snow to make
tea and kho.1ag. Thug.pa was an invariable staple, although on occasions
they would alternate between phag.phag, great dough balls, and mok.mok,
small dumplings filled with meat. The meat was yak and dried.
Opposite this cave, far up on the other side of the river we saw a large
herd of ibex. Later on we saw the prints of snow leopards.
Zangskar would appear to have been good hunting ground from
ancient times. There are rock carvings of hunting scenes, men hunting
ibex with bows and arrows, notably on a rock at Konchet, on top of which
is a lha.to. There are others at Reru and near Purne the age of which could
be anything from two to five thousand years. Even today, though
Buddhists do not officially hunt, I have tasted some very good ibex
thukpa in various houses. In 1976, two Muslims from Padum had gone
out hunting ibex and had died when an avalanche swept them off a path
down to the frozen river below. In Karsha there had been another
interesting little episode when a snow leopard came into a stable, near
the gompa, and killed seven sheep belonging to a lama from eastern
Tibet. The lama, seeing the snow leopard, closed the door and found a
man with a rifle. They shot the leopard and sold his skin in Kashmir for
1,OOG Rs. Other predators are wolves and bears.
From Kilima Bao the gorge became very narrow and did not open out
significantly again until it reached the Indus. In places the ice was very
good, in others it was decidedly dangerous. Whirlpools under the ice
were a problem for then, instead of being two or three feet thick, the ice
can be a matter of inches or even not there at all. One or two avalanches
had come down from the peaks above and had broken the ice. Where
the going was dangerous one man would go out in front to test the ice.
Here the sticks were invaluable, for tapping the ice can give a good idea
of its quality. If the stick goes through it is better to retreat. Photographs
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by Olivier F01lm.i (1983).who traversed this route late in February 1981,
give a striking impression of its difficulties and dangers.
There is always a little chafing between the ice and the rock. Water
seeps up and can make going problematic, particularly in late afternoon.
C h b i n g up the ledges along the bank is very often the only solution,and
these may be some fifty feetabove the river and run for a hundred yards
or more. Balance again is critical. 1admired the Zangsltari pack very
much for it is simply two frames made from willow drawn together with
a rope and carried on the back. There are two cross pieces making it into
an A frame. In between go the yak skins, the blankets, the bags of flour
and tsarnpa, the salt, tea, the meat, the cooking utensils and of c o w the
butter.
From Kilima there is a long stretch to Nerag where there is a cave and
even a village, but the village is far up from the river. Here the path from
Zangla to Lamayuru crosses the river. It is only used in the summer.
From Nerag there is another long stretch to Tip Yongma Bao. This stretch
may be 20 miles long and includes the central part of the gorge. Words
alone cannot describe the magruficence of such a journey. Here whole
waterfalls are frozen solid, there are cliffs thousands of feet high with the
rock faces buckled and twisted and changing in colour from orange to
brown to purple to grey. It was under the humble boulders that we
found our firewood.
In summer, when the meltwater tears down the river, it pulls away
young trees and shrubs; these eventually get caught as twigs and we
would find them by reaching with our hands under these rocks. Always
the last hour of the day was spent gathering firewood in the skirts of
gon.che. Fires were essential and apart from cooking and keping warm
the main job was to dry out the boots for the next day. Once they were
dry or dry enough it was important to sleep on them to stop them
freezing solid, and thus making them impossible to get on again. ALways
it was the first ten minutes of the dawn that was the worst. Very often
we would be up and going without tea for there would not be time even
for that luxury, so cold would it be to make it with our fumbling fingers.
Stops were short, but there was always a mid-day break of two hours to
cook and brew up, usually in the sun, if it deigned to shine which on that
journey it did.
Once beyond Tip Yongrna Bao the snow left us, and there were even
signs of dung at the junction with the Markha river. We pushed on until
we reached the village of Chiling where we slept in an outhouse behind
a low wall in someone's garden. On this lower section the river is a clear
green and often there is a choice between right and left. If you take the
wrong side then you could easily have to retrace your steps by several
miles. Luckily this we never had to do, for the Zangskaris know their
river and the gorge inhmately.
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From Chiling, which is the village of coppersmiths, to the Indus was
our fastest day, and it developed into something of a race. The sight of
the Indus was very welcome for here we had reached the main road. The
worst part of the journey was without doubt the cramped, cold and
awkward journey in the back of a truck from the village of Nimu to Leh.
Leh in winter is pleasant, indeed balmy. The houses seem extraordinarily large and comfortable. Glass is everywhere. After four days we
tired of the delights and were eager to get back up the river.
In the end the sun was our undoing, for when we returned up stream
the water had risen over the ice and not only had we to walk barefoot as
already described but we had to negotiate slush pools six feet deep. This
required throwing in large quantities of rocks and making stepping
stones - a precarious and time consuming business. No one got frostbite,
which to my mind seemed remarkable.
The Zangskaris would often chant mantras as they came to a difficult
spot. Even so Dorje Tsering fell in. He had traded his butter for an
enormous and very heavy round cast-iron stove and that he had filled
with onions, soap, tea and herbs. We got him out just in time. Luckily
the river was only four feet deep, and he had managed to hold himself
up by putting the stick across the hole. He was of course wet through.
Taking off his gon.che he wrung it out, tipped the water out of his boots
and carried on.
When the river improved we were able to go as fast as we had during
our descent and made up for lost time, sleeping this time in different
caves, for there were others hidden up small canyons. When we arrived
back in Zangskar it was the third week in February just in time for
sMon.lam.
Thubsten, if I remember rightly, was the first man in Padum to return
with a pair of wellingtons. The 'ice road' or chadur as they call it, has its
uses, and remains an important link between Zangskar and the Indus
valley in winter.
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NB. Chapters 9 and 10 are summarised in an Appendix to Ch. 10.
1. Introduction
The antiquity of human habitation in the Zangskar valley is uncertain,
but it is clearly to be reckoned in many centuries (Petech, 1977; Snellgrove
and Skorupski, 1980;( Ch. 14). Much of the valley consists of arid, stony,
high-altitude desert ( Ch. 1), and it therefore seems likely that the human
population has long been concentrated, as it is now, on the few fertile
areas in the valley. Agriculture on these alluvial fans, together with
pastoralism mainly at higher altitudes, forms the basis of subsistencefor
the valley's human population and, while some exchange is involved,
Zangskari settlements remain highly reliant on their own agricultural
and pastoral produce. Most of the villages of Zangskar are clustered on
or around the edges of the quite sharply defined alluvial fans. Since these
are restricted in size and scattered widely along the sides of the valley
the distribution of Zangskar's population is strongly localised. With few
exceptions, each fertile area supports a village of perhaps some hundreds of individuals, and each village is separated from its neighbours
by a stretch of barren land, with several hours walk between villages and
sometimes more if a crossing of a major river is involved.
We considered demographic information to be both valuable in itself
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and useful as a basis for other aspects of our research. With these two
aims in mind, I report in this chapter on a demographic survey carried
out in sTongde during our main visit to Zangskar (July-September,
1980). sTongde then constituted the principal focus of research for
several team members, and also served as our main base. We were
encamped near Piyu (Peyu), one of the six hamlets which comprise
sTongde village, and had partial use of two houses there.
2. Survey Methods and Problems

Demographic studies of traditionally organised populations have
their problems as well as their attractions. For example, Howell's (1976,
1979)studies of the Dobe !Kung population of Botswana encountered a
number of obstacles, including relatively small sample size, limited
duration of fieldwork, absence of pre-existing demographic records and
uncertainty of age estimation. Such difficulties are a frequent hazard
wherever direct fieldwork of an anthropological kind rather than archival work on official or ecclesiastical records is the source of data. Our
field survey of the demography of sTongde encountered similar problems, though with differing degrees of severity.
Our basic survey method was the interview. A household would be
visited by two members of our team, one or both of whom were able to
converse fluently with the villagers. After appropriate introductions,
the team members would bring their demographic interview topics into
the conversation, while trying to minimise the intrusiveness of their
questioning. Notepads (or occasionallycassette-recorders)were used to
record the answers. The demographic information requested is
surnmarised in Table 9.1. This list resembles others in the field quite
closely (see for example Weiner and Lourie, 1981Ch. 27). The principal
methodological problem concerns the ascertainment of age and date of
birth; the resolution of which is discussed in detail in the following
section.
Success in obtaining information was variable. Our general experience was that, given a reasonable basis of goodwill and personal
acquaintance, which were usually achievable in this fairly small village,
people were willing to talk freely to us about most of these topics.
Consequently, our data on most subjects are substantial. The main
exception to this was in relation to menstruation and contraception.
Even with female interviewers, there was a marked reluctance to discuss
such topics, and our questioning was not pressed. As a result, our
information in this area is little better than anecdotal. Perhaps on such
topics longer term fieldwork of the traditional anthropological kind
would have yielded better results.
Another problematic area was information on individuals no longer
alive or no longer living in the village. Full information on childhood
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deaths, earlier generations and emigration is inherently difficult to
ascertain, and indeed it does seem likely that our data on these topics
contain some degree of underestimation. We had anticipated the
possibility of a particular reluctance to discuss dead individuals, but in
fact other factors may have been more influential - such as not fully
remembering the past, having those who are present more at the
forefront of one's attention, or not fully appreciating that our interest
extended beyond those persons currently living in the village. The
impression that some information was simply forgotten was strengthened by the frequency with which dead or absent individuals were
mentioned unhesitatingly but with less recollected detail than those
living and present. Despite the difficulties, a substantial amount of
information in this area was collected, and the frequency with which
information on dead or absent individuals was forthcoming provided
some encouragement as to its usefulness: similar encouragement
specifically in the area of infant and child mortality, was provided by the
frequency with which there was an explicit assurance that a l l a mother's
children were still alive.

Table 9.1 Information sought in demographic interviews
Household membership
Name
Role in household (e.g. owner, owner's child)
Sex
Age
Date and place of birth
Occupation (e.g. farmer, monk)
Marital status and history
For each adolescent or adult female:Occurrence of menarche, menstruation, menopause
For each pregnancy:Date
Outcome
Sex of child
Vital state of child
Name and present whereabouts of child (if still living)
Date of death of child (if not still living)
Use of contraception
Duration of breastfeeding
For at least one older member of each household:Demographic information on siblings
Demographic information on parents and their siblings
Other information on household genealogy as available
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For many of the topics listed in Table 9.1, there were omissions from
time to time in the information gathered at a particular interview. h
some cases these omissions remain as missing data, but in cjther cases it
was possible to correct them by further visits to the households concerned. These further visits may have increased the tendency for us to
have fuller information on households whose occupants were more cooperative, but we did what we could to minimise the risk that this
disparity between informants would distort the basic quantitative data
(see further discussion in later sections).
Our survey of sTongde in 1980gave a total figure of 335 residents (see
under 'Population size and age / sex structure'). By demographers'
standards this is a population of modest size. Consequently, all that
follows applies to a relatively small sample size. The survey of 335
individuals does, however, constitute a total ascertainment of the
sTongde population, as we were able to obtain at least some information
on all residents of the village. Moreover, total sample size increases
when this survey on sTongde is considered together with those on other
villages in Zangskar ( Chs. 7,10 and 15).
The demographic survey of sTongde was conducted over a fieldwork
period consisting of one summer. The brevity of this fieldwork limits the
scope of the study, by ruling out analysis of demographiii processes
occurring over the course of the study. In fact, demographic events
(including birth, marriage, migration and death) did occur in sTongde
during the fieldwork period, but they were very few in number. Strictly,
the data relate to household composition at the time of interview, and the
interviews were spread over the study period: but because the changes
in household composition were few, and because in any case most
demographic interviews took place in the earlier part of the fieldwork,
the study can be seen as essentially a cross-sectional portrait of sTongde
demography at approximately the beginning of August 1980. Undoubtedly a longer-term demographic study would have been preferable: but
at least the short duration of our study allows us to discount the
possibility that our very presence might affect the village's demography
(via medication, influences on migration and so on).
3. Age estimation
A serious obstacle to the demographic study of any population not

fully incorporated into a modem bureaucracy is the frequent lack of
systematically kept written demographic records. This means, not only
that historical demography as conventionallyunderstood is impossible,
but also that age estimation for the living population is possible only by
methods that are less than ideal. In Zangskar, as elsewhere in the Tibetan
cultural world, literacy in Tibetan is traditional, and we found that
literacy was widespread amongboth monasticand lay people in sTongde.
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It seemed conceivable, therefore, that we might encounter traditionally
kept records of the kind comparable for demographic purposes to the
parish registers of Europe from the sixteenth century onwards. In the
event we did not encounter any such demographic records (though
there were agricultural/economic records in the gompa -see Ch. 20, and
some details of phas-pun are preserved: Dargyay and Lobsang, 1980see
this volume Ch. 15).
What did prove to be a useful source of informationwas the sTongde
villagers' own knowledge of their ages. Because of this, there was no
need to resort to more elaborate and problematic procedures such as age
assessment on the basis of physical appearance or social categories, the
construction of local historical calendars as set out by Weiner and Lourie
(1981Ch. I),or relative age estimationas used by Rose (1960)and Howell
(1979).
The basis of our use of this information on age is as follows. When
asked, sTongde villagers gave their own and their relations' ages readily
and quite specificaliy: evidently they were used to thinking in such
terms. This information was given in interviews in two forms: in terms
of current age, and in terms of date of birth (see Table 9.1). In an early
intensive interview, the results of which were confirmed later, the
traditional system of reckoning age was described in essentially the
following terms: a child is considered to be age 0 at conception, age 1at
birth, age 2 at first Tibetan New Year thereafter, and one year older at
each subsequent Tibetan New Year. This, if used literally, would mean
that a person of a given Tibetan age would be somewhere within a fairly
small range of ages as reckoned in Western terms. It is relatively simple
to work out equivalent figures, based on the assumptions that births
occur evenly around the annual cycle (see under 'Fertility'), and that a
Western age can be estimated by taking the median of the possible ages
corresponding to a given indigenous age. Such a set of equivalent figures
is given in Table 9.2, and it can be seen that in most cases Western age
is estimated simply by subtracting 1 from the age as given.
In this scheme, Western age ranges and medians for a given Tibetan
age category will increase as the Tibetan calendar year progresses: the
ranges and medians given here apply to the ages given at the mid-point
of the year, as these figures are assumed to be the most generally
applicable ones. Most of our demographic interviews took place during
the fifth Tibetan month, slightly before the mid-point of the year: but
while the figures could be adjusted to take account of this fact (to yield
medians of 0.1875,0.875,1.875, etc.) this is not generally done here as the
difference is small and an adjustment would be spuriously precise.
The conversion set out in Table 9.2 is used throughout this dem*
graphic survey to convert ages as given into estimated dvonological
ages from birth. It is possible that the system described above was not
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used literally in every case - so that, for example, a child born immediately before the New Year might not be considered 2 years old at that
New Year -but the error involved in assuming general adherence to this
system does not seem likely to be a serious one. The only exception to
this method of age conversion was that sometimes ages of infants were
given in months or smaller units: in these cases the ages were taken to
be direct equivalents of Western chronological age.
For some individuals, we were given more than one estimate of age,
and where these differed (which was seldom by more than 1-3 years) the
mid-point of the range was used unless there was some reason for
considering a particular estimate the most reliable. The overall result
of this age-estimation system is one that appeared to be more satisfactory
than many gained from traditionally organized societies.
Table 9.2 Age conversion from Tibetan to Western chronological age (in decimal
years
Age in Tibetan system

Assumed range

0 years

0-9 months of

Assumed median

1 year

2 years
3 years
4 years
5 years

And so forth. Note that these figures apply at the mid-point of the Tibetan year.

The other kind of age-related information was on date of birth. As
might be expected, birthdays are not significant as they are to Europeans,
and are not deliberately remembered. Information on day or even
month of birth was therefore not available, except for infants (see under
'Fertility' below). Year of birth, however, is remembered and is readily
stated in interviews. The form in which it is given is that of the traditional
Tibetan calendrical system which, like some others in Asia, is based on
the sexagenary cycle. In this cycle (which is tabulated by Goldstein and
Nornang, 1970,pp. 398-400)each year is designated by a combination of
an element and an animal, and rotation through five elements and
twelve animals ensures that each year is unique within a cycle of sixty
years. Thus, for example, 1980 was the iron-monkey year in the 16th
cycle, and the first iron-monkey year since 1920. In principle, then, this
information on a person's year of birth would always suffke for
unambiguous age estimation, given even the slightest knowledge of the
generation to which that person belonged. In practice, however, the
informationwas usually given to us in terms of the animal-year only: this
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makes it possible to specify one year out of a given twelve only, and
therefore fuller supporting information is needed to derive a secure age
estimate. The direct information on current age provides this support;
but this informationappeared to be satisfactory in its own right, and the
sexagenary-cyclebasis of age estimation was not pursued in many cases.
Examination of those cases when both kinds of information were
collected yields the results shown inTable9.3. While some discrepancies
are apparent here, the large number of absolute agreementsbetween the
two estimates is reassuring in confirming the interpretation of the agereckoning and calendrical systems, and in suggesting a generally good
degree of accuracy in the information given. Individuals in the sample
are of both sexes and range in age (directlyestimated) from 1to 73 years.
Table 9.3Comparison of birth-date and current age data
Difference in years between direct age estimate and estimate derived fromyearof birth
(expressed as the former minus the latter)

-6 -5 -4 -3 -2 -1
Number of
Individuals

2

0

1

2 0

2

+I
1

+2 +3 +4 +5
4

2

0

0

1

+6 Total

0

24

There was no visually apparent tendency for discrepancies between
age estimates to increase with absolute age, and indeed the 73-year-old
was one of those whose two age estimateswere exactly in agreement. In
the 18 cases around the centre of the table, it seems likely that the
information originally given was accurate and that small discrepancies
where present reflect error in conversion. The cases involving larger
discrepancies must reflect errors in information on age or birth-date or
both.
It is noteworthy that out of the 24 cases in the table, only 2 were
individuals not currently resident in sTongde, and both of these are
among the minority with large discrepancies (-6 and +4); this suggests
that the accuracy of demographic information declines sharply as an
informant moves from himself and his immediate family to more distant
relatives, either genealogically or geographically. Another feature of
Table 9.3 is that there are more negative discrepanciesthan positive ones:
this asymmetry, if not merely due to chance, may suggest that individuals occasionally understate their ages while giving correct birth-years.
There is no secure way of resolving the discrepancies which appear in
the table, but the issue is unimportant since the numbers involved are
negligibly small: for the purposes of the results reported below, the
estimate based on birth-year was preferred in these few cases as it
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seemed plausible that it would if anything be more accurate. This
comparison of the two estimates of age may increase confidence in the
age information given below.
The calendrical system has a quasi-astrological significance and it is
not therefore surprising that age-reckoning should be quite accurate.
For example, the Lo-tho (1o.tho almanac) gives individuals a guide to a
particular year according to their own date of birth, and is still produced
following the traditional format of Tibetan books, and distributed
commercially in parts of India with Tibetan-speaking populations,
including Ladakh.
In the cases of three individuals, all wornen with children, no reported
age was available and a different estimation method was used: age was
estimated post hoc on the basis of genealogical data such as the age of the
first child. This is less satisfactorybut is not of major importance in view
of the small number of cases, and it seemed preferable to omitting these
individuals altogether: they are omitted, however, from those analyses
(below) in which there would be a circularity in including them.
In summary, then, informants' statements on current ages seemed
generally reliable, and were converted to Western age estimates by a
simple procedure that usually amounted to the subtraction of 1.
4. Population size and agelsex structure
Our basic listing of household residents indicated a total of 335
individuals in sTongde in August 1980. Of these, 161were males and 174
females, which gives a sex ratio over all ages of 92.5:100. The age
structure of the population, and the numbers of males and females at
each age, are shown in Table 9.4 and Fig. 9.1, which show that the
younger age groups, while not small, are not particularly large by South
Asian standards (see for example Macfarlane, 1976).
Fig. 9.1 follows the common practice of grouping the data into fiveyear intervals. The same data were also examined in terms of single
years (not reported here) to assess the extent of 'age heaping'. This
phenomenon, whereby excessive numbers of individuals are reported
as having ages which are multiples of five or are otherwise significant,
is a widespread finding in demographic surveys from many countries
(see Cox, 1976; Howell, 1979), and bears on the question of age
estimation discussed above. Inspection of the data suggests that age
heaping (to be expected at ages ending in four and nine, due to the
conversion from reported age) may be occurring, but not so markedly
as to dominate the whole age structure. Table 9.5, although it does not
fully distinguish age heaping from statistical 'noise' and genuine age
trends, confirms this impression and provides further reassurance on
the accuracy of the ages given.
Children up to the age of four constitute considerably the largest age-
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Table 9.4 Agelsex distribution of the sTongde population

Age group

Male no. (%)

Female no. (7%)

Total

161

174

(100)

(100)

Total no. (%)

335

(100)

The form of the population pyramid in Fig. 9.1 raises a number of
questions about the demographic factors at work. The possibilities am
contingent on assumptions that the differences observed are not merely
due to chance, and sometimes that they reflect the action of relatively
constant demographic processes rather than major historical changes both of which are open to question.
Table 9.5 Variation in numbers according to final digit of age

Final digit
0
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

Total

Male nos.
16
21
10
9
25
13
16
20
9
22
161

Female nos.
14
13
18
25
26
14
15
19
7
23
174

Total nos.
30
34
28
34
51
27
31
39
16
45
335

group in both sexes, which suggests that child mortality and/or population growth may be substantial. Numbers decline further with
increasing age, although in males numbers are fairly constant from the
teenage years till around the age of 40, while in females there is a sharper
decline from childhood till around the age of 30. After the age of 40 or
so, numbers decline fairly gradually in both sexes. Declining numbers
with age may of course reflect mortality, but another important possibility, especially after childhood, is emigration.
No individual claimed great longevity, but there were three males
and two females over the age of 70, the oldest of them 77, and these ages
appeared to be well-founded. Sex ratios indicate a predominance of
females even in childhood (indeed even in the first year), but this does
not appear to increase with age, indeed if anything perhaps the reverse.
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Sex ratios approximate more to unity when individuals not currently
resident are included. Several of these points are discussed further
below.
5. Residence
The village of sTongde is essentially a cluster of six spatially distinguishable hamlets. The population of the six hamlets differ somewhat
in their size and sex ratio, as shown in Table 9.6. Other demographic
differences between hamlets may exist also, but the investigation of
these is not pursued here.
Table 9.6 also lists the number of households in each hamlet. In most
cases informants are in agreement as to whether a household is a
khang.chen or a khang.chung, and which khang.chung are associated with
a given khang.chen. (For details see Ch. 15).
In a small number of cases there are disagreements, and some
judgement had to be made. It seems likely that households may often
have originated as dependent khang.chung and then gradually developed into independent khang.chen; if so, households on which informants disagree may well be in the course of that process, and their
allocation into one category or the other virtually arbitrary. Some errors
may be present, then, in the data presented here, but it seems unlikely
that there are any of importance.
As Table 9.6 shows, numbers of khang.chen and khang.chungvary from
hamlet to hamlet, but in sTongde as a whole there are slightly more
khang.chung than khang.chen. In fact, the greatest number of families (14)
have one khang.chung in addition to their khang.chen, while the number
having two khang.chung (8) or three (2) is nearly offset by those having
zero (7). These numbers, like those in the table, refer to inhabited
khang.chung: a small number were currently uninhabited during our
study and these are ignored here. Clearly one factor affecting residence
patterns in a family will be the housing available, which varies between
'richer' and 'poorer' families just as land holdings do.
Given the nature of the khang.chen/7shang.chung distinction, one might
expect some demographic contrasts between the two types of household, and Table 9.6 indicates some of these. Despite the larger number
of khang.chung households, more individuals live in khang.chen:
khang.chung sometimes have as many as 6-8 inhabitants but they also
sometimes have as few as 1-2, and young children (a particularly large
section of the population) could be expected to live mainly in khang.chen.
There also appears to be an evenly balanced sex ratio in the khang.chen
population, with the already noted predominance of females arising
largely from the khar~g.chungpopulation (though this is not so evident in
individual hamlets). With the khang.chen occupied mainly by nuclear
families, it might be expected that any imbalance, whether due to sex
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differences in mortality, migration or other factors, would be concentrated in the khang.chung population (see further Ch. 15).
Table 9.6 Composition of different hamlets and household types
Household
khang- khangchen
chung

Tha.ma
La.ru
'Dro.dong
Te.rTsa
Thang
Pq~u
Total

3
7
4
7
5
5

4
4
5
10
4
9

M
9
23
9
21
18
15

31

36

95

Inhabitants
khangchen
F
T M
7 1 6 6
13 26
9
14 23
7
20
41 21
19 37
8
22
37 15

95

190

khangchung
F
T
7 13
8 17
10 17
18 39
11 19
25 40

66 79 145

Inhabitants
Male Female Total

161

174

335

Table 9.7 Demographic contrasts of Household types
Mean number of male inhabitants
Mean number of female inhabitants
Mean age of male inhabitants
Mean age of female inhabitants

khang.chen
3.1
3.1
20.1
19.0

khang.chung
1.8
2.2
28.7
30.9

Table 9.7 presents further information on the demographic contrasts
between khang.chung and khang.chen. Mean numbers of male and female
inhabitants again indicate the differences in size and sex ratio of the two
household types. Comparison of mean ages of male and female inhabitants indicates that the major contrast is not between the sexes but
between the household types: for both sexes, mean age is considerably
lower in the khang.chen than the khang.chung, and this reflects both the
concentration of children in the khang.chen and the concentration of
elderly people in khang.chung. Table 9.8 gives demographic information
on khang.chen heads.
All the information presented so far has been based on the numbers
of household residents as listed in interviews. For some individuals,
however, residence in a household is not a clear-cut or permanent
matter. The most prominent cases of this kind are: individuals who
spend tinle in more than one household in the village (usually within a
family),or who are notionally considered members of a household other
than their actual base; monks (or nuns) who may be principally based
at the monastery but are also counted as members of their family
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household and may spend some time there; and individuals who spend
substantial amounts of time outside the village or even outside the valley
for education or employment, but who are still considered household
members and are expected to return to the household on occasion.
Table 9.8 Demographic characteristics of khang.chen heads
Age

Male

Female

Total

15-24
25-34
35-44
45-44
55-64
65+

Median age
Mean age

The first of these categories relates to cases such as a girl who moves
from her parental family to look after an elderly relative, or a polyandrous man who out of discretion is counted as a member of his family's
khang.chung rather than the khang.chen which is the actual base of the
polyandrous unit, but such cases are few and have only a small bearing
on the pattern of household composition - none at all on the demography
of the village as a whole. The second two categories are more problematic. A substantial number of individuals listed by informants in the
household survey were actually monks at sTongde monastery; thus,
while considered to be in a sense members of their household, they were
physically resident at the monastery for much of the time. However, not
all monks originating from sTongde families were listed by informants
as members of sTongde households in this way, as genealogical enquiries and enquiries at sTongde monastery showed. A similar situation
applies to those who are absent for stretches of time for education or
employment. A number of such individuals were listed by informants
as household members, but genealogical enquiries showed that there
were also other individuals absent for similar reasons yet not listed as
household members.
Thus for demographic purposes it is not entirely clear how broad the
criteria of residence should be. Possible approaches include: (a) excluding all individuals not actually living in a household all the time, or at the
time of the survey; (b) working on the basis of lists of residents as giver)
by informants; and (c) adding all family members living at the monastery or outside the village unless that absence is clearly permanent. Of
these, the first seems inappropriate to a flexibly organised society like
Zangskar's and could exclude a number of individuals who are a part of
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the village: strictly it would lead to the absurdity of excluding individuals who spend some time at the doksa ('Brog.sa, summer pasture) in the
mountains tending livestock, or on other errands away from the village.
The second approach may involve an element of arbitrariness, in that
some informants may have considered individuals (especially monks)
as household members where others did not, without there being any
real difference in their involvement in a household. On the other hand,
individuals who returned more frequently to their family household
may have been more likely to be included as household members. The
third approach seems rather all-inclusive, and in any case it is clear that
demographic information on individuals not considered residents is less
reliable than for residents. No solution seems ideal, but for most
purposes the second approach seems to have fewest disadvantages, and
it will continue to be the basis of the classification of residence in this
chapter.
Table 9.9 Effects of varying criteria of residence. In each set of numbers, the centre
figure is as in Table 9.4; the left- hand figure is that arrived at under
narrower criteria of residence; and the right-hand figure is that arrived at
under broader criteria - see text for discussion.
Age group
0-14
15-54
55+
Not known

Male nos.
62-64-64
59-84-96
13-13-14
0-0-5

Female nos.
72-73-73
84-85-86
16-16-17
0-0-0

Total nos.
134-137-137
143-169-182
29-29-31
0-0-5

Total

134-161-179

172-174-176

306-335-355

Table 9.9 presents the same da ta as inTable 9.4, withan indication of how thesebroader
or narrower criteria of residence might have altered the composition of the popula tion.
As one might expect, the major effects are in the middle age groups of the males.
Occupational details are given in the following section.

6. Occupations
sTongdelseconomy is based on subsistence agriculture and pastoralism. Agriculture and pastoral work of various kinds constitutes the chief
occupation (beyond domestic work) of nearly all individuals living in
the village, and old enough and fit enough to participate in it (for more
details, see Ch. 5). Some division of labour by gender is apparent, but
a good many tasks are done by both men and women. Some tasks
ancillary to subsistence, such as weaving, could be done by a large
number of people but a few individuals were known to be especially
skilful at them: there was also an individual with a particular expertise
as a potter in the neighbouring village. A more formal craft specialization is that ofblacksmith (lag.bshes,or less politely rnGar.ba): blacksmithing
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is transmitted within families, and blacksmith families (of whom there
were two in sTongde) are said to form an endogamous occupational
group, to have slightly lower status than others, and to be subject to
certain social restrictions. Several individuals in the village had particular positions asam.chi(indigenous medical practitioner) or blon.po(loca1
official)or as the chosen 'Go.pa (headman)of the village. All of the above
occupations are carried on in conjunction with subsistence farming.
Table 9.10 Occupations other than agriculture
Male
In sTongde village:
Weaving and other similar crafts
Blacksmith
am.chi
blon.po
'Go. pa
Monastic or semi-monastic status
Monks at sTongde gompa:

Female

Many individuals, though some more
actively than others
2 families
3
1
1
1
I

4

30

Activities involving absence from sTongde:
Monks elsewhere (Mysore)
Nuns elsewhere (including Pidmo nunnery)
Indian Army (Ladakh Scouts)
Police
Medical assistant
Hospital midwife
Office worker
Road worker
Student
Note: Of the individuals listed here, 15of the monks at sTongde, two of the monks at
Mysore, the two nuns and one of the Ladakh scouts were not counted as
members of sTongde households in the basic household survey; all the rest were.

The main exceptions to the general involvement in subsistence
farming work are individuals in monastic life. Monks in sTongde
monastery are not usually actively involved in farming (and inaeed it is
said that following the Buddha's code of conduct monks are not
supposed to work on the land), though in practice they do assist their lay
relatives in certain tasks when necessary. Much the same would apply
to monks and nuns living further afield, except that they could obviously
help rather less. A few individuals had a monastic or semi-monastic
status, sometimes adopted late in life, but nonetheless lived permanently in the village; these people did not appear to do less agricultural
work than their lay counterparts.
Although money does not yet play a major part in the village
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economy, its role has evidently been increasing and a number of
individuals in 1980 had paid employment outside the village and even
outside the valley, though mainly within Ladakh. In most cases the
employer was some branch of government. This evidently means both
these villagers' absence from sTongde forstretches of time, and an influx
of cash and goods to the village, especially on their periodic returns.
When back in the village (as several were during our study period), such
individuals generally participate in agriculture like anyone else. Some
individuals were also able on occasion to earn some cash locally, e.g. by
hiring out their pack animals, as a supplement to their ordinary agricultural subsistence.
There was a small primary school in the village, but low attendance
at harvest time indicated that even for quite small children (and their
parents) agriculture remained of prime importance. A few were pursuing further studies elsewhere in Zangskar or Ladakh.
Table 9.10 gives data on occupations other than subsistence agriculture, but the dominance of subsistence agriculture and pastoralism
remains the most important feature.
7. Movement
Traditionally there has probably been more population movement
from place to place in the Himalayan region than outsiders, impressed
by the ruggedness of the terrain, have readily appreciated. This view
probably applies to a lesser extent in Zangskar given the difficulties of
access created by the surrounding mountains and river gorge, the
severity of the climate especially in winter, and the fact that it is not on
any major trading route. The export of some valley produce in exchange
for imports, and travel in connection with religious education seem to
have been the main traditional factors underlying the movement of
people; and recently there is the additional factor of paid employment.
However, none of these necessarily involve the permanent move of an
individual's residential base: indeed, there was no indication in our
study that any individual's absence in any of these contexts was
considered permanent.
Movement of a longer-term kind, involving a permanent move of an
individual's residential base, is arguably of greater importance in the
demographic context, since such migration may significantly modify the
effects of birth and death rates on population numbers. Movement in
association with marriage, even though usually on a smaller geographical scale than the types of movement just mentioned, is generally of a
more long-term kind, and attention will therefore be focused on it here.
Zangskari villages are not fully exogamous units, but nonetheless a
substantial number of marriages do involve spouses from different
villages. Residence after marriage may be either virilocal or uxorilocal
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but more usually the former (see followingsection for more detail). One
would therefore expect that most marital movement would be on the
part of women. One would also expect that exchanges of population
between villages would have some kind of numerical balance in the
longer term for there is no indication that the villages involved in marital
movement differ unduly in their mortality risk or their capacity to
sustain extra population (see also Ch. 7).
In a study like the present one, which focuses on a single village, such
questions are presumably best considered by comparing individuals
resident in sTongde and married into one of its households'but born
outside the village, with those found from genealogical enquiries to be
members of sibships born in sTongde, but married and resident elsewhere, and currently still alive. The data available for this comparison
are not ideal for the assessment of movement patterns, and in particular
they may be subject to under-reporting but there seems no reason to
believe that any under-reporting would bias the results in one direction
or the other. Table 9.11 presents the data relevant to this comparison.
This table clearly reflects the greater marital movement of women, in
both directions. There also seems to be an approximatebalance between
marital movement in and out of the village (see also Sha-de,.Ch. 7): if
anything, there appears to be a net immigration into sTongde, but the
difference is not large and seems unlikely to reflect a systematic asymmetry.
In all, 25 different places were mentioned as birthplaces of those who
had married into sTongde or as places of residence of those who had
married out from sTongde. Of these, 16 (including the more important
ones numerically) were villages in Zangskar, three were elsewhere in
Ladakh, and six were not certainly identified but probably villages in
Zangskar or elsewhere in Ladakh. In only five out of the 16 cases within
Zangskar had marital movement taken place in both directions. This
may be simply a sampling phenomenon, but even if marital exchanges
between particular pairs of villages are systematically asymmetrical (as
suggested, for example, by the movement of 6 individuals from one
village to sTongde and none in the reverse direction), it would not
necessarily follow that suchvillages were net 'exporters' and 'importers'
of population; a more complex exchange pattern over a number of
villages might still have a generally balanced result. Another noteworthy feature of marital exchange was that particular families seemed to
have repeated marital links with particular villages but again sample
size is small and investigation of this cannot be taken very far (see further
Ch. 7).
8. Marriage

With the major exception of those in monastic life, most individuals
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in sTongde over the age of 18-20 are or have been married. Monks and
nuns associated with a Ge-lug monastery as at sTongde do not marry
and are supposed to be celibate. Those who adopt monastic or semimonastic status late in life may already have experienced marriage and
parenthood, and it is also possible for monks and nuns to return from
monastic to lay life (and this did occur once during our fieldwork), but
the large majority of those in monastic life are and remain unmarried.
For lay adults, marriage and parenthood are usual though not universal
experiences, but at any one time a number may be widowed, divorced
or separated rather than currently married. Table 9.12 gives data on
marital status for members of sTongde's population on the basis of the
broadest definition of that population in Table 9.9 (excluding those
under 15 of whom only one boy was married, and one a monk). To
indicate the relation of marital and monastic status to age, Table 9.13
presents the marital status data in relation to the age/sex structure.
Table 9.11 Marital movement
Born in sTongde, but
married and living
elsewhere
5
21

Married and living in
sTongde, but born
elsewhere
7
27

Male
Female
Total

34

Total
12
48

26

60

Table 9.12 Marital and monastic status (for individuals from 15 years)
Married

Widowed

Separated Divorced Unrrlarried

Male
64
Female 63

4
8

2

1
1

Total

12

2

2

127

Total

14
27

Monk/
Nun*
32
2

41

34

218

115
103

* Excludes those living in sTongde village rather than in a monastery or nunnery

In Zangskari society, marriage is usually marked by a wedding
ceremony, but this may not be a very formal or elaborate matter, and
sometimes a couple may cohabit and be recognised as married without
any major ritual.
If a marriage is not successful,the couple may spend less time together
(e.g. one may move from a khang.chen to a khang.chung),or they may be
more decisively separated or divorced: and again such solutions may
be of a more or less formal kind. Both marriage and its dissolution, then,
are dealt with in a flexible way that is responsive to individual compat-
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ibility and practical needs. One result of this is that it can be difficult for
the anthropologist or demographer to follow clear criteria in the description of individuals' marital status. The data presented in these tables are
based on a fairly broad definition of marriage, to match the flexible
nature of marriage in Zangskar. Couples living together and spoken of
as husband and wife or in similar terms are included whether or not the
marriage was formal: and for this purpose 'together' includes couples
living in different households of the same family or in some such
arrangement, since such separations may be temporary and need not
reflect incompatibility. Formal and informal separations are also taken
into account.
It can be seen from Table 9.13 that, from the teenage years on, most
people start to enter marriage or monkhood, leaving progressively
fewer of the village's inhabitants unmarried. Although the numbers are
small, there does appear to be a predominance of females among these
unmarried people: of the 21 unmarried villagers over the age of 19,16are
women. Three of these 16 were chomos (chos.mo, 'domestic' nuns) (and
besides these there was an elderly widow and a married man who were
semi-monastic in status but living in the village). Of the five unmarried
men over 19, one was blind and would have found it difficult to play a
full part in a household. Again from Table 9.13, there are only small
numbers of separated and divorced people (including one handicapped
woman) and also of widowed people. But these small numbers do not
fully reflect the rate at which such events occur, since widowed and
separated/ divorced people can and frequently do re-marry. Factors
that might be invoked to explain the greater prevalence of females in the
unmarried, separated/divorced and widowed groups include sex differences in migration patterns, adoption of monastic life, mortality rates
and the likelihood of (re-)marriage and the balance between polygyny
and polyandry.
Table 9.14 indicates the main fonns of marriage in sTongde. In this
table the figures represent numbers of marriages rather than married
people (and the two are not simply related because of polygamy).
Marriage patterns are closely linked to the inheritancesystem, marital
movement and residence practices (see Ch. 15). Most commonly, the
eldest living son of a couple marries, and his wife may come from within
the village (though often from a different hamlet belonging to it) or from
another village. The couple live virilocally and soon after the marriage
the husband becomes head of his family's khang.chen. This system,
sometimes referred to by the term bagma (='bridef),is much the mme
if a son other than the first is the individual involved.
The main alternative system is essentially the opposite one, where a
daughter is the principal inheritor in a family, marries a man from within
or outside the village who is not an inheritor in his own family, and the
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couple therefore live uxorilocally: this is known as magpa (='bridegroom') marriage.
It is generally said that the eldest living son is expected to inherit, and
only in the absence of any living son would a daughter do so: but from
our data it appeared that on several occasions a younger son or a
daughter had inherited while there was an (elder) son living in the
monastery. This may have reflected individual wishes and aptitudes. It
is also sometimes said that in Tibetan cultures mag.pa marriage is a
stigrnatised form of marriage for the husband, and avoided where
possible: but this attitude was not evident in our study.

Table 9.13 Marital and monastic status in relation to age
15-24

25-34

35-44

Unmarriedlay
Monk*
Married
Separated/
Divorced
Widowed

11

1

I

8
11
I

8
16
-

5
18

Total

31

25

Unmarriedlay
Nun*
Married
Separatedl
divorced
Widowed

14

7

9

I
19

Total

23

45-54

55-64

65+

Not Total
Known

Males
1

14

-

5
II

1
4

4

-

32
64
1

-

I

3

-

4

24

16

7

7

5

115

I

3

2

-

-

27

Females

-

27

22

2

I
6

3

3

2

3

8

14

11

6

103

7
1

19
2

5

63
3

-

* Excludes those living in sTongde village rather than a monastery or nunnery
Table 9.14 Forms of marriage
Monogamous
mag.pa
bag.ma

3
3

Total

37

Polygynous

8

Polyandrous

10

Total

55
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As Table 9.14 shows, in sTongde about one marriage in eight was a
mag.pa marriage. In general, the women shown in Table 9.11 to have
moved into or out of sTongde will have done so as bag.ma wives, and
these men who moved into or out of sTongde will have done so as mag.pa
husbands. There are several reasons, however, why the relevant figures
in Tables 9.11 and 9.14 do not tally exactly: firstly, the fact that some
marriages are contracted within the village; secondly, the fact that Table
9.11 but not Table 9.14 includes some individuals now widowed; and
thirdly, the existence of cases which do not follow the usually described
pattern - e.g. one couple who chose to live uxorilocally despite the fact
that it was a bagma marriage and the husband stood to inherit his
family's holdings (his wife's family was richer).
Table 9.15 Mean age differences between spouses in years, expressed as male age
minus female age. Sample sizes are given in brackets

bag.ma
Monogamy
Polygyny (older wife)
Polygny (younger wife)
Polyandry (older husband)
Polyandry (younger busband)
Remarriage of a man previously
widowed or divorced
All

1.3 (32)
-7.0 (4)
2.3 (4)
3.7 (10)
-3.1 (10)

W?-Pa
-1.3 (3)
-2.8 (4)
3.8 (4)
6.3 (7)

Besides bag.ma/mag.pa marriage, the other main variation in marriage
form was between monogamy, polygyny and polyandry. All three of
these forms are traditional in Tibetan culture, although through its rarity
on a global scale, Tibetan polyandry has received especial anthropological attention (see Ch. 24). Polyandry is also a rarity, and a censured one
in the modern state of India, and not surprisingly Zangskari society
treats it with some discretion - with the result that there was some
difficultyin identifying it. Broadly based definitions of polyandrous and
other marriages, following the example of Hiatt (1980),do remove some
of these difficulties, however. In all cases, there were two co-husbands
only in polyandry and two co-wives only in polygyny. In all cases of
polyandry and most cases of polygyny, co-spouses were related to each
other. Monogamy was by far the commonest form of marriage, with
roughly one marriage in every five being polyandrous and one in every
six polygynous, as Table 9.14 shows.
A number of further points emerge from the cross-tabulation of the
main varieties of marriage in Table 9.14. One is that a strikingly high
proportion of polygynous marriages are mag.pa marriages (and vice
versa). Another is that all polyandrous marriages are bagma marriages.
Thus, in both types of polygamy it tends to be the single-sex spouse who
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marries into the land-holding family rather than being a member of it.
Kinship ties between co-spouses are relevant here too. In all cases of
polyandry, co-husbands were related (in nine cases brothers, in the tenth
patrilateral parallel cousins, see Ch. 15). In all cases of mag.pa polygyny
too, co-wives were related (all sisters): but this was true in only two of
the cases of bag.ma polygyny - in the other two, the co-wives were not
closely related (see further Chs. 10, 15 and 24).
Information on age at marriage was not easily obtained. In a sample
of 13marriages where this was available, covering a variety of different
kinds of marriage, mean age at marriage was 22.2 for men and 20.6 for
women, though with wide ranges of variation. Though undue reliance
should not be placed on such results, they do accord in an approximate
way with the age distribution of married people as evident from Table
9.13, and with other indications from the data. Other relevant information is on age at birth of first child, which is discussed in the next section.
The mean age difference between spouses is that the husband is 0.6
year older than the wife. This is small by comparison to many populations. The range of variation is large, and the proportion of cases where
wives are older than husbands only slightly less than half (which might
imply a relatively late start to female reproduction in many cases). The
mean of 0.6 year is based on all marriages: means for particular marriage
forms are given in Table 9.15. It is perhaps not surprising that older
husbands in polyandry and older wives in polygyny should tend to be
older than their spouses, and younger husbands and wives similarly
younger: nor that men re-marrying (usually monogamously, and
following widowerhood) have a larger age gap from their new wives.
Little can positively be said about the differences in this respect between
bag.ma and mag.pa marriage, though there may possibly be the suggestion that mag.pa husbands tend to be closer in age to their wives than in
bag.ma marriages.
The Tibetan marriage system, of which this Zangskari one is an
instance, presents attractive possibilities for anthropological modelmaking, and there is the danger of leaving a mistakenly idealised
impression of actual marriage patterns. It is tempting, for example, to
suppose that from the options for younger brothers of monastic life,
mag.pa marriage or joining the elder brother in polyandry, and nowadays paid employment elsewhere, and for daughters of bag.ma marriage,
monastic life or spinsterhood in a khang.chung, the result would be a neat
limitation of the number of marriages to one per patriline per generation.
Although there may be some element of truth in this, the situation as
shown by our data is somewhat different. In the idealised picture, one
would expect to find one currently reproductive marriage in each
khang.chen, and none in the khang.chung. In fact there were, through the
exigencies of domestic history, three khang.chen with no married couple
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or group in them. The remaining 28 khang.chen and their khang.chung
house the 55 marriages: 41 of these marriages included a wife of less than
45 years old and so might be considered currently reproductive, and 10
of these 41 were based in khang.chung. Numbers of marriages do not
therefore appear to be strictly limited in relation to numbers of families
and their holdings though it remains possible that this did more nearly
occur in the past, and this in turn raises questions about population
growth and pressure on resources (see further Chs. 23 and 24).
9. Fertility
sTongde has an adult femalepopulation (15-79years) of 103individuals, more than two-thirds of whom are or have been married as noted
above. Most but not all of those who have ever been married have also
had children: and most but not all of those who have had children have
also been married (seeTable 9.16). Of those 35 women who have not had
children, 12 (including married, widowed and never-married women,
and domestic and non-domestic nuns) are over the age of 35 and do not
seem likely to have children in the future: for the rest, and particularly
the teenagers among them, child-bearing may be yet to come.
The number of children born to a woman relates of course to her age
and this relationship is described in Table 9.17. This table includes one
stillborn child and a number of live-born children who subsequently
died, as well as live-born children still alive. If we consider ever-married
women only (since few births are to never-married women), mean parity
for women of all ages is 3.7 live births per ever-married woman (n=74).
If we consider ever-married women aged 45 years and above only, to
estimate completed family size, there is a mean parity for this group of
4.2 live births per ever-married woman (n=25). This is a relatively low
figure by South Asian standards (see Macfarlane 1976). To understand
this, one may turn to two major factors, both visible in Table 9.17: the
relatively late age of marriage and first birth, and the relatively early age
of apparent family completion.
This latter suggestion calls for further comment. Table 9.17 shows
that parity of married women already reaches nearly the completed
family size level in the 30-34 age group, and thereafter remains roughly
stable. One explanation of this pattern would be that few children are
actually born to mothers over 30 (for some undetermined reason), and
if this is so, it would be important in accounting for the low completed
family size. But other explanations of this pattern are also possible: for
example that there has been a historical increase in the number of
children a woman bears or in the speed at which she bears them; that
selective mortality may tend to remove women of higher parity from the
older cohorts; that there may have been some under-reporting of births
(including births of children now dead) especially among the older
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women; that some of the older women may have married only late in
their reproductive lives; and chance factors. With the exception of the
first of these possibilities as mentioned below, it seems hard to discriminate among these suggestions.
Examination of women's reproductive histories in more detail adds
somewhat to this picture, as regards both late first birth and early family
completion. Table 9.17, showing that all teenagers in the current
generation are nulliparous, might suggest that this was true generally.
This cannot be quite so, however, as is shown by data on maternal age
at birth of first child, which are given in Table 9.18. For parous women
of all ages, age at first birth ranges from 15 to 36, with a mean of 23.2.
Teenage maternity is common, then,. although average age at first
maternity remains higher.
Table 9.16 Marriage and child-bearing
Women who are or
have been married
Women who have
borne children
Women who have
not borne children

66

Total

74

Women who have
never been married

Total

8

29

103

A similar question arises in relation to age at birth of last child, also
shown in Table 9.18. For parous women aged 45 or more, age at last birth
ranges from 22 to 48, with a mean of 38.1. This argues against family
completion by the age of 30 as an explanation of the steady mean parity
from that age on.
Not only biological factors such as menarche and menopause but also
social factors such as age at marriage, separation/divorce and widowhood are likely to be influential in determining the effective span of a
woman's reproductive career. Indications of this lie in: the absence of
births among current teenagers, most of whom are also umrnarried (see
Table 9.17); the few ever-unmarried women at greater ages who have
had children, and the low parity of these women (again see Table 9.17);
and the relatively luw parity of separated/divorced/widowed women
(all six of those below the age of 55 had less than the mean parity for their
age). Aspects of marital career can be important, then, in effecting
fertility, but it seems unlikely that they can provide a full explanation of
what seem to be generally rather low fertility rates. Under-reporting of
births is anothe~possible contributory factor, but again it seems doubtful
that this would have been on such a scale as to constitute the principal
explanation. Other possible factors remain open to speculation.

Table 9.17 Number of children in relation to maternal age.
Figures in this table refer to all women aged 15-79 except that figures in brackets refer to ever-married
women in a given category, where this differs from the total in that category.
Number of children

Total

35 (8)

* Lncludes one still birth

10 (9)

14 (13)

Mean per
ever-married
woman

6

13

9

3

6

3

1

2

1

3.7

Total

6.
3
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In a high altitude population the physiological effects of hypoxia on
fecundity may contribute to comparatively low fertility: Abelson (1976)
found reduced fertility in a high Andean population relative to an
otherwise quite similar population at low altitude, and attributed the
effect to hypoxia.
Birth-spacing and its mechanisms are much discussed aspects of
fertility regulation (Huss-Ashmore1980; Short 1984),and while a simple
demographic survey such as the present one cannot throw a great deal
of light on the mechanisms, it can at least document birth-spacing
patterns. Data on this are reproduced in Table 9.19.

Table 9.18 Maternal age at birth of first and last child
Maternal age

First child born
(all mothers)

Last child
born (mothers
aged 54+)

15-19
20-24
25-29
30-34
35-39
40-44
45-49
Mean age
Not known

* Including one apparent maternity at 9 years - probably due to a misreporting of
mother's current age.

Table 9.19 Mean birth intervals in years. (Sample sizes are given in brackets)
Following death
of earlier child

Parity
1-2

Not following
death of
earlier child

Not known
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A minority of births are undated: where this is true of first or last
births, the data are counted as missing but intermediate undated births
are assumed for these purposes to be evenly spaced between dated ones.
Some features which are not unexpected include the apparent though
inconsistent increase in mean birth interval with sussessive birth intervals (which might have been clearer with separation of different maternal ages), and the almost invariably shorter mean birth intervals following the birth of a child who subsequently died. A further point of interest
is implied by the absence of any data on birth intervals following the
death of a first child: even though this may not be as striking as it seems
(since 4 of the missing cases are of this kind), there may nonetheless be
a suggestion that first-born children are at some survival advantage.
Table 9.20 Birth pattern differences between marriage forms (means for all
currently married women) with sample sizes given in brackets
Total number of children
(Standardised for age)

bag.ma monogamous
mag.pa monogamous
bagma polygynous
mag.pa polygynous
bagma polyandrous

Birth interval
(years)

1.1 (35)
1.2 (3)
1.0 (8)
0.8 (8)
1.0 (10)

It is possible in principle that marriage forms may differ in their
patterns of births, as reflected either in birth intervals or in overall
fertility (see Nag 1975). Table 9.20 presents the data on this: since raw
data on number of births is strongly affected by age, a simple correction
for age is made here - a woman's number of children is expressed as a
proportion of the mean number of children for the relevant age group.
It is hard to place a firm interpretation on the figures presented here.
Monogamous bag.ma marriage is so much the commonest form that its
fertility characteristicsare essentially those of the population as a whole.
Monogamous mag.pa marriage appear to be, if anything, slightly more
fertile: but the numbers are too small for much significance to be placed
on this. Polygyny appears to be more fertile than monogamy on one
measure and less fertile on the other. On both measures bag.ma
polygyny appears more fertile than mag.pa polygyny. Polyandry
appears on one measure more fertile than monogamy, and on another
similar to it. These comparisons are, of course, all on the basis of fertility
per married woman, rather than per married man or per marriage.
On simple hypotheses based either on assumed frequency of intercourse or on assumed ratio of economic potential to reproductive
potential, one might have predicted fertility measures to decrease in the
order: polyandry, monogamy, polygyny; and one might have predicted
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no difference between bag.ma and mag.pa marriage. But it seems that the
actual situation, if adequately reflected in these limited figures, is more
complex than this. Complicating factors might include: the fact that
some women are polygynously married precisely as a result of the
infertility of themselves or their co-wives (usually sisters); age differences between spouses in different forms of marriage; differences in age
at marriage and at widowhood or separation/divorce; and differences
in infant mortality (related to economic factors) with additional compensatory fertility in the affected families.
In an earlier brief report on Zangskar, Crowden and Lumsden (1977)
reported that "Most babies, it seems, are born in February and March".
Even if it were less marked than that, a strong seasonality of births would
be a noteworthy finding, if confirmed. Unfortunately, in this studybirthdate information was not generally obtainable more specifically than as
year of birth (see 'Age estimation' above). In the case of infants,
however, ages were sometimes given in terms of months, weeks or days,
and this information is summarized in Table 9.21. The data presented
here represent a small sample, which is also partial (in that there were
other infants in the village of unknown month of birth) and may not be
entirely free of error in the earlier cases. These data thus cannot
adequately test the general proposition of seasonal variation in births,
but these are sufficient to refute any suggestion of absolute restriction of
births to February and March. If births were strongly seasonal, this
would have some effect (though not a major one, except at very young
ages) on the method of age estimation used in this study (see Age
estimation'). In this strongly seasonal environment, it would also be a
factor of considerable importance in relation to child nutritional, health
and growth, and adult labour patterns (see Chambers et al. 1981;
Crittenden 1982).
Table 9.21 Seasonality of births
Aug Sep Oct Nov Dec Jan Feb Mar Apr May June July Aug Total

Data collected in July-August 1980: see text for discussion.

Some additional questions were asked in this study on some underlying factors affecting fertility, though the answers can be taken as
indicative only, partly because sample size is small and partly because
retrospective information of this kind is often unreliable. When asked
about age at menarche, eight respondents said it was 17 years, two said
it was 17-18 years, and one said it was 15 years (several times this
appeared to be a general statement rather than a personal recollection).
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This fairly late age, if correct, could of course be important for fertility.
Two individuals gave ages at menopause, which were 47 and 52 (the
former a general statement, the latter a recent personal recollection).
Occasionally questions were attempted on the regularity of menstruation, br zt this was a still more difficult topic even for a female interviewer
(there was even one denial of the occurrence of menstruation), and the
topic was not pursued.
When asked about contraception, 20 individuals stated that they had
no means of contraception, though in some cases they obviously knew
of it. 12 of them expressed, without prompting, a desire for contraception. Only one individual said she had any contraception - one of her
husbands, a soldier, had some condoms - but even in this case it was not
clear whether these were used. It seems evident that virtually all
villagers, if not all, use no contraception.
When asked about breast feeding, individuals gave a variety
answers, of which the commonest (7 respondents) was a duration of 3
years after birth: others were 2-3 years (3 respondents), 3-4 years (1
respondent), 4-5 years (3 respondents) and 4-6 years (2 respondents).
Other comments on this were that the duration varies according to the
milk available; that polygynously married co-wives did not feed each
other's babies; that breast feeding generally continued until the birth of
the next child; and that 2-3 years' breast feeding was best for the mother
although 4-5 years was the commonest duration. It seems, then, that
breast feeding is of substantial duration, and of likely importance for
fertility through lactational amenorrhea,although a more detailed study
would be required to establish this.
10. Mortality
In a short-term research project, mortality patterns are particularly
difficult to study satisfactorily. The best data available here are those on
infant and child mortality, since estimates of this can be made from an
examination of the reproductive histories of women currently living,
with the best chance of minimising sources of bias (though there remains
the possibility of some under-reporting of births and especially deaths).
Even where children no longer alive do appear to be fully included in a
mother's reproductive history, there tends to be less detail on them: their
sex was almost always recalled but, more frequently than with living
children, there were difficulties about recalling their date of birth and
date of death, or age at death. In the 39 instances where no estimate of
birth date was already available, e: imates were made on a genealogical
basis (i.e.relation to place in the sibship, ages of siblings and mother, etc);
and in the 12 instances where there was uncertainty about age at death,
estimates were similarly made on the basis of known circumstances. For
that reason as well as reasons of sample size, there are limitations to the
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analysis of these data, but any errors in these estimates seem unlikely to
have a large effect on the results.
The sample analysis used here comprises all 294 liveborn offspring of
all the 68 currently living mothers, regardless of their age, and of four
further mothers not longer alive but on whom reproductive history
information that was considered reliable was obtained (e.g. from their
widowers).
Only one still birth was reported amongst these mothers (possiblyan
under-reporting): it is not included in the analysis below.
InTable 9.22the percentage of the live-born offspring still alive in 1980
is related to their year of birth. The decline in sample size which is
observable with increasing age here is to be expected simply as a result
of the fact that with increasing age fewer individuals will have mothers
still living, and need not indicate anything else. However, other factors
such as under-reporting of earlier births, selective mortality amongst
mothers, or actual population growth would have a similar effect and
might also contribute to what is observed. Because of the declining
sample size with earlier birth-dates, the data are presented year by year
for the 1960s, 1970s and 1980s, but in 5-year intervals up to the 1950s.
Data are not divided by sex, again for reasons of sample size.
Table 9.22 shows survival patterns, but in a way that is cross-sectional
and reflects the effects of historical events as well as life-cycle regularities. Its advantage for the present purpose is that it is based on
information that is generally well-established - individualsfbirth-dates
and whether or not they were alive in 1980. Its disadvantage is that it
conceals even that information which is available on their ages at death.
Table 9.22 indicates zero mortality up to the age of two years in the
current generation: this is unexpected in a society such as this, especially
since under-reporting of mortality seems least likely for the recent past.
Perhaps the more plausible interpretation would be that mortality at
ages 0-2 may indeed have been low if recent years happen to have been
ones of low incidence of infectious disease, possibly between outbreaks
of high incidence. Results from 1977 and earlier certainly indicate
substantial mortality in childhood, in the region of 20% for the cohorts
currently aged 3-4 and 30% for those of 5-10, and it would be surprising
if some of this mortality had not occurred much earlier in life. The
considerablevariation which is observable no doubt reflects both chance
factors and historical events, though with increasing age the impact of
particular events such as epidemicsmay emerge less clearly as this figure
relates to date ofbirth rather than of death.
If a trend can be discerned, it would be one of improved survival rates
in those born in the 1960scompared to most of the 1970s, so that survival
rates for the cohorts aged 11-20 are no worse than for those of 3-4,
possibly a little better. This is obviously related to the cross-sectional
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method of analysis and not to demographic experiences common to all
cohorts: presumably it implies either that the 1960s were another
favourable period epidemiologically or that by this time any underreporting of mortality has increased (or both). The late 1950s seem
similar, but survival rates are higher still in the early 1950sand 1940s,and
here it seems nearly certain that some under-reporting is involved,
though many mothers did positively state that all their childrenwere still
alive: favourable conditions for survival and selective maternal mortality remain possible contributory factors. Survivalrates decline again for
the 1930s and late 1920s: here there is an increasing number of adult
deaths as well as deaths of younger people involved, and adult deaths
seem less susceptible to under-reporting.
Table 9.22 Survival of live-born children in relation to year of birth
Date of
Birth
(year)

% Survival

to 1980

Sample size

Date of
Birth
(5-year
interval)

% Survival Sample size

to 1980
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Table 9.23 presents the same data in a different form, considering
survival to a given age without regard to year of birth. The table is
constructed cumulatively, in the following way: of all individuals
entering an age interval (column 2), only some will have completed that
interval (column 4). Of those who have completed the interval, some
may have died (column 51, and that proportion of those completing the
interval who die during it (column 6)is a measure of the mortality during
that i n t e ~ a l those
:
who survive enter the next interval (column 2). Of
an artificial cohort of 100,000 exposed to such conditions, the number
surviving to enter an age interval (column 7) and the number dying
during it (column 8) show the prevailing mortality patterns, to a
standardized base. These last two columns do not describe the demographic experience of any actual cohort, but give an indication of what
recent cohorts' experiencemay have been like if historical change has not
been a major factor. Sample size in this table declines with age not only
through the cumulative effects of mortality and maternal mortality but
also through the progressive omission of individuals still alive but not
yet arrived at a given age, or dying during an age interval not completed
at the time of the study (both in column 3). This table is comparable to
that, for example, of Howell (1979, p. 81).
The picture that emerges is one of substantial though not enormous
mortality in the first year, followed by a steady continuing mortality
through childhood, levelling off only in adulthood. By comparison to
some other populations, this is notable both for the moderate extent of
early mortality and for the considerable rate at which it continues
through the first decade or more. When Table 9.22 is compared with
Table 9.23, there are a number of differences, some of them complementary, but the general impressions conveyed are similar and compatible.
There is the possibility that under-reporting of early mortality has led
to an under-estimation of that mortality in Table 9.23. Table 9.24 offers
a test of this. On the assumption that such under-reporting would be
greatest when the events in question had happened longest ago, Table
9.24 presents an analysis of the same kind as Table 9.23, of the same set
of data except that only births from 1960 onwards are included. The
levels of mortality apparent here are indeed generally greater than in
Table 9.23, but not dramatically so except in the 1-4 age interval, and the
cumulative impact of pre-adult mortality is not dissimilar. It seems that
the effects of under-reporting (or of historical changes which might have
similar effects),while probably present, are not very great.
Apart from the information on offspring of mothers currently alive
(which goes beyond infant mortality, though it is most reliable in that
context), other information on mortality did emerge, but of a kind that
is less easily treated quantitatively, e.g. information on the now dead
siblings and spouses of members of the population as well as their

Table 9.23 Survival of live-born children in relation to age (Intervals are of differing length)
Age
interval
(years)

Individuals
entered
interval

Individuals
not
completed
interval

Individuals
completed
interval

Deaths
in
interval

Proportion
dying in
interval

2
Size of
artificial
cohort
entering
interval

Deaths in
artificial
cohort
ininterval

Individuals
entered
interval

Individuals
not
completed
interval

Individuals
completed
in tenral

Deaths
in
interval

Proportion
dying in
interval

Size of
artificial
cohort
interval

5
%
3
8'

S,

Table 9.24 Survival of live-born children born from 1960 in relation to age
Age
interval
(years)

4%

Deaths in
artificial
cohort
in i n t d
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children. Nonetheless some striking findings emerged, for example a
high frequency of remarriage following the death of a spouse, not only
in the oldest age groups, so that clearly death and widowhood in middle
life are by no means rare occurrences.
Causes of death mentioned by individuals in relation to this sample
were: cold (8 cases), cold and diarrhoea (1case), bad cough/whooping
cough (2 cases), and a disease variously identified as smallpox or
measles (probably the latter - 6 cases). Most of these applied to childhood
deaths. One seventeen-year-oldmonk also died of a severe oedematous
condition during our study period (see Ch. 13). Accidents such as
drowning were also mentioned in relation to the adult deaths.
11. Concluding discussion: population stability or change
This study raises a number of points and questions which deserve
further discussion but which cannot be pursued further here. One
general issue, though, that may suitably be considered in conclusion is
that of population stability or change.
To some, the rigour and apparent stability of Zangskar's environment, together with the continuation of its largely traditional subsistence
base, technology and culture, may suggest a presumption of a stable and
stationary population. The marital fertility figures reported in this
study, though lower than one might have expected, are certainly high
enough to permit rapid population growth in principle. But other factors
(whether in a systematic feedback relationship or not) may act to offset
the effects of high marital fertility, and in the present case these could
include a substantial mortality before maturity, emigration should this
not be balanced by immigration, and a high proportion of women who
do not marry and have low fertility .
A crude indicator of the effects of mortality may be gained by reconsidering the population pyramid (Fig.9.1) in the light of the mortality
statistics (Tables 9.23 and 9.24). There are 63 individuals in the present
generation aged 0-4, and 5 further individuals who would have been in
that age group had they not already died. With a projected cumulative
mortality of 19%(Table9.23) or 21% (Table 9.24)by age 20, and no more
by age 30, this cohort of 68 individuals would be reduced to approximately 54 individuals (assuming 21% mortality) by the time it reached
ages 20-24, which, with the mean age at first maternity of 23.2 years from
Table 9.18, corresponds roughly to the beginning of the reproductive
period. This compares with a figure of 22 individuals currently aged 2024. The comparison thus offers no basis for suggesting that mortality
alone reduces the population to replacement levels by the age of first
reproduction. (For sample size reasons, this comparison is made for
both sexes combined, but the figures for females alone are proportionally very similar).
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Results on migration (fromTable9.11)show no net emigration,either for
the reverse - and therefow
both sexesor forfemalesalone - in fact if an-g
there is no indication from this study that emigration would add to the
reduction of the generation currently aged 0-4 by the ages of 2024.
Of won; ?nin the population aged 25 and over, 19%(from Table 9.13)
are never-married (including nuns). If this is a reasonable indicator of
women reaching adulthood who never marry and thus have very low
mean fert: I ity, and if the projected cohort of 54 individuals reaching ages
20-24 has an approximately balanced sex ratio, then 19%of that cohort's
27 women, that is about 5 women, would be expected to remain
unmarried. But even the remaining 22 or so married women would still
greatly outnumber the current generation of women aged 20-24, which
consists of 10 individuals, 7 of them married.
The results of this study therefore cannot confirm the idea that the
sTongde population is currently in balance numerically, and, while
subject to some caution in view of the limitations of the data and the
methods applicable to them, they tend to suggest that substantial
population growth is occurring. There are no systematicdata to confirm
or refute this suggestion directly, although it is consistent with a
comment by one of the older men of sTongde, to the effectthat the village
had grown considerably (in terms of number of houses) since his
childhood some 5-6 decades ago (Ch. 15). If substantial population
growth is in fact occurring, it remains open to speculation whether this
represents an unprecedented change from a formerly stable and stationary pattern, accompanying the rather slight modernization which has so
far occurred, or whether population growth (and decline) may have
been a more regular feature of Zangskar's traditional past than one
might suppose.
From the study as a whole, there emerge a number of issues to which
future research might fruitfully be addressed and which are discussed
further in some other chapters of this book. Beyond the confirmation and
extension of the basic factual data reported here, these include: the
factors -cultural, biological or both - that underlie relatively low marital
fertility in this non-contracepting population, including those relating to
late first maternity, long birth-spacing and early family completion;
migration patterns; the basis of the exclusion or self-exclusionof women
from marriage and child-bearing, whether through adoption of life as a
nun, a shortage of potential husbands as a result of some becoming
monks or polyandrous husbands (though this is partly compensated by
those who become polygynous husbands), economic considerations
ultimately linked to land tenure, or some other factor; ages and causes
of death; the question of whether any of the factorslimiting fertilityand
population growth can be seen as in a feedback relationship to, or
adaptive responses to, the ecological constraints of the Zangskar envi-
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ronment and resource base; and the question of whether population
growth is actually occurring despite factors which m a y be acting to
check it, and if so at what rate, for what reasons, a n d with what likely
consequences.
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1. Introduction

In July/ August 1981a demographic and epidemiological survey was
conducted among the 160 residents of the village of Kumik. The
objective was to record the health and social profile of the village before
any major changes associated with the opening of the Kargil-Zangskar
road appeared. In this chapter the results of the demographicsurvey are
presented.
2. Methods

The village of Kumik (gu.mi = man from Guge) was chosen because it
is compact and accessible and, following a brief visit by a team member
the previous summer, it was anticipated that the level of co-operation
was likely to be high.
The demographic survey was conducted in two stages. Initially, a
household census was taken, and then detailed birth histories were
collected only from those women who had ever been married. For the
purposes of the census all persons who either contributed to, or were
dependant upon the family's wealth and assets were counted as household residents, even if they did not live in the village for all of the year.
Each head of household was interviewed using a standard questionnaire
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and asked about the age, sex, date and place of birth, usual occupation
and place of residence, literacy, education, marital status and position
within the family of all household residents. The number of live-born
children to which each married woman had given birth, and the number
who had subsequently died were also recorded.
Detailed birth histories were collected from the ever-married women.
Since many women were reluctant to be interviewed alone, the information was often gathered by meeting the husband and wife together or
occasionally interviewing the husband alone. For each woman the sex
and date of birth were recorded on a standard questionnaire for all liveand still-births, as were the age at, date and cause of death of those
children who had subsequently died.
Subjects were usually interviewed in their own homes by one of two
trained interpreters (PD, WP), accompanied by the author. Sometimes
the interview would take place in our village 'surgery' following a
medical examination.
One hundred and sixty people, seventy-five men and eight-five
women, were considered to be residents of Kumik at the time of the
survey. This is a small non-random population and therefore it may not
be appropriate to generalise the results of this study alone to the
population in Zangskar as a whole. However, this material may be
considered along with that collected in the nearby villages of Sha-de (Ch.
7) and sTongde (Ch. 9). Although the sample is small, enumeration was
complete for most variables and I believe accurate.
Figure 10.1 summarises the age - sex distribution of the population.
Overall there is an excess of females over males, the sex ratio being 1.00
females to 0.88 males. This varies considerably with age; while there is a
female excess at ages 0-4 and 35-44 years, there is a male excess at ages 514/25-34,and 45-54 years. The oldest inhabitant in the village is a women
of 81 years and the youngest a gul of 2 months. The median age for women
is 25 years and for men 23 years. 48 people, being 30% of the population,
are less than 15years old (Table 10.1).This is a rather low proportion when
compared with communities elsewhere in India, and in Nepal, where the
under-15's have been shown to account for nearly half the population
(Cassen, 1980; Nepal Fertility Survey, 1977).In a Tibetan buddhist society
such as Zangskar, people report their date of birth in the Tibetan calendar
with considerable accuracy because of its astrological importance (Ch. 9).
It is therefore unlikely that age rnisreporting is responsible for the observed
distribution. The non-random selection of the village and the small sample
size may partially account for the relatively low proportion of young people
in the population, but any attempt to fully explain the observed age
distributionrequires an ex-ation
of the socialstructureand organization
in Kurnik.
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3. khang.chen and khang.chung

The one hundred and sixty inhabitants of Kumik live in eighteen
households representing a mean household size of 8.9 persons. Seventeen of the eighteen heads of household are male; the one female became
household head at the time of her husband's death. As can be seen in
Table 10.2the eldest son assumes his responsibilities as household head
at an early age. The mean age of male household heads is only 35 years;
the youngest are less than 25 years old while the oldest fall into the 4554 years age group. These 4 older men will cease to be household heads
when their eldest sons marry, probably during the next decade. In this
way responsibilityfor the management of the household always remains
in the hands of relatively young men (or women if the daughter inherits
the property!. In contrast the mean age for heads of the khang.chung is
55 years for males and 50 years for females.
Table 10.1 Age distribution
Age group

Total

Males

75 (100%)

Females

65

(100%)

Total No.

160 (100%)

The eighteen households comprise 18 khang.chen and 17 khang.chung
(see Ch. 15). 102 people (64% of the village population) reside in the 18
khang.chen, while 58 people (36%)live in the 17 khang.chung. The mean
number of occupants per khang.chen is 5.7 as compared with a mean of
3.4 for the khang.chung. Whereas equal numbers of males and females
live in the khang.chen, there is an excess of females in the khang.chung
(Table 10.3).
Table 10.4 describes the composition of each household in Kumik in
detail. Six khang.chen do not have any attached khang.chung, seven have
one and five have two. In those households which have more than one
building the household head usually lives with his wife and children in
the khang.chen while his parents, uncles, aunts, brothers and sisters, etc.,
occupy the khang.chung. In a few households however some of these
relatives live with the owner in the khang.chen itself. In those households
with only one building all family members occupy the same house. The
equal numbers of males and females in the khang.chen can therefore be
partially explained by the fact that very often the khang.chen is occupied
only by the head of the household, his wife and their children (seefurther
Ch. 15).
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4. Marriage and men

Fifty men and sixty-two women aged fifteen or above were asked
about their marital status. Fifty (45%)are single, fifty-six (50%)married
and currently living with their spouse, and six (5%)are widowed (Table
10.5).
The fifty-six married people comprise twenty-nine men and twentyseven women. The discrepancy between the number of husbands and
wives is explained by the fact that there are twenty-six marriages of
which two are polyandrous, one polygynous and the remaining twentythree monogamous (Table 10.6).In one family the household head, aged
thirty-four, shares his wife with a younger brother. The older of the
husbands is employed by the Army in Leh where he spends most of the
year, and only visits Zangskar for a few months each summer. In another
family the thirty-three year old head of the household shares his wife
with two of his younger brothers. These two younger brothers also work
in Leh and only visit Kumik once a year during the summer. Consequently, for most of the year only one husband remains in each of these
khang.chen with his wife. Although polyandry has traditionally been
practised in Zangskar and Ladakh for many generations (Peter of
Greece, Prince, 1963,see Chs. 15and 27) no polyandrous marriages were
reported among older people of Kunik. A man of sixty married asecond
time when his first wife became mentally ill. It appears that she is now
of "no fixed abode" and only visits the village periodically. So, in this
household the man lives with one wife only most of the time. All other
unions are monogamous. The mean age at first marriage is 19.5years for
Table 10.2 Heads of khangchen and khang.chung: age distribution

Age (years)

15 - 24
25 - 34
35 - 44
45-54
55-64
65+
Total

khang.chen khang.chung
Male
Female
2
6
5
4
17

-

Male

Female

-

-

-

1

5
3
1

I

9

-

3
2
2
I
8

Table 10.3 Household size and distribution

Village population
Living in khang.chen
Living in khang.chung

Male

Female

Total

75
51
24

85
51

160 (100%)
102 (64%)
58
(36%)
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Table 10.4 Hous.eholdComposition

1 owner, wife,
3 sons,
daughter
2 owner, wife,
1 daughter,
sister
3 owner, wife,
1 daughter,
2 sisters
4 owner, wife,
2 sons,
1 daughter
5 owner', brother',
wife', 1 son,
3 daughters,
brother, uncle
6 owner',
2 brothers',
wife', 1 son,
aunt
7 owner, wife,
1 son, 2 daughters
8 owner, wife, 1 son
4 daughters
9 owner, wife,
2 sons,
3 daughters
10 owner, wife,
2 sons,
1 daughter,
grandma
11 owner, wife
2 sons,
1 daughter,
brother,
cousin
12 owner, wife,
2 sons,
2 daughters
13 owner, wife
son, daughter

1.O1

3.01

father, mother,
brother",
aunt
uncle, aunt,
gt-uncle0,
gt-aunt
mother, 2 brothers0

3.02
4.01

aunt
father, cousin

6.01

mother, sister
brother"

7.01

sister, aunt,
uncle0
sister

1.02
2.01

8.01

10.01
10.02

father, step-mother
uncle, aunt,
4 cousins, grandma

13.01

Fathers, mother',
step-mother*,
half-sister,
2 half-brothers0,
uncle, aunt, 3 cousins0

13.02
14 owner, wife,
2 sons,
3 daughters,
2 brothers
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owner, wife,
2 sons, mother,
father, brother, aunt

16

owner, wife,
brother,

17

owner (widow)

16.01

rnotherf3brothers"
2 sisters,

16.02
17.01

2aunts
brother-in-law,

sister-in-law,
18

owner, wife,
daughter,

18.01

brother

+ = polyandry

* = polygyny

nephav
father, mother,
sister,
2 brotherso
" = monk

men and 20.5 years for women; in half the marriages the wife is older
than the husband.
Of the twenty-nine married men, seventeen are the heads of households, three are partners with their older brothers in polyandrous
marriages, six are former household heads and three are the younger
brothers of former household heads. The wives of these twenty-nine
men are all alive. Interestingly none of the younger brothers of the
present heads of household have married independently to date, and
only three younger brothers of fom\er household heads did so. Of the
six widows, three are the mothers and two the grandmothers of present
household heads. One woman is the childless widow of the household
head, whose property will eventuallybe inherited by her young nephew.
Table 10.5 Marital Status (all subjects > 15 years)

Total

Females
No.
(%)

No.

(42%)
(58%)

29
27
-6

(47%)
(43%)
(10%)

50
56
6

(45%)
(50%)
(5%)

(100%)

62

(100%)

112

(100%)

Males

No.

(%I

Single
Married
Widowed

21
29

Total

50

(70)

It is the custom in Zangskar for marriages to be arrangedbetween men
and women born in different villages. If the eldest male acquires the
family property his wife would usually be chosen from another village,
and vice-versa. All twenty-nine married men in Kumik were born in the
village. In contrast, twenty-eight of the thirty-three ever-married
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Table 10.6 Type of marriage

No. of
marriages

No.of
husbands

Polyandrous
Polygynous
Monogamous

2

23

5
1
23

Total

26

29

1

No. of
wives

Total No. of
married people

27

56

women (85%)were born elsewhere in the valley (Table 10.7). They come
from seventeen different villages: four women from Shila, three from
sTongde, two from Pigmo, Shillingskit, Upti, Karsha, Tsazar, and
Zangla, and one from Padum, Pipiting, Narok, Rugrug, Pishu, Sha-de,
Char, Ichar and Puma. Thirteenof these villages are easily within a day's
walk of Kurnik,the exceptionsbeing Char, Ichar, and Puma in the Lungnak valley, and Sha-de. These villages are two or three day's distant.
None of the women come from villages in the sTod valley. It appears
therefore that most of the married women who were not born in Kumik
grew up within a fifteen mile radius of the village. Five married women
were born in Kurnik itself. One woman, now aged seventy, inherited her
father's property when she marrie) a man born in another village, since
there were no sons to acquire the inheritance(a magpa marriage, see Ch.
15). Her grandson is now head of the household. The other four women
married men who were also born in Kumik. Two men are currently
household heads, and one is the brother of a former head. The fourth,
now deceased, was also head of a household. It would appear therefore
that, on the whole, when the men in Kumik assume responsibility for
their household they marry women from other villages in the valley.
Ninety-eight single people, the unmarried brothers, sisters and children of present household heads plus the brothers and sisters of former
heads, live in the village. Nearly half of them are 15 or more. All the
single people were born in Kumik, with the exception of only 2 boys and
3 girls (Table 10.7). One of these boys is the illegitimate son of a
household head; his mother lives in another village. The other is the son
by a previous marriage of a woman now married and living in Kumik.
Of the three single women, one is the daughter from a previous marriage
of a woman now married and living in Kumik; one was conceived
illegitimatelybefore her mother came to Kumi k, and one is the cousin of
a household head, now resident in Kumik. All five come from villages
within a day's walk of Kumik.
In summary, 97% of a l l males were born in Kumik, as compared with
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64% of the females. This difference is explained by the migration of
women into the village in order to marry. As a consequence, family links
exist between households in ~ u m i k
and households in at least seventeen
villages in the valley. Thirteen of these villages are within a day's walk
of Kumik. Marital status will be explored in greater detail in section 6.
Table 10.7 Place of birth of all reeidente in Kumik,by age and marital etatue
Place of birth

>15 yr

Manied /
Widowed
> 15 yr

Single

<15yr

Total

(70)

Males
Kumik
Elsewhere
in Zangskar

23
2

Total

25

21

29

Kumik
Elsewhere
in Zangskar

23
3

26
28

5
31

Total

23

29

33

'
75

(1007'0)

Females

5. Residence and Role
All subjects were asked about their usual place of residence, defined
as being where they spend most, if not all of the year. Although Kumik
is the usual place of residence for 139 subjects (87%) there is a marked
sex difference. All but one of the females live in Kumik throughout the
year, the odd one out being the "mentally ill" woman described in the
last section who, according to her husband, is of no bed abode and
roams between Kumik and several other villages where she has relatives. In contrast, twenty men (27%) gave addresses other than Kumik
as their usual place of residence. Sixteenmen live elsewhere inzangskar,
while four live outside the valley for most of the year. This pattern of
residence can only be explained by considering the social roles and
occupational activities of the village population.
Zangskaris have many responsibilities within their household, some
of which are assumed at a relatively early age. Ploughing, sowing,
weeding, harvesting and threshing occupy much time during the summer months when food sufficient to feed the family all year round must
be produced. Sheep, goats, cows, yaks, dzos and horses have to be
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tended, houses repaired and built, in addition to all the domestic tasks
of preparing food, collecting water, making clothes, etc. A family's
livelihood depends to a great extent upon having enough people to work
on the land to produce food sufficient for all its needs.
The question on usual occupation or activity was therefore intended
to distinguishthose people who are activelyinvolved in food production
from those who are not. Questions on occupation are usually restricted
to people over the age of ten years (Cain, 1977). However, since young
children in Zangskar are expected to look after the animals and work in
the fie!ds alongside their parents and older siblings, data on usual
occupation or activity were collected for all household residents aged six
years or more. This group comprises 66 males and 73 females.
47 males (71%) and 68 females (93%) in the village are farmers.
However, many of these subjects, mostly the males, have a variety of
additional commitnients in addition to their agricultural work
(Table 10.8). 1: boys and 5 girls go to school in Kurnik or elsewhere in
the valley (see section 8). Two men are teachers, one in the primary
school in the village, the other in Sha-de. Three men are weavers and two
are amchis (local doctors). One man has a shop in Padum and one is
employed as a peon (clerk)in a government office also in Padum. All 68
females and 45 males live in Kumik for most, if not all of the year. The
peon spends most of the year in Padum and one of the students lives in
Karsha during the school term. Surprisingly the man who teaches at the
school in Sha-de gave Kurnik as his usual place of residence. All these
subjects said they worked on their family's land, some more than others
according to their other commitments.
24 people, 19males and 5 females,said they are not actively involved
in food production, and they account for most of the people who live
outside the village. 16 of these males are monks: 13belong to sTongde
monastery three kilometres away, one lives in Rukruk monastery, a
day's walk from Kumik, one is studying philosophy at a Buddhist
college in Mongod in Southern India, while one elderly monk now
spends most of his time with his family h Kumik. It has long been the
tradition in Zangskar and Ladakh for at least one younger brother of
each household head to join a monastery (Ch. 15). Of the 16 monks in
K b k , 12 are the younger brothers, 2 the uncles, 1the great-uncle and
1 the cousin of current heads of household. Interestingly, in six
households none of the men or boys currently belong to a monastery
(Table 10.4). Those monks living in sTongde monastery frequently visit
their families with whom responsibility for supporting them lies. Although they may lend a helping hand during harvesting, the monks'
farming activities in Kumik would appear to be very limited. The other
three men who, to all intents and purposes, do no farming at all are
employed by the army or police in Leh, the capital of Ladakh, where they
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spend most of the year. They usually visit their families in K
d once
a year during the summer when the road from Kargil to Zangskar b open
to traffic.
Two elderly women in the village were described as nuns; they live
in Kumik permanently and it was difficult to establish whether they had
any formal links with a nunnery in the valley. They do not work on the
land, nor on account of their age, do the two "retired" women nor the
mentally ill woman as a result of her disability.
Clearly the women of Kumik are a vital part of the village labour force.
All the women over the age of five and under sixty-five are farmers,
except for the one woman who is mentally ill (Table 10.9). Sixty-two
women are solely farmers and a further five are students who also farm.
They all live in the village. In contrast men may assume other responsibilities, as a consequence of which 20 of them spend most of the year
away from the village although economically they remain part of the
household. The sixteen monks, supported by their families, live in
sTongde, Rukruk or Mongod (South India), and only one in Kumik.

Table 10.8 Usual occupation or activity (subjects aged 6 years and above)
Males
No. (%)

Females
No. (%)

Total
No. (9.0)

Farmers
Solely farmer
Student
Weaver
Amchi (doctor)
Teacher
Peon (clerk)
Shopkeeper
Sub-total

25
13
3
2
2
1
1
68 (93%)

115 (83%)

19 (29%)

5 (7%)

24 (1770)

66 (100%)

73 mO%)

139 (100%)

47 (71%)

Others
Monk

16

Nun

-

Army / Police

3

Retired
Not applicable

-

Sub-total
Total

-
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Table 10.9 Usual occupation or activity by age

Age (years)
1525-

Males
6-

35-

45-

55-

65+ Total

Farmers
Solely farmer
Student
Weaver
Amchi (doctor)
Teacher
Peon (clerk)
Shopkeeper
Others
Monk
Army /Police
Total
Females
Farmers
Solely farmer
Student
Others
Nun
Retired
Not applicable
Total

16

7
4

.

15

11

5

10

6

3

66

17
1

9

15
-

9

5

1
-

63
5

2
2

2
2
I

5

73

-

1
11

18

9

15

10

5

Three young men work in Leh, where they earn money for their families.
The two teachers and one local government employee can also supplement their family's wealth with their government salary. It is doubtless
significant that those men who have diversified their roles are all under
the age of thirty-five.
6. Monks and maidens
The marital status of one hundred and twelve residents aged fifteen
and above has already been described in Section 4. Fifty (45%)are single,
fifty-six (50%) married and living with their spouse and six (5%) are
widowed. The fifty single people mostly the unmarried brothers and
sisters of the present or retired heads of are household. Since it is unusual
in Asia for such a high proportion of people to remain unmarried (cf.
Nepal Fertility Survey 1977) it is important to consider the role of these
single people in the village.
Two-thirds of the single men are monks; they account for fourteen of
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the twenty-one single men in the survey (Table 10.10). Of the remaining
seven, six are farmers, two of whom attend the village school, and one
works in Padum in a government office. Six of these seven men are still
less than twenty-five years old (Table 10.11). Three of them are the eldest
sons of household heads and will inherit the family property when they
eventually marry. The other three are the younger brothers of household
heads. They have neither joined a monastery nor entered into a
polyandrous marriage with their older brothers. The decision as to
whether they ultimately marry separately will probably be influenced by
the total resources available within the household for supporting a new
family unit and the possibility of establishing a new estate (Chs. 15 and
24).
Twenty-seven of the twenty-nine single women are farmers, one of
whom is a student at the school in Kumik, and two are elderly nuns.
Sixteen (55%) of these single women are still less than 25 years old. What
then is the likelihood of their marrying men from other villages as is the
custom in Zangskar? In ~ u m i k more
;
than a quarter of the men aged
fifteen and above are monks, and will remain unmarried (Table 10.11).
If the monasteries attract a similar proportion of males from all the
villages in Zangskar, one can surmise that at least 28% of the women
won't marry either. The practice of polyandry will further increase the
proportion of single women in the population. As a consequence there
is a large pool of unmarried women in Kumik, sisters and daughters of
present or retired heads of household, who are a vital part of the family's
labour force. Although some of the women under the age of twenty-five
will undoubtedly marry in time, it seems likely that many will remain
single in the village, as their aunts did before them. So, while all the
women may be agriculturally productive, the high proportion of unmarried women in the village ensures that they are not all reproductive. The
next section considers this point in detail.
It is interesting to note that only one female in the age group 45-54
years and none aged 55-64 years are single. One explanation might be
that single women may have an opportunity to marry widowed men at
older ages.
7. Families and fertility

All household heads were asked to how many children their wives
had given birth and how many children had subsequently died. Several
married but none of the single women were reported to have illegitimate
children. The thirty-three ever-married women aged fifteen and above
(six widows and twenty-seven currently married) had had a total of one
hundred and thirty-four live births, yielding a mean parity of 4.1
children per ever-married woman. The mean parity of ever-married
women aged forty-five and above who have therefore completed their
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reproductive period is 4.5 children (Table 10.12). This is equivalent to
the marital fertility level.
A marital fertility level in Kumik of 4.5 children is surprisingly low
when compared with that of 5.7 in Nepal (Nepal Fertility Survey 1977).
This difference may be explained by two factors. Firstly women in
Kumik tend to marry at a late age. The mean age at first marriage for
females in the village is nearly 21, in contrast to 15 in Nepal. Consequently, the average married woman in Kurnik only begins childbearing in her early to mid-twenties, and illegitimacy accounts for very
few births before this. Secondly, it appears that family formation is
completed at a relatively early age. Married women currently aged 3544 have a mean parity of 4.3 children, little different from that of women
aged forty-five and above. One can only speculate as to whether this
early completion of family building is due to physiological factors,
cultural checks, or both. (It is also possible that the cohort of women
currently aged 35-44 will ultimately achieve a higher marital fertility
level than that of the older cohorts. This will be considered in the next
section). The average married woman in Kumik appears therefore to
have a truncated reproductive period of about fifteen to twenty years.
Given these reproductive constraints however, a marital fertility level of
4.5 children suggests that there is no fertility control within the marriage,
other than possible taboos on childbearing among women aged 35-44. In
other words, although a marital fertility level of 4.5 children is low it
appears to be the product of a late mean age at marriage and an early
completion of family formation, rather than being the result of fertility
control within marriage among the younger, most fecund women.
There is, however, a further check on fertility. When considering all
women aged fifteen and above, regardless of marital status, mean parity
falls to 2.2 children per woman, as compared with 4.1 children per evermarried woman (Table 10.12). Furthermore, the mean parity of all
women aged forty-five and above, who have completed their reproductive period falls to 3.6 children, as compared with 4.5 for ever-married
women only. This figure of 3.6 children represents the level of total
fertility reached by all women in Kumik. It is remarkably low. The
equivalent figure for Nepal is 5.6 children (Nepal Fertility Sl~rvey1977).
The difference between the low marital fertility level and even lower
total fertility level in Kumik is explained by the fact that 47% of the
women aged fifteen or more are single. So, in addition to being vital
members of the family's labour force, these single women also play an
equally important part in controlling total fertility in the village.
Of the one hundred and thirty-four children born alive, forty (30%)
subsequently died, mostly within the first three years of life. Twenty-six
males (36%)and fourteen females (23%)had died. If approximately onethird of all live-born children subsequently die, the average married
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Table 10.10 Usual occupation or activity by marital status (subjects aged 15 yeate
and above)
Males
Single

Females
Single

Married

Married or
Widowed

Farmers
Solely farmer
Student
Weaver
Amchi(doctor)
Teacher
Peon (clerk)
Shopkeeper

Others
Monk
Nun
Army /Police
Retired
Not av~licable
Total
Table 10.11 Marital status by age (subjects aged 15 years and above)
Age
Single: monks
other
Married
Widowed,
Total

156
6
3

253

35-

8

5

10

3

-

Total
14
7
29

15

11

5

10

6

3

50

-

45-

553

65+

-

1

2

Females
Single
Married
Widowed
Total
Table 10.12 Mean parity by age for ever-married women, and all women aged 15
years and above. (Standard error of mean in brackets)
Current Total
liveage of
women births

No. of
Mean parity
ever-married of evermarried women
women

Total No.
of parity of
women

Mean

Total

33

62

2.2

134

4.1 (0.5)

all women
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woman who has completed her reproductive period can expect to have
only three surviving offspring. The inclusion of &
women
l
aged fortyfive and above in the calculation reduces the mean number of surviving
children to 2.4 per woman. Once again, this is very low when compared
with Nepal.
Earlier in this chapter, it was noted that only 30% of the population in
Kumik is less than 15years old, whereas one might have expected nearly
half the population to fall into this age-group on the basis of surveys
conducted in other Himalayan communities. It would appear that a high
mean age at first marriage, an early completion of family formation, high
child mortality and a high proportion of single women of reproductive
age in Kumik create a population whose age-structure is quite different
from that currently found in Nepal and other parts of India. These
contrasts are of considerable theoretical interest (Ch. 24).
8. Births and deaths
Detailed birth histories were recorded for twenty-seven of the thirtythree ever-married women. The analysis of fertility and child mortality
in this section is based on the data collected from twenty-four of the
twenty-five eligible women aged 15-54only (Table 10.13). The information missing from one subject aged 39 does not seriously disturb the
results.
The twenty-four women aged 15-54reported a total of ninety-six live
births and six still-births (Table 10.13). Their mean parity of 4.0 children
per ever-married woman differs little from the mean parity of all thirtythree women, as described in section 6. Dates of birth were obtained for
ninety live-births. Twenty-nine children were born alive in the village
during the decade 1972-81 and forty-three in the period 1962-71 (Table
10.14). On average there were three live-births a year during the decade
1972-81 yielding a crude birth rate of 18 live-births per thousand
population. Age-specific fertility rates by decade are presented in Table
10.14. The total marital fertility in a given time period represents the
number of children a hypothetical woman would bear were she to
experience that period's age-specific fertility rates over her entire reproductive life. The total marital fertility rate for the decade 1972-81 is 5.1
children as compared with 6.3 children for the period 1962-71. It would
appear therefore that total period fertility in Kumik has declined over the
last two decades.
This decline may simply be an artefact of the small sample size.
Nonetheless, it may also be useful to study patterns of family formation
by cohort, to throw light upon this observed change in total period
fertility. Each cohort of mothers can be followed over its reproductive
period and the number of children born at each age recorded. The mean
completed family size of the cohort born in 1927-36 (current age 45-54)
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is 4.4 live-born children. Data for younger cohorts are truncated since
they have not yet completed their family building. It is possible,
however, to compare the mean number of children ever-bornat each age
across different cohorts (Table 10.15). The two older cohorts, born in
1927-36 and 1937-46 appear to have built up their families at much the
same pace; the mean parity at age 15-24 was very low, and only by the
age 25-34 had the average mother had two live-births. In contrast, the
younger cohort of married women, born in 1947-56, had reached a mean
parity of two children at age 25-24, and more than three at age 25-34.
These women, born in 1947-56, are now aged 25-34. It seems then that
in the period 1962-71, when they were between 15-24 years of age, their
age-specific fertility rate of 2.0 was higher than that of previous cohorts
at that age. Conversely, their age-specific fertility rate of 1.3 during the
decade 1972-81 was somewhat lower than that of previous cohorts at
that age. As a consequence the total fertility rate during the period 196271, was somewhat increased, and during the period 1972-81 somewhat
reduced, due to the altered child-bearing pattern of this cohort. It
remains to be seen whether the mean completed family size of thiscohort
will exceed that of the older cohorts. Why though did this cohort of
women now aged 25-34 experience such a high age-specific fertility rate
in the period 1962-71? To answer this question it is necessary to consider
the outcome of the birth.
Not all children born alive will survive. Lnfant mortality measures the
proportion of live-born children who die before their & birthday.
Twenty-nine children were born alive between 1972-81: five (17%) died
before they reached the age of one year. Of the forty-three children born
in the decade 1962-71eight (19%)died under the age of one (Table 10.16).

Table 10.13 Live and still-births of ever-married women aged 15-24, from birth
history data

Current
age

ever-married
total
women
parity

Total

24

102

Total
live
births

Total
still
births

96

6

* a birth history was not obtained from one woman in this age group

mean
births

4.0
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In other words nearly one fifth of the children born in Kumik over the
last twenty years died during their first year of life. Expressed as a rate,
the infant mortality rate for the decade 1972-81is 170infant deaths/ 1,000
live-births and for 1962-71190 infant deaths/ 1,000 live-births. Rates in
Nepal of 152 and in India of 160 infant deaths/1,000 live-births are
comparable (Nepal Fertility Survey 1977; Cassen, 1980).
New born infants in Kumik face a considerable risk of dying during
their first year of life and this risk does not appear to have changed over
the last two decades. Six of the twelve children born in the period 196271 to women currently aged 25-34 died before their first birthday. In fact,
five of these were born to the same woman and all died within a few
hours of delivery. In the absence of prolonged breast-feeding as a result
of the early infant deaths, this woman rapidly conceived again following
each delivery. Consequently, the total number of live-births recorded in
this group of women during that time period was high, as a result of the
50% infant mortality, and explain the high age-specific fertility rate of
this group of women between 1962-71. Although the six women in this
cohort have had at total of twenty live-births, seven of these died during
the first year of life, and five were born to one woman only.
In all, thirty of the ninety-six live-born children (31%) had subsequently died. Of the fourteen children who died before the age of one
year, eight died in the first week of life m d m e three weeks after
delivery. Four more infant deaths occurred between the age of one and
four months and one at six months (Table 10.17). Fourteen children died
at ages 1,2 or 3 years of age, and only two deaths occurred after the age
of five. One woman gave birth to five children, all of whom died within
a few hours of delivery. She could not remember their sexes. Of the
remaining twenty-five children who died, eighteen (72%)were boys and
only five (28%) girls. The male excess would persist even if all the
children whose sex was not identified had been female - a most unlikely
event. Post-neonatal deaths (occurringafter the age of 1month) account
for the excess.
In summary, approximately 25% of all child deaths took place in the
first week of life, a further 25% between one week and one year, and the
remaining 50% at ages one, two and three years. There was a marked
excess of male deaths after the neonatal period.
The cause of death was noted for 23 deaths. Of the nine neonatal
deaths (occurring under the age of 1 month), five children were born
weak, one died from fever, and three were of unknown causes (Table
10.19). However, none of these children appear to have died from
neonatal tetanus, a fatal disease which is very common in India, Nepal
and throughout the Third World. Despite our describing the symptoms
to the parents, they all insisted that their children had not developed a
disease of this kind. Anecdotal evidence further supports the fact that
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Table 10.14 Period fertility: No. of live-births by period of birth of child and current age
of mother (age-specific marital fertility rates in brackets)
Current h o . ever
age of
-married
woman women

Period
. of b ~ r t b

Total

1972-81

1962-71

1952-61

1942-51

livebirths

29

43

16

2

90

Total Births

Exact dates of birth were not available for 6 live-births which occurred 1955-66
Table 10.15 Cohort fertility: Mean achieved parity by year of birth of mother and age
of mother at delivery (live-births, ever-married woman)
Age of
Mother at
delivery

Year of birth of mother
1927-36

1937-46

1947-56

1957-66

Table 10.16 Period infant mortality: Number of infant deaths by period of death
and current age of mother (number of live-births during same period in
brackets)
Current
age of
Mother

Total No. Infant deaths

Period of degth
Total

1972-81

1962-71

1952-61

1942-51

5
(29)

8
(43)

1
(16)

0

15

(2)

(90)
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Table 10.17 Age at death of children (n.k. = not known)
Age at
death

Males

Females

Sex n.k.

18

7

5

Total

0 - 1 wk
1-4wk
1 - 4 month
5 - 8 month
9 - 11 month
1 Yr
2 Yr
3 Yr
4 Yr
5-9yr
Total deaths

neonatal tetanus does not affect new-born infants in Zangskar. Interestingly, obstetric practices in Zangskar do not differ greatly from those in
other countries where the disease is found. Of the five post-neonatal
infant deaths, two were from measles and one from a "cough". At ages
one, two and three years, three children died from "fever", three from
"coughs" and four from measles. Measles and an accident accounted for
the deaths of two boys over the age of five. (During our visit to Zangskar
rheasles was reported in some villages across the valley; the last
epidemic in Kumik was in 1976). "Fever" and "coughs" accounted for
eight of the 15 post-neonatal deaths, for which the cause of death was
recorded. Although these were rather vague categories, it seems likely
that these children died from a respiratory infection of some kind. The
season of death was recorded for eighteen of the thirty deaths. Thirteen
(72%) of the eighteen deaths occurred in winter and ten of these were
from measles, "fever" or "coughs".
In summary, measles and respiratory diseases appear to explain most
of the post-neonatal and childhood deaths in Kumik, and many of these
occur during the cold hard winter. Although neonatal deaths account
for more than half the infant deaths in the village, neonatal tetanus
appears to be totally unknown.
9. Literacy and learning
Zangskari, the indigenous language, is a form of the Ladakhi dialect
of Tibetan which is accurately rendered in the Tibetan script. Sacred
texts in classical Tibetan are also written in the same script. Zangskar lies
within the boundaries of Jammu and Kashmir State where the official
language is Urdu. Questions on literacy were therefore asked to
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determine whether subjects aged five or more could read or write
Tibetan and/or Urdu. Data is available for all seventy- one males and
all but one of the seventy-six femalesaged five or more (Tables 10.19 and
10.20).
Fifty-seven (80%)of the males can read Tibetan in contrast to four (5%)
of the females. Young boys are traditionally taught to read Tibetan at
home by their fathers, in order that they can participate in the many
religious ceremonies which take place in the village during the year. On
these occasions the monks, usually from sTongde monastery, together
with the men in the village, recite prayers at length from a variety of
sacred texts. As a consequence, almost all the men aged fifteen or more
can read Tibetan. Those boys aged 5-14 who cannot yet read Tibetan are
the youngest in the age-group and almost certainly will be able to do so
by the age of fifteen. Since the men need only read the scripts during the
ceremonies it is not surprising that less than half the men who can read
Tibetan can also write it. Women are not required to recite the prayers
during the rituals. Consequently very few of them are taught to read
Tibetan and none of them can write it. Three of the four who can read
Tibetan are less than twenty-five years old.
Although Urdu is the official language of J and K State, it is not
traditionally spoken in Zangskar. Those who have learned to read or
write Urdu have done so at school, and not at home. Twenty men (2890)
Table 10.18 Cause of death by age

Males
Cause of
death
n.k.
Fever
Cough
Measles
Fell off Roof
Total
Females
Cause of
death
n.k.
Fever
Cough
Measles
Fell off roof
Total

Bpe at death
0-4
1-11
weeks
months
1
2
1
1
1
2

A- m

0-4
weeks
2

2

1yr

2yr

3 yr

.

4
1

5 - 9 yr

Total

-

2
1

2

1
1

7
2
3
5
1

4

5

3

2

2

18

1-11
months

lyr

2yr

3 yr

5 - 9 yr

Total

I

1
1

2
2
1
2

I

2

7

h

1

1

1

1
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can read Urdu, and about half of these can also write it. All the men who
are literate in Urdu are less than thirty-five years old. Only two young
girls can read but not write Urdu.
Among the men Urdu has not displaced Tibetan, the traditionally
sacred language. Only one young boy can read Urdu (presumably
learned at school)but cannot read Tibetan. However, the two girls who
can read Urdu cannot read Tibetan.
In summary, whereas literacy in Tibetan is high among males, it is
extremely low among females. This is explained by the fact that the men
are expected to play an active part in the many religious ceremonies
which take place in the village. However, fewer than half the men who
can read Tibetan can also write it and the level of comprehension when
reading Tibetan texts remains uncertain, varying between readers
greatly. None of the women can write Tibetan. About a quarter of the
men can also read Urdu, whereas only two women can do so. Again, less

Table 10.19 Literacy in Tibetan, by age (subjects aged 5 yr and above)
Males, aged
Read Tibetan
Write Tibetan
Total > 5 yr
Females, aged
Read Tibetan
Write Tibetan
Total > 5 yr

5-14
10
3

15-24
14
7

25-34
10
7

35+
23
7

Total (70)
57 (80%)
24 (34%)

21

15

11

24

71 (100%)

5-14
0

15-24
2
0

25-34
0
0

35+
1
0

Total (%)
4 (5%)
0 (0%)

14

17

19

35

1

75, (100%)

* data missing for one female aged 20 years
Table 10.20 Literacy in Urdu, by age (subjects aged 5 yr and above)
Males
Read Urdu
Write Urdu

5-14
8
2

15-24
8
4

25-34
4
3

35+
0
0

Total (%)
20 (28%)
9 (13%)

Total > 5 yr

21

15

11

24

71 (100%)

Females
Read Urdu
Write Urdu

5-14
1
0

15-24
1
0

25-34
0
0

35+
0
0

Total (%I
2 (3%)
0 (0%)

Total > 5 yr

14

17

9

35

75* (100%)

*data missing for one female aged 20 years
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than half the men who read Urdu can also write it. None of the women
can write it. Urdu does not appear to have displaced Tibetan among the
men.
The first government school in Zangskar was opened in Padum before
India gained its independence and there are now schools in many
villages through the valley. In the past, teachers were recruited from
Kashmir but recently some Zangskaris have also taken up teaching
posts, after training in Kargil or Leh; one such person lives in Kumik, and
teaches children up to grade 6. There is no school building in the village;
during the summer classes are held in the shade of the willow trees near
the stream while in winter the children gather in the teacher's house.
Heads of household were asked whether any person in the house aged
five years or more currently or had ever attended a school, and if so
where, and up to which grade. Data were collected for 66 of the 71 males
and all but one of the 76 females in this age group.
26 males (39%) currently go to or have been to school as compared
with five females (7%). 60% of the males under the age of 35, but none
over, have been to school. All the girls who go to school are less than 25
years old. The 26 males have an average of 5% years of schooling and
the five females an average of 3% years. Only five males ever went
beyond sixth grade into secondary school; the two teachers (9thand 10th
grade), the government clerk (8th grade) and two students presently in
7th and 8th grade in Padum. If all subjectsare included in the calculation
males have an average of 2.0 years of schooling, as compared with the
females who have only 0.2 years. This enormous differentialreflects the
fact that so few women in the village have ever been to school at all. Only
three of the sixteen monks went to school. One monk, now 32, followed
a school curriculum in Mongod, south India. Another, now sixteen years
old, studied in Kumik, and the third, nineteen years old, in sTongde.
They are the only monks who can read Urdu as well as Tibetan. None
of the young monks currently go to school.
Almost all the school-children under 15 years old go to school in
Kumik. In contrast, half the subjectsnow aged fifteento twenty-four first
went to primary school in sTongde, as did most of those now aged
twenty-five to thirty-four. With the opening of the primary school in
Kumik, children need no longer go outside the village for their early
formal education. However, even the older subjects only had to go as
far as sTongde, some three kilometres away, where there appears to
have been a school of some description for the last twenty years. It seems
likely that an increasing proportion of children, both girls and boys will
now receive some primary education in the village itself.
10. Summary and Conclusion
Kurnik is a village of one hundred and sixty people; eight-five women
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Table 10.21 Schooling by age (Question:Have you ever been to school?)

Males, aged

5-14

15-24

25-34

35+

Total (%)

21

12

10

23

66* (100%)

5-14

15-24

25-34

35+

Total (7%)

14

17

9

35

75* (100%)

Yes
No
Total > 5 yr
Females, aged
Yes
No
Total > 5 yr

* data missing for 5 males and 1 female

and seventy-five men. One of its distinctive demographic features is its
age distribution. The median age is twenty-four years and only onethird of the population is less than fifteen years old. In India and Nepal
it is common for nearly half the population to fall below this age. Several
demographic factors distinguish Kurnik from villages in India and
Nepal which may explain this unusual pattern.
In Zangskar, children do not wait until their parents die before
ownership of the family estate is transferred from one generation to the
next. One person, usually the eldest son, acquires the estate and the
responsibilities of household head start at the time of his marriage. The
eldest daughter may acquire the inheritance if there are no sons. There
is however no separate inheritance for the other sons or daughters,
although polyandry allows a group of brothers to share the property
with one wife. Marriages are usually arranged between men and women
living in different villages thereby creating an extensive network of
kinship between these villages. It is customary for at least one younger
brother of each head of the household to become a monk, as a consequence
of which links between the villages and the monasteries are very close.
In Kumik we found twenty-nine husbands currently married to
twenty-seven wives. They live together in twenty-three monogamous,
one polygynous and two polyandrous marriages. Six widowed women
also live in the village. All the married men, but only 5 married women,
were born in Kumik. The other married women come from a total of
seventeen villages in the valley, mostly within a day's walk of Kumik.
Sixteen men and boys in the village are monks and thirteen belong to
sTongde monastery, a few miles away. Most of them are the younger
brothers of current or former household heads. Naturally the monks are
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single; in fact nearly half the village population over the age of fifteen
is unmarried.
The traditional system of inheritance, the practice of polyandry and
the admission of boys to the monasteries create a situation where up to
half the women over the age of 15 may never marry. Not surprisingly,
this has a considerable impact on total fertility. The mean completed
family size of the older married women in the village is 4.5 children, a
lower number when compared with India and Nepal. On average
women in Kumik do not marry until they are twenty years old and
appear to stop having children after the age of thirty-five. It seems
unlikely that young married people actively control their fertility, and
the small completed family size appears to be a result of the women's
somewhat truncated reproductive period. Since so many women never
marry, the average number of children born to all women in the village
(single and married) who have completed their reproductive period is
only 3.6 children. High infant and child mortality reduces the number
of children who survive to adulthood. Approximately one-third of the
children die by the age of four years as a result of which the average
mother can expect to have only three surviving children.
A high proportion of single people, late age at marriage and a
truncated period of reproduction among the married women are characteristics which distinguish Kurnik from many villages in India and
Nepal. The consequent low total fertility, together with high child
mortality help explain the unusual age distribution where only a third
of the population is less than fifteen years old.
Whereas most of the single men become monks the single women
remain in the village and are an essential part of the labour force. A
family's livelihood in Kumik depends to a great extent upon having
enough people to produce food sufficient for all its needs. All the
women, both single and married, assume great responsibility for working in the fields and tending the animals. Men, in contrast, appear to have
a variety of commitmentsor responsibilitiesin addition to, or even quite
separate from their agricultural activities. Two teachers, a local government clerk, a shop-keeper, a policeman, two Border Security Force
soldiers, together with two Amchis (local doctors), three weavers and
thirteen students rank among the male population. Men were able to
diversify as a result of having been to school. In fact, more than half the
men between the ages of five and thirty-five have been to school, for an
average of five years. No-one over thirty-five has ever been. In contrast,
very few women have received any fonnal education. Possibly more
will have the opportunity now there is a primary school in Kurnik itself.
Buddhism is central to the lives of the Zangskaris and Tibetan is the
liturgical language. Religious ceremonies are regularly held in Kumik,
when monks from sTongde monastery, together with the men in the
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village, recite from a variety of sacred texts. As a consequence the
majority of men in Kurnik can read Tibetan, having been taught at home
by their fathers. In contrast, since women are not usually called upon to
chant the prayers, very few of them can read Tibetan.
In conclusion, Kumik appears to be a village where the lives and fates
of the people are largely determined by the traditional systems of
inheritance and marriage, and the practice of Buddhism. However, a
variety of employment opportunities in Zangskar and Ladakh have
already drawn some men away from their traditional responsibilities.
Education appears to be the essential prerequisite to such diversification
and a number of men have already pursued this option. Another survey
in ten years's time may reveal whether others follow suit.
11. Summary of the Demographic surveys of sTongde and Kumik

The demographic surveys in sTongde (1980)and Kumik (1981)were
designed, conducted and analysed totally independently. Inevitably
each study had a different emphasis due to the varied interests and
academic backgrounds of the authors. Nonetheless, a comparison of the
results from the two surveys has revealed many similarities which may
help us to understand further the composition and structure of Zangskar's
population.
The level of co-operation in both villages was extremely high and data
were collected on all 335 residents in sTongde (161 males and 174
females) and the 160 inhabitants of Kumik (75 males and 85 females).
There was an excess of femalesover males in both study populations and
sex ratios of 1.08 females and 1.00males in sTongde and 1.13females to
1.00 males in Kumik are comparable. These varied across age-groups,
however. Without doubt the villagers' knowledge of their ages and
dates of birth in the Tibetan calendar contributed to the success of both
surveys. The age structures of both populations were similar although
only 30% of Kumik's population was less than 15 years old in contrast
to 40% in sTongde. While very few people lived beyond the age of 65
years, the oldest residents, both women, were 77 in sTongde and 81 in
Kumik.
It is the custom in Zangskar for the eldest son alone to inherit all the
familyproperty and to become head of the household at about the time
of his marriage (bagma marriage). If there are no sons, the eldest
daughter may inherit the land upon marrying (a magpa marriage). The
head of the household usually lives with his (or her) spouse and children
in the khang-chen("big house") while the other family members, including
the parents of the present head traditionally occupy a separate building,
the khang.chung ("small house"). Where there is no separate khang.chung
building these family members may occupy a set of rooms in the
khang.chen itself. There is no separate inheritance for other sons and
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daughters although a polyandrous marriage may allow a group of
brothers to share the property with a common wife. Furthermore,
younger brothers may join a monastery and be supported there by their
family. (For a full discussion see Ch. 15).The 335 inhabitantsof sTongde
lived in 31 households, while the 160 residents of Kumik occupied 18
households. Mean household size in sTongde was 10.8 pemons and in
Kumik 8.9. In both villages,and also at Sha-de the greater part of the
population lived in the khang.chen, more so in Kumik, where 66% of the
population occupied the khang.chen, than in sTongde where the figure
was 5770.This may be explained by a lower proportion of households in
Kumik (66%)having separate khng.chung than was the case in sTongde
(77%)this in turn being a function of smaller household sizes in Kumik
(see further Ch. 15). Most of these households had only one or two
khangxhung; none of the households in Kumik and only2 insTongde had
3 khang.chung. In both villages equal numbers of males and females lived
in the khang.chen and the excessof females already noted in the population
appeared to be in the khang.chung. Since the khang.chen were mainly
occupied by the head of household,his (or her) spouse and their children
the equal numbers of males and females in these dwellings was not
surprising.The traditionalsystemof inheritance ensuresthat management
of the household always remains in the hands of young adults. This was
reflected by a mean age of 35 years for heads of households in Kumik.
In sTongde the median age of all male inhabitants in the khung.chen was
16 years, as compared with a median age of 26 years for males in the
khang.chung. For females the respective median ages were 14 and 29
years. In sTongde, Kumik and Sha-de (Ch.7)there was concentration of
relatively young heads of households with their spouses and children in
the khang.chen while the khang.chung were occupied by their brothers,
sisters, parents and other, usually older relatives (see also Ch. 23).
Marriages in Zangskar may be monogamous,polyandrous or polygynous. Polyandry and polygyny were more common in sTongde than in
Kumik, although in both villages most marriages were in fact monogamous. Of the 55 marriages in sTongde 37 were monogamous, 10
polyandrous and 8 polygynous. In Kumik 23 of the 26 marriages were
monogamous while only 2 were polyandrous and 1 polygynous. In
sTongde there were 7 magpa marriages while there was only one in
Kumik. Such differences in marital patterns may have been due to
varying pressures upon the land and natural resources in the two
villages. Despite these differences men and women in the two villages
appeared to marry at about the same age. The mean age of first marriage
for males in Kumik was 20 years and for females 21 years. In sTongde
the median age at marriage was 21 years for males and 20 years for
females. The men of Kumik tended to marry women from other villages
in the valley; 28 (85%)of the 33ever-married women in Kumik were born
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in other villages, mostly within a day's walk. All the married men, on
the other hand, had been born in the village. A similar, although less
pronounced pattern was seen in sTongde where 27 (3770) of the 73
married women came from other villages in the valley, or even from
Ladakh. In contrast, only 7 (12%)of the 60 married men came from other
villages. Since sTongde is larger than Kumik, and divided into several
hamlets there seemed to be greater scope for marriages to be contracted
within the village itself than was the case in Kumik. The 28 women who
married into Kumik came from 17 different villages in the valley, while
the 27 married women who moved to sTongde came from a total of 20
villages. Consequently, close links existed between Kumik, or sTongde
and all these other villages.
Marriage was by no means universal however. In Kumik nearly half
the population over the age of 15 years was single. Since the mean age
at marriage was around 21 years this was not unexpected. However,
even among those aged 25 years or above, more than a quarter were still
unmarried. Most of the single men in Kumik were monks; 13at sTongde
monastery, I at Rukruk and 1in Mysore, southern India. In contrast, all
the single women lived and worked in the village, other than 2 elderly
nuns. There was also an excess of single females living and farming in
sTongde, where 28% of the women aged 15 years or more were
unmarried. As in Kumik, most of the single men were monks at sTongde
monastery, located high on the mountainside above the village (see
further Ch. 19).
In both villages, women - single and married - were a vital part of the
labour force, and most described themselves as farmers. While the
majority of men also worked on the land, a considerable number had
diversified into other types of employment as well. The Border Security
Force and the Ladakh Scouts in Leh employed 6 men from sTongde and
3 from Kumik. As well as the traditional work of amchis (lccal doctor),
goba (headman), weaver and blacksmith, some men had found jobs as
teachers, medical assistants and office workers in the valley, if not in the
village itself. No women had pursued these options. Such jobs could
only be secured after suitable training and a number of young people
currently went to school in both villages. Again more boys than girls had
been able to take advantage of this. In both villages therefore, all the
women made a vital contribution to their family's labour force and
agricultural productivity. Although the men made a major contribution,
some had also been able to find alternative employment, often after
several years of schooling. Similar findings were made at Sha-de (Ch.7).
In both villages there were striking similarities in the patterns of
family formation. A mean parity of 4.5 live-born children among
married women in Kurnik aged 45 years or more was comparable with
a median of 4 live-born children among married women of the same age
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in sTongde. In other words the mean completed family si3a in both
villages was of the order of 4 - 4.5 live-born children. This was
surprisingly low when compared with other communities in the
Himalayas and required some explanation. Since the women did not
marry until the age of 20 or 21 years of age on average, they did not start
having children until their early to mid-twenties. Prolonged breastfeeding was the norm as a result of which births were usually spaced at
approximately 3 yearly intervals. Furthermore, in both villages the
fertility of women over the age of 35 years appeared to drop, although
the reason for this is not clear.
It appeared therefore that the small mean completed family size
among the married women was the result of a late mean age at marriage,
prolonged breast-feeding and a truncated reproductive period and
there was little or no evidence that men and women were using
contraceptives to control their fertility.
A further check on the rate of growth in the two villages was the high
proportion of single men and women already noted in the population.
In fact the mean parity of women (married and single) in Kurnik over
the age of 15 years was 2.2 live-born children. The equivalent figure in
sTongde was 2.6 live-born children. This was again extremely low, and
was a result of the patterns of marriage and system of inheritance that
currently prevailed in Zangskar (see Ch. 15). The theoretical interest of
this finding is considerable (see Ch. 24).
Not all live-born children survive however. In both villages approximately 30% of children born alive had died by the age of 5 years, and
many of these deaths occurred early in life. The estimated infant
mortality rate for Kurnik was 180 deaths/ 1,000 live-births, which was
comparable with rates in Nepal. Inevitably such high infant and child
mortality rates act as yet a further check on the rate of growth of the
population. Respiratory diseases (coughs,colds and fevers)and measles
were the most common causes of infant and child deaths in both villages.
None of the children in Kumik appeared to have died from neonatal
tetanus, a fatal disease which is prevalent in India, Nepal and the Third
World. Although no questions were specifically asked in sTongde
regarding neonatal tetanus, it seems likely *at the children were also
unaffected there.
In summary, the demographic surveys independently produced
strikingly similar results despite the small populations studied. Both
sTongde and Kumik were villages whose population size and structure
were largely determined by the traditional systems of inheritance and
marriage together with the practice of monasticism and the villages'
close relationship with the local monastery (Chs. 19 and 20). Nonetheless, some men had taken the opportunity, after schooleducation, to find
alternative employment either in the valley or elsewherein Ladakh. This
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had only happened on a small scale by 1980 and had not seriously
disturbed the traditional social organization in sTongde nor Kumik.
However, it is worth considering whether the opening of the road to
Zangskar will acceleratethis diversificationamongmen (and/or women)
and what the effect will be upon this traditionally organized community.
The study of six families near Leh currently exposed to modernization
(Ch. 23) allows some plausible prediction of likely changes to come.
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1. Introduction

Zangskar's subsistence agriculture is of a traditional kind, based on
barley, wheat and peas, combined with pastoralism herding cattle,
sheep and goats. Zangskaris have to cope with the rigours of its
environment and climate without the benefits (if such they would be in
this setting) of modem agricultural and pastoral knowledge and technology. For the agricultural system, the principal constraints, besides
the availability of good alluvial soil, appear to be the limited water
supply and seasonally severe cold, resulting in a short growing season.
For the pastoral system, the sharp seasonality also has a major effed,
especially in requiring feeding of the stock through the winter. The
possible existence of other subtler limiting factors, and the extent and
impact of year-to-year variability in conditions, are hard to ascertain at
present. (For details of the agricultural and pastoral systems see Chs. 2,
5,6 and 7).
As far as the people themselves are concerned, hypoxia and cold are
well-known as environmental stress factors for high-altitude populations, and certainly affect the population of Zangskar. In addition,
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Thomas (1976) in discussing an Andean population, has proposed that
low (and possibly fluctuating) energy flow is a further limiting factor
affecting human populations at high altitude. Low energy flow may
indeed be occurring in Zangskar, since food and fuel supplies are
limited, and at some times may perhaps be barely adequate or worse.
Nevertheless the capacity of the subsistence system to meet nutritional
needs should not be underestimated (see Ch. 5). To secure these limited
food and fuel supplies, the traditional subsistence systems require, at
least seasonally, considerable hard physical labour, without mechanical
assistance (though with the use of draught animals for some tasks).
Zangskar thus seemed a particularly appropriate location in which to
pursue further some of the questions on ecological energetics in anthropology which have attracted considerable attention in recent years
(Rappaport, 1967; Norgan et al., 1974; Thomas, 1976; Morren, 1977;
Montgomery and Johnson, 1977; Harrison, 1982).
In the expedition to Zangskar of July-September, 1980,it was decided
to carry out some, inevitably limited, investigations relevant to the
theme of energy flow. Accordingly, Osmaston (Ch. 5) discusses the
yields in agriculture and pastoralism; Attenborough et al. (Ch. 12)
discuss the consumption of energy in human nutrition; and in this
chapter I discuss the expenditure of energy in physical activity - in
particular, in subsistence activities such as agricultural work, where
energy is expended in the production of further nutritional energy
sources. The village chosen for this study was sTongde, our main base
for the summer of 1980.
2. Survey methods

As with nutrition, there is for field researchers in this area a choice of
research methods, each with its advantages and disadvantages (see
Weiner and Lourie, 1981).
For accurate quantification, there is no substitute for measurement of
energy expended (via oxygen consumption) in each of a carefully
described set of activities, combined with information on the time spent
in each activity derived from substantial, well organized and detailed
direct observations. This is, however, a time-consuming, intrusive
method with all the disadvantages of instrumentation: and in the
present case it could not yield information on the seasonal pattern.
A second option is to make direct observations of time spent in
activities in the same way, but to rely for energy expenditure rates on the
results of earlier closely matched studies. This involves some risk of
reduced accuracy and is still time-consuming and somewhat intrusive,
but does not suffer from the problems of instrumentation.
A third option is to use a questionnairemethod. This is relatively free
of problems in the course of data-collection,permits faster accumulation
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of information, and allows coverage of the whole seasonal cycle: but of
course its results are not susceptible to quantification in the same way
as the two methods already mentioned.
For this study, it was decided to use a balance of different methods
rather than rely on a single one. Accordingly, work patterns in sTongde
were studied in the following ways:
(a) A questionnaire survey of work patterns.
(b) Direct observation of time spent on particular activities in given
households, in a limited number of cases.
(c) Direct observational sampling of the agricultural work of the
village, from a distant vantage point above the village.
In the present chapter I report on the results from the first two of these
methods. The results from the third method require more detailed
analysis. One striking general feature to emerge from this third approach, however, was - even over the limited span of the study - the
dramatic extent of seasonal changes in activity patterns: the a l l but
universal intensive hard work in the fields at harvest time contrasted
markedly with the earlier phase of weeding, irrigation, etc. which,
though still important, clearly demanded only a fraction of the village's
total work-force at any given time, and probably for a shorter total time
(though irrigation at night complicates the picture somewhat).
3. The questionnaire survey
In the questionnaire survey of activity patterns, concentrating in
particular on work patterns, a set of questions on the subject was asked
in interviews in 30 households (i.e. khang.chen or khang.chung - see Chs.
9 and 15) in sTongde. These were virtually the same 30 households as
in the questionnaire survey on nutrition (Ch. 12). These households
were not strictly a random sample of households in the village, but they
covered a variety of different kinds of households and probably constitute a fairly representative range of the village's inhabitants. The
interviews took place during August 1980.
4. Current activity patterns

The main set of questions in the inteniews dealt with actual and
habitual activity-patternsat different times of year. First, interviewees
were asked about their actual activities on the day preceding the
interview. We would ideally have asked about length of time spent in
each activity, but the nearest to this that seemed realistic was to relate
activities to meal-times. We therefore asked the following questions:
"How did you spend the day yesterday? before the morning meal?
between the morning and mid-day meals? between the mid-day and
evening meals? after the evening meal"?. As reported in Ch. 12, meal
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times are variable according to current activitiesbut are generally in the
following ranges: morning meal, usually starting 8-10 am; mid-day
meal, usually starting 1-1.30 pm; and evening meal, usualli starting 89 pm. Durations of meals were also variable, but in our sample the first
two had an average duration of just over one hour, the evening meal of
just less than one hour. Usual times of rising appear to be around or
before dawn, or 6-6.30 am, and of going to sleep 9-11 pm: but these two
are subject to variation, according to season and according to special
occasions. The form of our question does of course predispose to an
answer which excludes meals as activities, but these can generally be
assumed.
When the answers about yesterday's activities had been given, the
same person was asked in the same way about the activities yesterday
of each other member of the household (i.e. khang.chen or khang.chung
as applicable). In general this question was answered as readily and (to
our knowledge) as accuratelyas for the interviewee's own activities, and
it therefore seemed equally useful: the main exception to this was in the
case of household members away from the household (e.g. at the doksa
- summer shepherds' camp), when the interviewee could not give an
answer at all, and individuals away from the household were therefore
excluded from further consideration.
The answers to these questions are presented in Table 11.1. The
number of inhabitants in the households surveyed, excluding those not
counted for this purpose (i.e those away from the household all day or
longer, and children too young to be doing effective work), ranged from
1to 5 per house-hold: in total, the survey included 73 such people in the
30 households, of both sexes and ranging from older children to elderly
people. Table 11.1 shows the number of individuals (with a theoretical
maximum of 73) involved in a given activity during a given period.
Naturally, an individual might be engaged in more than one activity
during a given period between meal-times, and the information given
here is therefore not a direct reflection of the duration of activities: but
it probably does give a reasonably good indication of the general
importance of the tasks undertaken at rhe season of the interview.
Among agricultural activities,pea harvesting, irrigating and weeding
were obviously pre-eminent, with wheat and barley harvesting and the
moving of harvested crops (eventually to the threshing-ground) only
just beginning at the time of the interviews. The washing etc., and
roasting, and also the milling, of stored grain (presumably the previous
year's) were not major activities, but apparently some families were
running out of tsampa etc. at this stage and needed to draw further on
their supplies before the new harvest was in. Looking after animals
(mainlysheep and goats, also horses) was evidently a regular though not
usually very time-consuming part of daily routine. Household mainte-
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nance, and above all food preparation, was, not surprisingly, a major
part of daily routine too.
To counterbalance any impression that subsistence is so m a r e as
to demand all the inhabitants' time, it is worth noting the large number
of activities in the table which are not subsistence activities, at least in a
direct sense. Religious activities, entertainment, fuel collection, activities associated with cloth-making, employment for cash and travelling
- all these were activitiesforwhich time was found at this season despite
the competing demands of subsistence activities themselves.
Fuel collection is of course important for warmth and cooking through
the winter, and is more practicable in summer. Some of the cloth-making
activities are more conveniently done outdoors in the summer: others
(e.g.spinning) are done at any season, and often at night when little else
is likely to be done, or by older people or others who would probably not
undertake more energetic activities.
Table 11.1 Individuals participating in activities on day before interview (numbers
indicate numbers of individuals in the study. maximum 73)
Before
morning
meal
Food preparation/
cooking
Bringing water
Cleaning house
Reading
Holding puja (ritual)
Taking grain from store
Moving harvested crops
Prayer
Working as muleteer
Travelling (for trade,
purchase, discussion
etc.)
Leather working
Treating wool
(shrinking,brushing,
etc.)
Dyeing wool
Weeding
Building repairs/
whitewashing
Visit blacksmith for
work
Milling

morning
mealmid-day
meal

midday
mealevening
meal

After
evening
meal
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Table 11.1 continued
Before
morning
meal

morning
mealmid-day
meal

,

mid-day
mealevening
meal

After
evening
meal

Grain washing/drying/
sorting
Wheat harvesting
Yak- and goat-hair
spinning
Looking after children
Working on road
Collecting wood
Collecting dung
Barley harvesting
Irrigating
Look after animals
(herding /milking,
etc.)
Pea harvesting
Weaving
Roasting barley
Making/repairing
clothes
Drinking chang
Drinking tea
Staying at home/ sitting
outside home/ talking
Spinning
Attending a drama

Child care is perhaps the most outstanding case of an activity
undertaken much more frequently than the table suggests: parents
probably take it for granted and do not mention it in interview - most of
the cases mentioned are of care by grandparents, again unlikely to
undertake more physically demanding tasks.
Employment for cash is again more practicable during summer.
Travelling was sometimes in association with employment, trade, or
purchasing: but in several cases mentioned here it was related to
preparations for the then impending visit of the Dalai Lama to the
Zangskar valley (Ch. 22).
5. Seasonal variation

To amplify the information on activity patterns by including seasonal
changes, we followed up the questions about yesterday's activities by
asking: "How would you spend a day in one month's time? two month's
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Table 11.2 Household activities in relation to eeason (numbers indicate numbers of
respondents: maximum 30)
-

* Tibetan Month Food preparation/cooking
Cleaning house
Holding puja (ritual)
Taking grain from store
Travelling
Leather working
Treating wool
Dyeing wool
Building repairs etc.
Visit blacksmith
Grain washing etc.
Looking after children
Looking after animal
(herding, etc.)
Making/repairing clothes
Drinking tea
Staying at home etc.
Attending a drama
Working on road
Pea harvesting
Wheat harvesting
Barley harvesting
Grass cutting (by fields)
Moving / sorting/ bringing
together crops
Threshing
Winnowing
Putting crops into store
Roasting barley
Milling grain
Eating and drinking
Clearing dung from house
Wood collecting
Dung collecting
Smithing
Collect food from others
(e.g. by smiths)
Spinning
Sack-making
Animal feeding and
watering
Bringing water
Weaving
Yak- and goat-hair
spinning
Prayer

1

2

3

4

16 12

3

4

1

6

7

8

9 1 0 1 1 1 2

28
2
1
1
10
1
5
2
2
I
1
5
20

2

3

1 12 15
1

3
1
12
1
3
14
1

1
1

I
1
I
1

1
1
1

29
26
23
23

24
25
23
20

6
1

1

1

1

1

9

1

1

2

2

4
4

5
4

21 21 10
1 1

3

1

2

2 18 24
2 19 21
1 3 2

26 22
23 21
3 3

8
8
1

2
1
1

12 17
2 3

17 17
2 4

8
3

2

1
5
3
1

2
19 23
3

1
1

1

1
1
1

2 2 2
1 16 19
1 15 19
1 1
4 9 3
8 23 6
1 1 1
1 1
2 1 3
1 2 9
2

11

4
2

1

5

5
1

3
1

2
1

1
3
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Table 11.2 continued
Tibetan Month -

6

7

8

9 1 0 1 1 1 2

1

2

3

4

5

Snow clearing
Grass collecting (away
from village)
Reading
Chang drinking/ parties
Putting soil on fields
Taking dung to field
Sowing
Ploughing
Field preparation
(levelling, etc.)
Collecting wool
Hoeing
Carding wool
Weeding
Irrigating
Working as muleteer

*

The Tibetan 6th month may fall at any time in the European 7th or 8th months (July,
August), and so on through the year. Conversely, an agricultural activity, which
regularly occurs in (say)May, will be reported as occurring sometimes in the third
and sometimes in the fourth Tibetan month (see Ch. 3), making it appear less
regular and concentrated than it really is.

time?
These questions were repeated till each month of the year was
covered. The interviews took place in the 6th month of the Tibetan year,
so this second set of questions was generally phrased in terms of "How
would you spend a day in the 7th month? the 8th month? and so forth.
Most interviewees responded to these questions readily and quite
specifically: only three felt unable to go beyond typical activities for the
other three seasons (and these replies were converted into the equivalent
months). We attempted to make these questions as similar as possible
to that on the previous day's activities, though clearly the results cannot
be considered strictly comparable. It was not realistically possible to
divide the day into sections as with the earlier questions, nor to relate
tasks to particular individuals: the answers represent a set of activities
undertaken in that month.
Table 11.2 shows these answers to the questions (with a theoretical
maximum of 30). Answers for the 6th (current) month are included also,
based on the same data as Table 11.1 but reckoned on the basis that each
activity is counted only once per month for each interviewee, irrespective of the number of individuals or times of day involved. This makes
the answers more nearly comparable statistically, though it remains the
case that for the 6th month fewer activities will have been forgotten or
...'I.
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taken for granted. Obvious examples of this are food preparation, child
care, staying at home, drinking tea, and aspects of wool treatment and
grain treatment.
The general consensus as to the timing of some strongly seasonal
activities emerges clearly from Table 11.2. For instance, there is agreement that the agricultural year starts in the second month with putting
soil on the fields (often qualified by 'sometimes', 'if necessary', 'if too
much snow') and with taking dung (human and animal, sometimes
straight from the house, sometimes from a pile outside) to the fields.
Similarly, there is agreement that sowing generally starts in the third
month and may continue into the fourthmonth, and that the peak month
for ploughing and field preparation is also the third. The lower number
of respondents mentioning ploughing and field preparation probably
reflects above all the taking for granted of these activities along with
sowing.
The precision of the answers on these points suggests careful use of
the calendrical system for the timing of agricultural activities, and this
does indeed happen. One old man, who had learnt this from his father,
explained that the agricultural season's opening ceremony comes when
the sun rises over a particular house on the mountainside, viewed from
a particular site in the village. At this time, said to be in the third month,
ploughing is formally started (with the dzo's horns anointed with butter
- the dzo is the male yak-cow hybrid used for ploughing), and up to 3
fields or so are ploughed. Actual sowing and most ploughing, however;
may not start until up to four weeks later (i.e. possibly in the fourth
month), depending on the thickness of snowfall. Usually sowing does
not start until snow has disappeared for several days, in case it should
fall again. (Ploughing is also sometimes done in autumn, following the
harvest). Evidently the agricultural year is regulated by calendrical
guides in combination with actual weather observation.
As the agricultural growing season gets under way, there is a peak of
hoeing (not done by everyone) in the fourth month, and of weeding in
the fifth month continuing into the sixth. Irrigation is on a carefully
organized rota basis (each of 5 sets of 7 families has irrigation rights for
5 days in turn), and is important right through the growing season (and
even into the harvest, since crops are easier to uproot from moist soil).
The actual work of irrigation consists in damming and undamming
small irrigation channels with a shovel. More than other agricultural
activities, it is sometimes done in the afternoon and evening (see Table
11.1) and in fact even well into the night. This results not only from
limited rota access to water but also from the diurnal variation in water
flow,at least for those villagers without access to a major dam for water
storage: flow in the stream is greatest in afternoon and evening, as a
delayed consequence of the sun's melting effect higher upstream.
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Harvesting begins in the sixth month with the peas, which are pulled
up by hand, generally without any particular attempt to remove the
roots. Pea harvesting continues through the seventh and eighthmonths,
which are also the main months for harvesting barley and wheat, which
are pulled up by hand complete with their roots. At this time too, though
probably after the main crops for most individual farmers, grass and
lucerne growing in small areas between the fields, is harvested, using a
small sickle. With harvesting as with sowing, there was a clear consensus as to timing, though here agricultural judgement appears to be the
main factor, without a formal calendrical basis.
But the harvest itself and the subsequent activities are done under
considerable pressure of time. The crop needs not only to be harvested,
but also to go through all the other stages of preparation for human
consumption before it spoils, or is lost to birds or other pests, or is
damaged by deteriorating weather (which eventually would restrict
human labour also). In the seventh to ninth months, harvested crops are
gradually transferred from small piles or stooks on each of the farmer's
scattered fields into progressively larger and fewer carefullysorted ricks
closer and closer to the ground where threshing is to take place: only a
few respondents mentioned this, presumably because it is assumed to
accompany harvesting, but it is a major and time-consuming activity.
Threshing and winnowing then follow in the eighth and ninth months.
Threshing is usually done by driving such animals as are available
around in a circle over the harvested crop: but sometimeshuman labour
alone is used - repeatedly beating a pile of the crop with a large wooden
stick. Winnowing is done with a fork, using the usual afternoon wind
to separate out the grain. In the eighth to tenth months, there follow
barley-roasting and milling to produce wheat and barley flour and (in
the case of roast barley) tsampa: the timing of this is restricted by the
need to produce food for the winter while water is still flowing to run the
water-mill, but not all grain is milled at this time, and there is an
opportunity for funher milling when the stream flows again in the
following spring and summer. Finally, the year's crops are put into
stores - another widespread activity that is mentioned rarely, presumably because assumed. In much of the agricultural work throughout the
cycle, households work for each other, not just themselves, usually on
the basis of mutual help.
Animal care is less sharply seasonal than agriculture, but there are
nonetheless significant changes. In the sixth month, animal care was
frequent,but often amounted to little more than taking animals from the
house in the mornings and back again in the evenings: horses would be
tethered by a field, and sheep and goats put in the charge of someone
who, on a rota basis, would look after several households' animals for
the day. In addition, there would be milking, and actual herding when
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required by the rota. The large total of animal care activitiesin the month
of interview is certainly an exaggerated contrast with other months, and
these activities are no doubt a regular if minor component of daily
activity right through the warmer part of the year, omitted for other
months because of the other more demanding activities then. ~n the
colder part of the year, animals need feedingand watering at or near the
house (see Chs. 2 and 5)and this activity, most frequent from the tenth
month to the first, is probably more faithfully reflected in the interview
answers.
The questionnaire answers, being based or. individuals in the village,
neglect almost entirely one aspect of animal care - working at the doksa
(summer pasture) camp. The livestock are some of the smaller animals
and virtually all of the yak, cows, dzo and dzomo (female dzo). These
animals are, according to an informant at the main doksa, taken up to an
intermediate doksa in about the fourthmonthand on to a higher one near
a pass in the sixth month: they are brought down again via the
intermediate pasture in about the middle to end of the eighth month.
During this time a number of people live with the animals. Ideally this
would include at least one person from each family, ichang.chen and
khang.chung being considered together (- a total of 31 in sTongde).At our
visit the doksa camp was inhabited by 1man, 20 women, and a number
of childrep (plus 3 women from the neighbouring village of Shilingkit).
There is considerable traffic on a daily basis between the village and the
doksa, especially by the children: but some women at least spent weeks
or months there continuously. Besides food prepzration, water-collecting, talking, spinning, etc., the main activities of those at the doksa are:
milking; making dairy products such as yogurt, butter, buttermilk,
cheese and whey; driving the stock out in the mornings and herding
them in the evenings; collecting dung and making and drying regular
dung-cakes; and wood-collecting.
From about the tenth month, subsistence activities in the village
diminish, though with such activities as water-bringing becoming increasingly onerous through the winter, with the Zangskar river itself the
only source of water and at times necessitating the breaking of the ice
upon it. Wood- and dung-collectionare also mentioned especially at the
tenth month and somewhat thereafter: the tenth month possibly
represents the last chance for fuel-gathering before the full ullgours of
winter, though other comments on the need to gather fuel in spring,
summer and autumn suggest that the figures in Table 1 1 ~ 2underestimate fuel-collection at those times, presumably because other activities then are more dominant. After the harvest also appears to be a
preferred time for smiths to work for other villagers and receive
payment from their harvest.
The mention of eating, drinking and food preparation especiallyfrom
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the tenth month through the winter cannot obviously be taken as a literal
indicator of the frequencies of those year-round activities: probably it
reflects both more time spent in those activities and their greater
prominence through fewer competing activities. Informally, people
repeatedly speak of the greater leisure in winter, and there is clearly the
time then for spinning and some other cloth-making activities; for major
religious rituals, prayer, reading and other religious activities; and for
chang-drinking, parties and social life generally.
As noted in relation to Table 11.1, older or otherwise less physically
able people may be engaged in more sedentary activities. That fact
combined with the fact that even more active people have some less
demanding activities in the summer, accounts for the less sharply
seasonal character of these activities.
Younger children, not working for most of the time, are excluded
from the interviews reported in Table 11,2,but children are introduced
gradually to work, and it was clear from informal comments that even
younger children made some contribution on occasion - e.g. by fetching
water, by guarding drying grain from the depredations of birds, and
watching to ensure that other families did not irrigate when not supposed to.
6. Time pressure
Beside the main set of questions on current activities and seasonal
variation, a number of further questions were asked on different aspects
of activity patterns. The first of these, designed to reflect more specifically on the question of varying pressure of time, were: "At what time
of year are you busiest, At what time of year least busy?"
The answers to these questions are given in Table 11.3, and they
confirm and reinforce what emerges from the previous section. The
main peak of busy activity is in the three months around the time of the
harvest, with a briefer and less frequently remarked peak around the
time of sowing. The months between sowing and harvesting (with
regular weeding and irrigation) are apparently seen as intermediate by
most, though extreme in either direction by a few. The winter months
are generally seen to be the least busy, right up to the second month,
though that, with the beginning of agricultural work, was seen as busy
by one.

7. Division of labour
To give an indication of the division of labour, we asked: "Who, of the
members of the household, does each of the different household tasks?".
The answers to this question are summaris4 m Table 114. TEZre
question was asked in an open-ended way, and though this was usually
followed by prompting for specific work categories, definite answers
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Table 11.3 Seasonality of time pressure (numbers indicate numbers of respondents: maximum 30)
Months
1

Busiest
Least busy

3

4

1 21
23 20

6

2

(of Tibetan calendar)

5
1

6

I

1

1

7 8 9
27 27 22

10

11 12Novariation

4 25 26

1

were not always obtained, which accounts for the varying sample sizes
in the different work categories. The results show a large number of
work categories which are not done by either sex specifically,or done by
different sexes in different households, and this reflects the generally
flexibleeconomic organization. Some tasks, e.g. ploughing for men and
spinning for women, are more strongly associated with a particular sex,
but by many standards the division of labour by gender is not especially
striking. Little emerged as to children's labour, the major feature being
their involvement in herding (see Thomas's (1976) discussion of this
phenomenon in his Andean study).
The results presented in Table 11.4 are descriptive, stating who
performs what task in a given household. This may reflect both cultural
prescriptions or restrictions of tasks and individual preferences or
response to the chance circumstances of household composition (e.g.
where a widow does agricultural work that her husband might have
done, or an elderly man does domestic work while his younger wife
works in the fields). To give a clearer impression of the cultural aspects
on their own, we asked (in the last 20 of the interviews): "Which tasks
are especially men's tasks? women's tasks? children's tasks?".
The answers are presented in Table 11.5. These largely confirm some
of the most striking divisions in Table 11.4, as well as adding some
others: both in agriculture and incrafts related to cloth-makingetc., both
sexes have activitiesthat are regarded as their specialpreserves - though
it remains the case that the number of activities that are widely so
regarded is strikingly small. The absence of exclusively children's tasks
is confirmed.
8. Work patterns in childhood

To gain an indication of children's participation in the workforce, we
asked: "At what age do children start to help in the work of the family?".
The answers are summarised in Table 11.6. Some respondents gave
a general answer, naming a single age or age range. Others divided their
answers, giving ages for 'small' and for 'big' or 'real' work separately.
In general, 'small' work means work in the house, whereas 'big' work
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means work withanimals, water-fetching and dung-collecting. It is clear
from the table that, even though there are few tasks that are primarily
allocated to children and none that are their sole preserve, their contribution to the general work effort is pervasive, starts quite early in
childhood, and is presumably quantitatively substantial. One incidental
comment on child labour was from an old man who said that it was a
hard life for children now - he, as a child, had played all day.
9. Work patterns in pregnancy
To get an indication of any changes in work pattern during pregnancy,
we asked: "When a woman is pregnant, does she do less work than
before? If so, at what stage does this start to happen?".
The answers to this are surnmarised in Table 11.7. The commonest
answer, though sometimes qualified, was that pregnant women continue to work until birth. Most of the other respondents gave times
before birth when a pregnant woman might start to rest ranging from a
few months. It seems clear that behind both sets of answers - and not only
in the cases where this was rnade explicit - were the considerations that
a pregnant woman worked according to the need for her l a b ~ u rand
, that
her work pattern therefore depended on the labour available in the
household in relation to the work to be done.
10. Work patterns in old age
To get an indication of work patterns in 'retirement' (not necessarily
coinciding with moving to a khang.chung - see Ch. 15), we asked: "At
what age do old people start to do less work than before?".
The answers to this are given in Table 11.8. The commonest answer
was 60 years, and most of the other specific answers gave earlier ages.
This fairly early 'retirement' may reflect a variety of factors, including
the physically demanding nature of much of the work to be done.
Several respondents gave no specific age range, and several of those who
did indicated that the pattern was subject to variation: this may partly
reflect individual factors such as physical fitness, but it is clear that it also
reflects the degree to which the cld person's labour is needed by their
household. Of the respondents who said that 'retirement' depended on
the labour available in the household, one was an old man himself, and
added that he had to wark.
As an adjunct to this question, we also asked: "Are there any members
of your household who are too old or too ill to work?". The answer was
"Yes" in 7 cases out of 30. Each of these positive answers referred to 1
person in each household concerned, all old people rather than younger
and ill: their actual ages ranged from 64 to 77 (see Ch. 9 on the village's
age structure).
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Table 11.4 Usual allocation of tasks (numbere indicate numbere of respondentr:
maximum 30)
Men

Dung removal from
house (often using
donkey)
1
Dung spreading on
field
2
Plough~ng
26
Field preparation
Sowing
6
Irrigating
1
Weeding
Harvesting
3
Threshing, winnowing 3
Grain storage
10
Herding
5
Milking
1
Butter-making
1
Animal feeding
1
Dung collecting
Wood collecting
Water bringing
2
Grass collecting
Wool collecting
17
Wool shrinking
I
Carding and spinning
Weaving
9
Dyeing
Leather-working
17
Cooking1food
preparation
House-cleaning
Trade and travel
22
Ritual (monks)
23

Mostly
Men

Women

Mostly Men and
Children
Women Women /everyonelanyone

17(often girls)
3

Table 11.5 Special tasks of men, women and children (numbersindicate numbers
of respondents: maximum 20)
Children's tasks
Women's tasks
Men's tasks
18 No special tasks
19
Spinning (wool)
Plough~ng
19
15
Weeding
Yak- and goat16
hair spinning
Cooking
Travelling and
7
trading
Carding
Weaving
3
"yeing
Roasting barley
Sowing
2
Spreading dung on fields
Leather-working 1
Ironwork
1
Milling
1
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Table 11.6 Age at first 'work' (numbers indicate numbers of respondents: maximum 30)
Work in general
6-7 years
1
For 'small' work
3-4 years
1
For 'big' work
5-9 years
1

7-8 years
1 O*#

7-9 years
1

8-9 years
7'

4-5 years
3
7-8 years

7-9 years
1

2

8-9 years

2

9 years
1
5-6 years
2

9 years
1

9-10 years
3

*

In each case, 2 of these respondents added: "but depending on the labour
available to the household".
# One of these respondents added "but possibly up to 14, depending on theparents".

Table 11.7 Work in pregnancy (numbers indicate numbers of respondents: maximum 30)
Continues till birth
Always continues till birth
Mostly continues till birth
Generally continues till
birth, depending on
household labour
Depends on labour
Has to work

18
1
1

2

Till a few months before birth
Till 12 weeks before birth
Till one month before birth
Till 2 weeks before birth

1*
1*
1*
1*

Till 2 days before birth

1'

1
I

* Qualified by "depends on labour available in the household".

Table 11.8 Age of 'retirement' (numbers indicate numbers of respondents: maximum 30)
Years
50 1
50-55
50-60
50-65
55-60
60

I
4
I
1
11
1

Depends on labour
Varies

Qualified by: "or sometimes into old age".
In one case, qualified as above.

In 4 cases, qualfied by: "depends on labour
available in the household".
Qualified by: "but continuing lighter work (e.g.
spinning, child care)".

8

4

11. Exchange of labour and goods
Finally, we asked a series of questions related to work and goods
exchanged outside the household.
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Mutual help between households (in terms of labour at critical times,
and also specific skills such as weaving) was most often between
khang.chen and khangchung of the same family (13 cases): it was a h
sometimes said to be with other households as well as the khnng.chPn/
khang.chung (7cases, of whom one said that mostly help wasnot needed),
or to be with other households rather than the khung.chen~ng.chung(8
cases). Two households were apparently not involved in such mutual
help.
Interviewees were also asked about exchange of goods or services for
cash or kind. Exchanges involving butter, and involving various
animals, were mentioned 3 times each. Work as a muleteer and the hire
of a horse were also mentioned once each. 13answers indicate no such
exchanges, but this figure may represent an under-estimate of the
traditional exchangesof pastoral and agriculturalproducts, which were
possibly taken for granted by some respondents.
Interviewees were asked specifically about employment on roadbuilding and in the army. 5 respondents in the sample had a (male)
member of the household who worked on the roads at least at times: 18
did not. 6 respondents had a (male) member of the household who
worked in the army: 18 did not. Of those family members in the army,
1was said to do all types of household work when at home, 1to do some
household work, 1 to be of not much help in the household and 1 to be
of no help.
Interviewees were also asked about members of the household in the
monastery and their contribution to household work. 15 had no
household members in the monastery, or at least none who helped in this
way. At the opposite extreme was an elderly woman who was widowed
and living alone, whose two monk sons did all types of work for her (later
in our fieldwork one son renounced monkhood in order to return to help
her). One other elderly respondent had a monk son who was similarly
said to do all types of household work. More usual answers from those
with household members in the monastery were that they helped
"sometimes" (2 respondents), or "not a lot, only when needed" (3
respondents), or even that they mostly did no work (2 respondents), or
simply did not help (2 respondents). Some other respondents mentioned the type of help received from their monk ;elations: performing
ritual, saying prayers, helping with house repairs and milling; and, of
2 monk relations, one helped with milling, housecleaning, bringing
water etc. when there (1 respondent each).
12. The observational survey
The information from interviews,discussed in the preceding sections,
is wide-ranging, probably quite reliable within certain limits, and gained
with a speed that makes it especially suited to relatively short-term
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fieldworkof the kind undertaken in Zangskar. However, it lacks detail
a i ~ dquantification as to the activities of individuals and the time spent
in those activities. To balance the picture some time was spent in a direct
observational survey to gain an impression as to quantitative aspects,
although this impression is necessarily restricted by the small sample
size achievable within the time available.
The basic method was simply to spend a day with each of several
hcuseholds in turn,building up a timed record from Table 11.9 Hours
spent in activities over 28 person/days observation of each member's
activities through that day - whatever they happened to be doing. In
practice, this method was subject to problems. For one thing, the attempt
to cover a whole household's activities could only be partially successful, since even though household members are often together during the
day, they are not always so - therefore a single observer could not
observe all. In addition, there were both practical and social difficulties
in monitoring a family's day as closely as this, and the social intrusiveness at least would probably have been worse had a single individual
rather than a family been the target of observation. It was therefore
necessary to amplify direct observation from time to time with information reported by others, and even with estimates. The data reported here
Table 11.9 Hours spent in acthities over 28 personldays
Pea harvesting
Pea stacking
Wheat harvesting
Wheat stacking
Bringing stacks of
peas, barley and
wheat to
threshing ground
Grass-harvesting
Grass-stacking
Irrigating fields
Herding animals
Discussion of
harvest
Miscellaneous
agricultural tasks
Travelling to
doksa and back
for dung-collection
Drinking

General household tasks
Food preparation
Eating meals
Fetching water
Clothes-washing
Sitting at home l o o h g
a! ter children
Caring for small child
Baby feeding and care
Sitting at home reading,
with children
Reading
Visiting other households
Attending school
Attending military
training session
Sitting talking
Sitting at home, doing
religious observance
at intervals
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are, therefore, rather approximate ones in some respects - in particular
it was often difficultto distinguish times of food preparation and meals.
The data were derived from studies of 7 households over 1 day each,
and, with effective household membership varying between 2 and 5, the
result was coverage of 28 people's days in all. The results are given in
Table 11.9. The results are markedly affected, of course, by the age and
sex composition of the sample, which was as follows: 8 adult men, 9
adult women, 2 old men, 1 old woman, 1 older boy, 7 older girls. As one
might expect, the adults of both sexes contributed most to the more
onerous agricultural tasks; old people were responsible for some of the
less physically demanding activities such as irrigating fields, herding
d
sitting with children, and religious activities,
animals, f c ~ preparation,
and children also did less energetic tasks, including general household
tasks, fetching water and caring for smaller children.
The results are also radically affectedby the time of year of the survey,
mid-August to mid-September. Harvesting was underway and, as the
table shows, this work with its associated activities was much more
demanding than anything else at this time: it was also undoubtedly
demanding in absolute terms, involving hard work and leading to
considerable exhaustion at times.
A feature which will be evident from the table is the difficulty
experienced in describingdiscrete tasks adequately.Nevertheless, quite
a few of the distinctions made here, while of descriptive interest, are
unlikely to vary greatly in simple energy expenditureterms. Conversely
a point which emerged from the observation was the considerable
variation that may be concealed within a single category. Pea-harvesting, which is done either standing or squatting,involves p d i n g the peas
up by hand: individuals vary visibly in their rates of doing this, and on
one occasion a family was observed in which the older mother was
harvesting at 39 strokes per minute, the younger Inother at 44 strokes per
minute, one daughter (aged 9) at 13 strokes per minute and another
daughter (aged 4) at c 1 stroke per minute. Evidently this implies
significant variation, whether in energy expenditure or productivity or
some other aspect of the task, and future studies would presumably do
well to attempt to take this kind of variation in account.
13. Comparison with Sha-de
During the 1980 expedition to sTongde, a brief expedition(H0,JHC

and TS)was made to another village, Sha-de (Ch.7). By comparisonwith
sTongde, Sha-de is higher, smaller, more remote and more dependent
on pastoralism and less on agriculture.
Similar questions on activity patterns to those outlined above were
put more informally to a group of Sha-de villagers. The consensus they
arrived at is summarised in Table 11.10. A generally similar pattern of
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Table 11.10 Seasonal variation in activity pattern at Sha-de
7th month
(month of
interview)

8th month

9th month
10th month

I 1th month

12th month
1st month
2nd month

3rd month
4th month
5th month
6th month

Mud-brick making, house repair.
Weeding. Irrigation.
Butter-making at doksa.
Wood-collection.
Weaving, making clothes and boots.
Children over 8 take goats and sheep to lower
pastures. Dirnos (female yak) and dzomos milked,
usually by women.
Herbal plants collected for sale.
Cutting and collecting grass for winter animal
feeding.
Start barley harvest when turns yellow:
usually lasts 10-15 days and done by both
sexes from age 16-20.
Crop collected, threshed, winnowed, washed ,
dried, roasted, milled: milling may take 8-10
days.
Wood-collection.
General winter preparations, including moving to
winter quarters in house.
Bring into village those larger stock not already
there.
Chang parties, feasts.
Animals (now in houses) milked.
Women card wool, men spin yak-hair, all work done
inside.
Little to do. Spinning, sitting, eating and
drinking, parties.
Little to do as before.
Many rituals at Phugtal monastery.
Check on snow-melt.
Break soil, organise field boundaries.
When little snow left, put soil on.
Mid-month or possibly later start ploughing
and sowing.
Start irrigation.
At end of month or beginning of next, move
animals to doksa.
Weeding. Irrigation.
Weeding. Irrigation.
Possibly milling if short of tsampa.
As 5th month.

work emerges, although the growing season does seem to be more
compressed at least at its latter end: it is not quite clear whether the
growing season starts earlier or at much the same time as sTongdels. A
number of interesting comparative questions arise (See Chap 71, including ones concerning how Sha-de villagers manage to start their agricul-
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ture so early; how they manage to bring their crop to fruition under
conditions that are harsher than the still demanding ones at sTongde;
and how they manage to subsist on what the grow. They are no doubt
helped by reportedly greater availability of water and wood, but these
seem ancillary benefits only. Their quantitatively greater dependence
on pastoral products is an important element.
Sha-de villagers were in agreement with those of sTongde that
months 7-9 were their busiest, involving subsistencework on a constant
basis instead of 15-20 days per month. On the question of children's
labour they said that, depending on their family and themselves,
children often work herding sheep and goats on the cow pastures from
about age 8 to 12. On old people's work they said that old people work
right through life, though they are helped by relatives as necessary. And
they said that khang.chen and khang.chung generally work together.
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1. Introduction

Zangskar's human population consists almost entirely of subsistence
agriculturalists and pastoralists who, although not absolutely selfsufficientecologically, approach that state more nearly than most other
populations of comparable size in the world today. The nutritional
resources which the Zangskari villagers produce and on which they
largely depend are limited in quantity, strongly seasonal in production,
and restricted in variety to a small number of foodstuffs and hence of
nutrient sources. All of these features raise important questions about
the nutrition of Zangskaris, the adequacy of the diet and broader
problems of nutritional and energeticecology. (SeeRappaport, 1967 (but
also the criticismsof McArthur, 1977); Norganet al., 1974; Thomas, 1976;
Morren, 1977; Newcombe, 1977; Bedoian, 1978, Harrison, 1982).
Zangskar has long been part of the Tibetanculturalworld, and inmost
respects its diet and subsistence economy, like its society and religion,
continue to follow traditional Tibetan patterns. The chief source of food
in Zangskar is the agriculture and pastoralism of the villagers themselves, in which the main products are barley, wheat, peas, and dairy
products from yak and other animals. The agricultural products are
produced, under the constraints of short growing season and limited
water supply, on the small and sharply delineated alluvial fans which
constitute the geographical basis of most villages in the valley. The
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pastoral products are produced from animals grazed mainly in the
higher mountain pastures. Some exchange involving food can and does
occur between villages in Zangskar, but in general their subsistence base
is essentially similar; except that higher villages probably depend more
on pastoralism, lower ones more on agriculture. Some exchange
involving food does also occur with places outside the valley, including
villages and towns elsewhere in Ladakh and also in Kashmir: but, while
the extent of this has been under-estimated in the past and has certainly
grown in recent years, there remain obstacles to large-scale food exchange, and food from outside Zangskar remains a subsidiary element
in the Zangskari diet.
The village chosen for the study was sTongde, and although the
brevity of this study curtailed sample size and precluded coverage of the
whole annual cycle, the results are of some interest. The two main
aspects of the study were an interview survey of food habits and a
weighed food intake survey. These are discussed in turn in the following
sections.
2. Survey methods

Weighed food intake surveys are important for quantitative nutritional assessments, but they are time-consuming, intrusive and prone to
methodological weaknesses. Interview surveys, on the other hand, do
not permit accurate quantificationof food intake, but do allow relatively
speedy and trouble-free collection of certain kinds of nutritional information (see discussion by Weiner and Lourie, 1981). In view of the
characteristics of the different methods, and given the desirability of
gaining some information on the whole annual cycle, it was decided to
undertake both an interview survey and a weighed food survey.
In sTongde, therefore, we undertook first some informal interviews
to establish the range of foods in the diet; then a seriesof more structured
interviews on dietary patterns and related topics; and finally a weighed
food intake survey. Additional assessments of nutritional status and
health were made in sTongde and Kumik during the project as a whole,
and these are reported in Ch. 13.
3. Zangskari diet

The initial step taken in the interview survey was to establish the
range of foods eaten in Zangskar. This range, including both commonly
and rarely eaten foods, is summarized in Table 12.1. This table gives the
commonly used names of dishes, and a brief explanation of them: it also
gives an indication of each food's general importance in the diet as a
whole, in the form of the number of times a given food appeared in the
answers to the later more systematic interviews on food consumption
patterns (see below for further explanation).
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Table 12.1 Zangskari foods listed by villagers
The number designated as 'index of relative importance' is the number of times that a given
food was named in an answer to the systematic food intake interview questions, as
explained in the next section. Some foods below, not named then, are also commonly eaten.
Index of relative
importance
Tukpa (thug.pa) (soup/stew containing water, vegetable oil, onion, salt, dried
cheese, dried peas, wheat flour and optionally meat and, in summer, fresh
vegetables).
=Tukpanamtuk (thug.pa.nam.thug)(soup/stew containing water, tsampa (q.v.)
and salt).
Tukpa pahtuk (thug.pa.phg.thug) (soup/stew as tukpa, using butter in place of
vegetable oil).
Tagyi (ta.gyi) (flat unleavened bread made with wheat flour and water).
Tagyi taltak (ta.gyi.pral.dag) (spherical unleavened bread, made with wheat flour
and water).
Tagi skyurchuk (ta.gyi.sKyur.chug)(muffin-shaped slightly leavened bread,
made of wheat flour and chang (q.v.).
Paba (phag.phag) (solid doughy balls, consisting of a mixture of part-roasted wheat
and barley flour, water, salt and ground dried peas).
Skiu (sKyu) (small dumplings of wheat flour and water, boiled in a meat and spice
broth).
Cha (la) (butter tea, made with boiling water, tea-leaves, salt and butter, frequently
consumed with tsampa.
Tsampa (tsam.pa) (ground roasted barley grains, occasionally with ground roasted
dried pea).
Kolakh (ka.lag) (solid doughy balls, consisting of a mixture of tsampa (q.v.) and
cha (q.v.) or tsiri (q.v.1)
Chang (chang) (a mild 'beer', made by fermentation of barley grains).
Tsiri (tsi.ri) (watered-down chang (q.v.)).
Das (bras) (rice).
Dasil (bras.si1) (rice, with melted butter and sugar).
a.lu (potatoes).
nyung.ma (turnip).
go.bi (cabbage).
Saraktuman (sa.rag.tur.man)(carrot).
la.bug (radish).
lo.ma (radish leaves).
sran.ma (peas).
Mo mo (mog.mog) (dough ball (wheat flour), filled with
a mixture of meat, onion, spices and salt, and steamed).
tsi.lam (roasted mixture of blood and fat)
Gyuma (rGyu.ma)(sausage containing blood, water, spices,
herbs and part-roasted wheat and barley flour).
Oma (ao.ma) (milk).
Tara (1a.r~)
(buttermilk).
Labo (la.bo) (fresh cheese).
Churpe (chur.pe)(dried cheese).
yos (roasted whole barley grains).
tsa.mig (mixture of chili seeds, salt, fresh chopped onion
and radish leaves, and buttermilk; usually eaten with paba).
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ph.ting (Apricots).
ka.ra (sugar).
mar (butter, from milk of drimo (female yak) or dzomo
(female yak-cow hybrid).
jo (yogurt).
tsong (onion).
pe.mar (solid doughy balls, made as kolakh (q.v.)
with the addition of cheese and sugar and butter).
tsn.chu (thickened broth, made by adding salt, spices,
water and a little meat to small amount of paba (q.~.)).
chub.tsos (small dumplings of wheat flour and water,
boiled in a broth with spices and salt).

Although the number of items appearing in Table 12.1 is not small, the
diet which it represents is nonetheless by most standards a rather
unvaried one. This can be seen from the substantial number of items
which are eaten only rarely, indicating that there is a heavy reliance on
the few most eaten foods. It can also be seen from the fact that many of
the foods, including the more important ones, consist of different
combinations and treatments of a narrow range of raw materials - above
all the barley, wheat, peas and dairy products mentioned earlier. These
staple foods are supplemented by foods produced locally but in small
quantities (e.g.turnip, radish and meat), and by foods imported mainly
from Kashmir (e.g. rice, sugar and dried apricots): but there remains an
indubitably heavy concentration on the traditional staples.
4. Food consumption patterns
Once the repertoire of basic foods was established, the next step was
a set of more systematic interviews about food consumption patterns
conducted in 30 of sTongdelshouseholds (including both khang.chen and
khang.chung - see Ch. 9). The main element in these interviews was the
question: "Which of these basic foods did the household eat during the
last 24-hours?", with the answers recorded according to each of the main
meal times: and then "Which of these basic foods would the household
eat in a similar 24-hours in autumn? in winter? in spring?", again
according to the main meal times. The interviews took place in summer
(late July and early August). The question about an actual summer day,
followed by more general questions about the other seasons, seemed to
us to be the best way of asking for standard dietary information about
the survey period, and also to obtain as realistic as possible an impression of seasonal variation in diet.
A number of different types of information can be gained from the
answers to these questions. Firstly, the total number of times each food
is mentioned, over all interviews, all meal times, and all seasons, gives
a rough but probably quite useful measure of the relative quantitative
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Table 12.2 Food consumption patterns through the day (all eeaeom)
Numbers indicate the number of interview answers on the effect that a particular time of
day (summed over 30 interviews, and over 4 seasons) has on food choice.
Early Morning
Morning
Meal
Tukpa
Tukpanamtuk
Tukpa pahtuk
Tagi
Tagyi taltsk
Tagyi skur-chuk
Paba
Skiu
Cha
Tsampa
Kolakh
Chang
Rice
Turnip
Radish
Radish leaves
Peas
Milk
Buttermilk
Tsamig
Butter
Yogurt
Onion
Chubtsos

14

lb

2

0

0
3
0
0
0
0

2

8

45
0
1
10
0
61
53

1

4

2
0
0
0
0
0
0
1
0
2
0

8

II

0
0

2
0
1
2

0
0
3
4

2
1
0
1

Mid- Afterday noon
Meal
9
1
0
0
0
0
9
2
1
0
0
0
9
0
0
0
50
4
38
1
39
0
12
3
5
0
0
0
1
0
0
2
0
1
I
0
15
1
I
0
2
2
0
0
0
1
0
3

Evening
Meal
30
3
0
3
0
9
39
1
41
30
6
15
6
0
6
1
4
0
21
5
3

I
1
0

Other
Unspecified

Total

22
0
1
9
1
5
21
0
20
15
18

92

42

5
1
4
0
0
2

4
0
5
1
0
0

5
3
71
2
15
79
1
187
145
68
82
18
1
12
5
5
3
45
10
16
3
2
4

importance of the food in the diets and this is the figure given in Table
12.1. With 30 interviews, 6 meal times as classified and 4 seasons as
classified, the theoretical maximum for this figure would be 720. But in
factthis figure is not a realistic maximum,because although interviewees
generally made a serious effort to describe their diets in seasons other
than summer, their dependence on more distant recollection did reduce
the amount of detail given in some cases. 8 individuals gave answers in
which details for autumn, winter and/or spring were missing altogether
or clearly deficient: and in several other cases there was a tendency to
give diets for those seasons without specifying meal times (though the
effectof this on the total for a food is partly offset by a tendency in these
cases to name more foods than would be consumed in one meal). The
results in Table 12.1 show clearly the dominance of certain foods,
essentially traditional Tibetan ones: butter tea, tsampa, tukpa, chang,
paba, tagir, kolakh and buttermilk.
The second type of informationwhich can be gained from the answers
to these questions is on consumptionpatterns through the day. Prelimi-
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nary enquirieshad suggested that villagers had a usual pattern of 3 main
meals daily, a morning meal (usually starting 8-10 a.m.), a mid-day meal
(usually starting 1-3.30 p.m.), and an evening meal (usually starting 89 p.m.). These meals were, however, very variable in timing and
sometimes missed altogether, depending on the activities in hand.
Sometimes food and drink were also consumed first thing in the
morning or during the afternoon, though on a smaller scale: the latter
turned out to be occasionalonly. Apart from these 5 meal times, a further
category, 'other and unspecified', was used to cover both snacks and
food consumed at unspecified times.
Table 12.2 gives totals for particular foods at particular meal times,
counted over all seasons and all interviews; and although particular
foods are not in general restricted to particular meal some circadian
patterns are apparent. For example, butter tea, often with tsarnpa, is
frequently consumed at all main meal times and other times besides;
tukpa and paba are eaten at all main meals but above all in the evening;
Kolakh is most of all a mid-day food, and tagir most of all a morning food;
buttermilk is most frequently consumed at the mid-day and evening
meals; and chang may accompany any meal but is also especially
frequently 'other and unspecified', reflecting considerable consumption
apart from at meal times. This consumption pattern through the day
would seem to play a part in ensuring a degree of variety of diet both
gastronomicallyand nutritionally, although the variety of nutrients will
be limited by the recurrence of the same range of principal ingredients
in several of the different dishes. These daily patterns also seem
intelligible in terms of practicality and comfort (e.g. tagi is eaten warm,
kalag is quick and easy to prepare, paba and tukpa are bulky and filling
but take time to prepare, etc.).
The third main kind of information that can be drawn from the
answers to this set of questions is on seasonal variation in diet. Given
the method and limitationsof data-collectionas described above, it may
be expected that information on summer diet will be fuller and more
detailed than for the other seasons, and hence contrasts between summer and the other three seasons should be interpreted with some
caution: but it seems unlikely that this bias will be such as to obscure the
main characteristics of the seasonal variation patterns. The results are
shown in Table 12.3, which gives total for particular foods in particular
seasons, counted over all meal times and all individuals.
The results that emerge do show an element of seasonality in the
consumption of some foods. Tukpa, for example, is clearly a winter
food; tagi appears to be consumed most in summer and autumn; paba
is relatively non-seasonal, and Kolakh has a similar patternexcept for its
low consumption in winter; tea and tsampa appear (though the shortcomings of the method may exaggerate the difference) to be most
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consumed in summer and least in autumn: 'fresh' vegetablesand tmmig
appear to be most consumed in summer, with some consumption in
spring and autumn; dairy products also appear to be most consumed
in summer and least in winter; and chang is most consumed in autumn,
decreasing through winter and spring to summer.
What is also striking about these results, however, is that the seasonality of diet is in some respects rather less marked than one might initially
have expected, given the very marked seasonality of agricultural production. But, precisely because of the seasonality of production, the
population depends by necessity mainly on agricultural crops which can
be preserved reasonably well (in a mainly dry cold climate with relatively fewpests) at least from one harvest-time until just before the next.
Any more perishable crops would constitute only a transient supplementation to the ones which preserve well, and in fact perishable crops
do not constitute a large part of Zangskari agriculture,in terms either of
number or of amount grown.
Such seasonality may be influencedby a number of factors. Seasonal
variation in availabilityno doubt underliesthe seasonality inconsumption
of domestically grown fresh vegetables such as radishes, and also (given
the seasonality of access to the valley) of imported products such as rice.
It may also be a factor affecting dairy produce consumption (if, as seems
likely, pastoral effort and yields are lowest in winter and highest in
summer),tsampa consumption (whoseavailability depends on the time
of milling, and hence labour and water availability)and chang consumption (if one supposes that after the harvest much of the barley that is
excess to forecast requirements is made into chang without delay).
But other factors may also be at work, such as seasonal variation in
the time available for food preparation, so that time-consuming dishes
such as tukpa are prepared in winter when there is leisure, and quicker
dishes such as Kolakh preferred when there is more work to do. There
might also be seasonal variation, quantitatively and/or qualitatively, in
perceived food requirements, according to labour demands and/or
environmentaltemperature, and this might affectconsumption of tukpa,
tagi, tea, tsampa and dairy products. Finally, an influential factormight
be seasonal variation in the time available for relaxing, socialising and
drinking, as is widely reported to be the case with chang. (See also Ch.
11, for a discussion of the seasonality of activities).
Wild foods were not mentioned at all in the answers to this set of
questions, and they are probably eaten rather little, though it was
apparent during our visit that this did sometimes occur - in particular,
children at least were reported to eat rosehips.
5. .FoodStorage

Besides the set of questions on the daily and seasonal patterns of food
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Table 12.3 Food consumption patterns through the seasonal cycle (all meal times)

Numbers indicate the number of interview answers to the effect that a particular food was
eaten at a particular season (summer over 30 seasons, and over a maximum of 6 times of
day).
Summer
Autumn
Winter
Spring
Total
4
59
9
92
Tukpa
20
Tukpa namtuk
2
2
0
1
5
Tukpa pahtuk
1
1
1
0
3
Tagyi
29
19
9
14
71
Tagyi taltak
0
0
2
0
2
Tagyi skyurchuk
2
8
0
5
15
Paba
24
16
20
19
79
Skiu
I
0
0
0
1
Cha
76
21
49
41
187
Tsampa
60
17
36
32
145
Kolakh
23
20
6
19
68
45
19
15
82
Chang
3
11
2
1
4
18
Rice
Turnip
0
1
0
0
1
2
1
1
12
Radish
8
5
Radish leaves
3
0
0
2
Peas
4
0
0
1
5
I
1
1
0
3
Milk
Buttermilk
23
6
3
13
45
1
0
2
10
Tsamig
7
Butter
5
7
4
0
16
2
0
1
0
3
Yogurt
I
0
0
1
2
Onion
Chubtsos
3
0
0
1
4

consumption further questions relevant to food consumption and nutrition were asked in the interviews in the same 30 households. The first
of these was: "How does the family store the foods?". Storage, as
discussed in the previous section, is an important part of the overall
subsistence pattern.
Results on storage are summarized in Table 12.4. For barley, wheat
and peas, the most frequently used means of storage was the bang.nga a closed mud-brick store or repository usually in the corner of the room,
sometimes sealed, with access via a hole in the top covered by a stone.
Other means of storage for these crops were: the bo.ra - a locally made
sack (e.g.from yak-hair) -in a double layer in one case; a cotton sack; and
a rDza.ma - an unglazed clay pot used primarily as a container. Tsampa
and flourwere most often kept in a local sack,but also in a clay pot, a brick
store or a cotton sack. Butter was most commonly kept in animal
stomachs (4 respondents specified that the stomach in turn was kept in
a box, and one that it was kept in a grain store). Other means of storing
butter were in clay pots (one respondent added that this was
unsatisfactory as the butter was liable to melt), in boxes, or simply
anywhere convenient.
Butter storage in particular elicited a number of further spontaneous
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comments. One respondent said that some well off people might keep
a butter store of up to 6 kilograms and others might only have 2
kilograms: another said that he kept 4-5 kilograms of butter (these
figures probably refer to winter supplies per household). Four respondents referred explicitly to a shortage of butter ("no butter in winter",
"little butter", "not too much butter", and "small quantities of butter"):
and four descriptions, sometimes emphatic, of the butter containers as
small probably implied much the same (two "small animal stomachs",
one "very small animal stomach" and one "small clay pot"). One
respondent also commented in explanation that her household had no
cow. Apparently, it tended to be households with little butter that made
little provision for storing it, simply keeping it where convenient. One
respondent also commented that: "the khung.chen owners get the best
quality of everything - in the khang.chung they have less butter in their
tea". So it seems that butter supplies are probably sensitive indicators
of economic (and nutritional?) differences amongst villagers.
6. Food preparation
Our question on food preparation was simply: "Who usually
prepares the household meals?".
The commonest reply (24 respondents) was to the effect that in 7 of
these the wife, mother, or other women in the family always or usually
do so. In some cases, this was qualified by the statement that all the
family, the children or other females help: in one of them, the husband
was positively stated to cook occasionally.
Two households contained no fit adult men, and so obviously the
women cooked in these cases: in one of them, the younger able-bodied
woman cooked during winter, and the more elderly woman cooked at
other times, when agriculture demanded the younger women's time.
One couple took turns in cooking, when both were present. In another
household, the husband mainly prepared food, and his wife attended to
the agricultural work. A comment about food preparation at the
monastery was that on everyday occasions everyone did their own
cooking, though at communal festivals one monk, helped by others, was
in charge of food preparation (Ch. 19).
We also asked: "Does the household usually eat together?". The
answer to this was an invariable "Yes" for village households, qualified
in two cases by "when living together" (some individuals may be away
for stretches of time e.g. at the summer-pasture camp in the mountains).
In the monastery, monks usually eat separately in their own quarters
except on ceremonial occasions (Chs. 19 and 20).
7. Foods for specific social categories and occasions
On this topic we asked: "Are there different foods for men, women
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Table 12.4 Food storage methods

Numbers indicate numbers of respondents(out of 39) indicating a given storagemethod for
a given food; occasionally a respondent indicated more than one method, or no method, for
a particular case. Terms are explained further in the text.
bang.nga
(mud-brick store)
bo.ra (sack)
Cotton sack
rDza.ma (clay pot)
Animal stomach
Box
Anywhereconvenient

Barley
23
6
1
1

-

Wheat
23

Peas
22

Tsampa
4

Flour
2

Butter

4
8
4
4

and children? for ill people? in pregnancy and after birth?". None of the
answers suggested any different foods for the age/sex classes, but
special foods for illness, pregnancy and after birth were repeatedly
given. These are summarized in Table 12.5.
For ill people, the most commonly mentioned food was simple tukpa
i.e. without cheese or meat. A fairly wide range of other foods was also
given. Inspection of these answers suggests a tendency to avoid foods
that are high in protein or of animal origin, or that might be considered
'rich' or strong-tasting: and this impression is echoed by the negative
recommendations listed in the lower part of the table, of which 'little salt'
is perhaps especially interesting. This is not an entirely consistent
tendency, however, as shown by the inclusion of the more elaborate
version of tukpa, and of meat. Meat was also especially recommended
for a hangover.
Recommendations for pregnancy and after birth generally contrast
with those for illness. The commonest food mentioned was boiled or
melted butter, followed by paba, with which the butter was often said
to be eaten, and tukpa with some combination of cheese, butter, meat
and meat stock. A wide range of other foods was also mentioned,
including sheep or goat meat, which was specifically said to be fresh in
one case. Inspection of the table suggests a positive recommendation in
these cases for the types of food that were apparently to be avoided in
the case of illness, and it is noticeable that there are also fewer negative
recommendations. Again, though, as shown by the inclusion of foods
such as simple tukpa, the apparent tendency is not a completely
consistent one. The larger numbers of specific recommendations for
after birth suggest that this (was considered the more outstanding
category dietetically.
8. Water

Water is an important, potentially limiting resource, in the Zangskar
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Table 12.5 Food recommendations
For
illness

For
pregnancy

For after
birth

Whatcver the person wishes
Simple tukpa
Tukpa with cheese, butter
meat, and/or meat stock
Paba (sometimes with butter)
Kalag
Meat
Boiled or melted butter
Tsampa or flour (with butter)
Rice (with butter)
Cheese
Boiled milk
Tagyi with meat stock
Foods with little salt
No peas
No spices
No cheese
No paba

ecosystem. In summer, water is vital for agriculture as well as human
and animal needs, and it comes from the sTongde-chu - the small
tributary of the Zangskar river which is fed by snow-melt and descends
from the mountains behind sTongde, feeding the numerous irrigation
channels which spread over the village's alluvial fan. Although irrigation control is required, water arrives from above the village (in contrast
to the Zangskar river itself which is below it) and is readily available
within it. It is probably not importantly limited in quantity, at least for
some of the summer. In winter, although water is not needed for
agriculture, requirements for it probably place a greater demand on
human resources, since snow-melt ceases and the sTongde-chu is dry or
frozen. The live-stock (kept in the ground floors of houses) are thenmore
in need of watering, and the bitter cold makes prolonged excursions
unpleasant and possibly dangerous. We therefore concentrated our
questioning on winter water supplies, and asked: "How far do you need
to go for water in winter? How often do you have to go? Who fetches
it?".
For all villagers, the answer to the first part of the question was that
they had to walk to the'river (i.e. to the Zangskar river, where, once ice
was broken, water remained available through the winter). This is a
variable distance, depending on the location of the house, and for an
unencumbered walker would probably vary from a few minutes' to halfan-hour's journey, or slightlymore (seegeographicalaccount inchapter
2). 8 respondents specifically mentioned that they usually took their
larger stock to the river with them, and this is probably the general
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practice: 5 specifically said that the water brought to the house was for
the smaller stock as well as the people in the household. The practice at
the monastery is said to be that ice is collected from high up in the
sTongde-chu and kept in pots in the monks' rooms.
The number of trips per day is shown in Table 12.6. There is variation
as one would predict given the varying requirements of larger and
smaller households, but the modal number is 3 trips per day. 14
respondents mentioned that they use a kerosene can (with a capacity
probably of about 20 litres) to carry water on these occasions, and these
were probably in frequent use by other respondents too (one respondent
did sometimesmake 1 trip with a copper pot between two people instead
of two normal trips). 3 respondents mentioned that water requirements
increase (by 1-4 trips) at festival times and/or when making chang.
Table 12. 6 also shows that men, when present, usually did the
collection of water, sometimeswith their children. Households in which
women would more probably collect water were generally households
without adult men, or where the women were younger or fitter than the
men present.
9. Fuel availability and use
Zangskari food preparation often involves heating and cooking, and
for that purpose as well as for domestic heating in the winter months,
there is a considerable demand for fuel. The Zangskar valley, however,
is arid and supports very few trees: consequently wood is scarce and
what wood there is has to be collected from some distance away in the
mountains (after which it is stored on roofs). The other main fuel is the
dung of domestic animals, which is laboriously collected, especially
from the mountain pastures in summer, made into standard-sized cakes,
dried, and stored like the wood for eventual use. It seems therefore that
limitations of fuel supply might often be important in Zangskar, and we
Table 12.6 Water needs in winter
A. Trips to collect water
I trip on
alternate
days

1

trip
daily

1-2
trips
daily

2-3
2
trips trips
daily daily

3
trips
daily

3-4
trips
daily

4
trips
daily

B. Collectors of water
Usually men
16

Usually men,
with children
2

Usually women

Any adult

4

3

4-6
trips
daily
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Table 12.7 Fuel and heating
A. Difficulty of getting adequate fuel supplies

Difficult

19

Difficult, if
Difficult, but we
dung or wood not try to collect
collected in
enough in summer
summer
6
4

Not difficult
enough stored
in summer
1

B. Mode of domestic heating
Simple hearth
only
6

Improvised metal
container
3

Iron Stove

Bokhari

17

8

asked in our survey: "Is it difficult to get enough fuel to cook with? How
do you keep yourselves warm in winter?".
The answers to the first question, which were often emphatic, are
shown in Table 12.7 and clearly show that this can be a problem. One
respondent also added that the degree of difficulty depended on the
severity of the winter.
Table 12.7 also gives the responses to the question about winter
heating. All respondents used fires of some kind to keep warm and cook
by in winter (in addition to the use of clothing, and the warming effect
of keeping animals in the ground floor of the house). Apart from simple
hearth-fires, iron stoves (lCags.thab, chakstab)) were reportedly much
used; whereas Bokharies (imported stoves) were used more conservatively, for extreme cold or for visitors, and in one case not used at all for
lack of fuel. The same heat sources were, naturally, often used for both
cooking and heating: and the impression of frequent shortage or nearshortage of fuel was reiterated in response to this second question.
10. Weighed food intake survey
A small-scalehousehold weighed food intake survey was undertaken
in sTongde in late August- early September 1980, after the interview
survey reported in the preceding sections. The food (intake of 7
households in the village was each monitored over a 24-hour period by
attending at each of a household's main meals and weighing the dishes
before and after each meal. At the same time lists were made of those
family members and guests attending the meal, and observational
impressions recorded of the apportionment of food between them.
Questions were also asked to check on the consumption of food at times
other than the main meals.
This sample is small, as a result both of restrictions on our own time
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and of some refusals or reluctance to participate in this part of the study
(whichmight have been reduced, given longer fieldwork). Nonetheless,
it is arguable that this is not as serious a limitation as it would be in some
other societies, as day-to-day variation in food consumption is probably
not very great in Zangskar. Seasonal variation could be more important,
but very much longer fieldwork would have been necessary to estimate
that adequately.
In addition to these weighed food intake surveys, samples of the basic
ingredients in the Zangskari diet were collected near the end of the
expedition, pasteurized in the case of the buttermilk and chang samples,
sealed and brought back to the U.K.,where they were frozen and later
analysed. This was done as quickly as could be arranged, but involved
a number of days' delay before the samples could be frozen.
To link the information from food samples (which relates to the basic
ingredients) with that from weighed food intake data (which relates to
the dishes as prepared) information was collected from individual
villagers and the local interviewers, as to the quantity of each basic
ingredient in each dish as prepared. This method seemed more practically manageable than collectingsamples of actual dishes. This information was sometimes approximate and may have reflected variation
within and between households in the way that a dish was made. This
is a possible source of inaccuracy or variability: and, in particular, there
might also be differential effects of food preparation on nutritional
value. Effects of food preparation on nutritional value are probably
minor, except for certain specific nutrients which would also be vulnerable to the time-delays before (freezing and analysis. If a given dish
varies appreciably in the proportions of its ingredients, then that
difficulty will not be overcome by collecting samples of the dish itself.
Our data, then, consist of weighings of each dish consumed for each of
3 meals in each of 7 households. The dish weights are then convertible
into weights of each of the basic ingredients which were analysed.
Weighings were on a household and not on a personal portion basis, and
numbers of individuals present at a meal varied from household to
household, and even from meal to meal. Over the whole survey, totalled
weighings correspond to 119 person/meals, or approximately 40 person/ days (the 3 meals of the day are approximately the same size). Thus
average daily consumption per head of a given category of food is
approximately 2.5% (3/119) of the total weight from our data.
The individuals in our survey, however, cover a wide range of age/
sex classes, and so this needs to be taken into account. Table 12.8 shows
this variation according to age and sex. The age categories shown here
are chosen to permit examination of the intake results in terms either of
the age categories conventionally used in nutritional work or of the age
categories that appeared to be important in the context of this study.
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Table 12.8 Agelsex distribution of participation in the weighed food survey
Numbers in this table refer to meals in which a person of a given agelsex classparticipated
- not to individuals (which would be approximately 1/3 of these numbers).

0-2 years*

3-5 years

6-15 years

Male
Female

3
6

3
6

7
23

33
31

4
3

50
69

Total

9

9

30

64

7

119

16-64 years 65+ years Total

Excludes small children who were present at a meal but did not eat (often sleeping or
breastfeeding).

Although weighings apply to whole household consumption and
were not extended to individual portions, observations were made on
the amounts individuals consumed. From these it appeared that
children from the age of approximately 6 years upwards consumed
remarkable large portions, comparable with those of adults: and it is
fromapproximately this age that children were involved in considerable
physical work (certainlyduring the study period, when the harvest was
under way). On the other hand, not only younger children but also old
people, generally 'retired' from hard physical work, consumed noticeably less than the average adult portion. (Once or twice during the
survey it was also noticed that people reported to be ill ate less than
might have been expected as also did those who arrived late or left early
from a meal). An approximate indication of these differences in
consumption is given by suggesting that children of ages 0-5 consume
about 0.25 of the usual adult amount, and that people from age 65
upwards consume about 1/2 of the usual adult amount: thus the total
of 119 person/meals would have been the equivalent of 102 person/
meals if all the participants had been aged 6-64. Results would be
different, of course, if those aged 6-15 were not considered full adults for
this purpose. Although in energy terms daily consumption per head
appears to be low, observational impressions at the time of the survey
were that the bulk of food eaten by individuals at all ages was strikingly
large.
A further matter which deserves comment is that of whether the
survey under-estimates total consumption through having missed consumption between meals. This possibility is difficult to exclude, and
indeed it is known to have occurred to some extent. But questions to
check on it were asked regularly, and the only such instances we knew
of throughout the survey were one of 5 cups of butter tea, one of 6-9 cups
of chang, one of a 'small amount' of tsiri and one of 'quite a few' peas (on
a day when harvesting peas - this seems an unusual incident as peas are
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grown for drying, and although children sometimes help themselves to
fresh ones this is discouraged by adults). In relation to the total food
intake in the survey, this represents only a small under-estimation. In
most instances, participants in the survey stated that they had not
consumed anything between the weighed meals, and so far as we (could
ascertain these statements were true. We note that 20% of the carbohydrate in those meals was composed of rice and potatoes, luxury or
seasonal items which respectively figure at a low level and not at all on
the Importance Index (Table 12.1). However, the substitution of other
cereals would not make much difference to the result.
11. Analyses of food items
The total weights of food items consumed at 119 person/meals are
listed in Table 12.9. Specimens of all of these items except fresh mutton
and cooking oil were available for analysis, as was a specimen of Tsarnpa
with peas.
All of the items listed in Table 12.9 (exceptsalt and tea) were analysed
for energy by bomb calorimetry (Miller and Payne, 1959), (nitrogen by
the Kjeldahl method (Bradstreet, 1965), fat by the Soxhlet method
(Christie, 1982) and moisture by drying to constant weight at 105"C,
except sugar, onions and chang (energy and moisture onlv) where
protein and fat would be present in negligible amounts. The iesults of
these analyses are given in Table 12.10. Of particular interest is the much
higher protein content of tsampa with peas than tsampa without peas.
It can be estimated that the tsampa with pea contained four parts of
tsampa to six parts of dried pea. Microscopy of the sample confirmed
this impression. In Table 12.9 the figure of 4.95 kg for Tsampa includes
some which contained peas and since Tsampa represents one of the two
main sources of protein it would clearly be useful to know what
proportion of all tsampa used contained peas. The paba flour (wheat and
barley flour and sometimes peas)has a protein content which suggests
that it contains around 45 per cent peas and 55 per cent cereals.
Microscopywas again compatible with this observation. Thus the listing
in Table 12.9, which is strongly suggestive of a dominance of cereals, can
be rearranged (Table 12.11) to show the importance of peas.
Production figures for cereals and peas would be of interest and, if a
high enough proportion of Tsampa with peas was eaten, peas would be
shown to be a more important source of protein than cereals. It is
important to note that the energy figure for chang is almost certainly an
underestimate. Tea has not been analysed as it would be difficult to be
certain of the availability of protein and energy in the tea-leaves.
Table 12.12 shows the calculated daily intake assuming that the
weighed amounts represent 119 meals; also figures calculated for 102
meals (see above) which may be a more accurate reflection of intakes for
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Table 12.9 Weights of items consumed at 119 penron/meals
Item
Potatoes
Tsampa
Paba flour
Wheat flour
Dried whole pea
Sugar
Rice
Dried cheese
Salt
Tibetan tea
Dried mutton
Fresh mutton
Chang
Dimo and Dzomo butter
Onion
Cooking oil
Water

Wet Weight (kg)
2.346
4.950
3.566
1.617
0.040
0.135
2.400
0.031
0.330
0.145
0.100
0.053
0.750
0.422
0.458
0.045
79.703

Table 12.10 Food analysis
Sample
Potatoes
Tsampa
Tsampa + peas
Paba flour
Wheat flour
Dried peas
Sugar
Rice
Dried Cheese
Dried mutton
Pasteurised chang
Onion
Dimo butter
Dzomo butter
mean ,,

Dry wt*
g/ 1oog
25.90
94.91
94.77
92.56
92.67
89.21
99.78
87.26
90.94
88.47
1.12
10.00
89.67
80.07
84.87

Metabolisable
Energy*
Kcals/ 100g
94
368
364
368
369
356
333
340
452
331
I1

Protein*

1.94
8.89
18.36
15.96
9.18
24.70

Fat*
g/lOog
0.70
4.52
6.13
3.30
5.54
2.28

*i.e. per 100 g wet weight. Experimental errors make Butter dry wt.c fat + protein.
Table 12.11 Cereals and Peas in 119 personlmeals
Composition (%I

Item
Tsampa
Tsampa with pea
Paba flour
Wheat flour
Dried pea
Rice
Total

Cereal
100
40
55
100
0
100

Pea
01
601
45
0
100
0

Weight (kg)
Cereal
1.98-4.95

Pea
0-2.97

1.96
1.62

1.60
0.04

2.40
7.96-12.91

1.64-4.61
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those aged 6-64 years. It can be seen that 11to 15% of energy is derived
from protein (depending on how much tsampa is taken with peas), 16 to
1710of energy from fat and 68 to 73% from carbohydrate. The diet is thus
adequate in terms of protein, but is very low in fat and high in
carbohydrate.
The low fat content raised the question of whether nutrients associated with fat are present in adequate quantities. These nutrients would
be fat soluble vitamins and essential fatty acids.
Table 12.12shows that butter is the main source of fat. The two butter
samples collected were analyzed by gas-liquid chromatography having
first been dry-extracted using hexane and converted to methyl esters.
The method used may not necessarily have preserved all volatile fatty
acids (Christie, 1982). Table 12.13 shows the results of these analyses
which suggest that essential fatty acids are present at three times the
level compared with United Kingdom butter. This is presumably a
reflection of the dietary intake of the yak. Retinol (vitamin A) and
carotenoids were measured in the cheese and butters (AOAC, 1975,
Neeld and Pearson, 1963),the values obtained (Table 14)being similar
to those found in U.K. butters, though the cheese had a low retinol
content (European cheeses range from around 200-350 pg/ 100g). Apart
from a trace of retinol expected in the mutton there would be no other
sources of retinol. It can thus be calculated (assuming 119person/meals)
that the intake of retinol is 91 &day with 57 pg carotenoids (equivalent
to 9.5 pg retinol). Thus the intake of retinol equivalents is about 100 pg,
well below the recommended intake for the U.K. of 750 pg (DHSS, 1979).
However, carotenoids would also be present in the fresh radish leaves
and any other vegetables taken, thus it is not possible to say that the low
retinol intake would necessarily be an indicator that vitamin A deficiency might be expected.
A low fat, low animal produce diet immediately suggests that iron
intakes may not be very high. The iron contents of the foods have not
been analyZed as the figures would not materially alter the obvious facts
that can be derived by calculating the iron intake from food tables
(HMSO, 1978). The intake of iron is about 6 mg/day (assuming 119
person/meals) virtually all of which is derived from cereals. It is known
that iron absorption from plant foods is much less than from animal
foods and in some studies 5% of the iron in plant foods is absorbed. 5%
of 6mg is much less than the lmg required by normal man and is an even
smaller proportion of the additional requirements of menstruating
women, and pregnant and lactating women. Food processing, such as
cooking in iron pots might raise the iron contents of foods, but this iron
might not be readily available for absorption. On balance it can be
predicted that this community is iron-deficient
A low animal produce diet would be expected to be low in salt, but
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Table 12.12 Daily Intake of Energy, Proteir and Fat
Weight in
119 meals

Food item

Kg

Daily intake per head assuming 3 meals
per day
Protein (g)
Fat (g)
Energy (Kcal)

Potatoes
Tsampa
Paba flour
Wheat flour
Dried whole
peas
Sugar
Rice
Dried cheese
Dried mutton
Fresh mutton2
Chang
Dimo and
dzomo butter
Onion
oil3
Total
Total (based on 102 instead
of 119 person/meals):
Footnotes

1324

37 (49')

23 (25')

1545

43 (57')

27 (29')

Figure based on tsampa with peas
Assumes a 50% dry weight
Based on assumed values
tr = trace (< 0.5 g daily)

Table 12.13 Fat composition of butters
Dimo

Dzomo+

UK Butter

8:O caprylic
10:O capric
12:O lauric
14:O myristic
16:O palmitic
16:1 palmitoleic)
17:O margaric )
18:O
18:l oleic
18:l linoleic )
20:O arachidic)
18:3 linolenic)
10:l gadoleic )
+Average values, rounded up: therefore do not add up to exactly 100
*Calculated from McCance and Widdowson's Food Composition Tables.
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Table 12.14 Retinol and Carotenoids in Butter and Cheese
Retinol
Cheese
Dimo butter
Dzomo butter

Carotenoids*
~s/loog
261
409
662

* Total Carotenoids (absorbance at 450 mm)expressed in terms of b-Carotene.equivalent.

the weighed items (Table 12.9)show 330 g added salt - approximately 8
g/personper day. The food items whichmight contain high levels of salt
would be the cheese, meat and butter. These items were analysed for
sodium by atomic absorption spectrophotometry. The Yak (Dimo) and
Dzomo butters contained 10.1 and 11.5mg sodium/100 g respectively,
levels consistent with those of unsalted European butters (around 7 mg/
100 g). The cheese (118 mg sodium/ 100 g) had much less sodium than
European cheese (300 - 1400 mg/ 100 g) but the dried mutton had more
sodium than expected (775 mg/ 100 g). This high figure, about 5 times
higher than expected on a dry weight basis, suggests that the meat was
packed or coated in salt at some stage during preservation. However,
since the intake of meat is low the high salt content of the meat is of no
great consequence compared to the very high level of added salt. Eight
grams daily is higher than 'discretionary' salt intakes for the UK and
USA (BNF, 1981) and a community with such a high intake would be
expected to show some evidence of hypertension even though 'nondiscretionary' salt intake is low. Since it was of importance to know if
the 'salt' really was sodium chloride it too was analysed by atomic
absorption spectrophotometry. The analysis showed that the 'Salt'
contained about 40 % sodium: the expected quantity in sodiumchloride.
Other expected consequences of the low animal produce diet would
be a low calcium intake (calculated from food tables as being arou.nd 70
mg/day, much less than the recommended 500 mg/day for adults in the
iU.K.) and a low vitamin B1*(calculated from tables as being around
0.2pg/day - about one tenth of the recommended amounts (WHO, 1972).
A small intake of a fermented product not detected by the survey may
greatly raise the BIZintake.
A cereals based diet would not be expected to be deficient in thiamin
or nicotinic acid, but the intake of cereal dietary fibre would be high
(perhaps 20-30 g/day) making a total (adding 8-20 legume fibre/day) of
28-50 g/day. This compares with an average U.K. intake of 19 g. The
cereal fibre might interfere to some extent with iron and calcium
absorption. In the absence of detailed information about fresh vegetable
consumption it is not possible to comment usefully on intakes of vitamin
C and folic acid.
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The weighed food intake survey thus shows that intake is probably
adequate with respect to energy, protein, fat, and some water soluble
vitamins. It is probably inadequate with regard to iron, calcium and
vitamin B12,and possibly inadequate with regard to vitamin A, and may
contain an excess quantity of sodium. Any future nutritional survey
might therefore look at iron, calcium and B12status in the population, and
might look for additional dietary sources of B12and measure carotenoid
intake.
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1. A Doctor's Experience (KB)

i Zangskar in 1980
Because of the remoteness of Zangskar and the large size of the party,
it was decided to include a doctor in our 1980 expedition. Apart from
looking after the team, it was felt that a doctor could help in developing
good relations with the villagers by giving some medical care. Furthermore, the expedition provided an unique opportunity to study the
health of the Zangskari people, since no systematic study, as far as we
could discover, had ever been made. On seizing this opportunity I
became particularly interested in the frequency and severity of chest
disease in the area.
In 1980, I was unable to undertake a systematic medical survey in
sTongde since only 32 adults between the ages of 30 and 60 came forward
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to be examined. I also examined a further 32 adults from ten other villages
in the Zangskar valley, the majority of whom came because of specific
complaints. These examinations suggested that chronic bronchitis was
uncommon, the nutrition in general was good, but that dental disease, eye
problems, rheumatic pains and indigestion were prevalent. I therefore
decided to return in 1981to make a more detailed and systematic study of
a whole village to see whether these findings could be confirmed. I was
accompanied by Jonathan Elford, an experienced demographer and epidemiologist, who had helped to assess the 1980 results and had previously
worked in India. Our combined findings and conclusions of the 1981study
are presented in the second part of this chapter.
I now describe some of the health problems of the Zangskari people
as I saw them during a stay of seven weeks in 1980and six weeks in 1981.
On the first visit I spent most of the time in sTongde but also visited other
villages along the Zangskar valley from Zangla to Phugtal Gompa.
Without interpreters we could have achieved nothing and in them we
could not have been more fortunate. Wangchuk Pharkapa, coming from
Leh had recently graduated in sociology; Punchok Dawa, a teacher
living with his wife and five children in Padum, was also the eldest son
of the Gyalpo of Zangskar( he is now the current rGyal.po); and Punchok
Tundup was a clerk in government service at Kargil. They not only
conducted the interviews but helped with the respiratory function tests,
acted as medical dssistants, carried out many camping chores and made
superb chappatis. We became very good friends.
A single-handed Indian government doctor posted to Padum, together with a few medical assistants scattered throughout the valley,
were responsible for delivering 'western' medical care in Zangskar. The
doctor had a small supply of basic drugs to cope withemergencies. Since
the valley extended for many miles, with villages connected by mountain tracks and rope bridges, his task is no easy one. The post is not
popular among Indian doctors since Padum is more than two hundred
kilometres from the nearest hospital at Kargil, reached by a road which
is blocked for seven months of the year. Isolation can be a major problem,
as well as being a protection from the influence of the outside world. A
small hospital is now being built in Padum.
The traditional doctors, known as Amchis, were in fact the main
source of medical care in Zangskar in 1981 and there was often more than
one in eachvillage. Their's is an ancient craft, learned by apprenticeship
- a training which the government is now actively encouraging. They
use a variety of herbs, minerals and organs of animals as medication, a
usage which conforms to traditional Tibetan practice. Amchis are held
in considerable respect and often travel long distances by horse to treat
their patients, for which they receive no payment( see further Kuhn and
Hoffrnann 1985).
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I was always careful to support the authority of the Amchis. In
exchanging information and drugs with them I found tolerance and
respect for western medical practice. I spent some time with Sonam
Tsering, the 72 year old Amchi from sTongde and father of Yangdon in
whose house we stayed. He had visited Lhasa in 1960 where he had
obtained his books of traditional medicine. He had been distressed by
the behaviour of the Chinese soldiers who had forced the Tibetans to
walk round their chortens in an anti-clockwise direction which was
against their Buddhist practice. He discussed with me the Tibetan art of
diagnosis and the special use made of feeling the radial pulse with three
fingers. The index-finger helps with the diagnosis of the heart, intestine
and stomach; the middle finger with the liver and gallbladder: and the
ring finger with the kidneys and uterus. The ulnar pulse is used for
prognosis and, by feeling my own, he was tactful enough to suggest that
I would live to 80!
All Amchis seem to use branding as an important therapy. It was
applied to the affected part using a stone or metal brand heated in a
charcoal fire. I saw many patients who had these circular scars over
painful areas, one having as many as 32. The Gyalpo of Zangskar, who
is also an Amchi, told me that he had been so successful in its use on a
boy with prolapsed rectum that he was kept busy for days by villagers
anxious for his cure. Dry cupping with small bronze cups is also
practiced, a therapy I remember as a student from before the last war in
a case of acute nephritis at the Middlesex Hospital.
Sonam Tsering told me that there were six government paid Arnchis
in Zangskar. They were allotted 600 rupees a year (about £40) with an
extra 200 rupees for drugs, not an exorbitant sum. They were not highly
rated by other Amchis. Paldum, the Goba of Kumik, was also an Amchi.
He did not recognise a disease called cancer and Punchok said there was
no Zangskari word for it. In Leh, however, I met a doctor who thought
cancer of the stomach, the liver and cervix were not uncommon though
he thought cancer of the breast was rare.
Some of the younger Amchis seemed keen to learn the basic principles
of Western medicine and could perhaps in future combine their own art
with that of a medical assistant after suitable training. Amchis already
perform dental extractions with simple forceps made by the local
blacksmiths and, provided with better instruments, they could perform
their work more effectively.
Another type of traditional healer is the Hla. ba. He is able to remove
evil spirits cast on unsuspecting villagers by certain women. Since these
women are only the unconscious agents of evil spirits they are never
blamed or persecuted. The Hla.ba is able to suck evil black material out
of the affected part and can cure both people and animals alike. The
diagnosis may be reached by watching the movement of a grain of wheat
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on a drum. Wangchuk told me that when his father lost his speech after
a stroke, improvement rapidly occurred after a Hla.bals intervention.
(See further Spitz 1981, Day,1989, Schenk,l990)
In Kumik, we hired two rooms in the house of mother Yangdon and
father Rigzin and their 12-year old son, Stanzin. We had two pleasant
first floor roorr,s with mud floors and walls, and windows giving superb
views over the Zangskar valley towards Karsha gompa and th.e peaks
beyond. Yangdon and Rigzin gave us a warm welcome and we often
squatted round their kitchen fire in the evenings sharing Yangdon's
chappatis and Tibetan tea as they discussed their way of life and asked
us questions about our own. One room was used as the surgery and the
other was our living room and kitchen.
On arrival, we explained to the headman that we wanted to find out
the state of health of his people, and he was happy to help since no
medical assistant visited his village. To persuade people to come for
examination was often difficult. July to September are busy months in
Zangskar. By 8 o'clock in the morning many of the women had already
milked their goats, had breakfast and set off to work in the fields,
weeding them and later harvesting their barley and peas by hand. They
arrived home at sunset laden with baskets of weeds or crops. Some of
the teenage girls and women, the Doksa girls, lived in the summer
months on the high pastures tending the animals. The men often left the
village early, some to work on building a canal to improve the village
water supply, leaving only the old people and the children at home
during the day. Enticing villagers away from their work for medical
examination was not easy. Some gentle bribery helped and the promise
of a polaroid photograph after the examination was particularly effective.
We had brought a variety of foreign coins which the women loved to sew
onto their headdresses. Future visitors may be intrigued to find French
francs, Czech hellers or American dimes alongside Indian rupees!
Children were given walnuts and we avoided giving 'Karat or sweets
which unfortunately were too often givenby foreign visitors. Sometimes
we went out into the fields or up to the canal to undertake examinations
on the villagers working there, carrying our apparatus with us.
In 1980 I was able to get a general impression of the health of the
people. Each morning I held a surgery in a room provided in the
veterinary 'hospital' at sTongde; fortunately there were no animals
present at the time. Zangskaris exhibit a marked degree of uninhibited
curiosity which is especially apparent during medical examination.
Punchok Dawa and I were often surrounded by about a dozen fascinated
villagers, which appeared to give no embarrassment to the patient
concerned. Everyone's complaints were accepted as public property. A
wide variety of conditions were seen though few of them were serious
(Table 13.1).
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Medical visitors to Zangskar should be aware of certain of the health
needs (described in detail in the next section). Rheumatic pains are very
common and for this I took a large supply of zinc and belladcnna plaster
which proved very popular. Dental extractions are often needed and it
is well to attain some practice in the use of local anaesthesia. Painless
dental extractions made for excellent public relations. Provision of
various strengths of spectacles enabled me to provide some of the older
Amchis and lamas with help when failing eyesight made difficult the
reading of their traditional medical and Buddhist tracts. A good supply
of antibiotic eye ointment is essential for treatment of conjunctivitis.
Niclosamine for tape worm and piperazine for threadworms were also
necessary. Antacid tablets for indigestion are well received although
advice to reduce consumption of chang or chillis may be more appropriate. Accidental injuries are frequent. Falling from unguarded flat roofs
had previously led to several deaths in young children. Kicks or falls
from horses are the usual road traffic accidents, but the perilous and
precipitous mountain roads have led to truck accidents and recently 17
people were killed and 24 injured in an accident to a truck crossing the
Pensi-la pass on its way to Kargil.
Chang or barley beer is widely consumed by Zangskaris of all ages,
some infants being given it before they were weaned off the breast,
although this may be as late as 3 or 5 years of age. Punchok said that
alcoholic addiction was unknown, although we noticed that people
became very merry as the chang parties progressed. Chang is consumed
mainly in the spring at sowing and at harvest time. We attended many
of these parties when the hostess would keep our wooden cups filled,
with incessant beckonings to drink up.
In recent years three epidemics of measles have occurred causing a
number of deaths, including one of Punchok Dawa's sons. Closer
communication with India is likely to carry a risk of diseases such as
whooping cough and polio which could be disastrous in an unprotected
community. Despite the practice of putting infants in bags of sheep dung
as diapers, we obtained no history suggestive of neonatal tetanus with
death after a week following spasm of the jaws and convulsions. A
doctor and Ladakhi physician at the Sonam Norbu Memorial Hospital
in Leh said that he had not seen a case of tetanus in the last 20 years, which
was surprising when considering its frequency in India. It is unlikely
that tetanus spores would not be viable at these altitudes. He also told
me that trachoma was not a common problem in Ladakh.
Since Zangskar can no longer be isolated from India an effective
immunisation programme should be undertaken. This could be carried
out by the medical assistants or suitably trained Amchis. The absence
of an electrical supply and hence of refrigerators is a problem, but this
should be eased by the more stable vaccines now available.
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The rarity of tobacco smoking in Zangskar was remarkable. Only
about one in 15adult men had become smokers. I was told that tobacco
had been proscribed by Buddhist teaching in the eighth century showing
that it was an indigenous plant and not spread from the West. I was also
told of an ancient Buddhist myth concerning the origin of tobacco. A
prostitute sat on the ground. From her menstrual flow a plant grew
which she prophesied would cause much harm. That plant was tobacco.
Smoking is more frequent amongst Moslems and it is to be feared that
with the opening of the road the habit may spread to the Buddhist
community. Combined with the severe winter cold and the heavy
indoor smoke pollution, this could lead to a level of chronic bronchitis
comparable to that at present found in Nepal.
One evening before we left, we gave a party for our friends at Kumik
and we wanted to use the occasion to inform them of the results of our
study. Rigzin lent me his chuba for the occasion and Wangchuk
translated. About 40 villagers crowded into Yangdon's kitchen. We
thanked them for their hospitality and co-operation and told them how
much we had learned from their stable way of life and enjoyed living
amongst them. I discussed how they might reduce smoke pollution in
their houses. We had left Rigzin and the Teacher plans of the Lorena mud
stove developed by the Intermediate Technology Group for use in
mountainous areas where fuel is often in short supply. Finally, I invited
questions. One man asked how they could cure pains in the knees which
was such a common complaint. Another asked if we could provide them
with a better water supply, the village stream having just dried up as so
often happens in the autumn. Sadly, my answers failed to satisfy them
on either count.
Several patients presented with special problems. On the first night
I arrived in sTongde, I was asked to visit a monk aged 23 who had been
ill for about 4 months. I found a grossly oedematous youth with marked
ascites, apparently in a terminal state, lying on the floor of a dark unlit
house. His pulse was rapid and blood pressure unrecordable. I was
unable to decide whether this was cardiac, renal or any other form of
oedema. Frusemide brought for possible high altitude pulmonary
oedema was given in large doses by mouth but he died a few hours later.
I was fearful of the reaction of the family but heard they were grateful
for my visit and had not misconstrued my intervention. His brother later
brought me 3 eggs, a rare gift.
Three days later we were present at his funeral and, after a service
conducted by his fellow lamas, his body was taken in a basket on his
brother's back to the banks of the nearby Zangskar river where he was
cremated.
One day the I I year old son of our Amchi landlord fell off a donkey
and twisted his left knee. Forty-eight hours later he developed a painful
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swelling over the head of his tibia with a high fever and I suspected
osteomyelitis. We agreed that his father, Narngyal, should apply
traditional local applications of herbs and goats wool and that I should
administer antibiotics. We had difficulty in persuading him to drink
since the traditional practice was to restrict fluids in the presence of a
fever and to pile on him many blankets. Despite treatment with heavy
doses of flucloxacillin, the fever persisted and a fluctuant swelling
developed below his knee. Incision appeared indicated and I'called in
the India government doctor to supervise his treatment since I was about
to leave on a 10-day visit to other villages. Admission to hospital was
clearly needed but this would have meant a two day journey along a very
bumpy road to Kargil. His father rejected our advice that we should
incise the abscess and, when I returned 10 days later, I was delighted to
find Tashi the boy running round still with a fluctuant swelling which
would probably discharge spontaneously in due course. When I saw
him a year later there was no sign of the previous complaint. The Amchi
had won!
A grandfather brought his 10 month old grandson to see me because
he had been eating dirt. His mother had been breast feeding him as usual
but when she tried to give supplementary food it was said to upset him.
His marked pallor pointed to a diagnosis of iron deficiency anaemia. He
rapidly improved on iron tablets and advice to eat greenvegetables, and
when I saw him a year later he was thriving.
Amchi Sonam Tsering called me in for a second opinion to a woman
of 48 with acute abdominal pain for 10days. In fact it was nearer a fourth
opinion, since the astrologer and the Hla.ba had also given their advice.
Buddhist prayers were being recited as we were shown into the family
shrine. I could find no serious abnormality and she seemed to be
recovering. When she later became jaundiced it was clear that she had
been suffering from a mild attack of infective hepatitis.
Amchi, husband and I continued our domiciliary visit with a consultation on the flat roof outside the patient's bedroom. I prescribed rest
and a light diet. Amchi, however, recommended strong sexual intercourse which he often found helpful in such cases, and advised the
somewhat embarrassed husband accordingly! She had certainly improved when I saw her a few days later but on account of whose therapy
I was unable to find out.
Fortunately, we had no major health problems in our party in either
year. Most of us often felt weary and short of breath for the first week
or two on arrival but this soon wore off. Recurrent diarrhoea was
common, often commencing in Shrinagar accompanying some enjoyment of local delicacies and a stay in a houseboat. Relief usually followed
kaolin, lomatil or sulphonamides. Flagyl (metronidazole) appeared to
help in more resistant cases since Giardiasis is said to be frequent in north
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India. An attack of acute tonsilitis and a troublesome back strain
temporarily disabled two people.
Weight loss affected nearly everyone and varied from about 4 pounds
to 2 stones, even in those like HO and KB who always had three helpings
when available! In 1980, an average loss of 14 pounds occurred amongst
the party of nine. This weight loss has been noted by many travellers to
the Himalayas although the altitude of about 12,000 feet is only moderate. To some a prolonged stay becomes annoyingly debilitating.
ii Leh in August 1985
I was invited by Helena Norberg-Hodge and John Page to spend a
month with the Ladakh Ecological Development Group. With the
support of the local government and many Ladakhis an ecological centre
had been built in 1984 on a fine site in Leh. It contains an excellent solarheated library with books and journals on environmental and ecological
issues. The restaurant is visited by many tourists and supplied excellent
local food, sun cooked whenever possible. In this way visitors are able
to discover some of the problems that the invasion of trekkers, traders
and the military have brought to Leh, and see how, with the help of solar,
water and wind power, the Ladakhis need not become dependent on
fossil fuels and imported foods.
The health dangers to visitors should not be ignored. A 25 year-old
German ski instructor presented with severe shortness of breath after
three days in Leh. He was rather blue and a chest x-ray revealed
widespread pulmonary congestion. He was sent down on the next plane
to Shrinagar to recover. He provided a warning to all, even the young
and fit, to take a few days rest on arrival. Altitude sickness can be fatal.
About 15 tourists are admitted to the hospital each year with acute
pulmonary oedema. I was encouraged to hear that the over 60's suffered
less but not by the reason suggested, that brain shrinkage with age
allowed more room for cerebral swelling!
In Zangskar, we had found that blood pressure increased with age,
although only occasional individuals with really high blood pressure
were found. An Indian survey had shown that nearly a quarter of
Ladakhis had blood pressures of or above 160/95 mHg (Dr. Padmavati
- personal communication); and the Chinese had found similar high
levels in Lhasa compared with the rest of China. We considered whether
the high consumption of salt Tibetan tea could be the cause (Ch. 12). All
their salt intake comes from their tea or salted butter consumption and
it could therefore be easier to assess than in the West where threequarters of salt intake comes from processed or tinned foods and
therefore cannot be measured. A pilot study was undertaken in ten
households which suggested a high salt consumption and it is hoped to
extend this with the help of local doctors in future.
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Table 13.1 Patients seen in Zangskar village clinics in 1980
Medical condition

Digestive Symptoms

Musculo-Skeletal

Cough
Toothache
Eyes

Worms
Skins
Tuberculosis
Generalised Oedema
Bone and Joint

Trauma
Heart Disease

No.
cases

Total
Per
category

(including epigastric pain, acid
regurgitation and vomiting,
sometimes with history of
haema temesis)
Shoulders
Chest
Knees
Back
Others
(3 dental extractions undertaken)
Conjunctivitis
Visual difficulties
Corneal scarring
Cataracts
Tape
Thread
Impetigo, bites, eczema, etc.
Pulmonary (clinical evidence only)
Old Pott's disease (?)
? cause
Fractures: Forearm
Finger
Rheumatoid Arthritis
Baker's cyst
Osteomyelitis of tibia
? Old poliomyelitis
Cut fingers, donkey kicks, falls off
horses, etc.
One patient was found to have signs
of early mitral stenosis. No
patients with coronary heart
disease or other arterial disease
were encountered

Others
Total

147

In Zangskar we had found no evidence to suggest that neonatal
tetanus occurred. This was surprising since it is a major cause of infant
mortality in the Vale of Kashmir and other parts of India. Although in
Zangskar it might not have been recognised, in Leh the doctors and
veterinary surgeons would have been able to do so and they confinned
that tetanus was unknown either in man or in animals. Since yak, cow,
horse and sheep dung play an important role in Ladakhi life, this was
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difficult to understand. Cattle dung is collected, dried and stored in
sacks for winter fuel, and infants are placed for diapers in sacks of sheep
dung. I arranged to have specimens of cow and horse dung tested and
these revealed numerous clostridia which are of the tetanus family, so
it is intriguing to discover the reasons for the absence of the disease. It
is hoped to carry out further studies to see whether it is the natural
immunity of Ladakhis to tetanus or whether the organism fails to grow
at this altitude.
In the Indus valley of Ladakh the medical services were more
developed than in Zangskar. An encouraging feature is the increasing
co-operation between the traditional Amchis and the Western trained
doctors. Today, some Amchis are given a small government salary of
200 rupees a month (about £13) and 1,200 rupees yearly to buy their own
drugs. The Save the Children Fund, which is very active in Ladakh, has
helped to give them appropriate training in hygiene and provides a
supply of simple antibiotics such as septrin syrup for childhood chest
infections, and tetracyclin eye ointment for the common eye infections.
Pulmonary tuberculosis remains a major problem and although
modern drugs are available some patients fail to complete the course,
resulting in drug resistant cases. Isolation of many villages in winter
makes follow-up very difficult.
As in many parts of Ladakh, water shortage is often a problem in Leh.
It has been accentuated by the growing population due to migration
from the villages. Many tourist hotels have installed flush toilets. This
is not only wasteful of water and leads to mal-odourous and unhealthy
drainage areas, but prevents the use of night soil on the fields from the
traditional Ladakhi toilet.
Although the hospital was only 6 years old, I was most impressed by
the work of the nurses and doctors in the 100bed hospital in Leh, carried
out under most unfavourable conditions. The absence of running water
is a major problem. Lack of water makes patient/ hygiene and preparation for operations very difficult. In winter, cold is intense with the
temperature often falling to -30°C. Dr. Smanla, the eye surgeon, told me
that during cataract operations his knife froze onto the cornea if not first
dipped in hot water! The obstetrician said that in winter a primus stove
had to be placed under the labour couch during deliveries. Dust and
fumes from the coke fired bokari stoves in the wards resulted in a high
infant mortality, very few premature infants surviving. There is growing experience with solar heating in Ladakh using Trombe walls and it
is hoped that this can be developed, particularly in the operating
theatres, labour and neonatal wards. The toilets are built outside the
wards in the hospital grounds and were breeding grounds for flies in
summer. In winter a visit to the toilet for an ill patient must require great
courage! Dr. Qayum, the Chief Medical Officer, who had recently been
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appointed, was appalled by the conditions of the hospital and was
struggling to have them improved.
In August the Dalai Lama arrived, his first visit for several years. The
people came in great numbers from far and wide to see him; all bedecked
in gorgeous traditional costumes and squatting in a vast arena beside the
Indus to receive his teaching. He was delighted to visit the Ecological
Centre and to see solar heating, which kept houses at + 1 K in winter
when the outside temperature was -3°C and allowed the sun to do their
cooking and heat their water. He hoped these methods could be
introduced in Tibet when and if he was able to return to his homeland.
2. The Kumik Study 1981 (JE, KB).

i Introduction
Human adaptation to high altitude has attracted considerable attention during this century (Porter and Knight, 1971). As a result of KB's
visit to Zangskar in 1980 some valuable initial impressions were formed
concerning the health of people living in sTongde, and several other
villages in the valley. Because of the selective nature of the subjects
examined in 1980and the biases which this may have introduced, a more
systematic survey was conducted in the summer of 1981. The purpose
of this prevalence survey was to investigate the health of a community
that had until then lived in relative isolation. Prolonged exposure to
domestic smoke, especially during the long cold winters suggested that
respiratory disease might be common in Zangskar. It was therefore
decided to pay special attention to respiratory symptoms and to record
lung function.
i i Subjects and methods
The village of Kumik was selected for the 1981 health and demographic survey. At an altitude of over 12,000feet above sea level, Kumik
is approximately 700 feet higher than neighbouring sTongde, three
kilometres away. Kumik was chosen because it is compact, accessible
and, on the basis of a brief visit to the village in 1980, KB anticipated that
the level of cooperation would be high. The non-random selection of a
village inevitablylimits the extent to which our findingsmay be generalised
to the population of Zangskar as a whole. Nonetheless, information
from a variety of sources in Zangskar suggested that Kumik was neither
excessively affluent nor poor in comparison to other villages and so may
be considered to be a village of 'medium' socio-economic standing. The
site is of great antiquity, the name being recorded in the earliest 'Bo.yig
documents (see Ch. 14).
The survey was conducted between July 27th and August 18th 1981.
We had originally hoped that all those resident in the village during that
period would be examined. However, since parents were reluctant to
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bring their very young children for examination, we had to restrict the
study to people aged five and above. Some measure of infant and child
health may be derived from the mortality data collected in the demographic survey of Kumik. Of 147 villagers aged five or more, 109 (74%)
were examined. About one quarter of all subjects examined came
because of a specific symptom requesting treatment, and they were then
asked to undergo a full examination. Their symptoms were usually
rheumatic pains, diarrhoea, indigestion or eye trouble. Presenting
symptoms were equally prevalent among men and women. However,
only 13%of those under the age of 35 years came with specific symptoms,
as compared with 46% of those aged 35 years and above. Although
three-quarters of the subjects had no initial complaints, rnany reported
various symptoms during the examination.
All the subjects were questioned and examined by the same doctor
with the help of one of three trained interpreters (PD, WP, PT). Each
examination took about twenty minutes and all the findings were
recorded on a standard questionnaire. Most subjects were examined in
the village 'surgery'. Some, notably the younger women, were reluctant
or unable to come to the surgery, and were examined at a canal
construction site two miles from the village, or in the fields.
Height was measured to the nearest cm, barefoot when possible, a
correction being made if shoes had not been removed. Weight was
measured to the nearest kilogram. Subjects wore their usual clothes and
a correction was made to the recorded weight to allow for this.
Lung function was assessed using a battery-operated portable
McDermot dry spirometer. The forced expiratory volume in one second
(FEV,, = the amount of air expired in one second) and the forced vital
capacity (FVC = the total amount of air breathed out) were measured in
lities while the subject was seated. Peak flow rates (PFR)were measured
using a mini-Wright Flow Meter, which records the speed of air flow
(litres/minute) when the subject is asked to breathe out as rapidly as
possible. After being shown how to use the spirometer and peak flow
meter, subjects were allowed two practice attempts and then the next
three were recorded. The maximum recorded value was used in the
analysis (Fletcher, et al. 1976). Subjects were asked whether they had a
cough or were short of breath climbing a hill. They were also asked to
cough, to assess whether it was loose or dry. Smoking histories were
taken.
Resting systolic and phase V diastolic blood pressures were recorded
to the nearest 2 cm. on a standard sphygmomanometer with the subject
seated. Three readings were taken on all individuals wherever possible
and the mean value calculated.
Oral health was assessed using WHO criteria (WHO, 1977). The
presence of calculus, gum recession or bleeding was recorded as a
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Table 13.2 Age distribution of population and subjects examined in Kumik, 1981
Age
(years)

Total

Males
Total
No.

No.
examined

Females
Total
No.

No.
examined

71

63

76

46

Total
Total
No.

147

No.
examined

109

measure of peri-dontal disease. Cavities, missing teeth and any other
evidence of dental disease were also recorded. Teeth cleaning habits
were ascertained. Visual loss or impairment was recorded using the E
test according to WHO guidelines (WHO, 1979). The presence of
conjunctivitis or corneal damage was noted. Subjects were asked
whether they had a variety of symptoms including rheumatic pains,
indigestion, worms, diarrhoea and dysentry, and whether they drank
chang (local beer). l l e presence of an enlarged thyroid gland was also
noted.
The questionnaire was coded and the data analysed at the Royal Free
Hospital School of Medicine using SPSS routines on the University of
London computer. The statistical significance of differences between
male and female prevalence rates was tested using chi2with one degree
of freedom.
iii Results
a. Response rate
The age distribution of the village population and of the subjects
examined is shown in Table 13.2. Of 147 residents aged five years or
more, 109 (74%)took part in the health survey, Whereas 63 (89%)of the
males were examined, only 46 (61%)of the females agreed to participate,
probably because there was no woman in the team.
b. Height and Weight
On average men aged fifteen years or above were taller and heavier
than women (Table 13.3).Themean height of men was 162cm.(SE 1cm.)
as compared with a mean of 148 cm. (SE 1crn.)for women. (5' 4" and 4'
10"respectively). The mean height of adults did not vary with age. Men
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Table 13.3 Mean height and weight of subjects examined in Kumik. (Standard
error of mean in brackets)

.4ge
(yr)

Males

5-14
15-24
25-34
35-44
45-54
55+
All > 14 years*

116 (6)
159 (3)
164 (2)
162 (3)
163 (2)
163 (2)
162 (1)

Height (cm)
Females
124 (4)
147 (3)
150 (2)
147 (2)
149 (4)
150 (2)
148 (1)

Males

Weight (kg)
Females

23 (2)
49 (3)
54 (1)
52 (3)
52 (1)
59 (2)
53 (1)

25 (3)
46 (4)
47 (2)
46 (2)
47 (4)
47 (3)
47 (1)

Table 13.4 Mean body mass index* (kg/m2)(Standard error of mean in brackets)

Males

All > 14 years*

20 (1.5)

Females

21 (1.9)

* Calculated from data for individuals

had a mean weight of 53 kg (SE 1kg) as compared with a mean of 47 kg
(SE 1 kg) for women. (8 st 5 oz and 7 st 6 oz respectively). The mean
weight of women did not vary with age. However, a mean of 59 kg (SE
2 kg) for men aged 55 years or more was considerably higher than that
of the younger adult males. (Figs. 13.1,13.3)
Body-mass index BMI (weight in kilograms divided by height in
metres squared) is a standard measure of nutritional status (RCP 1983).
The mean BMI for males was 20 kg/m2)(SE 2 kg/m2)and for females 21
kg/m2(SE 2 kg/m2).All subjects fell within the range 13-27. Mean values
of BMI by age and sex are shown in Table 13.4. The mean BMI of males
and femalesdid not increase with age, except for the 9 men aged 55 years
or more whose mean BMI of 22 (SE 0.7) was a little higher than the
younger men's. (Fig. 13.4)
None of the subjects were "obese" (BMI > 30) and only 1 man and 2
women could be considered "overweight" (BMI > 25). (RCP 1983).
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c. Respiratory symptoms, lung function and smoking habits
Nearly one-third of the subjects said they had a cough (although this
was rarely a presenting symptom) or had had one during the previous
year. About half said their cough was worse, or only occurred in the
winter. The prevalence rose from 13% at age 5-14 years to 56% among
those aged 55 years or more. However, there was no significant sex
difference (Table 13.5). A 'productive, or 'loose' cough, indicated the
presence of sputum and was found in only 4 males (7%) and 2 females
(4%), all but one being over the age of 35 years. A quarter of the subjects
said they were short of breath whenclimbing a hill. This occurred in 13%
under 35, but in 43% above this age.
Mean values of the forced expiratory volume in 1 second (FEV,,,) and
the forced vital capacity (FVC),by age and sex, are shown in Fig. 13.5.
Satisfactory measurements were made for 50 males and 33 females. For
both males and females, mean values of FEV,, and FVC rose from their
minimum level at age 5-14 years to a peak at age 25-34 years and then
declined, more so for men than women. The ratio of FEV,, to FVC
expressed as a percentage is considered a reliable index of air-flow
obstruction and is virtually unaffected by body size. It is usually over
67% in healthy subjects. Mean FEV,,/FVC ratios by age and sex are
shown in Table 13.6. The mean ratio for males was 81% (SE 1.2%) and
for females 83% (SE 1.2%). No-one had a ratio less than 60% and only
two men and one woman, all over the age of 45 years, had an FEV,.,/FVC
ratio less than 67%. Mean vlaues of the peak flow rates (PFR),by age and
sex, are shown in Fig. 13.6 for the 55 men and 40 women from whom
satisfactory measurements were obtained. Mean PFR reaches a maximum for men and women at age 25-34 years and declines thereafter.
Only three men (5%)were current cigarette smokers; two smoked less
than 20 and one smoked 15 a day. Five men (8%)were ex-smokers and
a further six men (10%) had 'experimented' at some time but had never
smoked cigarettes for as long as a year. They had often started smoking
while working in India or while in the army, but had stopped on
returning to Zangskar. None of those under the age of 15or over 54 had
ever smoked cigarettes. In contrast, nearly 40% of men aged 15-54years
had smoked at some time during their lives, if only occasionally. The
men were asked the age at which they began smoking or had 'experimented'. Most of them had smoked their first cigarette between the age
of fourteen and twenty. No-one smoked bidhis or the hookah. None of
the women had ever smoked.

d. Blood pressure
Mean values of systolic and phase V diastolic blood pressure by age
and sex are shown in Fig. 13.2. Satisfactory measurements were made
for 59 males and 43 females.
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In males mean systolic and diastolic blood pressures tended to
increase with age. However, the trend was not consistent over all age
groups. Mean systolic blood pressure increased with age up to 2534
years, declined for men aged 35-44 years and then rose again above this
age. Mean diastolic blood pressure also decreased very slightly for men
aged 35-44 years.
Amongst the females the mean blood pressures of the oldest were
raised above those of the youngest, but at intermediate ages there was
a pronounced 'peak' and 'trough' (Fig. 13.2). The decline in blood
pressures among women aged 35-44 years paralleled that recorded
among males of the same age. However, the higher figure recorded in
the women aged 15-24 years may have been an artefact (see discussion).
Hypertension was only found once, in a 65 year old man with a blood
pressure of 175/ 109.
e. Rheumatic pains

Muscular or rheumatic pains were reported by 25 men (40%) and 23
Table 13.5 Prevalence of coughing

Age
(F)

Males
No.
examined

Females
No. with
cough (%)

62

18 (29%)

Total

No.
No. with
No. with
Total
cough (%) examined cough (%)
No.
examined

46

14 (30%)

108

32 (30%)

(data missing for one male)
Table 13.6Mean FEV,JFVC(%) by age and sex (Standarderror of mean in brackets)

Males
5-14
15-24
25-34
35-44
45-54
55+
All ages

Females

Mean height by age (with standard error of mean )

100 J
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5-14
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1
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Age Group ( yrs )
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Figure 13.1 Mean height by age (with standard emor of mean)
Figure 13.2 Mean systolic and diastolic blood pressures by age (with etandard error of mean)

Mean weight by age (with standard error of mean )
Frequency distribution of body-mass index ( BMI )
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Figure 13.3 Mean weight by age (with standard errors of mean)
Figure 13.4 Frequency distribution of Body Mass Index (BMI).

Mean peak flow rates (PFR ) by age
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Mean forced expiratory volume in 1 second (FEV 1.0 ) and forced
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Table 13.7 Prevalence of rheumatic pains

(yr)

No.
Males
No. with
rheumatic examined
No.
examined pains (%) pains (5%)

Total

62

Age

25 (40%)

46

Females
No. with
rheumatic

23 (50%)

No.
examined
pains (%)

108

Total
No. with
rheumatic

48 (44%)

(data missing for one male)

women (50%) (Table 13.7), but only 7 people had presented with this
symptom. The sex differencewas not significant. It was most frequently
reported in the back, then the chest, knees and shoulders, often in more
than one site. The prevalence rose from 12% in those aged 5-14 to 75%
among those aged 55 years or more.

f. Indigestion, worms and diarrhoea
Indigestion, epigastric pains and acid regurgitation were complaints
in 10men (16%)and 8 women (17%),although only 4 men had presented
with these symptoms. The prevalence was higher in those aged 35-54.
17men but only one woman said they had worms, although no-one had
presented with them. As with indigestion, the prevalence of worms
among men aged 35-54 years was noticeably higher than in other age
groups. By their description 12 were tapeworms and 6 were threadworms, although this was only confirmed by inspection in a few cases.
One specimen was later shown to be Taenia saginata. 9 males (15%)and
9 females (20%)complained of diarrhoea, but only 4 men and 2 women
had actually presented with this symptom. Three said their stools had
contained blood. Diarrhoea was more frequent under the age of 35.

g. Eyes
Eye problems, especially conjunctivitis, were a common complaint
being reported by nearly one-third of the subjects (19 women (41%)and
16 men (26%); this sex difference was not statistically significant. Half
those aged 35 years and above had eye problems compared with about
one quarterbelow this age. Twenty-fourwere found to have conjunctivitis
upon examination and a further seven said they only had sore eyes
during the winter. 93 people were tested for visual loss or impairment
and, on the basis of the E test, 90 people (97% of those examined) had
satisfactoryvision (visualacuity of 6/ 18or above). One person had poor
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vision (visual acuity of 3/60 or above) and two were blind; these three
subjects were all over the age of 55 years.

h. Goitre
Thyroid glands were graded as not palpable (grade I), palpable
(grade 2) or enlarged (grade 3). In only 5(8%)of 62 men examined was
the thyroid even palpable and in none enlarged. In 10 (23%) of the 44
women examined the thyroid was palpable but in only 2 (5%) was it
enlarged. This sex difference in prevalence rates was statistically
s i g h c a n t (p < 0.001). No very large goitres were seen.
i. Oral hygiene and dental disease
Two-thirds of the 109 people examined said they never cleaned their
teeth. Of those who did only 5 did so every day, together with 10 who
cleaned their teeth at least once a week and 22 who did so 'sometimes'.
More men than women cleaned their teeth although this was mainly due
to the male excess of 'sometimes' cleaners. Nearly all those who cleaned
their teeth at least once a week, and half those who did so 'sometimes'
were between the ages of 15and 34. Only one boy, and none of the girls,
under 15 cleaned their teeth. Almost three-quarters of those who
cleaned their teeth said they used a toothbrush.
On dental examination using a probe, calculus was found in 77% of
subjects, gum recession in 75% and bleeding in 61%. There was a marked
age-gradient, but no sex difference. Whereas the prevalence of both
calculus and gum recession was about 65% among people under the age
of 35 years, the prevalence at age 35 years and above was 100%. For
bleeding, the corresponding rates were 48% and 88%. There was a
suggestion that these symptoms were less prevalent among those who
cleaned their teeth at least once a week.
A person with a cavity in any tooth was considered to have active
caries. On this basis 20 men (32%)and 18 women (40%)were found to
have active caries. 15people (22%)under the age of 35 years had active
caries, compared to 23 (58%)aged 35 years or more. None of the females
who cleaned their teeth, even those who did so 'sometimes', had active
caries.
iv. Discussion and summary
89% of the Kumik males but only 61% of the females were examined.
The lower response rate among the women could be a source of bias if
the health of those women who agreed to be examined was appreciably
different from that of those who refused. From observation during our
stay in the village, however, we doubt that this was the case.
The men in Kumik were somewhat taller and heavier than the women
but there was no evidence of obesity and only 3 people could be
considered overweight: nor was there any evidence of malnutrition and
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the food intake during the summer appeared to be adequate (seeCh. 12).
A mean body-mass index of 20 for men and 21 for women is considered
normal for a healthy Asian population although low for Europeans (RCP
1983). In most western countries mean body-mass index increases with
age due to the raised prevalence of obesity among older people (CPR
1983). No such trend was evident in Kumik. Differences in the mean
height of adults at different ages usually indicates that changes in diet
and nutrition have occurred (OPCS 1981). The absence of any such
differences in Kumik suggests that there has been little if any change in
the traditional diet over the last fifty years. Although selective mortality
among subjects of differing height and weight is a possible source of bias,
it seems unlikely that this could have been important here.
Zangskar, at 12,000 feet above sea level, experiences hot, dry, dusty
summers and long, harsh winters when the temperature may fall to
minus 30°C. During the winter Zangskaris spend a great deal of time in
the small windowless 'winter kitchens' on the ground floor of their
houses. These are heated by brushwood and yak-dung stoves which
generate much smoke, the chimney usually being a simple hole in the
roof. The blackened walls and soot-covered cobwebs in the 'winter
kitchens' we visited indicated heavy domestic smoke pollution. Consequently we had expected to find a high prevalence of chronic bronchitis
in Zangskar in view of the exposure to smoke in winter, and the high
frequency of the disease already reported in India (Joshiet al., 1975)and
Nepal (Pandey, 1979).In fact we found no evidence of chronic bronchitis
(obstructive air-ways disease) either on the basis of the respiratory
function tests or the clinical examination.
A loose or productive cough has been shown to correlate well with the
presence of respiratory disease and to be a more accurate indicator of
sputum production than asking people whether they coughed up
phlegm (Anderson, 1979). Although nearly one-third of the subjects in
Kumik complained of having a cough, especially during the winter, very
few had a "loose" cough on examination. Women did not complain of
coughs more than men, although they may work longer in smoky
kitchens.
The ratio of FEV,., to FVC expressed as a percentage is an index of airflow obstruction which is virtually unaffected by body size (Fletcher,et
al. 1967). Among healthy adults the ratio falls in the range 51%-97% for
men and 53%-9390for women, decreasing with age (Cotes, 1979). An
FEV,,/FVC ratio less 67% suggests the presence of obstructive air-ways
disease and many chronic bronchitics have a ratio less than 60% (Fletcher
et al., 1976). Mean values of 81% for men and 83% for women in Kurnik
were those of a healthy population with an expected reduction in the
mean FEV, ,FVC ratios with age. No-one had a ratio less than 60% and
only 2 men (4%) and 1 woman (3%) had ratios less than 67%. The
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ventilatory capacity of the subjectsas measured by the forced expiratory
volume in 1 second (FEV,,) and the forced vital capacity (FVC) was
comparable to that of healthy Bhutanese and Nepali subjects living at
similar height, and higher than Indians living on the plains (Cotes, et al.,
1975). Peak flow rates also fell within the normal range for healthy
subjects.
The absence of chronic bronchitis in Kurnik was at first surprising in
the light of studies among other rural mountain communities. In Nepal,
when 14,027 villagers living at 5,000 feet above sea level were interviewed, 22% complained of sigruhcant 'cardio-respiratory symptoms'
(Pandey, 1979). 204 were referred for investigation in hospital and 171
(12%) were diagnosed as having chronic bronchitis; 15 of these had cor
pulmonale. Chronic bronchitis was equally prevalent among men and
women. 79% of the men and 68% of the women were smokers, mainly
of cheap brands of cigarettes. 10% had started smoking before the age
of 11 years and 80% by the age of 20 years. Pandey concluded that the
combination of domestic smoke pollution and cigarettesmokingwas the
major factor contributing to the high prevalence of chronic bronchitis. A
high prevalence of chronic lung disease among Papua New Guinean
highlanders was attributed to recurrent acute respiratory infections
combined with exposure to domestic wood smoke (Anderson, 1979).
More than 90% of men and women in Papua New Guinea smoked a
locally grown tobacco known as 'brus'. It therefore seems likely that the
absence of chronic bronchitis in Kumik and among 150 patients seen in
Zangskar in 1980, was largely due to the very low prevalence of cigarette
smoking, despite the other environmental hazards. In industrialised
countries there is an additive effect between cigarette smoking and
atmospheric pollution, non-smokers being relatively unaffected (Lambert and Reid, 1970). The prevalence of cigarette smoking in Kumik was
lower than in any other known community; only 3 men and none of the
women were current smokers. Although 14 of the 35 men aged 15-54
years had smoked, usually when they were teenagers working in other
parts of India, most of them had subsequently stopped. None of the
women had ever smoked. Although Buddhist teaching prohibits smoking, the increased availability of cigarettes in Zangskar with the opening
of the road from Kargil may result in more people adopting the habit.
Respiratory disease could then become as prevalent in Zangskar as in
Nepal or the highlands of Papua New Guinea.
In most populations both mean blood pressure and the prevalence of
hypertension increase with age, although no correlation was shown
between age and blood pressure in a rural community living at high
altitude in the Andes where the prevalence of hypertension was also low
(Murrillo, F. et al. 1980). On the other hand the mean blood pressure of
people living in a Himalayan village at 3,050m above sea level in
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Himachel Pradesh increased with age but the prevalence of hypertension was low (Dasgupta, D.J. et al., 1982).
Among the men in Kumik there was a tendency for mean blood
pressure to rise with age, although the trend was not consistent over all
age groups and the slight drop in mean systolic BP among men aged 3544 years was unexpected.
The elevated mean blood pressures among females aged 15-24 years
was striking, and required explanation. Resting blood pressures were
usually measured during examination in the village surgery. However,
9 of the 12women aged 15-24years were seen on the same day at the canal
construction site about 2 miles from the village. They were examined
during a short break from their work, which involved lifting heavy
stones. Consequently, the conditions under which their blood pressures
were recorded differed markedly from those under which most subjects
were examined. For this reason it seemed sensible to pay less regard to
the mean blood pressures for women in this age group. There was then
a tendency for mean systolicblood pressure to rise until age 25-34 years,
to decline at age 35-44 years and then rise again at older ages. This
pattern paralleled that of the males. The drop in mean blood pressure
among men and women aged 35-44 years was surprising. Although
sampling error cannot be ruled out, a similar decline has been recorded
elsewherein the Himalayas among men and women of that age (Dasgupta,
D.J. et a1.1982). Although mean blood pressure appeared to rise with
age, hypertension was found in only one man, aged 63 years. A low
prevalence of hypertension has also been recorded in other mountain
populations and elsewhere in India (Dasgupta, D.J. et al. 1982). It was
of interest that the salt intake recorded in Zangskar was high (Ch. 12).
Pains in the back, shoulders, knees and chest were frequent complaints particularly among the older adults, but objective evidence of
osteoarthritis with crepitus was rare. Chest pains appeared to be
muscular and did not suggest heart or lung disease. It seemed likely that
these pains were largely related to their very heavy work both in the
fields and in carrying out household tasks. The women in particular
spent many hours bending over, weeding and harvesting their fields by
hand, and were mainly responsible for fetching the water in large pots
or jerry cans from the stream. No cases of rheumatoid arthritis were seen
in Kumik, although two old women with crippling rheumatoid deformities were met in neighbouring villages.
Nearly one-fifth of all subjects in Kumik complained of indigestion
including 40%of those aged 35-54. The symptoms did not suggest peptic
ulceration. Some people associated their symptoms with drinking large
amounts of chang (locally brewed beer). Although almost everyone in
the village said they drank chang, it was impossible to estimate the
quantity they consumed. Traditionally the cup of chang had to be kept
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full and was continually topped by by the host(ess), thus making it
impossible to estimate the quantity consumed. Others associated their
indigestion with eating spices such as green chillis. The con&mption of
large amounts of insufficientlycooked tsampa (owing to the low barometric pressure) might also have been a factor. Tapeworms or thread
worms were found in a quarter of the men but were rarely a source of
complaint. In contrast only one woman said she had wonns, possibly
due to a reluctance among the women to make such a complaint.
Undercooked yak meat seemed to be the likely source of the tapeworms.
Niclosamine (Yomesan)was used for treatment.
18 people (17%)complained of diarrhoea and especially those under
the age of 35 years. The sole water supply for the village was a glacial
stream, which appeared to be uncontaminated, and each house had its
own latrine. But culinary hygiene was not always in evidence and the
hands that put dried dung on the fire also made the chappatis.
The high prevalence of conjunctivitis in Kumik was probably a result
of the dry, dusty summers combined with exposure to domestic smoke
during the long, cold winters. Without examination by an experienced
opthalmologist, the presence of trachoma could not be completely
excluded in Kumik. However, discussion with a doctor in Ladakh who
had visited Zangskar on several occasions, indicated that this was
probably not a major hazard.
Goitre is prevalent in many Himalayan areas and has been widely
reported (Kelly, F.C. and Snedden, W.W., 1960). Zangskar however
appears to be an exception. Only one person with an obviously large
goitre was seen in either year and in Kurnik only three women had mildly
enlarged thyroid glands. The association of endemic goitre with both
polluted water, and with soil and water rich in lime has long been
recognized. Iodine deficiency may also be an aetiological factor, although McCarrison found no evidence that it was essential for goitre
development in North India (McCarrison, 1927). Kumik's water supply
was a seemingly uncontaminated glacial stream, with a low lime
content.
Most people in Kumik never cleaned their teeth, or did so infrequently, and only five people cleaned their teeth every day. Nonetheless
27 people said they used a toothbrush, presumably their own, if only
'sometimes'. This unexpected finding may be a result of the toothbrush
having more value as a symbol of modernisation than as an instrument
for dental hygiene. Errors in translation during the interview might also
be an explanation.
The prevalence of peri-dontal disease was high and increased with
age, but the prevalence of active caries was low particularly at younger
ages.
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3. Conclusion
In general the people of Kumik appeared to enjoy quite good health.
Those who survived infancy and early childhood could look forward to
an adult life almost completely free of malnutrition or obesity, severe
respiratory disease and hypertension. Although the usual tropical
illnesses were not found on account of the altitude, many people
complained of rheumatic pains, coughs and conjunctivitis, and g u m
disease was also common.
The rarity of tobacco smoking in Kumik, and seemingly throughout
Zangskar, was remarkable. Only about 1 in 15 men and none of the
women in Kumik currently smoke although some men had smoked
occasionally in the past. Apparently Buddhist teaching proscribes
tobacco which, together with the limited supply of cigarettesin Zangskar
until now, may explain the unusually low prevalence of this habit among
the men and its total absence among the women. However, we believe
that smoking is already quite common among the Moslem community
resident in Padum. Furthermore, it seems likely that the opening of the
road to Zangskar will increase the availability of cigarettes in the valley
as a result of which the habit may spread to the Buddhist population,
both male and female. Combined with the severe winters and heavy
indoor smoke pollution, this could lead to a level of chronic bronchitis
comparable to that presently found in Nepal or the highlands of Papua
New Guinea. In view of the likely health risks associated with cigarette
smoking, health authorities and religious leaders should do everything
possible to limit this development.
It seemslikely that the many complaints of coughing and conjunctivitis
were associated with exposure to domestic smoke. Domestic smoke
pollution might be reduced by the introduction of a simple smoke-free
stove such as the Lorena stove developed by the Intermediate Technology Development Group (ITDG) in the highlands of Guatemala. Such
a stove built from mud at low cost, ensures a more efficient use of fuel
and a marked reduction of smoke.
At a party held in the village just prior to our departure, we asked the
guests what they considered to be their greatest health problem. Without hesitation came the reply 'rheumatism'. Our survey bears this out,
since nearly half the subjects complained of rheumatic or muscular
pains, almost certainly a consequence of the physically demanding lives
they lead. We were asked what they could do to alleviate these pains,
but could offer no immediate solution.
Given their geographic and economic resources, the people in Kumik
have developed a way of life that appears to promote the best possible
health under the circumstances. The opening of the road from Kargil
into the valley may well alter the lives of many people in Zangskar. The
question that remains unanswered at present is what effect such changes
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in life style may have upon their health. Another survey in ten years time
may provide the answer.
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1. The Bo-yig documents

"To the Guardian deity, Dakinis and the Protectors, I bow. They
bestow the common and the extraordinary blessings."
"In this Zangskar valley which is full of wealth and happiness, first of
all came the Gesar of gLing, the prime mover in this land. Then came
Padmasambhava who gained control over the non-human spirits and
put down the bad features of the area. The valley is shaped like a female
demon lying on its back; so he built Kanika on its head. His statue was
made on its heart at Pipiting and on the feet of the demon was built a
shrine (gNya.nam.gu.ru) in a garden of the future Buddha Maitreya,
(Byams.gLing). Padmasambhava prophesied that Zangskar would be
like the happy cemetery of Sukhavati (i.e. a place for beneficial meditation) in India. To the east is Tsere, to the south is Mahakali (dPaI.Iha.mo),
to the west is Dur.Iha.khrug.pa and in the north is the jewel of Cintamani
(Yid.bZhin.gyi.nor.bu). The owner of the valley is the Goddess with One
Eye ([o.mo.sPyan.gCig.ma).The trees of the cemetery are the bushes at
Sani and the birds there are the vulturesthereof. Sosaid Padmasambhava.
It was a place where the Dakinis assembled, he said. And so far as human
settlement is concerned, Rang.thags.sha and Ri.nam in the north and
Pip.ca and Kumik in the south were established at the very beginning.
After that appeared others. As it developed it became a part of
Kashmir."
These are the opening words of the unique document which is about
all there is on record concerning the earliest history of Zangskar. To see
it and read it through with Tashi Rabgyas on the high terrace of Phugtal
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Gompa in the inner recesses of this land was an inspiring moment. The
tattered document is clearly legible and, as Dieter Schuh discovered
(1983),exists in three versions. The shorter extract came into the hands
of the scholar A.H. Francke in the form of a copy which the Rev. H.
Hettasch had collected at sTe.sta in the upper Lung-nak valley. Further
unresearched documents of a similar kind are said to remain in the
possession of the Jo of sTes.sta who is a prime sponsor of Phugtal Gompa.
The word Bo.yig ('Bo.yig) means a "document of measures" from the
word 'Bo meaning a measuring vessel; it lists the estates sponsoring the
monastery of Fhugtal. Around the story of the grants made to this
venerable site is woven the history of the country beginning with a
characteristic Tibetan legend. The meanings of the old place names are
interesting: Kanika refers to Kanishka the Kushan emperor, Pipiting
means nipple of an offering vessel, a reference to its pointed hillock,
gNya.nam.gu.ru is the name of a statue, Rang.thags.sha is water mill
house, Pip.ca is the name of a bird, Kumik (gu.mi) means man of Guge.
Byams.gLing is a translation from the Sanskrit meaning Garden of
Maitreya. The Goddesses are protectors andJo.mo is from the Sanskrit,
Ekajati. meaning one eyed goddess. Ri.nam remains unclear.
The reference to Gesar is sometimes thought to refer to non-Tibetan
peoples who had a great emperor (Caesar) and it suggests that the first
inhabitants were not Tibetans. Padmasambhava, the great Buddhist
teacher with occult powers, who probably did more than anyone to
convert Tibetans to the Indian religion, is also a lege~darysecond
Buddha who battled with thc old demons or gods of the original religion
and made many of them into protectors of the new faith. Here, as in other
Tibetan creation legends, the land is likened to a demoness lving on her
back, hallowed with holy shrines at the head, heart and feet and
protected by powerful goddesses. Being a sacred land, the female forces
of spiritual inspiration, the Dakinis, gathered here. The tradition of
Zangskar as a place of religion is thus affirmed at the very beginning of
this ancient document.
The present chapter is based on the known 'Bo.yig and those authors
who have commented upon it, as well as the key works of the historians
Petech (19771, Gergan (1976),Nawang Tsering (1979) and Schuh (1983).
It is intended as a tentative survey that sets our studies in a his~orical
perspective (Table 14.1).
2. Zangskar and the westward spread of Tibetan peoples

The problem as to who were the original inhabitants of Zangskar and
Ladakh remains an open one. Bronze-age hunters penetrated the valley
and left their mark on stones near what were probably hunting camps
found at several sites in the valley and up the Lung-nak gorge. These
may, however, have been no more than summer visitors and very little
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is known of them or their remains. The study of these petroglyphs
suggests that their creators were steppe peoples of central Asia who
lived between Kazakstan and China from the Bronze Age until the fourth
century before Christ (Francfort, Klodzinski and Masche, 1990).Luciano
Petech (1977) assumes that Dardic peoples lived in the area prior to its
Tibetanisation around the 7th century C.E.and that these people were
converted to early Buddhism under the influence of the culture of the
Kashrnir valley. Dainelli (1933),however, on a basis of anthropometric
measurement, argues that the Dards filtered into Ladakh from the west
fusing with or replacing an earlier Indo-European stratum of inhabitation often known as the 'Mon'. He suggests that the later invasion by
Tibetan peoples from the east produced the higher frequency of mongo1
characteristics in the east than in the west of this country. To him, the
inhabitants of Purig near Kargil retained the features nearest to those of
the earlier stratum. In neither case is it supposed that the eastward
(Dardic) and later westward (Tibetan) movements replaced totally the
original stock. Neither invasion seems likely to have had that magnitude: but then we have no idea how large the original population of this
region may have been.
Rohit Vohra (1982,1983,1988) has 'rediscovered' a fascinating population of Buddhist Dards in a remote gorge of eastern Ladakh. His
opinion on the above problem supports Dainelli's conclusions. Many
features of these Dards' lives are pre-Buddhist for they only adopted
Buddhism in the last century and that incompletely. The eastward
movement of Dards has continued as a trickle until recent times and it
does seem that Dards were the predominant people in Ladakh just prior
to Tibetanisation with the 'Mon' present as lower caste peoples to
varying degrees assimilated to the Dardic culture. Although the Dards
do not emphasise caste differentiation, they do have strong taboos
against allowing strangers into their houses or villages.
These views open up many problems. The language of the Dards is
distinctive but few traces of linguistic mixing are found in modem
Ladakhi. How was the cultural predominance of the Tibetan world
system so rigorously achieved? Were there periods of warfare or
insurrection which eliminated Dardic populations in central Ladakh
including Zangskar, or were deliberate practices of disculturation and
linguistic adoption forced on the remnants of the original inhabitants?
The Dards retain many aspects of a nature worship which resemble
the pre-Buddhist Bon beliefs of the Tibetans (Vohra loc. cit.) and many
of the names of deities have a Tibetan style. Did Bon also penetrate
Dardic culture at an early phase or are these merely Tibetanised names
of older Dardic deities? To what extent did the early spread of Buddhism
also introduce Hindu deities? Probably only a careful linguistic analysis
of deities and rituals will throw light on this problem. The more common
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view (Snellgrove and Skorupski 1977) is that Bon played little role in
Ladakhi culture. Nonetheless, folk ideas in Zangskar do include
elements clearly based on an older stratum of belief and superstition (Ch.
17) underlying the Buddhist consciousness of the people.
It seems reasonable to assume that while small populations of IndoEuropeans may have inhabited the oases and valleys of Ladakh in early
days - and agricultural areas may have been almost as extensive as at
present, the Dardic culture assumed pre-eminence in the final centuries
of the last millennium. What is certain is that early Buddhism strongly
influenced this population from a date perhaps as early as the second
century BC.
A number of early texts (see N. Tsering 1979, p. 7) affirm that the
emperor Asoka himself had sent missionaries to Kashmir (Gandhara,
300 BC approximately) and established Buddhism there. The town of
Shrinagar itself is supposed to have been established by Asoka, who is
said to have caused many stupas to have been built. There is little doubt
that the spread of Buddhism to north west India and beyond was largely
due to Asokan policy.
In the book of the Kings of Kashmir - the Rajatarangini by Kalhana
Pandit (Stein, 1900), the first religious endowments to Buddhists were
attributed to King Khamendra, whose son Surendra erected the first
viharas in the second century BC if not earlier. Kashmir is said to have
had relations with Megadha and other Buddhist states of Gangetic India
from an early date. One of Surendra's vihara was at Sauraka, said to be
near the country of the Dards and believed to be in the Suru valley
beyond the Zoji-la and hence on the doorstep of Zangskar. It was called
Narendra bhavana. The Buddhism of this time would have resembled that
of the contemporary Theravada because it antedates the development of
the Mahayana sects (Ganhar and Ganhar, 1956).
The earliest monuments in Zangskar itself date from the Kushan
period (100 BC -500 CE). Kanishka, the great Kushan emperor, ruled
northern India and central Asia during the first century CE. Kushana
patronage of Buddhism made Gandhara, as this area of Northern India
was called, into a second Megadha. Francke, the great Moravian
missionary and scholar (1906,1914,1926),found a Kharoshti inscription
near Kha.la.tsein Ladakh and rock carvings in relief at Dras'Mul. bhekand
at Chang.spa near Leh as well as other sites. These testify to extensive
Buddhist penetration into Ladakh in the 7th-10th centuries. At Kartse
(= Karchetar) and Sabku in Suru are huge monumental carvings of
Maitreya and Avalokiteshvara over 25 feet high. A great bronze statue
had been erected by King Lalitaditya of Kashmir in his capital but the less
affluentBuddhists of Ladakh apparently developed sculpture in stone
which has proven more resistant to time's ravages (Fontein 1979). Such
monumental sculpture in Kashmiri style is found only in western
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Ladakh. Groups or single figures of Buddhas and Bodhisattvas of the
early Mahayana carved on stone in surface relief, are also found within
the Zangskar valley at Sani, Padum, sTongde, Karsha and Mune testifying to the immense antiquity of these places of Buddhist worship. At
Sani too is the famous Kanika Chorten which may well belong to the
earlier Kushana period (Snellgrove and Skorupski, Volume I). The
costume of Zangskaris also greatly resembles the robes of the Kushans
as portrayed in rock reliefs elsewhere. To the north of Zangskar at
Sumda, Malyon (1985)has recently located a Maitreya statue in wood,
a remarkable survival probably of this period (Malyon and Denwood,
1986) carbon dated by Vohra as Eighth Century (Pers. Comm.)
Although the only evidence rests with a few inscriptions and a
number of impressive rock carvings, we can safely assume that Buddhism was well established throughout Ladakh well before the Tibetan
influx began. And, as we shall see, the influence of Kashmiri Buddhism
was to continue well beyond the time of their arrival. Additional
evidence comes from the records of the great Chinese traveller Fa Hien
who, in spite of some argument about the interpretation of his text, is
generally believed to have visited Ladakh around 400 CE and recorded
two recognisable relics of the Buddha there (Drew 1875)and a thousand
monks in one of the monasteries possibly in Dras (Ganhar and Ganhar
1956).
Table 14.1 Key events in the history of Zanskar: a summary
100BC-500CE
600-800 CE

842
900-1000
1042
1000-1100

Kushan period.
Monumental stones in Zangskar.
Tibetanisation of Western Himalaya.
Start of Tibetan Buddhism. Kashrnir Buddhist Art at its
height.
Murder of gLang.dar.ma.
Emergence of Western Tibet.
Kingdom of Guge.
Atisa arrives in Tholing following death of Ye.shes.'od.
Foundation of Royal Houses of Zangla and Padum.
Ladakh extends influence.
Naropa possibly at Dzongkhul.
Foundation of Karsha, Sumda and Sani Gompas. Zangskar
Translator active in Guge (1076).
Khampas in Zangskar. Sha.kya.thub.
Milaraspa (1040-1123). 'Brug.pa sect emerges (1129+).
Padma.rDo.rJe 1129.
Plzag.mo.gru
1110-1170.
gTzang.pa.gya.ras 1160-1211.
rCod.tsang.pa
1189-1258.
Foundation of Phugtal. Byang.sems.
Four small kingdoms in Zangskar.
Radug. Tshang Gyalpo.
Mirza Haidar invades Ladakh/Zangskar. 1532+.
Ladakh regains independence.
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Development of Gelug school.
Dzo.gi.rCyal.po at Padum.
'Bo.go.so.to,King of Padum (= gZan.phan. bZang.po),
gets Padma Karpo to write down Mahamudra teachings.
Disputes within 'Brug.pa school.
Panchen Lama and influential Zangskari monks in Tholing.
Seng.ge.rNam.rCya1 King of Ladakh which reaches maximum size.
Mongols at Phugtal.
Dzongkhul Gompa home of eminent yogins.
Moorcroft in Leh.
Csoma de Koros in Zangskar.
Unrest in Himalaya.
Zarowar Singh conquers Ladakh.
Thompson travels in Zangskar.
British influence in Ladakh

3. Buddhism and Tibetanisation in Ladakh
In the 7th century CE the Tibetans overran the Western Himalaya
going as far as Gilgit and the Zoji-la. The Tibetan empire was at its height
and in competition with the Chinese for the control of central Asia. The
occupation of Ladakh was an essential part of a deliberate policy of a
centralised empire ruled by effective kings. The Tibetans called the
western areas of their domain Zhang-Zhung and in penetrating further
west into Ladakh, they are believed to have adopted a very forward
policy of Tibetanisation, forbidding the indigenous language, and destroying Dardic influence. Although at first presumably a demographic
minority, their culture was soon paramount in the region.
The westward movement had begun about 645 CE with the conquest
of Zhang Zhung already occupied by a Tibetan people. Previous to this
event, the rulers of Tibet and Zhang-Zhung had made an alliance with
a double dynastic marriage. The Tibetan princess, according to the Old
Tibetan Chronicle, had married the prince of Zhang-Zhung but the
marriage was not consummated. Thinking his sister to have been
difficult the Tibetan king ordered her to do her duty. She sent him in
reply a set of songs and a piece of a woman's garment closed with seals.
The songs called for war to avenge the insult and in due course the
Tibetans overran the Zhang-Zhung area (Uray 1972). Rock inscriptions
from this period in the form of graffiti at Alchi have recently been studied
by Denwood (1980).
During the early part of this period the Buddhist culture of Kashmir
was at its height under the splendid patronage of its greatest ruler
Lalitaditya-Muktipada (725-756 CE). The Tibetan invaders were by
contrast only beginning to receive Buddhist teachings following the first
wave of the spread of Buddhism in Central Tibet. At first, therefore, the
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Tibetan invaders may have limited or even reduced the quality of the
indigenous Buddhism of Ladakh.
The Tibetan empire was ruled by kings whose effectiveness seems to
have depended upon the support of noble families and factions controlled by them. The most powerful rulers kept these families in subordination but weaker men were open to extreme pressure and their lives
were often at stake. Several kings were murdered and the power of
regents could be great. The greatest of these kings appears to have
wielded absolute power which extended over a vast area. Srong.bTsan.
sGam.po (7th century) was the first to introduce legal codes and he
established many technological innovations. His marriages to a Chinese
and to a Nepalese princess led him to establish Buddhismin the country.
Politically shrewd, he began the process of relating his culture to that of
India at a time when the cultural and intellectual impact of Buddhism
was increasingly important in Central Asia. This meant the gradual
introduction of both literacy and, for some, higher education and
philosophical learning. In this he was aided by an exceptionally able
minister. However, the bulk of the Tibetan aristocracy remained loyal to
the older animistic religion of Tibet, Bon (see Karmay 19751, and the
introduction of the new cultural forms reduced the nobles' power and
influence at court. During the minority of a king, ministers were able to
reassert the influences of the Bon aristocracy so that an incipient power
conflict became a fixed feature of Tibetan internal politics.
In the rule of the powerful King Khri.Srong.lDe.bTsan (8th century)
Bon was banned and a series of kings vigorously supported Buddhist
influence at court and created institutions of learning in central Tibet.
Conflict and intrigue led to the murders of kings and ministers alike and
when gLang.dar.rna came to power the aristocrats had at last a king
favouring their cause. He viciously suppressed Buddhism until murdered in 842 CE. The kingdom then fell to pieces, the rule of law broke
down and the Buddhist culture all but vanished. The days of Tibetan
greatness were over. (For details of these historical events see
Chattopadhyaya 1967).
It was as a result of political events following this demise that
Zangskar first appears in historical records. Following dynastic disputes a descendant of gLang.dar.ma moved into western Tibet and
developed a sizeable kingdom in the area called ~nNga.ris including
Rudok, Purang, and Guge - i.e. the whole of the area formerly known
as Zhang-Zhung. His sons further divided the kingdom into these three
parts of which Guge became at first the most influential. The capital
Tholing (rnTho.gLing ) soon acquired splendid buildings as did the
monastic city of Tsab.rang (Tucci 1932-1941; Govinda 1966). Passes led
from Guge into India by way of Spiti and by way of Zangskar into
Kashmir.
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One king of Guge was a deeply religious Buddhist who, under the
name Ye.shes.'od, became a monk. The factsof his life are little known and
have been disputed, but, from Karmay's recent account (1980), it
appears that he was one of the two princely sons of king bKra.shis.mGon,
called Srong.nge (short for Drang.srong.lDe) and 'Khor.re (short for
'Khor.lo.lDe) respectively. Most authors have said that it was 'Khor.re
who became the lama but Kannay has uncovered a new source, based
on an ancient text discovered by a Tibetan historian in a Kanika stupa in
Gung.thang in mNga.ris, which suggests it to have been the elder brother
Srong.nge. Whoever he was, Ye.shes.'od became deeply concerned over
apparent irregularities in the tantric practices of his time: in particular
whether certain passages and ritual instructions with sexual implications were to be treated literally or not. The anuttara yoga tantras, which
include much sexual imagery, can be interpreted either as implying
actual sexual union or, alternatively, as using visualisations of sexual
union to induce states of bliss leading to a loss of dualistic thinking which
then becomes the focus of meditation. These doubts led him to send
young monks to India both to obtain authentic teachings and to attract
learned teachers. It appears that the confusion had arisen after the
collapse of the central authority in Tibet which had allowed secret
doctrines to become widely spread and abused. (Today these tantras are
primarily used for visualisation in the context of meditation but there are
certain circumstances when physical bodily contact is considered important and spiritually significant, see Kelsang Gyatso, 1982).
Lama Ye.shes.'od, in his royal capacity as king of Pu.brangs and Gu.ge,
wrote an ordinance strongly requesting the tantrists in Central Tibet to
"be solemn and straighten up your views". In particular he mentions
sexual rites, sacrifices including human ones, the misuse of medicines
and rituals with corpses.
"Village abbots, if the people of other countries hear of it.
your tantrist way of practising will shock them.
These practices of you who claim to be Buddhists show less compassion than a demon of action,
more avariciousness for meat than hawk or wolf,
more lust than a donkey or a bull,
more greed for beer than a termite in a rotting house.
They are as indifferent to purity as dogs or pigs.
By offering excrement, urine, semen and blood
to the pure divinities - Alas - you may
be reborn in a mire of corpses."
(Adapted from Karmay. loc. cit).
In particular, Ye.she.'od greatly desired the presence at Tholing of the
greatest teacher of his time, Dipamkara, otherwise known as Atisa.
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Ye.shes. 'od was, however, captured by some tribal people. According to
a story, a great ransom in gold was collected for him but, resigning
himself to his fate, he willed it all away to the purpose of attracting this
teacher from India. Atisa, then a most learned professor at the great
north Indian university of Nalanda, was deeply touched and eventually
came to Tholing (CE 1042). Through his personal piety, his orthodox
interpretation of the Tantras, his work as a translator and teacher of
teachers he re-established orthodox Mahayana in Western Tibet just
prior to its disappearance in India itself and corrected distortions of
doctrine that had become prevalent in the land of snow (Chattopadhyaya
loc. cit.). Atisa spent some three years at Tholing. Civil wars in Nepal
prevented his return to India, and he worked for about 15years in central
Tibet with his Tibetan disciple 'Brorn.sTon.pa. It was from this time that
Zangskar began to acquire the reputation of being an especially holy
region, a home for yogins and saints.
Even before the Atisa episode, Ye.shes.'od had sent young men to India
to study Buddhism. Only two returned, of whom Rin.chen.bZung.po was
the most important. He established many monasteries including Alchi
in the Indus valley, where the famous interior decorations include
remarkable paintings done by Kashmiri artists recording the great
richness of Kashmiri Buddhism in its final period. In Zangskar, paintings of this period are to be found in temples at Karsha and Phugtal. The
influence of this revival was thus widespread and Ladakh, Zangskar and
Guge were the focus of the new Buddhist culture that was destined
eventually to influence the whole of Tibet.
So far as Zangskar is concerned, it appears that 1De.gTsug.mGon the
3rd son of Nimagon, the first ruler of mNga.ris, became the king of
Zangskar with his capital at Zangla (Fig.14.1).The house of Zangla was
to remain more or less intact to the present day and the present gyalpo
of Zangla evidently stems from one of the oldest ruling families in all
Asia. His noble lineage purports to go back at least to 1020 CE. The
chronicle of this family was given to the scholar A.H. Francke (1926)
early this century and translated by him.
Nawang Tsering (1979)quotes Y. Gergan's history (1976)which refers
to a manuscript of rDzon.khu1 gompa in which the three mGon brothers
(Fig. 14.1), under confusingly different names and titles, are said to be
descendants of the first king of Tibet. The successors of the youngest
brother included a prince of Spiti -Sha.kya.thub who eventually became
the first king of Padum (dPa.gDum 1. He gave land to two of his uncles
to support their red-hat monasteries in Zangskar. One of their descendants Ang.gh0.r~(named after the tutelary deity of one of the uncles)
became an able minister of king Tsering dPal.lde of Padum and the
ancestor of a large Zangskari clan.
Ladakh itself (Mar.yul i.e. Indus valley) was given to another son of
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(Moved to Zhang-Zhung)
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Khri. bKra.shis. brTsegs. dPal
Went to eastern Tibet and
ruled over 18 provinces of
Tzang.kha.

sKyid. ZDe. nyi. ma. mGon
Banished by supporters of
glang. dar. ma 's eldest queen,
Yum.brTan to h r a n g (Pu.hrangs).
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dPal. De. rig.pa. mGon
Ruled Mar.yu1 (Indus
valley of Ladakh)
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there.
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1De.g Tsug.m a n
Ruled Zangskar
(Zangla) and Spiti,
subsequently one of
his successors
inherited Guge.

Srong. nge
Khor. re
(Lama Ye.shes. od)
The monarchies of mNga. ris coexisted until they were unified under Seng.ge.rNam. rGyal of Ladakh, 15671594 CE. The first rGyal.po of Padum, Sha. Kya. Zhub is believed to come from the lineage of
ZDe. g Tsug.m a n , being invited to Zangskar from Spiti.
Fig. 14.1 Genealogy of the early rulers of Western Tibet (m.Nga.tis.sKhor,gSum)from Chattopadhyaya (19671, Nawang
Tsering (1979) and Karmay (1980).
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Nimagon and developed by him as a kingdom separate from that of
Guge. Zangskar seems to have owed allegiance to these two in various
ways through its early history. The details of this period will probably
never be fully known (Petech) but it is clear that the full Tibetanisation
of Ladakh and Zangskar was completed once these effective little
kingdoms had been established. In the 1lth century, the king Ut.pal of
Ladakh extended his control over Zangskar so that the rulers there
henceforth became vassals to Ladakh, which soon also included areas as
far east as Mustang, engulfing the old Guge. For some centuries Ladakh
was a considerable empire.
4. Medieval period: kings and lamas

(i) Kings
a) The first rulers
It is not possible to trace accurately the lineage of the early kings of
Zangla from the Zangla chronicle (Francke, 1926; Petech, 1977 and
Snellgrove and Skorupski, Volume 2,1980). Sometime after the establishment of the lineage, rule passed during a period of disorder to a
related prince, Sha.kya.thub,who came fromspiti. His relationship to the
first dynasty is unclear. His son divided Zangskar into a northern and
southern region thus establishing two royal lineagesat Padum (dPa.gDum,
dPal.'Dum, dPal.gTum ) and Zangla respectively. Sakyathub's son was
Seng.ge.lDe, his grandson Tshe.ring dPal.1De and a later descendant another Seng.ge.lDe, also called Dzo.gi rGyalpo - the Yogi king, was a
contemporary of the great king Seng.ge.rNam.rGya1of Ladakh (mid-17th
century).
According to an alternative chronicle of Zangskar in the Bo-yig, the
first Seng.ge.De had three sons who divided Zangskar between them,
one receiving an area near Purig (Kas.kra.baror Kashtawar), another the
main valley and a third the northern area of Tsha.zar, Zangla and on
towards Mel.tshe.
Of this early period the Bo-yig of Phugtal reads as follows:
"When Drang.tse (Grang.rTse)palace was held by the easternTibetans
(Khampas) great harm was done to both sides with losses of men and
horses. An army of ten thousand came from Guge and burnt the palaces
and villages of Zangskar. Many were killed or taken prisoner so that the
country became empty. Later it was repopulated from different directions and Padum was held by the clan of Zhang.rung. The northern area
was held by Skyapa, sTongde by men of the three clans of Lha.pa,
Gung.bLon and Khyi.shang.
Thieves and robbers came in numbers until a great counsellor arose.
Sha.kya.thub, called the great god, was invited from Spyi.tiand crowned
king of Zangskar. A bride was brought from 'Bru.sha (Gilgit) for his
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queen, but in the following year she was abducted by Yab.rGod and taken
to her father's home. Sha.kya.thub was killed.
The queen bore a son who was disowned by Yab.rGod.pa when he was
five years old. Disinherited, he left for Kashmir and lived among the
Garoks where, through his insignificance, his nobility was not realised.
An elephant was made to investigate the matter, it bowed to the son of
Sha.kya.thub kneeling before him. He was thenceforth known to be of
royal descent. He was named Seng.ge.1De and the king of Kashmir gave
him a daughter in marriage. He received the kingdom of Kastawar and
lived there.
He had three sons. The oldest was given Kishtwar (Ka.skra.bar) while
he moved to Zangskar with the other two. bLo.bZang.lDe was given the
southern estate extending to the watershed of the sPon.rtse.la (i.e. Pensila). The northern area was given to Khri.rNam.dPal.1Deincluding Zangla
and Tsha.zar up to the Mel.tshe brook", ....
"bLo.bZang.lde had three sons. The eldest Tshang.rGyal.po (=
Tshe.dBang.rGy~1.po)~
received the valley up to the Pensi river (sPon.rtse),
dByi.wa1 and Mar.gLing with Tsan.dan gorge up to Ag.rTse gorge. bCa.ba
was given him also at that time. The second son Ra.dug.rGyal.po was
given Marthang up to the gorge, Tsha.zar up to Mel.tse, up the sTong.sDe
gorge to Phugtal (Phugdar),Za.phug up to the black rock of Ya.nam lake,
to the great stone heap of Gar.zha. All these comprised the kingdom of
sTong.sDe. The Lings.dPon of sTong.sDeat that time was bla.gros.dPal.grub.
bDe.mChog.sKyabs (the third son) was given rTas.rTa up to Ag.rtse gorge
and on the Gar.zha side up to Shing.mGu.la pass (Shin-go-La)".
b) Radug
At this time then (early 16th century) there were four rulers in
Zangskar centred upon Padum, sTongde, the Lung-nak valley and
Zangla. Our study village of sTongde was thus for a period an
independent kingdom bordering Padum to the south and Zangla to the
north. Our landlord, ]o.pa.rNam.rGyal, was a descendant of an important minister to king Radug. Local stories suggest that Radug was a
tyrannical ruler and that he frequently quarrelled with his neighbours.
The great stone pile above the monastery at sTongde had beenhis palace
stronghold and must have comprised a considerable castle with the
village houses clustered on the crags around it. TheJo.pa family still own
property in the monastery area. The 'Bo.yig says further of Radug:
"The king of Ba.mGo (one of the two rulers at that time in Ladakh)
attacked Radug ruler of sTong.sDe who could not withstand him. The
lama and Lobon came from Phugtal monastery (Phug.dar)(to plead for
him?). King Radug and his family were brought from Tsha.zar and
Mel.tshe gorge and he was re-established as ruler of sTong.sDeU.
Amchi Sonam Wanchuk (bSod.nams.dBang.phyug),a contemporary
Tibetan scholar and the local historian of Karsha (dKar.sha),told us that
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Radug was indeed very aggressive, fighting battles with his brothers on
land between sTongde and Padurn on one side and Zangla on the other.
The extent of Radug's sTongde rGyal.yu1 was from the Mar.thrtng plain
below Kurnik (where a fight with the king of Padum occurred) to
Zha.nag.grog.pa near Tsha.zar. Radug refused to allow travellers across
his land. He seems to have left no descendants and, after his death,
sTongde lapsed again into the kingdom of Padum. A gift of land near
Sha-de to Phugtal gompa by the king of Padum was made partly to
prevent Radug expanding his territory in that direction. Unfortunately,
there are no rNarn.thar (biographies) of these kings and the existing
chronicles are very vague.
C) Mirza Haidar Dughlat.
By this time, Padum too would have had a considerable castle
perched high on the rocks at the central point of the valley2.It must have
been a dramatic and imposing sight visible from afar, the pivot to a vast
landscape. The 'Bo.yig records some interesting details regarding
Tshang.rGyal.po of Padum, grandson of Seng.ge.lDe. During his reign,
Mirza Haidar Dughlat, an able general of Sultan Said Khan of Kashgar,
invaded Ladakh (1532) as part of a holy war against infidels. Having
conquered Ladakh, he entered Zangskar with three thousand troops
and occupied the castle at Padum.
"Tshang.rGyal.po and his people fled into the southern gorges. The
king sent Chos.grub of bCa.ba castle to the lord. I have something
important to tell you, he said. He was allowed to speak."
He appears to have offered Mirza Haidar some special animals, two
estates and other wealth and then said "Are you not an intelligent man
- Mirza Haidar? Do not stay here. Please go back for many Indian
soldiers with guns are coming very soon". Mirza Haidar retired to
dKar.rTse in Suru in a day and a night.
According to his memoirs, Tarikh-i-Rashidi (Ross, 1895),Mirza Haidar
went on to attack Tibet with the intention of destroying the temple at
Lhasa. Severe weather and short supplies forced him to retreat and he
retired to Ladakh in 1534, occupying the castle at Shey which was
offered him by the king (Snellgroveand Skorupski,Volume 2, p. 13). The
memoirs show that Mirza Haidar went to Zangskar that summer where
he stayed with troops waiting to divide the harvest between them and
the inhabitants. That winter his favourite, Haji-jo (Lord Harzi), came to
Padum and met with resistance from King Tshang.rGyal.po. According
to the 'Bo.yig, Haji had been in pursuit of a chief of Uparak (Au.pa.reg)
who apparently took refuge in Padurn. The text reads:
"Haji-Jo ... reached Padum (dPal.gTum)when the snow was an arm's
length in depth. They attacked the palace whereupon four women
stoned the refugee chief to death. Nevertheless, ihe palace and villages
were occupied by soldiers. Tshang.rGyal.po was arrested and tied to a
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pillar at Zur.sPi (?). Drung.pa.rab.bstan (a lama?) came from Phugtal (to
negotiate) bringing much wealth including the big pot. Offering them
to Haji he made a request. The king was freed from the pillar and Haji's
army returned to dKur.rtse. They filled the big pot with beer (chang) and
made merry. The big pot moved here and there. As a result many people
died. The big pot was returned to Phugtal. In the spring season,
Grags.pa.dPal.bZangof Padum was sent as a messenger to Haji to greet
him, "Oh son -have you come? Do then take a seat" he said. And then
he was made (asked?) to perform various dances to entertain all the
people present. The lord was pleased and released many people from
Sani, Uberak, Pipiting and Padum". Haji and the gyalpo were reconciled
and the lama given estates for his monastery, Phugtal.
Following the abortive Tibetan campaign, Sultan Said Khan had died
and Mirza Haidar was in disfavour with his successor. He had to flee
from Ladakh to Badakshan where he became a military commander of
the Moghul Emperor Humayun. He conquered Kashmir and annexed
Ladakh. When he was killed in 1551, Ladakh rebelled and became once
more an independent state. Uneasy relations with the Mughul Empire
continued until 1683, when the king of Ladakh called upon the Moghul
to assist in repelling the successful invasion of Ladakh by Tibetans who
had conquered the land as far as Bazgo. Subsequently, Ladakh paid
tribute to the Muslims and their Afghan successors; only ceasing when
Ranjit Singh conquered Kashmir in 1819(H. Singh, 1978).
During this period of independence, the younger son of king 'Ba.rGan
of Ladakh blinded his elder brother and usurped the throne. He was
however childless, so he settled his blind brother at Ling.shed in northern
Zangskar allowing him a small court there and marriage to secure the
dynasty. This ruthless young man then turned out to be the fine king,
bKra.shis.rNam.rGya1,who conquered and ruled Guge and also Zangskar.
The blinded Lha.dBang.rNam.rGya1had three sons, one of whom eventually assumed the throne of Ladakh (Petech, 1977).
d ) Later rulers
In the mid-seventeenth century Dzo.gi.rGyal.po, a descendant of
Sha.kya.thub and Tshang.rGyalpo, ruled at Padum where his father,
Tshe.ring.dPal.lDe, had ruled in his name during his minority. Petech
records that the great 'Brug.pa.bKa.'brGyud.pa lama-yogin of Bardan
gompa ('Bar.gDan), the Dubchen Dewa-gyatzo (grub.chen.b De.ba.
rGya.rntsho),was most influential in this period. Dzo.gi had married the
sister of the greatest king of Ladakh, Seng.ge.rNarn.rGya1,and was thus
on good terms with the court. In 1638, however, a quarrel occurred
between Dzo.gi and his queen. King and lama were forced to retire to
Bardan and called on troops from Chamba over the mountains to
capture the queen. She, however, took over the fortified castle at Padum
(dPal.ldum.).Dzo.gi was then forced to flee to Mon.yu1 (= Chamba) while
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Dewa gyatzo (bDe.ba.rGya.rntsho)returned home to central Tibet. Ladakhi
forces occupied Bardan and installed a new abbot. The great monk of
Hemis - sTag.tsan.ras.pa, was asked to plead on behalf of Dzo.gi and
Dewa. The king was forgiven, but Zangskar was nonetheless securely
annexed by Ladakh while the queen returned to her brother'scourt. The
Dubchen retired permanently to Tibet.
On the death of Seng.ge.rNarn.rgya1(1644), the crown of Zangskar
(Padum) passed by appointment to a member of the parallel Ladakhi
branch of the same genealogical tree, while the little royal house at
Zangla continued apparently without interruption. The Padum royal
line then continued unbroken until the eighteenth century when the king
of Padum was taken into Kashrnir by the Dogras and died a prisoner of
Gulab Singh. A relative of the king of Ladakh and of the royal lineage
of He.nas.sKu, Tsetang Namgyal (Tshe.brTan.- rNarn.rGyal), was sent
from Leh to take possession of the title and property of the previous
dynasty. The late rGyal.po was a prominent citizen and farmer in Padum
(see Follmi 1983 p. 165-169) and his son, Punchok Dawa, the present
rGyal.po, is a teacher and interpreter who was most helpful to us on our
several visits to his home. Both royal lines in Zangskar thus hold
legitimate titles descended, so the documents suggest, from the original
family that moved into Guge from central Tibet after the murder of
gLang.dar.ma. On this account they are therefore descended from the old
royal line of imperial Tibetan kings.
(ii) Lamas
a) Early monks and founders of monasteries
We have already seen that Zangskar contains rock reliefs and a stupa
undoubtedly dating to the earliest spread of Buddhism in Northern
Kashmir. The reputation of Zangskar as a holy land is further enhanced
by legends suggesting that the great saints of the early Mahayana, Marpa
and Naropa, both spent time in the valley meditating and preaching.
Marpa, spiritual head of the bKa. 'brGyud.pa sect, is said to have founded
the gompa at sTongde where a disused cave-shrine is said to have been
his dwelling (Ch. 19); while his teacher Naropa (1016-1100, Guenther,
1963)is believed to have occupied a cave near the gompa of rDzong.khu1
in the gorge leading down from the Himalayan pass of Umasi-la south
of the village of Ating. It remains plausible that the late years of his life
were spent in retreat in Zangskar and his remains might have been
preserved in the Kanika chorten at Sani (Guenther loc. it.).^
During the 11th century, when Rin.chen.bZang.po was establishing
temples and moilasteries throughout Ladakh, the monasteries of Sumda
(gSurn.mDa)Karsha, Phugtal, and some further buildings at Sani were
founded and its seems likely that the early rulers of Zangskar strongly
supported these developments. In the same period, Guge was the centre
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of the second wave of Buddhist spread in the Himalayan region and we
know that 'Phags.pa.shes.rab- the Zangskar Translator was active. He
belongs to a generation of translators and teachers contemporary with
the great yogin Milarepa (Mi.la.ras.pa) (1040-1123). 'Phags.pa.shes.rab
studied sutra and tantra in Guge with Legs.pai.shes.rab who had been
Rirl.chen.bZar1g.po1sjunior translator. He was instrumental in preparing
important translations, notably the Vajrapani Tantra, on which he gave
teachings several times in Lhasa. He had a considerable following,
among whom four notable scholars became known as the "Four sons of
Zangskar". At this time, tantric cycles of meditation were being
extensively taught and the Zangskar Translator took a prominent part
in a religious council organised by the King of Guge in 1076. Although
much of his activity was in Central Tibet, which was then receiving the
teachings newly established in Guge, Phags.pa.shes.rab is credited with
the founding of the Phugtal (but see below) and Karsha monasteries (see
Snellgrove and Skorupski, 2/41! and references in Roerich 1949, pp. 70,
232,355,404,1009) and indeed both places have old temples containing
paintings of great antiquity showing strong Kashmiri influence.
During the early years of the 15th century the son of Khri.nan.dPal.lde,
rGyalpo of Zangla, and his mother became sponsors of the great
Gc.lu~.yalama Bya~zg.serns
(see below). They gave him three villages for
estates and he founded the now ruined monastery of Tzazar between
Zangla and sTongde. A story of how Phugtal cave became a monastery
belongs to this time also, although it may refer to an earlier occupation
by Khadampa monks. Evidently it had been the home of Hindu Yogis
and rishis, and, to this day a small stone yoni with lingam is worshipped
in the gompa and is a site to which childless women come( see Chap 19).
The Bo.yig stdtes:
"... a white female mouse from the statue of the Dakini (Mahakali ?)
led the way as far as the ridge from which one first sees Phugtal. Here
it disappeared. A bell was rung from Phugtal and he (Byang.sems)
proceeded. Three rishis came out to receive him. He reached Phugtal.
The three rishesentertained him. "Welcome Noble Son", they said. They
gave him the monastery and the house and land at Yukhar. Our work
is finished. You must now work for the benefit of the Buddha Dharn~a
and the welfare of the people. The rishis then went to other caves."
Byrlr~~.sl~rns,
the r.G~j~~lyo
of Padun1 and bDe.mClro,y.sKyaDs,ruler of the
Lung-nak valley, met together and both rulers donated estates to the
new monastery at Phugtal. bDc.rnClrog, as the nearest ruler, seems to
have been especially generous to the monks. Much of the concluding
sections of the 'Bo.yicqiten~isevarious estates, including some from as far
afield as Rupshu (~l,.slrod) and Nyung-ti (Kulu), donated by variouh
pious local rulers. There are other, as yet unstudied, 'Bo y r ~ d o c u n ~ e i ~ t s ,
accounts of estates given to Phugtal, in the possession of the Jo of Testc7
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(sTe.sTa ) in the upper Lung-nak valley. This wds where the original
'Bo.yig translated by Francke was found and the importance of this
location lies in the fact that the Jo or local lord is traditionally a prime
sponsor of the monastery (Informant: Tsering Doj e of Lahoul).
b) The spread of the Buddhist orders
Until the early part of the fourteenth century, monks of Ladakh
received their training in Guge. After this date, higher religious instruction began to be received primarily in Lhasa. The early 15th cenhlry
witnessed the spread into both Ladakh and Zangskar of the reformed
school, the dGe.lugs.pa of Tsong.Kha.pa.. Old monastic foundations were
taken over by this sect and often redecorated in artistic styles of a purely
Tibetan type. In the Be.dur.ser.po(Lokesh Chandra.ed. New Delhi, 1960,
part 2, p. 226, quoted by Snellgrove and Skorupski, 1980, p. 42) the
monasteries at Karsha and Phugtal are recorded as being converted to
sect by Byang.sems.shes.rab.bzang.po of sTod, a disciple of
the dGe.1ugs.p~
Ts0ng.kha.p~himself. Byang.sems was a Ladakhi from sTak.rno near
Tiktse. He was one of a close group of six disciples and was especially
active in the spread of this Order in Ladakh. The tantric school
established at these sites was rGyud.sTod and monks went for their
training to Sera, 'Bras.spungs. and dGa.ldan, monastic universities in
Lhasa. The Marpa-gLing gompa at sTongde was expanded by SakyabZong of sTongde and converted to the dGe.lugs.pa by the Lama
rGyal.mTshan.kLu.sGrub.dPa1.bZang.powith the same tantric cycle and
affiliation to Lhasa. Mu.ni and Ling.shed gompas also became converted
to the reformed school at the same time. A general account of the
Zangskar monasteries is given by Snellgrove and Skorupski (1980)and,
in Tibetan, by Thupstan Paldan (1977).
The remaining monasteries in Zangskar valley, Ba.rGan (or Bar.gDan)
and sTag.ri.mo, both belong to the Southern 'Brug.pa school of the
bKa.brGyud.pa sect of Tibetan Buddhism and are closely affiliated to the
monastery of sTag.sNa in the Indus valley and owe allegiance to the
Rimpoche there. To this sect nowadays also belong the monasteries of
Sani and rDzong.khul, themselves even older foundations in the red hat
(unreformed) tradition.
The story of this sect and its involvement in Ladakhi history remains
a matter of current investigation (see Nawang Tsering, 1979; Aris, 1979;
Schuh and Phukhang, 1979; Schuh, 1983). Marpa, spiritual founder of
the bKa. brGyud school, received the orally transmitted esoteric teachings
of Naropa in Kashrnir and in turn handed them on to Mi.la.ras.pa (10401123)and he to sGanr.po.pa. The successors of sGam.po.paestablished no
less than twelve schools (the four major schools: Phag.mo.gru.pa;
Kar.ma.pa; mTsa1.p~; sTag.lung.pa; and eight lesser ones including
Bri.Khung.pa and 'Brug.pa, differingnot in doctrine but in the lineages of
their main teachers and their tutelary divinities).
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The Brug.pa sect was founded by Padma.rDo.rje (1129-?)who, after
studying under several teachers, met Phag.mo.gru (1110-1170). The
meeting was cataclysmic "By the mere hearing of the name of Phag.mo.gru
my hair stood on end. I yearned for an audience with him, betook myself
to his presence and behold - the lord of all sentient beings. He was the
Buddha himself, even the trees and objects near him assumed an aura of
Great Sanctity. It was here that ...I awakened to AbsoluteTruth." Padma
Dorje's disciple, gTzang.pa.gya.ras. (1161-12111,-seeing nine dragons
flying as clouds in the sky thundering, decided to start a new monastery
named 'dragon' - the 'Brug' monastery at Ra.lung near Lhasa. On his
death he told his disciples to spread the teaching far and wide and the
name of the sect is derived from this event (Nawang fsering, 1979).
One of these missionaries was mGon.bo.dPal.rDor.je. (1189-1258) of
Lho-brag. He was one of the main disciples of gTzang.pa.gya.ras, and
meditated at the cave called the Vulture's Nest (rGod.tshang)in Tibet.
l . ~ in
Hence he was called rG0d.tshang.p~. He was e ~ ~ e c i a lactive
mNga.ris.sKhor.gSum (i.e. Ladakh) and still today several caves and
hermitages are named after him: perhaps the most important being the
rGod.tshang hermitage high above Hemis Gompa (Ch. 22) named after
the earlier site in Tibet and another near Mattro gompa.
The founding of the 'Brug.pa monasteries in Zangskar has been
carefully investigated by Dieter Schuh (1983) who is making extensive
use of documents copied in Zangskar during a research journey (Schuh
and Phukhang, 1979). Schuh discovered that, in addition to the 'Bo.yig
document translated by Francke, there were two other longer versions
of the same text. All three documents were seen by Tashi Rabgyas,
Tsering Shakya and me on our visit to the monastery in 1980. Schuh
spotted that the additional material referred to a period later than that
to which the Francke translation is primarily devoted.
The relevant story refers to the king (of Padum?) 'Bo.go.so.to (probably
'Bo.mGo.~o.to.~)
who was a monk in the Gelugpa order well established
in Zangskar. This princely monk undertook a journey to Tashi Lhumpo
but in addition visited Ra-lung. Both he and his queen (0d.legs. or
jo.mo.rNam.rGyal.mDzes in two texts respectively) became converts to
the 'Brug.pa. The queen now dispossessed Phugtal of certain estates and
gave them to her teacher. He established a monastery at Thar.la, now
ruined, on the mountainside above the great rock where the present
gompa of Ba.rGan stands.
Nothing else is known from Ladakh about either this Zangskari king
or his queen (or queens). However, Schuh (1983) discovered that in one
autobiography of the great Padma.Kar.po-considered to be an incarnation ofgTzang.pa.gya.ras,thevisit of the king and his stay with the Brug.pa
in Tibet is recorded. After several visits the king said to Padma.Kar.po
"Because I have been a heroic and courageous man during my time in
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the ways of the world I have committed many sins". Padma.Kar.po writes
'On account of his great repentance he was able to avoid retreating from
his religious path". He was allowed to take refuge and given the
religious name gZhan.phan.bZang.po.Padma.Kar.po also states that his
royal visitor suffered from dropsy and died in his 37th year without
being able to return to Zangskar and give Buddhist teachings there. His
inability to travel may also explain why it was his queen who actually
established the first 'Brug.pa gompa in his country. Schuh fixes his date
of birth as 1525and his death in 1561. He suggests that the establishment
of the gompa at Thar.1~was probably some time before 1570. Thupstan
Palden's recent dating of the origin of Ba.rGan at about this date may
actually refer to Thar.1~.
Further confirmation of this monk-king's activities is provided by the
colophons to two of the works of Padma.Kar.po 'The Yoga of the Great
Symbol' and 'The Yoga of the Six Doctrines' published in 1935by W.Y.
Evans-Wentz. The colophon of the first of these works reads. 'The king
of Zangskar named Zhan.phang.bZang.po, having desired that the text of
his treatise on the Great Symbol (i.e. Mahamudra) and also that on the
six Doctrines (i.e. of Naropa) be put into standardised compilations,
presented more than twenty measures of saffron to me the compiler
named Padma Kar.po, who was his guru." The colophon of the second
text reads: "At the mountain hermitage, Summit of the Essence of
Perfection, in Kuri, at the request of the noble princely priest of
mNga.ris.Zangs.dKar, Zhan.phang.bZang.po, this book was compiled by
the learned monk Padma Kar.po.' The colophons state that the texts were
prepared at places in Lho.brag near the Bhutanese border.
Schuh has established that by 1577 the 'Brug.pa had also gained
ascendance at the Ladakhi court and a monastery had been founded in
the Indus valley. During the reign of Seng.ge.rNam.rGya1this influence
became stronger. It was about this time that the monastery of sTag.sNa,
now the mother house of the 'Brug.pa monasteries in Zangskar, must
have been founded.
Another famous 'Brug.pa lama was sTag.tsang.ras.pa.
Ngag.dbang.rGya.mTshowhose influence in Ladakh and in Zangskar was
especially significant. sTag.tsang.ras.pa, was a pupil of Lha.rTse.ba.
Ngag.dBang.bZang.po, an incarnation lama and disciple of Padma Kar.po
at the big Tibetan 'Brug.pa monastery of bDe.chen.chos.Khor.
sTag.tsang.ras.pafirst visited Zangskar during his pilgrimage to Udyana6.
During his return journey through Lahu17, he stayed with the great
siddhagDe.ba.rGya.mTshowho iscredited with the foundation of Bardan
in 1618 (Petech, 1977; Gergan, 1976) and the date of this visit is given
as 1615 (Tucci, 1940); so it is unclear whether sTag stayed at Bardan or
at Thar.1~.the older 'Brug.pa site on the mountainside above the Ba.rGan
rock. During his visit sTag received an invitation to the court of the
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Ladakhi king lam.dByangs.rNarn.gya1- a ruler who, after a period of
captivity in the Moslem country of sKardo (sKar.rnod) had become a
seriously religious man. sTag.tsang.ras.pa did not however respond to
this initial rather curt invitation.
Later he made a fatefulvisit to Ladakh where king Seng.ge.rNarn.rCya1
was still a minor. He settled first at rGya, where the local ruler was a
'Brug.ya supporter, but then moved to Hemis where he founded Hemis
Gompa. His relationship with Seng.ge.rNarn.rGya1was close and influential so that Hemis became paramount among Ladakhi monasteries.
The 'Brug.pa monastery of Hemis remains the religious house of the
Ladakhi royalty to this day and it owns countless small estates around
the country. (We have already seen that sTag.tsang.ras.pa intervened
successfully in a dispute between the Zangskari and Ladakhi courts and
he played a major role in other political negotiations).
C) Seventeenth Century developments
In the early seventeenth century a major dispute arose within the
Brug.pa school. The struggle concerned the finding and naming of the
reincarnation of Padma Kar.po (1527-1592),himself the incarnation of the
founder of the school. While the princely family of Ra.lung chose
Nawang Namgyal, who in 1616 had been installed as abbot, a second
group favoured a son of the house of Phyag.rGyas, dPag.bSarn.dBang.po
(1593-1641). As a result of the conflict, Nawang Namgyal had to flee to
Bhutan. The 'Brug.pa thus split into two factions, the lho.'Brug or
southern school of Nawang and the northern school. The former was
strong in Ladakh and especially in Bhutan. However, sTag.tsang.ras.past
tutor favoured dPag.bsarn dBang.po. In 1622, when sTag returned to
Ladakh after a visit to central Tibet, and became the highest religious
adviser to the king, the northern school became dominant in Hemis and
pre-eminent in the country. Zangskar was not affected and, to this day,
the 'Brug.pa monasteries there are affiliated to sTag.sNa (Lho-brug)
rather than Hemis and have as their titular head Zhab-drung Rimpoche,
an eminent Bhutanese who lives in Manali. The executive management
of the order lies in the hands of the sTag.sNa rimpoche. Stag.tsang.ras.pa
created the gompas of Wamle in 1624,Hemis 1630-36,and, as a memorial
to the king, Chemre (1Ce.bDe) in 1645-46. In 1661, the king of Ladakh
confirmed the Lho 'Brug.pa inheritance of sTag.sNa in Zangskar and
elsewhere so that both branches of the order continued thereafter to coexist peacefully in Ladakh.
While all these developments were going on, the little kingdom of
Zangla persevered -but not without incidents of its own. A prince, the
son of bKra.sis.dPal.lDe, king of Zangla, had successfully resisted the
occupying forces of the king of Ladakh and his bravery had earned the
king of Ladakh's favour. Although defeated, the prince was allowed to
go on a pilgrimage to Tibet. Around 1618, the Great Gelugpa Panchen
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lama Blo.bZang.chos.kyi.rGya1had been invited to Guge and enthroned
as abbot of Tho-ling. The prince together with his nephew, a son of king
mGon.dPa1.lDe.of Zangla (born 1595)who had attended the Panchen in
Tashi Lhumpo, and his nephew's disciple, a commoner, became the
Panchen's disciple. These four Zangskari monks exerted great influence
around the Panchen in the middle of the seventeenth century but
without much effect on the politics of the time. We can see from these
stories how Zangskari monks of both major sects played their part in the
history of the time. We may note also that while the royal house of
Padum followed the 'Bru,g.pa school, that of Zangla remained loyal to the
dGe.1ugs.p~.In spite of dynastic changes in Padurn this difference is still
true today.
In 1630, king Seng.ge.rNarn.rGya1of Ladakh, at theend of a long armed
struggle, extended his domains to their limit by asserting Ladakhi
authority once more over Guge and Spiti. King and family and abbot of
Tholin were all taken to Leh and sTag.tsang.ras.paplayed a major role in
all the negotiations that followed. The relative independence of Guge
ceased from this time.
In the later half of the seventeenth century, central Tibet, under the
rule of the 5th Dalai Lama, was once more emerging as a major power
north of the Himalayas supported by the Mongols from the north. A
dispute arose between Bhutan and Tibet, and Ladakh, because of the
'Brug.pa affiliation with Bhutan, uncharacteristically sided with the
latter. The Tibetans invaded Ladakh, then ruled by bDe.legs.rNam.rGya1,
grandson of Seng.ge.rNam.rGya1,and the Ladakhis had to call on Kashmir for assistance (1683). The results were disastrous in two senses.
Ladakh both lost its richest provicces, Guge and Spiti, and was forced
into close dependency on its Muslim neighbours to the west. Indeed it
is from this date that the crumbling of the kingdom of Ladakh begins.
lamas of Karsha, yrotestDuring this troubled period, the dGe.1ugs.y~
ing against the negative treatment of their sect due to the dominance of
the 'Brug.ya, brought Mongol troops into Zangskar. To counter this
move the Zangskari king, Indra-bodhi, called in Indian (mon) troops
from Kulu. These, however, went on the rampage and king and lamas
joined forces to drive them out. As for the Mongols, they apparently
attacked the dGe.lugs.pa gompa at Phugtal but were unable to take it
before returning again into Tibet, (Petech, 1977). A dried up hand of one
of them is said to be among the relics in the gompa.
d) The Yogins of rDzong.kltul
In the eighteenth century several great meditators lived and worked
in Zangskar based on the small monastery founded by Naropa near his
cave at rDzollg.khu1. The most famous of these was the
Grub.cl~e~~.Ngag.dBang.Tshe.rilzg.
(1717-1794),(see Nawang Tsering 1979,
p. 3). Ngag.dBa~zg.Tshe.rirlg
was born at Ating, the village just below the
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gorge leading down from the Umasi-la in which the rDzong.Khu1
hermitage is situated. The boy was accepted as a novice under Lama
gZim.dPon of 'Bar.gdan. When he was 19, Ngag.dBang.Tshe.ring set out
with forty-nine other Zangskaris for Hemis where he took higher
ordination. He then returned to Zangskar but, becoming disappointed
with the ritualism of a monk's life, began serious training as a yogin
following the precepts of Naropa, Milaraspa and other great siddhas of
his tradition.
In the first half of the century, Lama Rang.rig.ras.pa, the foremost
master of the 'Brug.pa lamas of his time, came to Zangskar. Deeply
impressed by his guru, Ngag.dBang.tshe.ring began meditation in earnest
retreat and after many vicissitudes realised "the blissful experience of
the Great Awakening".
"In his hermitage there lives a yogin who has left behind all worldly
affairs.
In his vision of truth serene and at peace,
solitude has become his best companion.
Whatever demoniacal apparitions may be conjured up,
he fears them not.
To be, since long, accustomed to live in retreat,
this is the heroic nature of the yogi.
(After Ngawang Tsering, 1979, p. 33)
The Grub.chen undertook arduous pilgrimages throughout the western Himalayas as well as into the foothills of Kulu and Kangra where all
temples were in a sad state of decay. In particular, he visited the sites
associated with the Mahasiddha rGod.tshang.pa whom he held in high
esteem. Ngag.dBang.tshe.ring became a great exponent of the teachings,
which he expressed in song (mGur) as had his great predecessor
Milaraspa. All his preaching seems to have been written down while he
was at rDzong.khu1 or other sites. His writings are miraculously still
preserved at rDzong.khu1and comprise two main volumes including an
autobiography, instructions on meditation and recitation, biographical
sketches, a verse account of his religious activities and a large number
of dharma songs (mGur). Much of this material was assembled by his
disciple bZad.pa.rDo.rje(also known as Tshul.khrims.'Byung.gNas)who,
according to our friend Amchi Wanchuk of Karsha, was
Ngag.dBang.tshe.ring's son.
This remarkable literary heritage has been published in New Delhi
and Nawang Tsering's (1979) study was based on this edition. The
manuscripts had been damaged during the pillaging of Zangskar in the
nineteenth century so that some of the MSS are incomplete. The historian
Gergan (19761, who visited rDzong.khu1 in 1925, saw newly copied
manuscripts embellishedwith gold and silver together with the rNam.thar
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of other rDzong.Khu1 meditators of the same period, bZhd.pa.rDo.rje,
sKarma.bsTan.'Dzin and Kun.dGa.chos.legs. Gergan copied a text written
by Kun.dGa.chos.legs for Csoma de Koros during the latter's stay in
Zangskar, a text which has subsequently turned up in the library of the
Hungarian Academy of Science in Budapest (Bethlenfalvy, 1980).These
and other texts show that a whole galaxy of scholars and yogins were
based on rDzong.khul in the 18thcentury. The mGur.bum of bZhad.pa.rdo.rje
is also available. He was a fine painter whose training was completed
in a monastery in Bhutan. Back in Zangskar he may have painted a wall
in Sani Gompa. other paintings in dKar.sa and in rDwng.Khu1 itself.
Bethlenfalvy was able to photograph a series of 46 iconometric drawings
of Lama bZadpa still extant at rDwng.khu1. The lama died in 1816.
Karma.bsTan.Dzin came from Derge in Tibet attracted by the fame of
bZhad.pa, whom he succeeded as abbot at rDzong.Khu1 after his death.
Among his pupils were Kun.dGa.chos.legs and Sans.rGyas.phun.Tshogs
who was the teacher of Csoma de Koros( Chap 18). These men were
evidently friends and relatives. The family owned land in Bran.dKar and
other sites in Zangskar (Bethlenfalvy, loc. cit .).
By the time that the British surveyed the area, rDzong.khu1 was little
mcre than a small hermitage briefly mentioned in the Kashmir gazetteer
in a short account of the Umasi-la route traversed by a British officer
early in the 19th century; who seems to have come over in so extensive
a cloud that he reported very little. The first good description of this
route is by Thompson (1852, reprinted 1978, pp. 354-361) who says of
rDzong.khu1 "At last I came to a single habitation, a little monastery
inhabited by one Lama, and built under the precipitous rocks on the left
side of the valley. A small patch of cultivation lay on the bank of the
stream just below it, the corn was not more than two or three inches high"
(June, 1849 ?).
I visited rDzong.khu1 in 1977 on our way into Zangskar from the
Umasi-la (and again in 1986, see Crook and Low, in prep). The sTak.sNa
rimpoche, said to be the incarnation of one of the rDzong.Khu1 siddhas,
sKarma.bsTan.'Dzin, was in residence with a company of monks and we
visited the monastery the day after his departure for Ating. I found the
religious atmosphere of the place quite outstanding and was deeply
impressed by the meditative aspect of some of the monks. Later that
week, the Rimpoche conducted a dBang (initiation) ceremony on the
plain near Ating. Ngag.dBang.tshe.ring's description of a similar event on
the camping ground below rDzong.khu1 in the eighteenth century is thus
still enacted on occasions today. The second incarnate lama of Hemis
sTag.tshang.Ngag.dBang.mTsho.sKyes.rDo.rjewas then visiting the gompa
with a large following and Ngag.dBang writes:
"At the arrival of the lama big canopies had been suspended and
hundreds of monks with their leaders and retinue all dressed in their
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vellow robes flocked together as if trying to eclipse the sun with their
lustre. The whole company, consisting of monks, members of the royal
family of Zangskar, ministers, noblemen and common people, had
pitched their tents on spacious pasture land near the gompa which
looked so resplendent as if heavenly bodies had come down to earth ...
musicians making the whole valley resound to their music ... the great
teacher gave his blessings to the audience one by one with his empowered staff". (From Nawang Tsering, 1979, pp. 18-19).
e) The Gelugpa and Bakula Rimpoche
During this same period there was also a series of Zangskari scholars
of importance in the lineage of the Zangla kings and therefore of the
dGe.lugs.ya sect. These were Yongs.'Dzin.bLo. bzang. bZod.pa,
Yongs.rTa.phug.paand Grub.Khang.dGe.legs.rGyamTsho who became the
prime teacher of the Lam.rim lineage (i.e. the Lam.rim.bla.rGyud)in his
time.
In the latter half of the eightenth century King Tshewang Namgyal of
Ladakh formed a close relationship with the eighth incarnation of
mNga.ris tulku who came from Purang in western Tibet . The king
presented him with not only Likir Gompa in the Indus valley but also the
Gelug gompas of Zangskar , Karsha, sTongde, Phugtal , Mune and
Mulbhek . In 1783, mNga.ris Rimpoche founded Rangdum gompa
(rang.'dum or rang.ldum) on the knoll in the great amphitheatre before
the Pensi La pass on the route into Zanskar from Suru and lived there for
many years. His remains are preserved in the gompa (Shakspo, 1988).To
this day these lands are allocated to the Rimpoche whose present
incarnation is HH the Dalai Lama's younger brother. All these gompas
are self-administering and only token products go to the Rimpoche.
Since only a few people live near Rangdum most of the monks there come
fro111 Karsha and Phugtal gompas.
sTongde gompa was originally affiliated to Karsha, but about 40 years
ago the administrators quarrelled over monastic land at Kumik and the
Lobon of sTongde, the well-known Nam.mKlza 'Byor.lDarr, claimed
nd
by the
independence. The issue was taken to court at ~ a r ~ i l a judged
Munshi Habibullah who divided the land. Some land in the sTongdeKumik area is still allocated to Karsha. Because of his earlier subordination to Karsha, the head of sTongde is still ranked as Lobon (= teacher)
.rather than Khenpo (= abbot), which is the title of the heads of both
Karsha and Phugtal monasteries (Informant: Amchi Sonam Wanchuk
of Karsha).
After the Dogra wars a new incarnate lineage was established in 1860
at Spituk (dPe.tltub meaning "exemplary monastery") near Leh in the
person of the Arhat Bakula, one of the sixteen original followers of the
Buddha. At the same time a new Gelugpa monastic foundation was
created at Sankar. The first Spituk Bakula was b ~ asn the son of the
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Queen of Zangla. He was instrumental in the major development of
sTongde gompa - especially in the construction of the new Lha-kang
and rooms above it. The present Bakula, a most influential figure in
contemporary Ladakh (Kak, 1978), was born in the royal family at
Mattro palace. He is a nephew of his predecessor (dei'ries, 1983)and the
incarnation thus remains linked with the family of the Zangla king.
5. Recent history

The eighteenth century seems to have been relatively uneventful in
Zangskar but a gradual decay was setting in at the Ladakhi court and its
rule was increasingly effete and ineffective. In 1819, Ranjit Singh, the
great Sikh king, took over Kashrnir from its Afghan rulers and thus also
the legal right to the previously arranged tribute from the Ladakh
government. Ranjit Singh's main motive seems to have been to prevent
other states becoming interested in his border areas and Ladakh's
interior lifewas thus able to continue its Buddhist path without pressure
from neighbouring Muslim lands.
British travellers visited the area; one of them, Moorcroft, on an
important expedition to central Asia from India, even posing as a British
agent in 1821. The king of Ladakh appealed for British protection but
(after Ranjit Singh had protested to the Viceroy) this was not forthcoming. In 1822, the Hungarian scholar Alexander Csoma de Koros reached
Leh meeting Moorcroft and his companion Trebeck. On discovering
Csoma's remarkable gifts as a linguist Moorcroft encouraged him to
begin a study in depth of the Tibetan language, the first European to
make such an endeavour (Ch. 18).
Csoma de Koros had travelled from Europe largely on foot. He was
a remarkable scholar commanding both the demotic and classical
languages of Europe and Islam. His quest was the source of his own
people in Asia which he hoped to locate by finding a language akin to
Hungarian somewhere in central Asia. ~t first his interest in ~ i b e t a was
n
a mere side-line but, as the depth of the unexplored literature became
clear to him, the subject became the central theme of the closing years of
his life. His erudition and scholarship marks him as the founder of
Tibetology.
Csoma settled in Ladakh to make his studies. The Khalon at Leh
recommended him to a learned lama of the "red E.at sect" who had
married the widow of a prince of Zangla and was living there.
Sans.rGyas.phun.tshogs was clearly a like-minded scholar much travelled
in the Tibetan world, who was able to give Csoma a thorough instruction
in both the spoken and written Tibetan languages using Persian as the
language of instruction. Csoma went south to India for the winter of
1824-25 but his lama failed to join him and although he found ample
reading material at Kanum monastery there was no teacher there skilled
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enough to instruct him. He revisited Zangskar in 1826 and stayed at
Phugtal. Unfortunately the lama was of little assistance to him on this
visit and Csoma was deeply disappointed. It was not until 1827 that,
working again with Sans.rGyas.phun.tshogs who joined him at Kanum.
Csoma was able to finish his grammatical work, a dictionary, a word list
of Buddhist terminology and several treatises, one of them being the first
summary with excerpts of the Tibetan Canon. The Lama returned to
Zangskar in June 1830 and nothing more is known of him. During his
seven years work in the monasteries Csoma had received the support
and some help from the British Government of India which also undertook to publish his two main works, the Grammar and the Dictionary.
(See further Bethlenfalvy, 1978; Duka, 1885; Tejek, 1984 and Ch. 18 in
this book).
Severe troubles lay ahead, mainly because of the weakness of the
Ladakhi court and its failure to protect its outlying provinces. In 1822
armed parties from Kulu, Kanawar and Lahul came over the Himalayas
and sacked Zangskar as a result of a commercial dispute. Spiti was
ravaged at the same time. In 1825, Ratan Sher Khan, Governor of Padar
for the Raja of Chamba, invaded Zangskar, presumably by way of the
Umasi-la, and levied tribute. Soon after, a force from Mandi and
Wardwan also ravaged the land. During these vicissitudes the castle of
Padurn was destroyed yet no help came from the king of Ladakh, who
merely blamed the local people for failing to defend themselves. This
persistent restlessness in the Himalayan region was due to destabilisation
produced by the Gurkha expansion in the east, Ranjit Singh's conquests,
and raids over the hills from the Hindu state of Kangra. Zangskar and
Spiti were receiving all the unpleasant attentions that a region lying in
a vacuum of power quite typically receives. At the same time military
conquests were destroying the small Buddhist kingdoms of northern
Nepal and destabilising the rich religious and cultural practice of the
area (Snellgrove, 1981). To make matters worse in Zangskar, the
Ladakhi king, Tshe.dPal.rNam.rGya1,after the death of his wise minister,
Tshe.dBang.Don.grub proceeded to rule arrogantly and carelessly. He
kept the king of Zangskar and other local rulers in prison in Leh to avoid
anti-government unrest in his outlying provinces.
Meanwhile, in Kashrnir, Gulab Singh (1792-1857),at first merely the
Hindu Dogra ruler of Jammu under Sikh suzerainty, was building up his
power. In 1834, he despatched an army over the passes into Zangskar
and thence into Ladakh. This force, brilliantly commanded by his
adventurous General Zarowar Singh, conquered Ladakh, which became
a vassal state. Rebellions followed, which kept Zarowar Singh marching
across the Himalaya several times in the course of forced marches on
Leh. In 1839, a rebellion in Zangskar spread as far as Dras. Zarowar
Singh crushed it and again marched on Leh. He died in 1841 during an
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ill fated and over-bold invasion of Tibet, a repeat of Mirza Haiderts
effort. Tucci (1989 pp. 91-93), on his journey through western Tibet to
Ladakh, came across his tomb on July5th, 1935near Shidekhar and noted
that local Tibetans still sang songs in praise of his heroism. This defeat
led to fighting in Ladakh but once again the Dogras reasserted their rule.
The aristocracy in Ladakh were now dispossessed of all political power,
as was the royal house itself. In Padum, a Dogra fort was established and
administrators installed to run a new administration. Thtir families
were the foundersof the present Muslim population of Padum, although
James Crowden tells me that one family is descended from the cook of
the last ruling rGyal.po and thus dates from before the Dogras.
Under the British, both Ladakh and Kashmir were lightly administered, the system of Government introduced by the Dogras remaining
in force and depending on head offices in Shrinagar rather than Leh. Yet,
under the Pax Britanica, the Buddhist culture was able to survive amid
the now decaying splendours of previous ages; for both Hindu and
British rule meant that Muslim influence, the only serious threat to the
culture, was well contained. Important British and Italian researches
were made during this period, providing the base for contemporary
Ladakhi studies and there are a number of interesting accounts by
officials, missionaries and visitors (Cunningham, 1853; Dainelli, 1933;
Desideri, 1937; Drew, 1875; Francke, 1906,1907,1914; Gompertz, 1928;
Heber and Heber, 1926; Kellerrnann, 1929; Meinertzhagen, 1927; Pallis,
1939; Peter, Prince of Greece and Denmark, 1963; Starr, 1924; Wilson,
by
1876; etc.). In 1939 a work entitled Tarikh-i-Jammun-wa-Kashmir
Hashmatullah Khan, a high official (Wazir-i-Wazarat) from 1894 in the
area between Hunza and Tibet ,was published in Lucknow. It contains
a chapter on the history of Zanskar. This Urdu work is currently being
translated into English by Rohit Vohra.
In the mid-20th century, the disputes between India and Pakistan and
with China, caused Ladakh to become an area closed to western visitors.
The only research done appears to have been a preliminary architectural
survey during a short visit by Romi Khosla (1971). Interestingly, he
remarks that even the locations of the monasteries were unknown to him
prior to the visit. By 1974 no western travellers had entered Zangskar
since Deacock's trekking party prior to 1960. In 1975and in 1976James
Crowden and Fiona Lumsden (1976), Dieter Schuh (1979) and
Tadeusz Skorupski (Snellgrove and Skorupski, Vol. 2) were the first to
renew work in the area. The Bristol University expedition of 1977
crossed the Umasi-la to enter the still roadless valley from the south
making pilot investigations for the present work and winning the first
BBC Mick Burke award for expedition filming (Crook, 1980: Cameraman; Pelham Aldrich-Blake). In the same year Michel Piessel trekked
around Zangskar and later published i s readable story (1979). Soon
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after, Bethlenfalvy (1980) and Klajkowski visited rDzong.khu1, Fried]
(1983) visited Zangla and Peissel returned with a BBC television film
team. In 1978 Dargyay and Lobzang (1980)studied the pha.sPun of the
central valley. 1980 and 1981 saw the research visits of the expeditions
reported in this book (see also: Crook and Shakya 1983, Crook 1985,
Crook and Crook 1988, Crook and Rabgyas 1988, Osmaston 1990) and
I returned with James Low in 1986. Follmi's heroic if foolhardyjourneys
on the Chadar and Jumlam routes in winter(1980-81)resulted inmagnificent photography (1989) and a sensitive text (1983) on Zanskari people
and attitudes. He was eventually flown out by helicopter suffering from
frost bite but has returned since, sponsoring the education of certain
children.
The extensive expeditions on foot throughout Ladakh of Ha rjit Singh
(1977a,b, 1978,1979)led to the first broad-basedsurvey of the whole area
of Ladakh since Drew (1875)and Cunningham (1853). Snellgrove and
Skorupski (1977 and 1980), were the first to survey the rich cultural
heritage. In the Indusvalley, the Reports on Ladakh 1977-1979by a team
of authors affiliated with a group from Cambridge began the process of
detailed village studies -in this case particularly of Mattro. Kaplanian
(1981),a participant, later used this material in a book on the culture of
Ladakh. Expeditions reports from Southampton University (1977,1979)
provide valuable information primarily on ornithology and mountaineering on which Fraser (1986)based his wildlife surveysof 1981and 1985
(Osborne, Mallon and Fraser, 1983). Brauen's book (1980) provides a
highly professional study of the social background of the annual festivals
and oracles of the Indusvalley area. The growing importance of Ladakhi
studies was finally made clear by the publication of the proceedings of
the first international conference of researchers on Ladakh held in the
Llniversity of Konstanz in 1981(Kantowsky and Sander, 1983)which has
now been followed by further volumes of research (Dendaletche, 1985,
Icke-Schwalbe and Meier 1990). Tashi Rabgyas has published a new
history of Ladakh in Tibetan (1986), and Rizvi (1983) an excellent
overview of most aspects of Ladakhi life. Genoud's guidebook (1984)is
satisfactory and Neil Howard (1987,and in press) has published the only
reports on Ladakhi castles.Major theses by Day (1989)and Phylactou(l989)
on hla.ba and domestic life respectively focus primarily on the Indus
valley as does the ethnographic village study (at Hemis Shukpachen)by
Dollfus (1989).Several works on monastic painting have appeared (Pal
1988)and Harvey has written a popular account (1983)of a brief visit to
the Indus valley.
The silent years had, however, not been without events. During the
struggle with Pakistan the Muslim forces came close to taking the vital
town of Kargil on the Shrinagar to Leh route and some troops penetrated
to within a few miles of Leh. Only an air lift saved Ladakh at this time,
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together with an heroic effortby Indian troops and Ladakhi irregulars.
One Pakistani patrol got into Zangskar and dominated Padum during
the winter of 1947-48until Indian troops came up the river from Ladakh
and forced them to withdraw; an event that did not improve relations
between the Buddhists and the Muslims in Padum. The history of the
frontier struggles of recent years is told by Fisher et al. (1963) and Kak
(1978) and details of events and personalities are given in Ganhar and
Ganhar (1956, Ch. 24). See also Osmaston (1990).
The presence of Muslim families in Padum since the Dogra times has
sometimes been a cause of conflict. Before the new road was opened one
could see that some icons on mani walls near villages on the main mule
track had been defaced, an act only attributable to passing Muslims and
one which would stir sentiment against them. The rare visits of Kashmiri
police to Padum can also sometimes be an irritation that leads to small
but violent interactions largely due to incompatibilities of temperament
and ways of proceeding. The police have sometimes received savage but
not entirely unprovoked treatment.
Yet, against this background, the common language shared by Baltis
and Ladakhis alike remains a common and treasured inheritance. In hill
villages near Kargil, Muslim and Buddhist Balti speakers live cheek by
jowl and in peace, Muslims sometimes receiving the good offices of local
lamas of reputation. Of course here the common ethnic inheritance
ensures a degree of mutual understanding. A peaceful future will
depend upon a sensitive appreciation by central government of the
needs of the Ladakhi Buddhist population -a majority in its own land
but a minority in the political unit of Kashmir. The presence of His
Holiness the Dalai Lama in Zangskar valley in 1980giving teachings and
empowerments was an inspiration to the inhabitants and provided that
injection of cultural identification that had long been needed. His warm
reception by the local Muslims was an act of friendship well appreciated
by the Buddhists.
Since 1974 the J and K state government has established a number of
developments in Zangskar designed to improve the standard of life
materially and to promote new agricultural schemes, education, health
and the tourist industry. Chapter 25, prepared in 1983, shows some of
the optimism regarding development at that time. How has it fared since
then?
Dibben's dissertation (1990) makes discouraging reading and raises
most of the critical issues concerning development discussed in Chapter
26. While some progress at great expense has been made in agriculture
and in transportation, the health and education programmes languish in
inappropriate applications unresponsive to local needs. The development of tourism, Zangskar's prime opportunity for cash benefit, has
been dominated almost entirely by Kashmiri outsiders or by the Padum
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muslims who, less involved in farming, have been able to apply their
greater commercial skills effectively in the provision of local accommo-I
dation.
The prime problem has been a lack of any real concern with local
participation. A programme thought up outside Zangskar is applied
without an appropriate enthusiasm and empathy for the local culture.
The development officers are neither Ladakhi nor Buddhist and their
perception of the valley is negative. Their postings are thought to be "at
the back of beyond" in a culture essentially foreign to them. Their
commitment, perhaps understandably, commonly lacks a personal
basis (see also Michaud in press).
The economic future of Zangskar clearly depends on greater local
initiative.This requires a kick-start if it is to be effective. Closer links with
Leh are essential and the educational role of Ladakhi Buddhist initiatives such as SECMOL and the Ecological project may be vital to a
cultural and economic renewal (Ch. 26). Political problems concerning
the administration of the region require active attention with greater
power going to elected representatives of the local population.
6. Conclusions: further sources for historical study in Zangskar

The fragmentary documentation of the history of Zangskar reveals
that, although at times the valley was ruled by between two and four
related royal families, the country has been subordinate to the kingdom
of Ladakh since around 1400. It has thus shared in the fortunes of that
state and in its eventual decline.
At the time of its maximum extent, Ladakh covered a vast area from
Baltistan to Mustang in northern Nepal, embracing the older Kingdom
of Guge. It was a forceful state, although always threatened by Muslim
incursions from the west. As Tibet regained its strength under the Dalai
Lamas, Ladakh found itself under pressure from two sides: unwise
policies early in the seventeenth century, culminating in the reconquest
of Guge by Seng.ge.rNam.rGya1,removed what could have been a useful
buffer state and the decision to take sides with Bhutan in her struggle
with Tibet was a disaster from which Ladakh, dependent on Muslim
support and bereft of its richest provinces, never recovered.
According to Petech, Seng.ge.rNam.rGyal insisted on pressing his luck
too far and, in spite of the imperial glories of his reign, actually prepared
the way to eventual poverty. Hoping to pressurise the Moghul empire
to the south, he denied it the use of trade routes through Ladakh and
thereby denied himself and his kingdom the great wealth that could have
been made from the lucrativeCentral Asian trade route. Poor economics
and an excessively expansionist and assertive policy against Tibet thus
sowed the seeds for Ladakh's downfall. The country has been, as it were,
preserved in aspic since the takeover of Kashmir by the Sikhs, and its
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subsequent administration by the Dogras, the British and modern India.
The Chinese communist destruction of Buddhist culture in ~ i bhas
~ t
removed the original source of Ladakhi inspiration, while the threat
from the Muslim world remains. To a large degree the cultural survival
of Tibetan Buddhist institutions and ways of life in L a d a b depends
upon the central government in New Delhi. The gradual growth of a
regionalist political sentiment in Ladakh and the cultural revival, led by
such men as Tashi Rabgyas, Thupstan Paldan and Ngawang Tsering
Shakspo of the Cultural Academy in Leh, point to a renewed selfconsciousness that will prove the strongest protection to this ancient,
rich and basically benevolent culture(Chap 26).
The study of Zangskari history is opening up. It requires scholars
with a good grounding in Tibetology for its future will depend upon
detailed studies of a number of neglected sources. These are:
a) Documentary
Schuh and Phurkhang (1979)have shown the sigTuficance of hitherto
unexamined monastic documents. Many of these remain to be adequately consulted. In addition to monastic libraries, certain Zangskari
families still hold extensive and unexamined collections of books or
papers inherited from famous monk forbears who brought much mltural wealth from Central Tibet following their studies there. In
particular, we may mention the collection of the Jo.pa family in sTongde
Gompa, the Jo of sTe.sTa and of Amchi Sonam Wanchuk at Karsha. The
Gyalpo families doubtless possess similar collections. Dargyay and
Lobsang (1980) have likewise revealed the historical and sociological
interest of pha.sPun chronicles in unravelling the roles of key Zangskari
families in the past.
Yet further categories of documents may have value for historical
research (Phuntsog sTobdan 1985 and personal communication). The
chag.dam are official and private letters sent between the King of Ladakh,
other rulers and incarnate lamas of monasteries. Both aristocratic
families and monasteries retain some of these. The krong.yig are documents relating to censuses by earlier rulers. The rel.tho are diaries of
significant family events such as births, deaths, weddings and religious
functions together with lists of gifts made to other families. Inscriptions
on stones near chortens, Zha.tho, mani walls or on pung.pa (pots containing holy objects buried in the ground or in chorten to protect crops) may
also contain valuable local information about the past. Family names
themselves and local songs can also be of interest. Some translations of
a few Zangskari mani inscriptions and a document photographed at
Phugtal are provided as examples in the appendix to this chapter.
b) Artifactual
During the Dalai Lama's visit to Zangskar in 1980the monasteries put
on show their treasures in the form ofbronzes, icons and tankas. We saw
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formidable exhibitions at Sani, Karsha, sTongde and Phugtal. There is
also a remarkable collection of tankas in Zangskar. The story is that a
Zangskari monk at Tashi Lhunpo was sent as a representative to a
district in Tibet where he became a revered teacher and acquired many
possessions. When he was not given a senior post he fled home to
Zangskar establishing a small monastery. Although Tashi Lhunpo
appealed to the King of Ladakh, the latter supported the monk and there
his collection remains to this day. (Informant, Tashi Rabgyas). A study
of the origin of these works of art and the history of their collection in
Zangskar, normally kept far from the public eye in locked storerooms,
would help us understand the links between Zangskar and central Tibet
over several centuries. In addition, there are numerous inscriptions in
the valley, some of these dating from pre-Buddhist times, while inscriptions on mani walls often tell us who built them and provide clues to local
history (see Denwood, 1980 and appendix to this chapter).
c) Family traditions
The disasters of the last century shattered the social structure of
Zangskar, but some families and their pha.sPun remain aware of their
shadowy history from befo~
e the nineteenth century. Stories of family
history, even if legendary in form, could be cross-checked and a pattern
of family relationships and local hierarchies of the past might be
reconstructed through a process of careful recording. The more aristocratic the past of a given family, the more likely that legends of its past
will remain alive today. Somethingof the administrative structure of the
pre-Dogra government might be recovered by such work.
It need hardly be mentioned that the qualifications for such research
would be demanding and that co-operation with Ladakhi scholars and
historians would be essential. Indeed, the most suitable candidates for
such work would be Ladakhi scholars equipped with the methodology
of modern western historical research. In 1971 Romi Khosla was
convinced that the monasteries of Ladakh would, within a generation,
"become the museums of a vanished culture"; the main problem would
be the financingof their material preservation. Today we may argue that
Zangskari culture, together with the Ladakhi life style in general, may
prove more flexibly adaptable to socio-economic change than Khosla
could imagine. The broad-based international interest in Mahayana
Buddhism and Ladakhi culture is anchored in the perception that the
values inherent in them have messages for the modem world of high
technology. The interaction between such historically determined
processes is extremely complex. The future of Ladakh may yet prove to
be one of constructive assimilation influencing a wider world, rather
than destabilisation and cultural loss.
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7. Appendix Translations by Tashi Rabgyas of imcriptiorn on mlni
walls photographed in 1980. U. Crook, 1984).

1. Small stone on Mani wall at Pume near the junction of the Tsarap
and Lingti rivers dedicated by the artist to the family who supported (commissioned)the work.

"Father Sonam Zlawa, mother Kundwm Dolmu, Aunt YeshesKundwm,
Grandmother Tsering Wangmo, sons Stanzin Norbu and Phuntwg
Tashi,daughters Deskit Dolmu and Stanzin Chosdon. All $them seemed
well. With best wishesfrom theartist Sonum Tsering. In the year Earthmale Monkey."
2. Larger stone at Purne dedicated to H.H. the 14th Dalai Lama.
"Let there be peace.
M y homage to Avalokiteshvara his colour is white not touched by impurity,
his head is dressed as a Buddha,
with eyes ofcornpassion he glances down on living beings.
OM MAN1 PADME HUNG.
The world is supported by a crossed Vajra in space.
Living beings have emergedfrom the sky.
Between heaven and earth
the Arhat resides on Kailas mountain.
Bodh-Gaya is the centre t f the earth.
An excellent continent is Jam Budh Vipa (India).
May the Swami Nawang L o b k g Stanzin Gyatso remain
victorious.
3. A stone also at Purne refering to Hari Singh, the last Hindu ruler
of Kashmir prior to the assumption of power by India in Kashmir,
1947).
"Untouched by impurity
the earth is supported by diamonds crossed in air.
Living beings have come down from heaven.
The sky is as a blue sphere and between it and the eurth rises
Kailash mountain, the abode ofthe Arhat.
From thereflows the Indus, to the l@ $which lies Zangshr,
the land qf Dhamra.
The King tflarnrnu, Hari Singh, 1ivessfPnrlessly in his place.
His helttiet is high and his people prosper.
This excellent place is Phugtal tfzangling.
The abbot is Lobung Stanzin whose religious hut is high.
During this happy time Umzat Nawang Poldan $the noble race
of Shali and &npo Nawang Tshultrim have
constructed this mani wall in p t i t u d e to their kind parents.
They have done it fir all living beings.
with their parents at the head."
"
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4. Another inscription on the same mani wall.

"The number o f mani stones has surpassed ten thousand. In Shun were
5300 manistones carved and at Purni (Purne)2400. ThefhmilyofZlau~a
and his two Khang-chung have made contributions. May they find
prosperity in this ltJe and may we meet in ft1c. Pure-land in the next.
Skalzang Tashifed the artisansfor one day and Wangyalgave them beer.
Phuntzog ofCha has produced (carved?)5300 as hefilt that wealth was
uncertain and that he might meet his parents in the Pure-land in the next
I@. He produced 2400 at Cha. As a result ofhis noble deed the sponsors
may have great prosperity. May they have weaith and sons.
Sonam Zlawa ofPumi (Pune)hasfid the citizens (fillow villagers?)for
three full days. Stanzin Tundrup gave food for f wo full days. Sonam
Tsering ofCha has oncegiven beerfor all. Tsewang Norbu and Phuntzog
Tsering have donated two sessions ofbeer and one $tea. Kanchok Tsetan
has given one beer and a rupee. Chosgal has given m e rupee. May there
be peace! "
5. A tattered document photographed at Phugtai gompa.
"The King @Basgo invaded sTongde. The nyerpa ana cook were both born
in theyear ofthe Bird. The Lonpoand Gyaltsan (a name) were killed. The
Lonpo had no patron and no r e g e so he escaped to Phugtal where Tungpa
Chewang Stanba and nyerpa Chospel were living; they could not help
him. Nyerpa Konchok Tashi and Gelong Zampa sKyal made a request to
Gyalpo Tsering lDey (qfzangskar). They gave hima horse $a grey-blue
colour and two estates at Kumik were exchangedfor two at Yuber (near
Phugtal?). On being @red wealth and at the request o f Gyalpo,
Chewang Polbar, Meme Srongpo, Tungpa Jamyang Tondup, Gelong
Lotus Choskyal, Gelong Lotus Tshetan, Gelong Gedur~Lotos, Getsul
Zangpo, and Drapa Kanchok travelled to Ladakh on behalfofthe people
of Kargya (between Phugtal and Lahoul). They presented their case to
Gyalpo Chewang Namgyal (King of Ladakh), Bumpa.lde the Minister
and T u n p a Gyatso .$Thiksey. They decided in favour o f the people of
Kargya and awarded them the land."
(Thiscurious and typically tantalising document recalls the 'Bo.Yig
and its problems of interpretation. Part of it at least refers to the
period around 1600whtn Ladakh had two kings in the Indusvalley
and Radug ruled sTongde as a briefly independent kingdom (see
above). The document refers obscurely to land disputes of the
period. A thorough study of these and related documents in other
Zangskar monasteries and at Leh may clarlfy the story).
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Notes
1. Abbreviation for Tshe.dBang.rGyal.po. Such abbreviationsare common in the
texts.
2. Remains of similar but lesser castles are to be found at Karsha, a building still
standing at Zangla, and ruins at Kargyag, Drantse, sTe.sta, Bcah.ba (=Bya 1,
Spani and Ichar in the Lung-nak valley. Some have remains of villages near
them and there are said to be inscriptions of great age opposite Bya. This
informationwascollected fromLungnak by the Rev. Hettasch (Franke, 1906).
Neil Howard has recently re-investigated some of these sites.
3. Amchi Wanchuk told us that during the Dogra troubles the chorten was
opened and a small ancient statue but no relics were found. There is a story
that the Zanskaris requested Naropa to remain in the valley. He refused but
left a statue for them at Sani. We wereable to see this statuewhen it was put
on view during the visit of H.H. the Dalai Lama in 1980.
4. Seems to be a nick-name, as Tashi Rabgyas tells me it translates into the
colloquial Ladakhi expression for 'roly p l y ' and is perhaps a consequence
of his dropsy.
5. Author's translation from the German (Schuh, 1983).
6. Udyana was a name used for a Buddhist area in the north western regions of
Indo-Pakistan. However Chandra (1980)shows that the term is derived from
the name of a deity in S.W. India which became the name of an ideal place.
7. Tucci (1940, p. 70) translates "They ... crossed the pass with great difficulty
and, having recourse to some yoga practices, after fifteen days reached the
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Tibetan Zangs.dKar where they met the great siddha bDe.ba.rwa.mtsho who
invited them to spend some time in the place where he used to meditate.
Behind it is the cave (prub = shield or, phug = cave) of Naropa: they spent two
months in that place. Then... they went to 'Bar.gdan... and thence to Ga.sa
(Lahul)." This suggests two months at Dzong-Khul followed by a short
visit to Bardan.
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1. Social organisation and Zangskari ecology
Human settlement in Zangskar is made possible by the twin provision
of land suitable for arable fanning and irrigationby melt water from the
mountains (Ch. 2). The approximately ten thousand Zangskaris are
distributed in settlements either on or near sloping alluvial plains at the
feet of high mountains whence sufficient water for growing crops
descends in streams that in some cases join the major river in the centre
of the valley. Officially there are about 25 named villages but many of
these names refer to small groups of hamlets located around the same
alluvial fan. There are 94 such hamlets varying greatly in size but
probably averaging about 12houses and 80 inhabitants. (DistrictCensus
Handbook 1971. Crowden MS).
Ladakhi villages are of two main types; nucleated settlements and
dispersed settlements (Fraser, 1977). Nucleated settlements consist of
a group of houses placed together with passages running between them.
They are usually found scattered along narrow mountain valleys where
the agricultural land is slight in extent. The valley is often terraced for
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farming and the mountain-sides above and around the village supply
animal fodder for storage against the winter. In Zangskar such villages
are common in the Lung-nak valley but also occur elsewhere where an
alluvial fan is small in extent and the houses are perched above or to om
side of it to increase the area available for cultivation. At the high point
of the village, sometimes in a veritable acropolis, stands a village shrine,
temple or gompa. Most villages probably began in such elevated places
for these provided protection against marauders in former times.
Indeed at Karsha, Padum, Zangla, sTongde and elsewhere there are the
remains of the castles of feudal rulers overhanging the rubble of an early
settlement near or at the gompa site (N.F.Howard in press). The descent
of farming families into habitations on the wider alluvial plain developed in quieter times, probably before the disastrous invasions of the
19th century. Dispersed settlements with small numbers of houses in
scattered hamlets are now common.
Our main study village mcluded the dispersed hamlets of Peyu (Peu),
Trodong ('Dro.dong), Tang (Thang), Tama (Ta.ma), Tetsa (Te.rTsa) and
Laru (La.nr),
collectively known as sTongde (sTong.sDe); a l l originating
historically from the ruined village site of this name high on the hill
where the gompa stands. To the south, at the top of the next alluvial fan,
the nucleated village of Kumik stands high above its restricted area of
arable land with its own limited water supply. Over the sTongde-lapass
to eastward lies the nucleated settlement of Sha-de, a small farmed
valley watered from a warm spring which does not freeze in winter. The
inhabitants of sTongde and Sha-de are related by close ties of marriage
and Sha-de is reputed to have been founded by villagers from sTongde.
It also became one of our study sites (see Ch. 7).
The sTongdepeople pursue an agriculturallivelihood which includes
the husbandry of sheep, goats and yaks. They rue almost entirely selfsufficient and run a markedly successful subsistence economy. Each
family owns land, most plots being sizable and sufficient to supply all
needs (Ch.2). There are no landless peasants in these Zangskari villages
such as those described from the villages in south Tibet (Aziz, 1978;
Dargyay, 1982) nor, today, are there any aristocratic landlords. The
power of the old aristocracy was shattered by the Dogra invasions (Ch.
14). Until recently the king of Zangla derived income from tenants but
he has now cancelled all such arrangements. The kings of Padum and
Zangla, although still important social figures, are economically no
different from other land holding farmers. Today all fanners hold their
own land but often farm additional plots under arrangements made
with local monasteries (Chs. 2,5,20).
Among these farming familiesthere are distinctions of rank of a subtle
nature (seebelow) but the only caste group with whom there are marital
and pollution barriers are the Ga-ra (Blacksmiths, mGar.ba.) of whom
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there are a few families sewing sTongde and Kumik. Mon, Beda and
other caste groups of central Ladakh are not found in Zangskar.
Zangskaris say rather proudly - "We make our own music here",
This chapter treats the social organisation of the sTongde farmers with
especial reference to their household structure, marital relations, inheritance, sponsorship of monk relatives, family genealogies and personal
identity.
2. Household structure
i. Rules of Inheritance

At sTongde in 1980 there were 32 households comprising farming
units of varying composition. Each household has a farming estate
consisting of plots of land on the irrigated alluvial plain not all of which
are necessarily contiguous to one another. The main work of the family
consists in growing crops on these plots and rearing and tending
livestock which are pastured on slopes near the settlement or higher up
on mountain pastures near or even beyond the sTongde-la (Chs. 2,5,6,
11 ). A complete listing of estates and households is provided in Ch. 2.
In 1980 each household showed the traditional division into distinct
living units, the khang.chen or 'big house' and one or more khang-chung
or 'little house'. (Oneintermediate household (6)regarded as khang.chung
in Ch.9, p. 288, was categorized as khang.chen in this study. ) In the
former resides the family of the eldest reproductive brother of the
present generation with or without further brothers as formal or
informal co-husbands to the single wife. If there are no reproductive
brothers then the eldest sister, with or without another sister as a cowife, lives in the khang.chenwith her mag.pa husband (see further below).
In the khang.chung reside the parents (and brothers or sisters) of the
present reproductive generation and additional relatives and dependents.
This social organisation is the corollary of a traditional set of rules of
inheritance which still function in a classical and unbroken form at
sTongde. These rules may be summarized as follows:
(i) A farming estate is inherited upon marriage by a modified form of
primogeniture. The eldest son of a generation together with one or more
brothers takes over the 'big house' (khang.chen) and estate from the
previous set of fathers. The eldest son is the head of the household and
responsible for estate management. The estate is thus passed from one
generation to another without division between inheritors.
(ii) The parents of the managing generation move into the 'smallhouse' (khung.chung, (Zangskar) or khang.bu (Indus valley)) which is
supported by about a quarter of the estate land. ~anagement
of this plot
usually still vests in the elder brother of the inheriting generation and
upon the death of the old people the khang.chung remains an unoccupied
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building on the estate until the next intergenerational transfer.
(iii) The actual details of inheritance on particular estates depends
upon the ages, numbers and sex of the sibling group. Usually the eldest
son takes a wife together with one of his younger brothers, who may still
be a teenager at the time of the marriage. Often the second son becomes
a monk and additional brothers marry out of the family into estates
lacking sons. Where the eldest brother chooses the life of a monk then
the second becomes household head.
(iv) If there are no sons then the eldest sister, providing she has not
married, inherits the estate. She may then take a mag.pa husband from
a family with spare sons. If she has a sister this girl too may marry the
same man thus establishing a polygynous household. The mag.pa has
little influence in the familybut the estate will eventually pass to the sons
resulting from his marriage. Thus, whether by the polyandrous marriage of brothers or polygynous daughters' marriage, the estate remains
intact and within the same patrilineage. If very much younger brothers
subsequently appear after a daughter has married a mag.pa she will still
usually remain the household head (Grist, 1980).
The estate is thus best viewed as passing from one generation of
siblings to another rather than from an individual to another. So long as
they obey certain rules junior married brothers or sisters have defacto
rights in the estate even if de jure the eldest is the prime inheritor.
(v) It follows that only one sex inherits the estate in any one generation.
Furthermore, since the change-over occurs soon after the marriage, or at
least as soon as a child is born, the inheritor's parents quickly move into
a khang.chung. It is rare for an adult elder brother to be found elsewhere
than in the khang.chen. It follows that household heads are usually young
men.
(vi) Khang.chung inhabitants are thus either the parents or other older
relatives (uncles, aunts, etc.) of the estate owner. Grist (1980),working
near Leh, remarks on a general rule against two couples of the same
generation living under one roof and a lesser rule against two couples of
different generations living together. However, as the polyandrous
system changes, these rules tend to break down (see Chs. 23 and 24).
(vii) If a brother or uncle of the owner marries and has offspring while
living in a Wmng.chung the house may then not revert to the estate but
become a khang.chen of a new family line. In Zangskar it appears that the
entire village has to agree to the formal establishment of such a household as a new estate. This is mainly because it may involve changes in
the distribution of cultivable land and the allocation of water for
irrigation.
(viii) If divorce occurs the wife or mag.pa commonly returns to the
natal home.
xi) Sometimespolygyny results from the addition of a second wife to
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a monogamous housebdd. One case known to us at sTongde was
explained to us by the husband. He said he had much land and, because
he was unwell, not enough labour to work it. So he took a second wife
and now has no less than 12surviving children. Labour shortagewill not
be a problem in the next generation. The frequencies of marriage types
in Zangskar villages are discussed by Attenborough and Elford in Chs.
9 and 10 and by Osmaston and Crook, Ch. 7 and compared with Leh by
Crook and Shakya, Ch. 23.
Examining these details shows how closely associated are the marital
and inheritice rules. The question may biput as to which of these is
primary: is the inheritance rule contingent upon the marriage system or
vice versa? Ladakhi informants have always been quite explicit on this
subject. Speaking of the functions of polyandry they always say it exists
in order to maintain the estates of the farmers intact.
The contrasts between hng.chen and khang.chung are revealed by a
detailed analysis of the sTongde households.
ii. Khang.chen and khang.chung inhabitants
The mean number of khang.chen inhabitantsat sTongde was 6.09 with
a maximum of 12 and a minimum of 2. The total number of adults and
children in 32 khang.chen was 195. Of these 25 Wlang.chen housed a
husband and at least one wife, while 6 were owned by a wife or wives
with a mag.pa husband. 31contained children,totalling 116,mean family
size (in many cases incomplete) 3.5, maximum 8 and minimum 1.
Additional relatives sometimes lived in the khang.chen, 5 contained a
parent, 2 a grandparent, 3 a brother or sister, 1a sibling's spouse, 1 an
uncle and 1a cousin. The overall pattern is however clear: the khang.chen
is the residence of the reproductive generation currently governing the
farming estate.
Four estates in male ownership in sTongde had no khang.chung
buildings (Tables 15.1 and 15.2) and showed a mean household size of
3 persons (N = 15, maximum 5, minimum 2) including the children. 10
male-owned estates had a single khang.chung, all except 2 being occupied. 11had two khung.chung and one had 3. The mean family size on
those estates with a single Wlang.chung was 10.4 reducing to 9.5 when
estates with hng.chung availablebut unoccupied are added. The mean
family size on estates with two khang.chung was 13.3 decreasing to 13.1
when estates with an unoccupied hng.chung are added. There is no
si@cant difference between familysizes on estates with either one or
two khang.chungin spite of these differencesin averages; it may be noted
however that the one estate with three khang.chungheldoneof the largest
families in sTongde. Clearly, while family sizes on estates with no
khang.chungare smaller than those with Wlang.chung, there is only a trend
to larger family size associated with increasing numbers of Wlang.chung.

Table 15.1A Household sizes in sTongde showing distributions between khang.chen and khang.chung. a = No. persons in khang.chen. b = No.
persons in khang.chung. c =total family size. This table lists male inherited households only.
Estates with
no khang.chung

Estates with
one khang.chung

$
o

Estates with three
khang.chung

Estates with two
khang.chung

(N=l)
c.
16
15
15
14
14
13
12
12
12
12
11

a.
9

b,. b,.
5

3

b31

c.

18

Table 15.1B Some basic household statistics from Table la. i = Estates with no khang.chung, ii = Estates with one khangxhung, iii = Estates
with two khang.chung, iv = Estate with three khang.chung.

Mean no. khang.chen occupants
Mean no. khang.chung occupants.
Mean no. khang.chung occupants per estate
Number of empty khang.chung
% household living in khang.chung
Mean household cize all estates
Mea, * -, ..,ld5ize on estates with
some khang.chung unoccupied

i

ii

iii

iv

3

6
3.5

6.3
3.5

3.5

7

9
3
9
0/9
50
18

-

-

1/10
33

3

9.5

2/22
53
13.3

A.

-

10.5

13.1

-

s

%

3
0

f:

3

g

r~

-.
T

a"

3
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Table 15.2 Household size and distribution when owner is female with maspa
husband. a = No. persons in Wlmg.chen. b = No. peruom in
khang.chung. c = family total.
No

khang.chung
a =c

Houses with
1 khrmg.chung
a
b
c

Houses with
2 khang.chung

Houses with
3 khangchung
a

b

c

Mean khangchen population 5'9, -,5.
Mean khang.chung population per household -,2.3, -.4.3.
Mean Household size 5. 11. -. 18.

Table 15.3 Family associations in the khang.chen of 32 households in sTongde
village, Zangskar. Summer 1980.
Male owner, spouse, child
Male owner, brother (onc=cousin)~pouse,
children.
Male owner, two wives, children
Male owner, child.
Male owner, no wife or child.

17

6
1

1
1

Total

26
2
2
2
6

Grand total

32

Total
Female owner, mag.pa, children.
Female owner, sister, rrmg.pa, children.
Female owner, children.

This is related to the fact that while the populations of individual
khang.chung on estates with either one or two of them are not distinguishable, the numbers of individuals in khang.chung residence as opposed to
khang.chen residence is larger in households with two hng.chung (Mann
Whitney U .12.p = .002, two-tailed)and the %of individualson the estate
living in khang.chung likewise larger (Table 15.2) in the latter case. In
general, families that arelarger place more of their members i n h g . c h u n g
residence than do those that are smaller. These individuals comprise
family members other than the current reproductive generation.
Households owned by sister or sisters with a mng.pa husband (Table
15.2)showed great variance in size due to the doubling of familieswhere
two sisters are both producing children.
iii) Khang.chen nuclear families
The inhabitants of the khang.chm comprise the families of the eldest
member of the currently reproductive generation. In five of our cases
this male is defDcto polyandrous by virtue of the presence of a second
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brother residing in the household either permanently or from time to
time on returning from outside employment. As we have seen, if there
has been no male issue in the preceding generation then a daughter
inherits, marrying a mag.pa husband sometimesjointly with a sister.
a few houses, only one adult of the married group or couple remains
present due to the death of the other(s1. Table 15.3 shows the range of
personal associations of kin in Wtang.chen found in the summer of 1980
in sTongde village.
In the khang.chen the presence of relatives additional to the nuclear
group was rare and therefore we examined them closely. In the case of
khang.chen occupied by owner, wife and family, associations with
representatives of the following categories were discovered: father
(once),mother (once),cousin (once),two children of a previous deceased
wife of the owner (once), son and son's wife (once).
a) In the last case, where a married son had not yet replaced his father
as head, we presume the household was about to split on the arrival of
the son's child. The delay in the transfer to the new reproductive
generation seemed (Household32)due to the youth of the married eldest
son who was only 20 withhis brothers only teenagers. Furthermore, two
khang.chung were already occupied, in one case by a separately married
monogamous brother of the owner and the other by an aunt-nun and a
distant female relative who helped her. Probably the current 'owner'
and his wife together with most of their children will soon move in with
one or other of these parties. Possibly they will leave a second son as an
informal co-husband in the khang.chen.
b) The case where the owner's father resided with the khang.chen
family (Household1)was apparently due to a quarrel between the father
and his wife who now lives in a khang.chung together with her other sons.
One of these is a thirteen year old boy and the other a monk.
C) The reason for the case of the mother still resident in the khang.chen
(Household 7) would seem to be as follows. The father first married a
woman from Sha-de who gave birth to six children including the present
owners. Subsequent to his first marriage the father also married his
wife's sister with whom he now resides in one of the two khang.chung.
Presumably tension between these sisters enforced the first wife's
continuing residence in the khang.chen. According to our records, the
second wife has not had children.
d) The presence of a cousin in the khang.chen (Household 23) turns out
to be the sole example of the co-marriage of two cousins to the same wife.
It was not until we drew up the family tree that we realized that the
second man in the khang.chen was not a brother of the owner, as we had
at first been informed. The genealogy showing their relationship is given
in Figure15.1. This family is said to be rich, although on our rating scale
for land value this is not especially indicated. Possibly the cousin's
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marriage was arranged to ensure sufficient labour on the estate and
greater security for the wife. The arrangement seems to be purely
informal.
e) Polyandrous marriages in khang.chen were associated with the
additional presence of grandfathers in two of 6 cases. Irl the first case the
current 'owner' (age 25) is in the police force in Leh and often absent. His
brother, reported to have formally co-married with him, resides in the
khang.chen and is only 15. Since the wife (age 27) has only one child there
are not many people in the Wurng.chen. The father (48) and mother (46)
of the owner, together with other brothers and sisters aged between 22
and 2 live in one khangchung while the grandmother (74) with the
owner's aunt-in-law wife's father's sister (37) and her baby boy (1)live
in the other. This aunt-in-law had divorced her husband because he used
to beat her and she took refuge in this house. The grandfather (75)
married the grandmother tnonogamously and his two brothers (65, one
died at 72) became monks at sTongde, the surviving one being the
present lobon or abbot. The grandfather is possibly helpful in the
underpopulated khang.chen but is generally considered to be "more or
less a monk" and uses his religious name. This may account for his
residential separation from his wife.
The second case is similar in that the reproductive generation is young
(brothers of 25 and 22 married to a woman of 24) with only one child so
far. The old man (68) was married together with his brother to the
grandmother (66)who is alive and living with her younger husband (65)
and their youngest son and his family. This son may have been formerly
associated with the present owners' father in polyandry and then took
a separate wife. The owners' father (45),wife (44) and two other children
(19, 5) live in a second khang.chung. It looks therefore as if the elder
grandfather lives in the khang.chen because it is underpopulated and
perhaps because his wife and younger brother get on better than his wife
does with him. There does seem to be a tendency for older formerly
polyandrously-marriedmales to live in separate khang.chung later in life,
only one of thein residing with the original spouse.
There is one case of a paternal uncle (52) residing in a polyandro~
khang.chen. Here the owner (38)livesin and the younger brother (28)isaway
most of the time in the army. They have a large farnily of 7 children (2-17
years) and two occupied hng.chung. The father (60)lives in one of these
with his wife (60) an (unrelated)second wife (60) and her 3 children. The
uncle may well have been either a co-husband with the present owners'
father or possibly a former husband of his second wife. Separation later in
lifefrom someearlier arrangementmaybe the reason for his presence in this
khang.chen, where his labour as farmer in the absence of one of the COhusbands is doubtless a considerable help to his nephew.
f) In the khang.chenof one of the bigamous mag.pa marriages the sisters'
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father remains in the h o k . The two sisters (36,33)have 5 and 3 children
respectively (age ranges 1-13,2-8)from their mag.pa (33)who comes from
Sha-de. The sisters' father was their mother's mag.pa. There is an empty
khang.chung but evidently the girls like their father to remain with them.
It seems that in this household the grandfatherwas also a mag.pa. Three
generations of mag.pa marriages in a heage must be quite rare (see Fig.
15.5, Genealogy 3).
g) There is one unfortunate family where two sisters are left alone
without a man on the estate. Their father,who had two wives (and two
monk brothers), only produced three daughters and an illegitimate son
(who lives elsewhere). One of these daughters, who is deaf and dumb,
married a rnag.pa from Padum and they had a son who died. It seems
that this man then married the second sister, who is now considered the
owner of the estate, and who has a son (14) and a daughter (7). When
the mag.pa died this unfortunate woman was left with two young
children, a handicapped sister and a large estate. Many of her fields
remain sadly uncultivated but by hard work she seems able to support
her family from the area she can manage (1980).
h) Two widows (khang.chen owners) without children live respectively with a daughter and her magpa husband (and an occasional
visiting monk, perhaps a brother), and with a mother. These farms seem
poor and without khang.chung buildings.

iv. The distribution of family members in khang.chung
The differing patterns of khang.chung arrangement on the sTongde
estates are determined by family size, composition, the residence rules
and habitation requirements of the families. Generally speaking the
larger families require more elaborate khang.chung provision to accommodate the older relatives of the head of the estate. Table 15.4shows that
khang.chung may be either a part of the samebuilding as that functioning
as a Wlang.chenor a quite separate building. Where two khang.chung are
designated, one of these or both may be part of the khang.chen building.
There is a trend towards a greater diversity of khng.chwng occupations
with increasing family size and perhaps also a trend towards a greater
spatial distance between living groups as well.
Relatives in khang.chung may be Listed accordmg to their kinship with
the head of the estate living in the khang.chot. The occurrence of kin in
the khang.chung in relation to the number of khang.chung occupied (and
hence family size)is shown in Table 15.5. The %of grandparents, undes,
aunts and cousins in the khang.chung population of estates with more
than one khang.chung is larger than in those with one khang.chung only,
while the proportional representation of brothers, sisters and nephews
is reduced; as also is that of parents. Such figures suggest that the
considerable longevity of the older generation in the larger families
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produces the larger proportion of grandparents and uncles/aunts with
their children (cousins) in households with two khang.chung. This
underlines the point that the khung.chung is primarily the means whereby
the survivors froma reproductively successfulpreceding generationare
housed.
InTable 15.6the associationby co-residencebetween persons of differing
kin to the estate head found in a population of 122khang.chung inhabitants
is shown. There are eleven kin categories. Kin individuals may be found
living with their own category (i.e. sister with another sister of the head of
estate) or with different ones. Of 25 brothers for example, some 30 of the
associations made by them as a consequence of ceresidence in the same
khang.chung are with other brothers of the estate owner (also their own
brother of course).However, only 16 associatio~shown by these same 25
men are with their fathers. Altogether these 25 men have 111co-habitations
with diffemnt persons in their khang.chung homes, and hence a mean cohabitationtendency of 4.4 (111/25).Sincebrothers of the owner live with a l l
other kin categories except two (uncle, grandfather) they take part in 80%
(8/ 10)of all associationspossible to them.
Owing to the number of empty cells, this table is not easy to survey
statistically but a number of patterns are clear. Brothers and sisters of
the estate head who are living in khang.chung associate mainly with their
own category, with their children and with their parents. This reflects
a tendency to live with their own closest relatives, parents and offspring,
after their transfer with their parents to the khang.chung has occurred.
Fathers (i.e. the estate head of the previous generation) make few
types of associations living mainly with their wives and children.
Mothers (i.e. wives of the preceding estate head) show the widest
range of associations with kin categories with prime associations with
their children. The wide range reflects both the longevity of mothers (14
occur m the sample compared with 8 fathers) and the fact that in a few
cases a family has two mothers as a result of polygyny.
Uncles/aunts make many associations cropping up in a wide variely
of co-habitations and residences. There is a natural tendency to associate
with their own children. The latter, cousins to the estate head, likewise
occur in a wide range of associations predominantly with their siblings
and parents. Nephews and nieces being younger than cousins, are found
predominantly with one another and their parents.
These associations reveal a tendency for close relatives to live together
(parents with offspring, hence uncles/aunts of head with his cousins,
head's parents with his siblings, head's nephews with his siblings, etc.):
a pattern modified by differential mortality up the age cohorts. Both
-mothersand grandmothersshow higher representation than fathers and
grandfathers. Grandparentshowever generally live with few others and
only associate with a few kin categories.
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Table 15.4 Contracting khang.chung arrangement@and family rhe
Estates with:

Mean

Size
One empty khang.chung
One occupied attached k.
One occupied separate k.
Both k. attached
One attached, one separate k.
Both k. separate
Both k. in same separate house

Table 15.5

4 (6.7.12.12)
2 (8.14)
6 (5.10.10.13.13.14)
1 (12)
6 (11.121213.14.14)
1 (14)
4 (15.15.18.18)

Kin (to head of eetate) living in khang-chung. a = N . b = % of total
pereons in the eetate category.

Kin category

Estates with
single m p @
khang.chung

2

Grandparent
Parent
Uncle/Aunt
Cousin
Brother
Sister
Nephew /Niece

11
5
3
10
9
7

Total

47

4.5
25
11.4
6.8
23
2Q5

16

Estates with
more than one
occupied
khang.chung

12
14
19
11
12
7
8

Summary: aU
#umg.chung

14.5
17
23
13.25
14.5
8.4

9.6

83

When the actual household compositions of these khang-chung are
listed the above associations are immediately reflected in the ease with
which households can be sorted into two types of group in the reproductive, the parental and grandparental generations. Listing these groups
according to age and generation reveals the process by which they are
created (Fig. 15.2). Working one's way from the bottom of the figurethe
first khang.chung groups contain the siblings of the head of estate who
have opted, perhaps for reasons of marriage, to separate from the
parental menage. The next older groupscontain,on the one hand, uncles
and aunts and on the other, parents of the head of estate who are living
together following their exodus from the khang.chen.
The high representation of mothers in the population is revealed in the
single parental groups whose greater age is perhaps reflected in the
additional kin that have now accumulated in them. The Wtang.chung
dominated by fathers' brothers, i.e. the avuncular groups, oftencontain
their wives and their children (cousins),suggesting that marriage again
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is the main cause of their formation. The grandparental groups similarly
break down into those with grandfather still present and those that are
grandmaternal supported by the additional presence of uncles, aunts
and mng.pas together with children (cousins). There is also one greataunt khang.chung in which the old lady is supported by her daughter.
The composition of these groups reflects the structural rules by which
the households on these estates are both divided and maintained from
generation to generation. On the marriage of each khang.chen head,
parental khang.chung are created. If the family is large some of the heads'
brothers may marry and form khang.chung separately from those of the
commonparent. This of course would be clearest where polyandry is not
practiced. In the parental generationlikewisethose brothers of the father
who married separately have moved into Wtang.chung of their own to
form the group of 'avuncular' khang.chung. A similar process is visible
Figure 15.2 Generational grouping of khang.&unginhabitante listed ae relative8 of
the current khang.chen owner.
Grandparental
generation

Parental
generation

Current
reproductive
generation

Code.

Grand
avuncular
gfs. g M .

Single
grandparent
gm.b.
grn.gfb. fb. fbw.
2fbc.
gm.fb. fbd.
gm.fw2. fw2s.
gm.fw2. ma. fw2.3~.
gf. f2.2~.
gf.m.

Joint
grandparent

Single parent

Joint parent

Avuncular

m.
m. bw. 2bwc.
m. b. fbd.

f.m. s. 2b.
f.m. 4s. 2b.
f.m. s. 2b.

m. 2b.
m. b.
m. fs.s.
m. fbd + Illeg. d.
m. tbd. c.

f.m. s. 3b.
f.m. s.2b.
f.m., m, s.fb.

fs + Illegit d.
2 b . fbw. fbd.
fs. Magpa. fs.
2c.
fb. fbw. fbd.
fb. fbw. s. 3c.
fb. fs. fsd.
f2.b. s. 2sc.

The h n g . c h e n
household

gm.gf.
gm.gf. fb. fbw.
2c.

Fraternal Wmng.chung
b. s. 2c.

2b. s.
b. w. 6c.
b. w.

b = brother, s = sister, w = wife, c = children, m = mother, f = father, fs =
father's sister, grn = grandmother, gf = grandfather, d = daughter, fbd =
father's brother's daughter, fw2s = father's second wife's sister etc.

Table 15.6 Co-habitive associations between categories of kin to khang.chen heads. sTongde, summer 1980. Total persons 124.

Brother
Sister
Grandfather
Grandmother
Father
Mother
Uncle
Aunt
N / Niece
Cousin
Sister-in-law
Living alone

cn
0,
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in the grandparental generation.
As a new reproductive generation arises in the khang.chen the family
accommodation is rearranged to allow the head of the estate complete
occupancy of the main estate house. The separate accommodation for
parents and the still surviving grandparents is not however suitable for
housing uncles or brothers of the reproductive male should they wish to
marry and have families. Additional khang.chung are created for such
cases.
The fate of the offspringfrom the avuncular homes seems none too
satisfactory from their point of view but we have few details. Sons (i.e.
cousins, nephews) from these homes would appear to marry out as
mag.pa or in rare cases become a co-husband in the estate house (see Fig.
15.1). We can see from the compositionof the grandparental household
that uncles, aunts and their spouses often end up as incumbents of
grandparental homes where they presumably give support. While the
splitting off of an avuncular home to form an entirely new estate is
possible, the spread of new estates in this way is controlled collectively
by the village council. If a new estate is to be established it means that
the irrigation system requires modification and adjustment, especially
if the new estate is to break new ground. Sub-division of an existing
estate will be resisted by the family and any extra burden on the water
resources resisted in the village. The creation of a new estate thus
involves considerable negotiation and for the most part we can assume
the gradual re-absorption of avuncular 'property' back into that of the
family commune as a whole.
At sTongde, the amchi Sonam Tsering told us that 60 years ago (i.e.
1920)there were only 8 estates on the alluvium. Another informant said
that 20 years ago there were only 18 estates and no houses yet built at
Tang. Now there are 32 and Attenborough (Ch. 9) correspondingly
reports an increase in population. The increase has been linked with the
spread of agriculture to new areas and this has been contingent upon
negotiations concerning the irrigation of such land. In the Tang-Testa
area the soil was said to be very porous so that the snow-melt soon
disappears and irrigation is vital. At present it is doubtful whether more
land could be brought under the plough as the availability of water for
irrigation seems now to have reached its limit. It is doubtful therefore
whether the settlement can continue to expand as a farming community.
It is probably at about its maximum size. Pressure to establish new
estates has doubtless led to the exploration of remote valleys where
suitable land might be found. The village of Sha-de seems to have
originated from sTongde in this way, (Ch. 7).
The household figures show clearly that the traditional rules of
household inheritance, estate division into khang.chen and khang.chung
and the primacy of the eldest son are still operating in a quite classical
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way in the village of sTongde (1980). If this were not so the distribution
of persons among the residence categories would be less clearly patterned than it is. Indeed as soon as a shift in these rules appears it is
quickly reflected in a change in the patterning of residence as our work
on six families near Leh has shown (Ch. 23).
3. Genealogies

The genealogies of 32 households at sTondge were collected in 1980.
We found a considerable variation in the extent to which genealogies
were remembered. While Jopa Namgyal (House 2) could give details
back to his great grandfather, most households could only go back to the
grandparental generation. This meant that for the most part genealogies
beyond the memories of those living are not being retained and that there
seems to be no especial pressure for them to be remembered. Namgyal
affirmed that 'officially' no marriage between members of the same
patrilineal generation is allowed for nine generations. Usually people
cannot remember that far back and the rule is clearly not operable on a
basis of memory alone - cf. the memory systems of the Tory Islanders for
example., (Fox, 1978).
The discovery by Dargyay and Lobsang (1980) of Zangskari family
chronicles giving details of rus.pa and pha.sPun back over several
hundred years is therefore a notable one'forit suggeststhat at least some
male members of a pha.sPun have records to consult when advising
whom a young man may marry. Namgyal in fad said that although
genealogies on the female side were more difficult to remember some
attempt up to six generations was made. Possibly he was referring to
records of this Sort. Namgyal held the title of blon.po or Jo.pa - a
hereditary title given into his family by the only known kingof sTongde
- Raduk (see Ch. 14)- and affirmed that his pha.sPun of the same name
was scattered all over Zangskar. One family was in Testa in the Lungnak valley, one in Karsha and one in sTongde. An uncle in Shillingskit.
who is also a close relative, is also considered to be pha.sPun. All of these
familieswere related "prior to nine generations ago".
It is probable that the remembrance of relatives differs greatly between families so that, even though they are a substantial pile of
reporting, our genealogies cannot be consideled very reliable. For
instance, while the sex ratios of Kumik and sTongdein our demographic
sample are not unbalanced there was an unbalanced ratio in the very
carefully checked genealogiesof six families near Leh (Ch. 23) and in the
siblings of the reported families of the current reproductive generation
at sTongde. The sex ratios of reported names was however at parity in
.
the fathers' generation.
We can use these family trees to glean some information about the
social destinies of persons born in the last two generations, that of the
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current reproductive khang.chen head and that of his father. A comparison between the present reproductive generation and that of the preceding one shows the fate of the khang chen owners' brothers in these
generations (Table 15.7).
If we exclude the boys from the present generation and compare the
sets of reproductively aged males the most striking feature here is that
in each generation a large proportion of adult brothers of a khmrg.chen
Table 15.7 Social positions of brothers of khang.chen heads in two generations at
sTongde.
A. Current reproductive generation, 1980.

Number of
brothers
additional
to owner
in family
3 .
2
1

Total

No. cases
Probable
(No. males) c e
husband

Mag.pa

Monk

5 (15)
6 (12)
1 (7)

3
1
2

-

6
6
3

-

1

5
5
1

18 (34)

6

-

15

2

11

1 (5)
2 (6)
5 (10)
5 (5)

3
1
3

1

1

-

4
5

1

1

13 (27)

4

B. Fathers' generation
5
3
2
1

Totai

Mamed Unmarried
or boy

-

-

4

1

3

1
2

-

13

5

-

head become monks (44% and 48%). 18% of the current reproductive
generation are probably co-husbands, while in the preceding generation
15% held this status. The % for brothers separately married are 6 and 19
respectively. Only in the older generation do we find 15% mag.pa
although some of the boys of the present generation may become such.
The figures suggest that polyandry, albeit in its disguised form, is
certainly not decreasing in this highly traditional village and in 1980the
allocatioh of young brothers to the local monastery was as yet
undiminished. We cannote however that in thislonger sampleof estates
(32)the % of polyandrously associated brothers is lower than in the six
selected familiesexamined by Prince Peter in 1938.
If we examine the 21 sisters of khang.chen heads in a similar way we
find that in the present generation 3 are married outside the village and
3 in it, 8 are unmarried and 7 are not of reproductive age. We have
already noted the three cases of brotherless sisters marrying a mag.pa in
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Figure 15.3 Genealogy showing repeated bigamy of eldest son in three generations (Household 2).
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bigamy. In the fathers' generation 21 sisters married outside the village,
there were two couples in magpa marriages and one took a mg.pa in the
family khang.chung. There were 6 unmarried sisters one of whom had
been divorced and the others described as nuns resident in the household (chos.mo).These contrastsare doubtless largely due to the older age
of the fathers' sisters giving them more time to have married outside the
village. The proportion of unmarried women in the fathers' generation
is 6/32 = 19%.
The genealogies provide some information on fluctuations in family
structure. Only four of our almost complete collection from sTongde are
shown here (Figs. 15.1, 3, 4 and 5): the remainder being available for
research consultation inthe archives of the author. The first illustrates
the occurrence of cousin marriage. The second shows the occurrence of
bigamy in three generations. Only in the last have both wives conceived
large families. Of the nine boys five have died, two are monks and the

The well known monk
Namka olden of
sTong e gompa

Mag.pa from
Household 2

B

. / (I ,
0

$6-

(33)
magpa from Sha-de
=

.

I

I

I

I

(33)

I

,

0

.

(8) (6)

(2)

Figure 15.5 Genealogy showing mag.pa marriages in three
generations, the last one being polygynous with two
sisters (Household 8).
Note: 'The elder sister of the current generation is an Amchithe only case of a woman doctor that we came across.
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eldest is a soldier. In the owner's generation a shortageof labour induced
him to marry two wives like his father and grandfather before him (Fig.
15.3).
. The third genealogy illustrates polyandrous marriages in two of four
generationsin a very complete family tree. Of the twelve adult males on
this tree four married poly&drously, three became monks and three
appear to have died young. Two other males are children. Of the women
most but not all seem to have married out successfully (Fig. 15.4).
In the fourth genealogy elder daughter and sister marry a mag.pa and
produce families with sons. Their mother also married a mag.pa husband
(Figure 15.5).
4. Wealth and Status

The wealth of a farming estate at sTongde is not dependent upon the
area of land farmed but upon the relation between that area and the
labour available to exploit it. Informants were quite emphatic on this
point even though workers do of course consume as well as produce,
adding only that the quality of the land farmed influenced the crop yield
and hence the produce available for consumption, exchange or payments.
We attempted to estimate the relative wealth of the fanning estates by
constructing rating scales for both land and labour. Henry Osmaston
asked two well informed farmers to rate all estates of khang.chm
households on a five point scale. This resulted in close agreement with
14 of 31 assessments being identical, 9 differing only by one point, 3 by
two points and 6 only assessed by one of the informants. Household 6's
status as a khang.chen was unclear.
The labour available to an estate was calculated on the basis of
attributing one unit per adult (age 18-65) and 0.5 per child (7-18) and
elderly person (65+). Since the maximum value turns out to be 10 we
have in effect a ten point scale for this population. Table 15.8 shows the
available labour attributed on this basis for each khang.chen and
khang.chung on the 32 estates.
Total labour available in khang.chenwas 106.5units and in khang.chung
77.5. These figures thus reflect the different economic power of these
units (kh.ang.chenmean = 3.3, N 32. Khangchung mean = 2.2, N 35). The
overall mean labour value attributed to these estates was 5.8, (N32
Maximum 10.0, minimum 2.5). In Table 15.9 labour availability (AL) is
matched to the land rating (LR) to produce a Wealth Index (WI) on a ten
point scale as follows:
WI =

AI. + (T.Rxa
2

On this basis the wealthiest estate (Household 2) had both the largest

land ratkg (5) and a very high available l a b u rating (8.5). It is
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interesting that this example arose through the deliberate bigamy of the
estate head in order to create more labour to work his estate. The second
wealthiest estate is not however especially rich in land - there being
however a large labour force. Estates ranking third and fourth had
sizeable lands and large labour forces. There were several f a d e s with
low wealth due to small land ratings although they had ample labour.
The two ga-ra families who are practising blacksmiths had low land
values but their large families gave them quite high wealth indices
(Houses 21,301. The lowest ratings belong to houses with small lands
and labour forces which also happen to be on poor lands near the
e~tremityof irrigation. These could well be estates newly created from
khang.chung. Estate 4, ranking low at 11,may be linked with 6 (the status
of which as khang.chen or khung.chung remained uncertain) to produce a
higher rating and raising its rank. The estate called 0ng.ma.chen (18)
belongs to a widow, her handicapped sister and her small children. She
has as much land as household 2but hardly any labour so that her wealth
is much lower.
This very rough scaling takes no account of the contrasting estate
yields nor of the fact that large families on poor estatescould be a liability
if the available labour was more than necessary for maximum efficiency.
One informant, Sonam Tsering, an amchi, referred to our land rating
as follows:
"One, two, three, four, five is too many here. Our farms are actually
all very similar. In any case nobody rates a top value. A mere
enumeration of fields is no measure of wealth for that depends on
productivity which depends on labour as well as land. Take 0ng.ma.chen
for example. The lady has extensive fields and you might thinkshe is rich
but as she has no-one in her family to work them she is actually quite
poor."
Sonam Tsering told us that when a new household is formed and land
broken for it irrigation has to be provided.
"Here at sTongde our village agriculture is already extended to the
limit allowed by our water supply. If we had more water we could
perhaps break more land but that is not possible. Take my family - we
already have too many khung.chung and we cannot readily establish new
households."
The poor household 31 was being set up by a younger brother of the
head of house 20. He was living on the new site in a poor house with his
mother and, at the time of enquiry,was away looking fora wife. His land
rating is actually slightly larger &an his brother who however ranlcs 15
against his 17th position. His elder brother has a wife, an adult son and
daughters to help him as well as two brothers, monks in the monastery,
in reserve. Presumably the younger brother is starting this new estate
rather than joining his brother in polyandry or becoming a mag.pa, a
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Table 15.8 Available labour in khang.chen and khang.chung per household.
sTongde, 1980. (1 per adult, 0.5 per child, 7-18, and per elderly person
65+ years).

House No.

Total

Wurng.chen.

106.5

khung.chung

77.5

* Includes one blind man who nonetheless works well.

Total

184
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Table 15.9 Labour availability matched with land rating to produce wealth index
and estate rank
House No.

Labour
Available

Land
Rating

W.I.

Mean

'Household qfutzcertain status undergoingfission (see text p. 468)

Rank
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monk or a soldier - the adventure on poor land is a hazardous one.
Several social occasions revealed to us that the farming families of
sTongde ranked themselves according to an order of precedence. We
gave a chang party at our house and a good deal of discussion about
prestigious placings went on. Unfortunately we were not able to gather
information on the criteria for these distinctions. mGar.ba of course, as
lowcaste, were not entertained at this time. I suspect that the prestige of
a family depends primarily on its local history and ancestry. Thus our
landlord, Jopa Namgyal, came from a family which had been of high
rank in the service of the sTongde gyal-po centuries before and which
had had an illustrious lama (related by marriage) in the gom-pa in the
generation before last. In the gom-pa were two family chapels and a
library where his present monk brother lives in considerable state among
learned books which he can read only with difficulty. The rich lands of
this family are also doubtless inherited from early days. A similar
prestige attaches to the family of Sonam Wanchuk, the amchi in Karsha.
Prestige also belongs to those who have served the community well,
familiesof the present Goba (Headman,household rank lo), Amchis and
well known monks. Actual wealth may therefore count for rather little,
although a descent into relative poverty may considerably affect social
status for a time. In a society where reciprocation is important an
inability to reply in kind is embarrassing and affects what social contacts
can be maintained through time. Clearly a family may show considerable fluctuations in wealth since the labour force can vary between
generations although the land owned remains the same. The long term
prestige of a lineage and its supportingpha.sPunmay count formore than
these relatively short term fluctuations.
A careful study could reveal much concerning the differential status
of families in Zangskar. Traditional status, family chronicles and family
accounts of the origin and significance of particular estates would throw
at least some light on the status system and therefore provide material
for an understanding of the social hierarchy in Zangskar prior to the
Doghra invasions.
Studies by Kaplanian (1980, 1981), Grist (1980,1990) and Erdmann
(1983) have begun the analysis of the different social categories (rigs),
lineages (rus.pa)and castes (rigs.nan)in the Indusvalley. InZangskar too
there must have been four rigs, the rGyal.rigs (royalty), the s'~u.drog
(aristocracy),dMans.rigs (commoners) and rigs.nan (low caste) groups.
Of Royalty there would have been only the two rGyal.po families of
Padum and Zangla while the jo.pa of sTongde and perhaps also of the
forts along the Ling.ti.chu may have been local rulers or administrators
in some degree of dependence upon royalty. Pha.sPun names may well
identify,estatesof former aristocrats or ministers (bKa.'bLon or blon.po).
The majority of Zangskari families classify as thong.pa or f a d e r s and, as
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we have seen, the few gara families (mGar.6~) are the only rigs.mn
present.
On social occasions individuals from families with differing traditional status would be seated in a particular order in relation to the
hearth. The wife who is cook sits nearest to it, next her father-in-law and
then guests in the order Khalon, Lonpo, goba, friends, young persons,
gara - around the room to a screen separating the last from the cook. The
tables in front of these persons would also vary in height. Clearly, in a
societywhere tradition rather than contemporary function is significant,
some argumentation and confusion about appropriate status and manners is highly likely to occur - especially if the host is a foreigner with little
idea of the subtleties involved.
The goba is the elected village headman who confers with a village
council including an officer delegated to control the water supply. This
ancient village administrationnowadayslinksloosely into the Panchayat
system of Indian local government, an umbrella network of uncertain
status in local minds, which allows participation in local government in
a manner common throughout nval India.
5. Pha.sPun

Major events in a person's life, birth, marriage, death, are commonly
marked by ceremonial events which legitimate through both symbolic
and economic processes the repetition in each generation of the means
whereby the social structure is maintained. These events, rites depassage,
are of great importance not only for the individual but also for the
household for they presage or accompany cyclic shifts in family structure. The marriage of the elder son (with or without his brothers as cohusbands) precipitates a major reorganisation of the household in terms
of personal powers, economic importance of differing individuals,
habitations and roles. A death likewise entails heavy expenditure and
sometimes economic risk. In Ladakh much of the organization of these
events is provided by individuals who are not members of the imrnediate family circle. These helpers belong in fact to a chain of families who
provide each other with mutual services concerning the finding of
marriage partners and more especially the performance of funeral rites.
Every family is a member of such a chain which is known as a ph.sPun.
In the valley of the Indus these family chains do not necessarily
comprise families of any known genealogical relationship and their
functional role in the organization of funerals is the key meaning
attributed to them (Brauen, 1980). We were therefore especially interested to find that at sTongde the term pha.sPun denoted a group of
families of common patrilineal descent and hence referred to a form of
kinship organization. Actually this is not particularly surprising since
the etymology of the word shows that it may be translated more or less
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as 'father's kin'. It therefore seems likely that in Zangskar a much more
ancient pha.sPun practice is in operation than in the north of the c o u n v ;
one perhaps revealing an aspect of the traditional social organization of
the old kingdom of Western Tibet (Ch. 14).Four familiesin sTongde,one
of which was a gara household, affirmed the connection between the
pha.sPun and their patrilineal kin relations (Table 15.10). Informants
were not however always clear whether all families that provided
pha.sPun services were paternal kin. They supposed so, but had lost
track of the history of distant genealogical links with the family in
question.
In Jaschke's dictionary (18491, pha.sPun is defined as "several
neighbours or inhabitants of a village that have a common lha (god)and
thus have become rus.pa.cig.cig, members of the same family; this
common tie entails on them the duty whenever a death takes place, of
caring for the dead body". However, Prince Peter's (1956,1963)chief
informant, Nono Tseten Phuntzog, told him that the word signified a
group (elsewhere called pha.lags.sPad = fathers' children) formed from
the male descendants of a common paternal ancestor. The fact that
members of such a group worship the same lha is a secondary not a
primary consideration which symbolises the kinship tie. Prince Peter
argues that a pha.sPun is essentially a kinship association in the form of
a patriarchal clan. We noted in Zangskar that the link in a pha.sPun was
between families living on estates with patrilineal descent and that the
tie between families was said to be the genealogical association between
the heads of households. Levine (1988)reports a similar situation under
another name among the Nyinba (NW Nepal)
There has been considerable disagreement in the literature about the
social meaning and function of the pha.sPun. Part of this confusion may
be due to a drift in the meaning and social significanceof the term among
locally isolated communities. I agree with Prince Peter of Greece (1963)
and Dargyay and Lobsang (1980)that the original emphasis of the term
stressed the patrilineal kinship association between a group of reciprocally co-operative families. In different areas this understanding appears to have changed through a reduction in the focus on kinship.
Hence accounts by authors working with different informants or in
different locations yield a range of emphases around a theme.
The genealogical theme was not, for example, mentioned by our
informants in the Leh area and Brauen's extensive investigation (1980)
in the Indus valley likewise failed to produce evidence in favour of a
continuing emphasis on kinship. Brauen in fact views the kin links as
purely symbolic involving the evocation of a mythical ancestral figure.
"Denn der 'Urahn' mus keineswegs ein 'blutsvenvandter' Vorfahre
sein, sondem es kann sich bei ihm um eine mythische Figur handeln, um
ein Symbol, das die Einheit der betreffenden pha.sPun-Gruppe
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demonstreiren soll" (1980, p. 24). Brauen's studies showed that in the
Leh area a pha.sPun was a group of families,not necessarily related, who
had their local residence (same or near villages) in common and which
provided services and support at the time of death. The handling of the
corpse is taboo to close relatives and the cost of the funeral ritual very
high, for it involves extensive recitations by monks to ensure a good
rebirth for the deceased. Family exogamy ensures that social stress on
a family is reduced.
By contrast, when, in 1978, Dargyay and Lobsang (1980)undertook a
research journey to Zangskar and made a particular point of investigating the pha.sPun of a group of villages in the central valley near Karsha,
their findings amply confirmed ours and are summarized here. They
found it was not easy to collect material on this subject since the prime
emblem of a pha.sPun is the 'god' worshipped in common by the
participating families about which it is 'hubris' to speak - especially to
strangers. Fortunately for these authors they met the Zangskar historian
and teacher of Tibetan at Karsha, Sonam Wanchuk, whom we also
consulted during all three of our expeditions, and he was able to help
them with their enquiries.
In Zangskar all children belong from birth to their fathers' genealogical lineage. This lineage, called rus.pa, is based in patrilineal kinship
going back through the eldest son of each generation. In each family
however "the mother belongs to a different rus.pa from her husband and
children although through marriage she has become a member of her
husband's pha.sPun and is no longer a member of her father's" (Dargyay
and Lobsang, loc. cit. p.93, author's translation). The pha.sPun amounts
therefore to a patrilineal clan ("Vater-Bruderschaft") with genealogical
relationships determined through the patrilocal rus.pa of which the
married women and mag.pa husbands are co-opted members. All
members of a pha.sPun have the same patrilineal clan god - the phn.lha
("h
Idealfall kann man pha.spun defienieren als die Gemeinschaftjener
Familien, die die gleichevaterliche Abstammung (rus.pa) aufweisen und
den selbenpha.1haverehren" loc. cit. p. 93). Thepha.sPun is thus a cluster
of familieswhose "male members believe themselves to be the progeny
of a single male ancestor and which worships a specialclan god" (p. 113).
A man may not marry a woman of his own genealogy (rus.po) if she
is to live with him in his father's house. However, if a girl is to marry a
man who will live with her
father's house (i.e. a mag.pa husband)
then such a man must belong to her father's rus.pa. This means that a
family with an elder son to marry requires a daughter-in-law from a
differentrus.pa but if it is the daughter who will inherit the estate then
her husband must be of the same rus.pa and to be found among the
familiesrelated as pha.sPun. It is doubtful whether these rules apply in
the Leh area of Ladakh.
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A Zangskar informant, Tseten Puntzog of a gara household in sTongde
told us that the gara pha.sPun could comprise relatives of either male or
female Lineage by marriage. This exceptional report suggeststhat among
the small dispersed population of this low caste group patriline families
may be too far apart locationally to allow efficient functioning of the
system. Under such circumstances the involvement of the wife's
relatives is comprehensible. 'Ihe matter needs further investigation.
At the time of engagement the pha.sPun members are consulted as to
the choice of marriage partners, and to determine whether the relatedness of the proposed couple makes them acceptable to the pha.sPun as
marital partners or not. When the pha.sPun members of the husband's
family come to take away a bride they bring symbols of the patrilineal
pha.lha with them. The bride, henceforth, belongs to the husband's
pha.sPun, serves his house and no longer her father's and is no longer
permitted to enter her father's shrine in which the 1ha.tho of his pha.lha
stands. On the birth of a child, nobody other than members of the
pha.sPun of her husband may enter the wife's new home for a period
varying between a week and a month. The father of the newborn must
cut the umbilical cord and stay in his house for seven days at the end of
which monks perform cleansing rituals.
The most important function of the pha.sPun concerns the funeral
ceremony of a member who has died. Again only pha.sPun members can
Table 15.10 Information given by four families on pha.sPun in sTongde
(1)

Jo.pa Namgyal.
Four families all called Jo.paor blon.po (minister)and related patrilineally. One
in Testa (Lung-nak), Karsha, sTongde and Shillingkit.
Duties: - To assist at funerals (provide food, wash,
wrap, burn body by the riverside)
- Provide a mag.pa husband as required
- To accommodate travelling members.

(2)

Wanchuk.
Four families in sTongde but others further afield - even in Nubra. All families
of known male relatives or believed to be related to male ancestors of the same
house.
Duties: - Funerals
Provide rnag.pa.

(3)

Sonam Tsering.
Fifteen households in sTongde, Padum and Karsha, related patrilineauy.
Duties: - To find mag.pa and arrange funerals.

(4)

Doj e .
Pha.sPun of gara households only. Families of a pha.sPun could be related either
patrilineally or matrilineally.
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enter the house. They not only undertake all household jobs but also lay
out the corpse and prepare it for cremation. During the six month period
of mourning only pha.sPun members can enter the house. Dargyay and
Lobsang (1980)remark that the marriage customs within a pha.sPun are
similar to those recorded for the aristocratic families of old Tibet dated
to the Yar-lung dynasty. Again customs in the Leh area differ (Phuntsog
Stobden, pers. cornm).
The household cult of the pha.lha centres upon the god's shrine
(lha.tho) which inZangskar is a small four cornered structure resembling
a little house and placed in the household shrine room or chapel. By
contrast in the Indus valley these lha.tho are placed on the roofs of houses
and often several families may use the same one. Some of the gods are
tantric deities; others local deities whose names are mostly female. The
actual rituals of the cult are rarely written down and are learnt by direct
transmission from father to son. The god has a festival three times a year,
at New Year, at the time of spring ploughing and at harvest time. At
these times the god is called to enter into a sheep which is later sacrificed;
its head being placed in the shrine room but its body sold to a family of
a different pha.sPun. Other animals may sometimes be sacrificed at the
lha.tho which is then amply spattered with blood. Needless to say these
sacrifices antedate the spread of Buddhism and are found also in the
worship of other gods of the village (yul.lha), of the livestock (tM.lha)
and particular buildings of the household ( W l yThe gods of places
(passes, notable crags, etc.) are also held to be present in 1ha.thowhere
the horns of sacrificed animalscomprise the main decoration. A parallel
can be seen in the placing of skullsand skinsof fierce animalsin the shrine
rooms of the protector deities of monasteries.
In Zangskar, some of the patrilineal clans (rus) are known by sp&d
names recalling ancestral functions at the royal courts of Zangskar, at
Padum or Zangla. Dargyay and Lobsang record such names as 1hn.p~
(priest to the king's god), yi.ge.pa (scribe), ral.tshag.pa (goatherd)and at
sTongde we found that the name Jo.pa (minister) was the lineage name
of our landlord. Other pha.sPun names are the same as famous names
of the Yar-lung dynasty in Tibet. These meanings are not today h o w n
to the pha.sPun members themselves.
Prince Peter (1956)supplies a long list of pha.sPun family names from
the Indus valley. Tlurty-four phn.sPun included a total of 183 families
giving an average pha.sPun size of 5.4 households. The maximum
number of households in a listed pha.sPun is 11 and the minimum 3.
Twelve family names designate professionsof high rank such as Senior
Minister, Fortress Commander, Equerry, Head Cook of Leh, Priest
Leader, fifteen refer to other occupations and the rest refer to places,
genealogical relationships, social categories, objects or animals, religious qualities or some personal attribute. All such names suggest an
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origin in some remote feature or event in the history of a lineage. In the
Indus valley some family names and family lha are of Indian origin
referring to hindu gods. Such names belong to persons invited to Leh
from Nepal on account of some special skill and who thus brought with
them names otherwise found rarely in the lists (Tashi Rabgyas, pers.
comm.). In Zangskar, Dargyay and Lobsang (1980)discovered some fifty
minor family chronicles providing details of rus.pa. These documents
show that some rus.pa trace back at least into the 16th century. Their
study of these valuable records is pending.
It will be of great interest to determine why relatively few households
are associated in pha.sPun when many more must be associated in
common lineages (rus.pa ). Differential reproductive success, degrees of
co-operativenessor friendship and economic factors may be important
here. Similar factors may account for the extent to which the genealogical reference remains important in the local understanding of the
association. It also seems that in other areas of Tibetan culture the
economic and status functions of the association have become more
important than the genealogical. For example, in families from eastern
Tibet Aziz (1978)describesGa.nje relationshipsof friendship and mutual
assistancebetween individuals and familieswithout reference topha.sPun
although she does compare Ga.nje with other kin based reciprocity
associations in other cultu~es.
One reason why in some areas the pha.sPun have changed from being
family groups based on kinship to groups based on common residence
could be economic. The old kinship associations would work best in
primarily agricultural areas with little social differentiation or personal
mobility. In areas such as the Indus valley where extensive trading acted
as a spur to economic diversification and greater personal and familial
mobility, the old kin links might become difficult to maintain because of
geographical movement and status change in family rank. Under these
circumstances it would be adaptive for unrelated families in the same
location to associate functionally as pha.sPun, the adopted 'lh' thus
becoming only symbolically ancestral. The fact that in the Indus valley
families do change pha.sPun relatively easily (Brauen, loc. cit.; Phuntzog
Stobden, pers. comm.) suggests the significance of local conditions as
determinants in the changing social role of the association( see further
Dollfus 1989).
There is little doubt that in Zangskar pha.sPun play an important role
in maintaining the integrity of ancient patrilineal clans through selective
marriage, the legitimation of traditional rites de passage whereby the
household estate is passed down in successive generations, and in
providing mutual support during the times of crisis in each generation,
especially during the economically stressful period of mourning. This
support is doubtless also available in minor ways in everyday life and
must contribute considerably to family security and the continuation of
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local lineages. It seems that ancientTibetan forms may be preserved here
which have been lost elsewhere.
6. Village and monastery: the sByin.bDag relationship in ZmgsLu
valley
The social organization of a Ladakhi village is inadequately characterized by constructingan account of the rules whereby people are spatially
and temporally related to the ecology, their land holdings, inheritance
and kinship. Such rules make economic and indeed sociobiological
sense in that they express the motivation of the participants in the soda1
process towards economic security and reproductive success. An
interpretation of this kind takes us far in the direction of a reductionist
account of social structure in terms of certain of its prime movers. Yet,
when we begin to consider the complexitiesof the relationship between
the village and its monastery, such an approach does not begin to
encompass the meanings that the villagers themselves attribute to what
they do. For example, although the monastery population consists of
renunciants who in one sense comprise a reproductive surplus whose
failureto breed has important and valuable effectsin terms ofpopulation
control, to describe monastery-village relations solely in this light would
be to produce an account unrecognisable by the villagers themselvesand
which would not explain why at any one time familiescontinueto donate
sons to these institutions. The village of sTongde is in no sense
economically dependent upon thc monastery. Contrary to Harjit Singh's
(1977)suggestion, the gompa provides no particular material services or
organizationof which the villagers themselves are not capable, although
it is the central pivot of a loan system (see Ch.20). If the monastery fell
empty the village would not suffer materially; indeed much of its
produce would be available for other uses - but culturally it would no
longer be the same village. To understand why the monastery exists it
is essential to understand why the villagers behave so as to maintain it;
the answer lies in their belief system, to understand which we need to
study what the Zangskaris say of themselves and their socio-religious
history. In other words we need an account of the sTongde community
in terms of the culture in which it is situated rather than in terms of the
economicand biologicalconsequencesof i t q d o m a m . Only then can
the complexinterplay between their practical life and their aspirations
towards an ideal be understood.
The s Byin.bDag (jin-dak)relationship is known elsewhere in Tibet as
sByi.sa (ji.sa) or sByi.thag, terms which refer to a common fund or
property Linking layman and monastic community through sponsorship. Bareau (1960) shows how the relation takes its origin in the
relatively late mechanisms by which Buddhist monasteries in India
became suppohed as institutions by the laity through the g.ftof goods
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or property through which income may be drawn. Such property could
include whole villages and their inhabitants. In the past Ladakhi rulers
endowed monasteries with estates farmed by families who then became
the material sponsors of the monastery. In Zangskar today many of these
links remain, not in the sense that monasteries 'own' particular villages,
but in that the local population often farms land belonging to the
monastery as well as its own and may receive loans in money or in kind
upon which it pays annual interest. These families also have an
unspoken obligation to provide their monasteries with sons who will be
educated as monks. Details of the economic links are given in Ch. 20.
Here I am more concerned with the social relations and contemporary
motivation for the family actions involved.
sByn.bDag in Goldstein's recent dictionary of modem Tibetan means
patronage, donation. Sir Basil Gould's Tibetan Word Book gives "a
dispenser of gifts". Sarat Chandra Das gives "a layman manifesting his
piety by making a present to the priesthood". In Zangskar the villagers
who support a monastery are known collectively as its sByn.bDag, yet the
term is also used for an individual or individuals who supply whatever
is needed for particular annual festivals or other ritual performances.
Village and Monastery are inextricably bound together in a cultural,
economic and societal system of which the prime mover at the personal
level is the operation of a value system in which both villager and monk
play vital symbolic roles. The value system is constructed from a group
of interrelated cultural assumptions.
(i) Life consists in suffering yet the burden of living can be materially
improved and a happier rebirth achieved through the acquisition of
'merit' due to benevolent action towards other sentientbeings. Merit can
also be gained by the rather easier route of sponsoring rituals of differing
kinds, some propitiatory, some purificatory, some invocations of the
good.
(ii)The highest merit obtainable in a life-time is acquired through the
path of renunciation. Monks as renunciants are thus persons worthy of
high respect and those who acquire a degree of inner development or
sanctity are attributed great charisma. The gift of a son as monk is thus
a meritorious act by a family and to have monks in the family maintains
its status.
(iii) The gift of a monk entails family sacrifice since he must be
supported in many ways in his monastic life. This sacrifice is meritorious.
(iv)There is however an important return of benefits in that the monk
as a literary man understands the nature of things through his learning.
He becomes a ritual technician who can cajole or coerce the power of
karma. By reading the great texts to which power is attributed he can
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influence communal events, harvests, etc. in the direction of welfare and
prosperity. The employment of monks in ritual has not only
thaumaturgical consequences but is in itself a meritorious act.
(v) Monks play a vital role in funerals, the ritual ensuring a safe
passage to the best possible rebirth.
The villager-monk relationship is thus one between producers whose
way of life necessarily entails desire and hence a degree of nonmeritorious action and renunciants who live a life of purification and
learning as much on behalf of their fellow villagers as for themselves.
There are thus strong moral ties in both directions which together
comprise the rules of the association within an 'ideology of merit'.
The practical social action of villagers into which this value system
translates involves:
(1)Personal ritual acts involving recitation, offerings, prostrations, etc
(Chs. 15 and 17).
(2)The provision of resources for large ritual services by monks in the
monastery (Ch. 20).
(3)The employment of monks in the home or village generally for the
performance of purificatory and other benevolence generating services
(Ch. 19).
(4) Listening to the teaching of high lamas wherever such can be
provided (Chs. 21 and 22).
(5) The support of individual monks with an especially advanced
practice of renunciation,i.e. yogin meditators in high caves or monasteries whose practice blesses those who support them (Ch. 22).
(6) Actions and words limiting discord between relatives and with
other villagers (Ch. 17).
In Zangskar, where the traditional Tibetan Buddhist paradigm remains relatively untouched by outside influences, this view of life is
intimately woven into the annual cycle of subsistence. It is interfused
with much older beliefs of an animistic nature so that the spirits of place
and landscape are always hovering in the background of the stage upon
which the play of karma is acted out. Every household has a small chapel
(chos.khang ) in which statues of-Buddhasor Bodisattvas stand near the
lha,tho of the clan and household gods. Here there is sometimesa library,
so that in many households scripture can at least be intoned, if not read
with understanding. Merit is acquired through such activity. From time
to time monks are invited to these chapels to perform rituals in purification of the household. For those such as the old blacksmith or the
amchi Sonam Tsering the reading of religious texts produces both
inspiration and models for a personal life (see further Chs. 21 and 22).
The internal world of the Tibetan is projected onto the landscape by
the construction of monasteries, stupas, lha.tho and the placing of prayer
flags at monumental sites. The very air of the valley is fiUed with a
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mindfulness of the religion and its ancient anchorage in the gods of the
soil, water and mountain. Much of the social life of a village is concerned
with acts inspired by religion, in the performance of individual acts of
piety and ritual or in corporate organization for ceremonial performances involving the calling down of monk relatives from the monastery above.
In later chapters we describe in some detail the structure and organization of monastic life. The essential point to emphasise here is that the
monks are villagers; they are not a body of outsiders imposed upon a
subject peasantry as some social analysts of a communist persuasion
have argued. In Zmgskar at least the provision,of massive monastic
estates by a state government is not at all in evidence. The village
sponsors of their gompa are more like the parishioners of a local church
in the English countryside to which the monastic obligation is added.
With the exception of a few refugees, the monks are close kin to village
families.
InZangskar, the social effect of the ideology of merit shared by villager
and renunciant alike can be clearly traced in terms of its economic
consequences. The 'merit' attributable to villager and monk in their
respective roles within the system translates into an important component factor contributing to family and lineage stability and therefore to
the survivorship of kin lines in a landscape problematical for agricultural
exploitation. The villager donates a son to the monastery at some
economic cost. The merit so acquired translates into benefits which the
monk's renunciation of the reproductive life can confer on the family.
The pressure of population increase on both estate and village has been
reduced and at times perhaps controlled through the fall out of renunciants
into non-reproduction. For the monk, the merit symbolized by his
renunciation and resulting from his (or his family's) choice takes the
form of increased welfare for his kin in the village. The psychological
cost of renouncing the 'world' is balanced for him by increased personal
'merit' and the charisma and status attributable to his role. Apart from
material support from sponsors additional to his family, he acquires
opportunities for scholarship and advancement within the monastic
system. Broadly speaking, the more extensive the renunciation the
greater the charisma and the lower the actual cost on the family. The
beauty of this system is the cybernetic quality permitted by the flexibility
of the cultural values (also Sander, 1983). Thus, should one or more
farmingbrothers die the renunciant in the local gompa may return to lay
life, take on a husband's role and restore the labour available to the
family.
Table 15.11 shows the numbers of monks listed in the genealogies of
the last completed reproductive generation of sTongde families. 19
estates were considered and the allocation of monks to the monastery
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matched with both actual labour availableand potential labour available
had all available adults remained working on the estate. We can see from
Table 15.12 that families with two monks tend to have higher labour
potential and show larger values of differencesbetween actual labour
and labour potential (LP-AL). In other words monks do not come from
families poor in labour and the donation of monks associates broadly
with a surplus labour situation. However, where a strong personal wish
to become a monk is present this association disappears. Thus in Tables
of Ch. 19 we can see that where brothers insist on becoming monks the
percentage of monks to brothers is highest in smaller families. First born
sons are rarely monks and second sons most frequently are. Doubtless
this may reflect the reduction in competition between potential cw
husbands which would arise when the age gap between them is increased (see further c h . 24).
While a detailed test of this model might be possible with a sufficiently
large data set including adequate information on the labour requirements of contrasting estates, it is unlikely that a tight set of correlations
between the monkish tendency and the economy of a family would
always be found. Generally speaking the people do not think in terms
of the economic effects of renunciation because thought concerning the
latter moves within the boundaries of the ideology of merit. In some
individuals a personal need for a religious life may outweigh i a r d y
considerations and considerable 'noise' in the system due to personal
and family idiosyncracy must be expected.
7. Personal identity in Zangskari villages

The way in which a Zangskari views him/ herself is closely related to
the categorizationsby which he/she differentiates aspects of the social
world within which he / she lives. In this final section I put forward a set
of hypotheses regarding Ladakhi identity which are open to further
social anthropological and social psychologcal research.
Zangskar probably retains an ancient Tibetan socialstructure not very
different from that of the old kingdom of Western Tibet (Guge) and
medieval Ladakh. The evidence for this lies in the genealogical basis of
n s patrilineal associations; a basis
the pha.sPun family c ~ ~ e c t i owithin
lost in researched areas of the Indus valley. Further evidence Kes in the
retention of strongly traditional polyandrous tendencies in the marital
system and in the contents of family documents-discussedby Dargyay
and Lobsang (1982) which await further examination.
The prime personal cafegorizations in Zangskari societyhinge around
5 sets of dualities:
i Family - non-family
ii Male - female
iii Co-husband - other relatives

iv Phu.sPun membership non-membership
v Laity - monkhood

Table 15.11 The association between number of brothers in a family, labour availability and number of monks in 19 completed sTongde
families of the current owner's father's generation.
House
No.

1
2
3
4

5
7
8
9
10
11
13
16
18
12
19
20
23
30
32

Total
brothers

No.
Monks

1
1

Sepa ra te
khangthung
Marriage

1
1

2
1
2
2
1
2
1

2

1

1
1

1

-

1

2
1
1
1
1

-

1

1
1
1

-

Wives,

Chomos

1

1
1

l(1)
-

1

4
3
3
3
2
5
4
2
1

1

2

1
1
1

4
3

Owner + Cohusbands
(unmarried)

-

1

3
2
5

No.

rnag.pa

3
2

-

1
1

1

3
1
3
2
2
1
1
3
1
2
1
2
2
1
2
3
2
2

Available
Labour
(potential)

2(2)
4(6)
2(3)
5(7)
3(3)
3(3)
3(3j
3(4)
4(6)
2(2)
4(6)
2(4)
3(5)

3(5)
6(7)
5(7)
5(6)
4(4)
3(3)
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Within these dualities an individual can classlfy him or herself as a
distinctive member of society and define him/her self with reference to
them. Self categorizationsarise in relation to important soda1functions
- kinship, children, the rearing unit, the extended network of kinship

Table 15.12 Associations between the numbers of monks in a family (N families
19)' the labour actually available and the difference between actual and
potential labour availability.

No.monks in
family

Actual labour in a family

Difference between actual
and potential labour

units, the role of the renunciant of reproductive life. These functions all
reflect key sociobiological and socio-ecological strategies insuring the
rearing of children with the assistance of kin on poorly productive
agricultural estates within a society where reproductive renunciation
has both material and social consequences. The 'ideal' lay person is one
who is effectivelymaintaining the patrilineage through reproduction on
an adequately farmed estate and who manages to do this largely through
collective and mutualistic endeavours at the levels of the family, the
pha.sPun, and the village - monastery association (sByn.bDag).
Discussions and interactions with villagers reveal the great importance of the home and of relationships between persons condmed with
the home. These relationships are ruled by kin links reflected in the
accessibility of individuals to the house-god, the phn.lh. This access is
based upon a differentiationbetween degrees of purity with respect to
'pollution'. Indeed it is the pha.lha affiliation, rather than the Buddhist
value system as such, that seems to emerge as the most basic focus of the
Zangskari villager's behaviour in the home. The pha.lha is the emblem
of the patrilineal association of ph.sPun and allegiance to a phn.lhn
becomes a central feature of an individual villager's identity.
The pivotal feature in the maintenance of self-esteem thus centres on
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the service of the pha.1ka.1. This service is contractual. Once a month a
Buddhist monk performs a ceremony for the pha.lha and once a year the
clothes of the god are changed. In addition a householder may undertake to perform daily praises and offerings (ser.kyons,see Aziz, 1978,p.
77) calling up gods and spirits to participate in the ritual. There are
strong and weak ser.kyems - and once the ritual is undertaken it becomes
dangerous to omit the daily performance. Offerings ofgTor.ma to lh or
kLu may also be performed and there are special offering rituals for the
spirits and gods of fields and mountains. In response to these attentions
the ph.lha and other lha protect the householder against ill health, crop
failure and so on. To fail in these household ritual performances would
entail a strong, perhaps dangerous, sense of personal inadequacy and
risk arising from hubris (Informant: sTobden Phuntzog of sTok).
The pha.lha are sensitive to pollution and there are many rules
concerning whether women and more distant relatives may approach
them and under which circumstances. These rules extend to categories
of priests also. If a pha.lha is to be removed from one house to another
only monks of the 'red hat' sects may officiate, not the Gelug-pa.
Similarly there are certain services at the time of death (recallinga spirit
which has gone to the location of the dying person's last memory and
may be causing trouble there, shad.log.phungs)which can only be done
by an Onpo, Kagyu or Nyingma monks - not Gelug-pa. All such matters
need careful attention.
The identity structure of a Zangskari resembles that of a Russian doll
- the central motivational level being a concern with the efficacy of self
in relation to family maintenance and lineal descent mediated socially
and ritually in the pha.sPun allegiance. This central core of concern is
enveloped by fears of personal inadequacy and other fears arising from
risks of misfortune; the causation of which may be malevolent. Causes
of misfortune are conceived as spirits or gods which act to influence
events. Every event is seen to be causally determined and never due to
chance; it becomes therefore possible either to succeed or to fail in
coercing events into a more benevolent frame through pleasing, appeasing or placating the lha and the kLu of house, field and natural
environment. Of these spirits the guardian god of the lineage, pha.lha,
is the most important. To fail in one's services to the god of the family
is to lower one's self-respect and confidence. These core concerns with
house and lineage are moreover enveloped by others of a personal
nature regarding fate and rebirth. These anxieties are reduced by the
accumulation of merit through ritual support of the Buddhist religion.
Respect for self and others is anchored in the maintenance and enhancement of meritorious action.
The identity concerns of a villager (Table 15.13)are thus constructed
out of three main motivational levels which interrelate to produce an
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integrated set of values providing coping strategiesin relation to family
survival and reproduction, control of risk in this life and insurance for
future lives. For the monk or layman who has received some monastic
training in the dharma there is a further motivational level directed at
ego transcendance through yogic means (Ch. 22). Such a person's
education is based on philosophical insights that perceive identity
concerns as themselves illusory and thus promote a disidentification
from social anxiety and a yogic identification with the universal rather
than an individual 'mind' (Chs. 21 and 22).
A study of the social psychology of Ladakh can begin through an
examination of the categorizations and value systems which are used to
maintain a positive sense of personal well being in a socially prescribed
world in which correct behaviour and ritual action are the means to
influence the outcome of actions subject to inevitable karma. Such an
approach can make ample use of field data and can be anchored in the
perceptions of Ladakhis themselves (Gielen, 1985). This seems preferable to the wholesale imposition of theoretical interpretations, ultimately based upon psychoanalysis, upon a people whose culture does
not necessarily support the values inherent in the psycho-analytical
persuasion. R.A. Paul's (1982) fascinating interpretation of many aspects of Tibetan religion may have some validity in terms of a depth
psychology that may be universal - but his approach is poorly anchored
in field data. Empirical attempts to work out the categorizations that
support personal values and identities in actual village life seems to be
a more sensible point from which to start a social psychological enquiry.
8. Summary

Family estates in Zangskar are inherited by primogeniture often
associated with a degree of polyandry. Estates are not divided between
generations. On the marriage of the elder son the parents leave the main
house for a smaller one on the estate. The pattern of habitation and kin
association in the main and small estate houses is explained dynamically
in terms of the age and sex ratios of succeeding generations and their
needs for household accommodation. The principle of the non-divisibility of estates is upheld effectively in Zangskar today and a detailed
model of household structure is presented.
Families in Zangskar are related in clans of patrilineal kinship. These
pha.sPun play a vital role in the welfare of each member of the family at
times of life crisis and change. The pha.sPun of Zangskar are based in
kinship linkages that have been lost in the Indus valley. The reasons for
these contrasts are discussed.
The wealth and status of a household depends on a complex interplay
of available labour, area farmed and the historical traditions of particular estates.
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The monasteries are sponsored by village familiesin accordance with
a widespread value system relating the Tibetan Buddhist ideology of
merit to ecological circumstances. The values of the people produce a
socio-economic balance through a highly flexible system whereby the
numbers of agricultural workers and renunciants is related to family
needs on estates of differing size. A model is suggested which could be
put to more effective test in detailed local research.
Table 15.13 Zangskari identity as a structure of mutually enveloping motivational
concerns.
Motivational level
1.

2.

3.

4.

Prime focus

Maintenance of
estate and
resource
production.
Child birth/
rearing.
Household
regulations,
the monomarital
principle
Avoidance of
Protection1
misfor tune.
placation
Pha.lha and
spirit
placation.
Lineage
purity
Accumulation Avoidance of
social
of merit
disputation.
Social
mediation.
Benevolent
action.
Support of
monastic ritual
(s Byn. b Dug)
Ego transcenMotivation
to enlighten- dance (see
Chs. 21 and 22).
ment for the
good of all
Ritual support
from villagers
(Bodhicitta)

Sociobiological and
ecological

Identity process

Action

Collective
social

Estate and kin
relations
Village
reciprocality

Formal
social

Fulfilling
obligations
in ceremonies
of placation
and
auspiciousness

Individual
morality
as basis
to self
esteem

Moral
behaviour
as socially
prescribed.
Ideology of
merit.

Disidentification.
Personal
transformation

Yogic
Thaumaturgic
Household
ritual

Level 1 is considered central for most persons. It necessitates 2 and entwines with 3.
Level 4 requires monastic training following the renunciation of the identity concerns
of lay persons.
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Zangskar village culture evidently retains to this day many features
of ancient Western Tibetan life. Although severely affected by the
invasion of the last century, the social life of the valley has not yet
responded to modernization in a fundamentally disruptive way (1980).
Old values and strengths remain and show us much of the tradition now
so often only represented fragrnentarilyelsewhere in the Himalayas and
lost in Tibet itself.
The personal identity of a Zangskari villager rests upon three main
concerns and the ways in which these are categorized; family maintenance, the security of estate succession and future life on rebirth. The
maintenance of life ways and rituals that ensure beneficial outcomes in
these three areas appear pivotal to the construction of personal identity
in Zangskar. The social psychology of Ladakh is best approached
through direct investigationof values and personal attitudes rather than
imposing Western psychological theories upon this non-Western people
in too hurried a fashion. Problems of social change are taken up in the
last chapter of this book.
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CHAPTER SIXTEEN

BIRTH AND CHILD-REARING IN ZANGSKAR
HELENA
NORBERG-HODGE
WITH HAZEL
RUSSELL
1. Introduction
2. Childbirth and rearing in popular Tibetan medical texts
i Conception and birth
ii Infancy and Childhood
3. Results of Interviews and Observations
i From conception to birth
ii Infancy: traditional customs
iii Feeding and weaning
iv Washing and toilet training
v Locomotion
vi Illness
vii Punishment
viii Duties, Responsibilities and Play
ix Parental Attitudes
4. Tibetan references.
1. Introduction

Since no studies of child-rearing practices had been conducted
previously in Zangskar, our goal in 1980 was simply to accumulate as
much information on birth and child-rearing as we could. We therefore
attempted to survey the whole period from conception, focusing in
particular on infancy and early childhood.
Our methods fell into four categories:firstly the translation with Tashi
Rabgyas of selected passages from two ancient Tibetan textbooks;
secondly formal interviews ( a total of twenty five women were interviewed); thirdly informal interviews; and finally direct observation of
mothers and children in families. For the most part, these four approaches provided remarkably consistent information.
2. Childbirth and rearing in popular Tibetan medical texts

The people of the Zangskar valley practise the Tibetan system of
a tradition based on herbal remedies, which has close links
with the ancient systems of both India and China. It is a relatively
sophisticated form of medicine, recognising the essential unity of body
and mind; and it has, in recent years, received considerable attention
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from Western medical practitioners. As elsewhere in the Tibetan
Himalaya, medicine is practised by village doctors, or 'amchi'. The
village of sTongde has no fewer than five practising 'amchi'. Four of
them helped us with our research.
The basic texts of Tibetanmedicine,a seriesof four volumes (rGyud.bZi),
came to Tibet from India in the eighthcentury. They were published four
generations later by a descendant of Yontan Gompo Yutok
(Yon.tan.mGon.po.gYu.thog)
who also wrote the first, and most comprehensive, commentaries to the texts, the 1Han.thabs. For the purposes of
our research into conception and birth - fields of study which were not
open to observation - we studied with the help of Tashi Rabgyas and the
amchi two works: the bSad.pai.rGyud, which is the volume of the
rGyud.bZi which deals with birth, growth and death; and the 1Han.Ntabs.
Both were studied and translated in a Lhasa edition (pp. 2-4 and pp. 179193respectively). We also worked with a 1971Dharamsala edition of the
bSad.pai.rGyud. During the course of our research, it became apparent
that there was a close correlation between the ideas of the people in
regard to conception and birth, and the explanation in these medical
texts.

i Conception and Birth
The texts say that menstruation generally starts at about twelve years,
and lasts until about fifty. At the onset of menstruation, the woman
experiences her first sexual desires. The quality of the menstrual blood
is determined by the food she has eaten. It flows for three days. The
woman becomes weak, and her facial appearance is poor; her breasts,
hips, neck and eyes swell up (1).
The IHan.thabs devotes a whole page to herbal methods of contraception: gLa.rTsi, rGya.tsha, te. fa (? spelling) and many others. These are
supposed to be effective for three years (2).
In order for conception to take place, the texts argue it is very
important for the sperm (khu.ba) and the blood (khrag ) to be balanced
properly, and for them to be pure. The colour of the woman's blood
should be the colour of the blood of a hare; the sperm should be heavy,
white, sweet and abundant. If they are affected by the gall bladder,
gastric juices or air (rLung ), then there can be no conception. If
consciousness is to enter the foetus there must also be a 'karmic
relationship' between the mother, the father and the child to be born (3).
"From the time when the blood stops dowing it is possible to conceive
during twelve days, with the exception of the tenth and eleventh". On
the twelfth day, the passage to the womb "closes like the lotus flower in
the setting sun". If you conceive on the first, third, fifth, seventh or ninth
days, it will be a boy; on the second,fourth, sixth and eighth days, it will
be a girl (4).
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During pregnancy, the text says there will be further signs of the
baby's sex. If the right breast is larger first, and the mother sleeps on her
right side; or if the mother always talks about men, and wes men (or
elephants!) in her dreams; or if the door to the womb is round: then it
will be a boy. If the leftbreast is larger first, and the mother sleeps on her
left; or if she is desirous of meeting men, and attracted by singing,
dancing, music and ornaments: then it will be a girl. If the s i p are
mixed, it will be a 'manning' - a 'strange mixture', neither male nor
female (5).
The texts say that when a woman becomes pregnant, she feels
sexually satisfied. Her body is balanced, but a little heavy. She knows
she is pregnant because she cannot sleep at night, but sleeps during the
days instead (one of the few occasions when sleeping in the day is not
considered harmful) (6). When it is clear that she is pregnant, precautions should be taken. The woman should be given soups of meat, rice
and barley. These all remove rLung or 'winds'. She should also be given
milk with butter. Never deprive her of oil or butter. The lower back
should be massaged with oil (7).
In the third week, while the foetus is still 'unformed like curd', there
should be no sex (8). By the fourth week, the woman feels quite heavy,
and depressed. Her legs and breasts have grown, and she prefers salty
food (9). Much later on in pregnancy, her back, heart and thighs are a
little painful. Her urine and spit increase. At this time, she should stay
in a solitary place with all comforts. 'Mantras' for her spiritual protection should be recited (10).
The bSad.pai.rGyud goes into some detail about the formation of the
baby. In the fifthweek, the umbilical cord is formed; in the sixth, the two
'veins of life' (rTsa); in the seventh, the eyes; in the eighth, the structure
of the head; in the ninth, the structure of the body. In the tenth week,
the two shoulders and buttocks bulge out; in the eleventh, the sexual
organs appear; in the twelfth, the five internal organs. And so on until
the twenty-fourth week, when the woman feelspain and pleasure. In the
twenty-fifth week, breathing starts; in the twenty-sixth, consciousness.
By the twenty-seventh to thirtieth weeks, the baby is complete, so that
for the next four weeks there is only growth. In the thirty-seventh week,
the woman feels movements inside her. And finally, in the thirtyeighth
week, the baby turns upside down, and is born (11).
The cord should be cut with a knife four fingers (sor.bZhi)away from
the body, rubbed with rGyam.tsh, a kind of salt, and tied with wool. It
should then be carefully examined, to ensure that no blood is leaking
through. The afterbirth (sha-ma)should be wrapped in cloth, andburied
under a stone in the basement of the house. While the mother is given
the baby to hold, a tashi smonlam (bKra.shis.sMon.lam) - a prayer of
blessing and good luck - should be said by the father:
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"You who are born of my heart,
May you live for a hundred years!
May you see a hundred autumns,
A long life, bright and happy!"

The father should then wash his baby inwater withtri-sang (dri.bZang
= saffron),or sweet-smellingherbs, and write a mantra on the newborn's
tongue in saffron water, to bring the child wisdom. A close friend of the
family - another mother whose children have all survived - should give
the baby its first milk from her breast (12).

ii Infancy and Childhood
A section of the Man. thabs is given over to lists of preparations which
the baby should be given for a long and healthy life, and for his/her
spiritual protection (13).After this comes a series of instructions relating
to general care of the child. The soles of the feet and the top of the head
should be protected from extreme temperatures, hot or cold. The baby
should be carried upright: not slanted or crooked. S/he should be kept
away from fire and wild animals, and should be massaged. Periodically,
the sun's rays should be allowed to warm the baby's whole body. When
his/her first teeth start to come through, s/he should be given certain
herbs mixed with honey, to relieve the pain. At the age of eight months,
be pierced: for a boy, the right one; for a
one of the baby's ears s h ~ u l d
girl, the left (14).
(The remainder of the section on children describes specific illnesses
and specific cures, including the use of 'shunga' (bSrung.ba)protective
charms (15).
3. Results of interviews and observations

In addition to the formal interviews, we spent approximately 150
hours in conversation and informal interviews with mothers, and in
observation of child-rearing practices. Almost unlimited observation
was possible. We were able to watch every aspect of family life from
early morning to late evening. In total, observation covered approximately twenty households and sixty children. The results of a final
questionnaire are shown in Table 16.1.

i From Conception to Birth
One of the questions which we included as part of our formal
interview concerned the onset of menstruation. But since this topic
caused some women considerableembarrassment,it was soon dropped.
Nonetheless, from informal discussion it soon became apparent that
there was a substantial discrepancybetween the age at which the Tibetan
medical books state that menstruation normally begins - twelve years -
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Table16.1 Formal Interview: Results, numbere of respondento to interview questions on child rearing
1. Was your husband present at the birth of your last child?
Yes: 23
No: 2
2. Did you breast-feed your last baby (a) when baby wanted it;
or (b) at specific times?
(a): 25
(b): 0
3. How long did you breast-feed your last baby?
2 years: 6
2-3 years: 10
3 years:
5
3-4 years: 2
4 years:
0
4-5 years: 1
5 years:
1
4. When did you start giving supplementary feeding to baby?
1 month: 4
2 months: 13
3 months: 8
5. What was the first supplementary food you gave baby?
Mill< or water with sugar: 23
'Thukpa' (broth):
2
6. How often did you wash baby in the fitst six months?
Less than once per week: 2
Once per week: 3
Twice per week: 12
Three times per week: 8
7. Did you sleep with baby?
Yes: 25
No: 0
8. Until when did you sleep with baby?
Until weaning: 25
9. When did baby start (a) crawling; and (b) walking?
Crawling
Walking
9 months 5
4
months 1
5
months 1
10 months
6
months 9
11 months
7
months 11
12 months
8
months 2
13 months
9
months 0
14 months
10
months 1
10. At what age did your child learn to use the toilet?
2-3 years: 2
3-4 years: 5
4-5 years: 16
5-6 years: 2
11. Did you punish your child in order to teach him/her to use the toilet?
Yes: 0
No: 25
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12. For how many years was baby carried?
2
3.5 :
4
:
10
4.5 : 8
5
:
s
13. Did you slap your child?
Yes: 12
No: 13
14. If 'yes' to (13), at what age did you start?
After 5 years: 7
After 6 years: 5

and the age at which many women in sTongde actually started to
menstruate. The latter figure, according to our small sample of eight
women, averaged out at between fifteen and sixteen years.
We learned from the amchi that there are certain preparations known
to Tibetan medicine which are able to induce an abortion. Yet the use of
these medicines (and, equally, the taking of herbal contraceptives) is
considered bad, so they are prescribed only on very rare occasions: if a
woman is ill or very old, for instance, or - less frequently - to avoid
illegitimatebirths. In fact, both abortion and contraception are so 'digpa'
(sDig.pa - literally, 'sinful') that Ngawang Tashi, one of our amchi
assistants, was extremely reluctant to talk about them, and made us
promise not to disclose to other villagers what he had said.
In the case of apparent sterility in a woman, there are also medicines.
In addition, the woman is often taken on a pilgrimage (gNas.bsKor ) to
sacred Buddhist temples or shrines. Sometimes, she will travel for
weeks or even months for this purpose, even to the Indian plains or
Nepal. If this has been tried and failed, the woman's sister will often be
brought into the household as a second wife, and she will bear the
children instead. There is no stigma attached to the sterile woman.
Every effort is made to enable her to bear children but, if she cannot, this
is accepted without embarrassment, and without, it seems, any great
unhappiness. As Tashi Angmo, a forty-eight year old woman who had
never succeeded in having any children, said to us: "Why should I be
sad? What's the point? Anyway, my sister has had children" (her
younger sister, Padma, had been brought in by the husband as a second
wife, and had produced three children).
The pregnant mother generally works until almost the day of the
birth, although some of the women we spoke to told us that they had
stopped doing anything very strenuous about two weeks before the day
of delivery. The baby is born at home, in a dimly lit room. In the vast
majority of cases (more than 90% of those we interviewed), the father is
present at the birth, and in fact usually cuts the cord. The amchi is not
called in unless there are complications; instead members of the family,
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sometimeshelped by friendsor neighbourswho have specials U in the
delivering of babies, do all that is necessary.
For anything from a week to a month after the birth, the mother stays
inside resting, while other members of the family attend to her, sewing
her the finest and most nourishing food,especially butter and meat. The
pressures of work determine how much time she can afford to take off.
In winter it is usually easier to spend more time relaxing, and for this
reason many of the women we spoke to said they preferred giving birth
in winter, despite all the problems created by the intense cold. The father
also usually remains indoors for seven days. The gods and the spirits of
the earth (ha, kLu) see birth as something dirty (though the people
themselves do not), and the father should not upset them by going
outside. Monks are called to the house to perform a cleansing ceremony
with incense (bSangs) on the seventh day; relatives come to the house
with food, and there is a small celebration. A month after the birth, there
is another cleansing ceremony, this time for the mother, and further
celebrations. Friends again bring food, and also ceremonial scarves
(kha.bTags)and biscuits of barley flour shaped in the form of an ibex, as
symbols of good luck.
On the 78th day after birth, called bDun meaning seven, the neighbours
and close relatives visit the family. Before this time only persons
belonging to the same phas-pun and therefore sharing the same phas-lha
(see Ch. 15) can eat in the house and touch the baby and helpers are
likewise restricted to this category. These restrictions are called Zimches. On the 30th day (1Da.gang) other villagers may visit with gifts
which are listed in the rel-tho or record of receipts.
ii Infancy: Traditional Customs
A special ceremony (phy.sTon or phym. Bron) marks the day on which
the baby first leaves the house. The actual day is determined by the
'onpo', or astrologer, who consults two of his ancient astrological texts:
the Bras.rTsia book of charts dating backmany centuries, and theLelu.tho
another set of data calculated each year (the Lelu.tho which is used in
sTongde is compiled by an onpo from Sha-de). It is important that this
should be an auspicious day.
The onpo also decides in which direction the baby should be carried.
He may, for instance, say that the child should first be carried east so far,
and then north. At phyi.sTon the baby is given new clothes, often by his/
her grandparents - who are in many cases the first people the baby is
taken to visit, especially if they live in a nearby khang-chung. Monks
perform a 'puja' in the house, to bring good luck.
Although the method of naming the child as described in the medical
texts involves the participation of friends and neighbours in a gathering
at the child's house, the practice in Zangskar is different. Parents
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generally like the baby to be named by a high lama; and if there is not
one in the village already, they will often wait until such time as one may
,
come to the area. During our stay in sTongde, the Dalai ~ a m a the
highest 'rirnpoche' of all, came to the neighbouring part of Zangskar, and
there were many babies waiting to be named by him. Until they have a
name babies will be referred to as 'nono' ('little boy') or 'nomo' ('little
girl') if in a high status family, but 'dok-pa' and 'dok-mo' in others.
Sometimes, especially if a previous child has died, the baby will be
named after people of low status in Ladakhi society, in order to keep evil
spirits away: mon = musician, 'Be.da = landless musician, mGar.ba =
blacksmith or 'Brog.pa = inhabitant of the land of the Dards. Alternatively, for the same purpose, a baby boy may be referred to as a girl. The
astrologer may also advise parents to take other measures to prevent evil
spirits from interfering with their child; for example, a religious
ceremony ('Bum.chung ) in which sacred texts are read, or the painting
of images in red paint on the walls of the house to keep away a particular
evil spirit, (bTsan ). As a matter of routine, almost, a miniature bow and
arrow, worked by the blacksmith, is pinned to the child's robe; and still
more commonly - in fact, it appears to be a universal practice - soot mixed
with butter is rubbed on the child's nose (khyi.sNa: = 'dog's nose'), and
sometimes on other parts of the neck and head.
The people of sTongde take care to prevent evil spirits from harming
their young children, and yet, as with more or less everything else in
Zangskar, these activities are undertaken in a quite lighthearted way.
The Zangskaris are not particularly fearful of their spirits.
iii Feeding and Weaning
Every infant in sTongde is breast fed. Our interviews showed that
feeding is always on demand. Moreover, most mothers are able to
anticipate when their baby is hungry before s/he starts crying: they
notice the way s/he moves and the expression on his/her face. You
rarely see babies in Zangskar crying. In fact, as Dolkar - a thirty-two year
old mother of two - told us: "We don't let our babies cry". When HNH
told her that, in her country, many mothers fed their babies only at
certain appointed times, out of bottles rather than the breast, Dolkar was
horrified. Hearing that some mothers also kept their babies overnight
in a separate room, all alone, she implored HNH: "Please, Helena, if you
have children, don't treat them like that. If you want them to be happy
and healthy, you must do like we do".
Until weaning, the baby sleeps in his/ her mother's arms, and spends
most of the day with her. Even when the mother goes to work in the
fields, she will often take her baby with her. Sometimes, an elder sibling
will keep the baby amused at the edge of the field - rocking and carrying
him/her - while themother works. Wetnursing is considered unhealthy,
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and is practised only in extreme circumstances: as, for instance, when
the child's mother has died.
Most mothers start giving supplementary food at about two or three
months. Water or goat's milk with a little sugar is the most common first
supplement, while s k i t a very weak brew of 'chang', the local barley
beer) and thuk-pa (thugpa = a soup made from meat, butter and barley
flour)are generally given later. Some foodsare never given: in particular,
yoghourt, buttermilk and vegetables. And babies are not fed the standard
flour mix of barley and peas, but instead just the barley flour alone: peas
are thought to bring on indigestion in children, and to cause vomiting.
We found that breastfeeding continues for an average of 3.4 years. As
many as 30% of the women we interviewed informally had breastfed at
least one of their children for more than four years. Weaning (pi.bi.glad.bya)
is quite abrupt, and irreversible. In the event of a further pregnancy, it
would typically occur two or three months before delivery. No woman
we talked to had had any serious trouble with weaning. The child might
cry for two or three days, but that was all. The universal method of
weaning is to put some ash on the nipple. Some mothers also put chilli
and/or a small tuft of wool. After weaning the child will usually stop
sleeping in his/her mother's arms, and sleep instead with another
member of the family: sometimes an older brother or sister, but usually
the father.
iv Washing and Toilet Training
Most mothers wash their babies every two or three days, summer and
winter alike. A shallow brass pan is partly filled with warm water, and
the baby sits up while the mother, usually assisted by one of the women
of the house, pours water over hirn!her, rubbing the body gently all
over. The baby is dried on the knee of the mother, between cloths, and
then melted butter is poured from a spoon and rubbed into the body,
including the face and head. To make sure that the butter is the right
temperature for the baby, the mother holds the spoon against the lower
part of her nose, blowing on it if it is too hot. A few drops of the butter
are poured into the baby's nostrils, eyes and ears. The rest is massaged
into the whole body, starting with the hair. Soap has only become
available in sTongde very recently; and even now that it has filtered
through into some parts of Zangskar with the Indian army, it is far from
a common commodity.
The attitude towards bodily functions is very relaxed among the
people of sTongde: urinating and defaecating attract Little of the
embarrassment with which they are treated in the West. There is really
no formal toilet training. For the first three months, little infants are often
kept on a bed of powdered goat dung and sand, which is both absorbent
and warm. In infancy, they defaecate where they stand, and indeed to

.
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try to use the large toilet hole in the floor of an upper room would present
a danger to the child. When the child makes a mess on the floor, it is
cleared up without any fuss. If the mother is there, she pours ash and
earth on the faeces, and shovels them away. When the child is old
enough to understand what a toilet is for, s/he will usually be led there
by a parent, before s/ he learns to go by him/herself. Children are never
punished for not using the toilet. To make things easier, the child's
trousers - if s/he wears any - have a hole in the backside, so that no
undoing or doing up is necessary. To encourage the child to urinate, the
parent will often make the onomatopaeicsound 'chhi chhi chhi'. As with
weaning, the little toilet training that there is presents no problems: past
infancy, even bedwetting is extremely rare.
v Locomotion
By Western standards, the child of sTongde learns to move about on
his/her own relatively early. 'Truk-chok, dyun-gur, gyat-so, gu-del'
(drug.tsog.bDun.sGu.brGyad.rTse.dGu.1ang)
is a local saying, meaning 'six
(months) sitting, seven crawling, eight teeth, nine walking'. According
to our interviews, the last of these figures is generally a little higher in
reality; but still, almost all infants will be walking by the end of their first
year.
Noattempt is made to accelerate the child's natural learning process:
keeping to the sort of schedules which Western parents expect of their
children is not a matter of concern for the parents of sTongde. In
conversations with Abbi Sonam, an 80-year old woman who had given
birth to eleven children, we asked her whether she hadn't worried when
one of her children did not walk as early as the others. She just laughed
at the question: "Why on earth should I worry? They all learn sooner
or later".
Parents adopt a very relaxed attitude to the wanderings of their
young children, and impose very few restraints on them. You never see
what we would term 'over-protectiveness'. On the contrary, the child
learns from the first few months to be very independent. Hisher
mother, or some other member of the family,will almost always be with
him/ her, but at the same time, s/ he enjoys a lot of freedom. Outside,
over longer distances, the child will usually be carried, up to the age of
three or four. Often, you see a five-year old carrying his/her three-year
old sister, tied with a cloth to his/ her back; no sooner have you stopped
being carried yourself than you become a carrier. Babies are not
generally left lying down. Instead, they will be swathed in cloths and
sheets, and propped up on their feet.

vi Illness
Colds, coughs and runny noses are very common among the children
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of sTongde, due in part at least to the fierce winter climate. In the very
young, these problems can be serious, even fatal; but generally, they are
nothing more than an inconvenience. Overall, the children are extremely
healthy. Although infant mortality is high, beyond the age of five or so
children are not often ill. Some villagers told us that a critical period in
the child's life is around the time of weaning, when the child's diet
changes, and s / he is not so constantly sheltered and warmed by his/her
mother.
Amchi remedies for any sickness the child may suffer are essentially
the same as would be applied to adults. A lactating mother whose baby
is ill will also be given medicine herself. It is recognised that what she
eats will affect the child. When a very young child dies, s/he will not be
cremated, as is the general custom. Instead, the body will be packed with
mud into a wall of the family house.
vii Punishment
Up to the age of four, the Zangskari child will very rarely be punished
in any way. S/he is free to do more or less anything s/he pleases, with
very few restrictions and prohibitions. A need to behave according to
certain norms is only imposed upon the child at a later stage. Most
respondents who said they sometimes slapped their children (never on
the face, as the medical books warn that this can damage the ears) told
us that they did so only when the child was old enough to know the
difference between right and wrong: at the age of about five. The
severest punishment we heard of was a beating with a stick, almost
always administered by the father. This was extremely rare. More
everyday methods - in fact these would hardly amount to punishments
- involve the tweaking of an ear lobe, or a loud and sudden shout with
raised arm. From our observations, it was apparent that punishment of whatever sort for whatever reason - was almost never administered
in anger. At first sight, it might appear to us that the child of sTongde
is put in a double bind when s/he is punished, as a frequent practice is
that almost immediately after the punishment has been handed out, the
child is then kissed and cuddled. We saw mothers shouting at six and
seven-year olds not to do something, and in the same breath almost,
giving them hugs and kisses. Far from being confusing to the child,
however, the message is probably very clear: "I don't like what you're
doing, so don't do it; but I still love you".
If the child is doing something which s/he shouldn't be doing the
parent will often try to distract, rather than punish, h i d h e r . When
Dolkar's little Dolma (2.5 years) crawled over to the door while we were
talking and got her fingers pinched, Dolkar got up and tried to distract
her with some spoons and cups. When Dolma did it again, she was given
a ball of wool. Each time she pinched her fingers, she cried; but she still
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persisted. By the third time, she was finally persuaded to play with a
padlock instead.

viii Duties, Responsibilities and Play
At the age of five or six, the child is expected to start helping with the
work of the household. At first, his/her principal jobs will be to look
after and carry any younger siblings when his/ her mother is busy doing
something else, help in the kitchen, and fetch water from the village
stream. Girls and boys alike will do work of this sort. Later on, around
the age of nine or so, his/her responsibilities will take hirn/her further
away from the house: collecting dung and wood for the kitchen stove,
and shrubs for animal fodder - which will often require walking for
many hours into the mountains with the men of the house - and
shepherding the village flocks of sheep and goats.
As the child grows up, s/he quite quickly learns to do almost
everything which the adults do, from making shoes to ploughing the
fields. Gradually, the roles of boys and girls diverge - though even in
adult life, where some tasks are specified to each gender, they are far
from pronounced. A feature of Zangskari life is its fluidity and flexibility: roles are not rigidly defined or unbending. The child, like any other
member of the family, is expected to help with the household's work, but
s/he is allowed to do so in a quite spontaneous way. S/he learns from
an early age to be cooperative, so there is no need for strict definitions
of his/her, or anyone else's, responsibilities.
Without any 'toys' as such, the younger children of sTongde make up
their own games with whatever materials they can find. There are a
number of standard games. Often, you see little boys and girls playing
a form of 'hopscotch', or throwing pebbles towards small holes dug in
the earth. And a favourite game with boys is flicking a small twig with
a larger stick to toss it into the air, and then hitting it as far as it will go.
Play-acting and singing are also popular. In the evenings, children will
often entertain the rest of the family with song and dance. We spent
many evenings sitting around the fire in the kitchen, with the little ones
as the centre of attention. Everyone, including the older siblings, would
be cheering them on. Any little child who could walk would be
encouraged to join in.
ix Parental Attitudes
The parental attitudes to children in Zangskar seemed very close to
an ideal for which we strive in the West. The child receives almost
constant attention and love, and yet the parents at the same time remain
so relaxed and easy-going that the child is allowed a great deal of
independence and freedom to experiment. We never saw parents lose
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their tempers with their children; nor were they over-indulgent. The
attitude towards children was always loving, but at the same time
almost carefree. Parents do not have the same social pressures and
career stresses which we have, and are therefore much more relaxed and
generally good-humoured. When children misbehaved or made a
nuisance of themselves, the tolerance level of the parents seemed to us
to be remarkably high.
Perhaps the parents' attitude also has something to do with the
almost complete absence of the need to be very concerned about the
child's well-being. In the West, it is necessary to keep a constant guard
over young children, to keep them out of the way of all the many dangers
which surround them. In Zangskar, there are hardly any such dangers.
In fact, the kitchen stove, the open toilet hole and the steep staircases
connecting the first and second floorsof the house are just about the only
hazards that there are in the infant's life (and in sTongde, no-one could
remember having heard of a child being badly injured by these).
Otherwise, the child can roam as s/he pleases, and his/her mother
knows s/ he will be safe, and within reach of neighboursor other children
in the family.
Again, in stark contrast to the Western environment, there are very
few things lying about that the child could damage or destroy. The infant
cannot do much harm if left to learn for him/herself. On the rare
occasions when the child is in the pos'ition to do damage, the same easygoing attitude is again evident. Perhaps the most valuable of all
household possessions is the 'Prajnaparamita Sutra', a basic Buddhist
text which is found in every house that can afford one. Arnchi Ngawang
Tashi told us once that he could not bring the book to the house where
we were staying, because he was worried he might get a bit tipsy before
leaving the house - where there was to be a party - and would then not
treat it with enough respect. Yet when, on another occasion, we were
sitting with Ngawang reading out of the same book, and his little 3-year
old daughter kept grabbing its loose-leaf pages and begnning to tear
them, Ngawang did not get angry or impatient. Gently, he moved her
hands away; and even when she kept on ripping the predous pages, he
showed no anger at all.
Another time, when we were trying to interview Tsering Dolma, her
youngest daughter repeatedly intermpted us with the same question
over and over again: "Ama, chi inok?" "Arna, chi inok?" (A.m.ci.yin.nog.
= Mummy, what's that?). Not just a few times, but almost non-stop for
an hour. Dolma showed no sign of impatience or annoyance. Nor did
she try to quieten her child down. Instead, while still maintaining a
conversation with us, she simply managed to answer each time: "It's a
pen". "It's a pen".
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1. Problems of participant-observation in Zangskar in 1980

In many respects our research in Zangskar was to use methods that
contrasted considerably with the traditional approaches of social anthropology. Instead of going in quietly as a single individual or couple speaking
the language and living with the people, takingtime to become familiarwith
a location and developing a work programme progressively, we arrived as
a large party only one of whom was a Ladakhi speaker. We started asking
questions straight away, many of which quickly touched upon issues that
required tactful handling. We were superbly equipped and must have
seemed to have had endless resources and we had numerous interpreters
mostly from outside the valley. All this impetuosity derived from a feeling
that a detailed cross-sectionalstudy of traditional life needed analysisright
now in the year before the arrivalof the road from India, which would signal
the end of the almost total self-sufficiencyof thevalley. I had a "last chance"
feelingabout this culture as if the arrival of the road would bring an era to
an end. Perhaps I was right to plan the 1980 expedition in this way but at
times I had premonitional nightmares and serious doubts. Perhaps the
villagers would object to our presence, tell us little, fabricate falsehoods,
mislead us so that hard-won data would be of little value. Perhaps our
intrusion would cause sucha disturbancethat we would be unable to record
properly the character of village life. Perhaps our party was too big, trying
to do too much. I had a considerable fear that by over-zealous enquiry we
could stimulaterejection by the villagers and thus experience an expensive
failure. I also sometimes felt that by the mere a d of studylng them I was
exploiting the goodwill and friendship of the villagers. Yet the key to
participant-observation in Zangskar was only to be discovered on the
ground and in some trepidation I had accepted the risk and the challenge.
My fears were not ill-grounded as we were to find out.
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The expedition plan necessitated a fairly rapid acquisition of data
from informants responding to carefully structured interviews as well
as more naturalistic approaches - simple conversations over tea or beer,
direct observation amongst people or from vantage points. It also
required maps and plans necessitating the use of notebooks, cameras
and tape recorders. For all of this the inhabitants of sTongde in 1980were
almost totally unprepared. I sometimes reflected gloomily on the prospects of a party of Chinese or Indians invading an English village asking
questions about family life, the sizes of estates and numbers of animals
and the year of onset of menstruation! I was reassured only by my
knowledge from the 1977 pilot expedition of the easy-going, friendly
nature of the Ladakhis and their attitudes to sex, so splendidly lacking
in up-tight tensions.
Soon after our arrival in sTongde we paid an important courtesy visit
on the village Goba - the Headman. We explained our desire to study
village life, to understand the relation between agriculture and ecology
and the mode of subsistance prior to the arrival of the road. I was also
able to express my admiration for Buddhism and my wish to make
pilgrimages to local monasteries. The Goba listened carefully. He then
said "I do not entirely understand why you are so interested in our
village. Perhaps you will write a profitable 'book about it. But you seem
sincere and understanding between people is good. I will ask my fellow
villagers to help you with your enquiries but I cannot suppose that
everyone will necessarily help you. We are Buddhists here and nobody
will throw stones at you or show you ill will. Yet people may not like to
answer some of your questions. Some will help and some will not. We
shall see. For myself I welcome you and wish you all well here. Your
doctor will be most welcome and perhaps some villagers will like to
consult him".
The Goba's little speech was very accurate in its predictions. We took
rooms for storage and for cooking at a house in the hamlet of Piyu owned
by a former Goba, a man of illustrious ancestry, who was one of the
wealthiest men in sTongde. We camped on his fields outside the house
and he charged us an exorbitant rent for a large room which, nonetheless,
had perhaps the finest view in the village. We soon came to know our
landlord and his family well. He did not seem to find our questions odd
and gave us very detailed information. Soon his neighbours did the same
and very good relations sprang up between us and the Piyu inhabitants.
They would come and sit near, in front of and very soon right in our tents,
handling and exploring our belongings as if they were their own.
Wanchuk was examining the fabric of my tent.
"This is very fine fabric, " he said through an interpreter.
"How long did it take you to weave it?"
"This fabric is not made by hand"

Zanskari Attitudes
"Then how is it made?"
"It is made by machines".
"How do such machines work?"
"Like a loom, but powered by an engine using electricity"
"Does every house have such a machine?"
"No, they are all together in factories"
"What is a factory?"
And so on - for every major item we possessed. As to explaining the
cost equivalents of such items in numbers of yaks or loads of barley - the
matter became one of constant wonder.
We began visiting houses and after a good and useful session we
would return soon after with a small present - some tea or sewing things.
All went well at first but on the far side of the agricultural alluvium
where we were little known, we soon began to encounter resistance.
Our Ladakhi interpreters soon began to feel some embarrassment and
explained the developing situation to us. As Europeans from far away
lands the reasons we gave for asking such comprehensive and detailed
questions soon became suspect. The idea of social research was not one
to which the Zangskaris took easily. They understood it was our work
and not mere play. The only reason for such activity must be that we
intended to take over the administration. Perhaps the British were
intending to return. We explained the unlikelihood of that event to little
effect.
"The Chinese camelo Tibet all smiles and asking questions. Soon they
took over everything and destroyed the Government. Probably your
government intends the same thing here".
This deeply rooted suspicion was not at all reduced by the information that we were collaboratingclosely with a major Indian university in
our work. Most Indians known to Zangskaris were Kashmiri adrninistrators, often Muslims, about whom ambivalance was the prime response. The identification with the Tibetans and their fate was clearly of
greater weight than the uncertain power of India in looking after them.
Outsiders in Ladakh have generally been invaders and those Zangskaris
who did not know us well viewed our intentions with suspicion.
I often felt very unhappy at the way in which our appearance, our
equipment, our apparent wealth and our activities seemed to be generating social distance. The Goba was tactfully distant knowing that the
villagers were far from unanimous in their feelings. We stopped using
notebooks and tape recorders and began to rely on simple casual
conversations structured to the needs of our data sheets and on information gathered tactfully in households about their neighbours' activities.
One evening we had a long heart-to-heart talk with Namgyal, our
landlord. We suggested that we might throw a chang party for the
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villagers to generate good will. Namgyal, at his most byzantine, was not
impressed.
"You may well throw a party," he said, "and many will come and
drink your beer. But you are as yet little known here and people will
wonder why you did such a thing and what you were wanting from
them. I understand you need information about our lives - well all you
have to do is to be patient and keep your ears open. We have nothing
else to talk about after all, so by listening you will learn all you need to
know".
This was wise advice indeed and gradually, as we got to know more
and more houses by repeated visiting, confidence between ourselves
and the villagers gradually grew. We began to feel uncommonly foolish
with regard to our initial expectations. We were invited to a theatrical
performance and then to a village get-together, drinking chang. We were
asked to give a song and the more extravert of our party rendered
boisterous versions of English drinking songs in which I participated,
inwardly creased with acute embarrassment! We were evidently beginning to be seen as human beings after all. In particular three activities
seemed to win the villagers' approval. Firstly, Keith Ball's medical
activities, combining entertaining clinical tests with treatment where
requested (Ch. 13) became increasingly appreciated, his outgoing character generating a lot of warmth from all who met him. Secondly, Helena
Norberg- Hodge's work with the women, although this was in many
ways the most controversial of our enquiries, probably had a considerable effect - the highly personal nature of the subject matter and "Helen
Dolma's" intimate use of their own language gradually persuading
people of our humanity and our sincerity. Lastly, as Tsering and I began
associating with the monks and became welcomed in the monastery by
the Lobon, people began talking about religious matters with us. When
we participated prominently with everyone in the summer festival at the
Gompa and donated a considerable gift, a fund of goodwill was clearly
created. In addition, the farmers seemed to begin to enjoy talking about
their lives and work with Henry and describing how they solved their
various problems.
Certain topics produced difficulties however. Not surprisingly d2tails of personal maturation and sexuality were not easily elicited from
the women, even when the enquiry was carried out by a woman. TOa
degree we reduced our focus on these aspects of demography. We also
found that naming and talking about one's own dead relatives constituted a form of taboo that sometimes made the preparation of genealogies difficult, although this discretion seemed to vary between households. However, people felt free to talk about the dead of families other
than their own. Lastly the enumeration of fields, animals or belongings
was strongly resisted.

Zanshri Attitudes
"How many fields have you?"
"Several"
"How many is several?"
"Quite a few"
"About 20 perhaps?"
"Maybe"
This resistance was due to a sense of 'hubris' - art Idea that to talk in
numbers would be to risk loss.
One further source of resistance that we had not expected related to
talking about foods and diet. This embarrassed our ~nterpreterseven to
the extent that one of them wanted to give up that particular enquiry.
Possibly here we were encountering notions of pollution that were
giving rise to embarrassment in ways that were not easily made explicit.
In sTongde all these traits were in evidence but we met them in
particularly strong form in the remote village of Sha-de. Fortunately we
never had the experience of Peissel (1979) who, near sTongde, was
identified as a demon!
Zangskaris, like Tibetans generally, are among the most genial of
people. There is normally an easy going friendliness that is socially
infectious,even when much hard bargaining in negotiation is required.
When things get difficult this good humour is especially in evidence. On
the last stiff slopes of the Umasi-la in 1977 our porters fell into step
(almost!)singing and whistling in spite of the altitude and a great spurt
of energy was the clear result. Where conflict develops, a senior or older
man at once appoints himself as mediator. If possible, beer is ordered
and the disputants brought together to solve the problem. Several times
we witnessed the effectivenessof this social response. Once a Ladakhi
friend ran some hundred yards to intervene between two Muslim
labourers fighting near a road - even though these men were entire
strangers to him. The intervention, which seemed dangerous to us, was
at ance effective.
On our way to Sha-de, one of our two muleteers threw the other's
boots across a wide stream with such carelessness that they were
instantly swept away by the current. Both men roared with laughter; in
spite of the seriousness of the loss, miles from any possibility of
replacement, no recriminations resulted. It was we who muttered on
about the stupidity of the carelessness, with which the perpetrator
instantly agreed.
One ever-present source of minor irritation to vs was the attitude of
Zangskaris to our property. Everytl~ingaround and in our tents was
handled and passed around without so muchas a '%by your leave". When
tape recorders and camera equipment were treated in this way we
sometimes became a little touchy. Zangskaris feel literally "at home" in
each others houses and the same applied to our tents. However, closed
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tents were never entered in our absence and nothing of any significance
was stolen from us. (Greater care is needed now after several years of
tourist exploitation).
One occasion led to a dispute, however. After the loss of boots
described above, I loaned a spare pair to one of our muleteers. In spite
of repeated requests, these were not returned. Eventually they had to be
almost forcibly removed - by which time they had become so misused
as to be useless. Here the expectation that a loan would become a gift was
evidently in conflict with my expectation of a return of the article.
We do not believe we were ever told a deliberate lie. If a Zangskari did
not wish to answer a question he would be evasive and fob us off with
a generality ;a clear-cut untruth never came our way. Near the end of
our visit I went with Tashi Rabgyas to several houses in the most
resistant area of sTongde and repeated our genealogical enquiries. Years
before, Tashi had been the bearer to the valley of funds compensating for
some disaster. His honesty and dedication to their interests had won for
him the villagers' respect.
"Although we did not like telling the foreigners about our families,
since you, Tashi, are their friend we know they must be trustworthy.
And to you we are prepared to tell everything."
And the information we obtained then revealed very few errors in the
record collected by our interpreters earlier by indirect means.
We ended our visit to sTongde having, we believe, established good
relations of trust with most of the inhabitants. We had participated in
many of their family activities, their illnesses, a funeral, religious
festivals in their homes, long drinking sessions, sing-songs under the
moon, long journeys and ceremonies in the gompa. We were able
afterwards to put together a fund enabling the people to build a small
hall warmed in winter by a design making use of solar heat.
2. A world without chance

Keith Ball has described (Ch. 13)the incident in which he treated the
11year-old son of our amchi landlord. The event provided an illuminating insight into a way of thought that contrasted markedly with our own
western assumptions. The boy had developed a fluctuant swelling
following a fall and was running a high temperature. Our westem
attitude attributed the damage and the fever to an accidental event essentially an unfortunate chance occurrence.Discussion with Namgyal,
his father, revealed a strikingly different approach.
In Namgyal's view his son had unwittingly offended one of the spirits
of place (kLu ) which live near bushes, trees, chortens or shrines; perhaps
by pissing in a location hallowed by one of them. The spirit's anger at
such a disturbance was the cause of the illness. The cure necessarily
involved placation of the spirit by appropriate offerings and chanted
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rituals in the family shrine in addition to direct traditional medicine.
In the Zangskari's world there is no place for chance; events are
essentially of a moral nature and everything is the expression of a causeeffect relationship in which personal motivation and awareness have
major contributions to make. An interdependence between the moral
and the natural forms the basis of all attributions of causality.
The effect of such a belief is that an individual is always to a
considerable degree responsible for whatever happens to him and a
mature person will accept such a view as a prime determinant in any
course of action. Our example stems from a folk belief which itself
reflects a deeper philosophicaldeterminism in the Buddhism of the great
tradition. The law of Karma, itself a moral consequence of the Law of
Dependent Origination (Pratityasarnutpada ), clearly states that a present
situation is a result of past action and that the future is determined by
action in the present. In Zangskar, there can be no rational excuses, and
the European's ability to evade responsibility by attributions to chance
is considered a very shallow view. Zangskari folk philosophy is a
thoroughgoing holism which includes the attribution of mental force to
objects and the assumption that causes have effects over the time course
of a run of reincarnating lives. The major funeral ceremonial consists of
directions given to the dead to assist him or her in achieving a beneficial
rebirth (Freemantle and Trungpa 1987).The acquisition of merit in this
life is the one way in which an easier future can be secured.
The practical effect of belief in Karma was made clear to us in Sha-de
when our sTongde companions agreed that, after our hard journey
there, we needed a good meal of meat for restorative purposes. They
therefore undertook to kill a goat. I was impressed by the relish with
which they took up this prospect - a relish such as a European might
associate with anticipation of a naughty weekend. There was anxiety too
and, after we had consumed a hearty meal, this took the form of
discussing the action they now had to undertake to undo the loss of merit
they had taken upon themselves. There was clearly a strong sense of
misdemeanour and each man undertook to repeat the Six Syllable
Mantra, Om Mani Padme Hum, several thousand times in order to clear
his conscience. The doctrine of non-harming is important to Zangskaris
and, although on occasions this may be set aside, the need to make
reparations is strongly felt.
3. Folk beliefs: the nameless religion and the Great Tradition

The attribution of mental force to objects and to animals leads to
elaborate rationalisations regarding 'natural' events. When Henry
Osmaston and I were crossing the sTongde pass in 1980 we were
suddenly enveloped in a swirling snow storm. Our Zangskari companions were delighted by this chilling experience.
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"What good fortune we have - the goddess of the mountain favours
you because of your good qualities. She sends this ice on the top of the
pass to freeze the water. Tomorrow the streams in the gorges will be low
and we can cross the river without danger."
It follows from tlus that, when travelling in the mountains, positive
attitudes of cheerfulness in adversity are likely to impress the natural
authorities so that the journey becomes easier. Conversely, ill fortune is in
some way caused by an attitude; misfortune consists in not knowing the
effects of one's mental state on the natural world, due to one's general
condition of ignorance. The wise demonstrate their wisdom by living
imperturbablyin the high hills. Follrni's (1983)redoubtable companionson
journeys which they considered perilous provided clear evidence of this.
The Zangskari world, like that of the Tibetan generally, is peopled by
numerous ghosts, spirits, titans, gods and other beings. Kham Tag
Rimpoche (Ch. 22) told us. "We can feel the presence of these beings in
the hills and other places. Their influence becomes apparent if we are
open to it. But not everyone can see or perceive them and may thus
stumble upon misfortune." To me it seems that what is being referred to
here is that 'spirit of place' or 'atmosphere' which natural locations often
possess. High passes with sky gods( lha ) have a special feel of airy
openness quite different from the green mystery of willow groves in
limestone gorges where the nymphs (kLu ) live among the stones. People
travelling with uncluttered minds among the natural wonders of the
mountains.aresensitive to the atmosphere of places and times of day or
year which work on the feelings in subtle ways. And this of course has
been so throughout history.
Stein (1972) has written at length of the 'nameless religion' which
underlies the official doctrines of the Great Tradition of Mahayana in
Tibet. This 'nameless religion' is not to be confused with the Bon of the
present day, an aberrant sect which in modelling itself upon the dominant Buddhist tradition has moved far from its origins in animistic folk
belief and indigenous psychology. Sh.ades of the old basis of Tibetan
religion still appear in folk custom and remain manifest in many Ladakhi
beliefs (for details see Brauen, 1980; Kaplanian, 1981, Day 1989, Crook
and Low, in press, as well as Stein, 1972).
In Zangskar, we came across beliefs in several sorts of supernatural
being and the landscape is marked in many ways by these beliefs. Every
village and monastery has several lha.tho or box-like pillar shrines which
are the base or habitation of a lha or 'god'. The great figures of the
Buddhist pantheon are 'ha' but there are numerous others of place and
location, gon.lha (god of the monastery), yul.lha, (god of a place), pha.lha
(god of a pha.sPun). These lha are essentially benevolent and are worshipped by offerings and incense (Kaplanian, 1981 reviews).
The kLu - spirits of water, or soil can appear as small animals, lizards,
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fish or snakes. kLu are found around houses, ruins and especially near
water, which must therefore never be polluted.
The tsan (titans or demons)), rGyal.po ( spirit kings) and witches are
ambiguous beings, potentially dangerous, whose power, if it is to be
sought, has to be coerced with skill. The tsan ride horses and seen from
in front are beautiful warriors, viewed from behind they are without
backs and all their internal organs are visible. They travel fast at night
and great danger may arise if one of them is met while walking or
travelling. Houses are marked with red paint, or conical red painted
stones (tsan.rDo ) are set up on walls to keep the tsan away.
All these and other beings are important to the Zangskaris, yet they
speak of them as if with a sort of half-belief, jokingly. Yet I suspect that,
at night and under circumstances of doubt, their mental reality is very
powerful indeed. (See further Kaplanian, 1981).
A particularly attractive custom is the offering of incense in the form
of sharply scented burning juniper foliage (bSangs) as an invocation of
the gods. This ancient tradition (Stein loc. cit p. 207) is practised daily.
Namgyal used to enter our room at breakfast-time and make the day
auspicious with incense. While travelling, Sha-de people scent the campsite at dawn soon after waking. Where there are several family circles
gathered at a camp, one sees the father walking round censing the
sleeping site and the breakfast place at first light.
The nameless religion underlies the Buddhist tradition in Zangskar
without apparent contradiction. The people accept the reality of the
spirit world just as they accept the idea of reincarnation. The universe
does not stop short at the seen; there is a moral and spiritual order
beyond that. Yet there is a suggestion that the practice of the Mahayana
tradition is of a higher order than involvements with spirits, sorcerers or
shamans. The ultimate religious profession is that of the monk or yogin
who in his quest for enlightenment embodies the nirvanic tradition in
Buddhism, an awareness of a transcending otherness that goes beyond
the categorisations of projected states of mind.
For the villager, however, the Buddhism of creating merit for the
benefit of both self and others is more relevant and occupies a key place
in his motivation. The practical teaching and the receipt of income by the
monasteries comprise the monks' response to the merit-making needs of
the layman. Merit is the means whereby misfortune through natural
ignorance can be avoided, harvests ensured and happier rebirth gained.
Yet many villagers know that in the great scriptures kept in many of their
private shrines there are intimations of another kind; that spiritual
insight melts the misfortunes due to ignorance through the change in
personal orientation that wisdom confers. At this level the ideology of
merit itself begins to fade - like Newtonian science before the insight of
Einstein. Yet for the average villager such a view is that of the saints and
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masters: one that he might attain in another incarnation but not now. In
the present, he respects and attributes charisma to those fewwho in each
generation still attest to this possibility. Today most of the retreats in the
hills are empty but a few men of insight remain here and there as
witnesses to an ultimate possibility (Ch. 22, Crook and Low in
preparation).
4. The resolution of tensions: comparisons with Sherpas

Europeans who tend to idealise the easy-going mellow character of
the Ladakhis ignore the possibility that this appearance is often the
expression of behavioural means for resolving underlying tensions. It is
important to resist the misleading impression that Ladakhi people are
saints among men, cheerfully enjoying the high places of this world.
In fact, there is ample evidence for underlying tension in the social
system, which in this respect is little different from any other; what is of
significance however are the ways in which this tension is handled. To
say that "Work and leisure are one, life a game to be enjoyed. A deep
contentedness permeates every act, every word, every smile" (Page and
Norberg-Hodge, 1384) is to present only one facet of a complex jewel.
In Zangskar there were several clear sources of tension. Firstly, the
presence of Muslim residents in Padum is a source of continual underlying stress based not only upon the ancient aggressiveness of Islam
towards Buddhism but more directly upon the Kashmiri economic
ascendancy over Ladakh generally and the history of a Pakistani incursion into the valley in the recent war (Ch. 14). Although this factional
tension was usually covered over by politeness and co-operation there
have been occasions when intergroup violence has errupted. In a
particular example, the presence of tactless Kashmiri police in Karsha
following the visit of H.H. the Dalai Lama in 1980 led to a violent
erruption when they attempted to recover a generator thought by
villagers to be a gift. Some police casualties resulted. These saddening
incidents usually arise from misunderstandings between persons of
contrasting cultural affiliation,values and temperaments. The Zangskari
is not easily stirred, will avoid violent confrontation and seek mediation,
but if treated harshly and recklessly he becomes quite suddenly a
ruthless opponent who, because he is at the end of his tether, will
probably go at once for an extreme solution.
We saw little evidence for tension between families in Zangskar for
it ,is probably in this area that social form and careful mediation in
disputation work most effectively. In a community dependent on
reciprocation, quarrels with neighbours bring harm to all. Within the
extended families themselves, however, we came across many sources
of expressed tension.
In several houses tensionsbetween older members, originally spouses,
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had led to a pattern of khang.chung occupancy that ensured a degree of
separation. In one household, those who lived in one khng.chung were
hardly speaking to those in another. In another household, h e elder
brother, the head of the estate, was barely on speaking terms with his
monk brother living in the monastery, nor with his own elder son who
was in the army. The disputes here seemed to centre around the
avaricious and rather cunning manipulations of relatives by the elder
brother. In the same household, a blind relative and an older woman
lived in poverty in spite of the wealth of the estate.
In a case of polygyny, the older wife complained about the events
leading to the arrival of the second wife which the husband claimed to
be essential to increase the labour potential in the-household.
In one family, the old father, a venerable amchi living in a sizeable
khang.chung, allowed himself to criticise the competence of his son who
was now the head of the estate. "He knows little of what he is doing and
he takes no notice of me!" While the second remark was b e , the young
man in question was by no means an incompetent person and seemed
to be held in regard by fellow household heads.
One night, while we were staying in a house at Sha-de, we could
overhear a conversation between husband and wife in the next room.
The man began in a coaxing way to which the wife was responding with
clearly reluctant tones. The persuasion and the resistance increased until
the wife flung out of the room chased by husband with all the accompaniment of a full blown row. Soon the house was awake, children crying,
dogs disturbed. Eventually all settled to silence with the couple evidently in separate rooms. All had blown over by the morning.
During the 1977 expedition, our party that crossed the Umasi-la
included a number of young men and boys who acted as porters for us.
On reaching the village of Sani, the camp having been pitched, some of
them spruced themselves up and went off to the village coming back
later all smiles and delighted by their sexual adventures. The same
occurred in Padum but, in Karsha, one young lad, a bit of a braggart at
the best of times, appeared to have laid somebody's wife. Our rooms
were invaded at night by a small band of humorously outraged villagers
led by the brother of the offended husband, flashing torches about and
calling out for the lad. He and his friends had wisely fled, taking a fast
pony. No one caught up with them and in a few days they would have
regained the safety of their mountain village. No one held us responsible
for this misdemeanour of an employee. We were told that had he been
caught he risked a sound thrashing but more probably, after mediation,
as among Sherpas (Haimendorf, 1964), some financial compensation
would have been demanded.
These examples suggest that, in spite of the generally even tenor of
life,a degree of tension exists in these extended households. The reasons
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are sin~ple.
cornpetit~onover control of the estate; over roles in management; over feelings of personal security in relationships. These sources
of tensioir are quite unremarkable in themselves but tend to grow and
risk escalation in large households Living in cramped quarters through
long cold winters.
This latter time must be especially difficult and require considerable
family management if people are to stay together. And for economic
reasons alone it is vital that they do. The ability of Zangskaris to replace
aggressi~nwith good temper, to mediate when necessary, to assume
positive attitudes of mind, to collaborate and reciprocate, is not only
essential to social survival but is also actively cultivated because of the
merit attained through such behaviour. The 'ideal' person is someone
who, through forebearance,patience and mediation, contributes to ease
in relationships (Ch. 15).
The balance between intra-familialand inter-familialtension seems to
differ in contrasting populations of Tibetan villagers and this difference
may be contingent on contrasts in social structure. Unlike Zangskar, the
rules of inheritance among contemporary Sherpas are not based upon
the monomarital principle (Ch. 24). Instead, the estate is commonly
divided among the children and the youngest son inherits the family
home. When he does so, the parents are forced into unenviable dependency and are often subjected to neglect (Ortner, 1978). A major
transformation in felt self-esteem is thus related to these major economic
shifts on the marriage of children. It is not surprising therefore that
Ortner's analysis emphasises an underlying tension and anxiety inherent in Sherpa life. This socio-economic condition is probably not the
original Sherpa way of life, although it seems to have characterised the
population since ethnographic studies began. Haimendorf (1969) describespolyandry among Sherpas and considers it to have been fom~erly
held in high esteem. If, in common with most traditional Tibetan
societies, the sherpas honoured the monomarital principle prior to their
emigration to the Himalayas, some relatively more recent socio-emnomic factors would seem to have produced the change in family life.
In Ch. 24 we discuss how polyandry is closely associated with the
ownership of farming estates. The Sherpas' dependency on the farming
life is modified in two ways: firstly by a rather greater division between
agriculture and animal husbandry related to the extreme altitudinal
range of their lands and, secondly, an emphasis on trading both northwards into Tibet and southwards h t o Hindu Nepal and India. Income
could thus be attributed to at least three contrasting sources, making the
division of an estate among children a more viable proposition than
elsewhere on the Tibetan plateau. Shifts away from the monomarital
principle are highly likely to have begun soon after settlement in the
Himalayas and modern anti-polyandry laws, social pressures and
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increased job opportunities, in tourism and mountaineering for example, have merely hastened the process of change.
Compared with Sherpas, the Zangskari system(l980)has diverged
less from a traditional Tibetan one.Old people have greater security after
the marriage of children since they remain living in k h n g . h u n g on the
estate and still work for it as family members. Disputation between
inheritors is likely to be less frequent and their individual security
greater. Self-esteem therefore will be less related to the carefully nurtured and protected fortunes of nuclear familiesand related more to the
long term ranking of extended familiesand their patri-lineagescarefuUy
protected by the pha.sPun system. Families whose members come to
include saints, scholars, lay teachers or doctors (amchi) will tend to
receive more respect while religious gift giving by individuals and
bigmanship attained through entrepreneurial success is not valued so
highly as among Sherpas. Also, some families probably still retain high
status by virtue of having been aristocratic farmers prior to the social
levelling that followed the Dogra invasions. Sherpas seem unlikely to
have had an upper class of this sort and the ranking of their clans is
related to the comparative importance of lineages without reference to
particular lordly statuses.
Ortner compares the practice of Buddhism by Sherpas and by Burmese,
emphasising the paradoxical fact that, although the Mahayana is supposedly more socially oriented than the Theravada, the Sherpas organise their
religion with far less stress on the cornrnunality of life than do the Burmese.
Ortner also points out that offeringsto the gods and exorcisms comprisethe
main functions of Sherpa Nyingma lamas and that public merit-making is
far less stressed than is the case in Burma. There is no systematic practice
involving the transfer of merit to others. She resolves the paradox by
demonstrating that the "individualistic bias of Sherpa Buddhist orthodoxy
is grounded in the structures of the Sherpa social world", in particular its
difficulties over exchange and gft giving in the context of the necessary
protection of nuclear family wealth. The strategy of 'yangdzi' which entails
the giving of @ to gain or even force co-operation is paralleled strongly
in the religious practices of offering and extraclingfavoursfrom the 'gods'.
"Yangdzi is based on the assumption that the other will be resistant to
requests and immovableby purelymoral / socialappeals;hence the need for
the 'gift' and a l l the forcing of hospitability on reluctant visitors that
charaderises many occasions."
Nevertheless, Sherpa Buddhism also provides ritual means for transcending these social problems by a transformation of conscious attitudes,
involving a desocializingof them in favourof an individualisticexistentialism that is independent of social form. Sherpa Buddhism, as m e r
expresses it, is both a model of social stress and a model for its resolution.
Ortner's account of Sherpa religion may be biased in favour of the
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analytical paradigm she seeks to demonstrate. Haimendorf's (1969,
1976) more detailed treatment of Sherpa religion reveals few essential
differences from that in Zangskar. The sect favoured by the Sherpas is,
however, the Nyingma-pa, whose individualistic focus is more marked
than in the reformed schools; and monasteries have only been in
existence for somewhat over a century in Sherpaland.Possibly Sherpas
came to favour these particular sectarian orientations because of the
changing stresses in their society but, equally possible, accidents of
history may have played their part. In any case, Buddhist ritual of all
Tibetan sects tends to transform attitudes based in wordly tensions and
social patterns towards a more personal and individualistic relationship
with the Universe itself.
Certainly the Buddhism of Zangskar fits that society in a way tending
to confirm Ortner's general perspective. The presence of Gelugpa
monasteries from an early date (Ch. 14)ensures a philosophically based
reformed Buddhism clearly representative of Tibetan orthodoxy, an
orthodoxy furthermore that was first developed in this area following
the arrival of Atisha in Guge (Ch. 14). There is thus a doctrinal background stressing the Bodhisatha's vow to save all others before oneself
and on merit making for the good of all (the Lam Rim teachings), even
if at the village level such ideas are diffuse rather than explicitly taught.
The role of monks in offering rituals, in exorcisms and in funeral rites
remains strong in Zangskar but lay persons are often philosophical
Buddhists in their own right at least to a degree. Private libraries, ability
to read scriptures and biographies of saints and folklore concerning the
great meditational tradition of the valley all contribute to a wider
awareness of Buddhist values than is apparent from the descriptions of
the Sherpa case.
This orientation is also expressed in the village-monastery relationship. Monks are for the most part drawn directly from sponsoring
families in the nearby villages. The interchange and intimacy between
monastic and village community is of a high order of interdependence
and large numbers of villagers attend the annual Nyungne fast. Young
monks join their brothers or uncles in the family sha (monk's dwelling)
in the monasteries, which are maintained over generations and in some
cases accumulate treasures in the form of books, icons and furniture.
Also, a monk may leave his robes and return to work on the family estate,
should a brother die or other major misfortune occur to intempt the
usual process of estate inheritance.
The Buddhist resolution of social tension through transcending the
social world by way of an existentialist teaching and practice is thus not
specific to the Sherpas, although their need seems particularly great.
Sbcial tension in Zangskar emerges in the need to maintain the haditional family life through the monomarital principle and this requires co-
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operation rather than individualism. Tension thus arises more clemly
within than between families. Stress stems from the need to balance
individual needs and wants against those of othersin anextended family
of usually three living generations.
The emphasis on merit-making, on salvation for all collectively, is
thus not only a doctrinal characteristicof Zangskari Buddhism but also
an important means whereby the even temper of society is sustained.
The intrafamilial focusis the prime one here and the quality of Zangskari
life is primarily an expression of the familial process. Cf course some
Zangskari villages sponsor the Dukpa sect in many ways similar to the
Nyingma of the Sherpas. Our observations do not suggest t b t in these
villages the family organisation is different from those sponsoring the
Gelugpa.Very close links between fonns of family life and the Buddhism
of a village are thus perhaps not to be expected and the way in which
history and social needs interact in determining the religious forms of
particular populations needs.further examination. There is no doubt,
however, that religious practices in Zangskar, as in Solu-Khurnbu,
greatly support individuals in their quest for a resolution of personal
tensions arising from their social context; this comes about in contrasting
ways in the two areas. (See further Ch. 24 and Levine, 1988).
5. Changing perceptions
In sTongde monastery Tsering Shakya and I had a long conversation
with a monk who had been away from the valley for several years
studying at one of the newly constituted Tibetan Buddhist colleges in
south India. He deplored the changes in attitude he saw around him.
He said that when he had walked out of the valley some years before
it had been possible to stop in any village and at once be invited to a meal
and given accommodation. It was accepted that any traveller was to be
treated this way on the basis of a general reciprocity of such services
throughout the valley. Today he had had to pay for such hospitality all
the way up the valley and had beenshocked by the fact. However, in 1977
we had had to carry all supplies in Zangskar as excess production was
so limited that selling to strangerswas the exception rather than the rule.
Reciprocity was thus restricted to those from whbm a return of benefit
on future occasions could reasonably be expected.
The Zangskari sense of self and moral values is changing. Traditionally the sense of self must have been ruled by the following social
conventions (Ch. 15):

i) A person is defined by family membership, by sex and by the
position s/ he holds in a birth order. This definition is primary and plays
a major role in determining the life bajectory of an individual. A person
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is thus always part of a network of relations which have great force in
limiting opportunities for action.
ii) Nonetheless, behaviour is open to choice in that conscientious
merit-making and the attribution of good qualities to oneself by others
can be cultivated. Subscription to the dominant values of the monastic
world is thus important to a feeling of self-esteem and social value.
iii)The social position of an individual in a network of relations entails
a reciprocity of actions based on the role of an individual determined by
family, sex and birth position. The interdependence of people in their
subsistence economy means sharing and a reciprocity of services and
values based on these needs - a viewpoint also demonstrated in Gielen's
(1985) recent study on attitudes in Ladakh.
Today, the influence of the traditional social world is reduced owing
to new economic opportunities for money-making unrelated to the need
for the traditional reciprocity of services in a subsistence economy. A
person can thus emerge as a gain-making individual living by his own
wits in the army, the tourist trade, and other forms of entrepreneurial
practice(Ch 26). The holistic belongingness of a selfhood defined within
a system of interdependent relations is being replaced by a more
atomised self, more in competition than in co-operation with others.
Perhaps the Zangskaris are becoming Sherpas!
Even so, Zangskari culture remains essentially intact, protected
perhaps by the long winter months spent in snow-bound isolation.
Hopefully, this protection will enable Zangskaris to reflect on the
changes affecting them today so that the cultural poverty of too rapid a
modernisation may yet be avoided.
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Part IV
MONASTICh F E AND VALUES

CHAPTER EIGHTEEN

LAMAS OF ZANGSKAR AND THE ORIGIN OF
TIBETAN STUDIES IN THE WEST
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Introduction
Csoma de Koros
Lama Sans.rGyas.phun.tshogs
Lama Kun.dGa.chos.legs and his lineage
Notes

1. Introduction
Zangskar, the birth place of the great translator, Lotsawa
Phyags.pa.shes.rab, and other important lamas, has a special position in
the religious and cultural history of Ladakh. Because of its past glory and
its people's unbreakable faith in the religion, Zangskar from the very
beginning was called chos.yull,a country of religion.
In the middle of the 18th century a renaissance in the religious and
cultural history of Zangskar began. The personalities which dominated
this scene were the Grub.chen ngag.dBang tshering of Ating and his
descendants at rDzong.khu1 Gompa, namely Lama bZhad.pa.rDo.rje and
Lama Kun.dGa.chos.legs.These personalities appeared during a period
when the region was disturbed politically in a quite chaotic manner.
From 1808-1825*,invaders from Nyungti, Lahoul, invaded Zangskar
and ransacked the important gompas. Hundreds of monks either had to
leave the country or were imprisoned3.Despite such circrumstances, the
high Lamas of rDzong.khu1kept up the tempo of revitalizing the Dharma
and culture of the country. A r o u ~ dthat time the great Hungarian,
Csoma de Koros, arrived in Zangskar on his mission to learn the
language and literature of Tibet and subsequently to prepare a dictionary . This was a challenging task for Csoma because few learned men
of Zangksar had considered this aspect of the development of their
culture and literature, and were unfamiliar with the concept of a research
project. As a result of his visit and interactions with his teachers, the
attentions of Zangskari scholars were drawn once more to the study of
their own sources in language and literature. Lama Kun.dGa.chos.legs
and Lama Sans.rGyas.phun.tshogs, the great scholars of the time, gained
new opportunities to use their scholarship, and perhaps regarded it in
a new light.
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2. Csoma de Koros

Csoma's visit to Ladakh and his long stay in Zangskar has great
significance in the literary history of Ladakh and in Tibetan studies.
Additionally, this pioneering effort served to draw the attention of
Western scholars to Tibetan studies, including the noteworthy contributions from Zangskar. With the passage of time, Csoma's work in
Zangskar and the works of his Zangskari contributors have not only
been remembered, but have also gained in stature and significance both
in the Himalayan countries and in the Western world.
Alexander Csoma de Koros was born in Transylvania in the year
1784".After twenty years of study at the college of Negyenyed and then
at Gottingen University, having command of thirteen languages, he set
out on 28th November, 1819 in search of the ancient homeland of the
Hungarians, YugaIS. After travelling from Europe to Asia, a difficult
journey in itself, Csoma arrived on foot on 9th June, 1822 at the ancient
trade centre, Leh, the capital of Ladakh. He was on his way to Yarkand,
but seeing no hope of proceeding any further from Leh he decided to go
back to Shrinagar to find a new route to his destination. Accordingly,
after spending a few days in Leh, Csoma set out back towards Shrinagar
along the caravan route. After travelling several days he met William
Moorcroft!, a British explorer and trader, on 16th July 1822 at Dras
village. Moorcroft was on his way to Leh. They discussed the purpose
of Csoma's visit and Moorcroft advised him to study the literature of
Tibet, which might help him attain his objective. Moorcroft also agreed
to supply him with certain primary materials relating to the Tibetan
alphabet7 which, at the time, were very rare to find in a European
language. Moorcroft also proposed to help Csoma find a suitable teacher
and also to give him a letter of introduction to important people in Leh.
It is evident that Csoma's knowledge of Tibetan language at that time
was practically non-existent, nonetheless he accepted Moorcroft's offer.
After receiving the necessary letters af introduction, Csoma departed for
Shrinagar and Moorcroft for Leh. The last meeting of Csoma with
William Moorcroft took place in Shrinagar on 2nd March, 1823.Csoma
subsequently left for Ladakh and arrived in Leh on 1stJune, 1823, along
with the introductory letter of Moorcroft to the bKa.blon,
Tshe.dBang.don.grup5 the scholarly Prime Minister of Ladakh. When
Csoma arrived for this second time in Leh, the bKa.blon and others
received him well and gave him a passport, as well as gifts. In deference
to the wishes of William Moorcroft, they wrote a letter of recomrnendation about Csoma to Lama Sans.rGyas.phun.tshogs of Zangla, giving
Csoma the name Iskander Beg, Iskander being equivalent of Alexander.
By travelling from Leh along the central trail, popularly called
'gZung.lam', Csoma reached Zangla, a petty kingdom in Zangskar
southwest of Leh, on 26th June, 1823, having walked for nine days.
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Zangla itself had a long and glorious history, having given birth to
certain scholarly lamas, who had not only become famous in Ladakh, but
also received distinction in Tibet. In this connection, the names of two
outstanding brother monks, belonging to the royal house of Zangla,
Grub.khang.pa.dGe.1egs.rGya.mtsoand Drung.pa.rTa.phug.pa9are worth
mentioning. They were born in the 16th century and their biographies
are available. They spent most of their life in Tibet and their status in the
lineage of the dGe.1ugs.p~sect is high. There are also some interesting
stories about the Zangla palace, where Csoma lived during his stay. It is
said that the palace was built on a rock which resembled an eagle and
inside the palace were two or three holy footprints. The palace held a
large quantity of tankas, statues and books, a l l of which must have made
Csoma's stay in Zangla an interesting one.
In Zangla, Csoma met the teacher proposed by Moorcroft and
bKa.blon.Tshe.dBang.don.grupand he received royal patronage, allowing
him to occupy a room in the palace. At this point his real task began. At
the outset, Csoma thought that in about a year he would be able to collect
enough materials to prepare a dictionary of the languages of the people
of Tibet and Ladakh, which were in fact essentially the same. When he
started studying it in depth, however, Csoma found that the language
and literature of the people of thispart of the world wasmuchricher than
he had originally thought. He was left with no alternative but to make
a deep and prolonged study of the language and Literature, forgetting his
other plans. During his stay in Zangla he lived in an apartment nine feet
square, sitting in a sheepskin cloak to protect himself from the freezing
cold and reading the Tibetan canonlowith the assistance of his teacher.
3. Lama Sans.rGyas.phun.tshogs

Not much documentary information is available concerning Csoma's
teacher, Lama Sans.rGyas.phun.tshogs.We understand from interviews
and other reliable literary sources that he was an amchi (a local medical
doctor by profession), and Onpo, or astrologer, enjoying a good reputation among the people of Zangskar and the upper class familiessKu.drag.
of Leh. He was also a scholar, having been to Tibet and having studied
the canon and works of important Tibetan scholars on various branches
of knowledge. These facts are revealed through his own writings,
currently preserved at Karsha and sTetal'. More importantly to Csoma,
he was a writer and scribe as well, having mastered the difficult "wood
carving" script. He came from an upper class, or 'sKu.drag ' family, and
according to Kaga Sonam Wangchuk, the present Lonpo of Karsha, had
houses and property at Dangkar, sTeta and Karsha.
As an astrologer, he possessed considerable literature on the subject.
His horoscope than.ka, which later came into the hands of an incarnation
of the Lama sTag.tsang.ras.pa of Hemis, finally passed into the hands of
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a Ladakhi astrologer, and is preserved in Leh. When Lama Sangye
Phuntsog was staying at Dangkar, which was attached to rDzong.Khu1
Gompa, he came in contact with Lama Kun.dGa.chos.legs, the abbot of
rDzong.khu1 Gompa, and became his disciple and a supporter of the
Gompal2.
4. Lama Kun.dGa.chos.legs and his lineage

During Csoma's stay in Zangla, he visited rDzong.khu1 gompa, the
seat of many early and important meditation teachers. Here Csoma
seems to have spent a considerabletime learning religion under the aegis
of LamaKun.dGa.chos.Iegs, the abbot of theGompa. Duringhisstay Lama
Kun.dGa wrote a book in reply to Csoma's many inquiries which
appeared under the title, "The Questions of European Iskander". In this
work the Lama dealt with three subjects: formation of the world, its
existence, and its ultimate destruction13.Lama Kun.dGa.chos.legs, beside
being a scholar, had superb handwriting, especially in the writing of
Uchen, capital letters. He also had a good knowledge of mChot.rten artI4,
which he developed throughout Ladakh. One of his writings, preserved
in Phye village in Zangskar, mentions that once in Zangskar many
people lost their lives due to famine15.
Like his predecessors but quite unusual for an abbot in Ladakh, Lama
Kun.dGa.chos.legs had a wife and two sons. It is said that he became the
abbot of the Gompa by an inheritanceI6originating from his grandfather,
Ating Dubchen Ngawang Tsering, 1717-1794. Gru b.chen.ngag.
dBang.tshe.ringof Ating., who was a great Yogin, meditation guru and
a scholar. Dubchen Ngawang Tsering was a poet of repute and wrote
several books. His son Lama bZhad.pa.rDo.rje became the abbot of
rDzong.khul Gompa, wrote the biography of Dubchen Ngawang Tsering,
and collected his compositions. Lama bZhad.pa.rDo.rjetoo was a scholar
besides being a reputed artist. His works survive in many Gompas in
Zangskar and in sTakna Gompa near Leh. He was also an astrologer and
master of religion. His son, Lama Kun.dGa.chos.legs, became the abbot of
the Gompa in his turn and carried out further renovation of the Gompa
and other religious sites originally started by his father. One of these
works was the building of the small gompa at Shilatse, near Sani. Here
exists the only image of Dubchen Ngawang Tsering as well as his
mChot.rTenl7*
In a later period of his life Lama Kun.dGa.chos.legs, went on a pilgrimage to Karja Khar.shwa.'Phags.pa., the present Lahoul, and had disciples
throughout Ladakh and Lahoul. Among his disciples the foremost was
Lama Norbu of Khardong. At one point, it issaid, Lama ~un.dGa.chos.legs
visited various Buddhist holy places of India and Nepal1'. Unfortunately, during the winter of his pilgrimages, a smallpox epidemic spread
inzangskar killingmanypeoplel'. During that epidemic~un.dCa.~h~s.legs
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lost his two sons. When he returned to Zangskar and heard the news he
was much upset and realised there would be a break in the Lineage of
succession of the rDwng.khul abbotship.There was no alternative but to
pray for their salvation and to build rnChot.rten in the area.
After staying around a year in Zangla and rDwng.khul, Csoma and his
teacher, Lama Sans.rGyas.phun.tshogs decided to shift their residence
from Zangla to a convenient place which suited both of them. They
decided to go to Kulu because of the Lama's family ties to the Chief of
Lahoul, and Csoma left Zangla. However,because of political and family
problems in Zangskar, the Lama was unable to follow him.
In the absence of the Lama, real difficulties in completing the research
project began. Since Csoma saw no hope of the Lama coming, he had to
think of alternatives. He visited various Gompas of the nearby areas in
search of a suitable person who could work with him to give the final
shape to the collected works. All his efforts went in vain and finally he
reached the conclusion that he must return to Zangskar to find his
teacher. He then set out for Zangskar carrylng all his collected works.
After travelling several days from Kulu and passing through Lahoul ,he
arrived at Phugtal Gompa in Zangskar. Csoma decided for unknown
reasons to stay at Phugtal instead of returning to Zangla. Before leaving
Phugtal, Csoma left a record of his stay noting that he had lived there
from 12thAugust, 1825to November 182619.He had to make great efforts
to contact and work with Sans.rGyas.phun.tshogs.This proved difficult at
Phugtal but eventually they were to work together for some three years
at Kanurn in Lahoul where the lama seems to have been free from family
c~mmitrnents~~.
Csoma and the lama finally succeeded in gving final
shape to the Tibetan-English Dictionary, as well as a grammar of the
Tibetan language.
5. Notes
1. GERGAN, S.S. bladakh.rGyalrabs.chemet.gter.1975, p. 309.
2. NAWANG TSERING, Buddhism in Ladakh. p. 11 and Ladakh and
Western Himalayan Politics 1819-lW., by C.L. Datta, p. 70.
3. NAWANG TSERING, Buddhism in Ladakh, p. 11.
4. BETHLENFALVY, G. Article in News from Hungary, published from IA, Janpath, New Delhi. Volume 22, No. 3.
5. TASHI RABGYAS, History of Ladakh called the Mirror Which Illuminates all, p. 377. There are two places named Yugar. One is in the Sinkiang
region of China. Ladakh carried on important trade relations with Yugar
until the recent past. Yugar is also the ancient name of the Tibetan
province of Guge in Western Tibet. Sengye.rNamga1, of Ladakh ruled
Guge in the 16thcentury A.D. and he has been described as Sengye.rNamgal
the ruler of Yugar in the autobiography of the 5th Dalai Lama. This
similarity may have led to Csoma's initial confusion. For this information
I am greatly indebted to Mr. Tashi Rabgyas.
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6. MOORCROR, W. AND TREBECK, G. Travels in the Himalayan Provinces of Hindustan and the Punjab. Vol. 2, p. 338.
7. DUKA, T. Life and Works of Alexander Csoma de Koros, Manjusri
Publications House, New Delhi, p. 19, and How the Swans came to the
Lake, a narrative history of Buddhism in America, by Rick Fields,
Shambhala, Boulder, 1981, p. 284.
8. DUKA, T. Life and Works of Alexander Csoma de Koros, Manjusri
Publishing House, New Delhi, p. 19.
9. RABGYAS, T. Cultural Heritage of Ladakh. In Our Cultural Fabric. A
publication of Ministry of Education and Social Welfare, Government of
India, 1978, p. 80; also History of Ladakh by Tashi Rabgyas. Note 5 above.
p. 202.
10. How the Swans came to the Lake, a narrative history of Buddhism in
America, by Rick Fields, Shambhala, Boulder, 1981, p. 294.
11. Sheeraza Ladakhi Vol. 6, No. 3, p. 60. A quarterly publication of J. and K.
Cultural Academy, Leh-Ladakh..
12. Sheeraza Ladakhi, Vol. 6, No. 3, p. 60.
13. TERJEK, J. Alexander Csoma de Koros, 1784-1842.. Published by
Adakemiai Kiado, Budapest, 1984,p. 20. "The Questionsof the European
Skander", rGya.gar.rum.yul.pa Sken.dhas dris.lan.. A copy of the book is
said to be in the possession of Sonam Wangchuk Lonpo of Karsha. Until
very recently the book was unknown to Ladakhi scholars. It was S.S.
Gergan who first mentioned this work in his history book entitled
bladakh.rGalrabs.chemet.gter, saying that the original copy of the book is
missing from the Gompa, but he has since admitted being in possession
of a copy. Crook and Low after a visit to Dzonkhul in 1986 believe the
original is still extant there as part of a large beautifully written coliection
of Kun.dGa's works.
14. Sheeraza Ladakhi, Vol. 6, No.3, p. 66.
15. Sheeraza Ladakhi, Vol. 6, No. 3, p. 66.
16. NAWANG TSERING, Buddhism in Ladakh, p. 3.
17. For this information I am grateful to Adam Yanow.
18. Sheeraza Ladakhi, Vol. 6, No. 3, p. 64.
19. Sheeraza Ladakhi, Vol. 6, No. 3, p. 64.
20. TERJEK,J. 1984. Alexander Csoma de Koros, 1761-1842.A short biography. In Collected Works. Budapest Akaderniai, Kiado.
*Note. In 1986 John Crook with James Low visited Zangskar and found this
image to be in the tiny hermitage of Tergotse which is about an hours
walk from Shilatseand nearer to Sani. Nawang Tsering meditated here
in his old age and died here. A cairn of stones near the building marks
the site of his cremation ed.

CHAPTER NINETEEN

MONASTIC COMMUNITIES IN ZANGSKAR:
LOCATION, FUNCTION AND ORGANISATION

"The sage who meditates in the upper part 4 the gorge and the sponsorsfrom
the lower valley who give himfood will both attain enlightenment together. The
essence qf their relationship is dedication. "
MILARASPA
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The performance and meaning of monastic ritual
The annual cycle of ceremonies
The daily round of some individual monks at Phugtal
Conclusion
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1. Introduction
Although the main attraction of Tibetan culture among western
intellectuals has been the complexity and profundity of its religious
expression, contemporary understanding of the monastic system upon
which it isbased rests upon a curious amalgamof largely unsystematised
writings; a few major works devoted mainly to religious ideas, a
collection of travelogues by visitors of very contrasting temperaments,
interests and persuasions, biographies of recent Tibetan exiles and
studies relying on interviews with refugees. The patchy nature of this
material is without doubt owing to the extent to which Tibet remained
a closed land - right up to the time of the Chinese assumption of power
in 1959. Modem scholars of the culture have tended to rely of necessity
on recollections of exiles rather than on direct field work and the same
is true of studies of monasteries.
Louis S h a m (1957)provides about the only direct systematicstudy
ofthe social organizationof monasteriesbut his main interest focused on
the Mongols rather than' on Tibetans and his approach was largely
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through Chinese. In addition, his research was limited to the north of the
country. The main summaries of information on monastic organization
in Tibet are found in the works of Hoffman (19561, Stein (1972),Norbu
and Turnbull (19761,Tucci (19801,Snellgrove and Richardson (1980)and
researched material of importance is to be found in the writings of Das
(1893), Waddell (1895), Kawaguchi (19091, Bell (1931, 1946), Ekvall
(19641, Cassinelli and Ekvall (1969), Trungpa (19791, Govinda (1959,
1977),Beyer (1973),Aziz (1978)and Brauen (1980). A rjun Sen (1984)has
recently prepared a careful review of all these and other more specific
materials which will provide an important source for excavation by
students of this subject. As yet a comprehensive treatment of the whole
subject comparable to Welch's (1967)work on Chinese monasteries has
not been attempted.
So far as Ladakh is concerned, published information in western
languages remains small and little in the way of detailed comparison
with the monasteries of central Tibet has been attempted. Pallis (1974)
provides a valuable account of gompas in central Ladakh before World
War 11. His reception at many of them reached heights of honorific
welcome no Western researcher could expect today. Nawang Tsering
(1979) has described some aspects of the religious life of Zangskar.
Elsewhere in the Hamalaya descriptions of religious life are found in
Fiirer-Haimendorf (1972), Ortner (1978), Clarke (1980) and the travelogues of Snellgrove (1957,1961).
A rjun Sen (1984) has stressed the considerable contrast between, on
the one hand, the greater monasteriesof Central Tibet with their massive
control of land, their trade and industry, their influence on government
(Goldstein, 1971,1973)and their provision of monastic-university education for vast numbers of monks, and, on the other hand, the lesser
monasteries of the periphery. The political power of the reincarnating
lamas (tulku - sPrul.sKu) of these central institutions was often considerable both within and without the walls. Lesser monasteries, and here
we include virtually all those of Ladakh and the Himalaya generally
apart from Bhutan, tended to have a much closer association with
farming and local people and were often governed in a very democratic
manner with a much greater degree of power sharing in their organization.
In Zangskar, although affiliated to larger houses in the Indus valley,
the gompas' isolation gives them considerable independence. They are
of necessity closely integrated into the socio-economiclife of the valley.
The eliminationof the aristocratic hierarchical social structure following
the Dogra wars enables us to examine relations between village and
monastery in a situation of almost classical simplicity. These relations
probably comprised the grass roots of the culture over vast areas of the
Tibetan speaking world and have survived political onslaughts which
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removed almost without trace the high towers of the former civil and
religious authority.
This chapter and those that follow examine the details of the gompavillage relationship in Zangskar and contribute materials for further
comparative study in the Buddhist Himalaya. The great advantage of
research in Ladakh for the scholar is that here we have a culture
extremely close to that of traditional Tibet but relatively unmodified by
the ghastly political disasters which, since 1959, have all but eliminated
traditional social structures in the Tibetan homeland. Furthermore, it is
an area where direct field study is possible and where collaboration at
many levels is commonly forthcoming. The, by now almost customary,
reliance on refugee reporting is thus bypassed and direct access to source
material is relatively easily attained.
2. Monastic Locations

In Zangskar there are altogether some twelve monasteries with an
additional number of smaller subsidiary temples in villages. Ten of the
monastic settlements are to be found in the valley itself while Rangdurn
(Rang.lDurn, Rang.'Durn), situated majestically on a small hill in the
centre of a mountain-ringed plain, lies on the main approach road from
the west just before the Pensi-La. Lingshed (gLing.sNyed) stands in the
middle of the mountains on the track from Zangla to Lamayuru.
Of the monasteries within the Zangskar valley, one group is situated
in the widest part of the valley near the capital Padum, while others are
perched high on crags along the lengthy stretch of the Lung-nak valley
coming down from Kargya (dKar.rGya). Around Padum are Pipiting
(Pi.pi.ting), a temple rather than a monastery, of the Gelug Sect, and Sani
(Sa.ni)and Stakrimo (sTag.ri.rno)of the Kargyudpa. To the east, along the
Lingti-chu, Muni (Mu.ni) and Phugtal (Phug.dar)belong to the Gelugpa,
the former standing on a crag above the torrent and the latter placed
within the mouth of a great cavern high in the cliffs above the Tsarap
chu. Bardan (Ba.rGan, Bar.gDan), like a great castle, sits on its rock
dominating the river just before it broadens into the Zangskar valley. At
the western end of the plain, hidden in a steep valley to the south of Ating
near the path to the Umasi-La, lies Dzongkhul (rDwng.Wlul), home of
great meditators. Both these last are of the Kargyudpa order. On crags
above the northern Zangskar valley and almost facing one another
across its expanse, are the sister monasteries of Karsha (dKar.sho) and
sTongde (sTong.sDe),both of the Gelugpa.
Each monastery is closely associated with one or several villages in
which live its patrons and from which come the monks. The families that
support the monastery are known as jendak (sByin.bDag) and upon their
resources, their fields, their work and their provision of sons the whole
monastic social structure depends. In this chapter, we describe in detail
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only two of the more important monasteries, sTongde and Phugtal and
provide some comparisons with the other settlements all of which
Table 19.1 Zangskar gompa and their sponsoring villages (sByin.bDag)
Monastery

Sect

Location

Monks
( 1980)

Hillock in
plain
Cliffside
Hillock in
plain
Crags above
valley
Hillside in
mountains
Crags above
river gorge
Cavem in
cliffs above
river
On slope above
river
Kargyud Crag above
river gorge
Hill above
plain
Valley floor
on river ban
Cavern in
cliffside
above river

Gelug

I,

Sponsoring
villages

)
)
)

Temple
not Gompa
67

21+
3

Linked to
Phug.dar
)
)
)

1
)
)

1
)
)

Mean number of Monks per village = 359/34 = l i (excluding Pipiting)

excepting Lingshed, we have visited. (Osmaston and Norberg-Hodge
visited Lingshed in their 1981 trek from Zangla to Lamayuru).
The Zangskar monasteries are subordinate to certain houses of the
Indu valley but their distance from these centres gives them a high
degree of independence and they are entirely self-sufficientin economy.
Only the Dukpa Kargyud ('Brug.pa.bKa.bKhyud) foundations of
Dzongkhul, Sani, Stakrimo and Bardan, which come under the jurisdiction of the Stagna Rimpoche, receive regular visits from their parent
house. Stagna Rimpoche was present in the valley during both our 1977
and 1980visits and he visits Zangskar most summers. In 1980,owing to
the visit of H.H. the Dalai Lama, the Rimpoche had had extensive
repairs, painting and resurfacing of walls carried out at Sani and had
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himself sewn the beautiful temple hangings which now adorn the main
hall.
Karsha, Rangdum, sTongde and Phugtal are under the jurisdiction of
Ngari (mNga.ri) Rimpoche, the younger brother of H.H. the Dalai Lama,
whose main house is at Likir (kLu.Khyil)in the Indus valley. The links
between the parent house and these Zangskari houses are very loose
indeed although the Rimpoche was present briefly in Zangskar during
his Holiness' visit of 1980.
Compared with the monasteries of the Indus valley the Zangskari
houses are only very slightly touched by social change or by tourism.
The road from Kargil reached Padum in 1980 so that social change
contingent on faster communication could only have begun from that
date. In 1980 we had every reason to believe that the monasteries we
studied were still functioning in the entirely traditional way that had
endured for several hundred years.
Table 19.2 Villages supporting monasteries in Zangskar and number of monkel
households where known.
I ) In the western valley of Zangskar, the villages to the south of the river support the
Kargyud gompas of Sani, Dzongkhul and Bardan while those to the north send
monks to Gelug gompas, either Rangdum or Karsha.

GomDa

Rangdum and
Karsha

Sani, Dzongkhul
Bardan

Phugtal
Muni

Vlllaees

Manda (= Man.m'Da), Phye
Ramola, Denja (= Dren.ja)
Hemiling (= He.mi.gLing)
Abrang, Pimu (beyond Zangla), Pishu,
Zangla.
Rinam, Yulang, Testsa (= rTas.rta),
Harzet (= rKang.zed), Ridzing,
Pipiting, Tzazar, Gyalpa
(= Ginak?), DarKang, Karsha,
Langmi, Kasa, Upti, Ryugrun,
Nyaro, Tungri, Rentaksha,
(= Rang.bTags.sha)
Sani (10/64), Pipcha (6/22),
Shila (5/18), Shakar (4/ 191,
DroKang (7/9), Ating (5/2i3,
Ichar (3/?).
(= 40/155 approx. monks/household
0.26. Area in Kanals about 3000)
Padum and environs (20/?)
sTongde, Shilingskit (sPyi.gLing.sKyid).
Kurnik.
16 villages in upper Lingti-chu
(see later).
Muni (9/11).
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The Monastery of sTongde
sTongde gompa, so the legend says, was founded by the great
meditator Marpa whose "footprint" remains on a rock near the monastery. The foundation is certainly ancient and the oldest temple, the
tshogs.Wurng, contains some very fine paintings. Sadly an inscription to
the right of the door is so badly damaged that T. Skorupski, who visited
the place in 1976, was not able to reconstrue the text.
In the last century, sTongde monastery, which by then was in Gelug
hands, was a sister house to the larger Karsha gompa on the opposite side
of the valley. It gained independence through the influence of the last
Bakula Rimpoche, a relative of the royal house at Zangla. He ensured
the development of the site and the construction of the main temple
( 'Du. khang.so.ma) which dominates the buildings.
sTongde gompa is situated on the crest of a ridge immediately above
the hamlet of Pe.u. The path winds upwards from near the monastery
store house in the village and climbs for some 800 feet before gradually
entering the monastic complex, heralded as usual by lha.tho, mani walls
and chortens of varying size and age. As one ascends, the view opens
to a magnificent panorama. From the monastery roofs one can see
northwards over Zangla to the Zangskar mountains; to the south rise the
massive crests of the Himalaya and below them lies Padum and a great
expanse of the Zangskar valley visible to beyond Sani.
The site is entered through a gate in a wall which leads by way of a
narrow passage between monks' houses to a delightful little grove of
poplar trees, cool and shady and hanging over a small pool replenished
by a little stream, partly piped, coming down via aqueducts from the
hills above. It is pleasant to tarry here after the long climb. From the pool,
a passage leads up steps to the main courtyard. The kitchen is on the left
as one ascends, and once in the court, the range of temples lies beforeone
and on either side (Fig. 19.1).
Fig. 19.2 shows the layout of the various buildings which radiate
around the central court. On taking a tour one would begin in the
'Du.khang, which is, however, not the main gathering place except on
special occasions. Its walls are well painted although the work ismodem
and lacks impact. This temple is entered by way of a wide varandah. On
either side of the main door are the Kings of the Four Directions in
brilliant splendour. Inside, on the left, is a large mural of Sakyamuni
flanked by disciples which faces a mural of Tsong.kha.pa on the opposite
wall. At the back of the large chamber are statues of Chenrezi and
Vajrabhairava (rDo.rJe.'Jigs.byed).
To the right of the 'Du.khang.so.rna there is a Kanjur ha-khang
(bKa.Gyur.lha.khang)containing racks with books and a statue of Buddha. Nearby is a large kitchen.
In the upper storey of the main building above the 'Du.khang is a suite
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of rooms opening off a large central chamber (where Keith Ball carried
out his medical examinations). On one side the r o o m are splendidly
decorated and reserved for H.H. the Dalai Lama should he ever visit (he
did so in summer 1980 for a day). On the other side are r o o m for Ngari
Rimpoche and a guest chamber which we occupied in comfort during
our stay. Steps give access to the series of flat roofs from which immense
vistas spread out on all sides. Meditating here is sheerjoy and sometimes
a great Lammergeyer or GriffonVulture goes gliding past in a soft hush
of wings.
Back in the courtyard, the sNyung.gNas.lh.Wtanglies to the left as we
descend the steps. Here the villagers assemble for fasting during the
Nyungne (sNyung.gNas) festival. To the right is the oldest and most
utilised temple. This is the old 1h.khang or tshogs.hng. There are
splendid statues and excellent ancient murals darkened with age but still
fascinating to decipher. This temple has great atmosphere and one can
sit and listen to the monks intoning the liturgy and slurping their tea.
Two rooms of importance open off the tshogs.khang. One is a shrine
room for Maitreya containing a statue some two and a half metres high
with an expressive face. There is a collection of odd weaponry and
miscellaneous tankas; also an old British army helmet with the insignia
of the Royal Horse Artillery!
From the tshogs.hng a door opens to a dark and heavily furnished
mGon.khang. Behind a panel at the end of this room is a statue of Palden
lhamo (dPal.lDan.lha.mo) from whom the power and attraction of the
monastery derives. She rides fast with dripping skulls suspended and
is only shown the light of day and worshipping eyes once a year. In this
room are many fascinating and valuable treasures of great antiquity,
small statues and mural paintings and tankas. Services are said for the
dharmapalas every day in the heavy atmosphere of this impressive
shrine.
One can circumambulate the entireblock of temples by way of a rough
path that follows the edge of the crag. Around the block there are several
large monks' houses where we were often liberally entertained. Returning to the pool, one can take a path that climbs to the highest point on the
ridge. It passes a freshly built building where the young &shes
(dGe.bShes)will live on their return from many years training in south
India. The hill top is covered by a mound of fallenand decayed masonry
- supposedly the site of the castle of the Gyalpos of old, in particular the
notorious Raduk (see Ch. 14).
Along the ridge of the hill a track runs out beside a h e of some fifteen
handsome chortens and four square mendang on raised stonework. The
track comprises a monumental way to the final gateway, beyond which
it joins the path going up and over the mountains towards the 16000ft.
sTongde-La pass. Beside the gate are four magruhcent stone panels of
great antiquity featuring early Buddhist ikons. These panels and other
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Figure 19.2 Sketched layout of central halls of rTongde Cornpa
a = central courtyard, b = prayer flag,c, d, e and f - guest rooms and moms for Dalai
Lama and Ngari Rimpoche with the 'du.khangbelow (s), g = gon.khang, h =
tshogs.khang, i = nyungne.lhakang,j = kitchen, x = monks quarters.
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standing stones (one on the hillside further out on the track and another
in the fields in the valley) doubtless predate the monastery itself and
testify to the antiquity of the site (see Ch. 14).
Whether the gompa is approached from the village below or by way
of the track from Sha-de descending from the pass above, it makes a
powerful impression. From below, the buildings and monuments jut up
into the sky like extensions of the rocks on which they seem precariously
placed. From above, the great square block surrounding the central
courtyard stands solidly on a promontory of the mountains beyond
which the eye flies off into vast space above the hazy valley far below.
The monastery receives water from the hills above by way of an
aqueduct that taps the sTongde-millstream near its source high up in the
sTongde-la. The water flows into a small pool near the hillside gate and
thence around the southern boundary of the monastery to the washing
place and then on into the pool in the poplar grove. There are smaller
groves of poplars near the hillside gate and washing place. The latter lies
just off the lower path along the ridge below the Geshe house. A pipe
splashes water into a stone basin where the washing of clothes and
utensils is done. Naturally it is a meeting place for monks where lively
exchanges occur. The sound of the running water falling into the stone
basin under the poplar trees is deeply relaxing on a still summer day.
On the slopes below the monastery ridge are the remains of houses
long tumbled down. These evidently comprise the remains of the former
village of sTongde inhabited during the times of local warlords. Both at
Karsha and sTongde the villages were originally built high up near the
lord's palace and fortress for security. In better times the fortressbecame
the gompa and the villagers moved down among their fields to live. On
a ledge among these ruins on the N W side of the hill stands the little
temple of 'Dzom.sKyid.lha.khang. It has some attractive recent paintings
and small statues. Near it is a small cave where Marpa is supposed to
have meditated. It is no longer used.
Another temple lies several hundred yards out on the hillside to the
SW. It contains statues of Buddhas, the guardians and some paintings
of recent origin. Above the temple are one or two dilapidated rooms.
The building belongs to the lo-pa family and is looked after by the
younger brother of lo-pa Namgyal (our landlord in Piyu), a monk who
resides in a splendid residence near the main temple. The lo-pa family
is related by marriage to the household represented in the monastery
formerly by a renowned scholar (ZVam.mKha.'Byor.lDan) who established a fine personal library,stillin the monastery, and who constructed
this outlying temple.
Phugtal Monastery
The monastery of Phugtal occupies one of the most dramatic sites in
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Ladakh. The buildings seem to hang from the cliff face around the lip
of a majestic cavern opening over a picturesque gorge from the bottom
of which comes the continuous sound of the rushing river Tsarap.
To reach Phugtal fromsTongde there are two routes. The shorter but
more difficultgoes over the sTongdepass and down the Limestone gorge
of the upper Tsarap, past the turning to Sha-de and the small, mostly
unused, sister gompa of Tantak (Dran.Drag), and thence along the gorge
side to Phugtal. It is a journey of at least four days with some sixteen river
crossings,some of them hazardous. In 1980the track beyond Tantak was
impassable to animals and laden men1.
The more usual route is to ascend the Lung-nak valley from Padarn
turning up the Tsarap valley at Purne. This route in 1980 was arduous
but posed no especial difficulty. The final stretch below the gompa
included a bridge over the river impassable to animals so that baggage
had to be back-packed the mile or so from this point2.(Martichaw 1984)
Ascending the final stage of this path one rounds a bend to find a
platform (calledphyag. 'Tshnl.sGang = prostration place) with a group of
chortensmarking the beginning of a mani wall. Here the monastery first
comes into view. The cavern high in the cliff dominates the scene and,
because it faces along rather than onto the river, it appears in full view.
The white buildings adhering to the slope below it shine brilliantly and
seem to hang in the air. The impact is breathtaking and it is no wonder
that many pilgrims prostrate themselves before it.
The path edges along beside chortens to end in a steep climb to the
monastery gate. Inside, we twist between buildings until reaching a
steep staircase running up within the main edifice. We emerge onto a
comfortable roof platform off which the main temple opens and upon
which the monks may work or chant sutras in the sun. Above this
platform, the stairs ascend again to enter the cavern.
The cave is almost globular in shape, entirely natural, and as high as
a four storey house. The ceiling is beautifully domed and apart from
signs of one or two rock falls looks very secure. The cave is situated at
the junction of two types of rock (see Fig. 1.6). The roof comprises
alluvial material while the lower walls are bedrock. Right in the centre
of the cave rises a small spring, the source of permanent water for the
gompa, for even in winter it never freezes. Naturally, being the raison
d'etre for the whole settlement, it is highly prized. One reaches it via a
short narrow passage, a groove in the floor of the cave, and only
particularly clean utensils are used to bale up the crystal clear water.
The cavern itself is the most ancient holy place at Phugtal. It appears
originally to have been a meditation cave for Hindu rishis, and this is
testified in the 'Bo.yig document (see Ch. 14) giving the history of the
place, as well as by the presence of a small shrine in the wall near the
entrance to the cavern. In a niche stand both a stupa and an ancient
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lingam of Shiva placed in a 'Yoni'. The niche receives offerings even
today and a lamp is lit there every night. We were told women come here
to pray for children.
In front of this niche stands a large chorten in which the remains of the
founding monk (Byang.sems.shes.rab.bZang.po)are secured. Deep inside
the cavern is the summer kitchen, great piles of firewood and a shrine
containing a waterpot, where rites may be conducted to ensure the
continuance of the water supply.
The entrance to the cavern is partly closed by a number of buildings.
To the left is a three storied structure containing a large kitchen below,
a fine library (bKa.'Gyur.lha.khng) above and the Gon-khang on top. To
the right stands the main assembly hail ('d:l.khang) decarated with
murals of Sakyamuni and Tsong.kha.pa, tankas and a statue of
Tsong.kha.pa. A small Maitreya shrine room opens off it. The main
doors open onto the flat roof space (cho-ra = chos.ra) where much of the
reading of scriptures is done. Also opening off this yard are rooms set
aside for the Dalai Lama and, up some steps, is found the meditation
caw e of the founder Byang.sems. Along a passage between monks' houses
is another small roof terrace off which opens a further temple, the
sTon.pa.lha.khang. This contains interesting murals from three periods,
the oldest probably aating from the time of Rin.chen.bZang.po and
resembling those at Tabo (rTa.po). The use of stucco in the images
resembles that at Alchi (A.gCig) and Sumda (gSum.mDa) suggesting a
very early date (see Sriellgrove and Skorupski, Volume 2, p. 37). Near
this temple is a plaque recording the visit of Csoma de Koros who
studied the Tibetan language here in the last century (seeChs. 14and 18).
The large building, the roof of which provides the courtyard in front
of the 'Du.khang, contains ample guestrooms where we lodged comfortably and, at a lower level off a winding stone staircase, toilets and
storerooms. Around this complex of shrines and public rooms the
monks' cells cling to the rocks. (see plan in Fig. 19.3).
3. Monastic Functions and the Gompa-village relationship

As we have seen (Ch. 15) these monasteries receive boys as novices
from the patron familiesin nearby villages. Most families send a son who
lives usually with an older relative in a monk's house, which is thus
handed down in the same patrilineage over several generations. The
uncle or older relative has the job of instructing his junior in reading and
reciting the liturgical texts, particularly the Cho-shut (chos.sPyod), a
collection of prayers and small texts including the Heart Sutra, as well
as in the formal discipline and manners of the gompa. Little of such
teaching goes further than the phonetic reading of texts without much
comprehension of their meaning, for the monks of Zangskar are largely
without education in the philosophical import of the Dhama. Their

Figure 19.3 Sketch plan of Phugtal Gompa
a = Kitchen, b = Kangyur Lhakang, c = mCon.khang, d = Lingam, e = Chorten, f = 'Du.khang, g = Well (chu.mig),h = Abbots rooms, i =
Byang.sems. cave, j = Courtyard, k = sTong-pa-ha-kang, x = Monks cells.
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function in the eyes of the villagers is largely the liturgical work of
ensuring good material fortune in the form of abundant harvests, and
absence of catastrophes, good health and a happy rebirth. The monks'
craft of chanting long ceremonies has the overall function of "maintaining the revolutions of the universe", as we were informed at Rangdum,
and the bestowing of well being. No wonder therefore that families
donate a son to the local monastery in order that he may promote these
vital functions and ensure merit for his family. Certainly a young novice
of 12 years, whom we saw on his arrival and induction at sTongde, was
touchingly proud of becoming a member of the monkhood.
The purely thaumaturgical role of the monastic community in village
life is however perhaps not the most important aspect of its sociocultural function, for the existence of the monkhood enables the laity to
acquire merit (bSod.nams)ensuring a satisfactory or an improved rebirth
in the next life. A villager can add to his stock of merit through services
to the gompa in the form of donations, work and the sponsorship of
rituals. In Mahayana Buddhism individual action is driven at three
motivational levels:
i the wish to gain a good rebirth and to avoid rebirth in lower realms.
Merit ensures a good rebirth and depends on moral and ritual
observances.
ii the intention to emancipate oneself entirely from the cycle of rebirth
(samsara) - a move to which the first step is renunciation and the
taking up of religious life.
iii the wish to become a Buddha in order to have the power to save all
beings from suffering. The renunciant moves to this path as he
acquires an understanding of the Law of Dependent Originationas
the ultimate meaning of the 'emptiness' of independent selfhood
of all component things and the related opening to a compassionate
life.
While all monks take the Bodhisattva vow of the third level, the act
of saving means more than mere ritualism. It involves hard training in
the philosophical and experiential basis of self transformation as well as
a return to the world to participate in alleviating individual suffering
through 'skilful means'. It requires, in fact, the dialectical relationship
implied by the quotation from Milaraspa which began this chapter. It is
sustained largely in Zangskar by the close continuing relationship
between family members who have renounced and those who have not.
Renunciation means a personal maturing in the service of others, for
which training in solitude and the breaking of ego-needs may form an
essential part.
A major function of senior monks is the giving of empowerments
(dBang - often too loosely translated as 'initiations') authorising a monk
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or sometimes a villager to perform certain spiritual practices, meditations and visualizations which are carefully graded according to the
training, insight and religious quality of individual lives. The personal
'practice' is an important daily commitment for the serious villager.
We have already discussed the special relationship which binds a
family to a particular gompa. Patronage or sByin.bDag is an extremely
important aspect of Zangskari life without which the monasteries and
their cycle of rituals would not be sustained; for every ritual is only
enacted if it is sufficiently sponsored by the people.
Families whose sons are the bursars (gNyer.pa) in charge of the
funding of particular aspects of the monastic round, or of particular
rituals and major ceremonial occasions, are often very active in support
of their sons' endeavours. Each gompa draws monks from particular
nearby villages that form its catchment area or 'territory' of sponsorship.
Goods and servicesare mostly received from this area. Indeed, disputes
between monastic communities most usually concern the boundaries
and extent of their local 'jurisdiction' in this contractual sense.
In Zangskar, as we have seen, each gompa has sponsors (sByin.bDag)
affiliated to it who live in villages close by; although some isolated
families in more distant villages may also be patrons. Lands owned by
Zangskar religious houses and fanned by villagers are mostly very close
to the gompa, unlike Hemis in Ladakh, for example, which has property
widespread throughout the h d u s valley.
Monasteries peripheral to the heart of Tibetan culture used to send
gifted monks to the great monastic universities at Lhasa for training. All
monks owing allegiance to Ngari rirnpoche, for example, used to attend
Ngari khamsen college at Drepung ('Bras.sPungs) near Lhasa, while
other gelug establishments sent young men to Tashi lhunpo monastery
at Shigatse. In exceptional cases, a simple peasant's son from a peripheral monastery could achieve a position of great power in one of the
central universities. More usually, a monk returned to his home
monastery after training, bringing his learning, books, tankas and the
prestige of his practice. Should such a man have been a gifted teacher
he received the title 'Lama' (bLa.ma)and brought renown to his monastery and material wealth through additional patronage, students and
pilgrims (see Aziz 1978, Ch. 22). At sTongde, late in the last century, a
local monk named Namkar Jolden (Nam.rnKha.'Byor.lDan) was an exceptionally gifted scholar who brought back an important personal
library still present in the family rooms (shags)in the monastery.
The monks of Zangskar are generally good men, if philosophically
rather ignorant. In the gelug houses particularly, the discipline is well
maintained and the principles of kindliness, consideration and friendliness are inculcated with varying degrees of success. The atmosphere in
a group of monks at either sTongde or Phugtal was generally relaxed,
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open and friendly, and the hours of work in studying and in recitation
considerable. However, residence in the gompa itself is not continuous,
as we shall see, and there is ample opportunity in the course of the year
for monks to travel and to visit relatives.
The educational standards are unusually low at present due to
cultural decay following the Dogra invasions of the last century and the
recent collapse of the centuries-old connection with the great monastic
universities of Lhasa. Gelug monasteries usually have several geshes in
residence, men possessing "doctorates" from Lhasa indicating their
proficiency in Buddhist practice and philosophy. In the past, Zangskar
has been famous for its scholars, ascetics and meditational lamas of high
accomplishment. Western writers on Ladakh have often commented on
the slovenly ignorance of many monks, more especially in the Kargyud
houses, and it is certainly true that without inspiring leadership standards probably fall quickly. In (1980) there was only one geshe in
Zangskar, old Chopel Yangtsen (Chos.'Phel.dByangs.can)of Phugtal (see
Ch. 211, who selects youngsters for gelug training at the reconstituted
monastic universities at Moncooti in South India. We can expect
standards to improve when these young men achieve their doctorates
and return to Zangskar as geshes.
Zangskari monasteries, remote from the centres of Tibetan culture,
are thus not generally great schools of learning or meditation. They
operate quite basically to oil the works of the annual cycle, the relations
between man and man, man and woman, birth, marriage, death,
harvests and the safe continuance of the Universe itself. Through
preserving a basic morality and a kindly disposition the monks maintain
the peculiarly benign quality of Zangskari culture in their recitations of
scriptures, incantations of mantras and grand rituals invoking the
splendid figures painted on their walls and representing particular
graces of compassion, power, insight or health.
During JC's first visit to Zangskar in 1977 he visited Karsha gompa
during the assembly of monks for the performance of the rituals
associated with the tantra of Guhya-Kala (Sang-du)and Samvara (Demchog) the tutelary protectors of the sect. The place and the event were
profoundly impressive.
"Karsha seems to hang suspended in the warm summer air filled by
the chirping of innumerable sparrows, the drone of bees and the gl
of the stream. In the early morning the sound of the great horns and the
shrill skirl of wind instruments drifts down from the gompa - an alr.~ost
diaphanous white collection of buildings climbing the rust-brown slopes
above the village. Karsha is quirt, voices low toned, nobody is rushing
anywhere. Its like a permanent Sunday morning in mid-summer. A
group of monks repair a building, women are washing by the brook,
others work fields now readying for harvest. Little impromptu proces-
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sions of lamas come and go moving in single file up the steep paths to
the monastery. Smoke from the tea-boiler ascends from someu here near
the h a - h a n g .
I climbed up to the h a - h a n g to experience the puja. At the top monks
were doing odd jobs in the courtyard and repainting the wooden facade
of a glass balcony that fronted it from above on one side. I sat
meditatively for a while, the sun falling on the irregular paving stones,
the several dogs lying about, some tethered, some not - said to be the
reincarnations of less than holy monks of former years.
The meaning of all the activity became clear one afternoon. The
monks were assembled, chanting and musiking with great gusto - loud
M histlings and roarings of trumpets showing that powerful incantations
were in progress. Suddenly, the main door of the ha-khang was thrown
open and a young monk rushed out bearing hot burning ashes which he
placed on the varandah. Then out came the long horns each held in a
curving arc between two bearers; then the whole monk orchestra
emerged and processed down the steep steps sounding off magnificently. They were followed by three masked figures representing the
protectors - one of them horned, and senior lamas, one of them carrying
a three-foot high torma in the form of a flaming triangle.
In the courtyard they assembled by the prayer flag and the masked
figures danced for a little around the torma - the attentive dogs being
driven off with stones. Then they were off again - this time out of the
monastery and suddenly into a headlong rush down the steep and
twisting track zigzagging this way and that, horns blowing, drums
beating, robes flapping, dust in a rising wind swirling from them - and
out through the village to a small field - an invasion of clamour, colour
and drama.
The monks fanned in a wide circle, the khen-po took the torma and
began a slow-footed dance with it, round and round, until, in a sudden
contradictory movement, he flung the whole thing on the ground amid
a tremendous clarnour from the orchestra. He spun round, turning his
back upon it and stood still. The dogs fell upon the tonna, a ravening
pack, and in a moment it was gone. The music stopped and quickly the
company strode away.
Later, in conversation with Amchi Wanchuk, I received thefollowing
local interpretation of this ceremony. The lamas prepare a large torma
and summon up all the evils of the valley and place them in it. They are
then purified by a burning of tsampa which is also represented by the
flames modelled on the torma. The torma is guarded by the great
protectors represented by the masked figures and taken out of the
monastery. The God of Death is summoned and the torma cast down
as an offering to him. It was a ceremony the meaning of which was to
be read, the amchi told us, on a cosmic rather than a personal plane.
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Certainly the ceremony had a marked effect on the weather for no
sooner was it over than a great sandstorm blew down the valley filling
the whole place with flying dust! Great storm clouds loomed over the
distant Himalaya. It was easy to see this as the departure of the God of
Death after his receipt of the offering."
(Extract from JC's 1977 Field Note-book).
Waddell (1895, see 1972, p. 431) gives a rather more intramural
interpretation of similar events in the Gelug tradition. In the "Expiation
for religious duties left undone" offering cakes are thrown to all the
spiritual protectors not specifically invited to the feast. Finally, the
leavings are collected from the monks' repast and all of them contemptuously thrown down on the ground outside the temple door for the
benefit of hungry ghosts.
Much of the monks' liturgical work is conducted outside the gompa
in the shrine rooms of the houses of patrons. According to their rank and
reputation monks are lavishly entertained during these visits, which are
often also occasions for receiving donations for the performance of
particular monastic rituals. Funerals, as rites of passage from one life
into another, are crucially important and the monastery coffers benefit
greatly from them (Ch. 20).
Much of the work is quite formal, conducting ceremonies alone in
shrine rooms at which the family need not even be present - although
ample refreshment is supplied. Yet much advice, sharing of opinion,
injunctions to moral behaviour and expressions of Buddhist idealism
goes on, especially when a monk has acquired local charisma from his
life-style and behaviour. In fact, monk and layman, coming as they do
from the same homes and with frequent interaction, share equally the
values of the culture as a whole; the monk is not morally distinct - rather
he is a specialist in the liturgical science of moddying Karma in the
direction of more beneficial effect. The monks are the living prayer
wheels of the people and perform many of their actions in ritualistic
ways. They are part of the complex web of cause and effect that admits
no chance and which regulates all.
One day we descended to sTongde gompa with the villagers from
Sha-de (Ch. 7). The Sha-de people, dressed in their best, visited the
temples with quiet reverence, moving in prayerful attitudes of SUP$cation around the image adorned walls and prostrating themselves
before the great buddhas, teachers and guardians of religion standing as
statues and paintings before them. Absorbed in this awe-filled reverence we went round the buildings with them. 1twas clear that the gompa
had for them the complete centrality that a cathedral must have had for
villagers of medieval Europe. This was the centre about which their
whole universe turned.
The great gompas are themselves symbolic of the culture. Often
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hanging, as it were, between field and sky, remote yet accessible to the
villagers, their architectural form and geometric arrangement provide
the setting for a supreme "cosmodrarna" at the centre of this world. They
are placed where the powers of sky, wind, rock and river interact, where
meditation is naturally induced and where the smallnessof man and the
shortness of life is evoked with chilling certainty.
4. The Origins of the Monks
In both sTongde and Phugtal gompas we collected a record of resident
monks, their ages, villages of origin, families and birth position in the
sequence of brothers. On each occasion two or three older monks acted
as our informants, men who had held several monastic offices and who
knew their fellow monks intimately. We were often amazed at their
memories for they cross checked informationwith one another in great
detail without ever referring to written records - of which there are very
few. The role of memory, as opposed to written accounts, in this culture
is most striking and feats of recall well beyond our untrained capacities
were regularly observed. Apart from the remembering of vast texts this
ability has a great practical consequence in day to day affairs and
accounting.
The monks of sTongde hail from the three nearest villages, sTongde,
Kumik and Shilingskit. Table 19.3shows that of 80 monks named for us
in the gompa ten had died in recent memory, two were 'missing' in Tibet
since 1959, one had lapsed into the Indian army and three were in
training in S. India. The remaining 64 constitute the 'sangha' actually
present in the sTongde area. Birth order positions were described to us
for 66 of these men from 55 families (Table 19.4). Of these half were
second sons.
As family size increased (numbers of brothers) the distribution of
monks included more younger sons than older ones. In families with
more than three sons there is a strong indication that the later sons are
selected for the monastery perhaps because their additional contribution to labour on the farm would be small and their potential reproducTable 19.3 Origins and status of named monks of sTongde gompa

Village
sTongde
Shilingskit
Kumik

Present
in gompa

Studying
in India

Missing
in Tibet

Dead

34
9
21

1

-

7

2

2

2

64

3

2

10

-

1

Total
42
10
27
(+ 1 inArmy)

Totals

(+ 1 defected

to Army)

80
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Table 19.4 Birth order positions of 66 named sTongde monks
Number of
brothers

Total

Number of
families
(No. men)
1 (7)
2 (12)
7 (35)
16 (64)
17 (51)
11 (22)

Birth order
1
2
3

2
1

-

Total monks
(% men)

1

-

-

5
3
6
5
11 7
11 -

1 (1)

1

-

-

55 (192)

4

33

16

11

2

66 (34)

Table 19.5 Origins of Phugtal monks
Villages of origin
A

B

C

D

No. of monks

No.of families
with fields

Villages in the Lingti
chu valley (Lungmag)
below Pune (Puma)
Cha (bCa.ba)
Itchar (gYi.char)
Maling (near Pune)
Tsetang (= Khang.sar)
Angmo CdBang.mo)
Yar (near Pune)
Villages in Tsarap valley
Yulkar (gYu.dKar)
Shun
Sha-de
Villages in Kargya valley
Teta (sTe.sTa)
Dangtse (Grang.rTse)
Shankar (= Dacha) (bSam.dKar)
Kargya (dKar.rGya)
Tangsar (Thang.sar)
Villages beyond Kargya valley in
Lahoul
Shingye
Guru

tive contribution unwelcome. First born sons are rarely monks and
usually only when they have a strong preference for the monastic life.
We suspect that in the larger families the young boys have little choice
in the matter.
At Phugtal the monks came from a greater number of more widely
separated villages than the three that supply sTongde. Table 19.5 lists
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Table 19.6 Birth order positions of 83 Phugtal monk
Number of
brothers
5
4
3
2
I

Number of
families
(no. men)
8
(40)
10 (40)
34 (102)
15 (30)
5
(5)

Birth order
1
2
3
3
2
1
5
5

2
6
22
1 1

Total

72 (217)

16

4

5

5
3
13
1

2
1

- -

-

1
-

41 22

3

Total r n h
(% men)

-

-

13 (32)
12 (30)
36 (35)
17 (57)
5 (100)

1

83

(38)

these villages and shows whether the monk's family also tended fields
belonging to the monastery. 'The villages, where most of the land
cultivated for the monastery lies, are Pune, Yulkar, Shun, Sha-de and
Testa. All these villages are within easy reach of the gompa suggesting
that most of its own land is in this area. Monks themselves often come
from families quite far away, especially those up near Kargya and
beyond into Lahoul. Basically the pattern is easy to understand for all
these villages are within the watershed of the Lung-nak valley and its
tributariesexceptingthosejust beyond Kargya in a remote and gompaless
region of Lahoul. Most of the monks thus live within the same drainage
system, probably come from families quite closely related through
intermarriage and between whom pha.sPun relations are likely. Travel
between these villages is generally easy.
When the birth order positions of these monks are assembled in Table
19.6an interesting contrast with the distribution from sTongde appears.
Although once again there is a tendency for the younger sons of the
larger families to be monks here, we have a considerable number of
eldest sons opting for the monkhood.
The data on the ages of monks given us at Phugtal allows us to look
Table 19.7 Birth order positions of brother monks in Phugtal with age differences
Family size in
number of brothers
5

Birth order of
brother monks
1
3
5
3 4
2 3
1 3

Ages of
brothers
30
26
47
31
46
43
26
17

Age

14

difference
4
12
16
3
9
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Table 19.8 Relative ages of uncles and nephews in the same monk's house in
Phugtal Gompa

Difference in
years
(mean - 22.8)

at the age gap and birth order of monks who are brothers from the same
family. There are nine families from which more than one son is present
in the monastery. Usually the two brothers are numbers 2 and 3 in the
birth order of brothers and on average the younger is 8.1 years junior to
his brother. Given a large variance it is however the often very large
difference in the ages of second/ third sons that is of interest here (Table
19.7).
In our data there are ten cases of uncles and nephews living together
in the same monk's house. The contrast in their ages is shown in Table
19.8.
From the figures provided it is possible to calculate the proportion of
brothers who became monks in families which donate sons to the
monastery. Table 19.9shows the % figures for each family size from both
Phugtal and sTongde. The % of monks from 127families donating sons
to these two monasteries comes to 35. From this one can also infer that
about 35%of males in these families are more or less non-reproductive.
5. Monastic hierarchy and government
There are three divisions of the monkhood. A boy will commonly
enter the gompa as a drapa (grva.pa)but rapidly takes the vows of Getsul
(dGe.tshu1).After some months' study he will be eligible for entering the
rank of the full monks, the Gelong (dGe.sLong).These divisions delimit
the depths of vows taken on the path and thus naturally correlate with
age. While the layman may also take vows as Upasaka (Getsul) in
Southern Buddhism this is unusual in Tibet. At Phugtal in 1980 there
were only 5 drapa, all young boys, maximum age 16 and minimum 13.
Of the 23 getsuls the oldest was 23 and the youngest 13, while of the 54
gelong the oldest was 75 and the youngest 22.
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Table 19.9 % brothers becoming monks in families which donate eone to eTongde
and Phugtal Gompas
A) sTongde
Family size
in brothers

Total brothers No. who
from this
are monks
family size

7

7

6
5
4
3
2
1

12
35
64
51
22
1

Totals

B)

Number of
families

% monks

from family
class

55

192

66

34

8
10
34
15
5

40
40
102
30
5

13
12
36
17
5

33
30
35
57
100

Phugtal
5
4
3
2
1

Totals
Grand
Total

Once the vows of gelong have been taken the adult monk becomes
eligible for the various offices, service in which contributes to the
administration of the gompa as a whole. In these culturally peripheral
monasteries here are no incarnating lamas in residence and thus no-one
of this over-riding status. Instead the gelong appoint each other as
officersaccording to a remarkably democratic system.
The governing body of these gompas is in fact the collective assembly
ofmonks. Thisbody of menis known as the Shung (gZhung.dGe.'Dun.sPyi).
The Shung can meet in assembly regularly, usually after the morning
liturgy, to discuss questions of the day and to make or regulate policy
and appoint officers to whom duties are delegated. Major decisions are
made by the entire body of monks, although due weight is given to the
opinions of older, more experienced senior men. The whole system has
a marked resemblance to an Oxbridge college.
Officers are appointed for a period of years and an efficientmonk rises
through the services until he may attain the top ranks of Khenpo or
Lobon. This means that every senior monk has wide experience of the
main offices and monastic affairs. The system derives from the code of
governance in the Vinaya - the earliest regulations set down by the
Buddha for the management of a community. It allows able men to
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experience all offices, usually of relatively short duration but with
increasing benefits accruing to those who hold top jobs. m~Khenpo or
abbot is normally appointed for 2-3 years, although an unusually
effective man may be asked to do a second term. The abbot does of
course have certain powers which go with the officebut he is unable to
over-rule the consensus of monks in assembly.
The chief officers in order of rank are:
i)
ii)
iii)
iv)

Khenpo (mKhan.po)
=
Lobon (sLob.dPon)
=
Umzat (dBu.mDzad) =
Uchung (dBu.chung) =
V) Gesko (dGe.bsKo)
=
vi) Chagzot (phyag.mDzod) =

Abbot
Teacher
Director of Ceremonies
Junior umz.at
Chuten-pa. Disciplinarian
Bursar and general manager

During the performance of liturgies eachmonk sits inhis own position
by right of office. Facing the main shrine the seats on the left are occupied
by officersin the order 1-6above except for the Gesko who sitsjust inside
the entrance. All except the Gesko face inwards towards the opposing
rank that faces them. The Gesko faces the shrine and can observe
everybody. Opposite the monastery officers sit the previous office
holders who, having done most official duties previously, now confine
their activities to advancing themselves spiritually. At the ends of both
rows sit less accomplished or younger monks who also occupy any other
rows of cushions behind the central opposing ranks. At Phugtal, the
Khenpo and Lobon play the small drum and bell during the liturgy. The
Umzat and Uchung wield the cymbals and drum respectively,while the
wind instruments are blown further down the line. The officers are
known collectively as uchu (dBu.chos)or 'Senior'. Although each office
has a fixed duration the incumbent may resign or change office on
request or extend it - subject to the general approval of the Shung.
In addition to these main offices, which have primarily to do with
presidential functions, discipline, liturgical direction and management,
there is the cook together with his various underlings and a whole string
of offices connected with the acquisition of funds for various monastic
functions. As we shall see in Ch. 20 the monastery is funded in several
differentways and from varying sources. Much of the funding is in kind
-barley, grain or flour, butter etc. rather than in money. The majority of
the ceremonies in the annual cycle are not funded through any central
officebut rather individual bursars are appointed to gather the necessary resources that enable the ceremonies to take place, food and butter,
tea for the celebrants, butter and flour for the tormas presented as
offerings, butter for the lamps and other necessaries. There may be a
considerable number of these bursars or nyerpas (gNyer.pa). At sTongde
there were no less than thirteen such officersand often there is a senior
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and a junior nyerpa appointed to workin collaboration. Sometimes, by
making transactions that involve the exchange of some material for
another (or money), it is possible for a nyerpa to make a not inconsiderable profit even after he has returned the 'float' which he may have been
given at the start of his appointment. On the other hand, if he messes up
his transactions he becomes accountable for his loan to the Shung and he
(with the help of relatives) must repay it whatever losses he may have
incurred.
6. The performance and meaning of monastic ritual
Before describingthe annual cycle of monasticceremoniesat sTongde
and Phugtal it is well to reflect briefly on their functional significance. It
would be easy for a western reader to see in these rituals a parallel with
Christian church services with their prime focus on petitionary prayer.
The resemblance is purely superficial for in the presentation of his rites
the Tibetan Buddhist monk bases his actions on a very different philosophicalview and meditative perception of reality and may be performing symbolically on more than one psychological level.
The life of the monk is primarily a performing one - it is a life of ritual
action with a strong intentionality. At the most basic level the monk is
seeking a personal power to bring about his own enlightenment in the
service of all living beings. This is the primary motive of a monk of the
Mahayana and will be the underlying principle passed however indirectly from teacher to taught, uncle to nephew, brother to brother within
the gompa walls. Monks who have received little education in Buddhist
metaphysics and little training in meditation will see in the lengthy
rituals of chanting from dimly understood texts magical acts requesting,
petitioning or even compelling spiritual forces to come to aid the
community or an individual. And this too will be the understanding of
the average villager. Both performance and sponsorship bring merit to
the one who enacts these interconnected roles.
At one annual ceremony, for example, a group of monks may visit a
hamlet and while being generously entertained with tea, chang and food
in a large house they will, together with a sizable gathering of villagers,
chant their way through the enormous bulk of the Prajnaparamita sutra
in 100,000 lines - a text called 'Bum' in Tibetan (meaning 100,000).
Questioned as to the meaning of this compendium of metaphysical
philosophy, most monks and villagers simply said that the recitation
accumulated merit which was then dedicated for enlightenment, that it
pleases the gods, nullifies the influence of malevolent spirits and ensures
a good harvest, or similar answers. The sublime reflections contained
in the sutra (Ch. 21) are not at all part of their awareness.
Yet, even at this basic level, the rituals have a powerful psychological
effect for the long periods of monotonous repetition, the regular and
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deep breathing that chant requires, the partial sensory deprivation
under the influence of the "white noise" of the chant, the steady
concentration on text and song, all gradually induce an alteration in the
quality of consciousness of performers and hearers alike. Having sat as
mere hearers for several hours while imbibing a steady intake of chang,
we can testify to an extraordinary sense of relaxation and quiet happiness as we walked home through the crop-laden fields under the great
mountains. A collective sense of well-being emerges that gives the belief
in the ritual a reinforced value.
Since there is more than one possible level of comprehension, the
perceived function of the performance varies with the level upon which
the individual understanding rests. Without the twin training in
philosophy and meditation neither monk nor layman can see in these
rituals much more than a magical coercion of natural and spiritual
powers and a means of improving the quality of one's next incarnation.
The monk is here a shaman of old - and indeed in other aspects of the
religion - the oracles and exorcisms, the shamanistic role is especially
pronounced and stems indeed from a deep source in Asian history. True
shamans, the Hla.ba (Brauen, 1980), play an important role in medical
and especially psychosomatic therapy in Ladakh, but they are of a lesser
order of priestly being than the monks, for they are not usually true
renunciants nor takers of the bodhisattva vows.
In most rituals, in both the gompa and in family shrines, the monks
are trained to visualise certain cf the "deities" painted upon the gompa
walls and tankas. These ikons symbolise beneficial or powerful attributes of mind and their vivid appearance, combined with the sense of
well-being induced by ritual action, can bring about a strong sense of
identification between the celebrant and the ikon he is creating in his
mind. The practitioner thus evokes in himself the very power projected
into the ikon by his culture and by his training. He becomes able to
manifest that power in his own identity, either through experiencingthe
power within himself or coercing it to appear before him and before the
r of his audience. Such power can then be
semi-mesmerised i ~ eeyes
used in defending individuals from malevolent spirits, to effect cures of
a psychosomatic nature and to guide a person's consciousnesson its way
to rebirth after death3.
Clearly, when fellow villagers believe in such power, the possibilities
of misuse are considerable. It is for this reason that all such psychologically powerful rites are contained within the disciplined intention of
ensuring the selfless action of the practitioner in the service of the
dharma and his fellow creatures and so avoid the risk to him of
psychological inflation, ego aggrandisment and exploitation of others.
The cultivation of power without humility is seen as a supreme danger.
Villagers and senior monks alike are concerned with the moral quality
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of the monkhood. Basic discipline and the inculcation of altitudes of
selfless service form part of the essential training in a good monastery.
Whenever this is lacking, an atmosphere of venal corruption, selfserving, financial trickery and even violence in language and deed can
rapidly appear (as unfortunately we had to notice during a visit to one
particular monastery in the Indus valley).
In his valuable account of magic and ritual in Tibet, Stephen Beyer
(1973) writes:
"The monks ...become experts through their long professional training in ritual techniques and even the most basic attitudes of worship
towards the deities (by the laity) were focused through the monastery.
This functional relationship between lay and monastic communities was
furthered by the fact that the proper applicati~nof magic in Tibetan
society was conditioned by the necessity of professional training and a
long course of contemplative preparation and even destructive magic
was sanctioned if it furthered religious ends. But the lama was ... also
involved, ideally, in his own quest for enlightenment and the spiritual
preparation for his own death. It was his personal search that rendered
him capable in the first place of performing his service function for
others. The life of a resident lama, especially in a small community,was
often a succession of demands for the cure of disease, the prevention of
hail, or the expulsion of evil spirits: all these functions were the ritual
manipulation within his person of the deities ... whose true nature he
understood."
The visualization of the deities is essentially the evocation of powers
perceived in the human psyche and in the natural world. The deities
themselves are symbols or personifications of these powers and their
evocation ihvolves the intuitive induction of the appropriate emotional
and affective experience. Yet the most essential point of these practices,
made clear in all the ritual texts, is that the reality status of these images
is not that of gods who appear as individual entities in the world but
rather psychological forces for use in self-transformation and the influencing of others towards the good. The systemic use of these images
cannot in fact be properly understood without a knowledge of the
psychological viewpoint that informs it. Major ikons such as the five
meditationbuddhas represent the fiveattributes of the person seen in the
ultimate aspect of Buddha-mind. Other images, such as Manjusri for
example, represent the intuitive insight that is a component of the
enlightenment experience, while Avalokiteshvara (Chenrezi)stands for
the compassion that arises together with the egolessness that precipitates such awareness. In deities in sexual union (yab.yum) male represents bliss, compassion or skillful means and the female emptyness or
wiSdom. Together these constitute the "knowing" of a Buddha. In a
monk's training, such images are not merely thought- forms but power-
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ful internalizations of self-transforming states. An officiating lama is
thus not present in his karma-afflicted self-naturebut in a consciousness
transformed into that of the 'deity' of visualization.
Although possibly only the more educated of monks truly grasp the
import of the dharma here, the teachings make clear that the vivid and
often horrific images of the deities are mind-borne abstractions like
images of dream seemingly created out of nothing. Indeed, the basic
teaching depends upon the an-atta and sunyata doctrines of the Buddha
as presented in the Mahayana and in a deep meditational appreciation
of the Law of Dependent Origination (Pratitya-Samutpada). This vision
amounts to the realization that all the experienced world is mind created,
that reality is a swirl of energy within an emptiness of which the eddying
shapes are themselves composed. Objects, whether "real" experiences
of the awake mind or phantoms in a dream, are all reducible to this
psychological substratum in which the significance attributed by the
mind to appearances is of the greatest import (Ch. 21).
Not only is the realization of one's own essential "emptyness" in a
bioenergetic process a task of considerable magnitude; but the creation
of accurately visualised inner ikons also involves disciplined training of
many years. Doubtless, for many Zangskari monks the repetition of
lengthy texts merely reaches the level of mantric evocation - much as a
repeated sound can change a mood. To understand the texts fully
requires deep training in the evocationof inner emptyness (Mahamudra)
as the source from which all experiences flow (Ch. 22).
The learned meditator in his visualization begins by identifying
himself with the primordial and immanent void of which the "suchness"
of the world-experience is comprised. From this negation of egoism and
acknowledgement of his own emptyness he generates the images of
power in the service of humanity. In many rituals, the practitioner first
evokes the deity before him and then in himself - from which position its
power can be "projected" for outer use.
The prime deities evoked in a monastery are
i) the gurus of the lineage of the monastic order.
ii) the high patron deities of the order, and the meditation Buddhas.
iii) the protectors of the Law - known as Dharmapalas or the 'Lords',
powerful spirits who have taken vows before the Buddha or sages
such as Milaraspa to protect those who follow the dharma
sincerely and altruistically.
The gurus of the lineage are commonly evoked at the onset of any
major ritual in order to ensure its effectiveperformance. The high patron
deities are formsof the great meditation Buddhas of which there are five
families. They are guardians of the tantric tradition to which particular
rituals belong and of the high mental yogas of which they are, ideally, the
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expression. At Karsha, sTongde and Phugtal the main deity is
Gahuyasamaja to whom several days of devotion and evocation are given
in every summer. The meditation Buddhas and their derivations are
beneficent forms evoked in the majority of meditation practices. The
protectors or dharmapalas of a monastery are the wrathful forms whose
benevolent but seeminglysinister power maintains the well-being of the
place - of which in many ways they are the underlying spirit.
Unlike the other deities, the fierce protectors are invoked daily by
recitation and drumming. Their images are enshrined and often hidden
in the innermost temple of the monastery - the gon-khang. These dank
and menacing rooms, often badly aired and reeking of rancid butter,
incense and the mouldering dust of the offerings of the ages are filled
with images of horror. Badly stuffed and decaying bodies of wild
animals hang from the ceilings, ancient arms are piled in comers or
strapped to pillars and everywherein the gloom the tortured angry faces
of the deities glare down from mural paintings that seem to move in the
flickering lights of butter lamps. Many a European has been overcome
by the nameless presence in these rooms. Thus Simon Fraser, ornithologist and mountaineer of the recent Southampton University expedition
(1977), writes:
"Later we visited the monastery. The sight of a building in thisremote
spot seemed to accentuate the solitude and isolation of Karnak. It
seemed quite insignificant in the sheer enormity of the landscape. We
could hear the deep booming of drums and entered the temple through
a massive door. Inside, a solitary lama sat chanting his prayers alone
amidst rows of dusty religious books, tankas, figures of the Buddha,
butter lamps and grotesque masks. Behind him were frescoes of various
divinities and in the coner a black door with a horrific demon painted
on it. For no apparent reason, the sight of that door filled me with dread.
The place was deathly chill and the lama wore a massive changpa coat
of sheepskin."
At sTongde, the gon-khang contains the hidden image of a particularly powerful Mahakali known as Palden-lharno (dPal.lDan.lha.mo)and
the gompa is said to have especial power due to her presence. In 1980,
the Dalai Lama made an unusually arduous trek on horseback from
Padum to visit the Gompa. The locals said this was because of the great
influence of Palden lhamo.
Apart from the annual cycle of monastic observances, villagers may
provide the wherewithal for lesser celebrations in the shrine rooms of
their own houses or sponsor an especial performance at the monastery
itself. It is in this way that gompa and village, monk and lay brothers,
are linked in a common practice, salutation and evocation of the inner
power that makes life good, and death bearable. Dimly apprehended
but occasionally vividly presented is the additional hope - the quest for
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personal enlightenment. Villagers are very aware that the religious
history of their valley contains names eminent as Buddhist saints and
great meditators (Ch. 14). In the mountains are still to be found the
meditating yogins of the Kargyu tradition. Beyond the lifeof merit is the
life of emancipation. The lives of the saints are well known and the lifelong enthusiasm of monks, however poorly endowed, is well respected.
7. The annual cycle of ceremonies

The annual cycle comprises a series of festivals, large and small,
interspersed with periods when the monks go about their personal or
official business and the monastery is largely deserted. At no time
however are the shrine rooms unattended or the deities in the gon-khang
left unevoked for a day.
There are severaldifferent types of ceremony in sTongde and Phugtal:
i) recitation of important philosophical texts from the Sutrayana Tsong.kha.pafspraise of the Law of Dependent Origination, the
Prajnaparamita in 100,000lines (Bum),the Heart Sutra. Also the
recitation of the Kanjur (collected Buddhist texts).
ii) the major annual empowerments to practise the great Tantric
cycles of the Gelugpa sect - Gahuyasamaja (= Sang-du,
gSang.ba.'Dus.pa); and Vajrabhairava (rDor.rJe.'Jigs.byed ending with Hawan - the fire offering.
iii) performance of renewal of vinaya vows.
iv) Monlam - the recital of prayers expressing the aspiration for
enlightenment.
V) ritual celebrating the life of Tsong.kha.pa.
vi) vocation and worship of benevolent buddhas - Chenrezi, Tara,
Manla.
vii) evocation of the Dhannapalas or protectors.
viii) prayers for the long life of His Holiness the Dalai Lama and
Ngari Rirnpoche.
ix) monastic mela or festival with religious dances.
In addition, the sTongde monks perform annually a joint ceremony, a
recitation of the Kangyur, together with the monks of Karsha and the
Kargyudpa monks of Sani, Stakrimo and Bardan at the great temple of
Sani centrally placed in Zangskar valley. This major festival brings all
the people of the main valley together for a considerable jollification,
For the most part, the annual timetables of the two gompas differ little
and are depicted in Table 19.10. Particular to the sTongde monks is the
visit to the Zeri cave nearby for an especial fasting festival in the 6th
month and the outing to Sani. In all, monks seem to spend about 135days
of the year in the monastery and the remainder in the villages or
travelling to collect donations. Monks are thus far from being con-

Table 19.10 The annual cycle of sTongde and Phugtal Gompas

Month 1
(February)

sTongde

Phugtal

New Year festival.

General assembly on 8th.

Monlam and Rupchud (sMon.larn, ru.rnchod)

9th. Recitation of Ts0ng.kha.p~text praising the Law of
Dependent Origination.

Probably some of the events listed for Phugtal also.

11-12th. Sojung (gSo.sByong).
Confession and renewal of Vinaya vows.
13-15th. Evocations of deities.
16th. Long life of Dalai Lama
(Jabten.zhabs.brTan).
18-20th. Relax it1 quarters.
21-23rd. Long life of Ngari Rimpoche. (Jabten).
24-25th. Worship of Ts0ng.kha.p~.(Narnchod,
1Ngu.rnChod)offering of tsok (Tshogs).
2627th. Monlam. i.e. Pranidhana or prayers of
aspiration for the future. 2830th. Sojung.

Month 2

15-17th. Recitation of both handwritten
and printed copies of the Bum.
(Prayers = Ma.ni chos.sPyod)

8-9 days of assembly.

Recitations of Mani Choshut

sTongde
25th. Choshut (chos.sPyod = Prayers).
Examinations of junior monks. (Teas
given by Lobon and Umzat).

Phugtal
Evocations of protective
deities (sKu.rim).

27th. Visit Kurnik for recitation of Bum
- 29th.
30th. Visit sTongde for recitation of
Bum.
Month 3

lst3rd. Continue in sTongde.
4th. Back in Gompa.

Monks travel to villages to recite scriptures = 'Bum,
brGya.stong.pa, mDo.mang,
Tog.gZungs and gSer. 'od.

6th. Visit Shilingskit for 'Bum recitation.
Also worship (Evocation)of a
Dharmapala called Dalai Lobsang.
Month 4

14th. Preparation for Nyenes (light fast
bsNyen.gNas) on 15th. Organised by lay
nyerpa from village.
Also worship of Manla (sMan.bLa)and some
recitation in village.
for 4 days.
26th. Travel to Sani for a joint ceremony
together with Karsha and Sani-Burdan
(Kagyud.pa)monks. Organised by Gesko
of Karsha and sTongde and the Utung
(= gesko) of Burdan and sTakrimo.

5th. The Empowerment of
Gahuyasamaja for between 2
and 7 days depending on
sponsors
Followed by the Empowerment of
Vajrabhairava ('Jigs.byed)
15th. End of Vajrabhairava tantra with a Hawan
ceremony - burning offering.
Also worship of Manla (the medicine Buddha) and Tara.

Phugtal
Donations from all of Zangskar except
Lunak valley and Zangla.
Month 5

No ceremonies
Construction and repair work in Gompa.
Repair water channel. Collect wood.

Remain in monastery, repair work, etc.

Some monks travel to Leh etc.
13-15th. Nyung.nas (sNyung.gNas),
fasting with villagers. Worship of
11 headed Chenrezi.
Month 6

4th. Visit the Zeri (rDza.ri)cave across
the mill-stream valley. Preparations on
2nd. 3-4th Nyung-nas (= sNyung.nas) on
the site. 5th. Initiation of long life
performed in the cave.
Cahyusamaja empowerment probably about now
(as at Karsha)
15th. Yarnes (dl3yar.gNa.s). The summer
Retreat begins. This retreat is the
Rains Retreat of the Vinaya mles.

Month 7

4th. Fasting for four days. Worship of Chenrezi
following the tradition of Shrimati.

15th. Nyung.nas
(= sNyung.gNas). Begins
with 7-8 day evocation of
of Manla and Tara for the
sponsors of the fast.

Yarnes (dByar.gNas).

Month 8

Monks collect donations for rituals and
perform rites for villagers.

Recitation of Kanjur
(bKa.'Gyur).
Half monks go collecting
donations in villages and
recite blama.mChod.pa
and sMon.lam.

Month 9

22nd. Choshud (Chos.sPyod). Monks
mostly studying in quarters. No
communal liturgies.

22.d. Jabten (Zhabs.brTan).

Month 10

18th. Commemrnorative worship of Lama
Namka Jolden (Nam.mKha.'Byor.lDan).
Evocation of Yamaraja - a protective deity.

8th. bsKang.gsor (Kangsor).
Ceremony for Protectors
for 4 days.

21-26th. Birthday of Tsong.kha.pa.
Gulden Nachod (dGa.lDan.lNga.mChod).
Recite Choshud Rapsel (Chos.sPyod.rab.
gSal) of Tashi Lhunpo monastery.

21-22nd. Assembly
preparatory to Gulden
Nachod on 25th.

15-21st. sMon.lam and sKu.rim.

Perform Kangsor
(bsKang.gSor)in villages.

Month 11

21-26th. Religious dances.

Young monks remain studying texts.

Phugtal
27th. Opening of cabinet of Palden
lhamo (dPal.lDan.lha.rno). Kangsor
(bsKang.gSor)worship.

3 day Dharmapala worship by
several monks in family
homes.

28-29th. Mela. Full dress dances
Yamantaka Tantra.
Month 12

1st. Recitation of Heart Sutra for the
removal of evils.
2nd. Choshud (chos.sPyod).
3rd. Closure of Palden ham0 cabinet.
Kangsor for protectors.
Daily tea in the morning and
Choshud rapsel. Monlam and skurim
performed on successive days through
the month.
30th. Celebrate New Year with offering
of Khatag (kha.bTags)to the throne
of Ngari Rimpoche.

Winter assembly for 9 days.
Recite Gutar (dCu.gTar) on
29th.
Also Yamataka Tantra.

Chaplain sent to serve local
temples in Shun, Shade,
Kargya and Drangtse.
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strained individuals confined to dark cells and perpetual religious
exercises. Rather, they are active and mobile citizens engaged in a
considerable variety of pursuits. Of course, if a monk chooses to study
in a college or go into intensive meditation then the picture of his life is
very different indeed.
8. The daily round of some individual monks at Phugtal
During our visit we talked with several individual monks and gained
from them impressions of their daily life.
i) The Kunyer nyerpa (dKon.gNyer)or 'chaplain in charge of offerings'
at Phugtal rises at 5 a.m. well before first light. Around 5.15 he works
his way around all the major shrine rooms unlocking them, checking
their cleanliness and changing the offerings of water before the image.
There are some 21 sets of the small water offering bowls (ting) to be
attended to. He is finished by 6 o'clock. At this time, if the community
is in residence, the Head Cook rings the monastic gong and everyone
goes to the 'Du.khang for morning puja. At 7.15 he makes offerings of
torma in the 'Du. khang, as do several other senior monks, and makes sure
the appropriate incense sticks and butter lamps are lit. At 8.15, on the
sound of the gong, the Kunyer takes tea in the kitchen and between 8.30
and 9.15 he is engaged in cleaning butter lamps and changing the wicks.
There are 147 of these to check. By 9.15he is again in the kitchen, drinking
tea. From 9.45 - 11.30 in the week during which we talked with him he
read passages from the Kanjur after which he had a lunch-break
consuming papa and tea. He continues reading and gives himself a
break for tea at 1 o'clock. At two he goes around the shrine rooms again
emptying the offering bowls and cleaning the butter lamps.
At three in the afternoon, accompanied perhaps by one or two fellow
monks, he goes to the gon-khang and recites a short liturgy called Kanwa
(bsKang.ba)before the protectors. After about an hour he goes around
the monastery lighting butter lamps - two in the gon-khang, two in the
'Du.khang, one in the Kangyur chos.khang (library), two in the rooms set
aside for the Dalai Lama and Ngari Rimpoche, one in the Thuba.lha.khan8
and finally one in the cave. He is finished by about 5 after which he does
his personal practice in his own room (grva.sag). At 7 he prepares tea and
food from his own resources in his own room. After this till 9 p.m. he
recites or memorises texts before a well earned sleep.
ii) The cook at Phugtal rises at 4 a.m, when he lights the fire in the kitchen
and begins to heat up the cauldron for the monks' morning tea. He shifts
wood from the store in the cave to the stoves. At 6 he beats the gong and
having made the tea passes it to the boy servers who carry the great
copper kettles into the 'Du.khang where they fill the waiting cups set
before each monk. Altogether they require some 6 gallons of tea! At 8
a.m. he sounds the gong and serves tea and thug.pa (stew) in the
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'Du.khang again giving the food to the boys for distribution. Between 8
and 10 he rests and then prepares tea, yak soup, paba, butter milk or
yoghourt or cooks meat or radish leaves according to a menu decided
by the officiating nyerpa. The diet varies little throughout the year.
Between 12-4 he makes sure tea is continuously available in the kitchen.
After 4 he goes to his cell and does his daily practice. Later he prepares
food for himself from his own resources and recites scriptures till about
10 when he goes to bed.
This programme of intense activity characterises the period when the
monks are in assembly at the gompa. At other times he has less work to
do and may even have a break in his village. The cook is about 30 years
old and comes from Shun. He has volunteered to cook for seventeen
years of which he has completed ten.
iii) The Chinyer (sPyi.gNyer)or Guest Master holds his job for three
years and is allowed three junior assistants. He comes, like the cook,
from Shun and is 37 years old. Like the others he rises at 6 and attends
the liturgy in the 'Du.khang. At 7.30 he goes to his sha and meditates and
reads till breakfast at 8. For the rest of the morning he reads or
participates in other liturgies. This week he is reading from the Kangyur
till 4 when he takes tea. Like the others he does private meditations and
eats in his own room in the evenings. His job of looking after guests,
preparing their rooms and ensuring every comfort is carried out as
appropriately during the day and takes precedence over other activities.
He also has extensive managerial and financial obligations (Ch. 20).
iv) Getsul Namgyal is 16 years of age, the son of Dorje who was our host
in Sha-de village. He has been at the gompa for one year and lives with
his great uncle in the family shags. Before dawn he rises and cleans the
cell and prepares tea for his great uncle. He acts as server for tea and
breakfast in the 'Du.khang. Later on he recites Jabten (zhabs.brTan)in his
room. This week he joins the assembledmonks in the roof courtyard and
recites from the Kangyur. In the evening he prepares food for his great
uncle while the latter visualises the Dakinis. Young Namgyal holds his
uncle in awe - he remainswith him studying or assisting in the evenings
and has no social interaction with the other boys. After reading practice
he goes to bed about 10 o'clock. Namgyal can just about pronounce the
words in the texts and knows many long passages for recitation. At this
stage he has no understanding of what he reads.
v) The Ex-Khenpo is an elderly man from Kargya village. He had begun
his religious life as a drapa at Phugtal and then, because there were so
few monks at Rangdum, he was appointed there where he became
gelong. After 8 years he undertook a pilgrimage to central Tibet to bring
back the printed edition of the Kangur which, together with an earlier
handwritten edition, now lies in the library. From 19.50-1952 he studied
at Drepung monastery, a famous Gelug establishment outside Lhasa,
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and travelled to other famous sites - Samye (bSam.yas), Tashi Lhunpo
and also Nepal. Eventually he returned to Phugtal with many books
after an epic journey. In his monastery he has held all the main offices
doing three years in each. He became Khenpo and relinquished this
office 6 years ago. He is now free fromany administrative obligation. He
participates voluntarily in the liturgies and recitations but is free not to
do so. He can develop his spiritual life as he sees fit, through study or
through meditation.
vi) Geshe Chopel Yangtsen (Chos.'Phel.dByangs.can) is the only resident
geshe in Zangskar. He was formerly secretary and tutor to Ngari
Rimpoche and both of them had sought refuge in Zangskar after the
Chinese actions of 1959. We met him on the track from Padum while on
our return journey to sTongde. A wiry old man walking more slowly
than his companions, he came down the track with firewood under his
arm. "Hey" he cried out to us "Did you see those stupid monks rushing
ahead without a thought - now they are down by the stream looking
about for twigs to make a fire. Through foresight I have my bundle
ready!" And he smiled in amusement at the folly of the world.
We joined him and his fellows at tea beside a little stream. He was
born in Nyemo-dawa (sNye.rno.zla.ba) three days' trek from Lhasa, five
days from Tashi Lhunpo in the province of Tsang. He was trained as a
monk in Drepung where he received his doctorate.
"Actually" he said, "I never took my final exams due to the political
upheaval in 1959 but His Holiness allows me to use the title and I have
the job of selecting bright young monks for the Geshe programme in
south India." He chooses boys from all over the Zangskar valley.
We asked him if he taught young monks. He was very scathing about
his fellows at Phugtal. "They spend so much time at home in their
villages helping their families", he said "They give no time to study. I
will not teach anyone who is insufficiently serious - and only those who
come and successfully request the teachings". He had ten boy pupils at
the present time and bases his instruction on the texts they are learning
for recitation.
We spent some time in discussing the dharma. It was most refreshing
to find a monk with a thorough understanding of the teachings which he
was quite delighted to discuss with us.
"In the dharma" he told us "meditation and academic study are like
two parties to a dispute who must interact to resolve a problem. Without
analytical thought meditation is no better than sleeping and without a
calm-abiding mind acquired through meditation there is defective
concentration in intellectual debate and insufficient insight so that the
discussion is no more than a wordy argument".
"The best way to meditate is to examine one's own mind and to
uncover one's personal obstructions. The mind needs softening like
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leather to make the ego sufficiently pliable. Then compassion can arise
in it".
Responding to a question he remarked "There are indeed many sects
and many viewpoints and to a westerner this obscures the truth -and not
only westerners either! Many monks have little idea of what is essential.
The important thing is to use the intellect constructively so that one can
understand what the Buddha was originally saying and then by meditation to make it real in one's personal life. There is only one source and
the differences between the sects are merely varieties of practice".
Geshe Chopel revered the Madhyamaka Prasangika tradition which
argues in such a way as to show that all metaphysical propositions
contradict one another so that reason itself is ultimately absurd. Then,
through dropping thought, the "empty mind" appears. "Read
Chandrakirti" he told us - "the greatest philosopher of all" (see Ch. 21).
He agreed that social change would ccme to Zangskar and that the
tradition needed strengthening through good teaching. He looked
forward to the return of the young monks he had sent south for they
would come back with the heart of the sutras to convey to others.
9. Conclusion

The monasteries of Zangskar receive those men of the villages who
have chosen or who are selected by their familiesto become monks. Over
30% of males in a large sample of families sponsoring two important
gompas were monks in 1980 and since most of these would have been
celibate or at least uninvolved in the establishment of families, their
existence constituted a major check on reproduction in the valley. Their
livelihood is assured by their families who sponsor them in their
profession and by the communal donations to the monastery by fellow
villagers.
The renunciation of family life by monks is perceived as altruistic and
therefore a major act of merit. Any contribution by a villager to a monk's
lifeor to the monastery and its rituals is also seen as meritorious tending
to guarantee a favourable rebirth. The role of the monastery as recipient
of altruistic action is of major significance in the "ideology of merit"
(Tambiah, 1970)to which the villagers subscribe. The monastery's prime
function within the culture is thus to maintain the legitimation of norms
by confirming the ideals and social expectations of the people. Monks
are expected to live good lives and those who through personal kindness, scholarship or meditative asceticism are seen to be saintly receive
reverence and are attributed much charisma. To the extent that villagers
participate in the population-limiting consequences of the monks' renunciation, they too acquire the benefits of merit in terms of advantageous rebirths. The villagers themselves, however, do not explicitly
comprehend the biological consequences of this aspect of the culture
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which is conceived by them primarily within its religious or metaphysical frame.
The trained monk also has a thaurnaturgical function through ritual
performances aimed at mediating between the life of men and the power
of the universe which surrounds :heAm,comprises their nature and
within which they are successively born. Rites that lessen the harshness
of karma, control the malevolence of offended spirits, that allow a more
comfortable life and that open the way to enlightenment, form a major
part of a performance-oriented life that carries conviction only if the
morality of the practitioners is impeccable and their psychological
understanding well developed. The religious idealism of the gompas
differs between the two sects in Zangskar. In this chapter we have
described the two Gelug establishments in which we worked. The
values of the Kargyudpa are discussed in Ch. 22. In both cases the
ideology of Buddhism enfolds older strata of belief into a system of
action of functional significance in the sociology of the people (cf.
Samuel, 1978).
The monastic sites themselves symbolise their cultural functions.
Seemingly suspended between earth and sky, field and mountain and
dominating the landscape for miles around, they form the focal point of
every vista. Without them the landscape would lack meaning - everywhere in chortens, mani walls and gompas, buildings act as supports to
life, faith and hope. Many of these structures symbolise the mind itself
and encourage a mindfulness of attitude and swareness of space and
time; recalling the scriptures and the teachings in whatever limited way
they are understood and providing a counterpoint to those other lesser
shrines dedicated to the forces of nature, the water spirits and mountain
gods, the galloping demons with backs tom open that haunt the dreams
of the people.
And inside the monastic compound the layout c;f rooms and chambers supports their functional requirements. One author (Paul, 1976,
1982) has seen in this design a representation of the mind itself conscious aspiration visible in the great Buddha halls and the deep
unconscious powers represented in the hellish protectors visualised in
the dark images of the gon-khng. There is much to be said for such a
viewpoint although the application of a western theory, whether Freudian or Jungian, seems premature. We need to study the imagery and
function of these rooms and these symbols in the terms of ~ i b e t a culture
n
itself, in the way that Beyer (1973) has done, before attempting to
compare them with psychological metaphors that operate in ours.
Zangskari villagers, in common with those of Tibetan culture in other
regions, have created a well adapted mode of subsistence in their remote
valley which includes a remarkable ability to relate their population to
the carrying capacity of their environment. In part this is achieved by
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monasticism. Life, nonetheless, remains primitive, suffering is pervasive and death comes easily. The Buddhist religion provides meaning
to the round of lives in successive generations, offers hope and sustains
a mindful relatedness to 'the Universe that contributes much to the
peaceful way of life of the people.
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Notes

1. While HO, TS and JHC were at Sha-de we sent a message to KB at Phugtal
to cancel our proposed link up there. Our messenger told us that sections
of the track were fallen away and that in places he had had to run across
steep, loose scree above vertical drops. Laden men would not have been
sufficiently quick to avoid sliding over the edge before reaching firmer
ground.
2. In 1986 Crook visited Phugtal for a second time in the company of James
Low. The approach track had been somewhat improved and a new, more
effective bridge built -but little had changed. Renovation had been carried
out on the gompa buildings.
3. In 1977just before attempting the northward crossing of the Umasi- la JHC
requested two Nying-ma lamas of Losseni village to perform a rite in their
temple invoking Mahakala (Gonpo-Nagpo)to aid our small party through
providing good weather and protection during the crossing. In a half-hour
ritual of remarkably high speed memorised chanting accompanied by
cymbals, thigh bone trumpets and drums, the monks, using sound and
mudra, succeeded in giving the impression of producing a ferociously
dancing yet benevolent presence before us. This remarkable psychological
drama gave the party a renewed confidence and a relaxed pleasure in
starting the possibly dangerous trek the next day.

CHAPTER TWENTY

MONASTIC ECONOMICS IN
ZANGSKAR 1980
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1. Introduction: Monastic assets and accounting

Any attempt to audit the annual accounts of a Zangskar gompa would
be beset with major difficulties. As we have already seen most details of
monastic life are stored in the personal memories of the monks and there
are few accounting documents. Since the accounting is highly traditional, the system is well understood by everyone and the duties of
bursar-accountant are handed on from one office holder to another. The
great variety of offices and the varying durations of tenure for accountability present to an outside observer an initial impression of financial
chaos and casual management. A closer examination reveals a tightly
knit system of interdependent financial roles and accounting relationships.
The capital assets of a gompa comprise its buildings, its animals, its
fields and loaned money from which interest is drawn. The temple
buildings are the traditional communal property of the monks who are
themselves members of a particular order based in mother houses in the
Indus valley. While no value can be set on these buildings we presume
that, were an alternative use to be considered, their financial value
would vest in the mother house. It is not clear to us whether any legal
obligations are established concerning such usage.
Individual houses of the monks (sha=pa.sag)are built by the monks
themselves within the gompa precincts and handed down in the
patrilineage to which they belong. Animals belonging to the monastery
are loaned to village husbandmen for care against appropriate allocations for work involved. Additional resources may come from animals
owned by individual monks who thereby support their own livelihood
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within the monastery. These animals will however be in the care of
relatives and not tended by the monk himself.
Loans are made to farmersagainst interest which can be considerable.
In the past, in Tibet and in the Himalaya generally, such debts have been
crippling but there has been a steady reduction in this burden on
villagers. In Zangskar, debt did not seem to be a major problem. Interest
is paid mainly through the allocation of farm produce to the monastery.
Land is the most important monastic asset and, due to the risk of
disputation, the one subject on which documents, often of great antiquity and obscurity (e.g. the Bo.Yig documents, see Ch. 14),exist. Monasteries have received donations of land from rulers and village families
over many generations and their holdings are usually widely scattered
in many localities.
The communal income of the monastery is derived from: i) income
from assets in the form of produce from fields or interest on loans; ii)
donations collected for particular liturgical eventsby the bursars (Nyerpa
= gNyer.pa) assigned to event-specific responsibilities; iii) income from
communal and individual services provided by monks to the comrnunity in the form of recitations in the shrine rooms of village families or
during community festivals and income, often considerable, from the
performance of funeral rituals. Following a funeral the personal possessions of the deceased are auctioned and the proceeds paid to the monks.
In all cases income is usually converted into the staple food and
liturgical needs of the monks. These are primarily barley-pea flour for
tsam.pa (also for gtor.ma used in tantric ritual), tea which is consumed
endlessly, butter for the tea (and for many lamps - although oil is now
often used due to expense),salt, sugar, some meat and local vegetables.
The main items for currency in barter are butter and barley. Butter, of
course, comes from the husbandry of animals and the barley from the
fields.
2. Monastic land: production and distribution of produce

A major problem in attempting to relate the quantities received by the
monks to their consumption concerns the conversions of several ways
of measurement to a common metric idiom. Osmaston in Ch. 4 has
discussed this difficult question at length and, although some conversions reported to us in sTongde gompa varied from his estimations, it
seems best to use the standards he has established for Zangskar.
The key conversions from volume to weight are as follows:
1khal (= load or bushel) = a score or 20 items = 20 bre in Tibet, Uashke's
dictionary) = IOkg. grain approximately.
1 te, bre or dej ('Degs ), heaped wooden mug = 0.45kg grain approximately.
2 bre = 1small bo. 20 bre = 1kharu-bo.
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1 bo ('Bo) = 0.9kg and there are larger specified multiples of this. For
example, the monastic container at sTongde, an especially big "Kharubo", contained about 14-15kg.
1 nyaga (nya.ga or nyag = notched steel yard) maybe either 0.15 or
0.45Kg of butter.
Difficulties arise, as Osmaston makes clear, when the size of a
traditional measuring instrument is not specified by an informant. Thus
there are several prefixes to the words 'Degs or 'Bo indicating different
sizes. Our basis for conversion from volume to weight refers to barley
grain. When grain and peas are mixed only approximate estimations for
each are possible (but see Ch. 5 Section 11).
Three types of land holding are important in the economics of
Zangskar Gompas:
(1) Tra-ching (khral.zhing = 'land for rent'). Fields supplied by the
monastery to tenants on a permanent or non-permanent basis. The
tenants are obligated to supply the monastery with a fixed amount
of produce (khral, pron. tel, tral, or drel) each harvest irrespective
of fluctuationsin productivity.The khra1.p~(pron.telpa) or tenants
may in some years have a poor harvest yet they must still in some
way fulfil their obligations. Likewise if they fail to cultivate the land
the khral must still be paid, either from other cultivations or
through arrangements with relatives.
In Zangskar we did not find any monastery allocating one of its
own fields to each individual monk @hog.zhing);the field then
being cultivated for him by his family. This system, described by
Goldstein and Tsarong (1985) for Phyang Gompa of the Drigung
sect, appears to be an alternative way of ensuring the cultivation of
monastic land.
(2) Some monastery land (sag.zhing or sas.zhing?)may be loaned on a
short term basis to a family chosen by the Chief Administrator
(Chinyer, = sPyi.gNer ). In this case the Chinyer commonly loans
some of the land to a relative. The monastery provides seed and
receives back a portion of the produce.
(3) Drashing (grva.zhing ). Fields owned by an individual monk's
family and cultivated by relatives on the monk's behalf. He
receives the produce of this land for his personal maintenance at
the gompa.

While in the second case the Chinyer is responsible for the coiection
of the appropriate allocation from the harvest, khral.zhing produce is
received ceremonially by a delegation of monks. In the case of sTongde,
the monks descend to the village fields led by the Shingi Nyerpa
(zhing.gi.gNyer.pa ) who is responsible for the occasion, receive the
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accounted produce and then distribute it equally to all monks living in
the gompa. This distribution is done publicly in the eyes of all. Certain
persons receive more than a normal allocation; thus Ngari Rimpoche, the
nominal head of the gompa, is allocated three times a normal amount
but, due to his absence from Ladakh, this is then sold and the income
placed to monastic use. In the case of sTongde Gompa each monk from
the three sponsoring villages of sTongde, Kumik and Shilingskit receives
70kg of barley, wheat and peas. The officers(Lobon, = sLob.dPon,Gesko,
= dGe.bsKo, Geyo, = dGe.'Og.dGe.bsKo and the two Chinyer Nyerpas) get
an extra Bkg, as also does the village council member who arranges the
vilia~t.fast of Nyungne (sNyung.gNas)which is held within the monastery
The amount allocated to each monk is not dependent upon the
productivity of the harvest because, as we have seen, the khral is a fixed
annual allocation; but dependent therefore upon the number of monks
in the Gompa. We were informed by the officers that the annual figure
at sTongde in 1980 was approximately:
65 monks at 70kg:
Ngari Rirnpoche's allocation
Officers allowances

4550 kgmixed grain
210

56

4816 kg
Independently, Sonam Angdu, a monk of Amchi Sonam Tsering's
household, told us that he received annually 70kg from the khrill and 6kg
from his family dra-shing (grva.zhing ).
Given a figure of 4816kg of mixed grain some calculations of an
approximate nature can be made to establish the area of land from which
this came. For argument here we can treat this weight as if it were all
barley. The khral, we were told, is about 25% of the crop so that:
(i) If 4816kg is 25% of total yield this must have been 19264kg. The
yield is reported to be seven times the seed sown. Therefore:
(ii) The seed requirement must have been about 2752kg. Using
Osmaston's estimated conversion of lOkg per khal at sTongde we
can infer:
(iii) That the seed weight in khal = 275. Since the seed weight of 1khal
is said to be an average amount used to sow one kana1inzangskar
it follows
(iv) fhat the monastic land area must be 275 kanals.
So finally:
(v) If there are 8 kanals per acre then the monastery land is about 34
acres.
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Thus 275 kanals yield 19264kg approximately or a gross yield per
kanal of 70kg. This figure is comparable to those given by Crowden
(pers. comm.) which vary between 68kg at the high altitude village of
Sha-de and 150kg at Karsha on the floor of the valley. This figure means
that sTongde produces about 566kg per acre, an amount comparable to
yields in the UK prior to the introduction of high yield varieties and
fertilisers.
Another monk who had once been responsible for grain collection
stated that from 138 kanals of land at sTongde 161 bos were obtained.
Those bos are presumably kharu-bos of about 14-15kg grain and the
metric weight of the tithe from these kanals should total about 2415kg.
Since the tithe is 25% of the yield the latter must be about 9660kg or 70kg
per kanal - a result identical to our preceding calculation!
At sTongde gompa we were allowed to photograph a large document
listing the annual revenue from gompa land. Tashi Rabgyas translated
this listing which we tabulate here (Table 20.1). The original provides the
name of the cultivator at the time, a place name, the number of fields, the
seed to be sown in khal and te (bre ) and the income derived, also shown
in khal and te. The document begins by giving the number of fields
directly owned by the gompa but without stating how they are cultivated. There are 15 such fields requiring 25 khal of seed and producing
50 khal of income. The remaining land appears to be allocated to named
estate owners of whom there are 58 including the Lobon and the Gonyer
(dKon.gNyer-).Four estate owners are listed from Shilingskit, ten from
Kumik, sixteen from sTongde and one from Tzazar. However some 27
names are not listed as owners within particular villages and we do not
know whether they reside in the three main village areas or elsewhere.
One monk told us that 19estates farmed land for the gompa in sTongde.
The names of the estate owners in the list could not be correlated with
our own listing of owners in 1980at sTongde, presumably due to changes
in the headship of estates and possible inaccuracies in our naming of
owners.
The total number of fields listed, including the 15 without names of
cultivators, is 174requiring 249 khal and 15bre seeds (mean per field 1.43
khal) to yield 544 khal and 10bre income (mean per field 3.13 khal). If this
list is a comprehensive account of the monastic khraI.zhing, which it
appears to be, we can convert these figures into reasonably reliable
metric units. At sTongde gompa we were told 1khal = 15kg (i.e.by using
the large monastic 'Bo) whereas Osmaston found a khal to be morz
usually 10kg.Again assuming that the income is 25% of the crop we can
estimate the yield from these fields from which the khral comes (Table
20.2).The right hand column is perhaps the safer of the two agreeing with
the verbal accounts closely.
Since it is possible that the 15 fields which were not listed with the
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name of a cultivator remained as fallow land, we also provide figures for
the land actually listed with a cultivator's name. Assuming Osrna~ton'~
conversions to be the more reliable the tabulation suggesis a range of
yields from 19760kg- from 159fields to around at least 22000 for all land.
Comparing these figures to the estimated yield of 19264based on the
verbally reported total of 4816kg income from khral.zhing we can see that
this latter figure approximates the minimum income estimated from the
document. There may be several reasons for this. Firstly, the allocation
of 70kg per monk may leave a substantial residue which might be placed
in the monastery storehouses and for which we were given no figure.
Secondly, should land be left fallow by agreement in some years then the
estimates of yield based on the d o c m e n t alone would be too large.
Thirdly, the number of monks actually present in the gompa and valid
recipients of the khral may not be identical with our list of sixty-five
names. Taking these possibilities in conjunctionwith the difficultiesover
converting figures as given into totals and yields we are perhaps
fortunate that a broad similarity at the lower end of our estimations has
emerged.
Table 20.1 The khral document of sTongde gompa (translatedby T. Rabgyas) (NB
20 te (bre) = 1 khal).
"The list of income due to sTongde gompa annually from various estates. These sums
to be received annually as from the Water-Bird year without lapse.
(Themonastery owns) 15fields for which 25 khal seed is alloca ted producingan income
for the monks in residence of 50 khal."
Individual farmers provide the following figures.
Farmer
In sequence
in the text:

Number
of fields

Seed
allocation
khal
bre.

Income
khal.

bre.
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5
4
1
2
1
2
1
2
2
5
1
2
1
2
1
2
1
2
1
2
1
2
I
2
4
4
2
4
159
224
mean = 1.4khal
1 74
249
mean = 1.43
1

I

Grand total
including .the
unallocated monastery
fields

9
8
10
4
10
4
10
4
9
4
10
4
10
4
10
4
10
4
10
4
10
4
4
2
15
494
mean = 3.1
15
544
mean = 3.13

-

One irregularity consists of 3 single fields sown with only 10 bre seed on which
alfalfawas listed as an additional crop. Yields from these fields were the lowest listed
(I khal. 10 te) presumably due to the cultivation of alfalfa.
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In summary then the document suggests that from some 159-174
fields sTongde gompa nets an income of some 5000-6000kg of produce
from a yield of about 22,000kg derived from at least 2500kg sown seed.
The document suggests a maximum of 249 khal seed sown (2490kg)
depending on rates of conversion. Taking a seed weight of one khal for
a kanal of land on average it follows that the monastery may own 249
kanals or 31 acres. From verbal information our estimate (above)
suggested about 34 acres; so we can perhaps reasonably infer that the
gompa owns something over 30 acres (12 ha) of cultivable land most of
which is hired out as khral.zhing.
The document (Table 20.1) also shows that some four cultivators
received exceptionally large numbers of fields thereby incurring the
obligation to pay a substantial interest annually. These four families (2
inshilingskit and one in Kumik and sTongde)with 31,30,20 and 15fields
respectively produced 104 khal or 38% of the khral and appear to have
cultivated a total of some 107 kanals (13.4 acres). A monk who in a
previous time had been responsible for the collection of grain affirmed
that four estates provided a major part of the monastic income from
some 17acres. He was speaking from memory and not from a document.
If on average a seed weight of one khal is sown per kanal then some
estimate of the sizes of single fields may be inferred from Table 20.1.The
numbers of fields with particular seed rates are shown in Table 20.3.
Table 20.2 Conversion to metric units of seed, yield and income from sTongde
khral.zhing according to whether the large monastic or smaller Kharubo is the instrument of measurement.

Total:

Seed sown
khral
yield
(khal x 4)

Total:
excluding
unallocated
fields

Seed sown
khral
yield (khal x 4)

Conversion 1.

Conversion 2.

(I khal = 15kg)

(1 khal = IOkg)

3360
7410
29640

Table 20.3 Seed rates for single fields of sTongde khral.zhing (from Table 1 to
nearest khal)
Khal
No. of fields

1

6

609
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Field sizes range from 1-5 kanals, most being 2-3 kanals.
After the harvest half the monks go up the Zangskar valley and the
other half go down it seeking donations of butter and grain by begging.
Everything received on this trip is exchanged into butter and each monk
receives a distribution of about 4 kg. The total amount of butter
distributed in this way must be about 260kg annually.
The main cash asset for the Gompa arises from funerals. On average
we were told this amounted to about Rs 3000 annually. In 1980 major
expenses had been incurred as all Gompas in Zangskar had contributed
to funding the visit of His Holiness the Dalai Lama to the valley and the
construction of a beautiful new temple building at Padum to house the
occasion (and which has since become a central office with accommodation for the Buddhist institutions of the whole valley). About Rs 6000 or
two years of cash income had been contributed by sTongde Gompa to
this venture.

Table 20.4

The financial obedientariee (8Nyer.p~)of eTongde gompa:
Twelve offices with 17 monk appointees.
Function

1. Chinyer

(sPyi.gNyer)
Guestmaster. General
administrator
2. Shingi
(Zhing.gi.gNyer.pa)
Administrator of lands
3. Gutor
(dGu.gTor.gNyer.pa)
Bursar for Winter
offering

4. Yarne (dByar.gNas_)
Bursar for Summer
Retreat
5. Monlam (sMon.lam_)
Bursar for the
petitionary prayers
6. Kangyur (bKn.'Gyur_)
Bursar for the
Kangyur readings

No.
Duration of
appointed appointment,

3
General monastic
bursar, chief
administrator and
guestmaster. Has charge
of buildings etc.
Has charge of
2
animals, fields,
butter acquisition
Has charge of the
I
winter retreat of
12th month.
Allocates jobs and
lay assistance
In charge of all
2
resources for Yarne
Resources for
Monlam

2

Resources for the
readings of old
and new sets of
scriptures

2
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7. Bum Nyerpa

8. Rupchud. (Ru.mChod )
Sang-du Bursar

9. Sojung (gSo.sByong )
Vowtaking Bursar
10. Dewa (sDe.pa )
New Year Bursar
I I. Gonzok (dGongs..
rDzogs)

12. Ganden Nalchor
nYe'-Pa
dGa.lDan.lNga.mChod

Readings of
Prajnaparamita Suha
Resources for the
empowennent
ceremonies of the
Gahuyasamaja
Tanha
Twice a month
Prayers and vows
New Year Festival
Memorial festival
on the 18th of
the 10th month
Festival of Tsong.
kha.pa Day. Duty
taken by Lobon

1

1

?
2

2

3

1

1 day
in year
1 day

1
1

3

days
in year

3. Monastic Bursars (gNyer.pa)and their financial duties

At sTongde Gompa the financial organization of the monastic cycle of
rituals was organized by some 13offices to which in some cases two or
even three monks were allocated (Table 20.4). These bursars and their
assistants were responsible for ensuring the availability of food-stuffsin
the form of daily teas (mang.ja) and meals (thuk.pa, phag.phag) for the
community of monks and also the materials essential for the ritual
(mainly tsarnpa and butter fir gTor.ma and butter or oil for lamps).
(i) The Chinyer Nyerpa (sPyi.gNyer)
The senior Chinyer is the monastery guestmaster and the holder of the
records of monastic loans and tithes (shar.to).
In 1980 the Chinyer allocated monastic land to his relative, Yishe
Katug of sTongde, so that one of his family might cultivate it for the
gompa. Yishe Katug had received 60kg barley seed, 30 wheat and lkg of
peas. Given a yield at the estimated sevenfold rate this should produce
around 420kg barley, 210kg wheat and 7kg peas (although when Henry
Osmaston was shown these fields they supported mainly thistles!). At
Shilingskit, 200kg of barley, wheat and pea seed in roughly equal
proportions was allocated producing approximately 1400kg mixed
grain and peas and there was a payment of 16khal barley grain to the
farmers for doing the cultivation ( i t . 160kg).From these transactions
some 2037kg mixed grains may have accrued to the monastery.
At sTongde 1 khal (IOkg seed) is assumed to be the amount used to
sow one kanal of land. We may infer therefore that around 9 kanal are
loaned in sTongde for cultivation, and some 20 kanal in ShilingsEt.
There is no land of this category at Kumik. The monastery may thus own
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about 29 kanals for loan to farmers in this way. This land is evidently in
addition to the khraJ.zhing.
The Chinyer uses his income of 2037kg mixed grain and peas in
supplying resources for numerous meals when the gompa is in session
(Table 20.5).He is particularly responsible for communal teas (mang.ja)
during the summer retreat and during certain communal jobs such as
snow clearance (say 10 times as a guess), white washing the buildings
and clearing water channels. He is busy supplying these requirements
on about 61 days of the year.
Quantitiesconsumed by 65 monks at a communal meal were reported
to be as follows:
Large communal tea
Small communal tea
Tsampa balls (phag.phag )
Wheat thug.pa (stew)
Rice Thug-pa

Butter 2kg. Tea 0.25
Butter lkg. Tea 0.125
Tsampa W k g
Wheat 16kg. Meat. Vegetable
Rice 16kg. Meat. Vegetable

From these conversions Table 20.5 allows us to estimate the total
quantities dispersed by the Chinyer during the year.
Butter
Tea
Tsarnpa
Wheat flour
Rice flour
In addition he must reckon on returning a loan of 108bo (1512kg)to the
gompa on retirement - this implies an annual reserve of 504kg grain. Of
the 2037kg of barley, wheat and peas some 700 goes into phag.phag and
thug.pa, 504 is the annual reserve and the residue (797)must be the
amount used in barter to obtain the substantial quantity of butter, tea,
meat and vegetables.

ii) The Zhing.gi.nyer.pa
The zhing.gi.nyer.pa is in charge of monastery livestock, lands and the
collection of khral. He has two assistants one of whom is responsible for
the animals and certain meals. sTongde Gompa only owns a few
animals, 6 dzomo, and 4 garmo (calves of dzomo x yak cows), a total of
10animals.These animals are looked after by a family at Abrang near the
Pensi-La where there is good summer grazing. against a payment of
RslOO taken from central funds for the winter care. The monastery
receives l00kg butter per year from these animals, this being collected
by the Nyerpa. Apparently sheep and goats are not owned by the Gompa
and the clothing needs of monks are met by them individually. The
Nyerpa also travels over the Himalaya to Padar by way of the Umasi-la
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in search of butter. Butter is handed to the Chinyer Nyerpa on return to
the Gompa. In 1980 he brought 14kg of butter from Padar on his back
paying 30Rs per kilo.
When the Prajnaparamita Sutra (Bum) is recited for 7 days he is
responsible for the 3 communal teas, a papa and a thugpa per day; the
quantities reported being a little smaller than for other such meals. Dry
cheese is also supplied. At Gutor (3rd of 12th)he gives 3 teas, a papa and
a tukpa. He is also responsible for the distribution of 70kg grains to each
monk when he gets the revenue from the khra1.p~.Whatever is left over
is kept in the storehouse in Peyu and may be sold to villagers for Gompa
repair money.
Table 20.5 Annual expenditure of Chinyer Nyerpa in numbers of meals
Event

Days

Mang.ja*

Thug.pae* Rice
Thug.pa

-

New Year
Gutor
Galden Nalchos
Summer Retreat
Water channel
clearance

1
I
2
45
1

2

White washing
of Gompa
Snow clearance

I

1

lQ
hl

lQ

1

-

u

Phag.phug
(pa.pa)

Return
of float
(reserve)

1 +4kg
butter

-

2

-

1+1
bowl
tsampa

u
1

Li

504kg
mixed
grain

* Mang.ja ="Many-tea'' i.e. 'Tea for the Assembly'
" Thug.pa Sometimes called 'Jam', the honorific term for the same f w d .

(iii) The dByar.gNas.Nyer.pa (Yarnes)
The main job of this nyerpa is to accumulate the resources to cover the
one and a half month long summer retreat. Altogether he obtains a grand
total of about 1525kg of grain from the villagers of Kumik, sTongde,
Shilingskit, Tzazar, Rinam and Upti. We photographed a book which
provided details of the loans based upon which most of this income is
obtained. The book is of considerable interest.
The Yarnes loan book lists the names of villages, heads of families and
the loan provided by the monastery fromwhich 25% interest k received
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in husked barley grain. Table 20.6 shows the breakdown of the details.
102 families at some time in the past received loans mostly in the sum of
4 khals of (seed) grain but also some of smaller quantities measured in
Bos and Bre and one loan of three rupees.
The age of these loans is not clear to us but they seem to be the
continuation in kind rather than in currency of the loans of 1silver coin
(Edward VII) to each family in Kumik, sTongde, Shilingskit and Tzazar
made by the famous monk Namkar Jolden of Jopa Namgyal's family in
the early years of this century. The understanding was that 1khal would
be paid by each family annually for the annual holding of the Yarnes
retreat by the monks. It seems likely that Yarnes was not held prior to the
establishment of this funding arrangement.
The families come mainly from the three sponsoring villages of
sTongde, Kumik and Shilingskit (60 families) but there are also 10
families in Tzazar, 15 in Zangla, 3 in Rinam, 4 in Pipiting and 4 and 2 as
far away as Shun and Yulkar. There are 2 families in Padum one of which
is Muslim. The village named as Shilapha (1)is presumably Shila and
'U.sti.sra.bhi may be Upti (4). Thus some 45 families, including a few
outside the valley in the Tsarap and Lingti river systems, have taken or
inherited loans in addition to those in the three main sponsoring villages.
The list of loans produces a grand total of 324 khal, 4 bo and 10bre (dej)
with an additional 3 rupees. Converting these figures (1khal = lOkg here)
produces 3356.5kg of loaned grain on which at 25% a return of 839.126
- say 840kg would be expected annually.
In the same booklet is a list of loins the interest from which provides
communal teas (mang.ja) for the reheat. A total of 19subscribing families
from sTongde (8), Kumik (I), Shilingskit (I), Shila (2), Sha-de (4) and
another unidentified village (3)hold loans totalling 35 khal, 2 bo, 12bre,
1rupee and 32 m a s . The 96kg grain from the interest (25% on 384.4kg)
is used for conversion into butter and tea.
Summing the income from both loans we have a total of 3741kg grain
yielding on 25% interest about 935.25kg grain for the retreat. In addition
the Nyerpa received 1khal per monk in residence which in 1980 would
have produced 65 khal or 650kg approximately. Furthermore at the start
of his office he receives a 30 khal float which he lends out at 25% to yield
75kg.
In sum therefore he receives
Loan lists - Interest:
Monk's levy
Interest on float

Allowing for additional interest on the small cash loans the grand total
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may be around 1665kg, varying with the number of monks in residence.
If 65 monks are in residence consuming a half kg tsampaeach per day
(as reported at Phugtal) then this supply should last at least 50 days quite enough to cover the 41 days of Yarnes.
However, the Nyerpa is said to expend 5 khal(59kg) in giving beer to
the workers for roasting and grinding tsampa and must allocate 10 khal
(100kg)on an annual basis to return the float. He is said to convert 460kg
of barley to other commodities as follows:
30 khals (300kg) for 38kg butter
4 khals (40kg) for 4kg tea
8 khals (80kg) for meat
4 khals (40kg) for dried cheese, salt.
The total barley allocated to costs, conversion and return of float
comes to 619kg leaving 1041.25kg for grinding into tsampa or exchange
for wheat flour. At the rates we were given this should last the monks
some 32 days leaving some 10 days to be covered. Allowing for
approximation in these estimates and variation in the numbers of
participating monks the figures suggest that the expenditure probably
balances the income without leaving a surplus.

Table 20.6 Summary of Yarnes account book. Originally the Gompa gave a loan
of say 4 khals Barley to a family at an annual interest of 25%-the income
to be used to finance the Summer Retreat.
A. Yarnes list of loans
sTongde

35 families

29 x 4
1x3
5x1

116 khal.
3
I

m

Total
Kurnik

20 families

Shilingskit

5 families

17x4
2x7
1x1

68
14
1
83
8
4 Bo

Total
2x4
2x1
1x2

Total
Tzazar
Shilapha
(= Shi.la ?)
Zangla

10 families

10x4

1 family
15 families

1 khal.
6x4

Bo

8 Khal. +

4 Bo

khal.
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Rinam

3 families

1x 3
3x2
5x1

3
6
5

Total

39

2x4
1x1

8

+ 10 Bre. 1

9 khal. +

Total

10 Bre
1

Padum
Padum
(Husain)
Pipiting
? Upti
Y ukar
Shun

1 family
4 families
4 families
2 families
4 families

Total loan

102 families

1x 2
4x1
4x3
2x2
1x2
3 x 1 Rupee

2
4
12
4
2

3 Rs.

Khal.
Bo.
Bre
Rupees

324
4
10
3
839.kg

Ix 11 khal.
2 x 3 khal.

I 1khal.
6

Total

lz

5x2
1x3
1x1

10
3
1

Total

19 + 12 Dq.

Ix 1 Rs.
1 x 2 khal
1x1
1x1
1 x2Bo.
4 x 8 Annas?
35 khal.

1Rupee
2 khal
1
1
2 Bo.

Expected return (25%)

B.

= 3356.kg

Mane.la list of loans

Village?

3 families

sTongde

7 families

sTongde (Gara.)
Kumik
1 family
Shilingskit 1 family
Shila2 families
Sha-de

4

Total loan

19 families

{ ;:?.

32 Annas

(= Bre)

1 Rupee. 32 Annas?

Expected return (25%)

96kg

The Yarne nyerpa keeps no written accounts of these transactions but
he has to report on the state of his accountancy to the Shung. The villagers
bring their returns on loans to the gompa itself whereupon the Nyerpa
arranges a chang party for them. During the retreat the nyerpa and his
assistant are responsible for all monastic expenditure attributable to the
retreat and for regulating the supplies to the cooks. If there is an
overexpenditure the nyerpa has to bear the cost.
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(iv)The dGu.gTor Nyerpa
This obedientiary is appointed for two years with the prime responsibility of raising the materials for offerings and meals during the winter
retreat from the 26-30th of the 12th month. He does this by collecting
donations in villages after making an appeal. He allocates certain jobs to
other monks and manages the lay assistance in the gompa. We were
given details of his expenditure:
26th of 12th month Preparations of offerings (gTor.ma ) utilising 14kg
barley flour (tsampa)and lkg of butter. Tea and tsampa is given to those
who prepare the offerings. All the monks assemble in the Dukhang
where they enjoy a communal tea and papa. Total expenditure for the
day: Barley flour %kg, Butter 3kg. Tea 0.25kg.
27th-30th Three communal teas, one papa, one wheat tukpa and one rice
tukpa are provided per monk per day. This adds up to 12teas, and meals
over four days. The papa on this occasion is large requiring 40kg Barley
flour oneach occasion. 8kg of rice and 16kgwheat are used on each tukpa
serving to the monks.
The total expenditure on all these days amounts to:
Tsampa
Wheat flour
Rice
Butter
Tea
In addition he distributes about lOORs among the assembled monks. All
these supplies he has obtained directly or by exchanges of materials in
the villages.
(v) sMon.lam Nyerpa
Monlam, a cycle of aspirational prayers, is performed soon after New
Year and at sTongde it lasts some twelve days. A senior and a junior
nyerpa are appointed to gather the requisites for this retreat. Attendance
at some of the annual rituals is not obligatory for these men so that they
may travel to obtain donations from families all over Zangskar and
especially fromrelatives.The office is an important one and once a monk
has been appointed as the senior nyerpa he will not be asked to do this
particular job again. After the last communal tea on each dav of Monlam
the senior nyerpa has to pesent a statement of accountsfor that day.
he does in the form of a chant after which the document is burnt.
Normally the statement is not questioned. If a profit is made for the total
period then the monks are fed communally for further days or surplus
money is paid to the Chinyer. If a loss is made then it must be made up
personally so that the initial float may be returned.
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The gompa reserves a float of Rs 1700 for Monlam which is given to
the senior nyerpa. He may use this sum to initiate trading in commodities
so that he may accumulate whatever is needed. The float is returned at
the end of his two years of office.The donations collected are in the form
of barley which is exchanged to obtain the various commoditiesneeded.
Transportation is carried out by his own family or friends.
In 1980 the expenditure at Monlam was said to be:
Tsampa
Butter
Tea
Rice
Dried Cheese

110 khal
16kg
12kg
42kg
IOkg.

( = 1l00kg approximately)
( = 120kg barley)
( = 120kg barley)

In addition some 40Rs is distributed to each monk - i.e. for 65 monks
about Rs 2600.
It would seem that donations of the order of 2000kg barley grain
would be expected and that some skilful trading would be required to
cover the cash distribution to the monks and an annual requirement of
about Rs850 to cover the float.
(vi) Bum Nyerpa
Three days of recitation of this scripture (a Prajnaparamita Sutra) are
covered by collecting tsampa and butter from village sponsors. One
kilogram of butter is donated by the Zhing.gi nyerpa.
The expenditure is 3 communal teas, one papa and one tukpa on each
day amounting to approximately 18kg butter, 2.25 tea, 105kg
tsampa and 48kg wheat flour.
(vii) The bKa.'Gyur Nyerpas (Kangyur)
There are two readings of the Kangyur - the new text (printed)and the
old handwritten one. Correspondingly there are two of these Nyerpas
each of which holds office for one year.
New Kangyur reading: a capital float of Rs 420 and 40kg barley is
supplied. In addition the Zhing.gi Nyerpa donates 4kg butter. The
Nyerpa may use his float in trade or exchange but at the end of the the
year it must be returned. On each day of the two days of reading 2
communal teas, 1papa (phag.phag)(communaleating of balls of tsampa),
1thug.pa (communalstew) and a communal drinking of sweet tea occur.
The requirements are: 4kg butter, I kg tea, 0.5kg salt for the teas which
evidently have less butter than those of the winter gathering, 90kg
tsampa for papa with curd donated by the village, 60kg wheat with 0.5kg
cheese and some vegetables for thug-pa and 2kg sugar and 1/4kg tea for
sweet tea.
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The old reading is financed on a 150kg interest from rupee loans and a
float of Rs 50 used for trade or loans. The same items as for the New
Kangyur reading are required. Generally 75kg of the barley flour is
ground to tsampa and 75kg exchanged for butter.
viii) The Ru.mChod Nyerpa
To cover the performance of the 3 day Gahuyasamaj tantra the nyerpa
receives Rs 200 as a float from the Gompa. His accounts are as follows:
Income
Interest on loans 150kg
of barley

Expenditure
(No. meals)

Equivalent
materials

3 x 4 = 12 teas

3 x 8kg butter
= 24kg
3 x 30kg barley
= 90kg
3 x 16kg wheat
= 58kg

3 Papa
Exchanges 300kg barley
8kg butter
Rs 100
Donations) 8kg butter
from )
relatives) Rs 30

3 thugpa.
1 Sweet tea
100 tsoks

1.25 tea
1-3kg sugar

100 Rs.Annual
rate for repayment

This expenditure is based on the acquisition of 450kg Barley, 16kgButter
and Rs 30, through the utilization of the Rs 200 float which has to be
repaid over two years.

(ix) gSo.sByong Nyerpa
The communal teas at sojung are smaller than others amounting to 1
kg butter and 1/8kg tea. The nyerpa receives a float of IOORs and must
obtain resources from relatives or through his own trading in commodities obtained with the float. As there are 24 sojung ceremonies in the year
he requires 24kg butter, 3kg tea and the returnable float (33Rs annual
value).
(x) dGongs.rDzogs. (Gonzok) Nyerpa

This nyerpa functions for one day only, the 18th of the 10th month
when the death of Namkar Jolden is commemorated. A fixed loan in
barley has been advanced to villagers in sTongde, Kumik and Shilingskit
which yields lOOkg barley in interest to the Nyerpa. Of this 30kg is
converted to tsampa and 70kg converted to 8kg butter, 1.5kg tea and
14kg wheat flour. These are utilised in communal teas, one papa and one
wheat flour tukpa eaten during the ceremonies.
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(xi) sDe.pa (Dewa) Nyerpa
This bursar is responsible for the New Year festival, one day of
Ganden Naljor (21st-26th of 10th month) and for the entertainment of
outside guests such as the Patwari, District Commissioner, Tehsildar
and official visitors during the year, (say 3 days per month) also for 2
communal teas during each day of snowfall (say 10 days).
He collects revenue from an estate owned by Ngari Rimpoche called
Shunghang. It yields 1200kg of mixed barley, wheat and peas. He
expends this in the form of 1 tukpa, 1communal tea for New Year and
the 2 communal teas, 1papa, and one wheat tukpa (jam)on the 23rd of
the 10th month,

i.e. 26 monastic teas
I Papa
2 wheat tukpa

)

1
1

52kg butter
6.5kg tea
28kg wheat flour
40kg tsampa

There seems to be a considerable reserve for entertainment of guests.
(xii) Lobon for Ganden Naljor
On one day of this festival the Lobon acts as Nyerpa taking supplies
from monastic stock (2 communal teas, 1tukpa, 1papa = Butter 4kg, Tea
0.5kg, Wheat flour 16kg, Barley flour 30kg approximately).
Firewood at sTongde
In the 6th month the monks run an expedition over the sTongde-la of
several days duration. In the limestone gorge between the pass and Shade there is some scrub and here firewood can be collected for communal
and personal use. Each monk under 60 years must collect 20 kilos for the
monastery. In the 9th month each monk under 60 must collect 40 kilos
and in the 4th month all sponsoring families contribute about 20kg wood
each for the monastery. Adding all this up suggests that the annual
consumption of firewood of the monastery must be of the order of
4440kg made up as follows:
1) 20kg x no monks over 60 - approximately 200 kg
2) 40kg x no monks under 60 - approximately 2200kg
3) 20kg x no sponsor families approximately 2040 (102 families from
Table 20.6).
4. An attempt at a balance sheet for sTongde Gompa

Tables 20.7, 20.8 and 20.9 summarise the details of the incomes in
commodities and in cash received by the various nyerpas to cover their
expenditure during the events for which they are responsible.
We see from Tables 20.7 and 20.8 that the bulk of the income consists
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in Barley grain or mixed Barley and Peas. This is derived very largely
from the monastic capital resources in land (66% of total nyerpa income)
or interest on loans (9.6%).The remaining 24.4% comes from donations
(17.3%), a levy on the monks (4.7%) and the annual allocation of floats
(1.9%). The income in butter from the monastery's own animals and
trading is only 41% of the butter requirement of the gompa and incomes
in wheat and in cash are very small.
The income to each nyerpa includes a float in cash or grain with which
he may initiate trading or commodity exchange. Each 'float' is a proportion of the total sum set aside for the purpose and which is based upon
gompa reserves derived originally from khral.zhing. So far as dried grain
and pea is concerned the reserve is stored in a small warehouse in Peyu
said once to have been a stable for King Raduk's horses. The value of the
float made available for 15worklyears of nyerpa activity (Table 20.9) is
about Rs 2470 (1980 values) and 1852kgof grain mostly barley (value Rs
7408) giving a total monetary value of about Rs 9878. Of this the cash
distribution (Rs 2470) is allocated to five nyerpa categories covering a
total of 9 work/years, mean annual value therefore being Rs 274. The
grain float to three nyerpa categories of 1852kg covers 7 work/years at
a mean annual value of 265kg. In any one year the value to be set aside
for return on Rupee floats amounts to Rs 1453 (i.e. value of loan
returnable/No. of years of use) and on grain floats 644kg (Rs2576)giving
a total value of Rs 4029 to be reserved annually. It is this sum which the
nyerpas must accumulate on average per annum against their returns of
loan. The organization of the floats is probably controlled by the
sPyi.gNyer.pa and it seems that no interest is charged.
The activities of the Nyerpas in trade, in barter, in receiving donations
from relatives and from 'begging' produces the quantities of various
commodities utilised for meals in the monastic retreats and rituals
(Table 20.7).These requirements are simple: tsampa, wheat flour, butter,
tea and some meat being the staples, with some rice, sugar and fruit as
imported delicacies. A brief glance at the analyses of income and
expenditure shows that the main processes involved must be the
exchange of barley for other food stuffsand the use of cash for purchases
used in trading or barter. Since some 74% of the grain income derives
from skilled use of monastic assets we can suggest that, given the present
economic arrangements, the monastery is self supporting and even
without donations could support a considerable proportion of its annual
rites. In fact monks are well well maintained by the monastic economy;
some 65 or so men receiving an annual distribution of about 4606kg
tsampa (80kg per monk enough for about 160 days) and some RS 2700
(Rs 42 per monk). We must not forget that monks also receive resources
from their families to maintain them in their inherited cells at times other
than communal retreats and that they spend quite a lot of time conducting
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(4kg from 2)

Barley 300 kg
Butter 10 kg
Rs 130

1200kg mixed
grains from Ngari
Rimpoche Estate.
13.
Totals

z
2.
n

(Supplies from 2)

Lobon
(1852kg)
(2470Rs)

7200kg

2037kg

114kg

1410kg

650kg

NB. Nyerpas by number: 1 - sPy.igNyer; 2 - Zhing.gi; 3 - dByar.gNas, 4 - dGu.gTor; 5 - sMon.lam;
6 - 'Bum; 7 - bKa.'Gyur 1; 8 - bKa.'Gyur 2; 9 - Ru.mchod; 10 - gSo.sByong; 1 1 - dGongs.rDzogs; 12 - sDe.pa; 13 - Lobon.

Barley 600'
Wheat 112
Grains 2105
Butter 112

-

3

3

w
a
a
E

s
z
s

-

s
9%m

Table 20.7B Quantity survey of the annual activities of sTongde Nyerpa. Expenditure:
Barley or
Mixed
grain
(kg)

Wheat

Rice

Butter

Tea

224
128
720
64

16

110
27
38
27
60?
18
4
4

14.75

32
42

48
60
60
58
24
14
28
16
Total

3481

1420

90

Sugar
etc.

4
3.2
12
2.25
1.55
1.25

40
8 Apricot
10 cheese

1.25

1-3 sugar?

24
3
8
52
4

1.5
6.5
0.5

408

48.75

Meat

80

Payments
for
Purchases,
and labour

Return of float,
Estimated
Annual value

160kg grain
420Rs
50kg

504kg grain
4606kg grain

50Rs
420Rs
40kg grain
lOORs
33Rs

112 cheese

210kg
420Rs.

Distribution to
monks

644kg barley
1453Rs.
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Table 20.8 Sources and commodities in annual accounts. (From Table 20.7).

Analysis of Income
Source

Barley or
mixed grain (kg)

Butter
(kg)

Money
(Rs)

Wheat
(kg)

7200
2037

Khral-zhing
Monastic land
Animals
Interest
Levy on Monks
Donations
Annual Float
allocation

265

Totals

13967

1410
650
2405

Analysis of Expenditure
(Including returns of floats)
Barley/Peas
Wheat
Rice
Butter
Tea
Meat
Accessories (Cheese, Salt, Sugar, Fruit)
Money

rituals for villagers and staying at home. They also benefit from
distributions following funeral ceremonies.
Table 20.10 provides an estimate of the number of meals for the
community supplied by the nyerpas in one year. About 180 days are
occuped with full monastic assembliesfor which communal supplies are
required. The other half of the year is largely spent in the acquisition of
these resources and participating in activities at the monks' natal homes.
Being a monk is not an uncomfortable activity; it is a well integrated and
resourced role in the social organization of the community.
Using rupee values of key commodities provided us at Phugtal
gompa in 1980 we can construct a financial balance sheet for sTongde
gompa (Table20.11).The approximate nature of this exercise must again
be stressed. Particularly, allowance for fluctuations in annual float
allocation around the mean of Rs1334 must be made. The accounts show
a slight excess in expenditure (Rs 4292) over reported inccme. This
defi.citwould be covered easily by sources of Nyerpa income which we
were not able to estimate individually. These sources are diverse and
include butter from begging in the valley after harvest, personal support
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Table 20.9 Analysis of 'float' transactions by seven nyerpa categories
A. Grain floats

Nyeva

Totals

Capital (kg)

loan
Annual
duration
return
(work-years) (kg)

1852

7

644

2470

9

1453

mean work year
value of loan

B. Rupee floats (Rs)

Totals
Notes:

I.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

274Rs

Accumulated duration of float initiated, Nyerpa activity = 15 workyears. Nyerpa 8 receives both grain and cash.
Total grain float value = Rs7408.
Annual return of grain value = 2576~s.
Total value on annual return = 4029Rs.
Total value of cash and grain = 9878Rs. Floats for 15 work-years.
Annual means work-year value of loans = 1334Rs. (1 kg grain = 4Rs.)

from family and relatives, produce from personal plots of land
(grua.zhing),fees from personal s e ~ c e (recitations,
s
prayer readings,
blessing ceremonies etc.) to families in sponsoring villages and perhaps
further afield and personal allocations from group performances at
funerals. We could not account for these various sources of nyerpa
income but conclude that resources such as these amply allow the
nyerpas to cover the deficit shown in our accounting attempts. Since
there are some 19 working nyerpas (Table 20.4) an even distribution of
the deficit per head would imply that each officer would have to obtain
about Rs 158 in a year to contribute his share. To be more precise; the
actual nyerpas responsible for returns of float amount to seven and the
mean requirement from these obedientairies would thereforebe Rs 613
- in practice of course the actual sums would be specific to the accounts
in default.It is readily recognised by the monks that an accounting short
fall has to be made good by an individual nyerpa responsible aided by
his relatives but that should he gain from his transactions he is in most
cases allowed to retain the profit.

Table 20.10 Utilisation of resources in community meals provided by the Nyerpa throughout the year for the 65 monks at sTongde Gompa
3\

N yerpa

Work
days

Chinycr
Shingcr
Yarnes
(;utor

61
8
45
6

Monlam
I3um
N e w Kangyur
Old Kangyur
Kupshud
Sojung
Gonzok
I3ewa
Lobon (for
Galdem Naljor)
Totals

Large
m a n g .ja

Small
m a n 8 .ja

Rice
thugpa

Swcct
Tea

phag .phag
(papa)

Misc.
additions

13
8 (Small)
45

-

3

4 x 40kg.
1 x 30kg.
12?
3
2
2
3

12
3
2
2
3
24
1
12

Ritual
gTormas

1OOTsok

1
180

5
-

Quantities
per community
meal

Wheat
thug.pa

Butter 2 Kg
Tea 0.25

-

-

- - - - --

--

Butter 1kg
Tea 0.125

1OOTsok

96

-- -

Wheat 16kg
flour, meat
vegetable

Rice 1'6+kg
meat/
vegetable

Tsampa
30-40kg
Say 35kg
on average
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Table 20.11 Annual balance of Nyerpa activity at rTongde Gompa in 19BO Rupee
values. (From Tables 20.7,20.8 and 20.9)
Income
Annual float aliocation
Barley (13627kg)
Butter
Wheat
Cash

Expenditure
1334
54508

2324
672
304

Annual reserve for float
return

4029

Cash distributions
Tsampa (B41kg)
Wheat
Butter
Tea
Rice

Meat
Misc

Total

63434

(Debit)

(4292)

z&G!

59142

Va1ues:Barley4Rs/kg. Wheat 6Rs/kg? Rice 7Rs/kg?
Tea 20Rs/kg. Butter 14Rs/kg. (More if purchased from Padar)
Meat bORs / kg.

5. Notes on the Economics of Phugtal gompa
At Phugtal we obtained much less information regarding the economic affairs of the gompa than we did at sTongde. This was partly
because we stayed there for less time and knew individual monks less
well. An additional reason, however, was the greater reluctance of both
villagers and monks in the Tsarap valley to discuss quantitativematters.
We had encountered this in an extreme form in Sha-de (see Ch. 7)and
the monks showed similar traits to those of their lay relatives. Nevertheless, an outline of some aspects of monastic accounting was obtained.
Monastic land, the ownership of which as shown in the 'Bo.Yig must
go back far into antiquity, is distributed throughout the many settlements from which the monk population is drawn. khral.zhing fields are
given to individual familiesin the same manner as at sTongde and a fixed
rent is due from each familyirrespectiveof their cultivation of the fields
or of the size of the harvest.
The tithe is collected by three officers who visit the villages for the
purpose, the Khenpo, the Yarnes Nyerpa and the Chinyer Nyerpa. They
collect a particular share which is brought back to the monastery.Certain
quantities are set aside for particular ceremonial occasions and the

Table 20.10 Utilisation of resources i n community meals provided by the Nyerpa throughout the year for t h e 65 m o n k s at s T o n g d e Gornpa
3

N yerpa

Work
days

Chinycr
Shingcr
Ya rnes
<;utor

61
8
45
6

Monlam

12
3
2
2
3
24
1
12

13um
New Kangyur
Old Kangyur
Kupshud
Sojung
Cionzok
Ilewa
Lobon (for
Chldern Naljor)

Totals
Quantities
per community
meal

La rgc
mang .ja

Small
m a ng .ja

Wheat
thug.pa

Rice
thug.pa

Swcet

Tea

phag.phag
(papa)
13
8 (Small)
45
5
4 x 40kg.
1 x 30kg.
12?
3
2
2
3

Misc.
additions

Ritual
gTormas

1OOTsok

1
180

5
Butter 2 Kg
Tea 0.25

Butter 1kg
Tea 0.125

Wheat 16kg
flour, meat
vegetable

Rice 1'6+kg
meat/
vegetable

1OOTsok

96

Tsampa
30-40kg
Say 35kg
on average
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Tabh 20.11 Annual balance of N y e ~ activity
a
at ~TongdeGompa in 1!lW Rupee
values. (From Tables 20.7,20.8 and 20.9)
Income
Annual float aliocation
Barley (13627kg)
Butter
Wheat
Cash

Expenditure
1334
54508

2324
672
304

Annual resewe for float
re-

4029

Cash distributiom
Tsampa (8941kg)
Wheat
Butter
Tea
Rice
Meat
Misc
Total

63434

(Debit)

(42e2)

59142
Va1ues:Barley 4Rs/ kg. Wheat 6Rs/ kg? Rice 7Rs/kg?
Tea 20Rs/kg. Butter 14Rs/kg. (More if purchased from Padar)
Meat 60Rs/ kg.

5. Notes on the Economics of Phugtal gompa
At Phugtal we obtained much less information regarding the economic affairs of the gompa than we did at sTongde. This was partly
because we stayed there for less time and knew individual monks less
well. An additional reason, however, was the greater reluctance of both
villagers and monks in the Tsarap valley to discuss quantitative matters.
We had encountered this in an extreme form in Sha-de (see Ch. 7) and
the monks showed similar traits to those of their lay relatives. Nevertheless, an outline of some aspects of monastic accounting was obtained.
Monastic land, the ownership of which as shown in the 'Bo.Yig must
go back far into antiquity, is distributed throughout the many settlements from which the monk population is drawn. khral.zhing fields are
given to individual familiesin the samemanner as at sTongde and a fixed
rent is due from each familyirrespectiveof their cultivation of the fields
or of the size of the harvest.
The tithe is collected by three officerswho visit the villages for the
purpose, the Khenpo, the Yames Nyerpa and the Chinyer Nyerpa. They
collect a particular share which is brought back to the monastery. Certain
quantities are set aside for particular ceremonial occasions and the
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residue is then distributed among the individual monks. As one example, the village of Sha-de with its four familiescontributes 30 khal to
the overall collection. The Phugtal monks do not have individual
p a . z h i n g fields allocated for their support by their families. This is
because of the general shortage of agricultural land in the upper valleys
and to their high altitude which limits cultivation. Instead, there is an
allocation of animals so dairy produce rather than cereals comprises
their main income. Monks therefore own a goat or occasionally a yak,
from which butter and sometimes meat is obtained.
We were told that monks owned some thirty goats as g n u . zhing and
that collectively the monastery owned twenty-five goats which were
looked after by particular families. Three dim0 were also owned. The
yields of butter from these animals were measured in nya-ga of which
6 were said to equal one kilogram. The goats produced five nya-ga of
butter each so that the total income from these animals amounted to 150
(25kg) and 125 nya-gas (20.8kg) from the individually and collectively
owned goats respectively.The three dimo evidently produced 51kg each
-hence 25.5kg of butter. There were in addition donations of 15kgbutter.
The total income from these sources thus appears to be about 86.3kg
butter most of which comes from goats. The Yarnes Nyerpa has the job
of collecting all the butter whether from donation, or individually or
collectively owned animals.
We were present at Phugtal during the reading of the Kangyur and
were given figures concerning the daily expenditure during that assembly. About 50 monks were present and the meals provided by the
communal kitchen per day were five communal teas, one papa and a yak
meat or vegetable stew. The early morning tea required 0.5kg tea, 2-3kg
butter, 20 grams salt and 6 gallons of water. The total quantities for one
day's teas thus came to 2.5kg tea, 15kgbutter and 30 gallons of water. The
papa required 25kg of tsampa per day and the yak soup used 1kilo of
meat.
We were given some rupee equivalents of these quantities. These
worked out at the following figures for one day:
According to our informant a monk would consume half a kg of
tsampa per day as his main meal. The cost of tea varied depending upon
its origin. If a trader sold them tea brought in from India it cost 10Rs per
kilo. However, if a monk fetched it from Padum it cost 15 Rs or 10 Rs if
fetched from Manali or some town in Lahoul and brought in over the
Shingo-la. Therefore:
Butter
Tea
Tsampa
Meat

15kg at 14 Rs per kilo
2.5kg at 20 per kilo
25kg at 4 per kilo
I kilo

-

600 Rs
50 Rs
100 Rs
60 Rs
&lQ Rs
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6. Summary and Conclusions
The economics of sTongde gompa are based on its quite substantial
acreage which is farmed by cultivators who sponsor the monastery. h
addition, interest on loans to villagers produces a further income. Much
of this income is provided in the form of cereal grain and peas, part of
which is then bartered for other commodities. There is also a cash
reserve; but monetary transactions rather than barter are probably of
recent origin. Since 1980 tourist fees have begun to generate a useful
income in cash for the monasteries.
The resources of the monastery are utilised to support the religious
community during periods of retreat and during the performance of
monastic ritual. A reserve is kept for the repair of the communal halls
and to support the floats given to the nyerpas. Accountancy seems to be
quite precise as it is in the interest of the obedientiaries in charge of the
major communal ceremonies to ensure that their individual accounts at
least balance or end in a surplus in which they may have a legitimate
interest. There are however no long-standing written ledgers.
The flexibility of the system is revealed by the way in which separate
ceremonies are independently financed, the funds being operated in a
variety of different ways. A substantial reserve allows the individual
bursars to receive 'floats' to initiate their bartering and trading at which
many of them are doubtless skilled. Should one nyerpa fail in his task the
only result would be the omission of a ceremony for that year; but this
is an event that would probably not be allowed to happen. It is clear that
the work put into the maintenance of this system by the elected
obedientaries is very substantial and necessitates a considerableengagement with 'the world'.
The community of monks is flexible in another way. Each monk lives
in a cell (sag )that belongs to his family and is maintained by him. Only
the communal halls appear to belong to the community as such. Furthermore, apart from during the gompa assemblies, a monk utilises provisions supplied to him by his relatives and must do this to remain a
member of the gompa upon which he is not therefore dependent; and
which in turn is not dependent on his presence. The monk is thus enabled
to maintain a relatively unattached life not wholly dependent upon
either monastery nor family yet sustained by the interaction of the two.
This pattern of sustenance lacking overcontrolling personal dependencies is plausibly an important basis for his development of detachment
and equanimity (Goldsteinand Tsarong, 1985).The number of monks in
a gompa may furthermore fluctuate considerably without causing
serious damage to its social organization or activities. It is this that allows
the monks to maintain substantial roles in the everyday lives of their
families - even to the extent of returning to the fanning community on
the death of a brother if their services are sorely needed.
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The interdependence of village and monastery is made very clear
when their economic relationship is examined. Whatever the practical
(demographic)and ideological (cultural)value that the monastery may
have for its sponsors, it is certainly well maintained by them. It is not a
social structure separate from the local community; the monk remains
in many ways a villager and k s relatives support him in providing them
with the merit making opportunities that play so vital a role in their
moral orientation to each other and the natural world.
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CHAPTER TWENTY-ONE

THE ESSENTIAL INSIGHT:
A STUDY OF THE CENTRAL THEME IN THE
PHILOSOPHICAL TRAINING OF MAHAYANIST
MONKS

1. Philosophy in Zangskar
2. Textual analysis of a philosophical poem
3. Translation: "A carefully prepared appreciation of the Buddha's
exposition of the Law of Dependent Origination" (the short
version of Legs.bShad.sNying.po)
4. The meaning and power of the Law of Dependent Origination
5. Buddhist critical philosophy and the dialectical reduction of all
analytical ideas to absurdity
6. The Bodhisattva's way
7. Conclusion
8. References
1. Philosophy in Zangskar
Returning from Phugtal Gompa to Padum in the summer of 1980, our.
party had met the only scholar of repute then resident in Zangskar,
Geshe Chopel Yangtsen (see Ch. 19). Seated by a streamside in remote
country, our conversation touched upon the higher reaches of MahLyana
philosophy which are still accessible to any villager who chooses with
perspicacity and motivation the path of scholarship within the monastery. To a limited degree ideas from this most elevated of higher
educations percolate into the minds and motivations of all literate
villagers, for some of the crucial texts are easily available in the family
and monastic libraries of the Zangskar valley.
On our parting from Geshe Chopel he had suggested that we should
read Candrakirti, "the finest of philosophers", and soon the two of us
were in deep peripatetic conversation about the basic ideas of Mahayha
thought. In spite of the remoteness of Zangskar from the seats of higher
learning in Tibet, the valley has been the home of eminent scholars in the
past and the Gelugpa monasteries are currently making provision for the
accommodation of men with doctorates in philosophy ('geshes') who
will return to the valley after training in south India.
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It would be misleading therefore if we recorded in this book only the
folkways of Zangskar without reference to the "Great Tradition" of
Buddhist thought which underlies the philosophical orientation of
monks - especially those of the Gelugpa sect. Abstruse as some of these
ideas are, it is the goal of monks to achieve an experiential realization of
their content in personal life. Villagers related to monks are also often
aware of this dimension of their culture in ways not apparent in casual
conversation.
Tashi Rabgyas, himself a villager from the Indus valley, had travelled
in his youth to Lhasa and received teachings from H.H. the Dalai Lama.
Our conversations reached deeply into the heart of Buddhist thought
and we decided to provide an account of these discussions by way of a
commentary on a translation of a short philosophical text - a key
document in the training of any monk. Tashi provided the basic
translation of a work by Tson-kha-pa, the founder of the Gelugpa sect,
and we polished the English and prepared the commentary in collaboration. We are indebted to the Lobon of Spituk Monastery, Lobsang
Tsepel of the Thog. Thogfamily at Leh (Ch.23),likewise therefore the son
of a villager and a kha.chen (Professor of Religion) of Tashi Lhumpo
Monastery for a discussion of the text and to Dr. Paul Williams (Bristol
University) for comments on the translation.
Central to an understanding of Buddhism is the idea of 'emptiness',
a concept moreover that evokes striking resonance today in the work of
somecontemporary Western thinkers (Capra, 1976; Bohm, 1983; Crook,
1980, Crook & Fontana, 1990). Yet, because its chief significance is
experiential, necessitating some proficiency in meditation, 'emptiness'
is not easily understood by Western intellectuals who lack this basis.
Indeed, Tibetan teachings stress the dangers of attempting to teach it to
unprepared minds since miscomprehension may foster the false view
that Buddhism is at base nihilistic.
In this short work we have attempted a personal evaluation of the
meaning to be drawn from this concept expressed so far as possible in
a Western idiom. This is thereforea workof interpretation, an exposition
rather than a direct representation or translation of the tradition itself.
It is intended to be of use to Westerners attempting to grasp the range
of thought excited by this concept1. For those requiring a more traditional approach, the best introduction is now J. Hopkins' (1983)remarkable study of key works and scholars will want to examine other
contemporary writers in the field of Tibetan literature (see for example
Murti, 1955; Rabten, 1983; Ramaran, 1978; Wallace, 1980; Wayman,
1978; Williams, 1980,1982, 1983, etc.).
2. Textual analysis of a philosophical poem

The text chosen for study is Tson-kha-pa's appreciation of emptiness
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as an expression of the Law.of Dependent Origination. It comprises a
collection of fifty four-line stanzas in an elegant and sparsely worded
Tibetan. Due to the great difference in the word order and sentence
structure of Tibetan and English, no particular line in the English
rendering necessarily represents the same line of the Tibetan stanza.
Tibetan ideas are often expressed in very compact forms so that in a
number of stanzas more than a single group of four lines is needed to
represent in English the content of a stanza. We have tried to maintain
the four-line form to give some notion of the pithy brevity of these verses
which nonetheless express ideas of great profundity.
The poem is a reflective rather than an analytical work, an appreciation of a philosophy rather than its presentation. And this becomes clear
as one reads it through: verses of contrasting import succeed one
another often with rather little sequential connection and key ideas are
expressed more than once in varying ways in different verses.
The stanzas can be classified into fivedifferent categoriesbased upon
their intention. These are listed together with the numbers of the stanzas
involved.
1. 4. 7. 8. 17. 33. 34. 37 44.
Total 9.
2. 6. 20. 21. 24-27. 30. 35.
Stanzas describing the effect
Total 10.
of understanding the Law.
5. 9. 10-14. 18. 22. 23.
Statements summarizing the
Total
10.
Law itself.
3. 15. 16. 19. 28. 29. 31.
Reflective soliloquy on the
32. 36. 38-46. Total 18.
blindness of men including the writer.
Exhortation and dedication to future work. 47-50. Total 4.

(I) Stanzas in homage of the Buddha.
(2)
(3)

(4)
(5)

The heart of the poem is the group of stanzas that summarises the
principleof dependent originationitself(prati~a-samutpada).The Law
is first stated in its most paradoxical form in stanza 5. In 9-24 there is an
extensive development of the initial statement based very clearly in the
texts of the Prajiiaparamita and the commentaries of NlgBjuna. The
paradoxical nature of reality becomes apparent as soon as one realises
that nothing exists independently from anything else and that all things
are temporary phenomena subject to change in dependence upon
processes inherent in their formation. When one goes in quest of the
nature of an object, it dissolves into components which themselves
dissolve into component processes that comprise the causal system for
their appearance. This interdependence, this non-particularityof things,
comprises the suchness of a world that is "empty" ( S ~ y aof) particularity and permanence. If there was no interdependence the world would
fail to show movement: if there was nothing at all no phenomena would
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have arisen. Universal appearance is ultimately like the show of a
magician or a dream.
The Law isnot easily understood yet the advantages of understanding
it are great. These are described in some ten stanzas. Harmful ignorance
produces a tendency to become rigidly attached to concepts and to
things and to use them to support the erroneous impression that one is
oneself a permanent entity. A comprehension of the relativity of all
things lessens this egoistic tendency through a corrective humility and
acceptance. Children see things as either there or not, a thoughtful
analysis of cognition reveals the rigid attachment we have to words and
ideals. Once such a static mentality opens up to change and relinquishes
the attachment to ideas of permanence, the mind is relieved of a certain
fear and finds peace. One neither exaggerates the presence or absence
of a concept or thing. Instead, the relatively of things and the processes
of appearance become the topics of clear-sighted discourse. Even those
with partial understanding can discover the bliss of insight and find their
way eventually to Buddhahood.
Tson-kha-pa again and again reflects on the blindness of the ignorance
which binds egoistic persons to limiting ideas. Even intelligent men may
be unable to grasp the meaning of the Law and, although the Buddha's
words roaring in the assembly make it plain, yet still people misunderstand the paradox and find the Law contradictory. Those attached to
things and concepts may not be able even to talk of emptiness let alone
explore its meaning. In following teachings which promote notions of
permanence, the idea of the ego is liable to be enhanced, causing the pain
of attachment. Even men intelligent enough to appreciate the contrast
between a conventional and an ultimate perspective may not understand the Law.
Reflecting on his own person, Tson-kha-pa reminds himself sadly
how many years it has taken him to understand the essential principle.
Although a monk for many years, he had not truly grasped the teachings.
He regrets that he had never heard the Buddha's voice yet he rejoices to
think that once he had come to understanding he was like a fish held to
the line by a strong hook. As he follows the teachings his sadness is
reduced, the Buddha mind comes to him, cooling his sorrow like one
rejoicing in moonlight. He acknowledges gratefully that without his
teachers he would never have found the way and he rejoices in his
instruction in the philosophy of Naga rjuna and Candrakirti. He ends by
dedicating his learning,his homelessness,his manhood to practising the
Middle Way and to ensuring that the hard-won teachings of the Buddha
flourish and spread. In stanzas distributed throughout the poem he
bows in homage to the Buddha and he ends by calling upon the great
protective deities, those forces of the mind that guard the good, to aid
with care his well-intentioned work.

3.

A translation of the shorter work by Tson-kha-paentitled "A carefully prepared appreciation of the Buddhas's
exposition of the Law of Dependent Origination" (Legs.bShad.sNying.po)

- yet it appears
due to its own causation,
there is nothing morefar-reaching
than this insight which you teach.

1. I bow to Buddha
the supreme and omniscient teacher
who having understood the Law
preached it to us.
2. ignorance is the root
of the World's fnilings
but once this Law is understood
its irtpuence is dispelled.

6. That which strengthens the beli4of children
that either things are or they are not
the wise man uses
to break the entangling net o f words.

3. Why is it
that even an intelligent man
cannot grasp the Law
as the essence of your teaching?

7.

4.

What can wefind more wonderful
than this your statement ofthe Law?
0 Buddha -from the beginning
we should admire you.

5. The Law says Whatsoever exists
is of its sev-nature
void -

You alone expressed this truth
fir no one else has made it clear
Instead o f 1ions
other teachers are but fixes.

8. Homage to the Teacher,
wonderJu1 speaker, leader #people.
Homage to him
who so well expounds the Law.
9. The Law is Emptiness,

Emptiness o f self is the essence # the Law.
Great Ben@ctor: you told us this
fir the bent@ #living beings!
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- Although the essence of this Law is Emptiness,
the support that mutually interacting causes
show in the production of phenomena
is never undermined.

13. Should something exist

in its own nature independently
there could be no causal @tors
to explain its being.

10. To grasp the meaning we should know

Things cannot exist
without mutual relations,
phenomena occur when
fnctors support one another.

11. Should we understand it otherwise

Since this is true
ofall thefactors also
You perceive at once
that everything is empty.

the causes of phenomena are themselves
quite empty: there is no contradiction here
between their Action and the natural Void.

you say that either Void
or Action
must collapse;
For if nothing exists at all
then no things can arise
but Fall is seen as substance
then Void is not perceived.
12. This is why your teaching @the LAW
has been so well received;

Nothing either is or is not
existent by it@
Nothing exists without relationships
fbt lack cf interdependence
w u l d be like apozoet
in the sky.

14. I f things existed o f themselves,

phenomena thus becoming solid,
Nirvana would not be possible
since speaking could not cease.
15. This you have said

again and again with your voice
roaring in the corrJerences@wise men.
Who can oppose it?
16. In itsefthere is no sef-nature,

appearances arise dependently.
Who can say they find
a contradiction here?

17. Since in dependencies all things arise

you do nut support extremist views
that things existent are or not,
0 Saviour - indeed a supreme statement!
18. Phenomena are void @seY
and yet a seed will always yield its fiuit.

Without an obstacle thesefacts support each other.
What can be more wonde+l than this!
19. I f you are admired because ofthe Law

then this is true appreciation;
Fools oppose you - even to talk cf Emptiness
they cannot bear.

22. The empty nature is not made
and relates to nothing yet causes are events indeed
relating one unto another.

How now
in the same phenomenon
can we put these two
together?
23. The causal functions too
are emptyfrom the very start
but nonetheless phenomena appear in firm,
So strange is this you say it's magical.

20. Once a man accepts the Law

24. Loopholes in your preaching
opponents fhil tofind
and this is due
to the fundamental Law.

21. The Law ofinterdependent origins

leads to understanding Void.
I f a person thinks it solid
how can 1 lead him to the Way -

25. Why so? Because in stating it
the chances cf exaggerating the visible
or negating the invisible
are both removed.

To the peerless port from which
the Bodhisattvas
sail,
the port in which you so delight?

26. Due to the Law
your speech is peerless
and related teachings
logical become.

as the treasure of your teachings
1 will be amazed if he himself
does not quickly hear the voice @Silence.

27. You have seen and stated

truth as it is.
Since allflaws in argument are sorted out
by following you, inadequaciesfall away.
28. In following other teachings,

even with diligence and hard work,
as time goes on the errors multiply
for the strength #ego gets enlarged.
29. Wise men understand

this contrast in perspectives
so why do they not respect you
from the bottom oftheir hearts?
30. How to comprehend your many teachings ?

Well - even to be certain
#the meaning #some parts #it
can bring one the greatest bliss.
31. So sad - my mind controlled by ignorance!

Though in the body ofvirtue
for long had I taken rtfuge
I had not truly grasped a paction o f it.
32. Even in the jaws #death

so long as breathing lasts
I will believe you.
This I take as good fortune.

33. Among the teachers only you

have found this principle.
Qf many insights
only you found this!
34. Whatever you have said

you built upon this l a w and this toofor Nirvaa's sake.
You had no other aim than peace.
35. All those who grasp your words

havefiund their way there too.
Who then will not hold
respect@lly your teachings?
36. All opponents overcome,

#contradictions there are none,
because it fiees the sevand other things
my interest in this Way increases.
37. Beloved relative!

For numberless cycles #the Universe
you gave your I@ and limb
as well as all material things.
38. How sad it isfor me
I never heard your voice but.when I saw the virtue #your words
I became afish held by the hook #your heart.

39. As the thought qfa mother
fbllows her beloved son,
to reduce my sorrow
I persist with the Teaching.

.

40. When I think about the teachings
I recall that Buddha
radiant with light and nobly marked
spoke this way in the voice q f Brahman.

And thinking so
the Buddha's image comes to me
cooling my sorrow
as moonlight does.
41. Yet, as jF it were some useless weed,

unwise men
distort
your teaching.
42. Knowing this, again and again
have I sought out
men qf wisdom
and tried to understand your thought.

43. Although I studied many schools,
as time passed
my mind was troubled
by a web ofdoubt.

Ifound the substance qfyour Law
well said in Nag;rrjunarswork.
Predicted as a great interpreter, his writings
are likeflowers blooming in moonlight.
and like a moonfloating in the Dharma sky
Candrakikti too described the Law
lightening the shadows q f extremist views
outshining the stars @heretics.
On discovering this,
through the kindness
$my teachers,
my mindfound rest.
44. Ofall your works

the ones you preached
stand perJect and alone
and $these the Law is best.
Wise men say
tofbllow this
commemorates
the Buddha.
45. A homeless follower qf the Teacher
learned now in Buddha's most unusual path
I am a bhikkhu trying to practise
submitting all to the Great Rishi.

48. In all myfiture lives
m y I not rest fir a moment

46. Yet only through my lama

did lfind the way,
may any merit I have gained
guide all beings in the same path.

men at the risk e l @ and limb
ffom holding in my mind the Buddha's Law.

47. May the winds $evil thought

never shake the benefactor's teaching
and may the world befull
o~
strongly confident in understanding

49. May I spend all my days
using my intellect to ensure
the hard-won Teachings qf the Saviour
flourish and spread.

50. And may all the Protectors ofthe Dharma
Brahma; Lokpala, Indra and Mah&3la
aid with care
my well-intentioned work.

This work of admiration, 'The well stated appreciation' praising Buddha, the Great Lord, the friend and guide of all
beings in the world, the unsurpassed teacher who propounded the deep Law describing the mutual support and
interdependent origination of causal factors in the appearance of phenomena, was composed by the learned monk
b l o .bZang.grags.pa.dPa1 at the foot of Od.te.gung.rGyal the chief glacier of Tibet in the retreat house called &.s Ding or the
Mansion of Victory. The calligrapher was Nam.mKha.dPaI.
Tson.kha.pa's appreciation was translated into English by Tashi Rabgyas and John Hurrell Crook working in the
building known as the gZim.chung.shar in the Gelugpa monastery of Mar.pa.gLing, sTongde, in Zangskar, Ladakh, 1980.
May all beings find Peace.
A reproduction of the first Stanza from the copy made by Tashi Rabgyas in sTongde monastery is shown at the end
of this chapter. (Fig. 21.1)
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The eighteen stanzas of reflective soliloquy reveal the prevailing
mood of the poem - there is a sadness yet also an acceptance of the foolish
ignorance of mankind which is the cause of suffering. Tson-kha-pa with
humility acknowledges his own problems in trying to understand the
dharrna and his gratitude to the teachers who aided him. Out of the
centuries the profundity of the ancient Indian insight re-invigorated
through Tson-kha-pa's efforts and his formation of that effective institution of transmission, the Gelugpa Order, comes down to us to
enlighten our own age of darkness.

4. The meaning and power of the Law of Dependent Origination

(i) Tson-kha-pa and the Law of Dependent Origination
We aim to explore the meaning of the Law of Dependent Origination,
prah-tya samuipZda, in Buddhist philosophy and the reason why one of
its most exalted sons should give the law such particular attention. The
terrnpra titya sam uipa'-dais the Sanskritexpression ofpaticca samuppiida
of the Pali. Buddhist scriptures were originally written in Pali and
Sanskrit was the language of the developed literature of a later phase of
Buddhism. What is so special about this "Law" that the great lamaphilosopher, Tson-kha-pa (1357-1419), the founder of the influential
Gelugpa sect of Tibetan Buddhism, should rate it so highly as to write
a poem in fLfty stanzas extolling its magnificence?
Tson-kha-pa himself gives us the first clue. He tells us that the Law
was first formulated by the Buddha himself as a direct result of his
enlightenment. The Law is the essence of the Buddha's teaching and
such is the wisdom contained in it that the great Bodhisattva MaiijuSri,
a kind of professorial king in the Mahlyaa pantheon of meditational
"deities", is one of its prime teachers. Among its more earthly advocates,
we find Tson-kha-pa reading the ancient Indian texts of Nagerjuna and
Candrakirti, highly critical philosophers of language who had founded
h
based upon a body of
the so-called 'middle' or M ~ d h y a m i philosophy
scriptures called the Perfection of Insight, PrajliaparamitB; (in this
chapter we use Mzdhymaka as the noun form of this name from which
MZdhym'ka is an adjectival derivative).
The legend of Tson-kha-pa's birth, replete with stories of precognitions and dreams regarding his future greatness, shows that he was born
of nomadic parents in the eastern Tibetan province of Amdo. The tent
in which he was born is said to have been pitched on the site of the future
monastery of Kum Bum not far from the Chinese border (Norbu and
Turnbull, 1976). He was soon recognized as being of exceptional ability
and began his education in the religious texts at the age of three. His
studies flourished so that, by the age of sixteen,he had no peer in his own
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district and moved to Lhasa intent on understanding the totality of the
Buddha's teaching and benefiting others by teaching it himself. The
course of his subsequent education has been recorded (Dhargyey, 1975;
Wayman, 1978) and comprised extensive and intensive studies on the
immense corpus of Buddhist literature available in and near Lhasa, in
psychological training in Mahamfidra and other Ttintric practices (Ch.
22), medical studies, visiting the numerous great lama- professors of his
time and the taking of examinationsbased on memorization of texts and
demonstrations of their meaning. Indeed, his education in no way
differed from that experienced by all learned lamas for hundreds of
years in Tibet right up until recent times (e.g. see Geshe Rabten in
Wallace, 1980).
By the age of 19he was recognised as a great scholar in the Perfection
of Insight (Prajn'SppafamitZ)scriptures which, as we shall see, contain
much of significance in understanding the metaphysics of dependent
origination. One of his teachers, Jetsun Redawa, instructed him in
Madhyamika philosophy and thereby introduced him to the works of
the great south Indian philosopher, Naga rjuna, who was its founder.
And from the same teacher he received instruction in a text of NagBrjuna's
follower, Candrakirti. He was soon to include studies of the much older
Abhidharma literature which contains the psychological model of mind
containing early formulations of the Law.
Such was Tson-kha-pa's learning, sanctity and charisma that he
attracted a great following. Apart from extensive writings, creating a
synthesis of Buddhist learning without neglecting the use of Tantric
meditational practice under more controlled conditions than was usual
in Tibet at his time, he also established a new religious order based on
a return to a high level of personal ethics, monastic discipline and great
respect for Sutra study and intellectual analysis through debate.
There can be little doubt that the high standardsestablishedin Tibetan
religious life by the great missionary saint from India, Atisha (9th-10th
centuries), had become eroded in some schools through excessive
emphasis on introspective visualization and other Tantric meditations
that tended to weaken the link between Buddhist thought and the world
by which it was sustained. These psychological practices of great power
were sometimesundertaken without appropriate humility and had then
been judged to lead to ego aggrandisement, abuse and illusion. Tsonkha-pa's return to emphasizing scholarship, restraint, celibacy and
clear-mindedness gave rapid pre-eminence to the Gelugpa sect.
Tson-ka-pa's education, his subsequent teachings and the teachings
of the Order he developed were all based upon the great traditions
handed down by several lineages of teachers, especially the Khadampa.
It is from these lines of teachers, who were also the fathers of the older
monastic orders in Tibet, that he had inherited his understanding of the
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-~~
intensive one-year retreat during which he studied Madhyamika theory
intensely. It is said that he had a vision of Niga guna and his five main
disciples. One of these, Buddhapalita, placed a text of the same name on
Tson-kha-pa's head in an act of initiation or empowerment. In reading
this work Tson-kha-pa attained his own intuitive insight into the
meaning of voidness (Alryata) and the principle of origination. He
thereupon composed a text in praise of the Buddha's teaching. This text
- the Legs.bShad.sNying.po - in its shorter version - is the work we have
translated here. In later retreats he was able to visualise M f i j d n in an
exceptionally vivid fashion and in "dialogue" with him attain deeper
comprehension of the Prajiiaparamita teachings.
When he was almost fifty he was asked to write a commentary on a
major work of NagBrjuna. Such was his concentrative meditation while
engaged in this task that, on praying to MaiijuSri, letters for the text
would appear in the air before him. The prime focus of his own teachings
was always the meaning of voidness and the practice of compassion for
all (Dhargyey, loc. cit.).
In the Legs.bShad.sNing.po, Tson-kha-pa first states the Law of
Dependent Origination in Stanza 5: "The Law says - Whatsoever exists
is of its self-nature void - yet it appears due to its own causation", a
paradoxical statement suggesting that the process of causation whereby
phenomena appear to exist to us is in some sense empty. If we are to
understand the meaning and implication of this proposition we need to
trace its history. The formuliition in the Leg.bShad.sNying.pis more
or less identical with metaphysical propositions of the same import
found throughout the Prajnaparamita scriptures of Mahayma Buddhism which are the basic context for the Madhyamika philosophy of
Buddhapalita, Candrakirti and NlgPrjuna. Yet this proposition is itself
derived from a less philosophical and more psychological analysisof the
processes of mind in attachment and in enlightenment found in the
earlier Abhidhamma of the Theravada monks. This psycholo@cal
model is in turn based upon the earliest sermons of the Buddha - to be
found in the an=ient Pali Canon and which derive directly from the
resolution of his own personal quest for understanding.
We can now examine the way in which various expressionsof the law
unfolded and developed into the proposition that attracted Tson-kha-pa
so deeply.
(ii) The original insight and its early formulation
The personal quest of Gautama, son of an influential family in a small
state in what is now the southern part of Nepal, was clearly rooted in the
unusual constraints imposed by fearfulparents on his boyhood. Denied
access to normal life through immersion in protective luxury, he devel-
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oped a great curiosity in the meaning of existence; a curiosity which
developed into a passion as he became aware of the facts of illness, old
age and death and also of the existence of mendicant monks wandering
as ascetics in search of salvation. So great was his need to solve the
problems created by his persistent questioning of the meaning of life,
death and personal existence and the inherent suffering that sentient
beings endure, that he eventually left his home, wife and child to live as
an ascetic himself. Having nearly killed himself with extremes, he
became convinced of the futility of life-denying practices. He treated
himself kindly and, settling into a profound and comfortably fed
meditation, he resolved not to move again until he had solved his
problem.
So far as we can judge, the Buddha's meditation consisted of two
activities. Firstly, and as a result of his training, he had the ability to
sustain concentrated one-pointedness of mind for a long period. Secondly, as a consequence of his concentrative ability, he discovered a
logical representation of his situation that amounted intuitively to a total
insight into the reason for psychological pain in the lives of individuals.
This insight developed in the context of a profound meditative trance,
much as the practitioner of zazen comes across the solution to his Koan.
In the days that followed, he systematized his understanding into a
logical presentation and made the decision that this was something he
ought to teach others, for his own experiencehad been one of release and
lasting joy in a sense of spacious freedom.
The Buddha's own teaching is recorded in the earliest documents of
the Pali Canon preserved as the basic texts of the Therav~dasect of
Ceylon, Burma and Thailand. The teachings (Dharma)are contained in
five collections of discourses (the Nikayas) comprising the "basket of
suttas" (Sutta pitaka). The essential insight of our text appears in the
Digha Nikaya, which is evidently the oldest reference, and also in the
Samyutta and Majjhima Nikayas (seeThomas, 1953, Ch. 5; and Conze,
Homer, Snellgrove and Waley, 1954). These discourses, the texts of
which were originally memorised for verbal transmission, contain an
immense amount of information about Gautama Buddha. A complete
biography or life of the Buddha was, however, not composed until well
after the compilation of the Pali Canon. In several schools the separate
legends were put together to form a description of the deeds of the
master. In one of these, the Lalita-vistara, quoted by Thomas (1953) in
his account of the first teachings, we find the following (p. 59):
"So the Bodhisattva, with his mind concentrated, purified, cleansed,
luminous, spotless, with the defilements gone, mild, dexterous,firm and
impassable, in the last watch of the night at dawn ... directed his mind
to the passing away of the cause of pain. He thought: wretched is it that
this world has come about, namely, is born, grows old, dies, passes
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away, is reborn. And one knows no escape from this whole mass of pain.
Alas! no means of ending all this great mass of pain is known, this old
age, sickness, death, and so forth. Then, again, the Bodhisattva thought:
when what exists do old age and death come to be, and what is the cause
of.old age and death? He thought: When birth exists, old age and death
r age and death have birth as their cause."
arise, f ~old
"In the same way birth has coming into existence (bhava)as its cause;
coming into existencehas grasping ( u p i d h a )as its cause; grasping has
craving (esnii) as its cause; craving has sensation (vedana as its cause;
sensation has contact (sparda) as its cause; contact has the six senseorgans (sadayatana) as its cause; the six sense-organs have mind and
body (nama-riipa) as their cause; mind and body have consciousness
(vfiana) as their cause; consciousness has the dispositions (or aggregates) ( s a d k a r a )as its cause; the dispositionshave ignorance (avidya
as their cause."
This is called the repetition in reverse order bratiloma). The
Bodhisattva then repeats it in direct order (anuloma). "When what exists
do the dispositions come to be? And what is the cause of the dispositions?Then he thought: when ignorance exists, the dispositions come to
be, for the dispositions have ignorance as a cause," and so on down to
"with birth as cause old age, death, grief, lamentation, pain, misery, and
despair come to be. Even so the origin of all this great mass of pain comes
to be, the origin! Thus, as the Bodhisattva duly reflected repeatedly on
these things unheard before, knowing arose, vision arose, knowledge
arose, intelligence arose, full knowledge arose, light appeared."
The whole sequence is then repeated backwards and forwards but
negatively ending with the proposition that on the cessationof ignorance
there is a disappearance of "all this great mass of pain".
The Buddha's view of life based upon this illumination hinges upon
two main doctrines: there is no such thing as a soul or individual
psychological entity at the heart of personal existence; rather experience
arises due to the interaction of causal factors forming what today we
would call a 'system'. Apart from the system there is no thing (ens,
entity) to be called an 'I' or 'ego'. The ego is none other than a cognitive
construct imputed as a consequence of the operation of the psychological system: that 'I am me' is an idea and no more than that. It summarises
in one reification my experiences of being. Lnsight into the process of self
shows that all my preoccupations with myself, my continuity and
preservation, the esteem in which I hold or do not hold my&& my plans
for a self-adulatory career, my attribution of importance or grandeur or
of insignificance and negative qualities to myself are all equally vain for
they are based upon attachment to an illusion: ultimately the inferred
entity to which I am so attached has no reality as a thing at all. If I can
look at this clearly I am freed from all these concerns, I no longer need
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to concern myself with actions important in time for my self-enhancement. Instead I perceive the world of experience as it is - a world of
process, energy, movement, flow. This release is extremely dynamic,
exciting and full of an openness towards phenomena.
The Buddha's insight led to his development of a systematicmodel of
the mental processes involved in cognition; the model is not so
concerned with basic biological needs as it is with the craving for selfrecognition, social esteem and personal security through continuity.
The flux of personal existence is described particularly in the
Abhidhamrna, a large commentary on the discourses, where they are
subjected to a minute analysis. It is this model that is called the principle
or law of dependent origination. It comprises the first formulation of the
principle that so delighted Tson-kha-pa.
The cycle of origination is often interpreted as a causal cycle: that is
to say, ignorance causes the development of a craving consciousness;
satisfaction of craving causes attachment; attachment causes the construction of a set of attitudes comprising the being or character of
identity of a person and this, without insight, is in turn the cause of
further craving. This idea of a causal cycle is, however, too limited an
interpretation. The dependency of the originationof mental experiences
is rather to be treated as a conditional existence: the state of ignorance
is a condition for the state of attachment which is in turn the condition
for the maintenance of ignorance (see detailed discussions in Collins,
1982).
Ignorance (av1j~3is basically the attitude or condition of mind that
attributes reality to things as fixed objects and to myself as an entity. This
attitude forms the basis for dispositions (samkhara) which perceive the
world in this light coloured by preceding events (karma). Consciousness
(vfiea) rests conditionally upon the quality of these dispositions.
Now the belief in self as an object necessitates awareness of the fact of
impermanence, for things do not rest immutably in unchanging states
but are forever undergoing dissolution and recreation. The sense of
impermanence is the seed bed for grasping after securitiesof all sorts, an
activity of cravingboth in the positive sense of 'wanting to' (be alive, say)
and in the negative sense of 'not wanting to' (be dead, say). Appropriate
strategies of living may reduce this craving through increasing the sense
of security but this in turn elicits attachment to the sources of apparent
safety. This attachment remains, moreover, 'ignorant' since the basic
flux of all things is being denied. Attachment constitutes a fed-forward
expectation which conditions the personal dispositions (samkhara)
within a further cycle of an individual's history. When craving is not
satisfied and persistent states of longing or aversion are sustained, the
individual may undergo degeneration until some form of renewal of the
cycle is brought about in this life or, perhaps, through reincarnation in
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another. The cycle' then t u r n again. Lama Govinda (1970) writes:
"If we did not regard objects or states of existence from thestandpoint
of possession or selfish enjoyment, we should not feel in the least
troubled by their change or even by their d i s a p p ; on thecontrary,
we enjoy change in many cases, either because disagreeable states or
objects are removed or because it provides us with new experiences or
reveals to us a deeper insight into the nature of things and greater
possibilities of emancipation. If this world were an absolute, static world
and if this our life would remain the same for ever, there would be no
possibility of liberation. It is thereforenot the 'world' or its transitoriness
which is the cause of suffering but our attitude towards it, our clinging
to it, our thirst, our ignorance."
As we have suggested, the terms of the Law are not only to be related
in a cycle. They are all in a state of conditional arising together which
presents itselfequally in a given moment of time as well as in successions
of states in time: the mind is one process and the terms in the model used
to describe it cannot be likened to the parts of a machine. Where there
is craving there is also sensation and consciousness and where there is
craving consciousness there is also 'ignorance'.
While the model treats the problems of self-existence satisfactorily,it
is not in fact limited to a psycho-social field. Consciousness (vfi-+a)
is an awareness of nama-rupa, name and form, a psycho-physical
complex. Nama refers to non-physical process terms: vedan~(feeling),
saiiiiea(sensation, images,concepts),saxizkhara (disposition)and v f i a a
(consciousness). These are collectively known as the khandhas or
attributes of mind. The term rupa refers to the physical dimensions of
existence, cohesion, and shape treated as expressions of the mental life.
There is a mutual dependency of mind on body and vice versa in
Buddhist psychologcal thought (de Silva, 1979). Indeed, unlike a
scientific western psychologist who may begin with the observablebody
and work inwards to mental states dependent upon it, the Buddhist
psychologist has a strong tendency to start with inward experiencing
(the khandhas) and perceive bodily states as being expressions of them
(see quotations from the Vlnaya-pitaka, the Shyufta-days and the
Maj~hima-m'k~ya
in Conze et al., 1954; for a detailed Abhidhamma text,
see Buddhaghosa, 1976).
The first two noble truths of the Buddha's first sermon establish these
facts as the basis of suffering. His third and fourth truths treat the
elimination of suffering. This depends no less upon the full understanding of the nature of dependent origination, not just as a theory, an
intriguing idea, but experientially as a result of profound self-examination and meditative self-observation. The evaluation or testing of the
validity of the law comprise what I have elsewhere termed the "subjective empiricism" of Buddhist psychology (Crook, 1980): the Law
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convinces only when its operation is perceived as being true in oneself.
Once one perceives the existential reality as being a process rather
than an entity to which one is attached, there is a rapid growth of a feeling
of freedom from a self-created cage of ideas about one's own identity a frame of reference that limited the possibilities of experience to a field
determined by boundaries of hope and fear. The recognition of the nonselfhood of oneself as an entity to be preserved is a shock; not only fear
but hope also is transcended: one is left with the extraordinary emptiness of freedom.
"And what is the freedom of mind that is empty? ... To the extent
that the freedoms of mind are immeasurable, are of no thing, are
signless, of them all unshakeable freedom of mind is pointed to as
chief, for it is empty of passion, empty of aversion, empty of confusion" (Majjhima-niksya, 1.297-98).
"To what extent is the world called 'empty', Lord?"
"Because it is empty of self or of what belongs to self, it is therefore
said: 'The world is empty'. And what is empty of self and what
belongs to self? The eye, material shapes, visual consciousness,
impression on the eye - all these are empty of self (i.e. their own selves)
and of what belongs to self. So too are ear, nose, tongue, body and
mind (and their appropriate sense-data, appropriate consciousness
and the impression on them of their appropriate sense-data): they are
all empty of self and of what belongs to self. Also that feeling which
arises, conditioned by impressionson the eye, ear, nose, tongue, body,
mind, whether it be pleasant or painful or neither painful nor pleasant
- that too is empty of self and of what belongs toielf. Therefore is the
world called empty because it is empty of self and of what belongs to
self." S a m ptta-ni'kaya IV, 54.
Here let us.note the important point that this emptiness as a characteristic of mind is not a non-existence of mind. The mental processes are
all there and very much alive. The change from ignorance to insight
follows from the realization that the basis of experiencecontains(frames,
necessarily posits, expresses, is based upon) no entity which we call 'I*.
Rather, at root there is-onlyan existential experience in an energetic flow
which for practical purposes in linguistic communication we may refer
to as me or Mr. so and so, Tom, Dick, Harry or Esmeralda. I am acamera,
a mental retina, I give myself a name. In ignorance, I believe my name
is a thing to be preserved; in realization, I see that is not so and enter the
hopeless, fearless freedom of enlightenment.
5. Buddhist critical philosophy and the dialectical reduction of all
analytical ideas to absurdity
Following the Buddha's death an assembly was held to fix the
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character of the order of monks and the teachings. This assembly and
subsequent ones established the canon upon which rests our knowledge
of Gautama's life, his teaching and his impact on his times. As the years
went by, different interpretations of his teachings arose, causing a
gradual radiation of contrasting schools. In particular, a sustained
evolutionin philosophyoccurredbased upon the metaphysicalantinomies
(analyticalstatements which evoke their opposites) inherent in even the
earliest statements of the doctrine. At times a philosophical doctrine
became the core idea or paradigm of a whole school, only later to become
undermined by the relentless logical examination to which Buddhists
exposed their beliefs and, hence, to give way to a new set of ideas.
Eventually, at the height of Buddhist culture in India, and subsequently
in Tibet, learned monks were required to understand theentiresequence
of this philosophical development, to indulge in a time-honoured
debating practice to sharpen their appreciation of the logic involved and,
through meditation, to evaluate in their own lives the personal implications of the teachings. Great monastic universities, such as the famous
Nalanda in North India, became a focus of scholarly pilgrimages over
vast distances, scholars and translators coming and going fromaTibet
and China and great teachers being much in demand in these far away
lands. Before the destruction of Buddhist culture in India, primarily as
a result of the spread of Islam, the Teachingsin their rich voluminousness
had already reached the monasteries of Tibet to form the greatest extant
collection of Buddhist literature and the inspiration of Tson-kha-pa.
This philosophically developed Buddhism, the Mahayha or Great
Vehicle, differedin many ways from the early schoolsrepresented today
by the Theravada. The main changes were as follows:
(a) In an attempt to go beyond the psychologically b a s e d e
Buddha with their practical anti-metaphysical tone, the insight
into emptiness was turned into a universal principle. This
principle was given the name Buddha, or Buddha-nature, because it was held to be identical with that which had been
experienced by Gautama in enlightenment. Gautama was just
one one of many Buddhas who had experienced the same revelation and taught it. Legends about such mythical figures expanded to create a pantheon of meditational deities acting as
channels to the source that lay within them all.
(b) A special category of meditational figure was the Bodhisawa one who strove to liberate all beings by teaching before he himself
accepted the fruit of enlightenment. In early Buddhism, enlightenment seemed to come soon after hearing the teachings and the
enlightened became Arhats with relatively little further involvement with the world. In a closer approximation to Gautama's
own example, those who took the Bodhisathra vow worked for
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enlightenment purely in the context of saving others. The development of this attitude, the Bodhicitta, became of foremost
importance and is today the prime aim of the Lam h m teachings
of the Gelugpa order.
(c) The psychological orientation of Buddhist thought as expressed
in the Abhidhamma acquired an increasingly metaphysical tone
so that philosophical abstraction became more pronounced than
the modelling of mental processes. Not that this latter activity
ceased. In the great Lankavatara Siitra (D.T. Suzuki, 1973), for
example, is found the model of mind from which important
elements of Zen thought arose (Crook, 1980,p. 372). Here we will
trace out only the main shift in metaphysics for it was this that
produced the climate of ideas for both the Tibetan schools and
Zen further east.
Buddhist thought always developed through the application of philosophical criticism. Indeed, the Buddha himself subjected all theories of
his time to a rigorous analysis while developing his own position. There
is indeed a remarkable parallel here both with the history of philosophy
in Europe of the 18th century and with the thought of linguistically
focused philosophers today (seeBetty, 1979). As T.R.V. Murti points out
in his great work, "The Central Philosophy of Buddhism" (1955), the
development of Kant's thought in the "Critique of Pure Reason" has
many parallels to the movement of Buddhist thought in the creation of
Mahayana philosophy. This parallel is sufficientlyinstructive to detain
us for a moment.
In England John Locke (1632-1704)had argued that, while a child was
born with his mind like a clean slate (tabula rasa) to be written upon by
experience, there were both primary and secondary sources of ideas.
Primary sources are based in sensation but secondary ones are a result
of association through thought. Hume (1711-1776), following this idea
through with more consistency, realised that there was no necessary
reason why all experience should not be secondary. If this were the case
then it would be impossible to attribute causality validly to any agent for
any such agent could never be known. The most one could hope for
would be a correlation between experience and an ultimately unknowable physical world. Kant 1724-1804explored the implications of this
problem and concluded that in philosophy there were two types of basic
proposition - the analytic and the synthetic. Analytic propositions are
'a priori' (two and two make four, the mad man is human) in the sense
that their logic arises from their own inherent properties, perhaps
ultimatelybased in the structure of the mind. Thus,mathematics and the
syllogism have an inevitability about them that is not related to the
external world. By contrast, synthetic propositions (Tuesday was a fine
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day) are related to sensory experience. A philosophical problem arises
when synthetic propositions based in a practical understanding of space
and time are extended beyond the possible realm of personal experience.
For example, an assertion that the world originated at some time and is
bounded in spaceposes an issuebeyond evaluation in actual experiences
of space and time. Hence, it can be confronted by an opposite proposition - the world has neither beginning nor ending and is spatially
unbounded - which has just as much validity, or lack of it. When faced
by antinomies of this sort, no actual resolution is possible except through
some synthesis of the opposing theses. Movement in philosophical
thought is generated when an accepted metaphysical proposition is
opposed in this way and convention shifts in favour of either the
opposite or towards some type of synthesis. Yet, because the synthesis
is in no way more verifiable than thesis and antithesis,itbecomes a thesis
in its own turn and subject to renewed opposition. Thisprocess is termed
a dialectic and all metaphysics is dialectical. Pure reason can therefore
never attain certainty; this is only attainable, Kant argued, via the
practical reason based on the senses.
The Buddha's Law of Dependent Originationin its metaphysical form
presents the same dilemma regarding causation. The psychological
propositions suggest that, while the 'I' does not 'exist', nonetheless
'something' that gives rise to phenomenal appearance must do so.
However, since we can only assert this through a verbal affirmation and,
since this could be just as much an illusion as the assertion that 'I' am,
the result is a quandary.
(2.17),we find the Buddha
In the early Pali text, the Shyutta-&-ya
saying: "This world ...is addicted to dualism, to the 'it is' and to the 'it
is not'. He who perceives in truth and wisdom how things arise in the
world, for him there isno 'it isnot' in the world. And ..,he who perceives
in truth and wisdom how things in the world pass away, for him there
is no 'it is' in the world" (quoted in Bapat, 1976, p. 326). The percipient
sage thus sees the world as neither existingnor not existing. Theproblem
of causation is unresolved.
In a number of schools the causality of the process described in the
Abhidhamrna account of mental functioning is treated in the following
way. Appearance occurs due to the occurrence of durationless events
which flash into existence for a moment and as quickly dissolveinto nonexistence. In ignorance the flow of such events occurs in a defiled way:
in clarity they simply occur. Everything is subject to a causal law that
determines its origin and subsidence: nothing is a pemwent entity yet
there is a pattern of continuous change. This account of the causality of
the elements that comprise experience became subject to a vigorous and
consistent criticism that finallyculminated in the Madhyamika dialectic.
The antinomies of all such metaphysical statements are presented only
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to be rejected as firmly as the original assertions themselves.
In the analysis of causality, for example, the MBdhyamaka makes use
of a metaphor concerning the relation between fuel and flame. If these
two are distinct from one another then there must be a gap between them
so that the causation of flame by fuel becomes illogical. Similarly,if they
are considered to be the same, then it becomes impossible to account for
the difference. This example, and many like it, reveal the problem
inherent in understanding time and space. If, for example, one event is
treated as distinct from another then there can be no progression
between them. Likewise, if there is no distinction between them there
has been no movement: and, similarly, with regard to ideas of extension
in space. Armed with the dialectical rejection of cause and effect, agent
and product, of movement in time and no movement in time, of spatial
extension and non-extension, one can only conclude that no elements
could come into existence as such and in addition no element could
disappear either. The universe can neither be said to exist nor not to exist.
But, since it obviously does, and no one is doubting the puzzling reality
of experience, the rejection of both propositions in the dialecticbecomes
an absurdity.
And this is indeed the precise intention of the Mgdhyamika philosopher - to reveal the inherent absurdity of 'pure' metaphysics as a
language game. Unlike the European dialectic, where one rejected
proposition leads to an attempt at supporting its converse - the fundamental reason for the progression of scientific models made plausible by
the presence of synthetic propositions in the theory (Kuhn, 1962) - the
MBdhyamika Presarigika is from the beginning bent on showing the
absurdity of holding any 'a priori' position at all.
MBdhyamika thought thus makesexplicit the reason why in the Suttas
the Buddha refused to answer questionsconcerning certainbasic propositions, simply claiming them to be unanswerable in that any assertion
based upon them would be quite unverifiable. There are four principal
'inexpressibles' (the avyskfta).
(i) Whether the world is eternal, or not, or both, or neither;
(ii) Whether the world is finite in space, or infinite, or both, or neither;
(iii) Whether the Buddha exists after death, or does not, or both, or
neither;
(iv) Is the soul identical with the body or different from it?
All such questions with their antinomies seek to probe the unconditioned ground of objects to find "an infinite all-pervasive cause capable
of producing all things". As Murti (loc.cit.) puts it, "The aim in the
cosmological speculations (Rational Cosmology) is to reach the unconditioned ground of empirical objects by means of a regressible chain of
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reasoning (i.e. arguing from effect to cause) stretched illegitimately, as
Kant points out, beyond the possibility of experience".
A prime result of Madhyamika thinking was a re-expression of the
notion of causality in the Pratitya samutpada. The separate terms in the
Law - ignorance, disposition, consciousness, craving, attachment, becoming, e t ~-.are not merely to be seen as linked causally: the dialectic
would give such a view short shrift. Rather, the emphasis shifts to the
mutual dependence of these explanatory terms in a system, each term
itself designating a process in an irretrievable co-mingling and interdependent interaction with other processes related to it. The terms
designate processes whose limits are not defined as agents with the
logical properties of independent entities. Linguistic usage makes me
employ the word 'I' or 'me' in communication with others. These words
are the nominative and accusative forms of the noun referring to my own
sentience as if it were an agent or entity independent from other objects.
Examination of the causation of my sentient experiencing soon shows,
however, that the 'I' is a process. There is no 'I' as a thing at all; the word
is merely a name for this process. As I enter the process seeking for
myself I simply find an infinite regress of interacting processes. And
insofar as I use words for them, I am simply erecting further names
referring not to things but to processes. Every process I enter in the hope
of finding an agent dissolves into a whirl of process. I am nowhere to be
found. Experience is real but em ty of an agent. This quality is called
Void or Emptiness ( i w a t a ) . myata becomes the central pivot of
Mahayana thought. The literature given to its study comprise the
Prajriparamit~orPerfectionof Insight texts of which the Mildhyamika
philosophy is the sharpest and terminal cutting edge.
Now, that which is true of the old psychological model, the original
Law of Dependent Origination, is also true of any phenomenon at all.
With relentless energy the Prajn'iiparam'tasiitrasunveil the phenomenal
Universe in the light of insight (prajn'a)into inherentemptiness (imyatq.
Yet there is no attempt to set up Voidness as a counter thesis to Entity.
This would be to fall into the metaphysical trap which the Madhyamakas
SO forcefully demonstrate. What is being asserted is that whenever an
apparent entity is examined philosophically, all that can be found is a
process of dependent oripation. While such a process can be concep
tually 'modelled', the ultimate nature of it or any aspect of it can neither
be said to exist (in the sense of entities existing) nor not to exist (in the
sense of there being nothing there at all). Faced with this dilemma the
discriminating mind in search of certainty is forced to an abrupt halt in
which the paradox is broken by understanding the coincidence of the
two as the only ultimate truth by which the world is seen as resembling
a magic show or holographic appearance. The intuition that this is all
that the mind can achieve with the problems of 'ultimate' truth may then
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arise quite suddenly and in relief one may fall with laughter, tears and
amazement into the giving up of thought - the abyss of freedom. The
world of course is still there, the mountains stand and the traffic
circulates as before. The perception of this fact, in the absence of any
further attempt to 'discriminate' metaphysically, allows one to see the
world 'as it is' (yathabhfitam) for the world is quite unaffected by any
description of it. It simply continues to be such as it is (tathatq. The
regular exercise of such vision is called theprajfiaparamitaor perfection
of insight and madhyamika refers to the 'middle' in which thought,
finally frustrated by the absurdity to which it has led, leaves the mind
suspended in a wordless awareness.
Perhaps we can now begin to understand the excitement which Tsonkha-pa must have felt as he gradually realised the significance of the
studies to which his teachers subjected him; those hours of textual
memorization, of study, checking reflection and verbal debate. In his
poem he names two of the prime authorities he studied: Nags rjuna and
Candrakirti, the moon in the dharma sky! Who were these men?
The traditional view is that these teachings were g v e n by the Buddha
on Vulture Peak Mountain but were not taught until the time was ripe.
However the Prajiiparamita texts were actually composed over a
period of no less than about 1,000years. Conze (1954,1975)distinguishes
four phases: the elaboration of a basic text (about 100 B.C. to 100 A.D.),
the expansion of that text (A.D. 100-200),the restatement of the doctrine
in abbreviated sutras and summaries in verse (A.D. 300-500) and, finally
a period in which commentaries were written and the doctrine mingled
with Tantric ideas (A.D. 500-1200). The basic text is the Perfection of
Wisdom in 8,000 lines and thirty-two chapters. It is believed to have
originated in the South of India near Amaravati and is claimed to be the
"second turning of the wheel of the Law" crucial to the development to
Mahayana thought. This work was then expanded, largely due to the
intrusion of much repetitive material perhaps included mainly for
liturgical or recitative purposes, into a vast volume of some 100,000lines.
This immense, verbose and repetitive tome soon became an obstacle to
understanding. Even great scholars like Asanga were said to have had
trouble with it. The challenge was met firstly by the preparation of
condensed texts containing the essence of its meaning and secondly by
the writing of critical commentaries. Among the first, the Heart Sfitra
and the Diamond Siitra (Conze, 197513)became sublime classics, while
in the commentaries the rather loosely presented insights and intuitions
of the great texts are given precise philosophical form. These comprise
the main works known as the Madhyamaka system.
Naga rjuna was the first and most perfect creator of the system (about
CE 150). We st111 know relatively little about him so overgrown is his
story with purely legendary material. He seems to have been a southern
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Brahmin who came to the great university at Nalanda to teach the
Prajiiaparamita. He was a friend of King Gautamiputra who ruled in an
aiea of Andhra and for whom he wrote a work called the Suhrllefia
(Jamspal et al., 1978). He wrote six main treatises, most of which are
preserved in the Tibetan (for details see Murti, loc. cit. and especially
,
the commenRamaran, 1978). His fellow scholar, ~ r y a d e v adeveloped
taries further. The latter was a great debator, applying the critical
method not only against views in the Abhidhamma but against nonBuddhist Indian philosophies as well.
Subsequent philosophers, Buddhapalita (5th Century) and
Bhavaviveka, developed rather contrasting lines of thought, the former
emphasizing the use of reductio a d absurdum arguments as a prime
method of insight, while the latter believed that the total refutation of all
viewpoints was not sufficient. Bhiivaviveka seems to have wanted to
take some stand on empirical reality, perhaps in something like the way
in which Kant used 'practical reason' to establish his certainties.
Bhavaviveka was not successful, however, for the next great cornmentator, the philosopher CandraGrti, placed full emphasison thepradgika
approach (reductio a d absurdum) alone. Most of the works of these
authors are available in Tibetan but were lost in the Sanskrit at the time
of the holocaust caused by the Muslim conquest of N. India.
Candrakirti (6th century) used the critical method against all Buddhist philosophical viewpoints and showed that the only possible
middle way in philosophy was the rejection of all metaphysics and the
discovery of non-conceptual experience (Siinyata. The next great
teacher, Santideva, not only maintained the Nag2 rjuna tradition but
emphasized as vital to living Buddhism the development of bodhicitta
-the will to enlightenment purely from the wish to save others. His
Bodhicaryavatzra (Shantideva, 1979) - a guide to the Bodhisattva's way
of life - reveals the deeply compassionate concerns of these great
thinkers.
Subsequent teachers, hntaraksita and KamalaSila, continued these
lines of development and achieved some synthesis with the yoga school
( Yogacara), which believed that everything could be conceived as one
consciousness; an idea comparable to A.N. Whitehead's vision of the
Universe. It was these teachers, together with Atiia, who favoured
Prasarigika, who were responsible for establishing the Madhyamaka as
the dominant philosophy in Tibet and it was the return to this emphasis
that marks Tson-kha-pa's great contribution.
Until recently (Wayman, 1978; Hopkins, 1983)relatively littleof Tsonkha-pa's own work had been translated. A taste of his eloquence and
clarity can be obtained by reading his letter to a friend discussing the
main points of the "graded Siitra and Tantra courses to enlightenment"
(see 1975t~n llsla tion by Sherpa, Kharnburg, Berzen and Landau j. At one
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point (p. 54), he argues that, although Tantric meditation gives a direct
access to the realization of iiinyata, "there is nothing better than the
sQtrayana teachings as a method for gaining a proper intellectual
understanding of iiinyata first". Some people, he remarks, appear to
have an instinctive understanding of the profound meaning of Siinyata.
But for most it is essential to go deeply into two standard lines of
reasoning: "First, nothing has true independent self-existence as an
individual whole, because everything is made of parts. Second, nothing
has true independent self- existence even as a collectivity consisting of
many elements. This is becausenone of the component elements has true
independent self- existence either" (slightly modified from the quoted
text, p. 55).
Later, he says that what makes the understanding of Siinyata so
difficult is the problem of holding two insights together without finding
contradictions between them. The first is the elimination of the idea of
the true independent self-existence of entities. The second is the ability
to accept anyway "the operative existence of everything from the point
of view of the illusion-like relative level of truth" on which we make
distinctions between objects. "If you do not know precisely the differentiation between these two levels of truth then you do not understand
Siinyata as taught by the Buddha". He goes on to advocate the
performance of virtuous actions on the relative or conventional level of
truth and the gaining of insight into the ultimate level. This is like the
physicist who dines offa table in awareness that it consists of nothing but
waves in space pattemed in certain ways. He supposes neither that his
glass will fall through it nor that it has a "real existence" as a table apart
from his personal experiences and those of his fellows of it.
Tson-kha-pa points out that the realization of Siinyata as a personal
experience requires more than intellectual comprehension of the two
levels of reality. It also requires meditative insight through achieving a
"single-minded concentration joining both mental quiescence and penetrative insight into Smyata". Intellectual and experiential penetration
into the meaning of the Siinyataof oneself is the step to appreciating the
iiinyata of all things.
Today it has become easier to appreciate the meaning of these truths
through reflection on the parallel difficulties faced by advanced theorists
in particle physics, in cosmology and in psychology (Capra, 1976; Bohm,
1983; Crook, 1980,1987atb;Crook& Fontana, 1990). The awareness that
everything is related to everything else, as in an eco-system, a biosphere
or a galaxy, helps us to understand the meaning of the dependent
origination of systems of which we ourselves are a category. Again the
awareness that entities called atoms or electrons can either (or neither)
be perceived as particles or (nor) as pattemed packets of unbounded
waves in space itself leads us to perceive the meaning of emptiness. Yet
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to step beyond the discriminatory mind with its dependence upon
words, to occupy the middle space between "this" and "that" me- a
movement into a wordless insight. This direct experience, the h i t of
insight, is the true basis of the Buddha's thought.
Krishnamurti (1954),with twentieth century eloquence, says: "When
the mind is really tranquil, then it is possible for that which is immeasurable to come into being. Any other process, any other search for reality,
is merely self-pr~jected... To come to this point there can be no
judgement or justification from the beginning to the end - not that this
is an end. There is no end, because there is something extraordinary still
going on ... It is extraordinarily interesting to watch the process of the
mind, how it depends on words, how the words stimulate memory or
resuscitate the dead experience and give life to it ... the mind is living
either in the future or in the past ...words have an enormous significance.
Watching the whole process frees the mind from its centre. Then the
mind, being quiet, can receive that which is eternal".
Clearly the power of this mindfulness of the mind does not lie simply
in some illuminating philosophical progression leading to the notion of
a suspended middle. The power of observation, this direct awareness
of no-logical-movement, of no thinking, lies in an actual experience - an
amazingly novel experience - for few of us, especially in these days of
conceptually structured education, ever stumble across it without a
degree of meditative training.
is to discover the nondual
The whole aim of the Prajfidpdr-td
experiencing of existence in which, self-hood being absent, consciousness equals perception without conceptual filtering. This experience is
associated with feelings of release, unboundedness, identity with space
and eternity. Yet, as this whole argument stresses, it is not unworldly,
opposed to normal lifeexperience. Rather, it results from an uncovering
of the basis which in day-to-day cognition is patterned by structure,
experienced as constraint. The experience is psychologically real, occurs
in this life. As Asariga said (Murti, loc. cit., p. 157): "All living beings
are endowed with the Essence of the Buddha".
While the Madhyamika commentaries are concerned with the nature
and limits of knowledge, of epistemology, the Prajfidparamita'texts treat
additionally the ontological problem of being itself. Murti (p.220) says:
"Non-dual knowledge (prajfii) is contentless intuition ...the absolute or
entire reality is its content and not any particular limited object ... The
mind as it is freed of impediments is perfectly diaphanous, transparent.
In that state it is non-distinct from the real, and a description of the one
is thus a description of the other". It remains only to remind ourselves
that the quality of the experiencing spoken of here, although free from
the processes of self, remains a consciousness immanent in the body of
the experiencer.
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The Prajn'aparamitasutras deal with the activity of one who "courses",
to use Conze's (1954) expressive word, in the experience of emptiness.
To do so not only must he have mastered the art of insight @rajfiq giving
him non-dual perception but also the practice of tranquil meditation so
that, peacefully wanting nothing, he allows himself to flow. It is in the
practice of such coursing that unlimited feelings of love, compassion,
great space and silence arise. The 1anguage.of the Bodhisattva seeks,
often vainly, to express these states with clarity. It is indeed these selfless
arts that give the Bodhisattva the strength to live out his vow in the
pursuit of enlightenment for the sake of others. The rarity of these states
should not lead us to doubt their occurrence.
6. The Bodhisattva's way
While it is undeniably of great interest to find that ideas as modem as
the verification principle of A.J. Ayer and the thinking of modem
philosophers of language have much in common with Buddhist philosophy of over 1,000 years ago, it can hardly be a matter of much selfcongratulatiort. Westem thought about such matters remains aridly
intellectual without effect on or implications for personal experience,
ethics or insight into the nature of mind in a wider context. The Buddhist
analysis of thepratitya samutpada opens a door to a direct and personal
understanding of the limits and use of intellectual knowledge. Or, to put
the matter another way, the outcome of sustained meditation practice
becomes interpretable in the light of the Law of Dependent Origination.
It is of course no mere intellectual grasp of the limitations of knowledge that allows the Bodhisattva, having discovered the middle ground
between 'this' and 'that1, to 'course in Voidness'. His coursing stems
from an intuition that goes beyond rational insight. He perceives that
'reality' lies outside naming and freed from the cage of thought his
perception opens up an extraordinary vista. To express such a vision can
never be satisfactory since to describe the wordless is almost impossible.
Only through metaphor can the task be approached. Yet it is a worthy
attempt since we seek here to comprehend and share something of the
furthest reaches of the human mind.
Many scriptures used in meditative liturgies or "sadhanas" refer in
this metaphorical way to the effects of understanding the Law of
Dependent Origination. In the beautiful Sadhana of Guru Padma.
Sambhava translated by Chogyam Trungpa (Willis, 1972), we find:
"God and Devil had their origin in pure mind; thereforeno two things
exist. Understanding this I form the Mandala of Infinite Time and Space,
the diamond wall surrounds me and there is no place left for God and
Devil".
God and Devil arenames for the infinitely good and the infinitely evil.
They are names at the far ends of an ideational polarity sprung from the
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ground of naming. This ground is itself empty, infinite in Time and
infinite in Space, for these too are words dependent upon the same
ground. Once the awareness of this ground has come upon one, words
such as God and Devil are no longer to be distinguished.
Penetration to this realm in meditation comes about as the mind
relaxes from the search for understanding through language. Then, as
the text continues:
"In the world of complete purity the dwelling places of illumination
we set up, without inside or outside their entire form is of light".
And so the diaphanous images of the Tantric ritual are brought forth
to float before the imagination, archetypes impregnated with the evocative power of many centuries of use. Even so, the Buddha himself is
ultimately "complete purity and profound illumination", the world of
ideas is "the play of that complete purity arisen without effort" and the
union of this play and the purity itself is the expressive life of the true
monk.
In the practice of the meditative method of Mahamudra or the Great
Symbol, we find that this term refers again to the experiential ground
from which distinctions arise:
"Stillness and movement have merged in the womb of the uncreated.
I praise you, Great Symbol, all existence has your form. Your stillness
utters all sounds ... Your emptiness comprehends all thoughts. Praise
and blame limit the nature of the Universe. Understanding this, I praise
you".
Further East, in the liturgy of the morning service of the Soto Zen sect
of Japan, we find:
"Here born, we clutch at things and then compound delusions later
on by following ideals. Each sense gate and its object ... together enter
... in mutual relations and yet stand apart in a uniqueness of their own
... In form and feel component things are seen to differ deeply ... voices
in inherent isolation, soft and harsh. Such words as 'high' and 'middle'
darkness match; ... within all light is darkness, but explained it cannot
be by darkness ... alone, In darkness there is light, but here again by light
...it isnot explained. Light goes with darkness as thesequence ...of steps
in walking ... The properties of the four elements together draw just as
a child returns into its mother ... grow from the roots, end and beginning
here return into the source" (translation by Kennett, 1972, p. 224).
Once more we find opposed concepts referred back to the ground
from which they spring and the mind's task is to centre in that space.
Now this coursing is naturally no mere silence of not speaking -a deaf
and dumb business of the daft. The vital prerequisite is the practice of
a profound onc-pointed meditative concentration that finally takes the
world as its object. Sustained meditation produces psycho-physiological changes associated with alterations in conscious experience. It is
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these changes that in association with the transcending of language give
rise to the inner life of the Bodhisattva.
Freed from the habit of discrimination and deeply practised in
meditation a number of qualities emerge -increasingly within the
meditator's experience: these are one-pointed silence- an inner tranquillity unshakeable even when walking in modem traffic; a compassionate
awaren'ess of others, together with an intuitive capacity for perceiving
the nature of an individual's suffering and hence to be of assistance; and
love for others that impels one to serve them.
The remarkable thing about these qualities is that they emerge when
the mind has become silenced socially by the transcending of words! It
looks as if the need to sustain self-esteem in the process of selfidentification acts as a barrier to a deeper, older, perhaps more archaically natural emotional base in which a loving warmth for others basks
in a quiet mind that shuns opinions. These are the qualities that a Saint
reveals to others and which make us call such a one so. Individuals have
found their ways to such a personal life in all three world religions that
focus on both d union with 'god' and on personal altruism. Christian
saints, Bodhisattvas and Hindu sages have much in common at this basic
level.
A full understanding of the Law of Dependent Origination is thus no
mere intellectual insight. It comprises an interpretation of existence in
which personal understanding of the nature of experience yields a
detachment from self in which a deep love for others blooms. A recent
text by two great modern doctors (geshes) of the Gelupga order
emphasises that it is self-cherishingthat is the root of evil (Rabten and
Dhargyey, 1977). Enlightenment is the giving up of self-cherishing. It
is not a state of characterless self-absorption in a void of personal
content. In the perspective of Mahayana Buddhism it is a dynamic
condition, actively expressing itself in works for others yet one in which
the personality traits of the doer remain much in evidence. These indeed
comprise the form through which he expresses his knowledge of the
world.
7. Conclusion

The essential insight of our text is this. The very forms of the language
we use in everyday expression extend such notions as 'time', 'space',
'consciousness', 'being' beyond the realm of the tangible and thereby
create ideas and ideals based purely upon the runaway creativity of
metaphysical speculation. We make concepts stand for things felt to be
timeless and unique: in particular the concept of my 'self' as an entity
to be preserved against the forces of impermanence assumes especial
significance. This 'self' needs to be protected from the world and from
social criticism by any device that supports its need for continuity and
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esteem in its own eyes. It is enhanced by every 'possession' or 'credential' (Trungpa, 1976) that seems to make it significant in the mind of
others.
If I take the path of self examination, the existence of myself as an entity
is soon exposed as fantasy. Here is no continuing city but rather a flux
of processes of which that concerned with naming and communication
is socially vital. The networks of communication that bind us to a
thought-structured society are the very webs that constrain my experience of myself.
Two approaches reveal the relativity of all metaphysical and abstract
descriptions. Firstly, a direct analysis of the functions of words and their
utilitarian applications reveals the fact that we live by paradigms of no
especial validity; that paradigms generate the opposites that replace
them; that no paradigm is of greater validity than another. Ideals are
incarnated in our bodily tensions and emotions. As we free ourselves
from them, there is a floating movement without constriction by thought.
The world, unaffected by all this, then appears to us exactly as it is.
Without values or judgement we just perceive. Here we have at last the
space from which to comprehend action and the choice to act.
The second approach involves meditative practices that let the endless bubbling of thought die down. Like a bottle of beer opened to release
pressure, the fizzing air evaporates leaving a still liquid. This stillness is
the ground of all mental movement. As it emerges within our experience
we begin to see it as basic to us - a more fundamental source of being than
the noisy rationative restlessness of thought. Any sustained practice of
meditation allows us to enter into such an inner tranquillity.
When these two approaches are used together, it becomes apparent
that the conventionally thought-structured social world in which we live
and of which our attitudes are made is set within a more fundamental
medium in which tranquillity, compassion and warmth for others arise
spontaneously. This medium is called sunyata. It is not nothingness but
the basis. It is the source of thought and the empty peace of the
thoughtless - a womb of insight. This understanding creates freedom to
act in a world of relativities rather than one of absolutes and prejudicial
values. It is an abode in which the patterns of thought occasion deep
reflection without the imposition of a dominating egoism. Its discovery
is a source of sanity, of personal renewal; a place from which to
reconstruct the world. And it is the prime focus of the teachings which
comprise the education of the village monks of Zangskar.
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CHAPTER TWENTY-TWO

THE YOGINS OF LADAKH
JOHN CROOK

Thesupreme understanding transcolds all this and that. Supreme action
embraces great resourc@lness. Supreme &ccomplishmentis to realist! immanence without hope.
Tilopa (Garma Chang 1963)
Introduction
The Yogins of Shila
Lamas and Yogins of the Indus valley
Tak Thog gompa and sTaglung Rimpoche
5. Some academic conclusions
6. References

1.
2.
3.
4.

1. Introduction
In the summer of 1980 His Holiness the Dalai Lama visited Zangskar
taking up residence in an especially prepared pavilion, the Po Tang,
@ho.brang), on the plain near Padum and giving daily teachings to
assembled monks and laity from the entire valley. We moved our camp
from sTongde to Padurn for a week to participate in this festival, which
enabled us to witness many important aspects of the religious life of the
valley. Prominent in these proceedings were the monks of the two main
monastic orders; the Gelugpa (dGe.lugs.pa), to which His Holiness
himself belongs, and the Dukpa Kagyu, ('Btug.pa.bKas. 'brGyud), a 'red
hat' sect, the executive head of which is the Rimpoche of the Stagna
Gompa in the valley of the lndus (see Ch. 14).
His Holiness presented the central teachings (Larn.rim) of the reformed school (dGe.1ugs.p~).These are derived from the great Indian
teacher Atisa who was invited to Guge in 1042 CE to begin the second
spreading of the dharma in the land of snows. In a sense His Holiness
was returning these teachings to the land of its origin since, as we have
seen (Ch. 14),Zangskar was closely linked to the Kingdom of Guge early
in its history.
The teachings, which ended with an empowerment ceremony, were
given at a large open-air gathering over several days; beginning in the
early morning and stopping in the middle of the day when rising winds
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began swirling the dust of the plains past the pavilion in a demonstration
of the natural powers of the valley. His Holiness provided an exposition
of a short text, the Yon.tan.gZh'ir. 'Gyur ma, printed copies of which in
Tibetan were available to those able to read it. His lengthy exposition,
given with an elegant -and forceful expressiveness, was translated into
Ladakhi by an official monk interpreter. The translation was however
not always to his Holiness's satisfaction and animated exchanges ensued. As the exposition advanced and became philosophically more
complex, most of it came over in Tibetan alone and probably only the
more learned of the monks present could follow what was being said.
For the majority of villagers, apart from the sheer pleasure of participating in a cultural event of rare quality, the occasion was one from which
a great stock of merit could be acquired.
Since the teachings provided an insight into the core of the doctrine
of the Great Vehicle, which all monk-villagers in the gompas learn in the
course of their training, and which are, in diffuse form, disseminated
throughout the valley, it is worth while presenting them here. I am
indebted to Tashi Rabgyas for the following translation:
The Yon.Tan.gZhir. 'Gyur.ma
(1) The basis for all merits is the kind teacher
whom I perceive as the root of the path;
may I be so blessed
as to hold him in deep respect.
(2) Now I have attained this leisurely human life,
so difficult to get and full of meaning,
may I hold this knowledge in my awareness being so blessed
as to hold my goal day and night in my mind.
(3) Life is like a bubble of water;
soon I shall die,
the good and bad consequences of Karma
follow me as my shadow.
(4) Let me be so convinced of this
that I give up all bad actions, even trivial ones;
may I always be so blessed
as to perform deeds that are good.
(5) Wordly pleasures are most misleading;
by grahfy-mg desires one is not fulfilled;
doing so is the door to all forms of suffering.
May I be so blessed as to hold to the happiness of realization.
(6) Led by so pure a thought,
mindful of the Dharma and its moral rules,
may I be so blessed as to hold to them
as the essence of practice.

(7) All motherly beings in common with myself
have fallen into the ocean of Samsara.
Perceiving this and shouldering the burden of liberating them
may I be so blessed as to cultivate
the highest will to enlightenment.
(8) Yet through will alone enlightenment is not attained;
one must also practice the three moral precepts (1).
Knowing this may I be so blessed
as to learn with diligence the Bodhisattva's way.
(9) By dispelling the distractions of evil objects
and seeking out correct purposes
may the twin path of peaceful meditation and insight
be born in my mind.
(10) Once fit for practicing the basic path
the supreme way is Vajrayana (2),
the noble door for fortunate people.
May I be so blessed as to pass through it easily.
(11) Loyalty and morality are the basis
for the two objectives (3)
May I be certain of them
observing them as the core of my life.
(12) The essence of tantra is the two stages ( 4 )
Understanding them, may I be so Messed
as to perform the yoga of the four times (5)
in accordance with the teachings.
(13) May the teacher who has shown the way
and friends who follow the path properly
live long: may external and internal obstacles
be removed and all be blessed.
(14) In all my lives may I never be separated from the good teacher.
May I consume the wealth of dharmas.
And, acquiring the qualities of stage and path,
become Vajradhara (6).
1. Self-control, beneficial action, work for others.
2. The tantric way, primarily self-transfornationby visualising oneself as a liberated compassionate being.
3. One's purpose for self and others, both worldly and enlightenment.
4 . Visualization (bsKed.rim) and completion (rDwgs.n'rn).
5. Morning, afternoon, evening and night.
6. The tantric name of Buddha.
These are the heart teachings of Tibetan Buddhism and all Zangskaris
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will be to varying degrees aware of them. That human life is short,
difficult to attain and ruled by Karma is known to everybody. The need
to improve Karma by morality and the accumulation of merit is likewise
a central theme and the willingness of older Zangskaris to intervene as
moderators in disputes, apart from its obvious value in so closed a
community, doubtless stems in part from these notions. Becoming a
monk and devoting one's will to the welfareof others through intending
to become Buddha is a high aspiration only open to the religious, yet
veneration of this intention is widespread. The practice of meditative
visualization and self-transformation is likewise venerated and the
renunciants who specialise in this endeavour with a measure of success
are attributed much charisma by the farming villagers.
As we see in Ch. 17these traditions of the Great Vehicle lie somewhat
uneasily upon a deeper bed of ideas derivingfrom folk belief and ancient
religious attitudes of the Tibetan people. Although the transcending
power of the Buddhist realization is the ultimate source of appeal
whenever the monastery is approached for the solution of problems, like
an unconscious awareness, the atmosphere of the old religion permeates
the villagers' life.
It has been repeatedly stressed in this book that the monks and
villagers of Zangskar are close kinsmen. It is thus important to understand how those villagerswho become monks acquire the scholarly and
meditative training which gives them the authority with which their
fellow Zangskaris commonly endow them. The remainder of this
chapter is devoted to this issue.
Of the two religious orders present in Zangskar the Gelugpa focus
especially upon scholarship, understanding the scriptures and the
philosophical commentaries. Their lives stress the ethics of the
Bodhisattva. The Dukpa Kagyu emphasise the practice of meditation
and tantric self-transformation. While both orders share a common
inheritance from the Kadampa traditions and a use of Tantra, the
differing focus on scholarship and meditation is clearly apparent.
Although most monks in Zangskar are poorly educated and their only
ability is to intone scriptures and mantras for the benefit of all with little
comprehension of their meaning, there is an impressive renaissance
under way which may yet restore the reputation of the valley as a
Chos.yu1- country of religion.
Young gelugpa monks are carefully selected by the only geshe
(dGe.bStws. Doctor of Buddhist Philosophy) resident in the valley and a
number are already undergoing advanced studies in south India where
several of the great monastic university colleges of Lhasa have now been
re-established. At sTongde, we were shown a new building which is
intended to house the geshes on their return. The scholastic training of
these monks takes many years - perhaps twenty, and includes a thor-

ough grounding in the entire canon of Tibetan Mahayana; the m o ~ '
minds are sharpened by vigorous f o m l debate and academic examination. A deta2ed account of such training is given by Wallace (1980)in his
book on Geshe Rabten (dGe.bShes.rab.brTan), a great contemporary
scholar who, until his recent death, was teaching in Switzerland. The
geshes who return to sTongde will be respected for their morality, logical
integrity and percipience and for their deep understanding of the
scriptures. Some may also have trained deeply in tantric meditation.
The focus of the Dukpa Kargyu is less well known. In Zangskar their
monasteries often seem run down, the monks exceptionally poorly
educated and beer liberally consumed during their lengthy liturgies!
Yet, as at Hemis Gompa in the Indus valley, such slovenlinessoften hides
a real saintliness and certain individuals of this tradition acquire great
reputations. The meditatorsof rDwng.Khu1 (Chs.14and 18)are far from
forgotten in Zangskar and, although little is spoken of them, everyone
knows that there are still some meditators in the hills.
It was to locate monks training in the path of the dukpa 'yogin' and
to discover something of their lives and practices that Tsering Shakya
and I travelled extensively in Ladakh in the summer of 1981'. But the
idea for this research had been born in a meeting with Yogins of striking
personality in Zangskar the previous year.
2. The yogins of Shila

One morning at Padurn, during His Holiness's visit, I noticed two
extraordinary figures descending the hillside above the camp coming
from the direction of sTagrirno gompa. Their long 'dreadlocks' and their
robes were blowing in the wind and they had the rolling gait of those who
travel far on foot in the high mountains. At the sight of them I was struck
by something exceptional in their demeanour and we invited them to
drink tea with us. Although by no means young, and one of them
suffered from a tremor in the hands, their eyes shone with an unusual
energy and their manners had the almost casualbrightness of those who
are alert to all that is going on around them and see it with a species of
amused tolerance.
They told us they were yogins of the Dukpa Kagyu order, that they
lived in the mountains in houses built into the fronts of naturalcaves, that
their religious base lay in sTagrimo gompa and that they had come out
of the hills to hear His Holiness's discourse. Yogins are monks, more
rarely lay persons, who undertake especial meditative and ascetic
training in the tantric path in order to "attain Buddhahood in one
lifetime". Their method, they said, was the same as that brought to Tibet
by Naropa and practised by all great yogins of the Kargyu tradition,
Marpa, Milarepa and the yogins of rDwng.khu1 in the last century. They
themselves had received trainingin Tibet and elsewherein the Himalayas
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from Awo Rimpoche (A.pho.rin.poche),whose death "five years ago" was
still a great sadness to them. They had studied the nine paths or yogas:
the way of the Arhat, the way of the listeners (pratikya buddha), the way
of the Bodhisattva, the tantric yogas of the middle attainment Upayatantra, Kriya-tantra (Bya.rGyud), Yoga-tantra (sPyod.rGyud), and those
of high attainment Maha-yoga, Anu-yoga and Adhi-yoga -but not all
to the same degree.
These men had a psychological assurance, an inner certainty, that was
quite distinct from the scholarly attainments and logically organised
faith of even a learned monk. It is extremely difficult to express in words
what this quality is but it can be seen in many advanced meditators if one word will do, it is 'freedom'.
They told us that there were five yogin followers of Awo Rimpoche
in Zangskar, all affiliated to the Dukpa Kagyu monasteries of Bardan or
sTakrimo. Indeed, I then recalled having briefly met one at sTakrimo,
surprising him outside his room, in 1977. He had told us he had not left
the gompa for 15 years. From his window the entire panorama of the
central Zangskar valley lay below him.
Later we learnt that two of these yogin, men of some attainment, lived
at Shi.1~
on the northern side of the Lung-nak valley. One of these was
a specialist in Chag.chen (Phyags.gya.chen (i.e. Mahamudra) while the
other was an exponent of Dzog.chen (rDzogs.chen, the way of completion, the ultimate yoga). So unimpressed had I been by the meditative
quality of most monks in Zangskar that the irruption of these personalities into our lives caused me to ask several questions:
(1) To what extent were the advanced mental' yogas of Naropa,
Milaraspa etc.stillpractised and taught in the westernHimalayas?
I had received the impression that yogins of any attainment were
rare, the practices forgotten and the hermitages empty.
(2) Since yogins are monks of advanced training, what was that
training and did it produce psychological attainments worthy of
the villagers' veneration?
(3) Would an understanding of the effects of the training yield a
psychophysiological model of the self-transformation process
said to be the goal of these yogas? And if so would such
understanding have relevance to psychotherapy in the West?
Finally, perhaps I could learn something of personal value to
myself from these men.

At the end of our stay in Zangskar in 1980,when the valley floor was
brown and dusty after harvests, the willow trees golden in autumn glory
and the touch of winter already flecking the high valleys with snow,
Tashi Rabgyas and I trekked to Shila to see the yogins there. I was greatly
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fatigued at the end of the expedition and although the trek was not long
it was a very exhausting one. Clearly more work on these questions
would lay over for the summer of 1981.
At Shila we found that the Dzogchenpa, Sonam Dorje, was away at
the funeral of a relative. He lived then in a house high up a small valley
behind the village. The Chagchenpa was however in residence.
We stayed in the gompa-like house of Ngawang Tolden
(Ngag.dBang.Don.1Dan)which towers some 300 ft. above the fields of
Shila and the Lung-nak river. A little to the west and at only a slightly
higher elevation a house had been built across the front of a cave, the
greater part of which forms the inner space cf the building so formed.
Here lives the yogin Ngawang Norbu and his lady companion from
Pipiting who is a trained yogini.
His home is called "the cave of meditation" (sGorn.phug), and has a
considerable history. It was first used some 200 years ago by a yogin
from Kongpo who was followed by other meditators. One of Ngawang
Norbu's predecessors, Yeshe Tsering, had been invited to live at Sha-de
by the Pamar household and had moved there. When he had died "five
years ago" a rainbow had arched through the sky from Sha-de to the
'cave of meditation'. A monk from Bardan had been in residence for nine
years prior to Ngawang Norbu's arrival.
The cave-house lies on a small hillside terrace equipped with a prayer
fiag and a little wall of mani stones and is entered by way of a small door
leading into a totally dark passage, low and twisting. Tashi Rabgyas and
I were led through by the yogini, step by step up a narrow ladder to a
platform near the roof of the cave. From here, as from a balcony, we
looked out to a superb view of the autumnal valley and a snow-capped
Himalayan peak beyond. The platform is prorected from wind and the
strong sunlight by a brushwood facade and a small roof projection.
Martins swooped to and fro while, inside the shelter, tea was brewing
on a metal stove, the chimney of which went out at the side of the
beautifully shaped natural ceiling. The inner part of the platform led into
a dark chamber blackened by soot, which is the main winter habitation.
Ngawang Norbu greeted us in a most friendly way and w-e sat down
to receive butter tea served throughout our conversation by the yogini.
To my first rather stumbling and academic questions he replied guardedly emphasising his completely amateur status, his lack of knowledge
and total ordinariness. He told us where we could find good teachers
and dismissed severalquestionsby saying the answers were well known
and to be found in the books. As I knew this man's reputation I began
to feel we were getting nowhere - especially when he pointed out
correctly that all advanced yogic practices require a prior empowerment
from a teacher before one can enquire into them.
I began to describe some of my personal difficulties in meditation
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together with some account of my experience in the practice of Soto Zen
(shikantaza).This much more personal approach brought about a general
relaxation and Ngawang Norbu began to share his life experience with
us.
He had travelled with Norbu Rimpoche of Lahoul and had studied for
two years with the meditation master Awo Rimpoche, receiving instructions in all six disciplines of Naropa. After his return to Zangskar he had
practised these for several years but he found them no longer essential.
His main practice now was Mahamudra, which is in any case the basis
and the goal of the Naropa training.
Awo Rimpoche (A.pho.rin.po.che),the grandson of the great meditator
Shakyashri, belonged to the lineage of Khampa meditators who began
the 18th century renaissance of yogic meditation in eastern Tibet. This
lineage had started with two scholarly yogins, Siduchoskijuness
(Si,tu.chos.kyi. Byung.gNas) of the Karmapa school and Rigzen Tsewang
Norbu (Rig.Dzin.Tshe.dBang.Nor.bu)
of Katok (Ka.thog)in Kham, of the
Nyingmapa. This spiritual movement had culminated in great teachers
such asJamyangKhentse Wangbo ('Jam.dByangs.mfiyen.brTse.dBang.po),
who trained in some seven schools, Paltrul Rimpoche (Dza.dPa1.
sPrul.rin.po.che),KongtrulYontenGyatso (Kong.sPrul.yon.tan.rGya.mtsho)
and Mipham who between them originated an important non-sectarian
viewpoint (Ris.med). Their tradition had passed to the main yogin
disciples of Khentse Wangbo, Shakyashri and Yeshe Nyingbo in the last
century.
Of Shakyashriit was said that when walking he had no shadow. When
some gelugpa Geshes had come to test his powers, they had found him
in a room surrounded by lamps-some of which they could perceive
through his body. In the last century a monk from near Chemre in the
Indus valley-Tipun Padma Chosgal (Khid.dPon.Padma.Chos.rGya1)
had
become Shakyashri's dharma successor and the teacher of Shakyashri's
grandson, Awo Rimpoche. Tipun had asked Awo Rirnpoche to marry
but at first he refused. After strange dreams he had changed his mind
and married. Tipun died soon after. Awo Rimpoche's son, now in his
twenties is said to be Tipun's reincarnation. He lives near Manali where
he is training as a yogin with the main meditation teacher of the Sect, the
monk Khentze Rimpoche (rnKhyen.brTse.rin.po.che).
In a discussion of meditation, in particular the practice of Maharnudra,
Ngawang Norbu pointed out that all experienceable phenomena are
'coloured' by our own egoism. Our experiences of the world are
qualified by our attitudes to them which arise from the presence of the
subtle ego of the mind seeking self-preservationand enhancement. The
presence of this subtle ego is disclosed by the difficultiesone experiences
both in life and in meditation, which are the results of particularly
engrained or conditioned patterns of past experience (Karma). It is

because of these difficultiesthat one needs a teacher of Mahamudra. Yet,
for someone without a skilled instructor, it is possible to b e p by oneself.
"Take a pebble and place it before you. Let the gaze rest upon it but
without strain or intending to do anything particular. Just hold the
attentionsteady upon the pebble being alertly aware of it. In time, clarity
will arise as the mind falls still. Do not concentrate beyond the point
when this clarity fades and work at first only for short periods. Later
replace the pebble by a mental image of the Buddha and then this by the
visualised letter, AH. Finally, proceed to a visualised circle and then
meditate on nothing at all."
"You have to go through the boredom of repetition until an energy
arises of itself. Since this is blissful you will find yourself entirely free of
wanting anything. It is as if you have given up worldly life and the need
for a sense of time and place. There is a feeling of a timeless nothing in
particular of no importance which like a river simply flows along going
nowhere in particular except as it must."
Ngawang Norbu spoke also of the dream meditation, one of the paths
of Naropa. I said to him "So sitting here and now in the yogin's cave is
perhaps just a dream also?"
"Yes, indeed it is " replied Ngawang. "All experience has a dreamlike quality. The dream of sleep is only an aspect of the dream of life.
Why do we call it a dream? This is because while the contents of
experience seem real in the momentarinessof their experiencingthey are
in fact symbolic-shadows representing a reality behind experience
which we do not see. The phenomena we experience arise due to causal
factors we do not detect. In the same way that on awakening we infer
the causes and reasons for a sleeping dream, so do we rationalise causes
and reasons for experience in waking life. We do not apprehend this
causation directly. Life without direct apprehension is therefore like a
sleeping dream, while our comprehenqion of it through reasoning is
analytical and divorced from actualcontactwith experience. In realising
that waking experience is "dream" we appreciate the insubstantial
nature of experience and its relativity. This gives direct insight into the
Law of Dependent Origination (Pratitya samutpada): that everything is
the expression of interdependent processes' of causation operaMg in
mutual support and that no one thing in itself exists separately - least of
all oneself as the experiencer. The things we see stand in for a reality of
such processes which are themselves empty of substantiality as discrete
things. Seeminglyreal objects of ordinary perception are in actuality the
ceaseless display of causal processes. To let go into this "emptyness" is
to let go of attachments to things as objects. Ultimately all dream is to
be seen as "empty" in this way. The dream of death holds no terror for
the yogin since neither his sleepingnor his waking dreams are filled with
fear."
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Ngawang went on to speak of previous yogins in Zangskar.
"Dorje Dzinpa (rDo.r\e.'Dzin.pa) was a yogin of great renown who
had lived near Padum. After training in Tibet he secretly took up
residence in a small cave opposite Shila. The King of Padum had eye
trouble and sent a messenger to see a learned lama in Tibet who told him
there was a great yogin in the mountains near Padum. The king returned
and had the mountains searched. Dorje Dzimpa was discovered and
cured the king."
"When Dorje Dzimpa died a dispute broke out concerning who
should have the relics. A cunning man of Padum said 'I don't want any
relics but I would like to see the body'. Alright' said the people. So he
went in and found the body so decayed that only a small bit remained2.
He hid this in his chu.pa (garment) and came out. Since the people
thought the body was still its natural size they suspected nothing. The
man put the remains in a chorten which still stands on the mountain
above Padum."
We were both impressed by Ngawang Norbu's yogini companion, a
kindly lady who had a calmness about her which was deeply reassuring.
We had already visited the small nunnery below sTagrimo gompa and
met another lady yogini there. These women had trained in meditation
at Hemis and had practiced various Ngondro (sNgon.'Gro, preliminary
trainings for Mahamudra). We noted their open easy manner which
contrasted with the joking, often challenging and bawdy manners of
village women in the presence of men - a pattern of behaviour which, by
creating uncertainty as to their real intentions,seems to have the function
of maintaining a certain distance. These lady hermits seemed to be at
ease with themselves and on a level with men: their company was
certainly very pleasing. I was beginning to see why the villagers revered
this couple and were leased to have them in residence in the cave above
their village.
3. Lamas and Yogins of the Indus valley
In the summer of 1981I returned to Ladakh in the company of Tsering

Shakya and during the second half of our visit we travelled together with
Tashi Rabgyas to a number of monasteries. As a result of sometimes
chance encounters, we selected four sites for study visits; Hemis gompa
(He.mi.dGon.pa), Lamayuru (bLa.ma.gYung.drung), Urgyen Dzong
(0.rGyan.rDzong)and Tak.thog gompa (Brag.thog).
Hemis and Gotsang gompa
We visited Hemis because we knew that in a mountain valley high
above the main monastery was a much smaller establishment used
exclusively for meditation and for the training of yogins. This site had
been inhabited by the missionary yogin Gotsang (rGod.Tshang.pa)early
in the spread of the Dukpa school into Ladakh. An inner rock.recess in
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one of the buildings had been his original meditation cave. The actual
monastery was established by an incarnation of sTag.tsang.ras.pa,
'Chi.med.Pad.ma.'Gro.'Dol, who lived there for 12 years at a stretch.
Hemis itself, as for other writers before us (Pallis, 1939; Snellgrove and
Skorupski, 1977),left us with ambivalent feelings. Some of the monks
were corruptibly commercial and very worldly in their outlook, the
younger ones drank and engaged in quarrels and violent speech, while
one or two doubtless enjoyed entertaining sexual practices. One lad had
a habit of walking away before one and suddenly raising his robes to
reveal his undoubted prowess by the rear end. Yet, at the same time, one
old monk had an air of such saintliness about him, bowed before the altar
in a way that touched the heart, and moved with a sort of serenity that
attracted our attention whenever we saw him. The buildings are vast,
monks are constantlycoming and going about the business of the gompa
and there is often bustle about the place as large and lucrative parties of
tourists come and go. The monastery is the largest in Ladakh and, on
account of previous royal patronage, still has extensive lands. The air of
decay is largely due to the lengthy absence of the abbot, the incarnation
of sTag.tshang.ras.pa (see Ch. 14)"lost" in Chinese occupied Tibet since
19593. In 1975 the then 12-year-old Dukchen Rimpoche ('Brug.chen),
head of the 'Brug.pa,bKa.'brGyud was installed as provisional abbot and
in 1981was periodically in residence with his late teacher, the renowned
Dungsey Rimpoche (gDung.sras.rin.po.che - incorrectly rendered as
Thuksey in Harvey, 1983).
Bachhofer (1983)points out that the occasionalpresence of these great
incarnates has done much to improve discipline, at least when they are
present, and that new building and repairs have been instigated in parts
of the complex. Yet there is a degree of conflict between the now
traditionally lax Ladakhi monks and their disciplined Tibetan leaders
which has yet to produce an entirely happy resolution. The twosidedness of this monastery thus persists; slovenly worldliness in
uneasy company with the sublime reaches of profound meditative
training. Our own monk host told us that the religious atmosphereof the
place was transformed every time the rirnpoches visited it. Sadly we
were unable to meet either Dungsey or Dukchen Rimpoche since both
were out of Ladakh at the time. The influence of their presence can
however well be imagined since Andrew Harvey (1983),a young poet
and Fellow of All Souls, has written a popular yet moving account of his
meetings with these men during a summerholiday in L a d . "Dukchen
is only twenty years old, but his candour, his subtlety,the sharpness and
quickness of his mind make him seem much older .... he has a stillness
also, a sense of clear repose I have never found in a man so young .... I
felt he had not hidden himself from the realities of a modem existence."
Dukchen spoke of himself in a long conversation reported by Harvey
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(loc. cit.)".... the truth is .... that I am not really able yet to bear so much
responsibility. I haven't meditated enough. I haven't yet built in myself
the kinds of spiritual resources that I need. Thuksey Rimpoche (sic)has.
He is an old man. He meditated many years in a cave. He is a rock ....
always gentle .... always attentive. It is harder for us now .... the younger
monks. Thuksey began his religious life in Tibet, in a world that
understood the spirit, celebrated it and allowed for its unfolding and its
growth. I was brought up on the fringes of modem India .... given a
western education, for which I am grateful in many ways. But I lost ....
the peace of mind that I might have had in another generation, the sense
that I could develop in my own time and under very composed
conditions. Everyone of our generation ....lives in a fragmented complex
disturbing time, in which it is hard to keep one's spiritual balance, hard
to find the time to build (it)in the first place. I feel increasingly that I must
go into retreat more .... otherwise I shall be of no use to my people".
This young incarnate monk loves western mathematics, the gadgetry
of the west - yet feels the deep responsibility of his position and the need
to grow into the spirituality of his teacher - a spirituality well pictured
elsewhere in Harvey's pages. Out of this possibly creative conflict will
emerge whatever Buddhism has to say to the modernising generation in
Ladakh - and to Westerners also.
My own journal records the walk up to Gotsang from Hemis. "The
path meanders beside a rushing stream among trees and, in the cool of
the morning, we found ourselves slowly rising through an extensive
poplar plantation. The track steepens and two chortens split the way
signalling the religious nature of our climb. Further on, near some farm
buildings and terraced fields, is a third chorten. Looking back, the
chortens silhouette themselves against the backdrop of the far off
mountains and the deep valley of the Indus inclining away from us far
below. On the rocks that soon overhang the path someone has inscribed
OM AH HUM and further on HRIH. Prayer flags at intervals stretch
across the track between trees."
"The wooded stretch ends in a small walled poplar-grove through
which the bubbling brook carves a mossy way among stones. Beyond
this the track to Gotsang turns off abruptly to the right, while that to the
Markha valley keeps straight on up a rich valley of craggy sides and the
stream-bed greened now by willows. The gompa appears in view as
soon as one leaves the trees and rounds a prayer flag onto the ascending
track. It hangs in the air near the head of the steep valley with a thin
washing-line of prayer flags, rising, falling and waving gently in the airs
of the enclosed and sheltered space, stretched above it from one side of
the valley to the other. Contortions and markings on the rocks near the
track all have some attributed significance and on the crags above ibex
browse, removing themselves unhurriedly as we climb."

The gompa comprises a row of traditional buildings, white, umber
and, from a distance, almost translucent in the strong light. Near them
are dilapidated structures, a few of them still usable, which are the cells
formerly used for the solitary training retreats of three years, three
months and three weeks duration which still form a key element of
training.
We were warmly welcomed and most hospitably entertained; but the
monks had been made suspicious by previous encounters with western
tourists and much of our informants' conversation was guarded. One
female tourist had come up in the evening close to nightfall and had had
to be kept at the monastery for the night - an act of common hospitality
but against the rules. This misguided woman passed the news to others
who then deliberately tried the same trick. We could not blame the yogin
monks for their caution. Even the presence of Tashi Rabgyas did not help
us greatly here. We did however glean enough information to understand that a renaissance of yogic training was beginning. There were
thirteen monk yogins all of whom had completed the onerous three year
solitary retreat.
All of them had first left their homes in Chemre, Hemis or other
villages sponsoring Hemis and began as monks there, later choosing to
do yogin training up at Gotsang and at an additional house at Kepung
(Wza.sPang). They spent six years at one and then six at the other -by
ballot it seems. The yogins all appearedvigorous, alert-eyed men of clear
contentment with their world. Monks from other monasteries and other
orders anywhere in the Himalayas could apply for training and no truly
serious applicant would be rejected.
The prime training of these yoginscentresupon Mahamudra (Chagchen)
and the six yogas of Naropa. Before one can begin either of these there
is an extensive discipline in preliminary training (Ngondro) to be
completed. Three cycles of Ngondro, each taking four months, are usual
so that a full year may be spent in this way. Rarely, a monk may repeat
these cycles two or three times to complete a three year span. Such would
be the case for a man of considerable egoism or mental blockage or one
whose Karma required extensive purification. Depending on the discretion of the teacher, a yogin then undertakes training in Mahamudra and,
successively or to a degree synchronously, in the six yogas. The latter
are not usually begun before a three year, three month solitary retreat has
been completed.
Our main informant was an energetic monk called Rigzin, an uncle of
Tashi Rabgyas and about 35 years of age in 1981. He had trained with
Awo Rimpoche and, since the latter's death, with Khentze Rimpoche
near Manali. There were other teachers he told us, Kampo Nanyang
(rnKhan.po.Nor.dByangs)at Darjeelingnow deceased, and the late Dungsey
Rimpoche at Hemis who in 1981 was their spiritual adviser. All the
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Gotsang monks are mature young men probably mostly between 30-40
years in 1981and represent a 'class' of monks of about equal attainment.
There are no younger monks at present for lack of a regular teacher,
although one young man is doing the early preliminaries.
The yogins are empowered through appropriate initiations to practise the higher mental yogas but these empowennents (dBang)do not of
themselves permit them to transmit their knowledge through teaching.
Thus, although these yogins are now highly skilled meditators, they are
not allowed to teach and even to speak of their training is severely
restricted under oath. It was again only through revealing some of our
own knowledge and problems in meditation that the monks would
speak of theirs at all.
The Naropa exercises are designed for specific mental effects, some
of them with marked psychosomatic consequences. The first and
foremost of these is Tumo (gTum.mo), a meditation employing the
visualization of fire within the 'subtle energy body' and special breathing techniques. First described for the West by Alexandra David-Nee1
(1956)and in the textual translations of Evans Wentz (1969)and his lama
colleague, these methods have remained little known until their revelation to some initiated westerners by certain contemporary lamas (see
Muses, 1982; Kelsang Gyatso, 1982). The writer has received some
instruction and empowerment to practise from Geshe Thubtan Yeshe at
a retreat held in Italy in 1982. Fundamentally, Tumo is a part of
Mahamudra practice designed to evoke the experience cf "emptyness",
the "unborn mind" or the "clear light" - all precise technical terms
relating to given practices and not mere synonyms for a tranquil state.
The power of the exercise lies in its manipulation of the visualised pranic
system of the energy centres (Cakra) of the "subtle body". The psychosomatic effects tend to induce the desired altered state of consciousness
relatively rapidly once the technique is mastered, which may take a long
time. The dramatic side-effect of the practice is that it produces an
increase in bodily warmth enabling a practitioner to live in extremely
cold environments without harm or external sources of heat.
Alexandra David Nee1 described competitions between yogins to
produce sufficient body heat to dry wet sheets out of doors with the air
temperature below freezing. We were perhaps unhealthily curious to
know how the Gotsang yogins trained in this practice and whether there
were comparable examinations. Rigzin said that the Naropa training
was extremely physical, involving bodily exercises with control of the
breath, and that it could only be undertaken at the intensity used in
training by youngish and fit men. To learn these exercises personal
demonstration is essential and elderly teachers can no longer perfom
this service.
When the yogins are practising the entire valley is closed; as it was
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also when Dungsey Rimpoche was in residence for retreat. Of the six
Naropa trainings, the Tumo is practised in midwinter and the others
mostly in summer. There is a Tumo cycle at dawn, another is performed
in the early morning, another at dusk and another early after nightfall.
It is not to be practised in the middle of either day or night. One
informant told us that good food, including chang and if possible meat,
is important if not essential for intensive Tumo practice. The effect of
sustained Tumo exercise is a steady level of maintained body warmth
rather than a cyclic rise m d fall. We were told that villagers huddling
round their fires in mid inter were probably less comfortable than the
yogins living without external heat and at a higher altitude. Except for
the preparation of food, the cell (sha, sag) is not warmed in winter if
Tumo is being practised. One winter is used for practice within the cell.
Next winter, wearing cotton cloth only, they sit out of doors at night - but
the practice of drying sheets is not performed at Gotsang. Rigzin
immediately recognised the Tibetan texts on Mahamudra by Padmakarpo
(see Ch. 14) in the Evans Wentz (1969)collection which we had with us.
He affirmed that these were indeed the main texts for the yogas.
We had some discussion of Mahamudra. "Are the tranquil and
moving minds the same?" he asked us. And "The mind is like a fingercan a finger touch itself? No more can the mind see itself. Yet from the
'inside' both have a quality of being." Half-joking he said "You know
Gampopa (sGarn.po.pa)would breathe in by one nostril and that was
enough for a week. He would then blow his breath out by the other one.
But Gampopa could breathe through his fingers!"
The yogins of Gotsang do not wear their hair long and are not
distinguishable from the other monks of Hemis except by their
demeanour. According to their view, long hair is only worn by advanced
yogins as a sign of status. Gotsang has fields allocated to it but not
controlled by Hemis; the land is worked by villagers. There are only two
monastic officers. The yogins perform pujas in the villagers' houses if
asked but this is not an obligatory duty.
Gotsang gompa looks across to a conical mountain ridged and
grooved in a most extraordinary way and has a deeply noumenal
atmosphere. The place seems to hang in the airy space of its steeply
sloping rock-girt valley. The constant movement of the prayer flags
induces a feeling of floating. There are three groups of buildings, the
cave of Gotsang with a house-front built across its entrance, the gompa
itself and the several 'sha' (sag)for retreat scattered about, some wedged
under enormous boulders.
Two monks from Zangskar had formerly lived in a large 'sha'. One
had come from sTongde and one from Kumik. One of them had been
called Sonam Dorje. They had died about twenty years ago when there
were only four yogins at the gompa. Two of the others had been named
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Chosum (Chos.bSam) and Urgyen (0.rGyan)respectively. The Zangskaris
had both been gelugpa monks, presumably at sTongde gompa, but had
become dissatisfied with the ritualism of monastic life and took up
training with the Dukpa teacher from Kham, the famous Shakyashri. A
fifth yogin, Ngotun Punzog (Nges.don.phun.tshogs) of Markha valley,
had become in late life the teacher of the 'lost' abbot of Hernis. It follows
therefore that in 20 years the number of yogins at Gotsang has risen from
about 6 to 13. Speaking of the future, the yogins emphasised the need
for teachers and for the young rimpoches of their order to receive
adequate training. Dukchen Rimpoche (above)has two teachers and the
young Tipun Rimpoche is also under training at Manali. The latter has
fewer responsibilities and as the son of Awo Rirnpoche is likely to
become an instructor of yogins in the future. But numbers remain small,
the training arduous and proper teaching difficult to get.

Lamayuru
At the other end of Ladakh, on a hillside above the great and ancient
monastery of Lamayuru, a small school for yogin training was under
construction in 1981by the trainees themselves. There were 12 yogins
in training here all aged in their thirties except for one younger man of
24 years in 1981. These twelve are the s~~rvivors
from an original class
of nineteen who had joined the yogin Chunkha Rimpoche
(Chung.ga.rin.po.che),a Tibetan from Dingri who was the only Drigungpa
('Bri.gung.pa) yogic teacher to escape to India in 1959. He had lived first
at Riwalsar and then at Choshul in the Chang Tang (Byang.th?ng)of
Ladakh near the upper Indus. On request he had come to Lamayuru to
found the centre three years ago. To their great grief he had died last
year, his remains now lying in a chorten they h-ave built. (See further
Khenpo Konchog Gyaltsen 1988).
The twelve, most of whom wear their hair long in the Drigungpa
tradition, mostly come from Lamayuru but one is from Lahoul and there
are three Khampas. Their training was under the guidance of Jorpel
('Byor.'Phel), a monk who trained with Khyunga Rimpoche while he was
at Chosul. Their director of studies is the Drigung Rimpoche, Heald of
Phyang Monastery ('Bri.gung.sKyabs. mGon.che.Tshang). Khyunga
Rimpoche himself had received instruction from Chibilotus, a previous
Drigung sKyab.mGon.
They were currently engaged in putting up new buildings for resi'Dzin.chos.plgs),
dence and constructing a statue of Rigzin Chotak (Rig.
a famous yogin of the Drigungpa tradition during the time of the 5th
Dalai Lama. For this purpose they were copying from a beautiful anc ient
tanka inscribed on the back in Sanskrit in Watu characters. Rig;zin
Chotak is credited with 16 very rare volumes on Tantra and an autobiography.
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One yogin most kindly furnished us with the training schedule of a
yogin as undertaken with Khyunga Rimpoche. The details now follow.
The group of yogins to be trained assemble with their teacher and
constitute themselves as a class. Each monk trainee then enters his cell
to work through a series of contemplative meditations on his own
practising from authoritative texts on each subject. These subjects are:(I) The Ordinary Preliminaries
(i) The precious opportunity presented by Human Life.
(ii) The fact of Impermanence.
(iii) The law of cause and effect: Kanna.
(iv) The meaninglessness of Sarnsaric life and the consequent
vow to become a Buddha.
Twenty-one days are spent with each topic and, depending
on the understanding gained, the teacher will allow the
trainee to proceed.
(11) The Special Preliminaries
(i) The performance of 111125grand prostrations, 100000 is the
basic commitment followed by 10000 to counteract any
previous inadequacy,an additional 1000tocover any mistakes
and so on. The Refuge recitation either accompanies each
prostration or every two or three. The entire procedure takes
2-3months if the trainee is diligent. The performance involves
very hard physical work and is undertaken 1 a.m. - 7 a.m., 8
a.m.- 12a.m., 1 p.m.-3p.m.,4p.m.-8p.m. Sleepisallowed
from 10in the evening to 1in the morning followingappropriate
puja and visualization.
(ii) Vajrasattva visualization and repetition of the 100 Syllable
Mantra for the same number of times. This takes about the
same time and is done during the same hours.
(iii) The offeringof the Mandala. Repetitions as above.
(iv) Visualization of the teacher in Guru Yoga. Repetition as
above. The special preliminaries may take altogether 8-12
months.
(111) The Main Training
(i) a. Contemplative meditation on love (byams.pa).
b. Contemplative meditation on Compassion (sNying.rJe).
c. Contemplative meditation on the Bodhisattva vow.
(ii) Contemplative evocation of the Yidam, Heruka
Cakrasarnbhava (bDe.mChog.'Khor.lo.sDom.pa), with 400000
father deity mantras, 200000 mother deity mantras and
1000000 mantras for each of four associated dakinis. In this
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visualization the yogin sees himself as the yab.yum (united)
deity of male and female principles attended by four dakinis.
The evocation of Yidam as oneself protects the previous
contemplations and the endeavour of the yogin.
These four contemplative meditations require 21 days each
for the three in the first group and three months for the
Yidam. The sequenceends with Hawan (s Byin.sreg)-the fire
ceremony, being a mark of the fulfilmentof the practice so far.
(iii) Contemplation of the Guru as ultimate emptyness
(Dhamakaya). Three months.
(iv) a. Mahamudra (Phyag.chen) training (for details see Rabten,
1983; Wangchuk Dorje, 1978; Lama Yeshe, 1985).
Concentrative meditation (Vipassana) leading to the 'nonconceptual' experience of emptyness'. One month.
b. Na.ro.chos.drug.The six practices of Naropa (for details see
Guenther, 1963; Evans Wentz, 1969; Muses, 1982; and
Kelsang Gyatso, 1982).
gTum.mo. Spiritual heat.
rMi.lam. Dream.
sGyu.ma. The world as illusion.
'0d.gSal. Clear light.
Bar.Do. Intermediate stage between rebirths.
Pho. ba. Powa. Transference of consciousness.
One cycle takes six months.
(v) Dedication of practice for the Enlightenment of all Sentient
beings. While this dedication is made throughout training it
is emphasised at the end of the five trainings of the Drigungpa.
The yogin is then authorised to practise the skills of his training with the
aim of becoming a siddha-a meditator of exceptional ability. On these
estimates the entire training should last about 27 months or over two
years. In fact the present group is about to start gtum.mo training after
four years-so the entire process may well take six.
The exhaustive and psychologically thorough nature of such training
will only be appreciated if one understands the intensity of these
practices and the duration through which they are sustained. Only a
totally dedicated and physically fit person would be able to complete so
demanding a course which naturally requires total faith. One yogin said
to us after we had discussed the western interest in meditation:
"The difference between a westerner and a yogin is that we are
consecrated persons."
The dedication is total and the consecration is to the abandonment of
self in the training so that one may eventually enlighten others.

Urgyen Dzong and Kham Tag Rimpoche
One morning early in our visit to Leh Tsering Shakya and I were
visiting a household out in the fields beyond the city. The head of the
house was away but we were ushered into the main sitting room.
Tsering went before me and suddenly I saw him prostrating himself
before some person in the shadow of the end of the room. I entered and
to my surprise found myself under the alert and curious gaze of a monk
dressed in the robes of a high lama. We were invited to stay and drink
chang with him.
There was something about this man that drew Tsering and me to him
in a wondering attraction. Little happened on that first occasion: he
questioned us extensivelyabout our origns and purposes in Ladakh and
to every reply he would say "La la so" meaning literally "Ah, so it is"
(Lags.lags.so). We talked a little about meditation and monasteries and
before we withdrew he said:
"I have a small monastery in the mountains near a little known cave
of Guru Rimpoche. There is no one there and if you come you will find
it peaceful. You will be most welcome."
When we left Tsering and I admitted, with a sort of mutual shyness
due to the overcoming of habitual scepticism, that we both felt we had
been in the presence of an unusual man-'one who knew' was how we
put it. I awoke that night and sat at the window of our room looking at
the full moon above the arid hills. As I sat I had the strangest impression,
which lasted on and off for half an hour, that my own face had become
that of the lama. I mention this not to be sensationalbut to make the point
that meetings with these lamas sometimes have powerful and unexpected effects.
We returned again to the household in the course of our genealogical
investigations (Ch.23) and again sat with the lama. His name and title were
Kharn Tag Rimpoche (Kharn.brag).He was a Tibetan from a village of the
samename near Shigatsewhere he had lived as the incarnatelama of a small
monastery-the "Gompa of the Apricot tree on the Rock." His brother was
now the head of the Shigatse Reception Committee and he had high hopes
of permission to return there in order to pay a visit to his family (which he
has since done).He showed us lettersbetweenIndia,China and Tibet which
had taken months to exchange. Rimpoche sat with us in that sitting room
for several hours. We were served chang by his permanent attendant, a
friendly, gracious man always anxious to attend our needs. He was a'
relative of Rimpoche and known to all as "Uncle" (Aku.la = A.Wlu.lags).
These two were always together, for Uncle's life's work was to serve
Rimpoche.We had conside:-ablediffi-cultyin discoveringwhere Rimpoche's
little monastery in Ldakh was and eventuallylearnt it was in the hills above
Shargola (Shar.sGo.la),a village on the road near Kargd-a full days drive
away, almost in Baltistan.
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Near the end of the summer and in the company of Tashi Rabgyas we
set off to find him. We were dropped at the end of a steep track leading
into the mountains and set offfor the nearest village carrying our bags.
When we asked for Rirnpoche, people shook their heads gesturing
vaguely in the direction of the hills. No-one knew exactly where he was.
The elusiveness of this man added to the mystery with which we were
endowing him and the trip began to take on a quality of a Zen pilgrimage.
I found myself enormously energized by this thought and walked
tirelessly throughout this whole journey.
At last we found a young and buxom nun who was studying
meditation under his direction and knew where his retreat was situated.
Saying we would never find it, she offered to lead us there. The track led
up a broad valley of fields, streams and trees but we soon branched off
onto a little used path which headed directly into a narrow gorge
emerging from a steep and craggy mountain face. We were soon within
the shade of a limestone cleft in the hillside some three to four hundred
feet in height and narrowing to a width of a few yards. Soon we were
clambering over the high rounded boulders of dried up waterfalls and
climbing rickety ladders which led up the steepest sections of the funnel
we were ascending. Gradually we emerged into the evening sunlight of
a high pasture and toiled up a steep slope to find ourselves within a deep
bowl in the mountains to which the only entrance was the steep gorge
up which we had come.
The air was still and the silence pendulous while the wind of the peaks
could be heard afar off and high above us. In the centre of the bowl was
a low ridge on the top of which stood a small temple building. At the end
of the ridge we saw a new gompa, also small, and a dilapidated farm
house. A rough track led to apertures in the limestone crag, one of which
was the small cave of Guru Rimpoche recognisable by virtue of white
painted stonework partially constructed across the entrance. A monk
was harvesting a small patch of barley. Otherwise there was no-one
there.
We spent several days exploring the bowl and being shown its sights
by the monk. The cave of Guru Rimpoche is entered by a narrow
aperture and a tunnel which winds upward to the main chamber
opening on a cliff face. There are two small stupas inside and Rimpoche
was having a case for images constructed there.
The valley remained deserted, except for two small girls who came over
the ridge with a herd of ra.lug and returned with them to their vill-agebefore
nightfall. Rirnpoche might be anywhere in the hills visitinghis sponsors, we
were told. We sent off messages saying we had arrived. At last, after we
had had a ceremony of purification performed by the monk in the little
temple, we saw him ascendingthe slopefromthe gorgewith Uncle,a robust
villager and Ani-la-the helpful nun, all bearing baggage.
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That evening we joined him in his residence in the Gompa for a
masterly meal of superb food including rice and delicacies prepared by
the farmer, Uncle and Ani-la. Bottles of villc~earak were produced - a
beautifully distilled and extremely strong spirit of complete clarity in the
glass. Conversation became enlightened and the arak was consumed in
volume most ceremoniously - a ceremonypunctuated quicklyby Uncles's
drunken snores and our endeavours to keep our minds alert. Rimpoche
was unaffected, although he reddened slightly as the evening progressed. "Its like this with arak" he said "When you get a headache you
stop. In that way, to drink it is not harmful".
Rirnpoche gradually revealed to us the nature of his personal attainment. He had first trained with Tipun Rimpoche and also with Awo
Rirnpoche in Tibet and received initiation in the meditations of Dorje
Trollo (rDo.rJe.Gro.lod) from the latter. These meditations have sometimes been called "Crazy Wisdom" but Rimpoche said "You Westerners
always stress the inadequate aspect - this practice is not at all crazy whatever you may mean by that - it is just simple sanity!"
When Awo Rimpoche left Tibet, Rirnpoche was following in a large
party when they were intercepted by Chinese troops who opened fire
with machine guns. "Many people were hit but, because they were
wearing their protective charms, they were not hurt. I had hung mine
on a tree and a bullet pierced my leg. I ran for many miles before I
discovered the bleeding. Fortunately Tibetans with fire-arms engaged
the Chinese so that we escaped." He showed us the wound in his leg.
"I am no longer so careless with my protection" he concluded.
We had gathered several stories about Rimpoche which clearly
illustrated his attitude to life. After his arrival in India he had gone
wandering in the mountains. Travelling near the frontier he had been
arrested by the Indian authorities for being in a forbidden zone. "You
must go to prison for a week" they said, "La la so" he replied - Is that so?
After a week they said "You cannot stayhere any longer. Where is your
home?" "Nowhere" said Rimpoche. "Well - in any case you must go"
they said, releasing him. "La la so" said Rimpoche.
On leaving Tibet, Rimpoche came to Ladakh with a refugee road gang
labouring on the roads under construction near Leh. After some time he
got into conversation with a passing traveller who came from the Mahe
household (Ch.23). The traveller, realising his status, at once asked him
to his home and has been his prime sponsor ever since. Rimpoche
resided in Zangskar for several years and is familiar with all the Dukpa
monasteries there. He practised gTum.rno and other advanced meditations and took further training in the six yogas of Naropa and Mahamudra
from Awo Rimpoche in Manali. While he was in Zangskar norone knew
his identity as an incarnate lama. He was simply a refugee monk.
Rimpoche was based at Hemis. Having visited Urgyen Dzong, which
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was untenanted, he asked the Hemis authorities to let him live there, repair the site and minister to sponsors in the villages. He also continued
his meditation and would teach fellow monks but "They won't come
here, you know-its too far from civilization and they are afraid of the
cold".
Joss Bachhofer (pers. comm.) told me that when he was staying in
Hemis he knew and revered Kham Tag Rimpoche. Rimpoche had
especial "Karmic connections" with Guru Rimpoche and claimed to
possess his ritual knife (phur.ba). Bachhofer was shown what is undoubtedly an extremely ancient ritual weapon. The shrine at Urgyen Dzong
holds a representation of rDo.rfe.Gro.lod (Dorje Trollo) one of the forms
of Guru Rimpoche.
Other people in Leh knew of Kham Tag Rimpoche. He had the
reputation of a mad one who lives in the hills. Only a few, such as the
Mahe family, perceive the strength of purpose behind his drinking and
his wandering spirit - an attitude of the true yogin and far from that of
a monastery based monk.
Hearing of His Holiness the Dalai Lama's intention to visit.Leh,
Rimpoche had written inviting him to visit the revered cave of Guru
Rimpoche which he was now tending. Perhaps surprisingly, His
Holiness had accepted. Instructions were issued to the Indian Authorities to help His Holiness on his travels. A Brigadier had clambered up
to Urgyen Dzong expostulating at the impossibility of getting His
Holiness to such a god-forsaken spot! Nonetheless, risking the displeasure of his organisers, His Holiness had come and meditated on Dorje
Trollo for several hours in the cave and in a room set aside for him in the
Gompa, where a new statue of Guru Rimpoche had been installed. His
Holiness had said "Are the physical effectsof the gTum.mo meditation
of Naropa really possible?" Rimpoche had said "Yes". "Could YOU
demonstrate them to me?" "If Your Holiness so commanded." "Perhaps
I shall ask you to come to Dharmsala."
Late that night after Tashi Rabgyas had talked about translation,
Rimpoche produced a tattered but carefully preserved notebook filled
with his beautifully precise handwriting. "I want you to copy this and
translate it," he said. "It is one of the only three copies of the Mahamudra
instructions of Tipun Rirnpoche."
Next morning Tashi and 1 wondered whether we had dreamt this
suggestion but, after a quiet breakfast with Rimpoche, the notebook was
produced and, going up onto the roof of the building I carefully
photographed the entire document. It is entitled "Phyag.rGya.chen.po.lHan.cig.sKyes.sByor.gyi.'Khrid.yigff-An introduction to Mahamudra
by Tipun Padma Chogyal (Khrid.dPon.Padma.chos.rGya1).
~impoche
had
made the present copy from Awo Rimpoche's own version which
remains with his effects in Manali. Another copy is with Langna

~impoche(Glang.sNa.rin.po.che) at the Korsok monastery (dKor.wg)
near lake Tso.mo.ri.ri (mTso.mo.ri.ri)in Rupshu where apparently there
are several monks. It is our intention to translate this interesting work.
(See Note 1)
The next day we descended the gorge with Rimpoche alertly pointing
out interesting birds, a Wall Creeper, Chukor and White Crested
Redstart. He seemed intrigued by everything. La la so. Where the little
valley opened out he stopped beside the stream. We all sat down, our
bowls before us, and out came the arak and an atmosphere of great jollity
soon consumed us.
"You know Akula and I often travel through wild country like this.
Once I saw something sparkle. It was a sapphire-beautiful. Where?
Oh-that's our secret."
"I am no scholar-like a foolI see things. The learned man goes along
thinking and sees nothing. The fool goes along and suddenly there it is!"
"Sometimes we come to especially powerful places where there are
many spirits (gZhi.bDag) of the location. We do pujas for them right there
and then in the hills."
"And" added Akula, sipping his arak "You must know we really see
them-although others might not do so!"
Coming down into the valley, a l l of us except Rimpoche decidedly
tipsy, we jumped the stream where I caught Akula in my arms to save
him from a sudden fallinto the water; and came to a village house. Here
we were royally entertained, food and chang flowed. For a couple of
days more we stayed in the valley travelling with Rimpoche as he visited
his sponsors in their spacious farm houses. His arrival was the sign for
instant festival-the best rooms were ours, the finest food, chang and
arak in quantities and excellentbutter tea. There was no doubt of the love
of these villagers for their lama and of the rapport he had with them.
Tottering towards the toilet one evening on the arm of my host-the
farmer whispered in my ear-"Good, good, you are doing well-you
have drunk so much you are almost keeping up with Rimpoche-la!"
Rimpoche was given to the making of sudden illuminating remarks.
He leant over to me once saying (through Tashi Rabgyas) "It all depends
where the mind is. The question is this-whatever you are looking for,
Chag.chen, Dzog-chen whether in Europe or Ladakh-where at this
moment is your mind?"
Later I asked him whether there was a method for knowing the mind.
"The task is to know the natural, theun-born,mind. Youmust observe
all activity whether good or bad, easy or difficultwithout any judgement
at all-just to see it exactly as it is-is the main point. And this leads to
perceiving the mind as the three Kayas-the ultimate, that which
appears and that which is in your heart. Do it and you will find out."
"As to meditation-if you wish to meditate choosea good place. Thebest
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place is as remote as possible, peaceful with clean water and wild nature."
Some of Rimpoche's sponsors are Muslim families,for this district is
one where the two religions meet. The Muslims, while following their
own religion, are pleased to have Rimpoche with them and performing
a puja in their house. We were told a story of a Mullah's daughter in
Kargil. The Dalai Lama was coming and the familyjokingly told the little
girl that he had four arms. The little girl saw him pass. Later at mealtime they asked her "Did you see his four arms?" "No" she said "He has
a thousand!"
Near the end of our journey we took a bus ride. As Rimpocheboarded
the bus the entire company rose to welcome him. With Akula in
attendance we left him sitting beside the road, his clear face shining like
the moon. We still had the feeling we had been with "one who knew"4.
4. Tak thog gompa and sTag-lung Rimpoche

One problem remained-what was Dzog-chen? We had missed the
Dzogchenpa at Shila and nobody seemed to know anything about this
school of thought. Kham Tag Rirnpoche had said "There is no difference
between Chagchen and Dzogchen in that both are ways of seeing the
mind. But Chagchen is a path-meditation and Dzogchen a fruitmeditation." To gain some insight into this we travelled to Tak Thog
(Brag.thog), a gompa of the Nyingma sect near Tashi Rabgyas' home in
the valley above Chemre. Tashi knew that the incarnate lama of the
monastery, sTaglung Rimpoche (sTag.lung.rin.po.che, full name
bShad.sGrub.nyin.byed.bZang.po),was renowned as a Dzogchen expert so
we resolved to meet him. We took a bus there and stayed in a monk's
quarters at the base of the gompa.
Sakti (gSer.khri) is a delightful valley, wider than Hemis so that the
mountains do not lean over one so overpoweringly. There is more room
to breathe, distances are greater and one can see the whole length of the
valley from the monastery. Higher up, the valley narrows to a V shaped
pass leading over to Nubra. South, towards the Indus, the full range of
the Himalaya towers over lesser hills and the great mass of Stok Kangri
overtops the lot in a group of beautiful snow-capped peaks. The
monastery is set among rocky crags above fields and poplar groves.
Harvesting was going on and in the quiet air the valley rar.g with work
songs. On the first evening our host was testing his young nephew's
memory of a text he was learning, the two of them chanting together in
the shrine room of the 'sha'. Tak Thog (rock-roof)5gompa is set into a
steep hillside of granite muchmoulded by weathering. There are several
caves, the kitchen is placed in one of them with the rock walls blackened
by smoke. There is a cave shrine to Guru Rirnpoche and many interesting
images and paintings.
The Rimpoche's rooms are at the top of the monastery and command

a vast view of the valley. The door was opened by a smiling, rather
obsequious, assistant with elegant and very honorific manners - sucking
his breath in response to our requests much as one savours the intake of
soup in appreciation of its quality. Rirnpoche was out but we were soon
settled into his tastefully furnished room. We did not sit on the sofa
clearly intended for foreigners as this would have raised us above
Rimpoche's seat, but on cushions. We took buttered tea and waited.
Rimpoche came through the curtains smiling and apologising. He
was a large, heavily framed, man breathing deeply from the climb. After
he had sat down and we had performed customary salutations we
resumed our seats ignoring the proferred hand indicating the sofa.
After we had explained our interests, the Rimpoche began rather
formallyby denying that he knew much about Dzogchen. He named his
teachers Dudjom Rimpoche (bDud.']orns.rin.po.che)of Kalimpong,Degun
Rimpoche (di!.rnGo.rnKhyen.brTse)and Do-drup-chen Rimpoche
(rDo.Grub.chen)of Gangtok and suggested that we should visit them to
obtain truly authoritative teaching.
It seemed the interview was about to end right then-but I had with
me a copy of a bedraggled typescript given me by a friend in London
purporting to be a list of the main tenets of Dzogchen. This had been
compiled by Mike Hookham from notes taken at talks given to a class of
his students by Chogyam Trungpa Rirnpoche some years ago. As
Trungpa was of the Kagyudpa and Dzogchen a Nyingma teaching, I
wanted to know whether these supposed tenets were authentic or
whether distorted due to filtering in the West. Rimpoche agreed to
verify whether they were correct or not.
Tashi then carefully translated the first two pages of the Trungpa
paper. Rimpoche listened attentively and said "La so" in assent to each
of the main points. The main ideas, which I have transliterated from this
text, are as follows:
The unborn, the original mind6is quite pure; it is the beginning and
the ending of both confusion and realization, the ground of Samsara and
Nirvana. It is free from any bias towards enlightenment being of the
nature of the universal process and empty of mentally discriminated
h
perceivesin it no conceptsdifferentiating
categorization. ~ l t h o u g insight
qualities it is nonetheless useful to see in it three fundamental a s p e c b
complete openness, absolute spontaneity and natural perfection.
Complete openness: all aspects of every phenomenon are intrinsically clear and lucid, for the whole universe is open and uno~sh-~cted
with everything mutually interpenetrating. Since all things are naked,
clear and free from obscuration, there is nothing to realise or to attain.
The nature of things is there to be seen, appears naturally and is present
in time-transcending awareness.
Absolute spontaneity: all phenomena are completely new and fresh,
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unique at the instant of their appearance and free from conceptualizations
of past, present and future, which we are inclined to impose upon them.
This unique spontaneity is experienced as if outside the usual dirnensions of temporal experience. The wonder, splendour, and spontaneity
of this continual stream of new discovery and fresh revelation is the play
or dance aspect of the universe, which inspires like the expressions of a
Guru. It is eternally young.
Natural perfection: since everything is naturally pure and undefiled
it is also perfect. All phenomena appear naturally in their modes and
situations forming ever changing patterns like participants in a great
dance. Every experience is a symbol yet there is no difference between
the symbol and the truth syrnbolised. With no effort or practice
whatsoever liberation, enlightenment and Buddhahood are already
fully perfected.
The everyday practice is ordinary life itself; the development of
complete openness to all situations and emotions, and to all people. By
never withdrawing protectively into oneself, one experiences tremendous energy usually locked up in evasion. There should be no striving
to reach an exalted goal, since this conditions awareness, producing
something conceptually artificial that acts as an obstruction to the free
flow of mind. Meditation is a natural practice like eating or breathing,
not a formal event conditioned by purpose. One should never consider
oneself sinful or worthless but as naturally pure, lacking nothing.
Everyday life is like a Mandala in which one is at the centre, free of the
prejudices of past conditioning and future expectations.
Rimpoche said that knowing the text to be correct was one thing but
understanding it quite another. Without a correct insight into the alaya
(basis of mind, unborn mind, universal source) the whole matter would
be misconceived. It was important to comprehend three things thoroughly-the basis, the path and the fruit. The basis was the intuitive
insight into the self-evident correctness of the doctrine itself. After all,
how could the universe not be perfect! The path is any one of the nine
yanas to which we had been referred by the first yogin we had met in
Zangskar. Any one of these practices is sufficient if it is seen in the light
of the last one, Dzogchen itself.
These various yogas are merely the expedient means or paths for
people of varying abilities and attainments. Atiyoga or Dzogchen is the
ultimate appreciation of their meaning and hence the 'fruit' of the
experience. Whatever practice one uses can be informed by this
pervading insight. It is the mere presence of this pervasion that is the key
to the matter. Whether one perceives the insight quickly or not depends
on one's previous lives and one's Karma.
I asked Rirnpoche how Dzogchen could be practised.
"You can't practise it" he said "unless you know it beforehand!"
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"Then how can one begin?"
"Either you see it or you don't".
"What happens if you don't?"
"Then you are practising a "path" meditation like Chagchen which
has the intention of going somewhere. If you do see it, you are practising
a fruit meditation in which you are merely abiding in the perfection of
insight or recalling it to mind. Once the fruit is eaten there need be no
path to it".
We talked of the impossibility of knowledge which he found hugely
amusing, roaring with laughter. The whole relationship between mind
and universe became an impossible joke. I began to feel there was no
problem and a sense of great relief swept over me. The baffled mind
seemed to stop and, in the company of the Rimpoche, the Buddha's smile
became this special laughter.
I experienced Rimpoche as a great teacher. He watched us closely as
I conferred with Tashi during the interpretation, his face solemn and
alert. His face seems to have only two poses, the gentle charm of his
mannered exposition, smilingly making his points with a vigorous
elegance, and the relaxed, sombre, brooding and rather ugly face of a
heavily built man; the first for teaching and the second simply being
himself. He lacked entirely the many faces of social artifice.
"Do the monks here study Dzogchen?"
"No."
"But how strange since you are Dzogchenpa."
"They never ask. They are too busy with their visualizations, their
pujas and their cooking to wonder what its all about. Whenever one does
so - then I respond.''
"You mean their usual activities are pointless?"
"Not at all, the mind may lack insight and need training. Each must
go according to the needs set by his Karma. It is appropriate to set traps
before the fox is caught. To perceive meditation as savouring the fruit
rather than treading a path requires unusual understanding. That is why
Dzogchen means Great Completion."
"So the end is in the beginning." "Precisely. Don't move."
We went out onto his balcony and I took his photograph (ashamed of
my sensory avarice!). As we were about to leave he rushed into his room,
got the Khatag I had given him and coming back, placed it gently around
my neck.
5. Some academic conclusions
I have presented these descriptive accounts of our meetings with
lamas and yogins in some detail in order to reveal something of the
atmosphere of both place and person that attended these creative
interviews. Our work uncovered to some extent the degree to which the
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higher mental practices of Tibetan Buddhism are alive and well in the
western Himalaya. We can conclude therefore with some attempt at
answering the three questions posed at the start of our search.
i) In spite of the appearance of slovenly dishevelment that is quite
widespread in the establishments of the Dukpa Kagyu in Ladakh, a look
below this surface at once begins to uncover a very different picture.
While numbers are few (and that must always have been so), there is a
lively group of yogins of considerable attainment undergoing advanced
training at Gotsang Gompa and there are also older isolated individuals
with developed practices belonging to the same order scattered about
the country in isolated spots such as Shila and Urgyen Dzong. These
individuais, and there may well be more than the twenty or so we heard
of, continue the tradition of the 18thcentury Kham masters as descended
to them through Shakyashri,Tipun Padma Chogyal and Awo Rimpoche.
Something of the life and activities of Tipun are recorded by Aziz (1978)
in her account of the religious life of Dingri, where he worked prior to
the Chinese assumption of power. Aziz also gives photographs of
Tipun, his present incarnation and the latter's father, Awo Rirnpoche.
The life of Tipun with its emphasis on austerity, practice in small groups,
solitary meditation and scholarship is still apparent in the lives of the
Hemis based yogins of today7.
The Drikungpa yogins of Lamayuru are likewise enthusiastic practitioners, although not yet so advanced as the Dukpa group. Given good
teaching they are likely to become influential.
Both these groups train according to the system of Mahamudra
(Chagchen, Phyags.chen) originally brought to Tibet by Marpa (who we
know is reported to have practised in Zangskar, Ch. 14). The other main
approach, Dzogchen (rDzogs.chen = Atiyoga) is not well known, although quite frequently referred to by Chagchen practitioners as a
parallel view.
In fact both Chagchen and Dzogchen deal essentially with the nature
of mind and both are associated with breathing and physical yogas in the
cultivation and understanding of the energy body (see Evans Wentz,
1967; Guenther, 1963, 1976; Kelsang Gyatso, 1982). The difference
between them is not in the subject matter so much as in the attitude
towards it adopted by the meditator. According to Snellgrove and
Richardson (1968) the Dzogchen writings are attributable to the early
unconventional spread of Buddhism in Tibet outside the courtly circles
responsible for orthodox doctrines. Some of these ideas are common to
both the Nyingma and the developed Bon sect with its assimilated
Buddhist notions. Some authors have also seen in it some close
similarities to Zen teachings which were present in Tibet before the antiChinese result of the famous Samye debate (see Norbu, 1984).Certainly
there are similarities between the ideas discussed here and philosophy
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of Soto Zen as expressed in Dogen's writings for example (see Kennet,
1972; Nishiyama and Stevens, 1975).
Now that the Tibetans have re-established their old teaching colleges
in India, a source of scholarship has been created that is having a double
influence. Under the direction of His Holiness and other high lamas, and
especially through the work of the late Lama Thubten Yeshe, these
teachings are being rapidly spread in the Western world, At the same
time the arrival of learned Tibetan lamas in Ladakh monasteries is
contributing to a gradual renaissance in these establishments where
scholarship and training have been at a low ebb since the Dogra
conquest. Although threatened by modernization and changing social
circums:ances there seems to be no reason why at least some of these
monasteries in a land of traditional Tibetan culture should not emerge
as 'centres of excellence' in Buddhist psychophilosophy in the future.
This is likely to be aided at least materially by growing links with
Western Buddhism.
ii) The second question concerned the degree of self-transformation
undergone by village monks as a result of training and the charisma
attributed them by their kinsmen. It was clear to us that the lamas and
yogins we met were totally authentic in their representation and embodiment of the teachings. It is no surprise to us that they are much
respected by their kin and other villagers. Monks more generally do not
of course reach these high standards nor are they necessarily respected
for anything more than their robes. One woman in the fields once
remarked, on hearing the conch in the gompa above, "There they go - at
the food again" implying that many monks were good for nothing.
Many monks in fact spend quite as much time with their families and in
monastic business as they do in religious practice; and such practice may
be little more than the recitation for money of auspicious texts in
household chapels. Regretably a fewomonks are entirely wordly,
concerned with gain in relation to tourism or even quite corrupt.
Present developments make it likely that alternativejob opportunities
will decrease the number of monks in monasteries in central Ladakh.
Those who do remain may be more serious about their religious
activities and better trained to offer guidance to others. Quality may well
increase at the price of quantity.
iii) Any psychophysiological 'model' of the effects of advanced yogic
training on those who undertake so difficult a path requires a muchmore
extensive analysis than is possible here. Tibetan Buddhism begins with
the assumption that an individual is ignorant of the true nature of his
mind because he identifies with the sensory world in such a way as to
attribute self-existence to himself as an object with concrete properties
discrete from others. This leads to attachment to processes that reward
or preserve his sense of his own agency and its value and to strong
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aversion to processes that threaten this. The actual nature of mental
activity remains unexarnined. Fundamentally, Buddhist training comprises an examination of the nature and function of mind in order to find
release from the burden of objectifyingoneself as a particular vulnerable
person. To counter the danger of augmenting egoism engendered by any
success on such a path, walking it requires correct motivation, namely
to seek enlightenment for oneself only in the service of others (=
Bodhicitta).
Both the main Indian traditions upon which the philosophy of the
lamas rests, the Madhyamaka (dBu.ma) and the Yogacara (Sems.tsam),
affirm that experienceable phenomena are pervaded by and substantiated within an essentially ineffable reality. The Madhyamaka argues
that any logical attempt to describe such reality is self-defeating and
absurd. All that can be said is that the experienceable world is ultimately
'empty' (sunya)of any characteristic which we attribute to it, for any such
attribution is bound by our linguisticlimitation in attempting to describe
non-sensory reality. The Yogacara argue that the things we see are the
projections of a consciousness which is the basis of matter and relative
mind alike.
Now these ideas, so seemingly distant from Twentieth Century
western thought, are becoming of contemporary interest as thinkers
struggle with the meaning attributable to our knowledge of Physics and
Psychology (see Whitehead, 1929; Thorpe, 1978; Capra, 1975; Bohrn,
1980; Crook, 1980). To a degree such thinkers, mostly scientists, find a
more plausible 'ultimate' view of things in such a frame than in
traditional western religion, agnosticism, atheism or humanism. It is
argued, furthermore, that the distressed alienation and fragmentation of
the contemporary western mind is due to the lack of any basic 'meaning'
attributable to our knowledge of the universe. An aimless, hedonistic,
self-enhancing, materialistic quest for some sigruficance to be given to a
shaky identity is the characteristic psychological process of modem
Westernised individuals embedded in the morass of consumerism and
nationalism.
The yogin begins his psychological praxis from within an acceptance
of pervading emptyness, a no-naming as a basis, out of which meaning
is generated and from which the mind releases itself again into the nonaming of suchness (tathata). The human consciousness thus generates
mental phenomena in a matrix of attributed meanings in a manner
analogous to the way 'space' manifests the visible, hearable, touchable
forms of the material world. The yogin's practice is designed to
farniliarise himself with this process so that he is no longer limited
mentally by the psychologically created categorizations of his experienced worlds.
"Our world exists, as an hallucination does. Someone suffering from
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an eye disease sees hairs in his food: there are no hairs, but his illusion
is real, and he can only realise this when he has been cured. And the
hallucination is dangerous, for it leads the victim to inappropriate
behaviour: seeing hairs he refuses to eat as long as they are there and
vainly tries to remove them" (Stein, 1972, p. 167).
The basic texts of tantric meditation begin by generating out of the
emptyness of the mind a visualised being or 'deity', which is the
personalised reification of a universal principle such as wisdom, or
compassion (bsKyed.rirn). The deity is created in the mind either as
oneself in a self-transformationor beforeone as a sort of holographic and
living ikon from which power can be drawn or given to others. Rites end
with the dissolving of such visualizations to emptyness of mind once
more (rDzogs.rirn). The purpose of such training is to evoke in oneself
some of the qualities of a Buddha; in advance of any such actual
attainment but as a step in the right direction.
At first the mind of the trainee is so noisy that the emptyness which
is the basis cannot be perceived, let alone used as a screen for image
projection. The chagchen training is a progressive meditative discipline,
in some ways resembling Zen training or the meditative practices of the
Theravadan school, enabling the emptyness of mind to come in view.
Some of the advanced psychophysiological yogas such as the Psychic
heat (gTurn.rno),Clear Light ('0d.gsal)and Dream (rMi.larn)meditations
of Naropa require the visualization of an interior body system of pipes
and channels in which the experienceable energies of the body are felt to
run, accumulate or discharge. This creation of a visualised 'energy' or
subtle body is an essential part of self-transformation into a powerful
deity such as Heruka. Once visualised this system is manipulated to
produce deep meditative states and altered consciousnesswhich in turn
condition a learnt attitude of appreciation towards the practice (see
Evans Wentz, 1969; Kelsang Gyatso, 1982; Rabten, 1983).
In particular, an advanced meditator discovers spontaneously that
when the 'wind' (rLung)is stilled in the central channel of the visualised
subtle body his mind falls very still and he comprehends the "nonconceptual einptyness of mind" or "no thought" (serns.rni.rTog.parsong
- see Stein, loc. cit. 178) directly. This is also often associated with a
spontaneous arising of a feeling of great bliss and, out of a deep
gratitude, comes compassion for all those entrammeled in wordly
pressures and a motivation to help them. Indeed, the bliss-emptyness
is gradually identified as the source and basis of mind, a condition giving
a sense of profound inner certainty, confidence, and a fearlessness
arising from a non-dependence upon others; and often also a love of
solitude from which it becomes a duty to tear oneself.
The beneficial effects of such self-transformation are beginning to be
appreciated in the amateurish movements towards discoveries of a
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parallel sort in the West. The revival and the deliberate use of fantasy
in therapy by Carl Jung and by Assagioli (1965) are already important
therapeutic tools. Furthermore, the use of a meditative visualization of
curative processes has been found to have significant effects in the
remission of disease in certain cancer patients. The medical uses of selftransformation and the value of processes of Tibetan 'depth psychology'
are thus attracting attention in the field of western psychiatry.
These purely curative uses of meditational processes are however
activities of a very different order from those of the yogin, whose mental
health is anchored not in a mere self-centering device but upon attributing universal meanings to experience; examining and experimenting
with his own mind until he masters it, consecrating his life to the benefit
of all beings. The great skill of a master siddha is in direct relation to the
egolessness of his activities for it is this that provides the openness, the
spontaneity and the simplicity with which he savours the fruit of
experiencing in the great completion (rDzogs.chen).
In spite of the great gulf in expectations, in cultural values, and in basic
attitudes the western psychotherapist will find much to admire in a close
examination of these yogic endeavours. One can already see, with a
detached cynicism perhaps, the way in which the egotistic western mind
can exploit, fragment and recombine these ideas to package 'therapeutic' products to satisfy the consumerism of westemcustomers. Yet a few,
perhaps, may see the importance of understanding the wholeness of the
view that is the Buddhist project here. And for them the integrity of these
yogins of Ladakh still stands today as an example.
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Notes
1. A return visit with James Low in 1986 is the subject of a further report in
press. The Yogins of Ladakh. Simon and Schuster. London.
2. According to Nying-ma tradition such a finding might indicate the
enlightenment of the one who had died through his attainment of the
'rainbow body'.
3. The abbot returned to Ladakh from China in 1985but only for a short visit.
(eds).
4. Sadly Kham Tag Rimpoche died in the Markhor valley in the winter of 198586. I was therefore unable to meet him again during my 1986visit to Ladakh
and missed him greatly.
5. Snellgrove and Skorupski (1977) render this name 'Top of the Rocks' but
since the rocks continue above the monastery the present reading given by
Tashi Rabgyas seems more appropriate.
6. The alaya or womb of consciousness.
7. My return visit to the Zangskar yogins with James Low in 1986 included a
visit to the headquarters of the Dukpa Kagyu in Manali. A further d i m s sion is in preparation, See Note 1.
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1. Introduction

In 1938,Prince Peter of Greece (1963),perhaps the first qualified social
anthropologist to travel in Tibet and Ladakh, made a detailed study of
the structure of a number of households in Ladakh with the intention of
unravelling the details of Tibetan polyandry. Six of some eleven of his
chosen families inhabited farms just outside the small capital town of
Leh. They were chosen because of the occurrence of polyandry in them,
and, although they do not represent a carefully selected 'representative'
sample, they are not likely to be atypical of households near Leh at that
time. Indeed, they show a close resemblance to the present day
households of ~ a n ~ s kstudied
ar
by ourselves and colleagues in 1980
(Ch. 15).
This chapter summarises the results of our detailed repetition of
Prince Peter's study of these six families. While this is in no sense a
statistical survey of a population, a direct comparison between the
Prince's findings in 1938, our own data from Leh in 1980 and the
sTongde-Kumikchapters in this book, allows us to constructaninterpretive account of social change in Ladakh in recent years.
2. The city of Leh and its surrounding farms

The river Indus flows west out of Tibet and through Ladakh before
turning south in what is now Pakistan. Crossing Ladakh, the long almost
straight valley is wide, arid, largely barren and with little agriculture
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supported by the waters of the river itself. In this montane desert, water
descending from glacial ice or springs lying in the flanking mountains
forms streams which have created wide alluvial fans. These fans
gradually absorb the moisture so that the streams rarely reach the river
bed itself. The flanking mountains are thus dissected by a series of
valleys of varying width with residual promontories of rugged height
between them. Not all of these valleys contain running streams at the
present time but, where they do, the water provides the basic necessity
for agricultural practices based on irrigation of the surface of the
alluvium.
The present capital of Ladakh lies on an alluvial fan on the northern
side of the river. The settlement was apparently established by king
Tashi Namgyal in the early 16th century, although there may have been
one here before this first recorded date. A small spring flows from the
western side of the promontory on which the first castle was built and
originally provided ample water for the earliest settlement on the site of
the present day village of Chubi (Snellgrove and Skorupski, Volume I,
1977). Ruins of the foundations of ancient buildings and a carved stone
dating from the pre-Tibetan buddhist culture of Ladakh stilltestify to the
antiquity of this site. The valley below it became known as Leh (gLe,slxs
or sLe), a word variously interpreted as meaning a cultivable patch or a
flat basket or blanket. This term became the name of the town which
grew up around the castle constructed by king Sengye Namgyal in the
late 16thcentury. The caravan track from Kashmir came in from the west
and, after the Dogra conquest and during subsequent British supervision, the present town grew up where this road terminated in a fine
market place below the castle. The twisting streets of the old town lie
behind the market place and extend up and around the southern and
western faces of the hill below the castle. Towards the east, the little city
faces an arid waterless desert but, on the west side, the water from above
Chubi allows extensive cultivation with many terraces, field works and
an irrigation system regulated from the village of Gompa at the head of
the valley. This alluvium does not extend as far as the river Indus, for
the stream fades out in desert short of the Spituk Monastery, itself
situated on a rock above the river.
In 1938, the inhabitants of Leh comprised the few aristocratic landowners remaining from the days of Ladakh's independence prior to the
Dogra conquest, Ladakhi merchants mostly engaged in the sale of local'
goods in the market place, a small but flourishing Muslim community
mostly engaged in the more distant caravan trade, a supporting services
and labouring community, monks from local monasteries near the town
and farmers coming and going with their wares and implements. There
was a small Kashrnir government administration, a British representative and a missionary hospital from which the early studies of Ladakhi
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culture had emanated (Francke, 1914; Rizvi, 1983; see also Bray, 1988).
By 1981, following the wars of independent India with both its Pakistani
and Chinese neighbours, the town had become the centre of a vigorous
military complex complete with a good airport, extensive camps and
other military facilities, an elaborating infra-structure of communications, educational, medical, public security and administrative services
and the proliferating expansion of mini-hotels catering for a massive
influx of tourists every summer.
The families selected by Prince Peter's informant and interpreter
Tseten Phuntzok (later to become Tesildar of Ladakh in 1947)belonged
to the land-owning fanningclass, traditional rural familiesliving around
the original town and who provided its main sustenance. All owned
fieldsand houses in the rich central land of the valley or at Chubi, where
one residence lay just off the agricultural land at the base of the
promontory (Gad.pa.pa.).They were selected because Tseten Phuntzok
knew them to contain a polyandrous marital unit. Polyandry was a very
common marital practice at that time and stated to be the preferred one.
There was thus nothing exceptional in these households and they were
probably chosen simply because Tseten Phuntzok knew them well or
through relatives. Repeatedly in 1980 and 1981 we got to know people
by similar means.
In the 1930s, the assessment of revenue was based upon the "holding
or the house (zhing.khang)... allotted by the state and which is farmed by
a single family unit, the head of the latter being responsible for the
payment of the tax". Prince Peter goes on to say that these state
allotments were held in perpetuity and if any part is sublet that too was
also in perpetuity. Neither tenant nor subtenant could be evicted. In
addition to these tenancies 'with occupation' there were tenancies
'without occupation' which were time limited and where tenants could
be evicted by the owner. Tenancy with occupation was hereditary and
included inheritance by descent through the female heiress in the
absence of a male. Traditionally, barley, wheat, peas, beans were the
principal spring crops and buckwheat, millet and turnips were grown in
autumn. Today there is a rich variety of fresh vegetables available
throughout the summer which find a ready sale in the large city market
place. Dzo, local cattle and ponies are kept, although to a reduced degree
today, and grazed on the high pastures.
The system of inheritance of these farms in 1938 was exceedingly
ancient and based in principle upon the laws of land tenure given by the
Tibetan king Srong.bTsan.sGarn.po. They were farmed especially to
preserve the plot of land and house as an intact unit from generation to
generation. The principal conventions derived from these rules are
summarised in Ch. 15. The monomarital principle of primogeniture
with polyandry prevented the reduction in size of holdings to non-
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agriculturally viable units as a result of subdivision between offspring
in successive generations. The extent of polyandry and the precise
details of inheritance depended upon the numbers and the sex of
offspring in successive generations.
The majority of households comprised a sizeable extended family.
The head of the household lived with his family in the khang-chen (big
house) while other buildings or sets of rooms within the same building
were allotted as khang.bu (pronounced khang-gyu; the same as
khang.chung in Zangskar, both words meaning small house) to other
groups of relatives, the most important being the old parents of the
present head. Headship was transmitted from elder brother to his eldest
son on the latter's marriage or at least as soon as a child was born to the
young couple. This of course meant that households and indeed whole
communities were led by young vigorous men. Retirement came
beneficially early in Ladakh.
Since Indian independence, new laws have become applicable in
Ladakh. Polyandry is no longer a legal form of marriage and on the death
of a landowner his sons and daughters have the right to claim a share of
the property. Due to low incomes little tax is paid to the government.
These changes have had far reaching effects on the lives of the Ladakhi
people and upon their attitudes to their social customs. The integrity of
the old system in 1938 can be judged from Prince Peter's statement that
his informants told him that ninety per cent of families lived in polyandry; although there was a growing tendency to feel that this form of
marriage was undesirable, a feeling especially common among the
wealthier or more travelled citizens who had been to India.
In 1938, the capital of Ladakh was a large village of some 2,377
inhabitants of whom 1,287 were Ladakhi buddhists. In 1977 Leh was
described as a small town of 8,500 people (Surni, Oki and Hassnain,
1977). Today (1981) it must be considerably larger, at least 10,000 in
winter and with a great influx in summer.
3. The 1981 study of six households
Prince Peter studied some eleven households in Ladakh; six of them
being particularly similar in type and located close together on the rich
agricultural land just outside Leh. In this section we compare numerous
features of these families as Prince Peter found them and as we knew
them from our visits in July and August 1981. Prince Peter's work was
totally qualitative, he prepared no arithmetic summaries of his findings
so that we have gathered our figures from a careful examination of his
genealogies and his text. A major defect in his work was a failure to
collect the ages of the people placed on his family trees. In some cases
we can guess the approximate age. In going through his accounts of
these familieswith our informants we found only a few errors in Prince
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Peter's data and one or two disagreements that may be due to genuine
misunderstandings or to a drift in names or family recollection with the
passage of years. We know little about Prince Peter's methods. 'T'he$
were undoubtedly casual and we know little about the linguistic competence of his informant in English nor to what extent Prince Peter could
handle the local language himself at that time.
Our method was to obtain an introduction and then to visit the house
in the company of a friend of the family. To this end we were most
grateful to two monks of Samkar (bSam.dKar)Gompa who accompanied
us on differentoccasions. As they spoke Tibetan as well as Ladakhi we
were able to check all matters of discussion carefully; T.S. speaking
Tibetan but not being fully conversant with the Ladakhi dialect. In one
or two houses a young person could speak good English. We were
liberally entertained to tea and biscuits and our 'interviews' took the
followingform. Afterpreliminary greetings we produced Prince Peter's
genealogy and a lively discussion, often amid considerable enthusiasm,
developed as old names were remembered and stories told. We then
carried out a more formal enquiry about the entire genealogy and the
living members of the family. This resulted in our up-dated family trees
and lists of household members according to domestic location, age, sex
and occupational history. Finally, we asked questions relating to social
change in Ladakh and the way life in the family had altered since Prince
Peter's time. Everyone called him 'Peter Sahib' - the name Peter being
given a German pronunciation, and many were the stories about him
(see below). Each household visit took about two hours and usually
included a tour of the dwelling. In one case (rGad.po.pa)the informant
visited us at our lodgings in Chubi for the interview.
The actual dwellings had remained almost unchanged since 1938; the
only clear improvements being the glass in key windows, the addition
of sun-rooms on the top story and a greater degree of interior decoration.
Most of these dwellings consist of a front yard from which a door opens
to a passage with stables on either side and sometimes a great mastiff in
front to guard the entrance. A staircase in the passage leads up to the first
floor where the main rooms are situated and then to a second floor where
the family gathers in summer. Prince Peter's descriptionsof houses were
quite recognizable and sometimes our discussion seems to have taken
place in the very same rooms in which he had been entertained over 40
years previously. The large kitchens are beautifully equipped with
brasswarq and fine stoves with chimneys and the Buddhist chapels
(1h.khang) often hold beautiful and valuable family treasures. These
fvilies, in spite of their simple agricultural life, are well off materially
and spiritually when compared to most of Asia. In one or two houses
it was entertaining to find a student's room complete with western
posters, team photographs, sports award, cassettes of Indian film music,
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Soviet propaganda and English text books; all the hallmarks of a teenage
middle class, or 'standard man' as-a young Ladakhi postgraduate
described it.
i Household size. Age distribution and sex ratio
Table 23.1 lists the sizes of the households on the estates in 1938 and
1981. These numbers include names of people living in the khang-chen
or khang-gyu but no additional sisters, uncles, brothers or auiits, who
may be listed in the genealogybut living with other families. Individuals
only temporally absent and whose home remains in the households are
included. The overall mean % increase in household habitation between
these dates is 53%. The average household size in 1938was 11.5persons
and this had climbed to 17.5 persons by 1981. In parallel with these
increases the number of khang-gyu per house has risen - the mean
number showing an increase. This is especially apparent in the Ma.he
household which is now the largest family with 23 people and three
khang.gyu, an increase of 109%on the 11who lived here in 1938.
Table 23.1 Household sizes and % increase 19381981 together with number of
khang.bu per estate.
Household
name

1938 No. 1981 No.
inhabitants inhabitants

70

increase

khang. bu
1938

khang. bu
1981

Thog.thog*
Ma.he
gTsang.bi
mGo.pa
'0d.ldan
rGad.po.pa.

Total
mean

* Prince Peter gives an alternative spelling - grogs.grogs
Table 23.2 Number and Percentage of estate inhabitants occupying khang.chen
and khang.gyu in 1938 and 1981,

Total

'

69

(100%)

105

(loo?")

1ngTsang.bi household the young sonsin the khang.chm had just married in 1938and
as soon as they had a baby their parents were expected to move into an additional
khang.gyu.
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If we consider the numbers of household inhabitants in h g - c h e m
and khang-gyus respectively in 1938and 1981we find an increase in both
cases (Table 23.2). However, the household increase contributed by the
khang-gyu is much larger. These figuresresult fromchanged allocations
in the household. Khang-gyu now (1981) hold over W O
of household
members whereas in 1938 they held only 32%. Khangqhens now hold
about 49.5% whereas in 1938 they had 687'0of the total. In other words,
the overall increase in household inhabitants has been accommodated
by increasing numbers in the khang-gyu. The ceiling on numbers in the
khang-chen is reached when the nuclear family of the household head
is complete with only a few additional members occasionally added.
Fig. 23.1 represents the age distribution of those living members of the
six households for whom ages were obtainable (66 males, 38 females).
There is an imbalance in the sex-ratio in favour of males (1: 0.58) in spite
of the fact that women, as is usual, tend to live rather longer than men.
If we look at each ten year age cohort in Figure 23.1 the disparity persists;
although in the survivors of the 1940s, from which period few children
appear to have survived, there are more girls than boys. The sex-ratio
of those surviving from populations existing 40 years ago thus shows
least tilt against women but otherwise it seems omnipresent. The
structure of Fig. 23.1 suggests that the population increased particularly
stronglybetween 10-20years ago and again between 40and 50 yeas ago.

MEN

Figure 23.1 Age distribution of members of
known age in present (1980)households of six
families of Leh.
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The imbalance in the sex ratio persists in whatever way we sample the
population recorded in the genealogies. There are three hypotheses
whichmight account for this: 1)that emigrationof women isgreater than
that of men, ii) that females are numerically less frequent in these
families because of a differential sex ratio at birth or a higher female
infant mortality, and iii) that women are under-reported by our
genealogical informants or, alternatively, that out-going women are
under-represented.
Counting up the total number of persons of each sex recorded in the
genealogical listings (but omitting the first clearly incomplete line) give
a ratio of 1:0.88 in favour of men. This however does not allow for the
differential mobility of the two sexes (Table 23.3). The numbers of
women entering and leaving the households is in fact almost identical
whereas more men leave as magpas than have entered. The first
hypothesis is thus implausible.
Possible differences in sex-rat.ioat birth or due to higher female infant
mortality might be expected to be more apparent in larger families. In
Table 23.4 the sex ratios in presumed completed families of different
sizes are listed. There is a slightly larger difference in the representation
of the sexes in the larger than in the smaller families but this is of no
statistical interest. If differential mortality is the case, whatever processes account for the difference is not consciously known. Ladakhi
ethics are based on a Buddhist respect for life and wHile sexual equality
is not a pronounced feature of this society, there is no noticeable
disrespect for baby girls or prejudice against them apparent in Ladakh.
Women tend to be forthright in their views and married women occupy
important roles in household, farming and market life. Furthennore, in
the complete surveys of village populations in Zangskar (1980)the sex
ratio was slightly in favour of women rather than men (sTongde; men
92.5:100 women, Kumik; 88:100. See Chs. 9 and 10). Hypothesis two is
therefore also implausible.
Under-reporting of females by informants being asked for genealogical information is a plausible explanation (see also Sander, 1983). Girl
babies may be less fully reported than male ones and daughters in the
grandparental or parental generations who marry out may have been
forgotten by informants even though Ladakhi memory is generally
reliable and we feel no conscious repression of information was happening. In one family a woman was reported has having six living children
but independent information suggested she had given birth to twelve
babies of whom the six who died might of course have been girls. We
infer therefore that the names of women are under-reported at least in
this sample of six family genealogies. The patrilineal nature of Ladakhi
inheritance is a plausible basis for bias such as this.
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Mobility of individuals* in Households
Total
of named
individuals

Men+
Thog.thog
gTsang. bi
Ma.he
mGo.pa
'0d.ldan
rGad.po.pa

12+12 - 24
7+7
-14
7+11
- 18
11+8 - 19
6+12 - 18
11+12 - 23

Total

54+62

30 (2)

No. women
leaving
(returning
again)
women

No. wdmen
entering
(leaving
again)

7
3
3
4
7 (1)
6 (1)

6 (1)
3
8
3
4
5

29 (1)

10 (1)

No. Magpa
/monks
leaving
(entering)

3
1
0
4 (1)
1

1

* Named reproductive adults and their residential spouses. Magpa's wives or nonresidential sister's husbands not included. All except one outgoing male were
magpa, only one entered the genealogies.
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Table 23.4

Family Size

Family size and Sex-ratiosin all recorded presumed completed families
mentioned in the genealogies. UT. 5 families? Ts.bL 5? Ma.he. 4,
mGo.pa. 5; '0d.ldan 8, rGad.po.pa 7).
Males

Females

Rati0

U:In the families of 5+ members 9 contained more males than females, 3 vice
versa and 4 had the same number of the two sexes. In families of under 5
members the same figures were 8,6 and 2.
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ii Kinship and domestic arrangements: 1938 and 1981
It seems that the most useful way to understand the social organization of the Ladakhi household is with reference to the relationships
between members and the head of the household. The traditional head
of house is the eldest brother of the current reproductively active
generation. It is he who is responsible for both the internal regulations
and the external relations of the family. Traditionally it was also he who
held the responsibility of the tenancy obligations and any taxation due
from the estate. A man acquires this responsibility if he is the eldest
brother, or an only son. He also inherits it whether or not he has older
living sisters. If, however, there are no sons in a family then the eldest
sister becomes the heiress and a marriage with an incoming 'magpa'
husband is arranged. The magpa does not however have either the
privileges or responsibilities of a sbag.ma husband (see further Ch. 15).
The responsibilities and privileges are acquired when the man marries. This is a very significant family event because in the traditional
home it signals the moment when the main accommodation, the khangchen or 'big house', becomes exclusively his residence and, except under
unusual circumstances,both his parents and his siblingsmove out to live
in subsidiary accommodation, khang-gyu. The household thus pivots
around the figure of the household head and the patterning of residence
and kin is best understood by reference to him.
In Tables 23.5 and 23.6 the organizational structure of the six households in 1938 and 1481 is shown. In 1938 all khang-chen centred upon
a wife and her husbands. Of the six khang-chen families three were
biandrous, two triandrous and one tetrandrous. The extent of polyandry is thus manifest. In Table 23.5 the marriage type of all marriages (i.e.
of parents, uncles or aunts and sibs) in the six households is shown. Of
16 marriages 10 were polyandrous and 6 marriages monogamous
signifying a 63% polyandry rating overall.
Comparing the data of 1938with information in 1981we find that the
total number of families(i.e.marriage with or without children) is now
25 - an increase of 9 or over 50%. This increase correlates with both the
total increase in household membership and a major shift from polyandry to monogamy. In 1981, four of 25 marriages or 16%were polyandrous whereas in 1938 ten of sixteen marriages or 63% had been so.
Furthermore of the four 1981 polyandrous marriages, one reached the
level of triandry whereas in 19384 / 10 of such marriages had more than
two husbands, one having as many as four brothers as a co-spouse team.
Focusing again only on the khang-chen families, we find that whereas all
were polyandrous in 1938 none are so today.
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Table 23.5 Household members: sex distribution and marital type
A. 1938

Maleslfemales
per household
1: 0.8
Marital type:
Tetrandrous
Triandrous
Biandrous
Monogamous
Total
Marriages in
household

Males/females
67/41
per household
1: 0.6
Marital type:
Tetrandrous
Triandrous
Biandrous
Monogamous
Total
marriages
in household

'IT

M

Tbi

GB

0

9/5

5/3

5/5

5/6

5/5

8/5

37/29

-

1

I

1
I

1
1

1
1

1
3
6
6

fi

-

GPP

2
2

I
1
-

2

4

2

3

2

2

3

18/6

14/9

9/3

8/7

12/7

12/7

3
2

5

3

5

5

3

Total

I

-

3

4

4

0
1
3
21

3

5

4

25
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Table 23.6 Household composition in 1938 and 1981. Kin in relation to head of
houeehold.

(70 persons)
khang-chen 0
P
C
S
Total
khang-gyu 1 GP
P
S
khang-gyu 2 P
S
Total
Grand total

(105 persons)

khang-chen 0
C
GC
P
UA
Total
khang-gyu 1. U A
Co
coc
S

N
Nc
khang-gyu 2. S

N
khang-gyu 3. S
N
hang-gyu
Total
Grand total
Key to symbols in Table 7
0 - Owner - i.e. brothers of co-spouse team including the eldest house owning
brother (wife)
C - children of married house-owners
GC/GGC Grandchildren/Great grandchildren
P - parents of brothers (etc.) owning the estate.
GP - grandparents of same
U A - uncles/aunts of same, Co - cousin
CoC - cousin's children, S - sisters, N- nephews, Nc - nephew's children.
A figure between brackets indicates a spouse
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Table 23.7 Incidence of Kin-categories in khang-gyu of 6 families in 1938 and 1981.

Kin to Household head

1938

Grandparent
Uncle/Aunt
Parents 16
Brothers (+ spouse)
Sisters (+ spouse)
Nieces/ Nephews
Children of Nieces/Nephews
Total persons

5

-

-

2

1981

1
3 (-)

15 (6)
4 (1)

3 (-)

27

21
5
50

Table 23.8 Ages of khang-chen heads in twenty-seven houses of the village of
sTongde, Zangskar in 1980
Ages
50+
46-50
41-45
36-40
31-35
26-30
20-25

Number of heads at age
1
2
3
7
5
4
5

Kin living in the household may be categorised as to their relationship
to the khang-chen owner or family head (Table 23.6). In 1938 few
relatives lived in a khang-chen other than the khang-chen family members. In the khang-gyu (Table 23.7) were found all other kin including
grandparents, parents, sibs or half sibs with/without spouses. In 1981
there was a considerable number of grandchildren as well as married
children living in the khang-chens and in '0d.ldanthree great-grandchildren were present. In the khang-gyu (Table 23.7) the following categories of kin were found: uncles and aunts (with/without spouses), their
children i.e. cousins to the head of house, the cousins' children,brothers
and sisters (with/without spouses) and their children (i.e. nephews/
nieces) and thesemephews' /niece offspring.There is thus a considerable
increase in the categories of kinship present in the khang-gyu between
1938-1981. Of particular importance is the breakdown in the principle
of only one marriage per estate in each generation. Whereas in 1938
spouses are only married to the khang-chen owners or their parents, by
1981brothers and sisters of the head of house living in khang-gyu often
have spouses. It is this that accounts for the increased diversity of kin
in khang-gyu.
Another reason for these changes in khang-chen and khang-gyu
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occupancy hinges on a shift in the duration of tenure of the family head
as the prime occupant of the khang-chen (cf. Ch. 15). Traditionally, the
eldest son becomes khang-chen head as soon as he marries or has a child
in wedlock. The ages of assuming these responsibilities are thus low.
Unfortunately, Prince Peter did not obtain precise details of the ages of
the family members but from a careful reading of his text it is reasonable
to suppose that of the six heads in 1938 one was in his twenties, two in
the early thirties, two in the late thirties and one over forty. This
compares interestingly with the ages of khang-chen heads in the still
traditional village of sTongde in Zangskar in 1980 (Table 23.8). Of these
52% were below 35 years and 78% under 40. Compared with these
figures from traditional households in 1981 khang-chen heads ages in
Leh were 79,70,65,54,49 and 43 - all well over forty therefore and four
of the six over fifty. Ages of various kin categories to these heads are
shown in Fig. 23.2. It is clear what has happened in Leh recently is that
the length of tenure of the khangchen by the incumbent male has been
increased with a correspondingly long delay in the transfer of khangchen occupancy to his eldest son and spouse. Indeed this may no longer
occur until the death of the old man.
This delay in transfer means that the head of family continues on in
the khang-chen after his son has married, so that grandchildren begin
appearing as members of this now extended familial unit. Furthennore,
the drop in occurrence of polyandry means that there will be a tendency
for brothers to move out of the khang-chen either to marry into another
family or into the khang-gyu with an incoming spouse. Nephews and
nieces will then arise in the khang-gyu as a result of these marriages.
Parental influence is extended with lengthening time in the main
household and fraternal cooperation is reduced. The age of the household leadership has also greatly increased and the influence of responsible younger men presumably becomes less apparent in the family than
formerly, and perhaps more divisive. The increase in uncles/aunts and
cousins is due to the separation into khang-gyu of brothers of the
previous generation. The absence of parents of owners in the hang-gyu
arises likewise from their increased tenure of the khangchen.
It is clear that the contemporaryfunction of the hang-gyu is no longer
to receive old parents and other residues of the preceding reproductive
generetion. It is rather to provide houses for reproductive siblings of the
household head who is no longer a head of house in the original sense
but rather occupies an almost titular position by virtue of age and
unbroken khang-chen occupancy.
In the present houses, the three oldest heads (aged 79,70 and 65) are
essentially retired farmers, the management of the estate devolving on
one of the sons. Two sons are 55 and 44 years old respectively and
perform the majority of the functions of the original head of house. In
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gTsang.bi the 47 year old son is a carpenter and the farm is now run by
the 22 year old grandson. All of them live in the khang-chen. In one other
case (mCo.pa house), the old grandfather, likewise a resident in the
khang-chen, had only died a little before our visit, in January 1981 (see
genealogy) at the age of 84. The present head of house, now 43, had acted
as estate manager up to his death.
These role changes in the household are linked with the appearance
in Ladakh of gainful employment as a possible alternative to selfsufficient family agriculture. In 1938all males were involved in farming
the estate. By 1981 a considerable diversity of alternatives had become
available; the actual listing of the gainful employment of 36 males is
shown in Table 23.9. Only 18 (50%) are agriculturists today, although
one who is a traditional amchi (doctor) is also much concerned with his
land. Of the remaining 18 men, seven are in either the army or police,
two are teachers, two clerks and one a professional civil engineer. There
are two students undertaking higher education at a university and a
college in Kashrnir. Of the twenty boys of school age, a considerable
proportion may well be able to undertake higher educabon given the
opportunity to do so. Amongst women, there is much less sign of change
in traditional activity, and divorcees still return to the natal house to live
with the brothers. Women have always played a major role in farming,
animal husbandry and in marketing vegetable produce in the Leh
market. With many men now in non-agricultural employment, women's
role in agriculture is more important than ever. However, in Leh, a
number of young women are being employed as nurses, medical
auxiliaries, in restaurants, in management, in radio broadcasting and in
goverrunent service. In our particular families only one professional
woman, a nurse, was found.
In 1938, Prince Peter recorded one monk in the rGad.po.pa. household
and another in the Shing.khag.pa. household (not followed up in 1981).
These Leh households cannot thus be considered very religious. In
Zangskar households in 1980 we recorded a greater tendency for young
sons to enter monasteries than is shown in these rather 'urbane' farming
families close to Leh. In 1981only one elderly monk was recorded in our
households; the eminent Lobon of Spituk Monastery, Lobsang Tsepal of
Thog.thog house who had trained in Buddhist philosophy at the Tashi
Lhumpo monastery at Shigatse in Tibet prior to 1959. He had attained
the professorial rank of bko.chen, a title equivalent to the better known
doctorate or 'geshe' from the Lhasa monasteries of the Gelugpa sect.
While he retains a foothold in a khang-gyu of his natal home, he also has
rooms in his monastery.

Table 23.9 Occupations in six families of Leh, 1981
Male

Female

Farmer (partly retired)
Farmer
Amchi (landowner)
Co-op manager

Elderly lady
Housewife (house, farm, marketing)
House help
Divorcee
Spinster (sick)
Nurse
School
Preschool

-ye
Police
Civil Engineer
Carpenter
Graduate Teacher
Teacher+
Clerk
Student at College
School
Preschool
Total
Indo-Tibetan Border Force and Ladakhi Scouts
+ One was an Instructor in Physical Education.

Total

LOBSANG

ISHE DONDRUP

m: Tsering P a n m

m

STOBGYAL'
m: 1 Tsering Yang dzen

lshe Palkid
m: SONAM TAKPA $ling. so
4 children

I

1

I
TSERING NORPHEL
70

m: Chung. nid Dolrna (of Ma. he. 72)

I

Pangdzom
48

TSEWANG3
RIGZEN

Tsewang
Dolma

44

43

'

m: Cho. Luk
2 girls
1 boy.

Tsering
Dolma

TSERING4
WANGDUS
40

41

(DOKPA)

unmarried

Modmp
Dolma
30

married

m: Pangdzoms
husband

SONAM WANGCHUK
Died age 25 in
army plane
married crash in
Nubra. Wife
Nawang Diskit
returned to
natal home

m: Sonam Dolma 42

I

I

PUNGTZOC
WANGCHUK
21

URCYEN
EERING
16

I

I

LOBSANG

I

I
T E N ~ C

WANGCHUK DORJE
17
12

padma

A%"'o
11

1

I
YaGchen
Dolma
8

~&rin~
enpa
9

V

Figure 23.3A

Genealogy of 7bog.Tkog household. Leh

Second marriage of STOBYGAL
m: 2 Wzadzom (died about 1.970)
Ldbsang~
Tsepel
59

Sonam5.
Dondrup
56

Sonam7
yanskid

Tserinf
Ginpo

1 girl

8 children

3 children

I

Rigzen
AntPo
46
(unmarried)

TSERING9
NORBU
44

PUNTZOG'O
DUNDROP

4 children
m TserGg Angmo
of wa. zid. pa. house

TSERINGI2
WANGCHUK
19
Soldier

THUBTENI 1
RIGZEN
34 (Magpa)

NAMGYAL

BOY

BOY

THUBTEN

17

Age?

Age?

3

Figure 23.38 Genealogy of Thog.7'hog household. Leh (Continued)

SONAM STOBDAN

PUNTZOG

L
I
Tsewang Palmo
m: Doj e
Christian
Engineer

DONDRUP

1

I

I

I

Chung.nid Dolma
(See Fig. 23.3A)

SKALZA NG'

I

Stanzin Rolrna

SONAM TSEWANG
(Died)

80

Divorced
Padma Lhazin 69
I
lshe Rolrna

1

TSERING
WANCHUK
28

m: Yanchen
Dolma 26

I

I

PUNTZOG 54'
m: 1 Tashi Yanskid

NAWANG
TSEDEN
26
Monk,
Hemis

SONM ~ Y A L D E 48
N
m: Sonam Dolma 37

Dolkar
22:married
out

i

TSE WANG
NORPHEL 42
m: Puntzog Dolkar

SONAM
WANCHUK

Sonam
Angmo
16

18

Tsewang
Dolma 42
m: Phey house

RTGZEN
CHOSDON 22
m: Rigzen
Palma 22
I
BOY
1 year

SONAM
TSEPEL
13

I
'PUNTZOG (CONTINUED)
m: 2 Khentze Dolma

Chungnid Dolma Padma
8
Lhamo
5

Chigmed
Rigzen
3

BOY

8 month

Padma chosden
10

Figure 23.4 Genealogy of Ma.he household. Leh

TASHI TSERING
7

TSANG. DONDRUP
Marriage I : Yangskid

I

Marriage 2 Tswang Rolma
No issue

LOBZANG NAMGYAL
m: Tsering Rolma

Phunzok
m: NORPHEL

SONAM
TARGYE

65

I

NAMGYAL
Died at 18
years.

s0Nk2*
TASHI
62

I

Lhadzom
Married a
Christian.
3 girls
1 boy

I

rn: Skalzang Deskid
Died at 47 years

,

I
TSERING DORJE
47
Carpenter
m: Tas!i Yangdzo;

I
TSEWANG NORBU
35
Magpa elsewhere

,

RIGZEN
SONAM
PALPER
JORCYAL
22
17
Farmer
m: Tseang Dolma
17 No children yet

PADMA
RIGZEN
13

,

I
NGAWANG RIGZEN
25
P.E. Teacher
Unmarried

,

SONAM
PHUNTZOG
PALZANG DORJE
12
I1

Sonam Tashi's second marriage to Tsering Lhamo produced no issue

Figure 23.5 Genealogy of gTsang.Bi household. Leh

Skaltang
Yangchen
Married in Sahu
2 girls
1 boy

Puntwg
Putit
m: TASHI
$GO. pa
1 boy
4 girls

Yandzom
m: TSETEN
PHUNTZOG
3 boys
3 girls

SONAM
7 HUBTEN

l

m: KUMCHOK (Magpa)
TSEWANG'
RABGYE

Choral
m: TASHI
MORUP
No Issue

l

m: Tswang Putit

PUNTZOG STOBDEW
Magpa in Tha.pa.
house in Skara
4 boys. 5 girls
Died about 1970
Rural Dm. OfJicer

I

SONAM DORJE3
55. Former L.
scout now
Fanner
m: Dechen
Dolma 50

sham
Yansktd 50
m: NORPHEL
in Phyang
Clerk
4boYS
4 girls
Chmpen

Sonam angmo 15
I

SONAM TSEWANG 32
Clerk in Govt.
School
m: Tsewan Dolrna

SONAM
Putit 44
m: JANGSPEL
No Issue.

SONAM
WANGAL
45.

Border
Force.
officer
in
Gangtok
m: Sonam
Dolma. 35
1

I

I

Tseten
D o l m 48
m: WANGDUS
of Chosden
house
A pensiond
L. scout
1 boy
1 girl

I

Angmo. 25
divorced
1son TENZING
TSULTRIM 4

1

Wangchuk 12

I

Tsering
Yendel

I

Kunden 10

I
Tsewang
Norzam

18

TENZING TARGYES. 4. NORBU. 2.

Figure 23.6 Genealogy of 0d.ldan household. Leh

Tsering
D o h a 33.
Also in
Chospen house.
1 boy.
2 girls
Husband is
D. Cs. Driver

I

Angmo 8
1
KARMA
'ISEIUNG
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DONDRUP (Amchi)

7

m. Tsewang Yangdzom
Tsering
m: SONAM DORIE
4 Karpotok
house
SONAM
PHUhlTZOG
Died at
67 years

CHONDE
Amchi. Ir@rmant
to PP.
m: Tsering Paldzom

SONAM
STANDZIN
Died at
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ISHE GYALSAN
Monk at
Tiktse.
64

PHUhlTZOG
DONDRUP
Died at
40

Tsewang Rolma.
m: Tsang Dendrup
ofgTsang. bi. house
(see gTsang. bi.)
SKALZA NG2
60. Magpa.
See Notes

LOBZANG
TEMPA
Died aged
40

m: Tsering Chosdon died aged 68

Palzi7
Zangrno
55
m.
2
girls
2
boys

Chozen7
Wangmo
52
m.
4
boys
2
girls.

Phuntzog'
WANGDUS
Amchi
49
Informant

BERING
WANCCHUK
19

KHENTZE

m. Tseten
Dolma6

ZANGMO
13

PHUNTZOG3 TseringS
STOBTEN
Angmo
45
44
Divorced

BERING'
DONDRUP
Died at
25

LOBZANG4
RIGZEN
40
m.
Tsering
Dolkar

m. Sonam
Angmo 40.
Diskit
12

SONAM
WANGCHUK
18

4 children

Figure 23.8 Genealogy of rt3ad.po.p~.household. Chubi. Ladakh

Yengchen7
Dolma
38
m.
3 boys
3 girls

Tsering7
Chosdel
36
m.
2'Joys
I girls
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4. The Family genealogies in 1981

The updated family trees of our six families are presented in the same
manner as those of Prince Peter (1963). A horizontal line with upturned
ends shows polyandrous marriages while a line with down turned lines
shows the children of the wife of such marriages. Males on Prince Peter's
trees of 1938are shown in italic capitals and females in lower case italics,
New data on men and women from our own research is shown in nonitalic capitals and lower case letters. Personal names are rendered here
in the style established by Prince Peter. Brief notes on the accommodation arrangements and persons are provided as numbered notes for each
tree. We hope that in some 40 years time someone will once again bring
these records up to date and repeat these studies. Ollr purpose in
presenting these details is to facilitate such a task.
Accommodation and Notes on Thog.thog family (Figs. 23.3A,B)
In the khang-chen lives Tsering Norphel, at age 70 the head of the
household but whose duties as farmer are now carried out by his two
sons who likewise live in the khang-chen. The old lady Chungnid D o h a
is his wife. The wife of his two sons, Sonam D o h a , likewise lives in the
khang-chen. The oldest son of Sonam Dolma is at college in Jammu
studying for a B.Sc. Her other children are all at school.
In hang-gyu 1 lives the family arising from the second marriage of
Stobgyal, old Tsering Norphel's father. Tsering Norbu is a farmer while
Phuntzog Dundrop is in the Border Police. Their eldest son is in the
Army while the other children of the wife Tsering Angrno are all at
school. There is also a room in the khang-gyu for Lobsang Tsepel, the
most distinguished member of the family, Abbot of Spituk monastery.
The other brothers of this family are both married out as magpa
husbands.
Details of certain individuals are noted as follows. (Reference numbers on genealogy).
1. Died 20 years ago aged 70.
2. Died in a car crash in Kashrnir at age 57.
3. As a child given the name Dokpa as on Prince Peter's
genealogy. Now a Civil Engineer working in the Chang-Tang.
4. Farmer.
5. Lama. After gaining the Professorial qualification of Kha.chen
at Tashi Lhunpo gelupga monastery in Tibet he returned to
Spituk Monastery where he is now the Lobon (Abbot). Known
as Lobsang Chompel in Prince Peter's genealogy.
6. Married in Stok in the Drak.pa ('Brug.pa) household. A retired
English and Urdu teacher he had one girl child.
7. Died 8 years ago at 45 years. Married in Gonpo village near
Leh with 4 boys and 4 girls.
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8. Farmer. A magpa husband in village of Chushud (Chu.shod).
2 girls and 1 boy.
9,lO. Of these two brothers, the older is a farmer and the other is in
the Border Police.
11. Labourer. Magpa in the Sip.li house at Sabu (Sa.phud). 1 boy
and 3 girls.
12. Serving in Army.
Accommodation and Notes on Household (Fig. 23.4)
In the khang-chen, Puntzog, the functionalhead of the family resides
with his second wife and her two children. His first wife, Tashi Yansked
died at age 37. His firstson, who is married with four children, is likewise
in the residence. The elder sister of Puntzog's father (80)also lives with
them.
(1) In khang-gyu 1,resides the oldest member of the family, Skalzang,
retired farmer. He was originally jointIy married to Puntzog's mother
with Sonam Tsewang but later married again and has a married son and
grandson in residence with him. As a former younger brother with a
second marriage Skalzangdoes not appear to count as a household head.
(2) In khang-gyu 2, the second brother of Puntzog lives with his wife
and three children.
(3) In khang-gyu 3, Tsewang Norphel, a civil engineer, lives with his
wife.
Accommodation and Notes on gTsang.bi household (Fig. 23.5)
At 65, Sonam Targye still lives in the khang-chen although he is
'retired'. He is nominal head of house. His carpenter son, Tsering Dorje
of the Border Police probably manages the estate now, but his son Rigzen
Palper is the actual farmer. Rigzen Palper's brothers are still at school
and his young wife has not yet had a child.
(1) The khang-chen formerly held the triandrous marriage of Sonam
Targye and his two brothers. The youngest died at 18 and Sonam Tashi
remarried 20 years ago and now lives in the khang-gyu with his wife
Tsering Lhamo. It is possible that Sonarn Tashi married separately from
his elder brother before the death of their joint wife - perhaps at the time
when he joined the police as a new career.
Accommodation and Notes on '0d.ldan Household (Fig. 23.6)
Old Sonam Thubten, who was also the informant to Prince Peter,
spoke at length with us. He remains in the khang-chen as titular head
of house. His wife (with Tsewang Rabgye)died 20 years ago and his son,
a former Ladakhi Scout, now runs the farm.
Sonam Dorje, wife and children inhabit the khang-chen together with
the wife and children of his eldest son - grandson to Sonam Thubten.
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Sonam Dojets eldest daughter, now divorced, also lives in the khangchen with her little boy.
1) In khang-gyu 1lives Sonam Thubten's younger brother (known to
PP as Rabgye) now 70 years old. There is also accommodation here for
Sonam Wangyal (second son of Sonam 'Thubten/Tsewang Rabgye) and
his family who are away on Indo Tibetan Border Force duty in Sikkim.
(2) Prince Peter recorded that Sonam Thubten and Tsewang Rabgye
had a third brother, Phuntzog Stobten, who was also married to
Tsewang Putit. In 1981 we were told that this third brother had
subsequently married out as a magpa and had had 9 children.
(3)Sonam Dorje would have preferred to remain in the army, where
he seems to have had a colourful career fighting Pakistan, but returned
home to manage the farm.
Accommodation and Notes on rnGo.pa. Household (Fig. 23.7)
(1) Prince Peter probably made an error in the first line of this family
tree. He considered Sonam Tashi to be polyandrous with his older
brothers, and he listed Yanskid as Dondrup Sonam's wife. In 1981
Padma was also said not to have joined Tashi Dondrup in polyandry.
This is considered doubtful because it would accord him wunarried
status, which would have been unusual. It also seems unlikely that Putit,
who was PPs informant, would have been inaccurate about her own
marriage. We therefore considerTashi Dondrup and Padma as biandrous
husbands and Stanzin, Sonam Tashi and Dondrup Sonam to have
cohacted separate marriages, all three leaving to become magpa.
(2) Putit, originally of 'Od.ldan, was reported (1981) to have had 12
children but only 6 survived to enter our lists.
(3) In the khang-chen live Tashi Lhagyal, farmer and village develop
ment officer, head of house (Informant), wife and daughter. Mutop
Lhamo left school at 19 due to labour shortage in the family.
(4) In khang-gyu 1we find Sonam Palkit, elder sister of Tashi Lhagyal,
with her magpa husband Rigzen Dorje and their children. One of these,
an English teacher in the Government School, married with three
children is likewise in residence.
(5) In khang-gyu 2, which is situated near Sanskar Gompa some way
from the main farm, we find Sonam Yandzom, like her sister married to
Rigzen Doje, and her daughter who is a nurse in Leh.
Accommodation and Notes on rGad.po.pa. Household (Fig. 23.8)
(1) The present househcld head, Phuntzog Wangdus, is a n Amchi as
well as a land-owning farmer (= Zamindar) and served formerly in the
army for 10 years. He is the eldest son of a tetrandrous marriage
recorded by PP and confirmed to us. He lives in the khang-chen with his
wife and two children. His son, 19, is at college in Shrinagar.
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(2) PP records that in addition to the four co-husbands there was a
monk and a sixth brother, Skacalzang, preferred to become a magpa in
another family.
(3) In khang-gyu 1 (newly constructed) lives Phuntzog Stobden,
brother of Phuntzog Wangdus. He is a serving member of the IndoTibetan Border Force. His wife and young daughter live with him.
(4) In khang-gyu 2, likewise newly conshucted, lives the third
(surviving)brother of Phuntzog Wangdus Lobzang Rigzen. He has also
served in the forces with the Ladakhi Scouts but is now a P.W.D. clerk.
He has a wife and four children.
(5) Khang-gyu 3 is a room attached to the khang-chen in which live
the divorced sister of the above brothers and her 18 year old son, now
a Ladakhi Scout. She divorced her husband (50),a man from Phey (Phye)
who was a pensioned Ladakhi Scout, due to persistent quarrelling.
(6) Tseten Dolrna comes from Huru house in Sabu, Sonarn Angmo
from Shakarag house in Shey and Tsering Dolkar from Garu house of
Gala.
(7) Of the sisters of the above brothers, Palzi Zangmo married
Wangdus Norbu of Tagoche (Do.ga.che>house, Spituk,a (retired)teacher
and has 2 girls and 2 boys. Chozen Wangmo married Rigzen Nordrup
(45) of Gala (sGang.1~~)
village (Garu house) from which her younger
brother also took a spouse. She has 4 boys and 2 girls. Yangchen D o h a
is married to a P.W.D. Labourer of Gan.de.pa house in Choshut. They
have 3 boys and 3 girls. Tsering Chosdel is married in Leh into the
Shakarag (Sa.ga.rab) house (Like brother Phuntzog Stobden). Her
husband is an Information Office Clerk. They have 2 boys and a girl.
5. Family changes and current law
In 1938 the marital system still expressed the traditional Tibetan law
of household tenancy and inheritance. After Indian independence new
laws came into force. Two points from these affect the life of Ladakhi
householders. Polyandry is no longer a legal form of marriage and on
the death of a landowner his property may be divided up between his
offspring. While established family arrangements are not threatened by
these provisions, young people are now subscribing to them so that the
traditional polyandrous domus is rapidly becoming a thing of the past.
The condition observed in our six families is thus a transitional phase
with the changes as yet far from established.
The changes by which the head of a house no longer relinquishes his
accommodation to his eldest son but retains a titular position as head of
an estate managed by a son in an estate household of several reproductive family units, are all in a direction that conforms with the new legal
marriage code. The separate families of the estate can in principle make
a claim to part of it to form a separate unit, just as the old man now claims
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the right to retain his accommodation until death. The present situation
is thus in part a consequence of demographic changes involving an
increase in family size, in part a result of changing roles in the family
linked to new ways of gainful employment in a cash economy rather than
within subsistence agriculture, and in part a reflection of a new legal
situation which enhances flexibility in household structuring. This links
with the breakdown of the traditional monomarital principle with the
formation of closely related monogamous families living in the khang-

6. Attitudes concerning polyandry, marriage and inheritance
During our visits to the six households we attempted to elicit comment upon the present state of Ladakh, comparisons with the past,
especially with reference to the time of Prince Peter's visit, and any
reminiscences of interest. Several comments concerning the social
changes currently underway in Ladakh were of general interest.
In 1938Prince Peter found himself closely questioned by old Lobsang
Thog.thog, the eldest father of the Thog.thog household at that time.
Prince Peter recalls:
"Lobsang Tok. Tok. complained bitterly of the 'immorality' of young
people in Leh. He said that polyandry was no longer desired by the
younger generation, and that this was all due to outside influence from
Indian and Turki traders from Sinkiang and from European missionaries
and travellers who were perpetually speakingagainst the time-honoured
custom of polyandrous matrimony such as Ladakhis and Tibetans had
always practised, and were introducing the 'bad habit' of monogamous
marriage.
He asked me how it was that we were so wealthy in Europe without
being polyandrous. It seemed to him incomprehensible that one could
stay rich while dividing up the family property with each monogamous
marriage, as we do in our countries. It would be impossible to do this
iri Ladakh, he said, because there would never be enough to go round,
and everybody would quickly be reduced to famine.
I would say that Lobsang Tok.Tokrsquestion took me by surprise. In
those days I had given no thought to this problem and it had never
occurred to me yet that this might appear extraordinary to people living
in polyandry. So I said that, now that I came to think of it, it was no doubt
true that things were not the same with us. When we married I said, each
of us goes off with his wife and tries to fend for himself and build up a
family life based on his own earnings. Of course, it meant tapping new
sources of production, but then we did move away and were continually
starting new enterprises in new places in order to be able to live.
Lobsang agreed that it would not be possible to do otherwise if one did
not live in polyandry on the same piece of land, in the same household,

Six Families o f k h
generation after generation, without dividing it up. He had noticed, he
said, that those Ladakhis who were converts to Mohammedanism did
the same as we did; they ceased, overnight, to be polyandrous, and
divided up the property immediately they got married. The result was
that there was not enough to go round for all of them. The eldest brother
remained on the best part of the land, and the others had to move away.
They had to look for work, oftenas landless labourers, which was most
depressing. He had noticed, too, that some of them even went further
afield, and travelled all the way to Burma to work in the ruby mines
there. Obviously, he concluded, they did so just as Europeans had to do,
because they were monogamous, and even, in some cases, polygamous
(polygynous).
Lobsang Tok.Tok. was silent for a little while after this long discourse
(which Nono Tse-P'hun translated for me) and I sat cross-legged
opposite him, a cup of tea in my hand, looking at his heavy, Mongoloid
frame and face (upon which some hair did, nevertheless, grow), and
wondering who was doing the field-work, he or I. Then he said
something again to my interpreter and shortly afterwards I heard in
English was it was that he had said. It was that he could now grasp why
Europeans had colonies throughout the world, why they came to India
and even to Ladakh. It was obviously because, with the family system
that they had, they did not have enough to live on at home, and the fact
that they did not practise polyandry led them to go overseas to seek a
livelihood - like the Moslem Ladakhis who went to Burma. I was, I
confess, considerably impressed by the old man's perspicacity. It was
also a lesson to me, and showed me better than anything else what
circumstanceswere like in this area of Tibetan culture, and how polyandry was connected, or appeared to be, with the economic necessities of
the environment."
This passage is of great interest. Not only does it show how an
anthropologist of that period could be surprised by evidence of intelligence and insight in an experienced representative of a distant culture,
but it also reveals the depth of socialperceptioncertainlynot uncommon
among agriculturalists of this landed class. Lobsang Thog-Thog argues
most clearly for the principle of estate conservation through primogeniture without property division. To him polyandry was essential for
wealth and was therefore morally responsible. Although Prince Peter
did not take the discussion further, clearly Lobsang was arguing that
wealth in Ladakh arises from the provision of co-operative fraternal
labour on an estate inherited intact down the generations. The rapid
division of the estate with monogamous marriage would lead to smaller
and smaller parcels of land which would soon diminish to a size
incapable of supporting a family. Prince Peter might have pointed out
that the landed gentry and monogamous aristocracy of Europe usually
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kept their estates intact by leaving all to the eldest son. In addition a
younger son commonly went into the church in a family living.
It was therefore most intriguing to take up this same subject again in
1981. In conversation with our informant from the rGad.po.pa. household we were told that, whereas in the previous generation all four
brothers had worked the same estate, nowadays the land was divided
between three brothers, of whom the eldest, the amchi living in the
khang-chen, owned slightly more. The others had sufficient land on
which to build a house and a field for growing food. Whereas the four
former 'fathers' had lived with a wife in common, each of the present
generation of brothers was married separately and had children. Furthermore, all brothers had had army careers, thus earning money from
outside. The second brother, Phuntzog Stobden, was still in the IndoTibetan Border Force and his younger brother, Lobzang Rigzen, was a
former Ladakhi Scout, now a P.W.D. clerk. Phuntzog Wangdus, the
amchi, had also had ten years in the army and had presumably 'retired'
to the land on the death of the last father of the preceding generation. The
family had a traditional medical 'practice' in addition to working the
estate.
Phuntzog Wangdus told us that, although the younger brothers are
still described as living in khang-gyus and he is still registered as owning
the family land as eldest brother, the three families are today in effect
quite independent units, maritally, occupationally and with respect to
house and field ownership. He argued that people would not marry
polyandrously today and that they 'would be ashamed' of such a
marriage. He argued that the 'improved' (i.e.cash based) economy and
new educational opportunities leading to occupationalchoice rendered
polyandry inessential.
In other houses, people also agreed that, while the division of land
meant that before long many a plot would not be large enough for
agriculture, this was not necessarily harmful since the owner could build
a house on his holding and get a job to maintain himself and his family.
We suggested to them that the carrying capacity of Leh in terms of
employment might eventually be exceeded and that families without
land would then soon be in poor shape. The point was well taken, but
our respondents seemed confident that higher education would allow
their children access to India where employment could be found. We
were told that even a job as a coolie at 30 Rupees a day was quite sufficient
if you also had a house. Indeed, we lodged in a house in Chubi where
the husband worked in an army canteen all day while his wife looked
after the fields and, together with the help of the older children, the baby
and toddler of the family.
In another conversation it was suggested that, although brothers may
take their separate plots and live as functionally independent families,
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it was open to them to remain as a group farming the family land
collaboratively. In this case, the estate would remain intact, although the
brothers were now married separately. There seemed to be no reason
why such an arrangement could not be legally stabilised. At the present
time, however, few arrangements of any type are tightly forrnalised.
There is a variety of arrangements mutually agreed in a peaceful fashion
among relatives with little legal involvement or recourse to litigation.
With pressure on land around Leh developing rapidly as hotels and
other constructions are built this equable and casual climate of relationships may not, however, endure.
7. Summary
In 1938 Prince Peter of Greece had visited a number of polyandrous

households near Leh and constructed their genealogies. This study is
based on interviews with 6 of these families and the completion of their
genealogical histories up to 1581. The data allow a direct comparison of
family structure in 1938 and 1981.
The main changes concern the transitions of ownership from one
reproductive generation to another. Traditionally, the main house and
estate was transferred to the eldest heir on marriage and the old parents
retired to a small annexe on the estate. The heir married according to a
monomarital principle whereby only one marriage per estate occurred
in each generation although, needless to say, this was not always the
case. He married his wife often in polyandry with some of his brothers
who worked together in managing the estate. Surplus males became
monks, surplus women remained to help work on estates. Today,
following an increase in population, monetization and new economic
opportunities through direct employment in activities other than agriculture, the children of the chief householder can obtain resources
through employment and do not need to work the land. The old parent
thus remains in the main house probably until death and his now
separately married brothers and their children occupy the various small
houses on the estate. Polyandry is disappearing fast and the functions
of the 'large' and 'small' estate houses changing. Property ownership
and inheritance is not yet stabilised through litigation but remains
casual. Social pressure due to rising land values will probably soon alter
this equable climate of relationships. Family life is moving away from
the rural, environmentally determined, extended unit with marital
polyandry towards a more 'nuclear' monogamous unit favoured by the
urban bureaucratic value system of contemporary middle class India
with its consumer oriented market economy. The continuing well being
of these families depends today not so much upon the ecologcal
adaptedness of the social structure but upon the success of commercial
development in Ladakh. The social and environmental limits to such
expansion have yet to make themselves felt.
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Note
1. This chapter is the complete version of a shorter paper in Kantowsky and
Sander, 1983 and is dedicated to the memory of Prince Peter of Greece and
Denmark and his chief discussant in Ladakh, Lobsang Thog-Thog.
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iii Polyandry in Zangskar
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1. Introduction
Men and women normally form mateships that endure for many
years, the partners collaborating closely in the rearing of children. The
family is not only the setting for the most intimate of relations between
human adults and between parents and children but, as a unit, it forms
a vital structural element in society. The rules of intergenerational
inheritance, of kinship affiliation determining who may marry whom,
the role of man and wife in their relations with one another, with kin and
with society at large, are prime correlates of the forms of the family in all
human cultures. They constrain the life trajectories of their members to
well worn paths.
Human marriage may be monogamous (one spouse) or polygamous
(several spouses). Of the latter condition there are several forms: i)
promiscuous polygynous; a male marrying several women with only
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loose bonding, ii) harem polygynous; a male with socially sanctioned
relations with several women; iii) polyandry, a woman married to
several husbands and iv) polygynandry where several men and women
live together in contractual mamage. Furthermore, in some societies
marriage form changes through time as one or more partners dies or
joins and as sex-ratios of offspring alter between generations.
Considerable interest attaches to attempts to explain the functional
significance of these forms. While all families share the obvious functions of providing sexual relationships in a socially approved manner
and of producing children in a structure organised so as to rear them,
the reasons for the diversity of types have not been well understood.
Anthropologists have adopted three main approaches to the functional analysis of the marital household and its adult composition. Most
traditional analyses provide details concerning the reasons people give
for their own social structuring. This 'emic' approach (see Harris, 1968;
Levine, 1988) elucidates the explanations a society may rationalise for
self-understanding but go little further than this. Eco-deterministic
explanations (Crook, 1970; Blurton-Jonesand Reynolds, 1978)correlate
marital structures with ecological and economic conditions and derive
their cultural specificationsfrom economic necessities and adaptations.
This provides an 'etic' explanation in which ecology and economics are
inferred to account causally in specified ways for the social structure.
Another and more recent etic approach is to read into societal
organization the behavioural preferences of individuals that allow the
expression of optimising strategies designed to maximise the inclusive
fitness of individuals in reproductive competition in successive generations inhabiting givenecologicalconditions (seeAlexander, 1979; Bateson,
1983; Chagnon, and Irons, 1979; Crook, 1980,in press; Lopreato, 1984).
Important papers by Mildred Dickmann (1979a,b) and Hartung (1976,
1982)show how this sociobiologicalapproachcan throw light on the way
in which a strategy for reproduction is expressed in complex agrarian
cultures. Dickmann's approach demonstrates that cultural rules for
marital organization often have effects that are functionally homologous
with those of 'innate' reproductive strategies in non-cultural mammals
and birds, but that they are mediated by a complex of poorly understood
developmental and cultural processes considered analogous to genetic
determination of behaviour at lower levels in the animal kingdom.
Polyandry is a rare phenomenon. It appears in only one other
mammal than in Man and its occurrence among birds is infrequent.
Ethologists have carried out several field studies on avian polyandry
and suggested the general conditions of ecology to which it is an
evolutionary adaptation (Ridpath, 1972; Pitelka, Holrnes and Maclean,
1974;Jenni, 1974; Emlen and Oring, 1977; Petrie, 1983; Oring and Lank,
1986, and see theoretical discussion in Vehrencamp and Bradbury,
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1984). In brief, female birds show behaviour leading them either
synchronously or successively to mate with more than one male when
the survival of their eggs or young is better than would be the case under
a monogamous strategy. Sandpipers nesting in open tundra suffer
heavy predation and survival is increased by laying more than a single
clutch, each looked after by a caretaking male. In the Tasmanian Native
Hen, reproductive success is greater when two males associate with a
female than when only one does so. Generally speaking, when some
limiting factor imposes an especially strong selection pressure on rearing young, the cooperative endeavours of more than a single male may
be more effective than those of a male working alone. In cases where the
carrying capacity of the environment is low and the addition of young
to the population difficult for parents to achieve, reproductive collaboration of several forms is likely to evolve (Emlen, 1984). Under such 'K
conditions' (MacArthur and Wilson, 1967; Pianka, 1974),polyandrous
collaborative mateships may under certain conditions emerge as an
appropriate adaptation.
Human polyandry is of considerable interest to sociobiologists, for
evolutionary theory would predict its occurrence under circumstances
at least comparable to those under which it appears elsewhere in the
animal kingdom; even when the proximate causation of its occurrence
is at a quite different level of organization, socio-cultural rather than
'instinctive'.
Several authors since Westerrnarck (1891) have attempted explanations of human polyandry; scarcity of women, poverty, varying sex
ratios in successive generations, and ecological adaptation have all been
suggested as causes but no general study integrating these possible
contributions to the overall condition has been made.
In the case of fraternal polyandry, the literature is stronger thanks to
detailed research especially in Ladakh and Tibet (PrincePeter of Greece,
1963)and in Ceylon (Tambiah, 1966).Here too explanationshave tended
to focus on one or more possible contributing factors, a supposed
shortage of women due to female infanticide (Murdock, 19491, a supposed latent homosexuality in the male population (Prince Peter, 19631,
general ecological and economic conditions (Mann, 1978, 19861, low
agricultural productivity but need for a high labour input (Alexander,
1974, p. 372), an imposition deriving from a supposed monastic dominance in a community (Grirnshaw, 1983); but without much attempt at
an integral or systems oriented account. However, since 1971, the major
contributions of Goldstein (1971a,b, 1973,1976,1981)to the problems of
Tibetan sociology and of Hiatt (1982) to those of Ceylon, have transformed the picture by taking a broad perspective interpreting polyandry
as an aspect of major socioculturaladaptations to economic and ecological circumstancesin the territories concerned. We find ourselves in close
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sympathy with these approaches which our paper here seeksto augment
and develop.
This approach is however not without its critics. In particular Nancy
Levine (1988)in her outstanding account of Nyinba polyandry (Humla
district, N.W. Nepal) rejects interpretive paradigms providing functionalist accounts of socio-cultural practices in terms of then adaptations to
economicsor ecology. Branding such approaches as "materialist" rather
than "cultural", she argues that they not only oversimplify but direct
attention away from critical facts of historical experience and tend to
focus on continuity and stability rather than on processes of social
change and demographic variation. Her own work explores in exemplary detail the cultural and social contexts in which Nyinba polyandry
occurs. The paradox in her work is that much of her material illustrates
very well indeed the theoretical viewpoint of Goldstein which she
criticises. By treating her material more emically than etically Levine
leaves her presentation out of touch with important perspectives attempting to associate different levels of concern in a more holistic
picture.
We agree with Levine that the adoption of ana priori theoreticalstance
may lead to an oversimplified and edited account of complex material
but this need not always be the case. It depends on the nature of the
stance. In particular, Levine objects to "the notion that kinship practices
derive from or are reducible to environmental and economicnecessity",
arguing that economy is no more a determinant of social organization
than any other feature of the system; yet her case for kinship as a
"structurally autonomous domain of social life" (p. 279) is surely an
overstatement which if true would render historical interpretation
impossible.
The gradual confluence of perspectives deriving from evolutionary
biology, population genetics, socio-demography and cultural analysisin
an ethnography inspired by Darwinian notions (Borgerhoff Mulder,
1981)suggests that models interpreting social organization and culture
must become increasingly holistic. As Hinde has argued (19871, there is
a need to find new ways of relating differing levels of analysis which do
not reduce one to another nor generate endless semantic disputes but
which allow each to pursue its own realm of discourse while exploring
its interrelationships with others. Our approach here, developed from
Goldstein's work, does not "explain away" kinship phenomena in terms
of sociobiology or ecology; rather our focus is on their relationship and
linkage to the social psychology of values and cultural identity (Ch. 15)
that makes up the phenomenon of Himalayan village life as a whole - in
its stability, in its capacity for change, its evolution and in its potential
for extinction.
The opposition between Levine's approach and our adaptational
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stance suggests that we should outline in brief the p a r a d i p we are
pursuing in our interpretation of polyandry in this chapter. While our
approach is both socio-ecologicaland sociobiologicalit is not an exercise
in environmental reductionism. We believe culture to have an interpre
tive and partially autonomous role in the evolution of the behavioum
which relate people to their environmentsof exploitation. The following
propositions summarise our orientation which I discuss more fully
elsewhere (Crook, in press).
(i) Individual persons are expected to attempt marital relations
which tend to maxirnise the transmission of their genes to future
generations. Their behaviour is likely to reveal strategic orientations to this end whereby marital form is related to the environment within which it occurs. People inhabiting contrasting
environments of exploitation are likely to generate howhold
systems suited to the optimisation of their reproductive success
in ways related to environmental carrying capacity and the
nature of the exploitation.
(ii) The demography of the family household undergoes continuous
change due to intergenerationalcontrastsin family size, sex ratio,
sexual relations, health, personal longevity and other factors.
These factors associate with contrasts in the viability and reproductive success of individuals and of the household as a unit.
Within these varying circumstances individuals are predicted to
adopt situational tactics that to at least an approximate degree
track their genetic advantage in procreation.
(iii) People interpret their environment through constructing 'idlogical' representations of it. Where such a representation allows
effective exploitation, the behaviour of individuals will be well
'adapted' and both social and reproductive life suc~ssful.Representations are shared between individuals in such a way that
those deemed to be successful (ormeritorious) are copied through
imitation and identification. Canalisation of social organization
around successful environmental exploitation is likely to be a
common occurrence in societies closely dependent on the environment for their subsistence.
(iv) People relate to envirohment and demography through their
understanding of the circumstanceswithin which they live rather
than in a direct relationship to that environment. There is thus an
ever present possibility that the "ecology of meaning" (Crook, in
press) that environs individual lives may include cultural propositions that, while favoured by them, may cause people to relate
to others in such a way as to decrease their reproductive success.
(v) This means that cultural evolution does not track the environ-
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ment exactly in the same way as does biological evolution and
that cultural adaptation involves processes additional to those
analysable at the biological level. The partial autonomy of culture
from environmental factors will thus always be a factor in
analyses of the sort we are attempting here.
The autonomy of culture and the possibility of environmental
maladaptation increases with apparent independence from the
natural environment. In the cases discussed here a close link with
the environment is shown. This would be less so were we
considering a post-industrial community.

In this chapter we explore how farLadakhi and particularly Zangskari
family life fits these propositions. We divide our presentation into the
following parts.
(i) A review of the socio-ecological and economic contexts of fraternal polyandry in the Tibetan culture zone. This comparative
analysis provides a basis for examining causal complexes that
may underline the emergence of this marital path.
(ii) A discussion of the effects of reproductive strategies in the
populations described. This sociobiological perspective examines in what way the adoption of polyandry effects the reproductive success of its practitioners.
(iii) A wider discussion relating the study of polyandry to research on
the functional significance of other marital fornis.
2. Ecological and economic contexts of fraternal polyandry
(i) The sociocultural environment of fraternal polyandry in Tibet

The key features of fraternal polyandry in Tibetan speaking peoples
have been described in Ch. 15in which the social organization of a village
in Zangskar was analysed. The main features were: i) the agricultural
estate passes intact between generations, being made over to the eldest
brother and his brother-co-husbands usually upon their marriage to an
incoming bride, ii)where there is no male heir, the daughter or daughters
marry an incoming 'magpa' husband and the estate passes to the male
children of this union upon their attaining marital status; iii) uncles and
aunts of the head of estate commonly occupy additional lesser houses,
separate marriage occurs traditionally only occasionally in these units
when negotiation for recognition as a new estate unit may begin. In a
traditional village, such recognition will be resisted unless land and
water is sufficient to allow an expansion of the community. In each
generation there is thus ideally only one marriage located in the main
dwelling.
This form of marriage and estate inheritanceis a widespread phenom-
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enon in the Tibetan culture zone although, as we shall see, it is restricted
to families in a particular economic niche in the overall culture and the
precise details may vary. Goldstein (1971a,b) has shown that its
occurrence cannot be explained without a contextual understanding of
the system of land tenure and social stratification. The details of tenure
and social hierarchy are, however, neither constant across the areas
wherein polyandry is found nor through time. In particular, while major
structural changes in Ladakhi society since the final demise of the
kingdom after the Dogra invasions of the last century have demolished
the original social hierarchy, polyandry has continued to flourish except
in locations where monetized economics are now replacing agricultural
subsistence farming.
During a 20 month research visit to Tibetan refugee settlements in
south India in 1965-67, Goldstein (1971) was able to collect data for a
conceptual reconstruction of the basic organization of the traditional
social structure in Tibet prior to the Chinese assumption of power in
1959. After 1751, the polity of the Tibetan state became stabilised under
the rule of the Dalai Lama who administered it through the offices of a
bureaucracy whose members came from religious institutions and
aristocratic families. Both the religious institutions and the aristocratic
families were provided by the state with extensive estates totalling over
50 per cent of the arable land of the country. The government itself also
administered estates directly. Virtually all estates were divided into an
area fanned directly by the institution in question and areas farmed by
tied serfs who held hereditary rights to the land their families worked.
The serfs were bound to their lord, whether governmental, monastic or
aristocratic, by rules that regulated their contractual relationship. In
exchange for the hereditary land title, the serf was obliged to farm the
land and not to absent himself from it, unless it was under cultivation by
someone acting in his stead. In addition, the serf was liable to taxation
of several different kinds including the supply of produce and labour
and especially the provision of transport through his district. Demographically, the lay population of Tibet consisted almost entirely of
miser or serfs attached to some 300 sGer.pa aristocraticfamilies, monastic
institutions or in direct government service. There were however two
main kinds of serf - the khral.pa (pron. trelba = taxpayers) and dud.chung
(= small smoke). The khral.pa were those familieswhich held written title
to their land, while the dud.chung either held small plots of land which
were not inheritable from one generation to another, or held no land at
all (= mi.bo). The latter were not bound to estates but could go wherever
their labour was requiredtawhichwas mostly on the land of the Wlral.pa.
In one village described to Goldstein (1971), of 180 persons under 50
were khra1.p~and the remainder dud.chungmostlywithoutlandholdings
(i.e. mi.bo). Only the 8 or so khra1.p~families had rights from their lord
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in the village land and administration. The khral.pa held estates from 20300 acres in size while the dud.chung held land less than two acres at the
largest. The sigruficant point here is that while the khra1.p~held land,
their obligationswere very heavy and they needed extra-familial labour
to enable them to meet these pressures.
Khral.pa and dud.chung showed markedly contrasting marital systems. Among the former, the characteristic family unit comprised a
ceremonially established polyandrous domus of the type with which we
are now familiar (Ch.15). In addition, however, if a wife died young, the
father and his almost adult son could marry a new wife, thus establishing
cases of bigenerational polyandry which, like fraternal polyandry,
enabled the family to maintain an estate intact with a family structure
considered less discordant than the alternatives (grouped monogamous
units or bigenerational monogamy with little difference in the ages of
wives). Goldstein (1971)collected details of 62 marriages reported from
one village in Gyantse (rGyal.rTse)district. 39%were monogamous,51%
were polyandrous. All families with single sons were necessarily
monogamous. All families with two sons were diandrous. Of 8 cases
where there were 3 sons, 6 were triandrous and two diandrous with the
additional sons marrying out as mag.pa. In the four cases of four sons
there was one tetrandrous, one triandrous and two diandrous marriages. In no case did families with several sons produce joint monogamous familial co-operatives. In cases where daughters alone occurred,
a single husband was brought in as mag.pa to the estate. In each
generation there is thus only one marriage in a patrilineage and that one
formed expressly to maintain the family. This "monomarital principle"
(Goldstein, 1971) expresses the descent system of a "stem family"
anchored in the inter-generational transmission of the hereditary estate
rights without the production of separate elementary (nuclear)families
within its corporation.
Dud.chung, by contrast, marry monogamously and the assets are
normally divided between offspring on the death of the head of the
family. When dud.chung gain access to land they do so as individuals
rather than as families and the importance of the family unit in
intergenerational transmission of property rights is therefore minimal.
Instead of elaborate and carefully calculated arranged marriages with an
eye on family stability and reproductive success, most dud.chungsimply
marry for love and monogamously.
The sigruficance of the monomarital principle is believed by Tibetans
to lie in the idea that any fragmentation of land between disputing
parties of inheritorswould quickly render familiesincapable of fulfilling
their obligations while at the same time growing adequate produce to
maintain themselves. The presence of several brothers in a labour force
is well adapted to a farming system in which both the care of arable land
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and the husbandry of wide-ranging animals is required. Where theee
socio-economic pressures are absent monogamy is the prefemed f o m of
marriage, indicating that Tibetan polyandry is an adaptation to a
particular pattern of agricultural economics.
Goldstein's work has been confirmed and extended by two other
studies based on information obtained from Tibetan refugees. Dargyay
(1982)has published her research on the villagers of a district of Gyantse
in southern Tibet on the route from India to Lhasa who, as nefugee8, now
live in India. Like Goldstein's study this research relies on &d
information rather than on direct field study and refers to the period
between 1925-1959. The people of this district lived within a hierarchical
rural estate system. At the top were govenunent officials, the District
Governor himself and both noble and monastic landlords. The miser
were divided between those dependent upon monasteries and those
who were subjectsof the nobility. There was however a smallbut special
class of more wealthy land holders who held the land from the government and paid tax directly to it.
Dargyay reports a correlation between marriage types and socioeconomic status which resembles those described by Goldstein (above)
and Aziz (1978,see below). The social strata of villagersranged from the
village headmen, treasurers and stewards of the local aristocrat's estate,
through holders of independent farms who paid tax directly to the
government, to the tenants of the aristocratic estate, monastery or
farmers and labourers of several sorts with contrasting contracts of
service for which they received support, small plots of land or payment
in cash or kind. Polyandry, in which several brothers married in a joint
ceremony, was only found among those farmers who cultivated land
held directly from the govenunent and paid their tax directly to it (Table
24.1). Here the stated functionwas to ensure the maintenance of an estate
from generation to generation. About 10 adult persons per farm were
believed to be essential for such an endeavour.
Dargyay contrasts this formal, ceremonially contracted, polyandry
with casual polyandry in which younger brothers have sexual access to
the wife. Her account correlates formal polyandry with the occupancy
of large farms and direct payment of tax to the government. Tenants on
the estate, who mainly work for their 1ord and receive support fromhim,
and the lord's estate officers may show informal polyandry but pmfer
monogamy. In the classes with least self-sufficiency in land ownership
there is no formal polyandry and younger brothers try to marry as
mag.pa husbands to better-off women. They are said to succeed only
with younger daughters, but they increase their status by Jo doing.
Aziz (1978)collected accounts of polyandry and other aspects of&
in the southern Tibetan distrist of Liingri (Ding.nl from refugees who
had fled Tibet to live today in northern Nepal. She reports that 28% of
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marriages were polygamous. 66% of these were cases of polyandry
where between two and six brothers might share a wife. Sororal
polygyny accounted for a further 12%. There were also ten cases (N =
122) of mother and daughter sharing a husband and eight of father and
son sharing a wife.
Aziz records a number of important links between the economic
status and occupational role of a household and the occurrence of
different types of marriage which are of the greatest theoretical interest.
While polyandry was frequent in the rural farming population, monogamy was practiced by the merchants and government officials who
lived in Dingri town. In these urban families, dependent on trade and
salary rather than on the produce of the land, the father's wealth was
divided on his death among his children. The elder son inherited the
father's house and all sons could establishnew households as they came
of age and married. Landless rural labourers employed by others, the
dud.chu ng, did not show polyandrous marriage.
Polyandry in Dingri is thus again revealed as a functional correlate of
the landed farming way of life of the mi.ser peasant. The miser usually
held the land inalienably from their overlord or directly from the
government and had to hand it down within the same family in each
generation. In addition taxes, corvee and other services were traditionally due to the lord, according to a very strict and enforceable contractual
arrangement. Mi.ser, furthermore, were neither allowed to sell their
land nor to leave it. Penalties for transgression were high. The
population was thus locationally static, although individuals could
under certain circumstances go on trading journeys or pilgrimage so
long as the taxes were paid.
In Dingri, there was almost no marital exchange between the rural
miser and the tshong.pa urban folk. In addition, to marry one of the low
caste ya.ba was to incur a loss of status. There was however a tendency
for wives of polyandrous households to come from families of higher
status and a wife retained a high status within the home. This involved
a release of women from top ranking land-owning households to those
of middle rank in the society. Among the dud.chung and poorer miser
there was a reverse trend towards marriage of daughters up the social
scale but this hypergyny was commonly restricted to those males
starting a second marriage.
(ii) Polyandry in Tibetan speaking Nepal
In 1976 Goldstein published an important analysis of the effects of
polyandry in Tsang (gTsang)village, Limi, Nepal, a remote, high altitude
village near the Tibetan frontier, based upon a detailed demographic
survey. Usually two to three co-husbands were found in polyandrous
familiesbut as many as five were reported. Polyandry was in fact the rule

Table 24.1

Relation between social status, mamage, land holding and income near Gyantse, Southern Tibet.
Simplified from Dargyay, 1982.
Usual marital system

Land holding

Source of main income

Village headmen,
treasurers,
stewards of estates

Informal polyandry.
Monogamy.

Large

Employment by aristocratic
estate.
Farming.

Private farmers.
paying tax to
government

Formal polyandry.

Large

Self-employment fanning.

Tenants on
estates

Monogamy.
Informal polyandry.

Small

Work for landlord
plus farming own produce

Farm workers on
monastic estate.

Monogamy.

Small

Individually engaged work.
Some fanning for family
support

Share-croppers with
small rented plots.

Monogamy.

Hired workers without
plot.

Monogamy.

Very small

None

Employed by others.

Employed by others.
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whenever the sibling group contained more than one son. Although the
sex ratio was about equal, 33% of men did not seek a bride owing to
polyandry and 31% of all potentially reproductive women did not bear
children in marriage due to marital exclusion resulting from polyandry.
The local people operated the rule of passing down undivided
agricultural estates as inheritance between generations and interpreted
polyandry as a requirement enabling them to preserve the productive
resources of the familyestate. Goldstein argues that were monogamy to
have beensuddenly established the population would have risen by 16%
(see below).
Social complexity at Limi is relatively slight compared with that in
traditional Tibet. With the exception of t o (Lho, Mustang = mon.thang),
the small feudal kingdoms of northern Nepal were eliminated during the
Gurkha expansion in the middle of the last century. In these high altitude
valleys there is therefore little development of large landed estates or a
superordinate bureaucracy whether monastic, aristocratic or governmental. Most families own less than one acre of the scarce arable land.
The people of Limi consider that the maintenance of this small estate
intact across generations is a vital factor in sustaining a satisfactory
standard of living and passing it down to the next generation. There is
a strong belief that were the family farm to be based on a social structure
involving several nuclear families (individual brothers with their own
wives and children) discord would prevail and the operation of an
integral estate become impossible. At Limi there were, however, a
number of marital arrangementsnot found inTibet. Polygynandry(two
or more brothers sharing more than one wife) occurs and bilateral crosscousin marriage is allowed. Bigenerationalpolyandry and polygyny are
however not permitted. These differences might be a reflection of the
small population units of these remote villages, the large number of nonreproductive women, and the absence of taxation and service pressures
permitting a looser structure resembling the forms of polyandry found
in Hindu Himalaya (Majumdar, 1960; Parnar, 1975).
Fiirer-Haimendorf (1964)provides an account of marriage and inheritance among the Sherpa population of the Khumbu region of Nepal. The
sherpas originated in Tibet and emigrated into the Himalayan region in
a manner and at a date which remains uncertain. Their mode of life is
high alpine agriculture, traditionally augmented by trade and porterage
over the high passes. In recent years these latter skills have made them
invaluable to mountaineers and trekkers alike.
Among 236 marriages recorded by Fiirer-Haimendorf only 19 were
polyandrous and five polygynous. Polyandrous marriages were usually
arranged by parents for the first and commonly the third brother with
the intention, as elsewhere, of preserving a farming estate. In his 1964
account, this author states that many girls preferred to marry two
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brothers forit improves their economic prospects and in their later
they enjoy the advantages of a younger husband. Some &Is d e c W
marriage with an elder brother if the younger were not included.
However, younger brothers sometimes left a polyandrous m g e to
set up on their own.
Haimendorf states that the woman's traditional attitude was b e d
on an expectation of a higher standard of living in polyandry and, since
a husband may oftenbe away trading or attendingto herds, the presence
of a second man assures not only the effective maintenance of the home
but also a continued sexual life. There were no prejudices against sexual
relations with more than one man. Indeed women sometimes left a
single husband in order to marry two brothers. In the past, families
tended to have a tradition of polyandry and thus to ensure the integrity
of their estates through several generations.
In 1964,Haimendorf reported that older people were complaining of
the selfishness of young men who broke up a family estate in order to
have wives to themselves. Polyandry was in no way detrimental to a
family's prestige but rather a sign of fraternal solidarity. Any decrease
in polyandry at that date was attributed to moralistic notions current in
Darjeeling and hence of Indian and not local origin. In 1975Hairnendorf
reported village polyandry to be still 12%of 39 marriages at one location
but at a village open to "modernization" it had disappeared (see further
Ortner, 1978).
The Sherpas do not, however, give the non-division of estates such
pre-eminence as do Tibetans or Ladakhis. Haimendorf (1964)describes
how a father's inheritance is commonly divided among his relatives on
death and a man may freely transform land into cattle or donate land as
a religious act. There is thus some conflict between traditional values
and an individual's right to dispose of his property as he pleases.
The Sherpas, like recent Ladakhis, do not live under a system of
aristocraticor monastic patronage so that taxation or socialduties do not
weigh heavily upon them. Furthermore, the extensive involvement in
trade rather than agriculture means that the unbroken inheritance of
land may not have had as great an importance for them as it did for
traditional Tibetan farmers. These factorsmay have been sig~uficantin
producing the reduced importance of polyandry among Sherpasand the
looseness of their inheritance rules. Unfortunately, although we h o w
'from Haimendorf that polyandry occurs among both rich and poor
Sherpas, no study has been made of its relative sigruhcance to families
respectively engaged predominantly in trade or farming. (TheSherpas
are discussed further in Chs. 17 and 26).
Levine's (1988) detailed study of the Nyinba, a small population of
Tibetan speaking people occupying a remote valley in N.W. Nepal
(Humla district) provides some of the richest material available from a
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direct field study of marital polyandry. The household, inheritance and
marita! systems of the Nyinba conform closely to the Tibetan pattern but
with certain peculiarities that afehighly instructive. The similaritiesand
contrasts with the Zangskari people are likewise illuminating.
Nyinba inhabit a small number of villages from which they work
agricultural land dispersed altitudinally so that a variety of crops can be
raised. The climate on the southern slopesof the Himalayas is severe but
considerably less so than in Zangskar or Ladakh. Some cattle are kept
but a major alternative to agriculture is the trade in salt right across
Nepal between the Tibetan and Indian frontiers. Expanding Nepali
villages to the south have deprived the Nyinba of their lower lands and
they work fields at ever increasing altitude under difficult conditions.
Unlike the Nepali villages their population increase is very small, a
feature of their life closely correlated with their social organization as in
Zangskar. Villages consist of household estates associated in patrilineal
clans by male 'bone' descent (rus) but genealogical relations on the
mother's side become important when choosing marriage partners
when details of both paternal and maternal descent are considered.
Estates centre upon the monomarital polyandrous family which
remains the prime form of marriage wherever possible and the one to
which highest prestige attaches. Among the Nyinba, unlike the
Zangskaris, parents do not move to a subsidiary house (Wlang.chung)
when their eldest son marries, nor does the father relinquish headship
of the household at this time. More than one generation commonly lives
in the main house as do uncles and siblings of the household head and
his co-marrying brothers. Subsidiary houses are few and usually
utilised by people who have divorced. The household emblem is the
p h . l h (pho.lh, Levine sic) which is held in common with other households of the same rus. Households of common patrilineal descent are
known as trong-bat (grong.'byed), an association which appearsvirtually
identical with the pahilineal pha-spun of Zangskar.
Prior to 1926 most major households owned a number of slaves who
performed the more menial labour. Slavesmarried monogamously and
lived in small houses known as Wlang.chung but which differed in
function from the similarly known buildings on Zangskar estates.
Nyinba estates thus utilised labour additional to that of the family;
labour which in Zangskar is supplied by unmarried women of the
household and through collaboration. Since 1926 former Nyinba slaves
have become "freedmen". Some of these have preferred to remain as
dependent servants on the estates of their former masters rather than
leave the area. The more enterprising and fortunate have acquired lands
abandoned after family extinctions or developed new lands for themselves. In doing so they have adopted the customs of their former
masters; polyandry, the formation of trong-bat, and have emerged as
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effective landowners, still however with little political influence.
The Lamas of N.W. Nepal belong to the Nyingmapa order and live in
small temples, often mamed and with families. There are no large
monasteries in the area. The option for a younger brother to become a
monk living in a local monastery is thus not generally available to young
Nyinba men.
Nyinba households appear to be less protected against family discord
and partition than do those of Zangskar. Large sibling groups and the
not infrequent presence of more than one wife are associated with a high
probability of partition. This is associated with male concern with
paternity which appears to be of greater social importance than in
Zangskar. Partition means division of property of all kinds usually per
stirpes rather than per capita (which is more usual in Tibet) and descent
reckoning is thereforeimportant. Prior to splitting, potential sub-groups
tend to utilise differentparts of the common house, a situation not unlike
the formation of some W2ang.chung in Zangskar.
The prime contrast between Nyinba and Zangskaris centres upon
household organization through time. Whereas Zangskaris practice inhouse partition whenever a new generation marries, the old people and
others such as uncles being dispersed in small houses that still form part
of the estate, among Nyinba all hang together in a multi-generational
dwelling which risks total estate partition should in-house stress get too
big. As we have seen, household stress among Nyinba cannot be
relieved by sending young men to monasteries and relief may come
primarily through the absence of some brothers from home in trading or
on the altitudinally dispersed land holdings.
Since Zangskaris are little involved in trade, have to stay at home
through ferocious snowy winters and their lands are mostly of a piece
close to the house and village so that work and domesticity all c ~ x i s t
within a relatively small area, their life may be potentially more stressful
than that of the Nyinba. The Zangskari h n g . c h u n g allow individual
dispersion without estate fragmentation and the donation of sons to
large monasteries may provide means of reducing household stress not
perhaps so essential among Nyinba. Nonetheless, since partitioning
among Nyinba can lead to a reduction in viability of households and
their eventual extinction the behaviours that lead to it receive negative
comment in their conversation (see below).
Levine summaries her findings (p. 273) - "Nyinba have been able to
keep village growth at a moderate level and - - support an enviable
standard of living. The reasons are to be found in Nyinba culture and
social structure which meet in a distinctive way the environmental
constraints faced by - - (all)Nepalese groups. The critical factors appear
to be polyandry, minimisation of numbers of married women, household unity and policies of village regulation, added to which are
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restrictions on immigration and the formation of new households".
In another region of Nepal, remote Dolpo, Jest (1975) found that
polyandry was exceptional. The reason for this is not known.
(iii) Polyandry in Zangskar
Other chapters in this book provide documentation of marital systems in Zangskar villages and the contemporary details of six agricultural familiesliving near Leh which were originallystudiedby Prince Peter
in 1938 because of their polyandrous characteristics. Today no formally
contracted polyandrous marriages are created in these families. Casual
polyandry, with a brother having sexual access by agreement with the
official husband and the wife, is however common and the brother's
economic input to the household may be sigruficant. In sTongde and
Kumik 11% of marriages were loosely polyandrous, 8% polygynous and
45% monogamous.
Attenborough examined the natality differencesbetween the types of
marriage (Ch. 9 ) . Compared with the standard pattern for monogamy,
polygyny seems slightly more productive and has shorter birth intervals. Polyandry is not more productive in these figures but there is a
shorter average birth interval. A number of complicating factors (see
Attenborough loc. cit.)could account for these differences and, given the
samples' sizes, no firm interpretation can be made.
Genealogies of 32 houses at sTongde were collected in 1980. From
these it is possible to make some comparisonbetween the 1980 reproductive generation and that of the preceding one. The social location of the
khang.chen owners' brothers in these generationsis shown inTable 24.2.
If we exclude the boys of the 1980 generation and compare the sets of
reproductively aged males, the most striking feature is that in each
generation a large proportion of adult brothers of a khang.chen head
become monks, 65% and 4W0. 18% of all owners' brothers are probably
co-husbands, while in the preceding generation 15% held this status.
Brothers of owners separately married stand at 6% and 19% respectively. Only in the older generation do we find 15% mag.pa although
some of the 1980 generation may become such. The figures suggest that
polyandry, albeit in its disguised form, is certainly not decreasing in
this highly traditional village and the allocation of young brothers to the
local monastery in 1980 was as yet undiminished (31%). We can note,
however, that in this larger sample of estates (32)the %of polyandrously
associated brothers is lower than in the six selected familiesexamined by
Prince Peter in 1938.
If we examine the 21 sisters of khang.chen heads in a similar way, we
find that in the 1980 generation three are married outside the village and
three in it, eight are unmarried and seven are not of reproductiveage. We
have already noted the three cases of brotherless sisters manying a

Table 24.2 Location of Brothers of khang.chen heads in two generations at sTongde
A Current reproductive generation

'u
Number of brothers
additional to owner
in family

N. households
(No. males)

Probable co-husband
or boy

Magpa

13 (26)

7

2

Monk

Mamed

Unmarried

%

3

Total
B Fathers' generation

Total

13

4

0

With the owners included the total male population in the sample is 91 of which 48% are mamed in khang-chen, 79'0are married in khangchung,
4% are mag.pa, 31%monks and 12% unrnamed boys.

v

z
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mag.pa in bigamy. In the fathers' generation 21 sisters married outside
the village, there were two couples in mag.pa marriages and one took a
mag.pa in the family Wlang.chen. There were six unmarried sisters, one
of whom had been divorced and the others described as nuns resident
in the household (chos.mo). These contrasts between generations are
doubtless due to the older age of the fathers' sisters giving them more
time to have married outside the village. The proportion of unmarried
women in the fathers' generation is 6/32= 19%. At Kumik 50% of
reproductive adults in 1981 were married and 45% single, and 5% are
widowed. The single people were mostly the unmarried sisters of the
present or retired heads of houses. Of the single men 14/21 = 67% were
monks and the remainder were farmers or students. One man works in
an officein the nearby town of Padurn. Twenty-six of the 29 unmarried
women worked on the land in their natal houses and two were elderly
nuns. One was a student. Six of the seven single men who were not
monks were less than 25 years old. Three will become owners when they
marry. Three have neither joined their brothers in polyandry nor
become monks. The decision as to whether they marry separately will
be influenced by the availability of resources within the household for
supporting a new family unit. 55% (16)of the single women were under
the age of 25. Elford (Ch. 10) calculates that if the rate at which males
become monks in Zangskar is generally as high as in Kumik, only about
70% of these women will marry. The practice of polyandry also increases
the proportion of unmarried women. It seems likely that many of the
considerable pool of unmarried young women at Kumik and sTongde
will remain single like their aunts before them. As Elford comments, it
is unusual in Asia for such high proportions of people to remain
unmarried (see, for example, the Nepal Fertility Survey, Nepal F.P. and
M.C.H. Project, Kathmandu, 1977).
An analysis of the monks of sTongde and Phuktal monasteries also
stresses the high percentage of non-reproductive males in Zangskar
villages (see Ch. 19). The monks of sTongde gompa are recruited from
sponsoring farnilies (sByin.bDag)in the villages of sTongde, Kurnik and
Shilingskit. The monks of Phuktal are drawn from a larger number of
villages and hamlets in the upper valley of the Lingti-chu. The percentage of brothers from all monk donating families is tabulated in Ch. 19.
On average, no less than 36% of males from a sizeable sample of
Zangskari families are monks and excluded from the reproductive
population. The effect of this on the demography of the valley must be
very considerable, not least perhaps through the reduction in domestic
stress that their absence may allow.
(iv) Villages in the Indus valley
In general Grist's (1980)description closely parallels those from Leh
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and Zangskar. In addition to monogamous marriages, polygyny and
polyandry occurred but no reports of father and son marrying the same
woman, as has been reported in Tibet, were heard. Nor did she hear of
any case of pho.rTseg - an extra husband of her own choice being brought
in to the house by a polyandrously married woman. Prince Peter (1963)
had some account of such marriages in Ladakh in 1938. Grist did
however report one case of two brothers marrying two sisters, each
member of one sex marrying the two of the other, in a complex variety
of bagma marriage also noted by Haimendorf as a rare marriage among
Sherpa.
As in Zangskar, many polyandrous marriages are defactorather than
dejure and comprise an elder brother with a younger one, often the third,
who is commonly away doing work elsewhere or in military service.
Grist argued that she would expect polyandry to be most frequent in
villages with large sibling groups where there should also be few mag.pa
marriages. In several villages the % of all families large enough to
support polyandry was calculated and compared to the completed
family size, the incidence of mag.pa marriages and % of men in wage
earning occupations (Table 24.3).
Table 24.3 Polyandry and sibling group size (From Grist, 1980)

% Polyandry/Possible cases
% mag.pa all marriages
% Male wage earners

Complek'd family size

Gompa

Mattho

Saspochey

75
10
60
4.4

55
32
24
3.8

66
16
30
2.7

The expected association between sibling group size and polyandry
is found when Gompa (dGon.pa) village is compared with Mattho
mang.sPro). Saspochey, where only 13 (50%) of households were
examined does not however fit well into this scheme. The village of
Gompa is near Leh, has many males working there in non-agricultural
jobs and has been fully aware of anti-polyandry propaganda. Yet a high
% of marriages were defacto polyandrous. Grist suggests that on the
rather large farming estatesat Gompa, where polyandry can be assumed
to have been traditionally as common as in Prince Peter's families in the
valley below the village, it has been found advantageous to include a
wage earner as a contributor to the family in which he lives as a sexual
associate of his elder brother, the 'official' husband. Such an arrangement is entirely non-problematic to Ladakhi sentiment.
Dollfus (1989)and Phylactou (1989)record polyandrous households
at Hemis Shukpachen of the same form as in Zangskar (but with a
contrast in pha-spun organization). They found a very fluid situation
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due to recent changes in marital preferences and values similar to Crook
and Shakya's findings of 1981 (Ch. 23).
Sander's (1983) analysis of genealogies from the remote valley of
Wanla shows polyandry running at between 30%and 43% of marriages
over three generations. Most marriages of this type were informal as in
Zangskar. For Wanla, Sander did not believe that polyandry was
significant as a factor affecting population. In addition, a low rate of
recruitment to monasteries was evident, perhaps due to contemporary
military recruitment and opportunities for alternative employment in
the Indus valley.
In direct contrast to Sander'sconclusion, our short visit to Sha-de (Ch.
7l in Zangskar revealed a small, almost prosperous, village of subsistence farmers and yak rearers whose area of arable land was strictly
limited. Here the maintenance of the monomarital principle in the four
householdsproduces a situation in which the village clearly exportsboth
monks and women. In this village, polyandry and sexual renunciation
by monks are clearly important featureswhich prevent over-population
and a lowered standard of living.
(v) Marital form in the Himalaya
The Himalayan and the Ladakhi case studies provide an interesting
contrast to the reports on traditional Tibetan villages. In the former
cases, the aristocratic and governmental superstructure is now greatly
reduced or absent altogether. Indeed, in Ladakh, most incomes fall
below taxation level today, so that individual subsistence-farming
families are subject to relatively little socio-economic pressure. In
addition, alternative employment for at least some members of the
family (trade, porterage, trek-guides, mountaineering, military careers,
governmental service, and tourist jobs) allow these families additional
sources of support to set against the exigencies of subsistence farming in
so rugged an environment.
Although polyandry persists in these areas its form is changing.
Informal rather than formal ceremonially-contracted marriage is common and indeed in India the latter is no longer legal. Informal polyandry
is rarely if ever more than diandrous, so that groups of several cohusbanding brothers are now rarely found except in the older generation. The reduced levels of polyandry may be a consequence of reduced
economic pressure on the farming units in Ladakh and in the Himalaya
generally following the destruction of the feudal system during the
conflictsof the last century. Nonetheless,in rural environments (Zangskar,
Sha-de, Humla, and Limi) without socio-economic pressures, polyandry evidently remains an effective response to the demands of a difficult
subsistence agriculture involving both arable farming and animal husbandry. The continuation of strongly polyandrous households among
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the ~ y i n b may
a
be partly due to pressure on the land exerted by their
populous neighbours.
Thoughtful Ladakhi farmersremain uncritical of thistype of marriage
even today. The flexibility of the marital system, especially in its
informal mode, suggests that f d e smay well continue to adjust their
arrangements to suit their labour and income requirements. Only in
urban areas with an expanding economy, such as is the case for the
moment near Leh, is direct pressure on land itself likely to cause the
break-up of the land-holding estate system. It is here that the transition
from agriculturalsubsistence to the consumer economy of modem India
will be most in evidence.
Our study (Ch. 23) on the six familiesat Leh reveals very dearly what
happens in Ladakh when the economic constraints on farming families
are lifted. There is then a trend towards the monogamous marriage of
brothers occupying separate khang.chung and the retention of the
khang.chen for occupancyby the ageing origmal owner with his elder son
and family also in residence. These changestowards monogamous units
with separate nuclear-family economics have not yet lead to a splitting
up of estates but rather to the occurrence of inaeasingly complex
extended families in economic cooperation. These are replacing the
traditional stem families of the immediate past.
We have also seen how for the Sherpas, a people of Tibetan stock now
living in areas of the Himalaya with narrow south-facingvalleys subjed
to a monsoon climate, the increased diversity of their agricultural
practices and dispersion of terraced holdings, together with non-agricultural employment opportunities, seem to have led to major changes
in marital organization and inheritance (see Ch. 17).
The isolated Nyimba retain a household system firmly based in
polyandry although partitioning of estates appears more common than
in traditional Ladakh and plausibly related to a greater diversity of
economic activities and contrasting means 'of resolving in-house tensions. Freed slaves taking up the agricultural practices of their former
masters have adopted polyandry as their marital norm rather than their
former mGnogamous practice.
It is of interest to complete this comparative survey with a reference
to recent work on the Tamang - a Tibeto-Burman buddhist people
living on the southern slopes of the Nepal Himalaya. The loss of the
monomarital principle visible among Sherpas seems to have been
completed here many years ago and plausibly as a direct effect of
adaptation to an ecology very different to that of their assumed country
of origin to the north. The Tamang cultivatethe varietyofdifkrentaops
necessary for their nutrition on terraces scattered at differing altitudes
on the huge slopes of their mountains. The family needs to cultivate at
three different levels to meet its needs. Cattle, kept mainly for m~re,
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are pastured at numerous small areas requiring the establishment of
temporary mobile camps. Land plots are highly dispersed and often
situated far apart and at differing altitudes.
Marriage between exogamous patrilineal clans is usually monogamous, although polygyny may also occur (Panter-Brick, in press b).
Exogamy is strict but sexual affairs, divorce and remarriage are easily
come by. Both men and women inherit land and/or animals, the
patrimony being divided into equal parts between the sons and celibate
daughters (35+ years) of the household. Some out-marrying women
take with them a portion of the inheritance. Some sons redistribute the
dispersed plots they inherit - to improve their work load. If division
occursbefore their death the parents retain a small plot near their house.
The youngest son has the right to choose which plots of land he wants.
As a result of these practices the mean size of agricultural estates
decreases between generations, although families with many sons may
attempt to increase their holdings before partition.
Some brothers farm larger plots than others due to the taking over of
plots of brothers who emigrate. The bigger the holding, however, the
greater the dispersionof plots; and hence the more time and energy used
in travelling to and from them and in their exploitation. Some redistribution of land throughbuying and sellingoccurs and in this way families
endeavour to relate their resources in land to their capacity to work it.
Loaning and recruiting of labour facilitatesthis process and the substantial emigration of males reduces population pressure on the subsistence
agriculture.
Family policies attempt to relate quite precisely their availablelabour
to their land holdings and to the alimentary needs of the household.
Attempts may include efforts to increase production or to lease off
uncultivatableplots against rent. Family policies are as diverse as are the
relationships between agricultural area, altitudinal dispersion of plots,
family size and labour available. Attempts to increase the manuring
capacity of the small family herd by raising more animals are common.
In such a relatively rich monsoon ecology but with holdings often
grossly scattered in distance and altitude, the holding of sizeable estates
by fraternal co-operatives appears to have been replaced by the formation of small monogamous units which attempt intergenerationally to
reorganise their holdings in a manner able to yield sufficient produce.
Where deficits arise alternative tactics, lease of land, shared participation in working each others fields and emigration into employment
outside agrictulture seem characteristic. So long as erosion and population increase are restrained through emigration the system works, but
the complexity of intergenerational transfers must make for considerable socio-ecological instability.
In another TibeteBurman group, the Lepcha of Sikkim, Geoffrey
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Gorer (1938)described a way of lifeclearly showingmany traces of their
Tibetan origin. In this rich country the Lepcha grow rice on terraces and
show the lack of aggression and sexual ease common in varying degrees
to all Tibetan groups. Strict rules governed marriage between patrilines
and estates were often worked by brothers in collaboration but with
separate monogamous marriages. Wives of elder brothers who died
could be inherited by sons (levirate)and a few cases of polyandry were
recorded (Ghosal, 1987).
Our survey suggests that a radiation of marital and inheritance
systems has occurred in the Himalayas in association with the migration
of these peoples of common stock and culture into differing ecological
circumstances. The derivation of the marital systems from the
monomarital marriage form of Transhirnalaya is plausible but comparative evidence alone gives little evidence of the directionality of change.
The way in which the migrations of these peoples may have effected their
sociocultural organizationremains a topic of great interest. (Das-Gupta,
1987; Pierret-Risond and Rison, 1985; Koppert, 1984; Raha,1987; T0ffi.n
in preparation; Panter-Brick in preparation. For further discussion of
related problems see Barth, 1956; Freidman and Rowlands, 1977;
Abruzzi, 1969 and Sutton, 1982.)
3. Polyandry, population and sociobiology

(i) Inferences from field studies: land, labour, population,
polyandry and agricultural production
The demographic correlates of polyandrous marriage have been
much discussed. Goldstein (1976) in his research at Limi collected
figures which yielded the following conclusions:
(i) The population is endogamous with less than 1%marriages with
outsiders.
(ii) Sex ratio is 50.7%male and with more females than males in the
reproductive cohorts (age 15-44).
(iii) There was no emigration and limited immigration at the time of
the study.
(iv) Patrilocal polyandry was the normal form of-m
with more than one son. Usually there were two to three cohusbands but the number could reach five.
(v) 21% of the male population of one village and 33%of males aged
between 10 and 59 were involved in polyandry as co-husbands
who, under monogamy, would have had their own wives and
families.
(vi) The numbers of unmarried women (age 20-49) were high (31%)
which compares more closely with European countries than with
non-polyandrous Asian ones.
(vii) Extra-marital liaisons produced a mean natality of 0.7 children
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per unmarried woman compared with 3.3 children per married
woman.
Goldstein (p. 228) argues that were the 31% of unmarried women
(ages 20-49) to marry men either currently involved as co-husbands in
polyandry or others, the differencebetween 0.7 and 3.3 would mean an
immediate increase of 16% in the village population which would
increase exponentially over the following generations. He concludes
that fraternal polyandry in Limi produces a reserve of unmarried
women who are only marginally involved in procreation. This fact tends
to depress population growth substantially. (For further discussion and
detail see Goldstein, 1981).
We now present models of the effects of varying degrees of polyandry
on reproduction, household size and labour in a Himalayan ecology of
the type experienced by traditional communities in Zangskar. Our
model assumes an historical perspective illustrating what may well have
happened to these variables as the population settled under the limiting
conditions of this habitat.
In our model we assume that the Zangskar valley is colonised from
one of its entry points, i.e. passes. Villages are set up on alluvial fans
where springs or streams of melt water emerge from the sides of the
valley. Each stream provides a limited area of fertile soil, making a sharp
contrast with the dry rock on either side. Initially, only a handful of
families are able to settle on an alluvium as arable land is limited. As
irrigationworks are built and the water is more effectively exploited,the
village gradually expands. This period is labour intensive as irrigation
works are being built, but the total population and the number of
households are strictly limited by the small amount of land available. As
labour puts irrigation technology to good use, the amount of arable land
increases and the settlement spreads down into the valley as f'dr as the
distributed water supply will allow. This expansion allows new households to be established as more fertile land becomes available. Population growth is now possible and sue of the settlement increases. At some
stage, however, the full potential of the water resource is realised and the
cultivated area of the alluvium ceases to grow. A restriction on the
number of estates is soon established as inter-generational divisions of
farrning units cause them to reach the minimum size for economic
viability. There must now be only one marriage per generation to
prevent an increase in the number of households. Total population must
be limited and (surplus non-agricultural) labour is no longer required
since irrigation works have been completed. Some growth may occur
as agricultural techniques become more labour intensive, but again a
plateau is reached limiting population growth and further increases in
household numbers. For the community to survive, the one-marriageper- generation rule must be enforced and population controlled or
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Effectof increasing polyandry in a population of 100 men and 100 women. Reproduction rates per generation given as 3.0 and
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exported. The functional role of polyandry as a means of population
control reducing the number of marriages in a village, can be explained
in the context of this plausible village evolution. We model several
stages in this progression:
(1)The initial settlement with a very small amount of land has a strict
limit on population but a demand for labour (surplus to agricultural
requirements) for building irrigation channels. Taking a population of
100 males and 100@males (Table24.41, we can see how an increased level
of polyandry limits the total population whilst increasing the labour
forceper household, thus solving the labour versus population problem.
Each farming unit, or household, is able to spare some of its members
from agricultural duties to build irrigation works.
(2) As irrigation channels are dug and more arable land becomes
available, new households may be established and the limit on total
population is raised in relation to the amount of new land under
cultivation. Available labour per household remains relatively high and
one should expect a lower level of polyandry as the settlement expands.
We can see from Table 24.4 that a gradual reduction in the level of
polyandry would allow for a slow increase in the number of households
without a drastic increase in population.
(3) Eventually the full potential of the water-supply will be realised
and, barring any improvements in the level of technology available, the
village will cease to grow. Soon, farm units will have reached minimum
size and a strict limit must be placed upon the number of households if
the village is to remain economically viable. In Table 24.5, we see how
the increasing polyandry allows population increases to be absorbed
into prevailing marital structure whilst the number cf marriages (i.e.
households) remains constant. Labour per household also increases and
agricultural techniques may be intensified, crafts produced, trade indulged in, or some other activity introduced to exploit the excess labour.
Without polyandry, such a community would have to export population
or endure large numbers of both single men and single women in the
population if it wished to ensure a constant number of households.
(4) As population continues to increase (inadequate contraception
prevents any valid attempt at population control), the limit on household numbers can only be maintained by increasing levels of polyandry.
We assume, for the purposes of the model, that the village is isolated and
in-group loyalty strong so that emigration will not become a favoured
option. Eventually,population will have increased to such an extent that
a further increase in polyandry will be unable to cope with population
control. People are unwilling to emigrate but there can be no increase in
households, as the land available will not support new estates. Population control can only now be enforced by limiting the number of married,
and therefore reproductive, women. Up to now polyandrous marriage
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has absorbed surplus men, whilst the corresponding single women
remain in their natal households. When household size becomes
limiting, however, polyandry will be no longer able to soak up the
surplus men and a minority of single men arises. With both single men
and single women in the population, couple formation would be hard to
prevent and one would expect a situation where there were more
marriages than there were farming estates.
(5) Two possible consequences could follow. Firstly, the landless
couples might marry monogamously and form a class of landless
labourers (i.e. mi.bo) who would be available for employment on the
estates so long as work was available. This development, which indeed
occurs in Tibetan villages (above), would depend on local resources
being available for non-agricultural work and upon the strength of
agriculturalproduction. Alternatively, where men could be recruited as
soldiers under a national system, some control of household numbers
would arise. Single men and women could also be segregated through
the establishment of monastic institutions to which younger persons
would be sent. In a poorly endowed locality, a minority of nonreproductive monastic males would permit the number of local marriages to be kept constant and the population levels to stabilise at a low
level. Without some such social device the population would inevitably
continue to increase, unless effective methods of control could be found
through contraception, through abstinence, infanticide, war, or antinatal legislation.
Our model suggests that the level of polyandry in Zangskari settlements might vary according to the prevailing agricultural conditions.
Initially one would expect a high degree of polyandry limiting the
population but providing a sizeable labour force per household. Polyandry levels would then decrease gradually as more arable land became
available and the limiting pressure on household numbers and population lessened. As the village began to exploit its environment to the full,
these limitingpressures would again raise polyandry levels. Eventually,
however, population would increase to such an extent that polyandry
alone would not be enough to limit the number of marriages per
generation. By this time we may suppose the village to have become
economically well developed and able to support a minority of celibate
monks (or send sons away to the army). In this way population could
be maintained at a level low enough to ensure the continuing economic
viability of the village. In present times, with the introduction of a cash
economy and employment possible in a new career structure, this
marital tradition may be expected to change as village estates gradually
lose their dependence on the land.
The field studies reviewed in the preceding section have indeed
shown that the traditional practice of polyandry correlates within the
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region of Tibetan culture with particular features of subsistence and not
with others. Four associated features are important:
(i) Subsistence farming on hereditarily held, owner-occupied, es-

tates is commonly distributed within areas of arable land restricted in extent either because of edaphic factors or because of
a limiting water supply.
(ii) A relatively short growing season, resources required to last
through a long non-productive winter.
(iii) A high altitude montane environment of considerable climatic
severity.
(iv) Traditional labour-intensive work patterns, in some cases extending to virtually all necessary subsistence activities besides
agriculture; viz. clothes making, shoe making, milling (one or
more village mills owned by particular farmers),house construction and limited trading in exchange of products.
In Tibet, there were additional socio-economic pressures due to
serfdom. These also existed prior to the Dogra conquest in feudal
Ladakh, including Zangskar (see Grist, 1990). Similar pressures may
have been present to a limited extent in northern Nepal prior to the
Gurkha supremacy. These pressures included:
(v) Taxation in kind to the aristocratic, monastic or government

institution holding the land by lease from the state.
(vi) Taxation in labour to provide through transportation to certified
transport requisitioners on demand.
(vii) Labour by contract,on land other than that producing food for the
family.
(viii) Other taxes; military service, donation of sons to monastery,
other forms of labour (see Surkhang, 1966; Goldstein, 1971a,
1971b; Dargyay, 1982; Aziz, 1978).
Available studies also show that monogamy rather than polyandry
prevails where the family livelihood is not dependent on fanning an
estate but on holding land leased for short periods to individuals, on
labour for hire, or slavery, on trading or in urban business operations.
We note also that while polyandry is a traditionally predominant form
of marriage on the farming estates, its extent in individual families is
dependent on many variables including family size, sex ratio, individual
idiosyncracy and family circumstances. Polyandry was always one
factor within a complex system of estate holding based upon the
maintenance of a fraternal corporation as a stem family in each generation, but of which the details were highly adaptable.
In addition, there is in most areas of the Tibetan culture zone a strong
tendency to donate a proportion of males in each generation to the local
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monastery as part of monastic sponsorship. These preferences or
obligations seem to vary from area to area but, like polyandry, have the
effect of removing reproductive individuals from the population. We
must conclude that the monomarital principle involving fraternal polyandry, taken in conjunction with monasticism, has a markedly depressing effect on population growth in these farming families when compared with the situation that would obtain under systematic monogamy.
Historically, the development of this system, with the additional
possibility of bigenerational polyandry, seems to have occurred in
traditional Tibet. Informants have always stated that the function of the
marital system was to secure the safety of the.transmission of an estate
deemed adequate for farming subsistence from one generation to the
next; and farming subsistence means that which is left over after
taxation. Taxed families have therefore to generate the labour and
means to provide a considerable resource beyond that required for self
sufficiency.
The reports from Tibet show that taxed estates required families of
considerable size to manage them, with an emphasis on co-husbands as
collaborating workers; yet, even then, non-land-owning labourerswere
additionally required. In Zangskar, without a tax problem and without
mi.bo, the farming families' sole concern is subsistence. We see here how
on good land the population has been able to expand and to establish
new villages (Sha-de) with a social stability dictated by population
control. Any changes in marital practice in Ladakh are likely to have
been due initially to the altered social. structure following the Dogra
conquests; only very recent shifts are due to the new marriage laws and
the new employment opportunities of the last decade (Ch. 23).
Given the traditional rules preventing an intergenerational partition
of Tibetan and Ladakhi farms, it follows that in successive generations
sibling groups of naturally varying size and sex ratio would face the task
of farming them. There were four problems: i) a sufficient labour force
was required to generate not only self-sufficientsubsistencebut also; ii)
the payment of taxes in kind and in services; iii) since emigration was
not legal (although trade and pilgrimage were possible if other obligations were met) over-population would threaten the family's subsis
tence through taking too much of the recurrent production out of the
system. In Zangskar we were told that, while harvests are generally
quite sufficient to meet the needs of the following year, occasional
disasters such as late snowfalls in spring can severely threaten the
viability of farming for a period; iv) an essential requirement is a
strongly co-operative work force which is psychologicallystable and not
prone to produce family fission.
Polyandry is not without psychological tension, and Tibetans prefer
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monogamy when the socio-economics of household management allow
it. Yet their argument that a corporate group of monogamously married
brothers, each with an individual family and a probably competitive
wife, would be more fissiparousthan fraternalco-husbandry with a well
chosen sexually fulfilling woman, seems likely to be true. In any case,
the rapid increase in the population of an estate were several monogamous families to be running it, would very rapidly impose social,
economic and ecological pressures once the sibling groups commenced
reproduction - and the effect would increase geometrically over generations. We know that elsewhere in the Himalaya such marital systems
correlate with social tension, estate splitting to non-viable economic
units, erosian and other environmental damage and emigration
(MacFarlane, 1976; Levine, 1988),not one of which is evident in Ladakh
or other regions of Tibetan culture in the mountains. The monomarital
principle in the socio-ecology of Tibetan farmers evidently achieves on
average a sufficient labour force in units prone neither to over-population nor to social fission. How did such an effective adaptation originate?
The traditional, ceremonially authenticated, marital polyandry of old
Tibet goes back at least into the times of the early kingdom. From earliest
times, the goverrunent, originally the king, owned all the land which was
then leased to aristocratic supporters. An uneasy balance between the
imperial 'centre' and the aristocratic'periphery' predated the centralising
and decentralising tendencies apparent in tkLestate under the Dalai
Lamas (Snellgroveand Richardson, 1980; Stein, 1962; Goldstein, 1971b).
Three domains of land lease developed, governmental, aristocratic and
monastic. In all three domains the land was further divided into a part
directly farmed for the corporation in question and the rest of it subleased to the mi.ser. It follows that from the ruler's viewpoint and also
that of the landlord, the efficiency and productivity of the mi.ser was vital
for the welfare of the state as a whole.
To have created optimum conditions of estate production, a ruler
would have needed to i) regulate estate size in relation to family
corporations whose work force could best exploit them; ii) ensure the
stability and regular payments of tax and services through time; and iii)
attend to the welfare of the farming people so that their work was
effective and not disturbed unduly by emigration, desertion, failure to
produce due to dissension, or breakdowns in the rule of law. If estates
were too big, the families owning them would either underproduce in
relation to the area provided or be forced to exploit/obtain/coerce other
labour to work on them. If too small, the natural family would quickly
overpopulate the resource and threaten their ability to generate a
surplus for tax.
There is evidence from both Tibet and Ladakh that rulers attempted
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to redistribute land in equable proportions. While, as Stein (1982) has
suggested, such a move would have had the effect of limiting the power
of overbearing aristocrats, possible rivals to the throne, its more fundamental implication seems to have been the recognition that the relatively
constant Tibetan environment is best related to natural family size by
distributing land in equal lots of optimum size (for self-sufficiencywith
surplus) across the population. Such a move could maximise tax yields
for local and central rulers alike. Not only did King Mune of Tibet (circa
AD 979-799) attempt to redistribute land in equal portions more than
once but he encountered great resistance from landed aristocrats for so
doing, and was eventually murdered. The 17th century king of Ladakh
Jam.dByams.rNam.rGya1 is credited with attempting similar legislation
attributable to a concern with tax yields (Petech, 1977). Since the 18th
century, tax and land reforms were instigatedby the central government
under the Dalai Lamas on at least two occasions (Goldstein, 1971b).
We argue, therefore, that the institution of obligatory heredihry
estates for natural familiesforced the farming population into adopting
modes of production and a labour organization of familymembers most
suited to the maximization of their productive role. The monomarital
stem family with flexible, fraternal polyandry was the evident solution.
Under the pre-Buddhist kings, taxation included military service and
the consequent donation of male family members as soldiers. Tibetan
military conquests at that time were dramatic and the standing army
must have been very large. The support of the military must have also
been 'taken into account' in the management of the farming estates and
the associated mortality doubtless had some effect on local population.
Under the peaceful rule of the monks, renunciation of householding by
the religious seems to have taken the place of military service1. While
monks are probably longer lived than soldiers, their relegation to
spiritual roles has reduced their contribution to population growth over
the centuries by a very considerable amount.
(ii) Ecology and sociobiology
Our interpretation so far would suggest the monomarital system to
have originated through state organised agricultural management, the
objective of which was the raismg of wealth as tax rather than a
deliberate or conscious concern with population. The frequency of
informalpolyandry in communities with little hierarchical organization
does however point to the fact that this marital system is in any case an
effectiveadaptation to an ecology of low carrying capacity, in which
periods of production alternate with long periods of consumption. It
seems entirely plausible that early tribal settlementson the same patchy
resources may have evolved polyandroustendencies as a way of solving
their ecological problems. The attitudes and dispositions of Tibetans
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towards marriage and sexual relationships may well have a very ancient
origin and one which predisposed the rulers of an integrated kingdom
towards a legalization of the system into a predominant feature of their
culture.
We propose for fraternal polyandry an extension of the explanation
of marital polygyny in Asian societiesput forward by Mildred Dickmann
(1979; see also Crook, 1980a,p. 218, and further discussion in Crook and
Crook, 1986).Mildred Dickmann argued, following Trivers (1972) and
other ethologists (Crook, 1964, p. 103,1972; Verner and Wilson, 1966;
Orians, 1969; Alexander, 1974; see further Altmam et al. 1977; Bateson,
1983), that in humans, as well as in other animals, females may be
expected to control fertilizationsby choosing males most able to ensure
their reproductive success and that of their offspring. Males by contrast
should tend to exclude other males from reproduction to increase their
ownaccess to women and hence their success at mating. It follows that
men who, as a result of competition, possess resources, land and prestige
and who have the power to offer women reproductive security and to
control the sexual access to them of other men, are likely both to attract
women to them as potential marriage partners and to control the sexual
lives of other males. Patrilineal inheritance produces male lineages in
which such power tends to be maintained for at least several generations. Within such systems the common practice of male primogeniture
ensures that the estate remains intact and therefore powerful, but forces
younger sons into other walks of life with less certainty of an economic
stability ensuring reproductive success. More generally, Hartung (1976
and 1982)has argued persuasively that individuals owning wealth will
maximise the fitness-enhancingeffect of an endowment if they transfer
it to descendants who have inherited the highest concentration of their
genes and have the social position best suited to economic exploitation.
In the ecologically and sociologically unstable conditions of medieval
India powerful houses offered a buffer against insecurity under poor
conditions and untold wealth under godtl ones. Women tended to
marry up society (hypergyny) and their families paid large dowries
enablingthem to do so. As a consequence of the accumulation of women
at the top of society the practice of female infanticide was often common
there.
Prior to the industrial revolution, power in the major agricultural
civilizations resided mainly in the hands of the great landowners. In
many societies top families could maintain large harems, in the case of
monarchs sometimes of fabulous size and organised as reproductive
factories for the ruler. In Europe, the same hypergynous trend is
apparent but the development of a wealthy middle class and the
influence of the Church in medieval times reduced the power of
extended families and constrained marriage to the monogamous level
(Goody, 1983). Dickrnam, in discussing these systems, has produced a
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convincing model of gender mobility and shows that culturally based
marital strategiesare closely related to socio-ecological adaptations She
is not of course arguing that genetic factors are directly at work in
determining such behaviour but rather that culturally mediated repre
ductive strategies operate in ways analogous to those elsewhere in
mammals and birds.
Her model suggests that monogamy and not polygyny wiu be a
preferred strategy when societal or economic conditions necessitate a
greater investment of the husband in rearing the progeny of a singlewife
to enable her to raise them successfully. Post-industrial liberation of the
poor and middle classes and the imposition by elected governments of
taxation of the rich alleviating the poverty of the poor naturally impose
a trend away from the polygyny of the high society of former times
(Crook, 1980, p. 221).
Tibetan fraternal polyandry is explicable by applying Dickmann's
argument to human situationsin which the relation between agriculk-a1
production and family labour is such that the carrying capacity of the
exploitable environment is easily exceeded and the generation of surplus to meet the demands of rulers and landowners very difficult.
Families in such a farming class are likely to attempt to marry their
daughters into households that offer them security during their reproductive years. Their choices are dictated by the norms of the culture; a
fact that emphasises the strength of the adaptive syndrome, for parents
will be anxious to promote their daughters' standard of living as an
index of her reproductive potential. In Zangskar this is precisely one of
the functions of the pha.sPun association of the patrilineal clan (see Ch.
15).
Among animals, circumstances in which the carrying capacity (K)
limits or controls the rate of population increase (r)are described as a K
condition. Evolutionary adaptation to K conditions favouis the evolution of cooperative behaviour that ensures some effective reproduction,
even if some individuals have to lower their personal fitness by helping
relatives altruistically. Such individuals endeavour to maintain their
inclusive fitness in terms cf gene sets passed to the next generation at as
high a level possible in the circumstances. The adoption of the
monomarital principle by the Tibetan farmers seems a good example of
such an adaptation. Not only may polyandry function "as a sensitive
cultural mechanism for adjusting population levels to changes in resource availability and economic productivity" (Goldstein, 1976) but
also as a culturallyevolved strategywhereby parents attempt to maximise
the fitness of their children under such severely limiting circumstanc~s.
Using the data from Tsang (Limi), Beall and Gcldstein, (1981) have
argued that, at least in this population, sociobiological arguments such
as these are not well supported by a comparison of statistics from
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monogamous and polyandrous families within the same circumstances.
Monogamously married women in Limi did not experience higher levels
of offspring mortality than pdyandrously mated females and in fact
offspring survival was higher for monogamous women in all age
categories. In addition, husbands evidently reproduced fewer gene sets
when married polyandrously than under monogamy. There would
seem therefore to be a reduction in fitness for both sexes adopting a
polyandrous marital setting. Now monogamy is a possible alternative
in Limi since there are plenty of unmarried women around and we
wonder therefore why it is not more widely adopted. Beall and
Goldstein (loc. cit.) fail to calculate what the effect on family fortunes
would be if the monogamousalternativeswere in fact taken up on a large
scale. On a basis of other work in the Himalayas (MacFarlane,1976) and
Goldstein's earlier estimate of a 16%population increase at Limi if all
familieswere monogamous, one could predict a rapid breakdown in the
community with farming plots dividingbetween sons in each generation
and decreasing in size to inviability. There would be increasingly
insecure parenting and reduced security for reproductive women.
The social situation in Limi is in fact undergoing change. Goldstein's
1975report shows that the current trend towards monogamy is inducing
a population growth that will threaten living standards if land higher in
the mountains and difficultto cultivate is not brought effectively into the
agricultural system. In spite of the remote situation, contemporary
socio-economic influences at Limi are clearly permitting an increase in
monogamous marriage which is not at present disadvantageous to the
couples concerned. It may however be that the continued existence of
a number of polyandrous marriages is restraining population growth
and allowing a period of personally advantageous monogamy for a
proportion of this population prior to the onset of conditionsnecessitating emigration. Under circumstancesof the recent past the figures might
well have been more favourable to polyandry. Furthermore, one can
imagine a form of inter-village group selection operating in these remote
regions: those villages that retain a level of polyandry being better able
to resist socio-agriculturalbreakdown than those that opt too quickly for
change to monogamy and the splitting up of estates. This consideration
emphasises the view that polyandry is an adaptation of patrilineal
families as well as of their constituting individuals to a socio-ecology of
severe constraints.
Our own data from Zangskar and Leh do moreover present a
different picture. No clear difference is statistically demonstrable in the
reproduction of females in polyandry and monogamy in present day
s ~ o n ~but
d ea simple comparison of means forcompletedfDmilies derived
from an examination of updated genealogies of Prince Peter's families
at Leh (Ch. 23) showed the average completed family size (num'oer of
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children) for polyandry to be 5.2 and monogamy 3.15.
Table 24.6 lists completed family sizes taken from the updated
genealogies of Prince Peter's six familiesnear Leh (Ch.23). Family sues
are listed according to marital type and their location in either a khangchen or a khang-chung. A one way ANOVA analysis of variance shows
that significant contrasts exist between categories (F(226) = 4.28 p <
0.05). Post-hoc comparisons using the Sheffeprocedure give the following results:
(i) A comparison of means for completed monogamous and polyandrous families showed a sigthcant difference (p < 0.05).
(ii) Comparisons of means from khangshen and khangshung
showed a significant difference(p = 0.05 in a two tailed test).
(iii) Comparisons of means between monogamous families in khangchen and khang-chung showed no signhcant difference.
(iv) Within khang-chen a comparison of means between monogamous and polyandrous families was not sigphcant.
We cannot conclude that monogamy and polyandry within the
khang-chen show differentialreproductive successbut polyandry overall does lead to a greater reproductive success. This is associated with
the significant difference between the locations of the families in either
a khang-chen or a khangchung. In the khangchung only monogamy
occurs. This means that a parental strategy aimed at maximising the
reproductive success of a daughter would favourmarriage into a khangchen and marriage to more than one brother.
Elsewhere (Crook and Crook, 1988),we have followed up this argument by examining the reproductive fitness qfgrandmothers (i.e.number
of grandchildren) attributable to marriages of their children that were
respectively either monogamous or polyandrous. Family sizes in
monogamous marriages of grannies' childrenwere sipdicantly smaller
than those in polyandrous ones. Grandmotherswould on these grounds
prefer to marry their daughters polyandrously, if the aim of their
influence was to enhance the numbers of their descendants.
A number of factors may account for an increased family sue under
polyandry: short birth interval related to high rates of coition, more
labour available to maintain the quality of subsistence and reduce child
mortality, cash support from external activities of co-husbands, broader
base of available talents. The adaptive sacrifice is primarily that of the
: -xe
they
sisterswho remain unmarried and provide
are thus the 'altruists' here. (See further Schuler, 1987).
Since a polyandrous husband will sire only a fraction of his wife's
offspring,his personal reproductive fitness in a family of a certain size
will be less than if he was the sole genitor of the children. We can
calculate the extent to which a polyandrous family must be larger than

Table 24.6 Completed family sizes on six estates near Leh. Data collated from genealogies established by Prince Peter of Greece (1963) in
1938 and updated in 1981 (see Ch. 23). Family sizes are listed according to marital type and residence.
khang.chung families
Monogamous

Mean = 2.0
9 =1.4
N=7

Mean Monogamy
9
N

khang.chen families
Monogamous Diandrous

Mean = 3.62
9 = 2.3
N=12
= 3.05
= 2.02
= 19

Triandrous

Tetrandrous

Mean = 4.8

Mean = 4.7

N=6

N=3

N = l
Mean Polyandry = 5.2
9
= 1.8
N
= 10

4
o
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a monogamous one if it is to provideoeachco-husband with a fitness
equal to that of a single monogamous husband marrying under the
monomarital principle - i.e. allowing only one rnamage on an estate per
generation and under which non-cohabiting brothers would not marry.
If the mean monomarital monogamous family size is x, the personal
fitness of such a monogamous husband is 0 . 5 because
~
he is related to
each af his children by a half.
A polyandrous husband sharinghis wifeas one of h full brothers will,
assuming equal sharesin paternity for all his brothers, have p / h children
and p(h-l)/h nephews and nieces (to whom he is related by a quarter)
in a family of p children. This will give him a personal fitness of 0.5ph1 + 0.25p(h-1)h-1= p(h+l)(4h)-1.
For the polyandrous husband to have a fitness at least equal to that of
his monogamous counterpart, p (h+1)(4h)-1must be equal to or greater
than 0.5~.
Rearranging t l algebraically
~
we have;
which implies p > 2h x(h+l)-1
p (h+l) (4h)-1> 0 . 5 ~
where p = mean polyandrous family size with h co-husbands (full
brothers) and x = meanmonogamousfamily size under themonomarital
principle.
In other words, the family size under monomarital polyandry needs to
be increased to rather less than double the size of the monogamous
equivalent if males are to do as well genetically. Consider a case in which
an elder brother is likely to be the father of two children if he had his wife
to himself but in which his younger brother would have none. If they
both married the woman and had an equal opportunity of fathering
children they would have to produce 2.66 children jointly for it to be
genetically worth the elder brother's while to share his wife.
We may now examine the sizes of families completed near Lehbefore
the most recent changes in socio-economic opportunities began (Ch.
23). The average size of 12 completed monogamous families in khangchen is 3.6 whilst the average size of six diandrous, three triandrous and
one tetrandrous families is 5.2. Applying our formula the polyandrous
family sizeswould have to be greater than4.8,5.4 and 5.76for diandrous,
triandrous and tetrandrous families respectively in order to prevent any
loss of fitness by co-husbands. Thus from our data we see that the
average for polyandry must be greater than (6 x 4.8 + 3 x 5.4 + 1x 5.76)/
10 = 5.08. The average actually obtained is 5.2 which suggests no loss in
personal fitness for co-husbands marrying under the monomarital
principle.
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Unfortunately this conclusion cannot be justified from data from
khang-chen alone since polyandrous and monogamous completed family sizes are not statistically distinguishable within this category
(Table 24.6). However, since the monomarital principle is sometimes
incompletely followed by estate kin and marriages in khang-chung do
occur, we can calculate that from a mean of all monogamous marriages
(3.05) polyandrous marriages would have to produce 4.3 children for
each cehusband to maintain parity in fitness with a singleman marrying
monogamously. This estimate ignores possible inclusive fitness effects
resulting from interactions between khang-chen and bang-chung kin
but it is basedon a comparison of statistically distinct populations. Since
the actual figure 5.2 considerably surpasses the required one, we are
satisfied that our data supports our general proposition. A pha.sPun
decision to marry a brother in polyandry does not therefore necessarily
mean that his fitness will be lowered as compared to a monogamous
choice within the monomarital system. There are, however, further
complicating factors (see below) because equal access to the wife may
not be commonly observed in polyandrous families.
Since our calculations (Table 24.6) also show that women marrying
polyandrously in Leh around 1938 have on average produced larger
families than monogamous women, it follows that, from the, viewpoint
of maximising reproductive fitness, polyandrous marriage would have
been a preferred strategy for marrying women in this culture. This may
account for the values favouring hypogyny observed in polyandrous
marriage in Tibet - so marked a reversal of the hypergynous tendency irt
other agrarian communities (Aziz, 1978). It may also account for the
positive assessments of polyandry given by intelligent informants in
traditional villages (Prince Peter, 1963; Fiirer-Haimendorf, 1964).
In our construction of Table 24.5 we had assumed that family size (i.e.
births per woman) would be the same under polyandry and monogamy.
Under such conditions, we showed that with increasing % of polyandry
in the population and higher levels of polyandry there would be an
increase in the number of children per household, a decrease in the
number of children attributable to each man and the total number of
children in the population would decrease. This result is in conformity
with the suggestion that in adaptation to an ecology of bare subsistence
these farmers maxirnise labour (number of husbands) but limit the
number of mouths to be fed. Our calculations above now show that not
only may male collaboration under the monomarital systembe effective
in economic terms but that the traditional polyandrous marriage may
under favourable conditions push reproduction above the level of
monogamous families, making polyandry in a khang-:hen a preferred
reproductive strategy for women and one without disadvantage to a
man so long as he is as sexually effective as his brothers. We may expect
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therefore that, in the course of deliberations prior to marriage,
competititon between the representatives of eligible daughters may be
considerable. Unfortunately we have no accounts of the detailed
discussions that presumably occur.
For those who do not marry the genetic outlook appears bleak
(Schuler, 1987). However, both unmarried women and monks retain
close associations with their familiesand the situation is flexible; a monk
may return to his family if forexample his brother dies. He may then not
only contribute his labour but renew a sexual life. The apparent
reproductive sacrifice of such members of both sexes benefits their
immediate relatives (usually nephews and nieces) by rendering the
,~gricultural
estate an effective unit in which to raise children. It follows
that the reproductive success of these nephews/nieces, when they
~nheritthe estates in their turn, will result in the replication of gene sets
held in common with the renunciant. Some inclusive fitness will
therefore accrue to the renunciant; certainly more so than in a situation
i ~ !which the farming life broke down and insufficient sustenance
obtained for raising a family on the estate at all.
In a general yet carefully elaborated attempt to simulate the effects of
polyandry and monogamy on the reproductive success of males, Weigel
and Weigel(1987)also detail conditions under which polyandry may be
more effective thanmonogamy. It is clear to us, however, that today only
more adequate field data can now enhance our understanding of this
topic.
(iii) A further complexity: the varying fractional relationship of
'brothers'
In calculating the family sizes required to give a brother marrying in
polyandry the same fitness as he would achieve if he were a single son
marrying in monogamy, we have so far ignored the fact that, as a result
of iteration in successive generations, the relationship of 'brothers' in
successive polyandrous marriages in the same household decreases. To
compensate for this effect, slightlylarger families should be produced by
brothers whose relationship to one another is low. As an academic
exercise we can show that the effect would arise in the following way.
Let us imagine a household occupied through happenstance of
reproduction by a single man and his wife. Let them produce two sons
who inherit the farm. These brothers are full brothers sharing in
principle 50% of their genes. Their relationship is therefore 0.5. These
brothers take a wife marrying traditionally in diandry. Their children
are then either full siblings when sired by the same brother or less than
full siblingswhen sired by the other brother who is their uncle. Since the
fathers are brothers their respective children's relation to one another is
more than that of a half-sibling (samemother - unrelated fathers) by the
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extent of the fathers' relationship to one another. The relation between
the sons sired by different fathers who are their uncles is 0.25 from
Mother + 0.125 from Uncle - i.e. 0.375. When these sons become cohusbands the effect will produce a diminishing relationship between
'brothers' over several generations. The diminishment also decreases
between generations and in theory would approach an asymptote when
the fathers were minimally related to one another and the residual
relationship would be that through the common mother. The brothers
would then be true 'half-brothers'. This progressive decrement implies
that in successive generations family size would have to increase if
brothers were to maintain reproductive parity with the monogamous
monomarital level of personal fitness; aithough again this increase will
be decremental because the divergence in the relationship between
'brothers' decreases over generations. In fact, of course, in these isolated
communities all individuals are to some degree related; more so than
would be the case in a larger population.

(iv) The reproductive dominance of elder brother and pressures
producing household partition
While the above inferences are instructive in illustrating the logic of
the relation between family size and sibling relationship in the maintenance of genetic fitness within fraternal polyandrous reproductive
systems of the Tibetan type, they do of course become progressively
abstract. In fact the actual situation is determined by i) the sex ratio in
a given generation of a particular household; ii) the extent to which
reproduction is dominated by particular brothers; iii) the frequent
recurrences of monogamy in a sequence of generations.
Family composition and the incidence of polyandry itself is determined by happenstance of sex ratio in a given household and by birth
order. Thevariations in household structure are clearly the result of this
factor on the one hand and rules specifying i) fraternal inheritance, ii)
non-division of property and iii) sister inheritance with adoption of
magpa husband as a bridge to further successive fraternal transmission,
on the other. The diversity of marital structures with intergenerational
oscillation between monogamy, magpa interludes, polygyny, and polyandry of varying degrees is clearly dependent upon the sequence,
number and gender of the children born in each generation. The
flexibility of the system allows it to accommodate virtually all possible
demographic variance while maintaining the indivisibility of family
estates or farming rights intact through the generations. As a mechanism
for ensuring the stability of a household in an environment of socioecological severity the cultural conventions in question are clearly
admirable.
Nonet!!eless, on sociobiological principles (Trivers, 1972; Emlen,
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1984), we would expect polyandrously married brothers to exhibit an
uneasy balance of collaborativebehaviour with competitiondesigned to
maximise their own fitness. For example, the modified rule of primogeniture whereby estates are transferred to the oldest son upon his
marriage rather than upon the death of parents clearly gives the elder son
great advantages. This is especially so if the brothers joining him in a comatrimony are considerably his junior.
Aziz (1978)has gven details of the ages of wife and husband under
conditions of biandry and triandry in traditional Dingri (S. Tibet)which
we present in Table 24.7. In diandrous marriages (N=14) the mean
differencebetween the brothers in years was 9.6 with maximum 23 and
minimum 3. There was a wide range of age differences between these
brothers and their wives. 29% of older brothers were older than their
wives whereas 86% of younger brothers were younger than their wives.
Of the younger brothers with older wives the latter were on average 6.8
years older - a considerable difference for a late teenager. In triandrous
marriages (N=6) the mean age difference between eldest and second
husband was 3.7 years (maximum 8, minimum 1)and between second
and third husbands also 3.7 years (maximum 10, minimum 1). In four
cases the wife was younger than the oldest brother, once the same age
and once older.
Only in two of six caseswas she younger than the middle husband and
once in six of the youngest one. In one tetrandrous marriage the age
differencesbetween the brothers marrying together were 2,7 and 1years
consecutively from oldest to youngest. The wife was 6 and 4 years
younger than husbands 1and 2, and 3 and 4 years older than husbands
3 and 4, whose ages at the date of record were 62,60 (wife = 56), 53 and
52 years. In Zangskar, Attenborough (Ch. 9) shows that in sTongde
monogamous wives were on average 1.7 years younger than their
husbands, whereas in diandry they were on average 3.7 years younger
than the elder and 3.1 years older than the younger husbands (10
marriages).
These data show clearly that the age differencesbetween co-marrying
brothers and between husbands and wives may be quite large. Certainly, if the older brother gets married in his early reproductive years
he is likely to be far more mature in all respects than his brothers and this
effect will increase with the number of brothers party to the marriage.
Furthermore, the data shows that the wife is likely to be considerably
older than the younger brother even in cases of diandry.
Among Nyinba, younger brothers often experienced negative discrimination and this was a cause of some household partitions. In these
villages biandry seems to be more easily sustained than triandry (Levine,
1988).
From discussions with members of polyandrous households in
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Table 24.7 Age differences between wife and older and younger husbands in
polyandry. Data from Aziz, 1978. Plots show ages of wife with respect
to that of husband.
16
15
14
13
12
11
10
9
8

Difference
of age of
wife in
relation
to husband

a

7

+

-

6
5
4
3
2
1

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16

a
a
a.
0.

a

a
a
a

+
Husband
1

Husband Husband
2

1

Husband

Husband

2

3

Zangskar it was clear that family attitudes of discretion preclude public
discussion about differential behaviour of the wife towards her husbands. Furthermore, no emphasis is placed upon the genetic relations
between fathers and sons. Tension undoubtedly exists to varying
degrees in all these households (Chs. 17,26 and Goldstein, 1979, p. 232;
Phylactou, 1989)but is often well contained by the differing roles of the
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fathers in the household necessitating their absence from it at different
times and sometimes for long periods trading or doing military senrice.
Among the Nyinba, however, paternity is explicitly discussed once the
possibility of household partition becomes apparent. Clearlyhousehold
members are aware of their relations prior to this event. The repression
of this topic from conversation in Zangskar is undoubtedly a further
device for lessening tension in a complex household.
It seems very like!y that the first two children will be fathered by the
older brother simply because his younger brothers will be so less mature
than he. As seems to be the case among the Nyinba, the reproductive
contribution of the older brother overall may be considerably larger than
that of his brothers.
Spelling this out further, let us take a notional case where there is a gap
of 4 years in age between 3 brothers. If the oldest marries at 21 his
brothers will be 'I7 arid 13. While both may be as sexually able as he, his
greater maturity may well give him advantages in terms of mating
success with a new wife of superior family aged, let us say, 18. Let us
hypothesise that out of 6 children he sires the first two, of the second two
either he or the middle brother may be the father and of the last two
children any one of the three brothers could be the father. Clearly the
expectancies of siring children are greatly different for each potential
father (Table 24.8). It is often the case in large families that a younger
brother chooses to be a magpa husband in a different household or, when
economically possible, prefers to take a separate wife thereby establishing a new monomarital estate. In terms of inclusive fitness it is clearly
possible that he may benefit reproductively by adopting such an alternative strategy and a social pressure towards the creation of new
households may be the predictable outcome. Even so such a pattern is
Table 24.8 Probability of investment in 6 children by 3 brothers as described in text
Fathers

1
Older brother
Middle brother
Younger brother

Total
expected

Children in order of birth

2
1
0
0

3
1

0
0

4
5
5
0

5
5
5
0

6
33
33
33

33
33
33

3.6
1.6
0.6

Summarising results, the elder brother has a probability of siring 3.66 of these six
children, the middle brother 1.66 and the youngest only 0.66. This Table does not
include the 'inclusive' inveshnent in nephews and nieces accruing to each husband by
virtue of the relationship between him and his brothers. In addition, it seems that the
younger brothers lose out because they will be 'stuck with the wife during her postreproductive years - presumably having no way to improve reproductive success
elsewhere. If all brothers had an equal chance (asmight be thecasehad they not married
until the youngest was 20, say), then their expectancies would be 2.0 each.
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far from inevitable. Among the Nyinba a wife may eventually move
closer to her younger husbands so that their chances of generating
children may improve. Much depends on the age gaps between brothers
and individual dispositions of all concerned.
As we have seen elsewhere in this book, a second brother in Ladakh
is often allotted a place in a local monastery. Such a move probably
increases the older brother's reproductive advantage. Indeed, if parental strategy favoursthe older son, the dispersal of second sons does make
sense sociobiologically. The older son,best equipped to manage both the
estate and a new wife, may well be favoured consciously or unconsciously by the parents as a favoured candidate for producing grandchildren. The parental transfer of wealth to an elder son with greatest
opportunity for its exploitation may be taken as an illustration of
Hartung's (1976) thesis that such a transfer would also comprise an
important strategy for enhancing parental inclusive fitness.
Among the Nyinba, male concern with paternity relates to the
possibility of the splitting of large bigenerational households through
partition. The probability of partition increases with the number of
siblings in a generation, the number of fraternal co-husbands and the
occurrence of more than one wife in the house. In the latter case, one
woman is likely to relate more closely to one or more of the co-husbands
than others giving rise to what Levine (1988)terms a conjoint marriage.
Conjoint polyandrous marriages usually involve more siblings than
non-conjoint ones and most occur among the larger sibling sets.
Within a Nyinba household relations which determine the pattern of
a partition are associated closely with kinship and parentage. Levine
quotes the Nyinba as saying that the greater warmth and empathy
between close kin is the major cause for this but the data also fit an etic
sociobiological perspective. Known parentage defines those of the
offspring in a polyandrous household with whom a parent shares most
genes. The sociobiological perspective predicts that a parent will show
greater concern for such kin rather than for others of less close genetic
relationship: the function of such concern being the transfer of ego's
genetic material advantageously into subsequent generations. Nyinba
households where co-wives are also sisters suffer less stress than when
they are unrelated. The children of such women share more genes in
common with each other and with their mother's sister than would be
the case where wives were unrelated. Brothers with different mothers
are almost twice as Likely to marry different women (i.e. create conjoint
marriages) as brothers with the same mother. Brothers with different
mothers in large sibling groups universally end up in conjoint marriages
(Levine, Ch.7). In such cases, full brothers share more genes with the
offspring of each other and a common wife than is the case where they
themselves have different mothers. On partition, mothers tend to
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separate with their own children and fathers attempt to do the same.
Where fathers have children by more than one woman particularly
unhappy tangles are liable tc occur.
Although partitions may lead to a closer association between parents
and close kin there are also risks. Small households resulting from
partition often encounter severeeconomic difficultieswhich may lead to
their extinction and the absorption of the estateby distant relatives in the
trong-bat. While genetic kinship is by no means the only factor influencing the patterning of partitions, Levine's account strongly suggests it to
be significant.
4. Discussion: marital systems and ecology
Our argument supports explanations of marital systems as forms of
parental investment closely adapted to socio-economic circumstances
imposed by either ecological or cultural factors or by both. Under
conditions of recurrent plenty, competition between males apportions
living standards differentiallyand families make cultural. detennined
'choices' in marrying daughters to the more successful men, marriages
that may be polygynous if the man is sufficiently wealthy. Since the
wealthy also have better means to survive periods of crop failure or
social distress, such women tend to have lower child mortality rates
dur'mg motherhood. Where the development of surplus wealth is
precluded by wealth related taxation a more even distribution of
resources develops and the hypergynous trend to polygyny is controlled. Under conditions of a stable and low carrying capacity, difficulties of subsistence and child rearing may be met by the monomarital
principle combined with fraternal polyandry. The low carryingcapacity
of a subsistence economy may be detennined by ecological factors and
by the extra imposition of requirements from a landlord that drains off
surplus production as 'tax'. We have thus developed Dickmann's
analysis of polygyny to include an account of the circumstances under
which polyandry is likely to arise.
Such general conclusions can be to a degree confirmed by an examination of convergence to comparable conditions found in quite different
cultures. Unfortunately, the rather rare examples of human polyandry
have been little studied, but Hiatt's (1981) review of polyandry in Sri
Lanka provides exactly the comparison we need. The similarities
between Tibetan and Sri Lankan polyandry are listed in Table 24.8. As
with cases of convergentbiological evolution, these social systems seem
clearly to be cultui.al adaptations to comparable socio-ecological and
socio-biological constraints operating at particular socio-economic levels in a hierarchically organised society (Blurton-Jones and Reynolds,
1978; Chagnon and Irons, 1979; Van den Berghe and Barash, 1977;
Crook, 1980; Sutton, 1982).
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There are, however, a number of culturally prescribed values that
generate a contrasting tone between these two cases of fraternal polyandry. The Tibetan aristocracy were certainly free to marry in any of the
styles we have discussed and we do not know for example whether
polygyny went with surplus wealth or polyandry with straightened
circumstances. The complex political process whereby the limited
number of big estates were distributed and redistributed by the government among favoured and less favoured families suggests such a
possibility (Goldstein, 1973). Rich polyandrous families in Sri Lanka,
however, are known to have adopted this form of marriage in order to
conserve a patrimonial estate or to capitalise on assets. "Sri Lankan men
of high status practiced polyandry in order to limit family size in relation
to property holdings and thus to reserve social ascendancy on behalf of
their descendants" (Hiatt, 1981).
Th2 marital atmosphere in the Tibetan case is not free of altercation
but a number of valued attitudes (such as attributing equal importance
to all the 'fathers' of a child) are clearly devices to keep the atmosphere
equable. Tibetans seem remarkably tolerant of sexual ambiguities,
whereas fear of cuckoldry generates a marked intersexual tension in the
Sri Lankan situation. Plausibly, this difference could be due to a more
ancient origin for the insbtution of polyandry in Tibet based in adaptation to ecology rather than to societal factors. This ancient origin,
together with the social pressure of living in close quarters in winter,
could be responsible for the more deeply ingrained attitudes of sexual
tolerance in Tibet when compared with Sri Lanka.
Our study may also make a contribution to the wider problem of
understanding the relations between demography, production, family
structure and the rise of monasticism. Monasticism (the 'church') was
a prime feature of medieval Christendom and Jack Goody (1983)
describes this emergence in terms of socio-economic processes. The
original extended family of Europe included a number of built-in
features designed to protect the intergenerationalsurvival of the kinship
group. Advancing agricultural techniques in a temperate climate
allowed resources to become available for marketing and storage within
an economy of exchange. Such relative wealth favoured the splitting of
inheritance between offspring on the death of parents and monogamous
marriage. From the fourth century, many men joined the church,
producing an establishment that required considerable resources to
sustain it. The Church, by making certain sexual/marital liaisons sinful,
manipulated rules of marriage between kin so that wealth could be
passed more easily from the laity to the Church. The result was an
emphasis on smaller nuclear families with 'excess' wealth pumping into
the church between each generation. The maintenance of strong extended families through time became difficult and the power of the
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Table 24.9 Features in common in the polyandry of Sri L a n k and Tibet
1. Polyandry is typically fraternal.
2. Polyandry occurs within a Buddhist culture with relatively few specifics tions
about how marriages ought to be (cf. Christian, Hindu or Moslem cultures).
3. Polyandry occurs most usually in situations requiring the collaboration of cohusbands holding estates ultimately owned by the government in return for
tax and services. The latter may require one or more male members of the
family to wolk away from home.
4. In past times males were required for military service.
5. 'Only' daughters inherit the patrimony and, after marriage to an ~ncoming
husband, the estate passes to their children thereby maintaining the original
patrilineal stem family on the estate.
6. Polyandry is most common onagricultural holdings but may sometirr~esoccur
among the wealthy. It is otherwise an unusual form of maniage. Given a free
choice of circumstances monogamy is usually preferred.
7. In both cultures, it is commonly stated that polyandry occurs as an arrangement whereby "brothers who singly cannot support individual families may
combine their lands and maintain a common family, thereby bettering their
living standards and...ensuring that their land will go to a limited number of
heads" (Tambiah, 1966).
8. In both cultures, it may be argued that polyandry occurs in circumstances in
which this form of marriage is favoured by women because it provides more
reliable living standards, better male support and better conditions for reproductive success than would otherwise be the case. (Even when more effectively reproductive monogamous families occur in the same village, this may
be because the proportion of polyandrous marriages keeps the socio-economic
pressures in the community low due to demographic control. Under such
circumstances an increased frequency of monogamy would reduce success
and generate a feed-backincreasein polyandry operating through preferences
for these marital forms).

Church grew enormously. While the theology of 'sin' allowed the
coercion of the believing laity in this way, the reasons why so many were
attracted to the Church in the first place requires more examination.
Were there demographic factors also at work in Europe that promoted
an extensive development of male celibacy? Are there parallels here
between the development of monasticism in Europe and in Buddhist
Asia?
The Tibetan case suggests that under conditions of low carrying
capacity with a sufficient labour force, excess males became relegated to
monasteries as a non-reproductive surplus engaged in spiritual activities related to the maintenance of a value system necessitating a degree
of sexual or reproductive renunciation. Polyandry and monasticism are
joint aspects of the Tibetan solution. In richer habitats, such as the
European, a comparable situation could have arisen where population
growth and the attempt to maintain large estates approached the
carrying capacity of the exploitable land in a region not afflicted by
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recurrent climatically induced catastrophes (floods, droughts, famines)
that in India and China cut back an overgiown population. The
development of a population of male celibates would then have reduced
the demographic pressure. Subsequently new methods of land exploitation would have achieved an ecological release in which laity and
monasteries then competed for the contrcl of new wealth. Wider cross
cultural comparisons of a socio-ecologicalnature may be of great interest
in examining these questions.
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SOCIO-ECONOMIC TRANSITION IN
ZANGSKAR: A DEVELOPMENT STRATEGY
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Summary and conclusions
1. Introduction

It is the summer of 1982,a late afternoon in Padum the administrative
and historical capital of Zangskar. There are three new hotel buildings
under construction, and accelerated activity symbolising the critical
harvest season in the fields surrounding the village. In the distance is an
approaching cloud of dust heralding the arrival of trucks from Kargil,
the nearest town 240 krn and two days away to the north. In summer,
nowadays, trucks are not an unusual sight and children no longer race
across fields to welcome them as they did a few years previously. The
trucks no doubt carry food and other provisions, construction materials
and a number of passengers of whom many are tourists. Nor is it
uncommon to see a group of local people sitting around a transistor
radio in the evenings, some clothed in windcheaters, foam jackets, blue
jeans and trekking boots.
These are recent phenomena in Zangskar showing visibly the processes at work in changing the socio-economic structure. Zangskar, at
present, is caught in the throes of a transition to modem life from a
traditional system evolved over the centuries in adaptation to the harsh
natural environment. Until the last decade, Zangskar had remained a
comparativelyisolated area almost untouched by industrial technology
because of its remote mountainous character limiting mobility; and
because, until 1974, it had been a restricted area closed to all outside
civilians without a permit because of its strategic location following the
Indo-Chinese conflict of 1962. In 1974 Zangskar, with some other parts
of Ladakh, was opened to tourism with its world-wide system of
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linkages. Since then, the pace of change has been considerable both in
the types of change and the extent of their assimilation into the socioeconomic milieu.
Since 1974, various government developmental measures and the
impact of tourism have caused large scale upheavals in the socioeconomic system. This has led to changes from an economy involving
traditional barter to the growing diversification and monetization. It has
also led to changing social values and the emergence of an entrepreneurial 'upper class' in the erstwhile homogeneous social structure. Though
the traditional system was based on feudalism with both royalty and
lesser landlords, the standard of living was more or less similar, and the
gap between the 'rich' and 'poor' was not great.
2. The traditional socio-economic structure
As other chapters in the book have stressed, the availability of water
is the single most important determinant of primary human activities in
Ladakh. By and large, Zangskari economy is characterised by selfsufficient village communities, where the major occupation is agriculture and livestock rearing. Almost all the population is directly dependent on their land and animals for sustenance. Since the level of
agricultural land on valley slopes of alluvial fans and river terraces is
well above the main river, water for irrigation is obtained from canals
diverted from glacial-fed tributaries, or at a higher point of the river
itself. The flow of water, especially in the tributaries, depends on glacial
meltwater which in turn depends on climatic fluctuations of temperature and precipitation. This uncertainty often causes chronic water
shortage in some villages like Kumik; on the other hand, flooding and
waterlogging of low-lying fields occur in villages located along the
valley floor, like Pipiting and Upti.
The year is divided into two distinct seasons depending on the
seasonal rhythm of the sun, with the short warm summer or agricultural
season from June to September when all primary activities are at a peak
and the long cold winter when almost all activities come to a standstill.
This creates a peculiar situation with the available labour force barely
sufficient during the peak harvest season, but idle during winter.
Though agriculture is the prime occupation, cultivation is hampered
by a number of environmental conditions. Apart from requirements of
adequate soil cover and available water, the most important is the
climaticconstraint determining the shortness of the growing season (the
number of days with a mean temperature about 6OC, which is the
minimum required for growth). In these exacting conditions, almost the
only cereal crops grown are buck-wheat, barley and peas. A relatively
small proportion of land is devoted to alfafa, a highly nutritious fodder
crop which is stored with hay as feed for livestock during winter. Since
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1975, the Agricultural Department has introduced demonstration plots
devoted to vegetables like potatoes, spinach, radish, cabbage and
cauliflowers which have since then increased in popularity. This shift in
the cropping pattern is largely the result of demand for vegetables from
tourists and other government personnel, and this has caused changes
in the local dietary habits as well.
Almost every Zangskari family grows its own food, supplementing its
diet with meat and milk products. The opening of a government food
store at Padum supplying commodities like kerosene, rice, wheat-flour,
salt and sugar, has significantly changed local consumption habits.
These items, which were previously unavailable, have now become an
integral part of daily consumption, at least in villages near Padum, and
mark the shift from barter to a money economy.
Every member of the family except the very old and young is selfemployed in the fields, especially during the critical harvest season.
Work is done on a co-operative basis with mutual exchange of labour.
On large farms, extra labour is supplied by relatives and friends,
sometimes from adjoining hamlets, with payment in the form of food
and shelter. Recently, however, the entry of tourists and the resultant
diversification of the economy in terms of services such as guides,
porters, and labour in the hotels, has significantly reduced the quantum
of agricultural labour especially in and around Padum, the road terminal. Consequently, large farmers have begun to hire labour during the
peak season at the rate of Rs.15-20 per day with food and shelter .
As in most mountain lands, livestock forms a very important part of
the family assets, and is indispensable for sustenance. It provides the
vital meat and milk diet supplements, besides the equally important
wool and skins used for clothing and dung for heating and soil (seeChs.
2 and 5). Butter has historically been the most important export from
Zangskar, bartered for grain, salt, jewellery and a number of other items.
In the past decade most of the butter has found its way to the growing
urban population of Leh and Kargd.
During the summer, most of the larger animals, including horses,
yaks, cows and cross breeds between yaks and cows, are sent up to
natural pastures situated along the higher slopes. Usually one family
from the village, or a member from each of a few families in rotation,
undertakes to live at the dok-sa, tending the animals and making butter
and cheese from milk. Sometimes sheep and goats are also sent up to the
dok-sa, though normally they are kept close to or in the village itself to
meet the daily requirements of milk.
Close kinship ties and a well-knit social fabric are the norm, as the
rigours of the harsh environment perforce require communal work at
the village level. The family structure is all-important and social ties
range from family kinships to village, community, and monastery
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affiliations. Religious and social customs have been admirably
synthesised with the resource base and the environmental conditions.
The practice of polyandry was one such system,which, as other chapters
in this book have shown, limited the growth of population and avoided
the fragmentation of holdings and the sub-division of land. Likewise,
the induction of at least one son from every family into the monasteries
strengthened the links between the latter and the far-flung villages; the
'gompas' supplying religious services, medical and educational facilities, and the villages supplying grain and animal products to sustain the
population of monks.
A substantial part of the cultivated land is owned by the monasteries
- acquired either as gifts from the villagers, or as grants from royalty for
religious services rendered. The monks perform only limited tasks on
land, in keeping with the teachings of Buddhism. For their sustenance
they collect grain and butter from the villagers during harvest time (see
Chs. 19 and 20). Gompa-owned land is worked by tenants and production of grain as rent is usually fixed at a certain amount or halved with
the tenant though all the inputs are provided by the tenant.
Monasteries form a vital part of the socio-economic structure. Beside
their religious role, they serve as market centres during fairs and
festivals, and as a meeting place for villagers living in adjacent valleys
or far apart. Traders come with their ware all the way from Leh, Kargil
and Manali, by horse caravan or by truck and tend to stop in the larger
monastic villages. With the advent of tourism and the employment of
the local population in government and administrativeposts, the diffusion of cash capital has increased and with it the infusion of industrial
commodities. A new stratum of an economicallybetter-off 'upper class'
is emerging from the traditional society. Most of these people are
employed either in government service, or belong to the new entrepreneurial category; in short those with immediate contact with the world
outside Zangskar.
The entry of Zangskar into the world economic system of linkageshas
led to many changes in the social value structure as well. Before 1961,
monasteries were the only source of education, primarily of religious
instruction. Now, many families prefer to send their sons to the
government-run schools instead of the monasteries. Likewise the social
custom of sending at least one son into the monastic order was based at
least in part on economic considerations. Nowadays, many of the
gecond or third sons prefer to join the Ladakh Scouts (Army),or leave
Zangskar in search of jobs in the secondary or tertiary sector, which
enable them to earn wages. In purely economic terms, the monastic
population is more or less unproductive and this shift has to some extent
increased the economic potential of the labour force.
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3. Level of technology

The level of technology in Zangskar is still unmechanised and based
mainly on human and animal power. One of the most butstanding
features of Zangskar is the optimum use of scarce resources at that level
of technology. Each village is a more or less self-contained unit that
makes use of all available resources. Almost nothing is wasted. Cenhries of experience have brought about a system of maximum utilization
of resources. Available land has been completely used to the full extent.
Within the cultivated area, each individual plot of land is surrounded by
grass and alfafa and harvested for fodder. Excess water is diverted to
land unsuited for grain cultivation and grass grown there is also
harvested for fodder. Every morning the women go up to the
mountainsides and near-by dok-sa to collect horse and yak-dung for use
as fuel. Human waste is also collected for use as manure.
The type of technology is specialised in its adaptation to local ecology.
The irrigation canals are diverted from tributaries and make use of the
natural gradient of the valley, so that by the time they reach the village
headworks the level of water is higher than that of the cultivated fields.
The second use made of the natural gradient is the setting up of water
mills powered by the flow of water. These are indispensablefor grinding
grain into flour or 'tsampa', the basic ingredient of the diet.
A unique use of solar radiation is made during the pre-sowing season.
Manure and mud is piled in heaps in the middle of the field before the
onset of the thaw. Just after the thaw begins in mid-May, this mixture
is spread evenly over the fields. The dark brown colour of the manuremud mix attracts and retains solar radiation and hastens thawing of the
soil moisture, thus increasing the growing season by a few vital days.
Technology used for weaving woollen cloth used for making the
Ladakhi 'chubas' or gowns is by foot-operatedwooden looms. There is
as yet no mechanisation of any sort. Metal work and tanning of hides is
done by village artisans on a very small scale according to age-old
traditional methods. Agricultural technology is limited to the wooden
plough and draught animals. The use of industrial technology in
agriculture is beginning to spread, with the introduction of fertilizers
and two tractors in Padum, one brought by the agricultural department
and the other by a local entrepreneur.
4. The process of transition

Before analysing the types of transitional change it would be useful to
sketch briefly the order of events that have been the impetus to change
in Zangskar. These events can be divided into three broad groups: (A)
historical, leading to settlement and subsequent territorial changes in
Zarlgskar; (B) post 1961, with the initiation of government induced
changes; and (C)post 1974,the most rapid transition in the economy and
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social values as a result of broadening economic linkages and tourism.
8.This period is discussed in Ch. 14.
B. Following the 1947/48 Indo-Pakistan and the 1962 Indo-Chinese
conflict, Ladakh came into focus as a strategic border zone. Though
Zangskar was not immediately affected(but see Ch. 141, it felt repercussions in terms of the breaking of traditional trade and religious links with
Tibet via Leh. In 1966the road between Srinagar and Leh was completed.
The large scale inflow of defence personnel and their impact on the local
economy through the demand for horses, wage labour and the inflow of
industrial commoditieswas feltthroughout Ladakh but especially in the
Indus valley.
Hiring local wage labour for construction, ser~icesand the demand
for local goods produced a major impetus for change. Electricity,
automobiles, coffee, tea, sugar, rice, Western-style clothes, jerry cans,
lanterns, torches, etc., were just a few of the new introductions. The most
important change, however, was the inflow of cash capital and its spread
throughout the region. This enabled a large number of local Ladakhis
to purchase industrial commodities which were previously unavailable
and this led to a major change in the consumption-pattern by introducing wage labour and commodities to be purchased.
The administrative structure was also streamlined and the first step
towards planned development was taken. Land records and population
statistics were re-evaluated, and most important, the process of building
and road construction was initiated, opening the valley to greater
outside influence.
According to the 1961 census1,there were only three primary schools,
threebasic activityand one middle schoolin Zangskar. By 1971,the number
of primary schools had increased to 14, with one middle and one high
school. By 1981, there was a primary school in every census village, 17
middle schools and two high schools. The medium of instruction is Urdu
with the prescribed government schoolsyllabw. Some teachers are local
Zangskaris while some come from Kashmir Valley proper and Dras.
Until 1971 there was just one dispensary at Padum. There were no
other facilities using the benefits of industrial high technology.The local
'Amchi' doctors, however, give medical aid when required. Their
medicines are herbal and mineral, based on Tibetan and Ayurvedic
science.
Until 1974, Zangskar remained the isolated untouched land it had
been for centuries. The only people who left the valley were lamas who
travelled for religious instruction, a few traders taking butter out of
Zangskar for sale or barter, and a handful of richer peasants who went
out in search of jobs or for further education.
C.The year 1974marked the turning point in the history of Zangskar and
the rest of Ladakh. The Indian Government decided to open the greater
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part of this border zone to tourism. Until then, only Indian nationals with
a clearance permit were allowed into Ladakh. The villages situated on
the main Srinagar-Leh highway and those in the vicinity of Leh have
been most affectedby tourism. Being the only administrative unit not
immediately along the cease-fire-line, Zangskar has within a short span
of 8 years found its way on to the international tourist and trekking map.
Tourism has led to a demand for horses, guides, porters, hotels, shops,
restaurants and other services. The cash income earned through these
services, for example Rs.40-60a day for a horse and guide, is absurdly
high when compared to the previous cash earnings of the population
based on subsistence agriculture.Thus, for a week's trek the earnings per
person, amounted to approximately Rs.350 in 1982. Since the basic
requirements for food, housing and traditional clothes is already being
met, the income from tourism is generally a net profit, available either
for investment or conspicuous consumption. (However,trekking agencies outside Zangskar commonly organise tourist visits coming from
Manali or Shrinagar, so that much of the potential income from tourism
fails to accrue to Zangskar's inhabitants (ed).)
Apart from educational and medical facilities, the government-run
food stores are among the most important developmental measures,
bringing new food and fuel commodities within reach of many. Since
1976, agricultural control plots demonstrating new techniques, fertilizers and vegetables have been introduced. Veterinary centres have also
opened with better breeds for improving the productive quality of local
livestock. Padum is the headquarters of all these institutions with both
the doctor and the vet located there. Being the administrative headquarters, Padum supports the Tourist Office and Police Station; it also boasts
of a Bank and the only post box in Zangskar. Strategically located at the
head of the central plain, the historic seat of power and thus the trade
centre, Padum was the obvious road terminus from Kargil. Padum has
changed in the past decade from being a rural, agriculturally-oriented
village to acqu&ing some semi-urban characteristics.
Among other government induced changes, the most important
development schemes aim to improve communication through the
construction of roads, bridle-paths and bridges; and to increase the
productive potential of land by upgrading the irrigation canals, beginning new irrigation schemes, demonstrating agricultural plots, and
distributing fertilizers and seeds.
Among ongoing plans are the development of the rest-houses, water
tanks, a hospital and tourist complex together with other government
offices and the general improvement of houshg in Padurn. Under the
desert development project, afforestation and the construction of the
Haftal canal irrigation project are schemes that will drastically change
the present ecological structure.
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The Haftal canal irrigation project on the Sani stream will bring
additional land under cultivation in the central plains but, due to its
closenessto the main river near Pipiting, it may lead to waterlogging and
floods in the future. Schemes of afforestation near Thungri, Sani and
Padum will halt erosion and fix the top-soil. In this harsh environment
populars and willows are usually found near the water channel or
around a monastery. Afforestationwill thus bring important changes in
the natural environment.
Within the secondary sector, the only organised industry is the smallscale cottage weaving centre at Padum. Begun in 1974with five workers,
the centre makes cloth, carpets and other woollen items. In 1982 with
seven workers (mostly female) the weaving centre had sold up to
Rs.86000 worth of goods, almost all to the local Zangskari population.
All these schemes underline the extent of monetization within the
traditional barter economy. Before 1971, weaving of cloth was done at
home, or sometimesby a few select families in the village, and whatever
metal work, leather work and other manufacturing existed was done by
a few village artisans of low caste. These activitieshave begun to die out
with the inflow of industrial commodities.
In the tertiary service sector, tourism is the most rapidly growing
service industry and has become a very important seasonal occupation.
Within other services, employment in government service is also much
desired as it brings in a regular income and prestige. People employed
in this category are generally literate and hence eligible for such jobs.
A new class of entrepreneurs is emerging with a relatively upper class
status. The gains from tourism and other services in the form of
monetary profit have greatly altered social values and consumption
patterns.
These changes so far have been largely limited to Padum and its
vicinity. About half of the population in Padum have changed their daily
diet and adopted Western clothing (only among males), especially in
summer. Almost every family owns a torch, lantern, jerry-cans, aluminium and sometimes steel utensils, factory made shoes, watches and an
assortment of trekking equipment, the most coveted being sleeping
bags, boots, windcheaters and tents.
5. Needs for development
There is a tendency among some idealists to decry the loss of the
traditional socio-religious structure and the changes that are taking
place through monetization as a result of tourism and governmentsponsored institutional and technological changes. It must be said,
however, that Zangskar is economically among the poorest of mountain
laxids in terms of amenities and facilities and in the standards of material
living. There is no denying that the response of the people to the harsh
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natural environment is reflected in a rigorous lifestyle that could,
nonetheless, make use of simple industrial technology to ease daily
physical work. The benefits of modernization cannot be separated from
some of its negative aspects for both are part and parcel of the same
process.
The impact of industrial technology and commercialization has been
felt throughout much of Zangskar, and this has inevitably begun to
change traditional socio-economic customs and practices. Socio-economic transition may be viewed from many angles but in itself remains
a dynamic process of systemic development. The concept of development is interwoven with an aspiration to change for the better by means
of institutional and technological transformations. At the same time,
meaningful development measures must aim at satisfying the basic
needs of the Zangskari people by ensuring economic parity, socialjustice
and environmental conservation together with the maintenance of
socially beneficial traditional values.
The measures capable of bringing institutional and technical change
into the present system require large capital inputs and appropriate
knowledge before they can be implemented. In Zangskar, the process
of transition has begun and the task for planners today lies in defining
the broad direction that change should follow firstly, to utilize best the
resources available without drastically upsetting the ecologicalbalance,
and secondly, ensuring that socio-economicchanges are assimilated into
the traditional structure without leading to discontent.
The intensive Rural Development Programme sponsored by the
government conducted a household survey in 1981 and required the
householder to state for what purpose he would need a loan in order to
improve his economic status. As an incentive to developmentlit is
proposed that 33.3%of these loans are subsidised by the state govemment up to an initial Rs.90000.The pattern of loans requested clearly
reveal what the local people desire in terms of development. The types
of loan range from those needed for land reclamation, hotel and house
building, wall and canal mending to development of orchards and
vegetable patches, purchase of livestock, establishing or renovating
assets such as bins for storage of grain, the setting up of businesses as
carpenters and blacksmiths and for buying merchandise and for setting
up shops. This last point reveals an important trend, as these occupations are traditionally restricted to the lower class of Garas. The different
developmental requirements can be seen best from the example of three
sample villages - Padum which has faced the most change; Ichar, in the
centre of the Lung-nak valley; and Phye village which is in the centre
of the Stod valley.
In Padum, the largest number of loans (Table 25.1)were required for
house and hotel construction (28households) followedby 14households
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applymg for shops and another 14 for land reclamation. In Ichar village
in the Lung-nak valley on the other hand, no loans were needed for house
construction and only one for a shop. Requests for land reclamation,
boundary wall construction, buying horses and setting up orchards
were considerably more common than for other requirements. In Phye
village in the Stod river valley, the largest number of loans were required
for the purchase of livestock, followed by requirements for orchards,
land reclamation and wall construction. In all three villages, loans were
required for purchasing horses. These have become an important source
of revenue from tourists who hire them. This loaning pattern clearly
shows the growing commercial awareness of Padum when compared
with the two sample villages in the Stod and Lung-nak valleys.
Keeping this loaning pattern requirement in mind, development for
economic benefit from the local point of view would result from the
following:
(a) Land reclamation to increase cultivable land; shifting the cropping
pattern to more lucrative vegetables and orchards; and canal construction.
(b) Within the secondary sector, increasing the potential for weaving,
carpentry, and metal work.
(c) Development of the tertiary sector would include house and hotel
construction, opening of shops and improved availability of merchandise.
Table 25.1

Purposes of loans requested by households in selected villages

Loans required for:
No loans requested
Metal work
Wall construction
Shops
Land reclamation
Canal construction
Horse
Carpentry
Weaving
Orchards
Hotel and House
Dzomo
Yak
Total of requests
in sample

Ichar

Phye
5

6. Constraints on development

The problems facing the development of Zangskar can be categorized
under two sub-headings: those stemming from harsh environmental
constraints, and those originating from the primitive technological and
economic system and weak communication linkage.
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The major environmental constraints can be broadly defined as the
following:
(a) Finite available land resources, limited by altitude, slope, soil

texture and depth. This limits the available cultivated land to
alluvial fans and river terraces which have an adequate soil depth
and water supply.
(b) Lack of easily-available water for imgation and uncertainties in
volume of flow. Limited water sources in winter.
(c) Extremely cold temperatures (down to -300 in January)for half the
year, making passes snow-bound and limiting mobility; by limiting the agricultural season and agricultural activity from June and
October and limiting natural pastures to summer.
(d) Lack of natural vegetation due to aridity and cold leading to
natural erosion of top soil.
Socio-economic conditions leading to the low technological level and
system of territorial linkage also pose a different set of problems:
(a) Mobility of the local population is still restricted within the valley.
The impact of tourism has been widespread as tourists enter from
both ends of the valley (from Kargd over the Pensi-la through the
Stod valley, and from Manali over the Shingo-la through the Lunak
valley). However, few Zangskaris, except those in contact with
tourism and those who seek jobs outside, have ventured outside
the region.
(b) The ancient labour-intensive and non-mechanised technology has
limited agricultural productivity to the subsistence level, and
retained almost all the labour force in primary activities.
(c) The emergence of tourism leading to widespread monetization of
the economyhasmultiplied the demand for industrial commodities.
Often the wages earned are spent in conspicuous consumption
instead of being invested productively. To date, industrial
commodities are only available from government stores and local
shops concentratednear Padum and Karsha; from merchants with
mule caravans from Lahul; traders who come by truck from Leh
and Kargil; or, by gift, sale or exchange, from tourists.
7. Strategy for development

Development in Zangskar can be induced by governmental planned
measures involving institutional change, and by enterprising local
entrepreneurs. In many cases the latter will emerge as a result of the
former. Institutionalchanges require comparativelylarge capital inputs
and an organised vertical (hierarchical) and horizontal (spatial) approach for integrated development. Of the constraints identified, the
most glaring are the harsh environment, lack of facilities, weak cornmu-
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nication links and the low level of technology used in exploiting the
resource base. Various examples from Ladakh and other mountain
lands, together with experience from similar development measures,
can go a long way to determine priorities in planning and allocation of
capital resources.
The following recommended measures follow the sectoral division
within the economy and could be implemented over and above steps
taken by the government. To be ecologically and economically sound,
these would require detailed research before implementation. The
strategy presented below is essentially programmatic, indicating the
direction and type of development rather than specific cases for implementation.
Within the primary sector, the major strategies adopted should aim
at increasing agriculturaland livestock productivity. The Field Research
Laboratory (FRL) at Leh is an excellent example of the use of scientific
know-how in combating natural environmental constraints in an arid
high altitude region. Once appropriate technology and mechanisation
is introduced, the surplus agricultural labour force will be released for
occupation in the other two sectors. The broad outline of proposed
measures include:
(a) Soil and water surveys indicating locations where additional land
can be cultivated.
(b) Improving cultivation methods using hybrid seeds; growing
saplings in sheltered greenhouses (as in FRL) so that they can be
distributed and replanted in May at the beginning of the thaw - thus
increasing the growing season and croppingpattern; using threshers (diesel powered) so that the pressures on agricultural labour
during harvest are rninirnised; and introducing better agricultural
implements such as pump-sets.
(c) Introducing minor irrigation projects and mechanised lift irrigation, thus making use of the water that flows through the main river
valley.
(dl Improving the quality of local livestock to produce more milk,
meat and wool, by introducing new breeds and dairying practices.
(e) Converting a few selected dok-sa (depending on area under
natural pasture, proximity to villages etc.) into modem dairies.
Milk can be hygienically and efficiently collected and made into
butter and cheese. These products can then be sold through a cooperative retail outlet to ensure that there is price equity, quality
control and that every villager who owns livestock gets his deserved share of profit.
(0 The main problem of increasing the number of livestock is the
shortage of feed during winter when natural pastures are covered
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by snow, and fodder is stored (alfafaand hay) in amounts related
to the number of livestock, the land owned and the storagecapacity
of the house. If a main silo/store was constructed in every census
village and additional fodder of a high nutrient value stored, this
would reduce the chronic winter fodder shortage in Zangskar and
increase the capacity to sustain livestock. The problem of where to
get additional fodder and its method of transportation into the
valley would depend on availability and financial viability which
still requires a great deal of research. (But compare Chs. 5 and 6).
Within the secondary sector, the major developmental measures
should include the following:
(a) Setting up small cottage industries in specific villages geared to
produce woollen items, leather work and other small handicrafts
forwhich raw materials are locally available.Labour can be trained
from the local population itself, and these small scale units can run
during winter when labour supply is in abundance and otherwise
unemployed.
(b) Solar-powered workshops can be set up in selected villages, and in
winter these can function as community centres as well. As the
example of Choglamsar (a village near Leh) shows, the cost of
harnessing solar energy is quite acceptable and will be much
cheaper in the long run.The extra solar radiation due to the high
altitude during winter makes this method of energy power-use the
most suited to local conditions.
Within the tertiary service sector, the main developmental measures
should aim at institutional changes based on the emerging needs of the
population.
(a) Communication links must be improved with road/bridle-path
construction, so that mobility is increased.
(b) Basic amenities and facilities like drinking water supply should be
provided and shops for essential commodities, educational and
medical facilities should be located in selected villages that are
accessible to the entire population.
(c) Since the major source of extra income is potentially from tourism,
and will remain so in the immediately foreseeable future, services
geared to tourism must be streamlined and improved. Most of the
tourists who come to Zangskar, do so not to enjoy five star
comforts, but for the mountains and monasteries, and to see the
'simple way of life'. Even these tourists, however, require accommodation, food and local services. Often, many tourists are
overcharged, or sometimes, on the other hand, take advantage of
local simplicity and exchange/give secondhand items for goods
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and services tendered. This is largely due to the factthat as yet the
local Zangskari does not have a clear idea of the value of money for
commodities or of exchange rates. This has in many cases led to
mutual disillusionment between local people and tourists.

To improve and streamline the tourist industry the following measures are recommended:
(1) Setting up restaurants and hotels along the major trekking routes
with camp-sites (tents can be pitched during the season) at fixed
rates. These sitesshould be organised by local people and the profits
distributed within the valley.
(2) Fixing and registering rates for hiring ponies, porters, etc. so that
middlemen do not eat away the major profits, and ensuring that
tourists do not get overcharged. Ensuring that profits go to local
people rather than outsiders.
8. Summary and conclusions
To sum up, the strategy for priorities in terms of development should
focus on the following points. All measures must try to retain the ethnic
character of Zangskar, originate from the traditional structure and be
geared to improving rather than drastically changing the existing
system. In this way, development will be assimilated to and emerge
from the existing system and not form an uneasy superstructure that will
increase the vertical and horizontal disparities that produce a divisive
dual economy. Profits must be distributed within Zangskar, and surplus
capital re-invested instead of being taken outside Zangskar.
Detailed holistic studies of the ecology must be carried out before
major developmentalmeasures are implemented. In this manner, plans
for the construction of roads, minor dams, afforestation, buildings etc.
should first be analysed with respect to their possible repercussions on
the ecology and economy2. This will ensure that developmental measures will satisfy the basic needs of the people and provide a firm base
for a happy future.

Notes
1. There are 94 major villages and hamlets in Zangskar; together with some
isolated homesteads these have been grouped together into
. .25 census
enumeration villages. Information is derived from (a)
1961,1971. (b) Sub-Divisional Magistrate - Padum.
handbook. La&
(c) Field questionnaires.
2. As an example of this need, J.H.Crook and J. Low, during their 1986visit
to Sani, noted that constructionof a hotel had begun on land immediately
above the multiple springs which yield fresh water for the village.
Without skilful disposal of waste and sewage, the entire water supply
could be polluted. Fortunately, funding to complete the project appears
to be in short supply (eds.).
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TRADITION, DEVELOPMENT, AND
CONSERVATION IN LADAKH

"Monetization firces the great range #unique and distinctive materials and
processes that together sustain ltfe intoanarbitra yand specwusequivalent and
decisions injimmd by these tenns are likely to degrade and to disrupt the
ecologrcal systems in which they are mctive. Theapplication qCiargeamunts
@mindless energy under the guidance #the simple minded considerations that
all-purpose money makes virtually sacred, is in its nature stupid, brutal and
almost bound to be destructive."
From: Ray Rappaport,. 1977
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8. Conclusions
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1. Introduction

In the summer of 1977, the first of our parties to visit Zangskar was
approachingthe Umasi-la on foot by way of the Bhutna valley and stayed
overnightin the small Kashmiri town of Atholi. The police chief, Thakur
Sahib', treated us royally and, in the course of a celebratory supper,
remarked that once we were over the pass we would find no police.
"There is no crime in Zangskar" he remarked "So why should we police
go there?" Pressed to explain this extraordinary fact, he was slightly
embarrassed to admit it was something to do with the peaceful character
of Zangskari farming life and Buddhist religion. There was a remarkable
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lack of violent disputation, theft was almost unknown and any altercations that did occur were about land, irrigation or marital infidelities
which the villagers sorted out themselves. And, indeed, on reaching
Zangskar we found a land of cheerful honesty, a sharp contrast to the
valley of Kashmir.
On that first visit, several years before the arrival of the road, we were
treated as friends in every house, most monasteries opened their temples
to us freely and delighted in any small gift we made. Today, unfortunately, the average trekker will not be made quite so welcome, will be
charged high prices and risks the theft of his belongings. A young
Zangskari monk returned from five years study in India, deplored the
changes. When he had left the valley he had been able to stay freely in
the houses along the way in an atmosphere of reciprocality and friendship; on his return in 1980 there were requests for payment and a
meanness he had not seen before. He blamed the road and the arrival
of the cash economy.
Many contemporary western visitors have deplored the threat posed
by monetization to traditional Ladakhi values and have stressed the
unusual peacefulness and happy quality of this culture. In this chapter
I try to examine the complex questions involved in any attempt to
balance 'development' and 'conservation' in a situation of historical
change where benevolent traditional values are especially threatened.
This chapter also reviews the effects of monetization on the society
and culture placing especial emphasis on the emergence of a young and
vocal middle class particularly in Leh. The relative deprivation of
Ladakh within Kashmir and the oppressive actions of the State Government have led to political action for effective democratic representation.
These issues have now come to dominate social concern within Ladakh.
We begin with a brief look at the claims made for the Q h quality of
Ladakhi culture. Do they in fact hold water or are they the result of
wishful thinking, projections of less than happy western admirers?
2. Attitudes and values in the stabilised subsistence economy of
Zangskar

The traditional economy and social life of Zangskar, as we have
studied it throughout this book, centres upon the household unit with
its farming estate. Stability is achieved by means of a system of
inheritance whereby the farm passes to the children by primogeniture on
marriage. Estates are not broken up between generations and the
'monomarital principle', which may entail polyandry, ensures agricultural security for lineages of land owning farmers (Ch. 15). Virtually the
whole population of Zangskar lives within such lineages, for there are
no, landless workers and crafts are carried out within land-owning
estates. Furthermore, we have put forward arguments for supporting
the view that this system allows an optimum exploitation of an environ-
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mert of low carrying capacity necessitating both a considerable labour
input and a relatively restricted population (Chs.2,5,10 - Appendix, 15,
and 24). There is good evidence to suggest that the Win practices of the
monomarital principle with polyandry and celibate monastidsm have
played a major role in restricting population expansion, thereby p r p
venting the economic and social stress consequent upon overpopulation
now prevalent in parts of the Himalaya outside the Tibetan culture zone
(see MacFarlane, 1976; Blaikie & 1979).
Many visitors to Ladakh have been struck by the "very positive
presence of bubbly joyous vitality" shown by Ladakhi people a. Page in
litt.) but few have looked deeply into the sources of these attitudes in
Tibetan culture. Certainly the lifeof children is remarkably free of stress
(Ch. 17)but Maria Phylactou (19891, who has made a study of family Life
in the Indus valley, reports a degree of strain, stress and a mobility of
adult relations greater than the ideal suggests. Indeed, our own
experience in Ladakhi homes supports this (Ch. 17), and our genealogies
show that, as they get older, polyandrous partners often separate into
different dwellings on the estate (Ch. 15).Paradoxically, this underlying
tension, no doubt itself in part a consequence of the monomarital
principle, may, in conjunction with the generally happy childhood, also
produce those praiseworthy social devices whereby the Ladakhis preserve such an outstanding atmosphere of cheerfulness and goodwill.
The skill with which older men act as mediators even in minor verbal
disputes, the willingness to drink together and negotiate problems, the
performance of family and cornrnunal religious ceremonial and a very
real ability to laugh off trouble greatly reduces the probability of
conflictful outbursts (Ch 17); and these tendencies must owe much to
coping with years of overwinteringinclosed quarters from which an exit
is denied by the sheer ferocity of the climate. (For general discussion of
social tension in peasant life see Michaelson and Goldschmidt, 1976).
The development of these psychological dispositionsmust owe much
to the family environment of child raising (Ch. 17). A number of points
stand out; the absence of disciplined toilet training; the low frequency
of punishment, the early collaborative employment of the child in the
house and on the estate and the mutual care-giving between children in
an extended family where children span a wide age range; - all these are
points considered ideal by western child psychologists. The interchangeabilityof husbandsfand wife's roles in many aspects of child care
must also foster the caring attitudes of the children and the absence of
extreme gender-role differentiation. This easy development probably
contributes also to the Ladakhi's frank and open attitude to sexuality. In
the extended family sexual activity is widely tolerated and only certain
infidelities elicit strong responses (see also Furer ~aimendorf,1964).
Some aspects of sexuality are felt to be polluting and even a female
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colleague speaking fluent Ladakhi had difficulty in discussing more
intimate aspects of sex with women (Ch. 16). Crook and Shakya often
found attempts to interview women were forestalled by their jokey
attitudes amounting at times to a jolly bawdiness which, although good
fun, prevented any serious discussion of allything. We did find,
however, that once we knew the women oi a household well, valuable
and informative discussion became possible. Nuns with yogin training
were quite open to serious talk and showed an easy charm. We read the
jokey behaviour of village women as part of a defensiveness made
effective by keeping the conversation at a formal if humourous level.
Ladakhi family life allows a degree of freedom for women that is
higher than that in many peasant societies. Married women have
considerable influence in the home, especially perhaps in polyandrous
families (Chs. 15 and 24); and in the Indus valley they often engage in
marketing and other commercial enterprises quite freely. They are by
no means tightly bound to a rigid and formal home life but express
opinions in words and actions easily. Older unmarried women, however, are in many ways the deprived representatives of this culture.
Little more than unpaid family labourers, they may receive scant care
from relatives, although their status as 'nuns' in the home (chos.mo)
brings them a modicum of respect, even though, unlike a full nun (ani
or yogini), they will not have received formal religious training.
For both genders, subjective happiness and its expression in cheerful
attitudes to life is based in a firm sense of personal identity and social
position in a community. The waj- in which social positions are
categorised, degrees of respect recognised and deprivation experienced
are all vital determinants of self-esteem (Tajfel, 1978). Both social
mobility and social status are reflections of relationships between family
status, economic well-being and personal feelings of ambition, satisfaction or deprivation.
In traditional Zangskar, a young person has been born into a particular family lineage, in a particular position of the family birth order and
within a highly codified although informal set of cultural expectations
and values. The security of land tenure and low population pressure,
combined with a high regard for and need of collaborative role-differentiated work on the farm, means that the social position into which one
is horn comes with group expectancies that will be rapidly accepted,
absorbed and rarely questioned. A young second son will not query his
allocation to the monastery as a monk and soon developsa sense of pride
and purpose in being one. Since, in the traditional structure, there is little
chance of change in one's personal social position, and since reciprocity
and collaboration in the home are key values, there is little incentive for
change based on personal discontent. Clearly, such social stability and
relative personal contentment rest upon specific modes of production
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and demographic sustenance. The comparison with the West, where a
person's future role in life is nowadays not necessarily related to family
origins and birth order and where extra-familial employment is uncertain and work often alienating, is striking indeed. The socially conditioned western emphasis on individuality, credentials and stressful
competition for others' regard against uncertain scales of evaluation, is
in direct contrast with the reciprocity of roles in an ordered collaborative
family endeavour that typifies Zangskari experience and upbringing.
[Indeed the ingrained western tension is easily observed in the body
postures of tourists moving about among Ladakhi villagers or monks
whose very movements and postures convey a sense of their greater
inner ease].
Yet not all Tibetan populations in the Himalaya live in exactly the
same social conditions and contrasts between different groups have not
yet received the attention they deserve. Careful study would throw
much light on the differingmodes of personal stress and forms of social
change in these areas. Research among Sherpas in the Solu-Khurnbu
region of Nepal (Hairnendorf, 1964; Ortner, 1978, see discussion in Ch.
17 and Ch. 24) has revealed an essentially Tibetan culture in which the
traditional monomaritalsystem stillcharacteristicof Zangskar has given
place to an emphasis on nuclear, mostly monogamous, families living on
small estates created by the divisionof property between children on the
death of their father. Large properties can only come about today
through purchase or marriage and arise mainly when some parties
emigrate from the land. Sherpas have a diversified economy with a
strong emphasis on trade, mountain guiding and in the trekking industry dependent on tourism. Family wealth is not necessarily dependent
on farming. Old parents lack the security of the khnng. chung due to the
break-up of the estate on the father's death. Among Sherpas there is
evidence for inter-familv tension based in economic competition, social
problems with regard to obligation and g f t giving and an increasing
sense of insecurity and loss of esteem with age. The complex intrafamilial tensions of the extended, often polyandrous, Zangskari household with their complementary compensations through reciprocality,
willingness to negotiate and emphasis on merit achieved through
collaboration are less marked in Sherpa land. In addition to the Sherpa
case, comparative study of Tibetan communities has shown that the
monomarital principle ceases to operate in urban or trading communities where the nuclear family with division of inheritance upon father's
death is also found (Ch. 24).
A prime feature of Tibetan Buddhism is its emphasis upon merit
gained by selflessness and renunciation. Thisparticular emphasis is less
marked in the pattern of religious life reported by Ortner (loc.cit) for the
relatively competitive Sherpas where inter-familial tension is perhaps
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greater than is intra-familial tension. Yet, among both Sherpas and
Zangskaris, the broad thrust of Buddhist practice is to provide an
experiential process whereby social stress is matched by an existential
view of life in which rewards are desocialised and universalised. Such
a view sets the person loose within his social context, and gives him or
her an individual freedom which is yet anchored in the collective
consciousness of those seeking peace through renunciation and the
practice of compassion. The notion of personal transformation, whether
through the practice of meritorious action or on the steeper path of the
direct quest for enlightenment, is paramount in all forms of Tibetan
culture, yet the way in which it comes into view is related to the pattern
of personal needs in a particular social context. The ethics of the path of
transformation play a major role in encouraging individuals towards a
life that cultivates practices favouring equanimity.
We can reasonably conclude that the complex relationships engendered within households following the traditional Tibetan monomarital
principle tend to generate both a pattern of intra-familial tension and
behaviour that constrains it. Contrasting patterns of tension appear in
local cultures where departures from this norm have evolved. Present
social trends in Leh and other developing Ladakhi towns point away
from the traditional farming life and towards an entrepreneurial, competitive, monogamous family life with a trend towards basic commercial
values. This is bound to effect the quality of social life through altering
the values people hold.
3. The problem of development
One of the key results of contemporary research on traditional life
ways is an emphasis on their ecological adaptedness and economic
efficiency. Traditional cultures are the results of hundreds of years of
historical selection acting to refine agricultural and social practices into
a socio-ecological system fitting people to environment (Rappaport,
1977; Crook, 1989). These traditional systems are however usually
characterised by severe limitations on the transportation of goods and
services and on the mobility of people, by demographic constraints
based in the carrying capacity of the local ecology, and by ecological,
edaphic and climatic limitationson the possible forms of agriculture and
animal husbandry (Mauss,M. 1950; Maitland-Bradfield, 1973; Rappaport,
1977,1979; Standen and Foley, 1989).
It follows, of course, that as soon as one or another of these prime
constraints is breached major shifts in a socio-economy may result
(Rappaport, 1977,1979). In the case of Ladakh, the fundamental factor
precipitating change in recent years has been the development of a
system of roads with a trunk-line to India via Shrinagar. While the route
follows closely that of the traditional trading path, it is this access to the
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modern world transport system which, together with the new airfield at
Leh, makes all the difference.
This change, however, only initiates a major shift in social life through
the economic opportunities that have resulted from it; and these are also
dependent upon the political pressures that generated the capital outlay
on the road in the first place. The Janusface of politics makes it plausible
that an increase in the political security of this touchy region would
almost certainly reduce the heavy investments currently being made in
this remote sub-province in favour of other areas of India in a far more
extreme economic plight. If an effective platform for social and economic security is not built in Ladakh now the future may be by no means
a happy one - a half developed desert economy with its traditional skills
either destroyed or lost. The warning is on the wall.
In her valuable contribution to this book Sandhya Gokhali-Chatterji
(Ch. 25) presents a sensitive view of the orthodox approach to the
development of Zangskar. She lists the main changes in Ladakh
contingent upon the development of the road and the provision of cash
capital:
1. Improved roads opening up mountain-locked valleys to the
"world system of linkages".
2. Extensive development of military installations, service
institutions and ancillary developments, all creating a demand
for wage labour, horses and mules, military personnel and
personnel for ancillary services.
3. Installation of electricity, garages, service stations, government
buildings and hospitals, with accompanying need for construction
and servicing labour.
4. Commercial development of shops to stock 'modem' goods for
immigrant service and non-Ladakhi personnel: especially
industrial mass produced products. Creation of local desire for
such products and fresh local markets based on imput.
5. Wage labour allows the accumulation of funds to make purchases
from the new markets in industrial goods.
6. Provision of schools with instruction in Urdu.
7. The opening of the area to tourism necessitating hotels, services,
guides, etc. leading to major shifts in land values near tourist
centres and a vast increase in the income to monastic and other
historic sites.
8. Ancillary services to tourism; trekking, guides, discos, bars, etc.
9. Earnings from an involvement in tourism can be considerable;
but necessitate some education in the ways of the world and the
English language. Cash from this source again increases the
interest in and generates 'need' for modem consumer goods.
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10. Major government projects, dams, canals, afforestation,irrigation,
capital intensive long term, high risk developments.
11. Development of local industry, primarily in relation to tourism.
Not all of these trends have developed far as yet in Zangskar; all of
course are to be seen in the Indus valley. In Zangskar, the survey of
required loans for households reflects the comman sense focus of the
villagers and Sandhya Gokhali-Chatterji lists the constraints that limit
the potential for development in the valley. These reflect in a major way
the severe character of the climate, the winter, the altitude and the
maintain-locked terrain. To overcome the limitations of severe frost
over many months, water shortages, the desert ecology and short
growing season, massive capital investments in energy provision, hydro
or hydro-electric schemes, irrigation projects using earth shifting machinery and forestry would be required. From the Government's point
of view the likely returns of benefit may seem restricted. Anything is
plausible, but whether it makes economic sense to parties in power is
another matter entirely. So long as the Indian economy is strong
'progress' in these directions is likely but given the world uncertainties
and high energy costs, more modest schemes may quickly seem desirable and sensible.
Furthermore, certain possible consequences need exarrhation. The
ecological release plausibly achieved by irrigation schemes would yield
more land for settlement. An increase in livestock, with increased
dairying would lead to small agriculturally based industries. The use of
machines and electricity would produce a demand for service personnel
and produce job diversity. Even if the Government prevents the
purchase and settlement of new lands by non-Ladakhis (both of which
would be extremely disruptive socially), marriage laws and changing
economics suggest that the land would be settled by small families of the
Sherpa kind whose labour limitation would produce a need for agricultural machinery and the services to maintain It. Division of estates
between descendants would produce an emphasis on family independence, income diversification and competition for available income
generating resources. The successful would 'develop' their homes with
fashionable plastic goods available from new shops. The ethics of this
competitive community would probably move towards those
characterising the consumerism of Kashmir generally. The influence of
the monasteries would decrease, the ideology of merit with its emphasis
on reciprocity and collaboration would weaken and the old system of
local linkages through inter-familial goodwill would break apart. It
would be a case of each family for itself rather than all for all. Should the
Indian economy then falter, shortages of fuel, spare parts, machinery
would arise. Competition for what was available would increase.
Capitalist acquisition of land by the minority of bigmen would lead to
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a hierarchical structure based on rich employers and poor employed
without land. Stress, class based crime and emigration are likely to
follow. Under greater adversity the road may be blocked through lack
of maintenance and without a system of mutual support unemployment
would develop and many families would leave. The valley would
become depopulated, erosion replace land development and decay
become the inevitable result. Lest this should seem to be a merely
pessimistic nightmare it is only necessary to refer the reader to the
appallingresults of so-called development in other parts of the Himalayas
(MacFarlane, 1976; Blaikie et al, 1979). Reflection, at least, is sorely
needed in every office of planning.
Against this background, it becomes important to examine the work
and advocacy of the Ladakh Ecological Development Group in Leh
(Page and Norberg-Hodge, 1984). This group, inspired by the vision of
Helena Norberg-Hodge, advocates an ecological approach underlining
the wisdom of the traditional ways of doing things in Ladakh and their
undoubted efficacy in the Ladakhi environment. Development according to this 'green' view of things focuses primarily in developing the
quality of local community life through the use of methods geared to a
continuing self sufficiency and based in applied 'soft' technology.
The overall case for this approach has been expressed as follows:
"If Ladakh were to be destroyed by its development, if would not be the
first traditional culture to suffer that fate. Countless peoples, many of
whom have managed very well for centuries by applying their own
traditional wisdoms, have been wiped out almost overnight by their first
contact with, and final subjugation to, the outside world.
In Ladakh's case, the process would be a g r a d u a l . The population
is highly decentralised (there are almost a thousand villages for 120,000
people), and any change would necessarily take time. Moreoever, the
entire area is cut off even from the rest of the state of Kashrnir for eight
months out of twelve, and thus the pattern of change would be constantly broken. Most crucially, there are very few vested interests to be
satisfied by Ladakh's conventional-style development. Business markets are extremely limited, exploitable resources (it appears) i n s i m cant, the population too small for any real political advantage to be
gained.
Nonetheless, there is every reason to be concerned. Already, Ladakh
is paying a heavy price for being what it is, as thousands upon thousands
of Western tourists invade the area every year, demanding a whole new
infrastructure quite alien to anything in the traditional culture. In and
around the capital, Leh, there is now a growing dependence on imported
goods and services, coupled with a decline in self-help and cooperation.
Chemical fertilisers and pesticides are being applied to fields that have
always done very well without them. White rice, white flour, white
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sugar and packaged white bread are formingan increasing part of many
Ladakhis' diets. The traditional extended family is showing signs of
breaking down; population, once finely controlled, is on the rise.
Most dramatically, as a result of contact with Western tourists, young
Ladakhis are changing their image of themselves. In a few short years,
a sense of self-respect has been replaced by feelings of inferiority.
Ladakhis who previously considered themselves wealthy, now feel
impoverished and deprived.
Ladakh is at the most critical cross-roads of its long history. In a few
years' time, it might be too late for an alternative approach to development to have any chance of success. But now it is possible. The basic
structure of Ladakhi society is still intact." (Page and Norberg-Hodge
1984).
The application of the ecological approach to Ladakh's development
is practical. Energy is vital not only to the traditional village economy,
but also to any development scheme. The provision of an hydro-electric
scheme at immense cost might be of value if a large industrial complex
was envisioned for this area but it is a mighty expensive way of lighting
small villages. Small micro hydro-electric plants in local villages are
providing useful lighting. Similarly, kerosene for stoves has to be lifted
in by trucks using expensive diesel or petrol fuels over hundreds of miles
of high altitude roads and passes. In an area of almost unlimited
sunlight, the use of solar power and the development of means for its
exploitation domestically and commercially can transform a village
from an uncomfortable place in winter to an almost Christmassy
condition of snugness. "Not only is the sun's energy free and constantly
self-renewing, but it can be applied in such a way as to maintain and
encourage the Ladakhi's structural base of decentralised self-reliance."
A number of appliances have been developed and are being installed,
tested for efficiency and design modification (for details see Page and
Norberg-Hodge, 1984; Norberg-Hodge and Page, 1988). These include
Trombe walls for warming rooms using sunlight, solar cookers, water
heaters and crop driers and ram pumps.
The development of devices of this sort based in the sensible use of
local materials and designed in application to the natural ecology is still
in its infancy. Even so one can imagine a Ladakhi village of the future,
still self sufficient and independent of industrial products and perhaps
without a road yet offering considerable comfort even to visitors. Apart
from solar wall heating, cooking and hot baths, power could be wind
generated for small workshops, irrigation and milling powered from
automatic pumps, food storage based on more efficient drying and
schools and public places warm in winter. In the workshops, weaving,
painting and other crafts geared to both local consumption and tourism
could be carried out even in winter and in the monasteries even the
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monks could meditate without having to generate psychic heat!
The emphasis in the work of the Ecology Group is on the maintenme
of self-sufficiencywithin the context of a development geared to domestic life, small scale familybusiness and village cooperatives. Thisscaling
down of ideas on development with a focus on individual and social
needs is very different from ideas of development based on intensive
capital investment and the competitive exploitation of a locality by
entrepreneurs. Yet, in terms of sensible improvements in the life of rural
people over a wide area, the programme and its potential is attractive
and recognised as such by the Development Commissioner of Ladakh
and the Planning Commissioner of India. The general approach has also
found favour in the Prime Minister's office (see Page and NorbergHodge, loc. cit.) and has much in common with the report of the task
force for the study of ecodevelopment in the Himalayan region by the
Planning Commission of the Government of India in March, 1982. The
Commission argued in favour of an approach to economic development
which would aim at a harmony with ecology and a "way of doing things
with soil, water and plant life which minirnises disturbance to ecosystems" while sustaining productivity.
In September 1986 the Ladakh Ecological Development Group
organised an important conference on the principles for sustainable
development concerned not only with the problems of Ladakh but also
with environmental problems on the wider Indian stage. Western
scholars, Indian authorities and local experts all contributed to a valuable event (Ladakh Project 1989, Norberg-Hodge and Page, 1988).
The Ecological DevelopmentGroup could well begin the examination
of wider and pressing problems of social policy. The psychology of the
individual subject to the pressures of an intrusive consumerism, is wide
open to a subversion of values that allows only a corrosive social change.
To this we must now turn.
4. Social psychology in a developing area

There is of course no way in which the monetization of the Ladakhi
economy can be prevented and, even if it could be, the desirability of an
enforced conservation of old fashioned ways of life remains questionable. An opportunity to understand the ways of the world, to leam about
the ideas, values and means of production of other peoples, to understand science and to obtain the experience with which to judge contemporary history and express a view on the future seems to me to be as
natural a right of civilised people as the right to sustenance and liberty.
To leam and become wise unfortunately costs money, requires travel,
books, conversations with people who know. None of this is available
to a farmer's son or daughter whose entire family economy is limited to
self-sufficiencywithout surplus.
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I was therefore interested in the values and attitudes of young
Ladakhis who had had the advantage of a modern education in Indian
Universities and colleges. These young men can be found easily during
the summer period and even in remote villages. They are often
employed as interpreters and are commonly very good at their jobs. Yet
they betray already a sort of split minded restlessness which makes their
company more similar to that of a Westerner or middle class Indian than
that of a traditional Ladakhi.
In Zangskar, villagers in 1980 were naturally interested in western
products, tents, clothing, boots, watches, radios, medicines. There was
an initial interest in how they are produced, an incredulity as to their
efficiency, an admiration of quality, an amazement at their general
availability. (See also Follrni, 1983). And of course such objects, bigger
and better, become desirable. To sit with others in Padurn wearing a
padded anorak, western boots and consulting a watch was the height of
elegance in 1980. To speak English and to earn money far in excess of a
farmer's annual income in a few short weeks, to travel by air and to know
Delhi is as important to a young Ladakhi as being 'London-returned' is
to a young Indian graduate. All these are signs of modernity, of freedom,
of intelligence and potency - not surprisingly they quickly go the the
head, like badly prepared chang. A young person's self esteem in a town
like Leh becomes based in the ability to show signs of these accomplishments however cheaply gained and however shallow their nature.
Real accomplishment means a job in a government department for
nothing else, other than the Army, can give comparable status and
security. But such jobs are few and talented young Ladakhis well
educated in India are becoming many; their rooms at home filled with
posters, tape cassettes, cheap soviet text books and photographs of
football teams. These are 'standard man' today, as one of them
expressed it to me. And 'standard man' rather rapidly conforms to a
stereotyped imitation of a lightly educated middle class westerner
whose identity is based in the capacity to obtain and discard the plastic
products of a consumer economy designed to stimulate his appetite for
more and more of the endlessly variable trivia it produces. 'Standard
man' is hoodwinked into a belief about his significance and kept there
by the very values he has come to accept. The absence of any heart-felt
achievement only gradually becomes apparent to him. The few transcend the trap by the application of intelligence and a comprehension of
the meaning of education; they have worked hard, thought much and
deserve their appointments among the elite of the land.
The young 'middle class' wage earners of Leh are mostly engaged in
commerce, services, transportation and hotels. An increasing number
of professionally qualified people are found as engineers, doctors,
policemen and government servants. The student or the young graduate
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often displays a puzzled ambivalence towards his own culture deriving
from his own acceptance of the values of a monetized economy and his
awareness of his western client's admiration for the traditional. This
ambivalence deepens as he begins to experience his own alienation from
a working life in employment by others, or the direct effects of unemployment. It is at this point that the western observer can see the malaise
of his own culture appearing here too. (For philosophical discussion of
this issue in the West see J. Habermas, 1976).
The Ladakh Ecological Development Group is becoming aware of this
social and personal dimension of the problem. Gelong Thubstan Paldan
has written a play (La.dwags- 1Tastedrul. 'Ladakh, look before you leap!')
which seeks to underline the folly of throwing traditional culture out of
the window in a rush for Westernization. In it, a young Ladakhi returns
home from India educated but smoking, despising everything Ladakhi,
putting sugar in his tea and speaking English, Hindi and Urdu in
preference to Ladakhi. His portable cassette player emits endless hard
rock. But when his grandfather falls ill and a Ladakhi doctor trained in
the West arrives the latter provides him with a different view. "People
don't have time for each other; there is no happiness, no peace of mind.
We should appreciate how special our own land is." Since drama is well
loved in Ladakh, this forms an excellent means of developing the
cultural consciousness of the people. Local radio too is being used for
the same purpose.
The heart of the matter is the heart of the Ladakhi, confused as it is at
present by competing pulls and pressures. John Page (in litt.) \vr;tes
from Leh "While it is true that, on a rather superficial level, some few
Ladakhis are stopping to look more consciously at their own culture, the
predominant direction of change is towards the belief that everything
Ladakhi is 'primitive' and out of date and should be replaced at the
earliest opportunity by the modern Westernversion. This applies across
the board: to diet, dress, architecture, language, religion (i.e. materialism in place of Buddhism), education and music. As a general rule, the
greater the contact with the outside world, the greater the shame felt for
the traditional culture".
This profound ambivalance is often expressed in ways that are
curious to an outsider. The fashion for drinking sweetened Indian tea
has increased greatly in recent years - to utilise such tea is seen as
prestigious whereas the salty buttered tea of the traditional culture is
merely conventional. The result is the serving of sweetened tea followed
by the serving of buttered tea - both of which the host expects to be
consumed in quantity. To at least the writer's stomach the result is
disastrous. The practice symbolises much that is going on in Ladakh
today.
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5. Cultural identity in an ethnic minority and the emergence of a
middle class.
Social psychologists such as Henri Tajfel(l978)have analysed the way
social change takes either the formof a social mobility encouraged by the
free assumption of majority values or a conservation of minority interests through emphasising the uniqueness of an ethnic or class group due
to a feeling of deprivation. The deprivation experienced in Ladakh
today has been partly due to a failure to comprehend and value what is
already there. It is a form of self-doubt. A number of strands in
educational policy contribute to this, in particular the absence of a focus
on traditional Ladakhi culture and language coupled with the use of
Urdu in schools and the lack of Ladakhi teachers. In addition, there is
a focus on science and materialism without a clear exposition of the basic
principles of the culture, in particular Buddhism treated as relevant to
the modern context. The monasteries themselves are partly to blame for
they provide little in the way of education or 'teachings' in an accessible
style for the modern young.
John Page (in litt.) makes the following comment, based on his
concern for the rural community rather than a future intellegentsia "The entire educational system, (i.e. the government one. eds), based as
it is on the Western model, is geared towards making Ladakhis good
citizens of the modem consumer world. Children are taught in a manner
which not only fails to focus on their cultural heritage, but which makes
it quite impossible for that heritage to be preserved. Whatever one's
views about a Westem-style educational system in a Western context, it
is obviously absurd that this system should be transplanted almost
unchanged to the Tibetan plateau. If there is to be any hope for Ladakhi/
Tibetan culture as we know it, today's children must receive an education relevant to their particular situation - one which does not relegate
to the bottom of the professional pile the life of the subsistence farmer.
No amount of advanced mathematics or even religious education would
help the Ladakhis if they were taught to forget those skills which have
enabled them to live so handsomely for so long in such a difficult
environment".
It is not that modern values or the real opportunities open to so many
by the monetization of the economy need to be decried, but rather that
the very positive contribution of the traditional way in a population that
must remain predominantly rural needs to be positively evaluated and
discussed. Pride in being a Ladakhi is reflected already in a political
regionalism which is in itself evidence of the growing self-consciousness
and confidence of this people and the emergence of an increasingly vocal
modern middle class especially in the towns. Such pride is vital to the
maintenance of Ladakhi values and for local well being in the future.
(Actual measurement of attitude change in Ladakh has not yet been
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attempted but methods which could be useful here have been devised
(Cohen, 1976; Gates, 1976) and one preliminary study made (Gielen,
1985)).
The emergence of an educated middle class has led to aspirations for
a political representation which would initiate social change and counter
the ethnic and cultural exploitation currently experienced by this group
and by Ladakhis generally. Where such aspirations are blocked by
forces within a society such as racial or ethnic discrimination, an
individual's values tend to refocus on the traditions of his/her natal
group and at the same time to look towards socio-political advance for
the minority as a whole (Tajfel, 1978). Identification with traditional
values precipitates movements for social change. Where barriers to
social development are high the emergence of charismatic leadership
can then produce movements that are radical in their form and revolutionary in their motives. The problem for minorities is the lack of
demographic power. In the case of Ladakh, while the Buddhist Ladakhis
are in a minority in the state of Kashrnir they are a majority within
Ladakh itself. Their struggle is not a merely communal one but a
territorial one which in previous times would have taken the form of
war.
Virtually all the features of Tajfel's theory (loc. cit.) are visible in
Ladakh. The Ladakhis' increasing perception of their common fate has
focused their political sensibility around the central feature of their lives
in common, namely their Buddhist culture. Those who sense the absence
of financial opportunities and political expression most strongly and
who perceive the Kashrniri Government as the prime cause of their
deprivation are especially vehement in their affiliation to traditional
concerns and a desire for social change. There are however Ladakhi
families, mostly very well off, who have ample contacts outside Ladakh
in Delhi or elsewhere for whom the struggle is of lesser interest. These
upwardly mobile families have pan-Indian values and tend to decry the
'regionalism' which they see apparent in their confreres.
The paradox in this situation is that the values driving the Buddhists
towards social change can hardly be described as Buddhist. Traditional
Buddhist values in Ladakh are associated with the subsistence economy
of the old village way of life. They focus on mutualistic reciprocity, on
collective feeling, on endurance and renunciation. The possibility of a
change in social position is barely conceivable in this way of being. The
generation of new young leaders in Ladakh has received by contrast an
education in the Indian version of what is essentially Western liberalism
- post-Christian and Humanist in origins. The focus is on individualism,
on the legitimacy of competition, on the desirability of wealth and
influence, on the pursuit of material happiness. For these ardent
supporters of middle class values, Buddhism is merely a label conve-
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niently indicating their common origin and sense of fate. Of Buddhism
itself they have little learning, of the Vajrayana of their own monasteries
they are mostly ignorant, and their interest in meditation is limited to the
stress reducing, mind calming practices of a non-hierarchical nonmonastic form suitable for improving the performance~
of bank managers or engineers.
Even so, the striking feature of the Ladakhi Buddhist's political
movement is its relatively peaceful nature. Throughout India and Shri
Lanka there are revolutionary minority movements that have taken to
the mountains, the slums or the jungles in armed terrorism. The violent
incidents in Ladakh have been few in number, and the leadership has
decried them. The ideology to which appeal is made is the ahimsa, the
non-violence of Mahatma Gandhi (see below - Section 7).
6. Ladakh in a wider context
There can be little doubt that until recently the significance of Ladakhi
culture in India has remained poorly appreciated except among a few
knowledgeable intellectuals. Pandit Nehru greatly appreciated the
enormous contribution that Buddhism has made to Indian history and
he established the School of Buddhist Philosophy near Leh, originally for
the further training of young lamas. For the most part, however, Ladakh
has remained in the Indian consciousness as a remote backwater. Only
the strategic significance of the region and recently the upsurge of
Western interest in its religious culture, as shown by mounting tourist
figures, has brought it to more general public attention.
The neglect of public interest In Ladakh within India has been due to
a number of errors in the understanding of Himalayan cultures generally. Some regions of both the Indian and the Nepalese Himalaya are
inhabited by 'Bhotias'. Now the 'Bhotias' are spoken of as a sort of
relatively primitive tribe living in the high mountains. One gets the
impression of a cultureless people, possibly without a written language
and of no special interest apart from their remoteness and slightly
unmentionable 'gods'. In fact, these peoples designated as 'Bhotia'
comprise all those people of Tibetan ethnic affiliation who happen to
have been living within those areas of India and Nepal when the frontiers
were drawn up on paper around them. While some groups have
adopted Hindu practices, others are inheritors of the Tibetan cultural
tradition, the Tibetan language, albeit in dialects of often distinctive
form, and also, where a monastery exists, of the ancient Buddhist
traditions of ancient northern India translated from Sanskrit into Tibetan. In fact, in the same way as Tibet had preserved into this last
decade the full flavour of one of the major periods of Indian intellectual
history, so also today do these Himalayan areas continue to preserve
residual forms of that same tradition.
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Within this general context two regions stand out because of their
history as important Himalayan states. Bhutan remains today as an
independent nation state; the only Himalayan Buddhist state to do so.
Ladakh retains its palaces, its monastic institutions, much of its sdcial
structure and culture intact from the days of its political independence
(Ch. 14). Other areas in India, Lahoul, Spiti and Sikkim, contain small
Tibetan populations, while within Nepal, Dolpo, Manang and Lo (Mus
tang) are Tibetan districts, the remoteness of which has ensured obscurity (see Snellgrove, 1961; Jest, 1975). The Sherpas of Solu-Khumbu are
famous for reasons well known (Fiirer-Hairnendorf, 1964; Sacherer,
1974; Ortner, 1978). Less well known are their Tibetan affiliations, for
they seem to have been blessed with ethnographers who failed to draw
many necessary conclusionsbased on linguistic features indicatingtheir
Tibetan origins (Snellgrove, 1966).
It is now high time that all these separated populations were brought
under one heading and recognised as representatives of the Tibetan
culture inhabiting India and Nepal, heirs to a remarkable civilization,the
present representation of which is of the greatest interest,not only for its
own sake but also because of its fragility in the modem world. As
representative of this culture, Ladakh is particularly superbly endowed;
the full range of Tibetan monastic orders is present, the scriptures and
material culture widely visible and the cultural tradition remains lively
even if cut off from its time honoured inspiration from Lhasa. These facts
account for the great interest of the area to Indian and Western intellectuals alike and to tourists. Furthermore,with the re-establishment of the
great monastic universities of Lhasa on Indian soil, the intellectual side
of Ladakhi culture can now resume its relations with the classical
education from which it stems.
A culture of this significance is of major world interest and it is
essential to understand how rich the Buddhist Mahayana is in both
philosophical and psychological insights. Yet its continuing potency
depends on education in the classical and demotic forms of the language
which sustains it. This is why every Ladakhi school child should be
taught in the dialect of Ladakhi and be able to read basic Tibetan.
Already private schools in Leh have realised the importance of the
traditional language and have linked it with English for studies of the
contemporary world, technology and science.
The Tibetan language is in fact undergoing a remarkable pattern of
change. The written language which gave Tibet linguistic unity originated in the seventh century CE when king Srong.bsTan.gam.po's minister, Thonmi Sambhota, introduced for spoken Tibetan a r r i p t based
upon an Indian model. This script, the U-chen Tsugs, is the type used
in the printing of traditional books. The cursive saipt, U-med Tsugs, is
based apparently on the ancent writing of Zhan-Zhung, hewn to Bonpo
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scholars as Lha-bab-yi-ge, "the script fallen from heaven", and may be
much older. Both scripts appear to have influenced each other (Chogyam,
Appendix 1, 1986, ). By the 10th century, this written language had
developed to such a degree that major Indian works of Buddhist
philosophy were being translated into it. Many such works in their
Sanskrit versions have been subsequently lost, so that the Tibetan
translations are a remarkable source for students of the history of ideas.
Tibetan became the scholarly language of the elite throughout much of
Central Asia among Mongols, Kalmuks and Buryats and remained so
until the communist revolutions of this century. Today, the demotic
language is spoken outside Tibet in the Himalayan regions we have
mentioned but its influence varies greatly depending upon the political
jurisdiction under which these peoples fall (T. Shakya, 1984).
In Nepal and Bhutan there has been a need for a national language to
help integrate these emerging nations. In Nepal, Nepali is promoted and
the indigenous Tibetan dialect remains poorly developed and there is
little knowledge of the classical Tibetan language. Among ethnic
Tibetans, such as the Sherpas, it is English rather than Nepali that
provides a language of prestige and rapid advancement. In Bhutan, the
Tibetan dialect of Dzongkha is being developed as a national language
and is used for administration and education. In all other parts of the
Himalayas, ethnic Tibetans are bilingual under increasing government
pressure to acquire official languages such as Urdu or Hindi. Meanwhile
the Tibetan of Tibet is itself undergoing substantial change through new
terms and metaphorical development under the influence of the Chinese
(Goldstein, 1977), while the language of the refugee population of
Tibetans in India is moving in another direction under Indian and
Western influences.
At the time of Csoma de Koros' visit, Ladakh was more or less
monolingual in the Tibetan dialect of the region with substantial numbers of people familiar with the classical language and with Lhasa
Tibetan as the prestige language (Terjek, 1972). In 1971, the Government
of India Census was confused as to language status in this territory. Thus
five different language groups were identified: Ladakhi (Indus valley),
Zangskari, Balti (Kargil), Bodhi and Tibetan. The two last can only be
identical while the first three are variations on the basic 'Western
Tibetan' common to Ladakh, Lahoul and Spiti (Jashke, 1881; Sprigg,
1972) and certainly not deserving of separate status as languages. The
effect of this classification has been to suggest a much less unified
linguistic and cultural pattern in Ladakh than is in fact the case (T.
Shakya, 1984).
Today, the Ladakhi language has shifted to the home domain and is
the language of informality, while Urdu is the language of trade and
market place. Urdu is taught in government schools and used in official
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c ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ u n i cEnglish
a t i o n is
s .the prestige language; a passport to higher
education and administrative posts in government. The intense desire
for ~ n g l i s his reflected in the policy of the important private Lam-dron
School in Leh founded in 1977 and funded by the Buddhist Association
of Ladakh. The medium of education is English and Tibetan is the second
language. Urdu is no longer taught there. Tibetan itself remains the
language of scholars and monks but a considerable number of ordinary
individuals still have a substantial grasp of it andcan read the scriptures.
Young people however only rarely have this ability.
The growing awareness of the need to enhance the sense of personal
identity of Ladakhis is expressed in several developments that favour
the use of Ladakhi and Tibetan. The locd radio uses the speech of Leh
as the medium for broadcasting and is thus achieving a measure of
standardization. In the private schools there is a reluctance to shift from
literary Tibetan to the vernacular and both the Lam-dron and the
Buddhist School of Philosophy use the textbooks published by H.H. the
Dalai Lama's Council for ~ i b e t a nEducation. The Leh academy now
publishes two journals in literary Tibetan Lo KO Ki dib and Sha.ri ta (an
Urdu title), but does not use the vernacular idiom. However, the articles
in these journals are not restricted to Tibetan subjects but reflect the
wider Indian condition with articles on Nehru, Gandhi, the writer
Premchand and conteinporary social issues (T. Shakya, 1984).
It is interesting to compare Ladakh with Sikkim. In 1977 the Sikkim
Language bill passed by the state assembly recognised Lepcha, Bhuta
(i.e. Tibetan) and Nepali as state languages. Tibetan is taught in all
government schools and some six textbooks for this usage have been
published in which there is an attempt to introduce a vernacular
vocabulary and a vernacular literary tradition. English is the prestige
language here too and in fact the Sikkimese were the first Tibetan
speaking people to adopt western education.
The language situation in Ladakh is clearly in a fluid condition. As the
emphasis on regional consciousness and regional identity grows a
greater need for the traditional language will find expression. To this
end Ladakhi must become a prime language of instruction in the schools
(Koshal, 1982) together with the establishment of a literature in the
language. Many however will want to continue the close relationship
between Ladakhi and Tibetan, especially since the focus of Tibetan
culture in India will undoubtedly become the newly established monastic universities in the south of the country. It is to be hoped that one or
two of the major Ladakhi monasteries will also become centres of
excellence in Tibetan studies. Rather more imagination is demanded of
the religious houses in Ladakh than any of them are showing at the
moment.
Perhaps in recent years there has been a reluctance in Government
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circles to admit the linguistic unity and Tibetan affiliation of the northern
Himalayan populations. This may have its origins in the wish to stress
national rather than regional unity and to impose national languages.
Also there has been the fear of exciting Chinese claims over supposedly
Tibetan subjects. Today these fears can be abandoned. Ladakh has
shown itself exceptionally loyal to the Indian government through
military sacrifices and contributions as well as through staunch political
loyalty. A improved sense of Ladakhi identity can only serve Indian
interests well, for it will ensure a strength of common purpose, of
cultural integrity and of resilience to change, even adverse economic
change, which a deculturating, depressed or alienated population can
never show. Ladakhis, so long as they remain Buddhist, are highly
unlikely to espouse extremict causes and their willingness to talk,
negotiate and make friends favours the establishment of mutually
beneficial political settlements.
Unfortunately, any attempt to improve the regional self- consciousness of Ladakh through changes in educational and social policy can
only occur within the existing context of the difficult political situation
in the region. There are two aspects to this, both of which aggravate the
effects of social change based on economic and cultural factors. Firstly,
the relatively low reproductive rate of Buddhists in Ladakh and the
marriage of Buddhist women into Muslim families, means that the
demographic balance between Muslims and Buddhists is changing in
favour of Islam, especially in towns such as Leh or Padum where cultural
change is most pronounced. These demographic trends may eventually
produce more non-Buddhist than Buddhist voters with an inevitable
increase in political resentment among Ladakhis in their homeland.
Secondly, the political geography of the region is such that the Buddhist
area of Zangskar is administratively part of Kargil, so that, so far as
voting is concerned, the Zangskari Buddhists are outvoted by Muslims.
The natural political affiliation between the Buddhist Indus valley and
Zangskar is thus denied expression in the present system and the power
of the overall Buddhist vote reduced. Such aggravations can only be
corrected by a re-examination of the position of Ladakh within the
Indian state. It is inappropriate for so large a region of Tibetan Buddhist
culture to be politically dominated by a predominantly Islamic one. Any
move towards direct links with the capital would be appreciated by
Ladakhis for the majority of whom a prime fear remains that of
domination by Islam.
7. Leh in 1988 and the crisis of 1989
I had the good fortune to revisit Leh in the summers of 1988and 1989,

for part of the time in an unaccustomed role of tour-group leader. The
visits allowed a personal assessment of change since the Ecological
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Conference (p.811) of 1986. It became clear that a considerable deterioration in the socio-economic climate of the little city was occurring even
though a number of positive Ladakhi initiatives were also undeway
which may in time provide a basis for improvement. In addition, the
failure of the Government of Kashrnir to meet the political needs of the
emerging middle class of Ladakhis led in 1989 to an explosion that
became an insurrection.
Economic change in Leh has had ramifying consequences. In the early
1980s there was a heavy investment in new hotel construction, transportation and ancillary up-market shops geared to fit tourism. The brief
economic study by Pitsch (1985) suggested that a considerable overcapitalization was in progress. He states "Between 1978 and 1983 the
total number of overnight stays in Leh increased by 50% whereas bed
capacity increased by 200%. Consequently the occupancy rate in Leh
went down from 26.3% to 12.3% in this time". Since then room
occupancy has peaked annually in July-August but only for a short
period. In 1988 it coincided with a visit by HH the Dalai Lama after
which there was ample room availability. By early September, a
beautiful month, I was the only guest in a good quality Ladakhi run hotel.
There has thus been a considerable over-production in hotel capacity.
Many tourists, especially those not in the organised package tours best
suited for the expensive westernised hotels, seek out the cheaper guest
houses and middle ranking hotels get squeezed by this process. The
over- investment is particularly a problem for those who have lost
farmland in order to cash in on a tourist bonanza which, at its very best,
only lasts a few weeks every year.
Similarly, over-investment in shops, taxis and jeeps causes intense
competition dependent on the tourist presence. The failure of tourism
to reach carrying capacity means unemployment - especially for young
men educated in India but without the possibility of finding suitable jobs
in Ladakh. An over-educated youth is often unwilling to go back on the
land even if his family still retains the farm. (See further Michaud, in
press).
Against this background a number of beneficial changes are occurring. Firstly, the ecological policies of the Ladakh Ecological Developmental Group are gaining wider acceptance among Ladakhi villagers
and Indian intellectuals alike and the gradual diffusion of useful devices
among the villages is revealing the superiority of the ecological over the
conventional approach to 'improving' agriculture. Secondly, the formation of the Students Educational and Cultural Movement of Ladakh
(SECMOL) is having a beneficial effect on the cultural education of
young people. SECMOL provides theatrical enactments of Ladakhi
social events, marriage ceremonies, story telling and dance of a high
standard. Tours of gompas and other sites are run by SECMOL
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members whose knowledge has been tested by examination and whose
spoken English must reach a desired standard. Funds from these
ventures will go to the education of young people who would otherwise
not be able to afford it (i.e.rural Ladakhis) and to the support of cultural
renovation in Buddhist Ladakh. In this way funds will enter the Ladakh
economy directly and not be funnelled out of the area by middlemen.
A further development is a wider diffusion of a sense of Ladakhi
identity. While the awareness of being victims of discrimination is a
powerful factor in this development (see discussions in Tajfel, 1978) it
has had beneficial consequences. Leh radio recently broadcast a discussion on Buddhist meditation in which a learned Tibetan geshe, teachers
from the School of Buddhist Philosophy, a monk and a lay philosopher
all took a vigorous part. There is an association of senior monks from all
the Gompas which meets regularly for seminars and discussions under
the leadership of Bakula Rimpoche. A branch of the Mahabodhi Society
has been established at Changspa where educated lay persons practice
basic meditation. There is a much wider appreciation of what a Ladakhi
identity entails and a reduction in naive adulation of the results of
westernization and monetization. The Ladakhi Buddhist Association
has become a forum for political activity. This improved awareness of
identity was primarily cultural; it only became politically active when
the sense of being a deprived minority was enhanced by unwise and
provocative attitudes by the Government of Jammu-Kashmir.
Many young Ladakhis who have set up businesses have run into
problems due to cultural and ethnic discrimination. I was told that
Ladakhi-Kashmiri competition has led to many Ladakhis experiencing
discrimination against them in Kashmir - to such an extent that the
practice of using Muslim names in Shrinagar, especially in banks, is
becoming not unusual. A reverse discrimination is fanned when
Kashmiris attempting to sell Ladakhi religious artefacts in shops in Leh
risk the sacking of their shop and a beating from now easily aroused
gangs of Buddhist youths.
Since about 1985 young educated Buddhist Ladakhis who experienced discrimination from Kashmiri Muslims in whatever form began
becoming active in the direction of a radical political solution that soon
was to do more than merely demand a special relationship with Delhi
and relief from Muslim domination. These young people belong to an
emerging middle class with business initiatives in the hotel trade,
communications and tourist industry as well as in Civil Service, military
afid medical services. In expressing their legitimate aspiration for better
political representation they at once found themselves faced by an
obdurate and repressive State Government. Instead of participating in
the mainstream of Indian economic development, these young people
have been propelled into a close identification with their own land and
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culture. Although Buddhist by birth many of them have little knowlege
of Buddhism, their education being primarily within the traditions of
Western liberalism in its Indian form, but it is under t'he label of
Buddhism that they now struggle for an appropriate respect and
recognition.
In the summer of 1989 these simmering resentments burst into flame.
Amid riotous confrontations the strategicroad between Leh and Shrinagar
was blocked by Buddhist villagers and tourist vehicles stoned. Of course
it was this that brought the matter to World attention. Thenew Buddhist
Associaton of Ladakh now created the "Ladakh Peoples Movement for
Union Territory Status" and launched an agtation that includedextensive
poster campaigns, leafleting, public meetings and marches. Although
the movement strove to be a peaceful one, some Buddhists did attack
local Muslims and attempt to settle old scores. A few Pro-Pakistani
agitators from Shrinagar, where there was considerable anti-Indian
h they had in Jammu)and waved Pakistani flags
feeling, arrived in ~ e (as
briefly in the market place shouting for union with Pakistan. This insult
to India provoked even more anti-Muslim sentiment, as it was perhaps
designed to do, and further attacks on localMuslims followed.Naturally
these attacks stimulated Muslim resentment which was soon expressed
in a well prepared pamphlet itemising alleged offencesagainst Muslims
and presenting their political perspective requesting the rule of law,
compensation for losses, the ending of anti-Muslim propaganda and
appealing for an impartial commission of enquiry (Muslims of Leh and
Kargil, 1989). These local disputes enabled the Kashmir Government to
label the whole matter a communal one in an attempt to take attention
away from the fundamental issue, a greater independence through
adequate political representationof Ladakhis, both Buddhist and Muslim,
in their own affairs. (also see Osmaston, 1990)
A carefully prepared pamphlet in English summarises the Buddhist
Ladakhis prime sources of complaint against the Kashmir Government
(Ladakh People's Movement, 1989). The discriminatory attitude of the
Government is illustrated by a long catalogue of facts. Among these are
the following: Ladakh does not have a single representative in the
Kashmir State's 30 membered Council of Ministers. Ladakh has only
two members in a state legislature of seventy-five. The state educational
system is so inept that over ninety percent of students fail their matriculation examinations (which is the main reason why the Buddhists have
formed their own schools in which English is the teaching medium).
There is no degree college in the region. The Ladakh AffairsDepartment
and the Ladakh Development Board have been dismantled by the
Government. Muslims have been favoured and communalism fostered
by such policies as splitting the Ladakh region into a mainly Buddhist
District (Leh)and a mainly Shiah Muslim District (Kargil). Three of four
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Ladakhi representatives in the legislative bodies are Muslims. In the
offices of Leh, Muslims occupy 39% of jobs but are only 12% of the
population, while Buddhists have 50% of the jobs on 86% of the
population. Buddhist women are converted by monetary allurements
into Islam but when such converts wish to return to their natal religion
police action is taken to stop it. Finzlly, the government has favoured
local Muslims through unfair awarding of contracts and thus fomented
further communal antagonism. The pamphlet goes on to outline the
historical and social origins of these political and economic problems,
carefully providing facts and figures to illustrate its case. Finally it
demands that "The Government in New Delhi in the light of the above
facts and in the name of justice to one of the last surviving Himalayan
cultures, must pay timely attention to the just demand of the Ladakhis
to separate it from Kashmir in the form of a Union Territory of India".
The result was for long a sustained silence.
The constitution of India allows for the creation of a number of Union
Territories directly responsible not to a state government but to the
central government in New Delhi. There are only ten such territories and
they are governed in various ways. The larger examples may have a
legislature or a council of ministers with constitutional powers and
functions, the members of which are elected or partly nominated. A
Governor may be appointed by the Centre or the Governor of a
neighbouring state may act. While the Ladakhi demand is unclear as to
detail, we may presume it has a constitution along these lines in mind.
It is clear that were such a set of institutions provided leading Ladakhis
would then find ample scope for the expression of their powers and
abilities. Furthennore, in secular India, such Union status would not
provide advantages to Buddhists alone. All residents of long established
communities, would in principle be included, thus enabling representatives of all three religions in the area to negotiate for their common good.
A positive response from the central Government on this issue would
have been difficult to obtain. It would have meant the splitting of the
Kashmir state and could have had a domino effect with Jammu also
opting for state independence. In any case the whole matter was
considered quite intolerableby the ruling government of Kashmir itself.
On 27th August, 1989Ladakh exploded. The Buddhists had resorted
to daily demonstrations in the large market square of Leh each being
organised by people from a different village. They would assemble in
the Jokhang, the central temple of the city, and then march forth waving
banners. Usually the police merely arrested some demonstrators and
released them in the evening, indeed bussing them back to town from the
jail. On about 25th August, however, the Kashmir Government flew into
Leh units of the Kashmir Armed Police, a tough force used to controlling
terrorist activity and mob action in Shrinagar. When the demonstration
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of the 27th began, these police seized a youth and beat him severely
leaving him unconscious, possibly dead, on the pavement. The crowd
erupted and stoned the police who replied with lathi charges. Battle
ensued in which three Buddhists were shot, many more injured, a bus
burned and eventually a 24 hour curfew, which was sustained for
several days, imposed. The local police resented the high handed
methods of the KAP and fights between police occurred. The KAP went
on a rampage smashing in Buddhist shop fronts. On following days taxis
sporting Buddhist insignia were stopped by police and the drivers
pulled out in front of protesting tourist passengers and severely beaten.
As a result all transportation in the area ceased. The Jokhangwas raided
and the leaders of the Buddhist Association rounded up and abducted
to Shrinagar where they were held without charge.
Leadership of the movement was then taken over by the Venerable
Togden Rimpoche, a leading lama. The Association proclaimed a
general strike. Leaflets were circulated. One of these read as follows: "In
the face of the atrocitiescommitted by the State Police Force armed with
the most modem weapons and apparently ready to use them to kill our
people the only alternative left to us is to adopt the time tested method
which the people of India used to fight the mighty British Empire to w i ~
our freedom under the leadership of Mahatma Gandhi. We therefore
propose to embark on a Civil Disobedience Movement against the
Kashmir Government". No orders issued by the Government were to
be obeyed, no one was to work for the Government. Officials were to be
denied entry to homes and villages. Courts were to be boycotted. Fees
to Govemment were not to be paid and the demand for Unionstatus was
sustained.
In the weeks that followed Ladakh-wide strikes paralysed the region,
villagers staged demonstrations on the key strategicroads, a police unit
was captured in a village, beaten and their arms removed by a group of
village women (Army intervention restored peace and the arms a few
days later). Various rumours suggested that some Ladakhis of the
prestigious frontier force, the Ladakh Scouts, had broken ranks with
their weapons at least for a time. The dangers of military mutiny were
in the air. Extensive curfews were regularly in force. (Banyal, 1989).
Clearly the local Government was no longer in control of the situation
and could only respond with high handed and inept methods. Even so
the Ladakhis seem to have maintained a tolerant humour and, considering the strength of feeling, remarkably little harm came to anyone.
When in October some conciliatory noises came from D e b the Disobedience Movement was temporarily suspended to allow negotiations to
begin. Released from jail under habeas corpus, on central orders from
New Delhi, the original leaders were then freed and promptly went
'underground'. The Ladakhis were awarded scheduled tribe status by
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the Central government, thus beginning moves towards meeting Ladakhi
demands.
On 27th October 1989,ignoring the curfew which was supposed to be
sub-province wide, a huge meeting occurred on open land near the Dalai
Lama's palace at Choglamsar, a suburb of Leh. According to reports an
enormous congregation of some 20,000 people swarmed into the area,
some of them having walked for days from villages remote in the
mountains. The event commemorated the 'battle' of 27th August,
memorial liturgies were held for the dead, demonstrations and political
speeches were made. No conflict resulted, the police wisely keeping
away.
This demonstiation of solidarity by about a fifth of the total population was probably a major factor bringing about a change of mind, if not
of heart, in Shrinagar. Discussions were initiated on a proposal to create
a Hill Council Status for Ladakh. Hill Council Status is a device which
has worked well in the eastern Himalayas. It gives the local people
substantial control of their own development and local government
based upon local elections to a council. In many ways these proposals
meet the demands previously made in terms of Union Status. The
Ladakhis accepted the offer to discuss this initiative and a glimmer of
hope appeared after a black year. How far the results of India's recent
general election will effect this issue is uncertain, but the grounds for a
potentially valuable negotiation are clearly laid. Since the proposal does
not mean a dismemberment of the State of Jammu - Kashmir the central
Government would be wise to press for its rapid implementation.
In 1991little movement toward political settlement seemed possible
owing to the severe unrest in Kashmir where the majority of Muslims are
in revolt against Indian rule in its present form and a guerilla war with
the army is producing great distress. Not until the Kashmir problem as
a whole is solved and some stability achieved in the province does it
seem likely that the political future of Ladakh can be assured. Meanwhile muted demonstrations continued from time to time although a
successful tourist season and the marriage and coronation of the new
r.byal.po in 1992 produced an atmosphere of greater ease than for some
years. On 29 November 1992, following favourable discussion in Delhi,
s ended,
the three-year social boycott of the Muslims by the ~ u d d h i s twas
and prospects for 1993 are good.
8. Conclusions

The relation between large scale Government financed development
projects and more subtle, ecologically based, local schemes requires
particularly close attention in Ladakh. The climatic, seasonal and
altitudinal factors are so extreme that major deviations from the well
adapted socio-ecologicalsystem of agricultural response could be disas-
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trous socially, economically and ecologically. This has been the case
elsewhere in the Himalayas. The importance of tourism to the area also
draws attention to the need to conserve the living cultural heritage as
well as the natural beauty of the area.
Self-sufficiency and flexibility of response are anchored in a shong
sense of personal and collective identity. To this end, an emphasis on the
unique contributions that Ladakhi culture can make within its Indian
context needs to be stressed in schools, with an upgrading of studies in
the vernacular language, local technologies and local history. The
teaching of Buddhist philosophy in a form practically applicable by the
modern young is also important.
The key to Ladakhi happiness and a beneficial balance of develop
ment with conservation depends primarily upon education. The initiatives of the Lam-dron school and other private establishments are much
to be respected, since they focus on self-expression and self-help both in
the context of Ladakh itself and its wider situation in India generally.
There is growing evidence that unwise overcapitalization in Leh is
producing a situation in which tourism may not match the carrying
capacity. The result is economic competition, communal tension and
unemployment which, linked with a sense of deprivation felt by many
young and educated Ladakhi citizens, is becoming politically explosive.
The exploitative policies of the Kashmir Government have been largely
to blame.
Regional consciousness of linguistic and cultural worth is a sign of
self-assertion in the face of the considerable neglect of the last 100years.
Political re-adjustments will be essential if the current unrest is to be
resolved.
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Note
1. These details of the Ladakh situation come from persolla1 acquaintance
during a stay in the territory during the summer of 1989, my sixth visit to
the area. Newspaper comment of interest may be loca2ed as follows:
Malhotra, I. "Political commentary. Mess and mischief in Kashmir."
Times of India 24th August, 1989, p. 4. Editorial comment. "Wages of
Neglect" Indian Express, 6th September, 1989, p. 8. Zaidi, A.H. "Ethnic
discontent in Ladakh on the rise". Times of India, 10th September, 1989.
H.T. correspondent "10 J and K Cops kidnapped" Hindustan Times, 11th
September, 1989, p. 1. Current events "Act of Desperation - a beseiged
Abdullah resorts to press censorship". India Today, 15thSeptember, p. 63.
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Chogyam Trungpa Rimpoche 689
Chunkha Rimpoche 680
Climate 40
Cloth-making 367
Cloud 44,47
Common land 150
Commoners (dMans.rigs) 501
Communications 50,255
Conjunctivitis 413,424,430
Constellations 114
Constitution of India 824
Consumerism 812
Contraception 520
Cook, monastic 594
Copper 10, Preface
Cottage industries 799

Cottage weaving centre 794
Cook at Phugtal594
Crop diseases and pests 160,187,194,257,
261
Crop plants 151
- production 169,178
- rotation 188
Csoma de Koros 457,459,553,818
Cultivated lands 56,61
Cultivation 186, 100
Cult of the pha.lha 505
Cultural identity of minority group 814
Daily round
Dairy produce 216,386
Dakini 271,436,450,595,681
Dalai Lama 44,415,450,463,465,564,587,
632,665,688,741
Dardic peoples 437
Death, causes of 328
Debris flows 17
Defaecation 527
Deficiency anaemia 411
Demographic correlates of polyandrous
marriage 757
- interviews 296
- surveys 295,331,356
Dental disease 429
- extractions 407
Desert varnish 20
Development 38,192,270,796,797,801,811
Dewa nyerpa (sDe.pa) 619
Dharmapala 593
Diamond Sutra 265,654
Diarrhoea 424,429
Diet 176,264,383
Di-mo 202,265
Diseases see crop
- cattle
- horses
- health
Dispersed settlements 475
Distinctions of rank 476
Division of labour 373
Dogen 692
Dogra conquest 461,476,574,702
Dogs 229
Doksa, cattle camps, ('Br0g.s~)53,233,266,
290,308,371
Donkeys 228
Dorje Trollo 685
Drapa (grva.pa) 580
Drew 11
Drigungpa ('Bri.gung.pa) yogic training 680
- yogins of Lamayuru 680,692

Index 1
Dry cupping 407
Dudjom Rimpoche 689
Dukpa Kagyu 451,561,665,668,692
Dung 40,97,107,109,175,269,371
- fuel 109, 180
Dupchen Ngawang Tsering 556
Dzo 202
Dzog-chen 670,688,690,692
Dzongkha 818
Ecology and culture 738
Ecology and sociobiology 765
Economic change 821
- economics, agricultural 267
- Phugtal gompa 627
- sTongde gompa 628
Education 353,814
ELA 27
Elements 115
Emigration 280
Emperor Hurnayun 448
Employment 366
Empowerments (dBang) 571,678
Emptiness 586,632,648,653
Energy intake see Food
English 819
Environment 37
Equilibrium line altitudes 27
Erosion 794
Erratics 20,25
European cattle see Bos hums
Evans-Wenk, W.Y. 453
Evaporation 49
Evolutionary theory 737
Exchange of labour and goods 377
Eye problems see Conjunctivitis
Fallow 173
Family, completed size 359,769,770
-members in khang.chung 336,485
- relationships 272
- tensions 544,805
- traditions 466
Famine disaster 186
Fans 12
Farming system 139
- year 97
Farmlands 143
Fat 400
Fat composition of butters 401
Fertilisation 195
Fertility 189,317,343,346,359
Fields 154,259,605
Financial duties at sTongde Gompa 610
Firewood 619
Firn line 27
Float transactions 614,617,618,620

Folk beliefs 539
F o d 267,383
- energy 176,264
- preparation 391
- samples 398
- storage 390
Forage 183
Frontier s b q g l e s 463
Fuel 267,270,395
Funerals 410,502,539,602,609
Games 530
Ganden Naljor 619
(Ganri glacier, place names)26
Celong (dCe.shg) 580
Gelugpa (dGe.1ugs.p)458,514,575,632,665,
668
Genealogies 272,491,493,536,719
Genealogy 483,705,708
- of the early rulers 444
Gentians 67
Geology 63
Geomorphology 1
Geranium collinum 67
Germination 261
Geshe 565,596,631,668
Geshe Rabten 669
Germination 261
Gesar 435
Getsul (dGe.tshu1) 586
Giardiasis 411
Glaciation 20
Glaciers 24,27
Goats, 220; 265
G b a see Headman
Goitre 425,429
Gompa-village relationship 563,570
Gon-khang 565,570,587
Gonzok nyerpa 618
Gotsang 679 Gotsang-pa 452
Grandmother's fitness 769
Grazing 53
- cycle 268
- grounds 268
Growing season 99,260
Guestmaster, monastic 609
Guge 442
Gulab Singh 460
Guru Rirnpoche (Padma sambhava) 684
Gurus 586
Gutor Nyerpa 616
Haftal canal irrigation project 91,794
Harvest 104
Harvesting 366
Hay 267

Index 1
Haymaking 104
Hazards 186
Headman, village 279,358,501,534
Healer 407
Health 212,328,405
- and demographic survey 415
- dangers to visitors 411,412
Heart Sutra 654
Height and weight 419
Herd and flock size 232,240
Herd history 245
- models 205-211
Highland Cattle 211
Hill Council Status 826
Hippophae 54,81
Historical research 465
History of Zangskar 435
Hlaba 407,411,584
Hoeing 368
Horses 222
Hospital 406
Hotel 821
Houses 71,257
Household composition 336,487
- consumption 395
- goods 82
- structure 477
- types 305
Households 272,357,378,480,481,701,704
Hume, D. 650
Humidity 48,49
Hungarian Academy of Science 457
Hydraulic ram pump 810
Hypoxia 320,412
Ibex 290

Ice 287
- needles 19
Identity 514,516
regional 820
Ideology of merit 597
Immigration 282
Indigestion 424
Individual monks 594
Individualism 815
Infancy522,525
Infant mortality 348,359
Infective hepatitis 411
Inheritance 314,357
Inscriptions, translations of 466
Inventories 84,238,265
I n n deficiency 400,411
Imgation 40,86,195,252,260,378,758,760,
791
Jamyang Khentse Wangbo 672
Jereey bulls 192

Jindak (sByin.bDag)relations, 507,571
Jo Tering 271
Juniper 254,270,541
Kalacakratantra 117
Kalhana Pandit 438
Kamalasila 655
Kame-terraces 21
Kana1 128,143
Kangyur Nyerpa 617
Kanika Chorten 439,443
Kant, I. 650
Kargyud houses 574
Karma 539,668
Kashmir 824
- armed police 824
Kashmiri Buddhism 439
Khadampa traditions 450,668
Kha1123,128
Kham Tag Rimpoche 682
Khangchen/ khangchung477,479,706,751,
755
Khang-chen nuclear families 481
Khral document of sTongde gompa 606
King Gautamaputra 655
- Lalitaditya of Kashmir 438
- Mune of Tibet 765
- 'Bo.mGo.so.to of Padum 452
- of Zangla 450,476,555
- Radug 446
Kings of Zangla 445
Kinship and domestic arrangements 711
Kongtrul Yonten Gyatso 672
Krishnamurti 657
Kunyer nyerpa (dKon.gNyer)584
Kushan period (100 BC - 500 AD) 438
Labour availability 145,173,498
Ladakh Ecological DevelopmentGroup 412,
809,821
Ladakhi dialect 333,819
- interpreters 535
Lakes 28
Lama bZhad.pa.rDo.rje 556
- Kun.dGa.chos.legs 556
- Norbu of Kllardong 556
- Sans.rGyas.phun.tshogsof Zangla 555
- Thubten Yeshe 693
Lam-dron School in Leh 819,827
Lam.rirn teachings 458,546,650,665
Land measurement 128
- ownership 143,761
- holding types monastic 603
- of Shade 237
Landsat photography 7,9,54
Languages of Buddhist Himalaya 817
Law of Dependent Origination (Pratitya-

Index 1
Samutpada) 539,571,586,633,641,643,651,
660,673
Legs.bShad.sNying.po, text of 643
Leisure in winter 372
Leh Academy 819
Lengths 133
Lepcha 757
Libraries 546,465,510,546,568
Literacy 353
Liturgies 582
Lobsang Tsepal, Lobon of Spituk Gompa
632,717
Locke, J. 650
Loess 13,19
Lonicera myrtillus 51
Lorena stove 430
Lousewort 67,240
Low caste (rigs.nan) 501
Lucerne 160,259
Lunar months 113
Lung function 416
Madhyamaka philosophy 641,652,694
Madhyamaka Prasangika hadition 596,652
Mag-pa marriage 280,314,478
Mahabodhi Society 822
Mahamudra 453,642,659,670,672,677,692
MahaKala (Gompo-Nyerpo) 600
Mahatma Gandhi 825
Mahayana 540,817
- philosophy 631
Manjusri 585
Manure see dung
Marital form in the Himalaya 759
- histories 272
- systems 735
- systems and ecology 779
Marpa 449,568,669,692
Marriage 280,282,311,335,357
- and child bearing 320
- types and socio-economic status 315,479,
740
Magpa 478
Measures 121
Medical
- services 414
Meditation 672
- of Doj e Trollo 685
Menarche 318,322
Menstrua tion 410,520
Merit 509,541,571,597,805
Middle class emergence 814
Milaraspa 450,571,669
Milk 214,216
Mipham 672
Mirza Haidar 447

Moghul empire 464
Model herds 205-21 1
Mon 437
Monasteries 52,451,561
- of Phugtal568
- of sTongde 563,588
Monastic Bursars (gNyer.pa) 610
- cycle of rituals 583,589
- economics 601
- functions 559,570
- government 580
- hierarchy 580
- land 144,148,602,627
- life 583,594
- locations 561
- officers 582
- paintings 443,450,457,462,564
- revenue 605
- ritual 583
- sites 597
Monasticism 803
Monetization 801,814
Mongol hoops 455
Monks 342,573
- listed in the genealogies 511
- lives of 583,594
- of sTongde 577
Monlam nyerpa 616
Monogamy 280,315,745,761,769
Monomarital principle 771,805
Moorcroft 459,555
Moraines 20,252
Mortality 323,455,461,463,542
Movement 311
Multiplication rate 161,163,270
Muslim influence 455, 461, 463, 542, 687,
820,823,826
Movement 311
Multiplication rate 161,163,270
- families in Padum 461,463,542
Mustard, see Rape
Nagarjuna 634,654
Naming, method of 525
Narendra bhavana 438
Naropa 449,453,669,670,673
New year 97,113,
Ngari (mNga.ri) R i p o c h e 458,562
Ngondro 677
Nitrogen 190
Norberg-Hodge, Helena 412,809
Norbu, Rimpoche of Lahoul672
Nucleated settlements 475
Nuns 804
Nuhient cycling 190,193,269
Nutrition 383

Nutritional needs 176

- survey 395

Nyerpas 583,609
Nyinba 738,748
Nyingma-pa sect 545,600,645 672,
Occupation 308,342,718
Oedema 410
- cerebral 412
- pulmonary 412
Oral health 425
Original inhabitants 436
Origins of the monks 577,578
- of Tibetan studies 553
Osteomyelitis 491
Padmasambhava 435
Palace - Zangla 555
Paltrul Rimpoche 672
Pandit Nehm 816
Parental attitudes 530
- influence 715
Parity 319,345,359
Participant-observation in Zangskar 533
Passes 51
Pastoralism at Sha-de 141,264
Pastoralists 40
Pastures 63,252
Patrilineal clans 506, 756
- kinship 516
Patronage (sByin.b&g) 507,571
Patwari records 128,143,188
Peas 159,188,257,399
Penis 202,216
IJeri-dontal disease 417
Periglacial 19
Personal categorisations 512
- identity 475,511,517,804,819
Pests see crop
Pha-spun 461,501,504,772
- names 501,506
Philosophical training of monks 631
Philosophy in Zangskar 631
Phugtal monastery 436,447,568
Phugtal monks 568
Planning Commission 811
Plant density 166,261,270
Plants of the pastures 70,255
Play 530
Plough 100,791
Ploughing 98,101,128,369
Political representation 815,822,823
- action 823
Pollution 476,514,537
Polyandry 264,315,515,594,703,735
- bigenerational746,753
- of Sri Lanka 780

Polygonurn tortuosum 254,267
Polygynandry 746
Polygyny 315,478,736
Population movement 310
- size 280,302
- stability 328
Potatoes 385
Prajnaparamita texts 531,641,653,657
Precipitation 41
Pregnancy 374,376,392,521
Primogeniture 515
Prince Peter of Greece 701
Private land 148
- libraries 465,510,546,568
Productivity 183,205,209,211,264,265,269
Protectors 586
Protein 400
Psychological dispositions 807
Pulmonary tuberculosis 413
Pulse 407
Pulu 237
Quaternary history 1,28
Radish 385
Rainfall 41
Ranjit Singh 459
Rape 161
Ratan Sher Khan 460
Rebirth 597
Reciprocity 815
Regional consciousness 814,819,827
Reincarnating lamas 560
Religious rituals 353,588
Rents 149,185,602
Renunciation of family life 597
Reservoir 91
Residence 305,339
Rheumatic pains 406,424
River discharges 87,252
River terraces 12
Rock glaciers 19
Room occupancy, hotel 821
Rotani 129
Rope bridge 256
Rosa webbiana 68
Royalty (rCyal.rigs) 501,555
Rules of inheritance 477
Ru.mChod Nyerpa 618
Rural Development Programme 795
Saddlery 201,225
Salination 93
Salt 184,264,398
Samsara 571
Samyutta-nikaya 651
Sanskrit 818
Santarakshita 655

Scheduled tribe status 825
Scholastic training 668
School 354,792
School of Buddhist Philosophy 816,822
Seasonal activities 368
Seasonality of births 322
- of diet 390
- of activities 97,380
Self-examination 661
- transformation 571,585,695
Settlement 50,52
Sexuality 442,804
Sha-de village 249
Shakyashri 672
Shamans 541,584
Shangri la 249
Shantideva 655
Share-milking 214
Sheep 220,265
Sherpa religion 545,805
Sherpas 542,746,755,805
Shoeing, horses 227
Sikkim Language Bill 819
Singh, Ha rjit 462
Six Syllable Mantra 539
Six yogas of Naropa 677
Sleep 290
Smoke pollution, domestic 426
Smoking 410,419
Smut, loose (or black) 187,257
Snow 41,186
- leopards 220,290
Social organisation 271,475
- psychology in a developing area 811
- psychology of Ladakh 515
Sociobiologists737,765
Socic+economictransition in Zangskar 787
Sodium 398
Soil 53,63
Sojung nyerpa 618
Solar devices 810
Soto Zen 672,692
Southampton University 462
Sowing 102,368
- rates 163,260
Spinning 367
Spirits (gZhi.bDag) 540,687
Sponsors (sByin.bDag) 573
Spring 97
Srinagar-Leh highway 793
Staglung Rirnpoche 688
Stagna Rimpoche 562
Stone-age hunters 38,290,436
Stoves 395
Strategy for development 787

Straw 183,193,269
Students Educational and Cultural Movement of Ladakh 821
Sultan Said Khan 448
Summer grazing camps see Doksa
Sunyata 653,656,661
Survey methods 144,296,362,384
Survival patterns 324
Tafoni 20,21,23
Tamang 755
Tantra of Guhya-Kala (Sang-du) 574
- of Vajrapani 450
- of Yamantaka 543
Tantric meditation 450,695
- practices 442,451,641
- ritual 659
- self-transformation668
Tasmanian Native Hen 737
Taxation 762
Temperature 43,45,46,81
Tenants 148
Tension in the sacial system 542
Tetanus 359,409,413
Theravada 649
Themolurninescent CT"T') dates 31
Threshing 105
Tibetan calendar year 111,299
- language 351,633, '819
- weights and measures 134
Tibetanisation 436,440
Tilopa 665
Time 134
Tipun Padma Chosgal672,692
Tithes 185
Tobacco 410
Togden Rimpwhe 825
Toilet training 527
Tourism 787,793,810,821
Traditional medicine 406
Tree plantations 98
Trombe Walls 414,810
Truck accidents 409
Tson-kha-pa 451,588,632,634,641,649,655
Tumo (gTum.mo)678
Turf-hummocks 19
Unemployment 821
Union territories 824
Urdu 353,818
Urination 527
Vegetables 161
Viliage headman 501,534
- monastery relationship 546
Villages 5 4 5 7
Visualisa tion 586
Vitamins 402

Index 1
Volume measures 122, 124
Water 393,568
- analyses 64
- bringing 371
- buffalo - see Bubalis bubalis
- closets 196
- mills 67, 252,791
- needs in winter 371,393
- shortage 414
- supplies 86
Wealth and status 496
Weaning 526
Weeding 102,365
Weights 121,230
Wetnursing 526
Wheat 159,364
Willow 54
Wind (rLung) 39,42,43,47
Windows 78
Winter 72,108,394
- festival 285
- heating 395
Wolves 220,228
Women 514,521,674,709,717,733,735,747,

768,804,825

- under-reporting of 708
Wood fuel 270,371
Work patterns 361
Worms, intestinal 424,429
Yarnes loan book 612
- nyerpa 612
Yak 38,139,142,199,256,26S, 285,788
Ye.shes. 'Od 442
Yields 156,167,260
Yogacara 694
Yogin 541
- training schedule 681
Yogini 674
Yogins 455,669,674
- of Gotsang 679
- of Ladakh 665
- of rDwng.khul455,669
Yon.tan.gZhir.'Gyur.ma, text of 666
Zangla chronicle 445
- kings 454,458
Zarowar Singh 460
Zhang Zhung 440
Zhing.gi.nyer.pa 603
Zodiac 112

2. PLACE NAMES INDEX (English)
Atholi 801
Ating 449,455
Baltistan 464
Bardan 670
Bhutan 817
Cha 26
Chiling 292
Chubi 702
Doda 10
Dolpo 817
Dras 40
Drepung 573
Drung.drung glacier 23,26,27
Dzongkhul (rDzong.khu1)455,669
Ganri Glacier 16
Gompa (dCon.pa) 753
Gotsang gompa 674
Guge 442,449,450,455,464,546,665
Gyantse 745
Hemis 449,452,674
Ichar 795
Jammu 460
Kanum 557
Kargiak valley 23
Kargil40,271,462,463,760,797
Karsha 449,543,555,574
Kepung (kha.sPang) 677
Kilima 20,29,290
Korsok monastery (dKor.wg) 686
Kumik 17,31,331,415,613,788
Lahou1556,817
Lamayuru (b1m.ma.gYung.drung)674,680
Leh 40,701
Lhasa 817
Likir 563
Limi 746
Lingti 10
Lo see Mustang
Lungbong 236
Lungnak valley 10, 13, 17, 23, 87, 450, 476,
569,670,795
Manali 51,286,797
Manang 817
Markha
Mattho (mang.sPro) 753
Mustang 464,817
Narok 746,756
Nepal 130
Nerag, Nerak 291
Niri River 255

Padum 21,448,462,569,787,792,794,795
Padum plain 14,22
Pensi-La 25,797
Phugtal13,16,52,255,449,557
Pipiting 29,788
Poat-la 51
Pune (Purne) 53,82,569
Purang 442
Purig 437
Rslakung Doksa 235
Rangdum 26,54,571
Reru 23
Rothamsted 168,269
Rudok 442
Rupshu 51,686,
Sakti (gSer.khri)688
Sani 81,449,543
Sha-de 15,23,88,183,249,380,754
Shiachun La 255
Shigatse 571,683,717
Shila 670
Shilatse 556
Shillingskit 613
Shingo La 797
Shingri Chu 70
Shrinagar 824
Shun 257
Sikkiln 817
Solu-Khumbu 817
Spiti 455,460,817
sTakna Gompa 556,665
s'lakrimo 670
sTara Doksa 236
Stod 10,87
Stod river valley 21, 795
sTongde 21,321,571,613
- moraine 21,61
sTongde Gompa 20,63,71,89,148,577
sTongde La 19,68
Sumda 449
Sum 26
Tan-Tak (dran.drag) 13, 15,23, 25, 252,564,
569
Tak-thog Gompa (brag.thog) 674
Tashi Lhumpo monastery 573,717
Tepuk moraine 21
Tergotse 558
Tethys Ocean 3
Tholing (rnTho.gLing)442

lndex 2
Tip Yongma Bao 291
Tsabrang 442
Tsang (gTsang) 746
Tsangpo - Indus Suture Zone 3
Tsarap valley 23
Tsazar 17,89
Tso Tok Phu (mTsho.lTok.phu)28,252
Tso.mo.ri.re(mTsho.mo.ri.ri)686
Umasi-la 51,81,449,455,460,461,537,543,

801
Upti 788
Urgyen Dzong (0.rGyan.rDzong) 674,685
Wa.da 754
Zangla 450,454,555
Zangskar gorge 12,285
Zhang-Zhung 440
Zhul-do 52
Zoji-la 19

3. INDEX OF LAMAS, KINGS AND IMPORTANT

PEOPLE ("Ilbetan)

4. INDEX OF SOME TIBETAN BUDDHIST AND

MONASTIC TERMS
pho.brang 665
phog.zhing 603
phyags.gya.chen.p 670,682,690
phyag.mDzod 582
bar.Do 682
bya.lCyud 670
dBu.chung 582
dBu.chos 582
dBu.mDzad 582
dByar.gNas 591
'Bum 554,580,590,617
'Bri.gung.pa680
'Brug.pa.bKa%rGyud448,665
sByin.bDag 507
sByin.sreg 682
mang.ja 558, 573,612
rMi.lam 682
sMan.bLa 590
sMon.lam 589,616
tshogs.khang 564,567
rDzogs.chen 670,692,696
rDzogs.rim 695
zhabs.brTan 589
zhing.gi.gNyer.pa 609,611,617
gZlu.bDag 687
gZhung.dCe.'Dun.sPyi581
yab.yum 681
yon.tan.gZtur.'Gyur.ma666
ru.mChod 589,618
lam.rim 665
1egs.bShad.sNying.p631
bLa.ma.mChod.pa592
rLung. 695
ru.mChcd. 610
sLob.dPon 604
hLa.ba 584
sag 594,679
shar.to 610
sems.rni.rTog.par.song695
bSod.nams 571
bSkyed 695
gSan.ba.'Du.pa 588
g%.sByong 589,618
'Od.gSal682

5. TEXTUAL LOCATION OF SOURCES
CONCERNING TIBlXANILADAKHI
TERMINOLOGY UNDER SPECIFIED TOPICS
Villages and their resources in Zangskar 57
House inventories 84
Irrigation terminology: Zangskar 92
Encouragement to yak, calling animals 101
Harvesting 104-107
Astrology and Calendrical terms 111-117
Measures - volume - dry 122-128
- land 128-130
- weight 130-133
- co~~parative
usage, Ladakh-Tibet 134
- time 134
Land management (Monastic) 144,582,602-611,629
Crop plants 151
- Pasture plants 67-70,255
Yak hybrids 200
Cattle colours 203
- Horse colours 224
Saddlery 225
Cattle camp details ( ' B r o g . ~234,268
)
Zangskar gorge: route and caves 287
Residena! 305,334,654435
Occupations 309
Zangskari foods 385
Food storage 392
Key events in Zangskar history 439
Rulers of Zangskar 445-449
Lamas and teachers in Zangskar 449459,553-558
Yogins of Zangskar 456,665-698
Social structure: howhold 477-501
pha.sPun, ms.pa, etc. 501-507
Monastic sponsorship (sByin.bDPg) 507-511
Child-rearing 519-531
Folk beliefs, spirits, etc. 538-542
M~nasticlocations: Zangskar 561
Monastic plans, halls, moms, etc. 563-570
Monastic hierarchy, governance, etc. 577-583
Annual cycle of monastic observance 588594
B u m (Financial obedientdries - g N y n . p ) 609-619
Marriage, inheritance, etc. 701-733
Changes in Tibetan language 817819

APPENDIX 1
TIBETAN SPELLING OF ANGLICISED
PERSONAL NAMES IN FAMILY TREES
Tashi Rabgyas
(Using a modified Wylie transliteration system, see preface)

Ar'gmo
Chigmed
Chosdon
Chospen
Chozen
Chungnid
Dechen
Deskid (Diskit)
Dokpa
Dolkar
Dolma
Dondrup
Dorje
Dundrup (Dondrub)
Dzompa
Gonpo
Gyalden
Gyaltzan (Gyalsan)
Ishe (Yeshe)
Jangspel
Jengser
Jigstonpa
Jorgyal
Karma
Khentze
Kumchok (Konchog)
Kunden
Kuskid
Lhadzom
Lhamo
Lhangyal
Lhazen
Lobzang
Mutup
Namgya1
Norbu
Norphel
Norzam
Norzin
Nawang

dBang.mo
'Jigs.med
Chos-Gron
Chu.dPon
Chos.'dzin
Chos.nyid
bDe.chen
bDe.sK yid
'Brog.pa
sGrol.dKar
sGrol.ma
Don.pb
rDo.rJe
Dongrub
'Dzorns.pa
mGon.po
'Byor.lDan
rGyal.mTshan
Ye.sha
'Jam.dPa1
mJing.ser
'Jig.rTen.pa
'Byor.rGya1
Kar.ma
mKhyen.brTse
dKon.cog
Kum.lDan
Kun.sKyid
Lha.'Dzom
Lha.mo
bLa.rGya1
Lha .mDzes
bLo.bZang
dNgos.gnib
rNarn.rGya1
Nor.bu
Nor.'Phel
Nor.'Dzom
Nor.'Dzin
Ngag.dBang

Appendix 1
Palmar
Palmo
Palper
Palzang
Palzi
Palzom
Puntzog (Punchok)
Putit
Rabgye (Rabgyas)
Rigzin
Rolma
Samten
Skalzang
Sonam
Stanzin
Stobdan
Takpa
Targya (Dargye)
Tashi
Tempa
Tenzing
Thubten
Tsang (Tsewang)
Tseden
Tsepel
Tsering
Tseten
Tsewang
Tsultrim
Urgyen
Wangal (Wangyal)
Wangchuk (Anchuk)
Wangdus (Angdu)
Yangchen
Y angdzom
Yanskid
Zangmo

dPal.mo
dPal.mo
dPal.'Bar
dPal.bZang
dPal.mDzes
dPal.'Dzom
Phun.tshogs
Bu.Khrid
Rab.rGas
Rig.'Dzin
sGrol.ma
bSam.gTan
sKal.bZang
bs0d.m
bsTan.'Dzin
sTobs.1Da.n
Grags.pa
Dar.rGyas
bKra.shis
bsTan.pa
bsTan.'Dzin
Thub.bsTan
Tshang
Tshe.brTan
Tshe.'Phal
Tshe.ring
Tshe.brTan
Tshe.dBang
Tshul.Khrims
U.1Cyan
dBang.rGya1
dBang-ph~ug
dBang.'Dus
gYang.can
gYang.'Dzom
dByang.sKyid
bZang.mo

APPENDIX 2
LIST OF SELECTED PLACE NAMES IN TEXT,
MOSTLY FROM ZANGSKAR, WITH
ANGLICISED & TIBETAN FORMS AND THEIR
VARIANTS
These names have been checked witha number of informants; somemay
be merely phonetic renderings of a pronounced name in Tibetan/
Ladakhibut most are believed to be correctly spelt names. For additional
names and reference see Peter, F.A., 1976. Glossary of place names in
Western Tibet. Tibet Journal 2 (2), 6-37 and also Snellgrove, D. and
Skompski, T., 1977,1980. The Cultural Heritage ofladakh, Vols, 1and 2.
Aris and Phillips, Warminster. We have used a modified Wylie transliteration system, see preface.
1. VILLAGES and HAMLEE

Abrang
Aksho
Alchi
Bakarse
Bardan
Basgo
Cha Ua)
Chemre
Chipra
Chubi
Doking
Drangtse
Drangtse
Dzari
Dzongkhul
Gompug
Gongrna
Gotsang
Gyapuk
Hamle
Hanumil
Hanupata
Himiling
Hing
Honia
Hungchet
Ichar
Ja (Cha)

Ab.rang
Ag.sho
A.lci (al.lci)
Ba.dKar.rTse
Ba.gDan
Ba.mGo (Bab.sGo)
bCa (Bya)
1Ce.bDe (1Cem.aBre)
Chibs.ra
Chu.bi
Do.ging
Gran.rTse (near Kyargyag in Zangskar)
Brang.rTse (near PangKong Lake)
rDza.ri
rDzong.khul (Gompa)
sGom.phug (a small gompa)
Gongma
rGod.tshang (Gompa)
rGya.phug
Wam.le (Gompa)
Ha.nu.mil
Ha.nu.pa.ta
Hi.mi.gLing
Hing
Ho.na.ra
rKang.chat
gYi.char (LmTsar)
bCa (Bya)
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Kartse
Kargyag
Kasar
Karsha
Korzog (Korzod)
Khepang
Khalatse (Khalsi)
Kumik
Kuru
Kushur
Lalung
Lamayuru
Langmi
Laru
Leh
Likir
Lingshed
Manda
Markha
Markhim
Marling
Marthang
Maruche
Meltse
Muni
Nyeri
Nyerok (Nerak)
Padum
Peyu
Phey
Phugtal (Phuktal)
Pigmo
Pipcha
Pipiting
Pishu
Potoksur
Purne (Pune)
Ralakun
Ralsa k
Rangdum
Remala
Rentaksha
Reru
Rijing
Rinam
Sabu
Sani
Sha-de
Shargola
Shilaphu
Shikatse
Skiagam
Skyumpa ta
Shilingskit
Shimiling

.

dKar.rTse
dKar.rGyags (dKar.rCya)
Ge.sar
dKar.sha (dKar.cha)
dKor.zog (bKor.rDzod)
Khe.sPang
mKhar.la.rTse
Cu.mi
Ku.ru
Ku.shu
La.lung
bLa.ma.gYung.dmg
gLang.mi
Lam
sLe1 (sLes,sLe,gLe)
kLu.aKhyi1 (Gompa)
gLing.sNyed (Gompa)
Man.aDra
Mar.kha
Mar.kim
Mar.gLing
Mar.thang
Ma.ru.rTse
Mel.tshe (mel.rTse?)
Mu.ne
Nye.ri (deserted gompa near sTongde)
Nye.rog
dPal.gTum (dPal.aDum, sPa.dum)
Pe.U (Pi.U, be.U)
Phye
Phug.dar
Pig.mo
Bib.bya
Pi.pi.ting
Pi.shu
Po.thog.sa
Pur.na
Ra.sLa.khung
Ral.chag
Rang.aDum,rang. lDum
Re.ma.la
Ran.thags.sha
Re.ru (rug.rug)
Ri.zing
Rimam
Sa.phud
Sa.ni
Sha.ded
Shar.sCo.la
Shi.la.phu
gZhis.Ka.rTse
sKya.gam
sKyum.pa.ta
sPyi.gLing.sKyid
Shi.mi.gLing
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Shun
Spanting
Spituk
sTakrimo flakrirno)
Starar
sTongde CThonde)
Sumda

tan^

Tangzen
Tankartokta
Tantak
Testa (nr.Kargyag)
Tetsa (at sTongde)
Thama
Thag
Tharla
Trathok flak-tho@
Tsazar
Tsilatse
Tungri
Ulang
Upti
Urgyen Dzong
Yukar
Y ulchung
Zangla
Zhuldo (Zhulduk)

Shun
sPan.ting
dPe.thub
sTag.ri.mo
rTa.ra
sTong.sDe
gSum.mDa
bTang.m
sTangs.aDzin
Tran.dKar.rTak.rTa
Dran.drag (deserted gompa near Sha-de)
sTe.sTa, rTas.rTa
sTe.rTsa,
Tha.ma
-l"hang
Thar.la
Brag.thog
Tsa .zar
rTsi.lhag.rTse
Tung.ri
U.lang
Ub.ti
U.rGyan.rDzong
gYu.dKar
Yul.chung
bZ.ng.la (zangs.la)
Zhul.mDo, Zhul.drug

2. CATTLE CAMP NAMES (doha)

For Hanumil
Kilima
For Padum
Churnchemo
Chumik-tangmo
Karpa-lurnpa
Karol
Langma-tubiji
Takchokcho
Khangrol
Zerchuma
For Ralakun
Lungbong
Gnangma
Coomba.
For Sha-de
Dingding
Gortang
Jumet
Maninema
Mulasumdo
Munengo
Ningri
Shawaling
Yulgar-tetsa

Kha.rol

Dingding
Gor.thang
aJu.met
Ma.ni.ne.ma,
Mu.lag.sum.mDo,
Mu.neng.mGo,
Nying.ri
Sha.ba.gLing
Yul.gar.rtes
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Zhingchikrno
For sTongde
Tara
Tsaldi '
Gagnal
Salamtakda
For Testa
Burthang
Thamtik
La-norburi
Hamgo
Sulgo
Nema-chenmo
3. RIVERS IN ZANGSKAR

Zangskar
Zangs.dKar
(The possible origins and meaning of this name are discussed in the Preface)
sTod (sTot, Doda)
sTod
Lung-nak (Lunak)
Lungnag
Tsarap
Tse.rab
Lingti
Ling.ti
Haftal
Hab.ta1
Lenak
Le.nag
Shingri
Shing.ri
Leshun
Le.shun
Ronkil
Rong.dKgi1
Niri
Nyi.ri
Ralakung
Ra.sla.kung
Oma
O.ma
Spangtang
spanghang
Hamlung
sKam.lung
Shinzamtil
Shim.zam.mThi1
Serelungpa
Se.ra'i.lung.pa
4. PASSES IN ZANGSKAR

Appendix 2

5. SOME DISTRIm NAMES

Changtang
Kashtawar
Lahul, Lahoul
Padar
Spiti
Tsaparang

APPENDIX 3
TECHNICALZANGSKARI VOCABULARIES
AGRICULTURE & PASTORALISM
Hemy Osmaston

I coll&ed these vocabularies in Zangskar from various local informants as an essential step
in inquiring into and understanding the local agriculture and pastoralism. I hope that they
may alsobe of use to other visitors who are not Tibetan linguists, thoughthere maybe errors,
particularly in the Tibetan spellings. They should be regarded as a complement to the new
Ladakhi - English - Ladakhi dictionary by Helena Norberg-Hodge, (published by The
Ladakh Project, 21 Victoria Square, Bristol U.K., price £10postfree)which is very useful but
omits some of these technical words, especially when the Zangskari word differs from the
Ladakhi one (i.e. from usage in themain upper Indus valley). I have listed both Ladakhi and
Zangskari equivalents for some words.
The phonetic Zangskari rendering is as heard and recorded by an English speaker, not a
professional linguist (but see notes below). Whenever possible I recorded the Tibetan
spelling too; many of these were checked by Punchok Dawa or Tashi Rabgyas, but others
may have been merely phonetic renderings without the partly silent letters that complicate
written Tibetan, though more consonants are sounded in Zangskar than in the current Lhasa
dialect, and the vowel sounds are more straightforward. The third column is these Tibetan
renderings transliterated by the Wylie system.
Pronounciation of the phonetic renderings:
a is usually short as in 'arrive'.
a before r in the same syllable is longer as in 'cart'.
e is usually short as in 'elephantf.
e before r in the same syllable is longer as ea in 'bear'.
i is short as in 'tip'.
o with a following consonant (not r) in the same syllable is short as in 'top'.
o before r in the same syllable is long as in 'form'.
o without any followingconsonant in the same syllable is long as in 'no'.
u is usually short as in 'put'.
u before r in the same syllable is long as in 'pure'.
ng is as in 'singing'.
ny is as in 'Kenya'.
ph is hard and breathed as in 'stop here', not soft as in 'phase'.
th is hard and breathed as in 'pat here', not soft as in 'the'.
English

Ladllrhi

Ladakhi

phonetic

(Wylie)

CROPS

STON-TOK

STON.THOG

barley (see table 5.3)

ne (L.nas)

nas (L.nas)
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yellow, medium awn

yang-kar

yellow, long awn

ser-mo

yellow, six-row

tug-mr

grey, long awn

che-ne (L. chu-nas)

black, long awn

ne-nak (L.nak-nas)

ear

tsik, nyema

grain

du

'bru

awn (ear bristle)

ta-mak

gra. mag

loose smut (disease)

ya-ga-yak

Ya@.Yag

wheat (see table 5.3)

to

8ro

long awns

to-chen

gr0.chen

medium awns

thung

gro.chung

short awns

su-ru-ru-tse

su.ru.ru.tse

sren-ma (L.sran-ma)

sran.ma

brown, round

sran-dril

sran.dri1

black, angular

ka-res

ka.re5

beans, black, round

nag-sran

nag.sran

buckwheat

ta-wo

bra.^

mustard, rape

yu"t3s-kar

nyungs.dkar

lucerne, alfalfa

buk-suk (L.01)

bug.sug (L.'01)

grass, hay

ram-pa

mm.pa

radish, young leaves

la-buk

1a.phug

radish, roots

la-buk-sa-mum

la.phug.s.mum

apricot, k h , gen.

chu-li

cu.1;

apricot, large

tok-po-pa

apricot, sweet, dried

pha-ting

apricot stone

rag-tse

rag.tse

apricot, v. sweet

rag-tse-kar-po

rag. tse.dkar.po

peas (see table 5.3)
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apricot kernel

tsi-gu

apricot kernel, v. bitter

tsi-gu-khan-te, khapa

apricot kernel, sweet

tsi-gu-ngar-mo

walnut

star-ga

tree, planted

cha-ra, bu-ta

poplar

ber-pa (L.yar-pa)

willow, wild

mal-chang

general, cult.

chang-kar

white, cult.

kumantar (L. sho)

red, cult. (for baskets)

dok-chang

CULTIVATION,ETC
field

zhing

field rented from gompa

tral-zhing

khral.zhing

monk's field (family)

dar-zhing

darzhing

field, best quality

ma-zhing

,, second ,,

ba-zhing

,, third ,,

tha-zhing

farmer

zhing-pa

earth, soil

sa

sand

pe-ma

pe. ma

stone

rdo

rdo

rock

ph-long, tak

pho.long, grag

dung, animal, fresh

che (L.cha)

le

,, horse, donkey

stal-dok

rtal.dog

,, sheep, goat

ril-mang

ril.mang

dung, manure (gen.)

lut

lud

dung, stable

pa-lut

pa.lud

dung, stable, compacted

ri-pak

ri.pag
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dung-cakes

se-pa k

Iu.pog

latrine

chag-ra

chug.ra

latrine manure

chalt-lut

chug.lud

spring

spit-h

dpyid-h

surnrner

yar-ka

dbyar.h

autumn

ston-ka

st0n.h

winter

w-ka

d8un.h

first ploughing

1%

slos

second ,,

khrol

khrol

mo

m

first weeding

yur-ma

yur.ma

second ,,

fundun, shas-don

shas.ldon/shas.'don

glean

tuches

'tu.8~

gleanings

thun-pu, thun-do

thun.int

harvest, reaping

ngaches

(b)rnga.byes

bundles (corn, hay)

pang-ko

pang. ko

corn stacks in field

ka-ra-ta

h.ra. tal

turning corn stacks

kar-lo

hr.log

corn stacks in yard

kyi-ri

dkyi.ri

pea stacb in field

kyi-ri

dkyi.ri

pre-threshing ceremony

stor-ma

gt0r.m

threshing

khu-yu

Wlu.yu

straw (unthreshed)

jang-pa

straw, chaff (threshed)

phug-ma

pea halms (straw)

sren-phug

pea shucks (pod-shells)

karag-wu, gang-bu

hay, dried grass etc.

tsa, rampa, jamag

,, dried lucerne

chun-po

final

,,
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grain store (masonry)

,, ,,

(wOC~)

Pwv"'a
phe-bang

borrower of e.g. a yak

la-dang (L. yarches)

payment for use of yak

nya-la (L. mola)

guard for fields v.stock

bra-pa

estate manager for gompa

chak-dzod

estate manager's house

la-brang

calls to animals: see p.101
IRRIGATION (see p.92 and Fig 2.10)
snow
kha(-wa)

kha.ba

snow-field

kha-re

h.re

ice

'caw

gangs

glacier

kang-ri

gangs. ri

rain

char-pa

char.pa

lightning

lok

s'og

thunder

duk

' p g , 'brug

river, very big

tsang-po

gtsang.po

river, stream

chu

chu

stream, small

tok-po

8'08.PO

stream source

phu

phu

upper valley

phu

phu

lower valley

do

do

spring

chu-mik

chu.mig

reservoir

zing

dzhing, rdzing

channel, main

ma-yur

ma.yur

channel, secondary

yur-wa

yur.ba

channel, to field

nang-yur

nang.y u r

channel, fieldside

yi-hu (L.rimo)

yi.hu
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channel, field centre

star

star

ridges across field

nang (L. shau)

Mng

gaps in nang

temik

tor.mig

control sluice in nang-yur

ha (L.ska)

rka

stone for blocking sluice

ha-do (L. ska-do)

rka.rii0.w

earth for blocking sluice

fang (L. spang)

sp0n8

irrigation supervisor

chu-pon

chu.dpon

clean drinking water

thung-chu-legsmo

TOOLS
sickle

zor-ra, zor-pa

hoe, small

ti-ping

hoe, wooden, big

bat

rbad

hoe, steel with eye

tok-be

tok.rtse, tag.rtse

hoe, steel with spike

po-tok

pod. tog

shovel, wood

shing-khyem

shing.khym

spade, steel

chas-khyem

1cags.khym

adze

cheti

fork, wooden 3-5 prongs

zar

1111

threshing floor

yul-tak

gyul.ltag

threshing floor post

ka

k

willow basket, large

chu-ra

gcu. ra

se-PO

rtse.p, tse1.p

domestic animals

go-chug

~80.~hy~gs

cattle, yak and hybrid

nak-chug (L. ba-lang)

nag.phyugs

yak (male)

yak

mag

yak (female)

di-mo

'brim0

,, ,, small

PASTORALISM

Appendix 3
yak, entire male

pa-yak (L.yak-sha)

yak, castrated male

don-yak

calf, male

yak-tuk (L.beu)

calf, female

di-tuk (L.mobi)

cattle, European

ba-lang-un

bull, European

lang-to

cow, European

pa-shi (L.ba-lang)

pa.gyag (L.gyag.shar)

cattle colours, see Table 6.2
yak x cow hybrids (see table 6.1):
F1 male
dzo

mdzo

Fl female

dzemo

mdzo.mo

F2 male

ga-ru

ga.ru

F2 female

gar-mo

gar. mo

F3 male

gir

gir

F3 female

gir-mo

gir.mo

F4 male

lok

lok

F4 female

lok-mo

lok.mo

F5 female

tsig-mo

tsig.mo

pack animal

khal-ma

horse

sta

rta

stallion

sta-po, sta-seb

rta.po, rta.gsab

mare

got-ma, (sta-mo)

rgod.ma

foal

tho-ru

tho.ru

donkey

pung-bu

bong.bu

mule

te, tel, te-yu

dre, drel, dre'u

goats & sheep

ra-luk

ra.lug

goat

ra

ra

horse colours, see Table 6.11
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goat, male (billy)

ra-bo

goat, castrated male

ra-tung

goat, female (nanny)

ra-ma

goat, young (kid)

ri-gu

goat colours:
black, m/f

nak-pho/mo

white, m/f

kar-pho/mo

black & white

ta-wo

black, white shoulders

kar-ta

goat with curly horns

,,

straight horns

ru-kir

"'-iong

sheep

luk

sheep, male (ram)

Iuk-b~,N-bo

sheep, castrated male

thong-pa

sheep, female (ewe)

ma-mo

sheep, young (lamb)

lu-gu

sheep colours:
black, m/ f

nak-pho/mo

nag.pho/mo

white, m/f

kar-pho/mo

dhr.pho/mo

brown

to-pho/mo

bro.pho/mo

grey

ngo-lo, ngo-nak

sngo.10, sngo.nag

dog

khyi

khyi

dog, female (bitch)

mekhyi

mo.khyl

dog, black, big

tumbu

dog, black, white chest

tang-kar

grang.dkar, brang.dkar

cat

pishi (L.bila)

(L.byi.W

horn

ru-choh

m.co

rope (general)

thag-pa

thag.pa

rope (yak hair)

si-tak

rbid.thag
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nose-ring

ku-ru

rgyug.ru

shears

chan-pa

mchan.pa

wooden pail, large (milk)

o-zo (L. zo-wa)

'0.w(L. w.k)

wooden pail, large (beer)

zem

zem

wooden pail, small

ti-zo (L. deshu

dri.w (L. bre.shu)

wooden pail, butter chum

sok-zem

srog.zem, dkrogs.zem

wooden paddle for butter

srug-ma

srug.ma, dkrugs.ma

riding saddle & rugs

ga-cho

sga.cho

saddle rug (under)

tom

,,

(middle)

me-dun

,,

(upper)

macho

(L.madan)

leather on saddle

tsar

pack saddle

bang-ka

bang.sga

bridle

srap

srab

bit on bridle

kalchag

khal.lcags

girth

lo

glo

crupper

met

smed, rmed

stirrups

OP

'ob, yob

stirrup leather

oplung

'ob.lung

horse whip

stachak

rta.lcag

bell for horses

be-ling (L. dril-bu)

(L. dri1.b~)

horse shoe

mig-pa

rmig.pa

shoeing

mig-pa-gyap-ches

rmig.pa.brgyap.byes

sheep's pack

nu-gal

nu.sga1, nu.khll1

plough -see Fig.2.13

shol

gshol

ruminate (chew)

skyuk-dat

skyungs.ldat

foot & mouth disease

kha-tsha

khll.tsha

skin disease (ringworm?)

"go

mgo
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warble fly/larva

tuk

tape worm

srin-bu

COMMON WILD PLANTS (saket)
BOTANICAL NAME

ENGUSH NAME

Acan tholimon lycopodioid~s
Artemisia spp.

ZANGSKARI NAME
Ion-ze

wormwood

tse-tchi, bur--,

Astragalus zanskarensis

si-tchu

Bieberstienia emodi

tak-fui

bur-nak

Betula sp.

birch

stag.pa

Caragana brezlel ia

(gorse)

tra-to.

Carum curvi

caraway

kon-juk (go.snyod)

Cicer microphyllum

edible pea

se-ri, a.ri

Cirsium arvmse

thistle

ljang-tsher

Conwlvulus sp.

bindweed

tik-tik

Delphinium brunonianum

delphinium

apal-wonyo

Gentiana spp.

gentians

tikda-mentok

Gentianella moorcrqfiana

gentian

tikda-mentok

Geranium collinum

cranm-bill

por-lo

Hippophae rhamnoides

sea buckthorn

tser-mang, tser-no

Hyoscyamus niger

henbane

lang.tang

juniperus sp.

juniper

shukpa (shug.pa)

Leontopodium sp.

edelwiess

tsa-karpo (?)

LiridelaJiastylosa

hounds-tongue

kilche (khyi.lche)

Lonicera spp.

honey-suckle

set, set-mar

Myricaria germanicn

tamarisk

um-bu

Nepeta sp.

catmint

waraha

Pedicuhris longgora

lousewort

lug-ru-men-tok
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Polygonum tortuosum

knotweed

nya.10

Potentilk spp.

silver-weed

kum-buk, ki-ser

Rhcuni webbiana

rhubarb

tu-lu

Rihes sp.

currant

fet-ma, nyen-ka

Rosa webbiana

rose

se-a (se.ba)

Salix sp.

willow

mal-chang (mal.lcang)
so-lo

Sedum wallichianum
Silene moorcrq9iana

catchfly

shuk-pa-tete

Waldheimia stoliczhi

daisy

pa-lu

grass

tsa (rtsa), ram.pa, na-ram

weed

tsa-jamak

leaf

lo-ma

stem

tsik, sdong.po

flower

men-tok (me.tog)

tree

bu-ta, chang-ma (1cang.m~)

Seed

du, s a s n (sa.bon)

root

rtsa.wa, pa. thug

(except for the commonest or most useful/hannful plants it is difficult to get consistent
naming from most Zangskaris)

FOODS - SEE TABLE 11.1

POSTSCRIPT
HENRY
C~MAS~ON
(After a visit to Zangskar in August 1993)
1 Chap.1 Drung-Drung Glacier should read Drung-Drang throughout.

2. Chap.1 The Drung-Drang glacier in the Teplik stage probably only
reached the first tributary to the stod from the south.
There are extensive hummocky moraines in the Upper Stod
valley, from each major southern tributary including those
at Tepuk.

3. Chap.2 HouseNo.4atsTongde(Fig.2.9)hasbeenabandoned for
winter use, from fear of avalanches which recently destroyed other villages in the Stod valley, and a replacement
has been built 30m downhill (a precaution of dubious
effectiveness).
4. Chap.2 Thirteen new khang.chung but no new khang.chen houses
have been formed in sTongde since our 1980 survey.

5. Chap.2 A new road from Padum to Zangla skirts the east side of
sTongde, but on average is used by fewer than one vehicle
a day. A road is slowly being made u p the Lungnak gorge.
6. Chap.2

Many new foot bridges have been bdilt over the Zangskar,
Stod and Lungnak (Tsarap) rivers.

7. Chap.2 Several irrigation leats in various villages have been rebuilt
in masonry but some leak or have broken down, including
the big one from Haftal Tokpo, nearly complete in 1980, not
yet in use.
7. Chap.2 In sTongde the first south-facing sun-room with two or
more walls nearly fully glazed was being built during our
visit in 1980; now many khang.chen have one.
Padum is growing fast, particularly along the new road and at Pipiting.
After two days walking in the deep confines of the Lungnak gorge, the
first thrilling and spectacular glimpse of the Padum Plain also frames the
dirty diesel power-house of the town's low-voltage and unreliable
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Postscript

electricity supply. An electronicmuczzin calls loudly several timesa day
from a new mosque, roofed like many of the other new buildings with
shining corrugated sheets. There is a satellite communication centre
(though letters through the seldom and unpredictably open post office
still take a month by airmail to Europe), several new hotels and many
new shops; these include some owned by Kashmiris from Srinagar,
selling carpets and other fancy goods to tourists, whose numbers have
greatly increased. A bus, usually packed full with local people, traders
and tourists, travels nearly daily in summer along the much improved
road between Padum and Kargil. Several trekking groups arrive daily
in summer with ten or more tourists, as many horsemen and cooks, and
twice as many ponies; the ponies put pressure on local grazing resources
and some tourists try to persuade village women to sell their personal
jewellery. The government issue of imported food rations is spreading
even to outlying villages and changing traditional food habits.
Some of the benefits and problems of development in Ladakh were
discussed at the 6th Colloquillm of the Inten~ationalAssociation for
Ladakh Studies held in Leh on 16-20 August 1993, the proceedings of
which will be published.
Despite these changes the landscape remains as spectacular as ever, the
people remain as cheerful and friendly, and the winter remains a time
for relaxation and diversions, free from trekkers, traders, road traffic
and the demands of agriculture.
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4. Folded and faulted limestones and sandstonesof the Zangskar Group forming thewest side of thezangskar
valley. Rinam village and fields lie on the terrace beyond the Zangskar River, which is incised below it out of
sight. Some of the boulders on the edge of the upper terrace (3500m) in the foreground have a dark ferromanganese coating. H.A.O. 29/22, July 1981 (See Figs. 1.1,1.2).

5. View southwest from sTongde monastery (3750m) over the village and the Padurn plain. sTongde
moraine runs across the valley just beyond the village. H.A.O. 21/33, July 1980.

6. A dissected fan on the south side of the upper Stod River (36DOm3. There are terminal moraines at
the mouth of the tributary valley and lateral ones higher up it. See Fig.l.7. H.A.O. ZlJ11, July1980.

7. Remains of thick beds of sand and gravel on the west side of the Zangskar valley at Hi
(3400m).These once extended over the whole valley floor, probably just after the maximum ext
of the Zangskar glacier to Kilima, about 5km down valley. The village only has these two hous
of which is built partly under an isolated block of cemented gravels. H.A.O. Z7/9A, 25 July I!

8. Riverside cliff on the east bank of thc Lung-nak Rivcr just opposite Upti. At the base are
river gravels, covered by thinly bedded silt (deposited on a floodplain or in a temporary

proglacial lake?). Above this is more massive silt, possibly wind-deposited, with the angular
stones of a fan on top (3530m). H.A.O. 21 /24, July1980.

I-;.
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9. Zangskaris walking to the Karsha ferry past the cemented edge of a river-terrace 0530~1)
near Upd, looking north. H.A.O. 21/22, J d y 1980.

10. Spdlinally folded limesto~eswi th vertical bedson the right, in the apparently unglaciated
gorge dthe S
h
w
i Chubetween Salamstakda and MuIa Stimdo on the way to Sha-de(4100m).
H.AO. 22/24, A a g w lJ8(J.
. --

A

11. Dolomite praks just west of rhc confluence (4D00m)of thc Lma~and Kargiak Rivers in
southwest Zangskar. The sets of twin ridges on the scree are probably the tracksof l u s h flows
kf?when maw cover was melting. In &ei~1egro\;lr1cI
are m a l l mounds sf motaim. HrJIk43.I
-- st?{'@,36 ~ u p 198%.
t

l2. Landiat RBV image of central Zangskar, with the Padum Plain in the centre and South to the top. The dark
the valley bottoms are fieldswith crops. Karsha village is just touching the central cross on the north @id@*
is east of Karsha, just amass the River Zangskar. 04493-R, 18 August 1979.

14. The upgcr Stod valley ncar Abran, with river-terraces and tributary fans o11 either side of the
inased river (3600m). J.H.C. 1986.

15. The unglaciated gorge of the Lung-nak River near Ichar, loolung southwest, upstream

(c. 3750m). The river gravels in the foreground, 100m above the present river, and the even higher
remnant of pale silts beyond the ficlds (top right) were probably deposited when the fiver was
dammed by the former Reru glacier or Zangskar glacier downstream. A traditional rope bridge
spans the river. H.A.O. Z10/3,12August 1981.

16. Sands, gravels and boulders high on the south bank of the Lung-nak River, 50m above present water
level (c. 3750m). I'unchok Dawa i11 foreground. H.A.O. Z10/4,12 August 1981.

17. Partially cemcnted and eroded dcbris flow (or pssibly) moraine on the east bank of the Tsarap
River a few hundred metres north of Purne (3850ni). l-i.A.0.210/8,14 August 1981.

18. Beds of sand and gravelabout 200m thick, on tk rest bank of th ;amp I<
Purne. Cha village lies just behind the skyline. H.A.O. Z10/6,14August 1981.

r (3800m)seen from

19. A curiously shaped rock locally named Pulunguru, just north of Laru, sTongde. It is a block of
granitic gneiss from the main'Himalayan range, brought by the sTongde stage glacier and left on the
terrace just below the moraine (3500m).Subsequently a tafonc (salt-weathering hollow) has eaten into
the left-hand side. The distant mountain stands gbove Shilingskit. H.A.O. Z9/9, July 1981.

20. Tafoni(hollows formed bysaltwcathcring) ina glacial erraticnearTangsoat themouth of thcLe
valley, southwest Zangskar (4050m).H.A.O. 2 11/ I 6,19 August 1981.

23. Permanent snowfields at 5,500mnear the summit of theSultantangopeak abovesTongde and on themountains
to the south-east in the catchment of the Sha-de River. These are a v&al source of irrigation water in summer. The
upstanding lacy crystals of ice are the beginnings of so-called 'ice-penitents'. H.A.U. Z5/21A, September 1980.

24. The terminus of the Drung-drang Glacier seen from the Pcnsi-la (4400m). The central band of ice is much wider
andcleaner than on many Himalayan glaciers, but at each side it is covered with moraine and the much higher lateral
moraines at the foot of each hillside show that the glacier was formerly much thicker. H.A.O. 21/10, July 1980.

2% Souee Na,,Tmg, sTon$c, belonging to Tscrhg Narba. In the $mep,wnd thew isa a@tlleyard xclieh a

ztf mange@for use in the daytime in winltm. Beyend it is a walled mclaeure ht poplar and willo+vtrees- anx
vegetables. H.A.O. B J31A,Jdy'P981.

26. The large house at Purnc, south-west Zangskar (3820m).In the foreground is a chortcn and ma~iiwall. Bel

them is a field of barley and some willow bushes. H.A.O. Z10/11,15 August 1381.

27. V i m southwest from near the rnonaeery gonary (left)in Peyu, sTongde, over houses nos3 &4.
&ymd L b fieldsare the houses of Tetsa, and beyond again is sTongde rnardne and the Kumik fan.
k3.AO. WOA, Jdy 1981.(top left)

28. Houac No.4,Peyu,sTangdeV belang%n,g
toRipin hnchluk, from thesouth. BrushwoodoiNipp~ph~$
hay;ind pihsddunjpats a.reskaeked
oil\ the rooif, mainly roimd the edges. I-I.A.0, 29.14, Julyl#Sl' f@
.
..
Pts.a.%.(top rkiht) .
'

29. House No.4,Peyu, sTongde, belonging to Rigzin Anchuk, from the northeast. Guest-room, prayer-

room and various stores stand around a courtyard on the upper floor. In the centre is a hole giving light
and air to the summer living-room. H.A.O. 29/17, July 1981 (see Fig.2.9). (Bottom left)

30. House No.$ Peyu, sTongde, belonging to Rigzin Anchuk, from the west (35110111).Windours.
small except in the top storey for the guest-room (near comer) and prayer-mom (far corner). 1

main construction is of mud bricks, but with rocks in the lower comes. On the skyline is
monastery (3750m). H.A.O. Z7/7A, July1981(see Fig2.9).

SECTION 2

33. A yak ta-wo, i.e, black with a white tail and back-sbipc. The h m s divcrgetrtmost horizontally and
then curve gracefully upwards and badtwards. There is a largcbony crest over the shouldcls, and a long
fringe of belly hair. Lanak dreksa. H.A.O. 210/24,17 August 1981.
34. A garmoat Nyetsc droksa (3750m)near Lingshed. l t has a yak-liketail and a vestigial mane. N.AX
Z7/14A, 27 July 1981.

35. A yak rok-po (or nak-pol, i.e. pure black, with full horns. Behind is dzo kham.pa, i.e, dun coloured,
with vestigial horns. Behind again is another black yak which is do.10 (i.e. polled or hornless). Lenak
droksa. H.A.O. Z10/27,17 August 1981.

36. A yak servinga dzomo on the upper pastures above sTara droksa. In the background are twoother

yak which this one has just driven off. Most of the ground is covered with short dense turf. H.A.O.

37. A dzoat sTongde. The small boy is carryhga yak-hair rope with a woodm h w k m theend
Z6/1, September 1980,

H.A.O.

38. A dzo at Lenak droksa. The horns diverge at about a right-angle and are nearly straig
(though more commonly they curve upwards). The face is narrow and 'cow-like' and t
forehead hair is short. Behind is a dimo, with 'yak-like' tail, mane and horns. H.A.O. Z10/:
17 August 1981.

40. A horse from sTongde with a wooden riding saddle and a bridSe. H.A.O. Z l l /I, 18 August 1981.

41. A goat at Padum. H.A.O. 6A/ 29 September 1980.

42. A black ram at Fadam MI a g l a d erratic b

M of p e h s with w n d k q b i JHA.O.&l 29 !h@

1

46. A dzomoat ~Tongdeshowingthecommon charactcristicof thchor~~scurvingforwardsanddownwad
H.A.O.Z6/5,5eptember 1980.

4. Stanzin Norbu, goba (headman) of Testa village, southeast Zangskar, spinning goat-hair and wearu
hadtima1 cloth boots. H.A.O. ZlQ/14,15 August 1981.

52. A woman at sTongde carrying a sheaf of wheat to a stack. I-I.A.O. Z5/36A, September 1980.

Q. A girl with a basket of rootstocks af Acantholimon lympodioides (Z:long.ze)and Artemisia bre~ifoolia
(Z: bur.tse) which she has hoed up for fuel. ~Taradroksa. H.A.O. 28/22A, July 1981.

54. A child at sTongde. H.A.O. Z8/1A, July1981.

56. Making p b a in a simplc summer kitchen, House No.2, Peyu, sTongde. There rs a traditional kettle, lddle
and two copper pots, but also two modern aluminium .pots, A simple s t o w is in the foreground. H.A.O. 251
September 1980.
57. Yak loaded with firewood, upper Stod valley. It is only in remow areas that wood fuel is still as plen ti€ulas
J.H.C.1986.

59. Clumpsof Caragana aersicolar(Z:tsa.lo) and dwarf willow (2:lang.mar)below the Scnge La (4850m)
on the north side. Helena Norberg-Hodge in foreground. I--1.A.OZ7/16A, 29 July 1981.

60. Clumps of Artemisia sp. (Z: sh.chi) at sTongde, 3500m. They are slightly aroma tic and animal
not gra72 them. H.A.O. Z9 111, July1981.

61. Clumps of Nepetaglutinosa (Z:warsha) at sTara Droksa, 4300m. These are strongly aromatic and
animals do not graze them. H.A.O. Z8/17A, July1981.

Tussocks of prickly ~ c a n t h o l i h o nlycopodioides (Z: 1ong.ze) at sTara droksa, 4300m.
H.A.O. 29/33. July 1981.

62.

63. A girl at Padum with a wooden pitchfork, a wooden shovel and a back-pack of threshed straw tot
to her house. H.A.O. 6A/ 29 September 1980.

64. A woman at sTongdc washing grain bcfore drying it on the rug spread out bchind. M.A.O. 24/30,
September 1980.

6-5.

A girl at sTongde.

H.A.O. 29/25, July 1981.
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ENGLISH WHEAT AVALON
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76. Good and poor ears of Zangskar wheat (Z: tro.chen)grown a t sTorigde in 1980,with a ear of typical wheat gown
in England. H.A.O.

ZANGSKAR BARLEY
6-row, naked

77. Good cars of four named varictics of Zongskar barley (Z: nas,ne), \*ti th a car of typical barley grown in

England. I-1.A.O.

78. Wooden statue of the Maitreya-known as Gogpo-the solihry example or tnls arr (see p 43P& T.Md

79. Ancient standing stone with Maitreya in relief, in fields at sTongde. (see p. 439). J.H.C.

80. Part of the Boyig document at Phugtal Gompa: the ancient chronicle of Zangskar. (see p. 435). J.H.C.

81. Mani wall with stonesillustrating thirty-five Buddhas, outside Amchi Sonam Tsering's house in Peyu, S'
T.H.C. 1980.

Mani stone depicting tantric figure; the s'loa
da) valley. J.H.C.1977.

83. Mani stone depicting Milarepa in his cave; the
upper sTod (Doda) valley. J.H.C.1977.

84. Mani stoneinscribed with AM, OM and HUM, a t the samesite at Purne as the translated inscriptions
on p. 467. J.H.C. 1980.

85. Mule caravan descending from the Pensi-la at Zhuldo near Rangdum. J.H.C. 1977.
86. Lobsang, our horseman and guide, loading ponies in Zangskar; note the handmade rape. J.H.C.1 9 7 .

87. An old. villager with prayer wheel and beads rests during his circumambula tion of Sani Gompa. J.H.C.'1977-

88. Trodong hamlet, sTongde, from a will0141clump on the plain. J.H.C. 1980.

90. Grandmother with young child a t
sTongde. H. Norberg-Hodge 1980.

92. Mother in distinctive head-dress (perak)
showing ear-muffsXwith sheepskin shawl
wd jew&@ry at Peyu, sTafigda I-I.A.0.
-ZFY~&~OJIII~~MI*
. . .

91. Zangskari village children. J.H.C.1977.

93. Man in traditional Zangskari goncha
(coat)tending child at Peyu,sTongde.H.A.O.
24/26,1 Sept 1980.

94. Sani gompa. J.H.C.1977 (top left).
95. Bardan gompa. J.H.C.1980 (top right).

Karsha gompa. J.H.C. 1980 (l~ottomI ~ f t ) .
,

t . .
' L'

97. sTongdc gompa J.H .C. 1980 (bottom right).

98. Phugtal gompa (see p. %8, B7). J.H.C.1980.

99. Geshe Chospd Yangtsen (see p. 596,631 ). J.1-I.C. 1980.

-

100. Assembly of Gelugpa monks at sTongde gompa (see p. 577). J.H.C.1980.

31. Hospitality in a monk's sha, sTongde gompa. Note traditional and modern utensils, and
pparati~naf chapatis, an Indian food.

1"- Two rr--ks in the courtyard of sTongde Gompa. J.H.C.1980.

,

-

107. The cave ofNaropa above Dzong-khd gornpa. The final flight uf steps has fallen away. J.H.C. 1986.

p&s and Tashi Rabgy~s(right)~eadiiqj&e medifationm&hrox3H
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109. Sonam Thubten of '0d.lDan house--one

110. Farmhouse kitchen near Leh. J.H.C.1981.

of Prince Peter's informants (see p. 627).
J.H.C.1981.

111. Amhause visited hz gmi3illagica1.aCudies auhddu k h (seeCh.231, J.H.C.1983.
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